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r J{ E FACE

This work is issued to fill a void. There is, at present, no

other complete History of the United States so illustrated, and

so generally fitted for popular circulation. From the discovery

of America to the events of President Fillmore's administra-

tion, few, if any, occurrences of importance in the life of our

country have escaped our mention ; while most of its thrilling

scenes and prominent characters are so depicted as to strike

deep into the memory.

We claim nothing beyond having furnished a History for the

people. Works of deep research and eloquent style, regard-

ing particular periods, are numerous; but they are not in the

hands of the masses— they are too elaborate for general appre-

ciation. Some of them have too much space devoted to the

discussion of questions, important to the over-curious alone;

while others are of such a documentari/ character, that they

become too dry for the popular palate. A few only want com-

pleteness and the illustrations to be all that can be required.

For ourselves, we may say, that while we have striven to give

our History an attractive dress, we have been careful to apply

for our information to the most authentic and reliable sources.

The saw, "Truth is strange— stranger than fiction," will

appear, to the reader of the history of the United States, to be

well founded. Romance has no power to awaken interest com-

parable with that exercised by the wondrous events recorded

in our annals. The daring voyages of Columbus and Cabot—
the adventures and exploits of Ponce de Leon, Narvaez, Dt
Soto, and the other Spanish warriors, who sought wealth and
glory in the enchanted region of Florida— the settlement at

Jamestown— the landing of the Pilgrims— the struggles be-

tween the white and the red men for dominion, as well as the

fierce contests and subtle diplomatic contrivances which
(iii)



LV PREFACE.

occurred between the French, Spaniards, and English, for the

same end—the gradual growth of the colonies—their opposi-

tion to tyranny in all shapes— their union— their bloody

struggle with their mighty and unnatural mother— their

triumph, and the establishment of the independent republican

confederacy—the upward progress of the United States through

the red clouds of war, and the mists of foreign, envious diplo-

macy, to the pure air of freedom, strength, and happiness—are

events upon which imagination will delight to dwell. No

romancer ever conceived as much of the grand and the beau-

tiful, or of the dark and the groveling, as such a history can

present. The theme is a noble one, worthy of the skilful pen

and the brilliant pencil.

Perhaps no History has ever been more profusely illustrated

than this. Every event susceptible of representation with effect

in an engraving, and every personage of sufficient importance

to merit remembrance, and of whom a likeness is preserved and

accessible, will be found depicted in the ensuing pages, adding

immeasurably to the use and beauty of the work. The labour

and skill thus spent cannot but result in substantial benefit to

our readers. The historical narrative thus illustrated cannot

soon be forgotten.

A knowledge of the history of our country is indispensable

to every American and republican. By learning how the

nation has reached its present proud position, the citizen will

become more patriotic; and by seeing how dearly freedom and

independence have been bought, the republican will become

more watchful of his liberties. The citizen of the United States

need not resort to the history of the old world for noble charac-

ters, brave deeds, or glorious institutions. Let him peruse the

records of the life of his own bright and happy land, and he

will meet with such warriors and patriots as Washington and

Wayne— such statesmen as Franklin, Madison, and Jefferson

— such actions as those of "Breed's Hill" and the "Cowpens"

— and such free and progressive institutions as the Utopian

dreamers might have worshipped.



THE PUBLISHER'S PREFACE TO TIIE LATTER

PORTION OF TIIE HISTORY.

Tiik period of the History of the United States forward

from the Taylor-Fillmore Administration to the present

time, is fraught with great results. The story is told in a

succinct and comprehensive manner. The causes are traced

that led to the blotting out of slavery, which had retarded

so much the genuine progress of the Nation dining its inde-

pendent life. Here is also given the story of the Civil War :

its immense sacrifices both of life and treasure ; of the mani-

festations of. love for the Union on the one hand, and on the

other the indomitable perseverance of both parties to the

conflict, who exhibited sterling qualities, held in reserve by

the whole Nation, but forthcoming in the hour of trial.

There is also noticed the wonderful industrial progress of

the Free Labor Slates during and since the war. and the

gradual recovery of those States which had been in insurrec-

tion, from the desolation incident to the war, and their suc-

cess in adapting themselves to the new order of things.
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' 1 1 A P T E R I

.

DISCOVERY OF AMERICA BY THE NORTHMEN

|gS5p^|n| HAT the continent of America was visited by

European and Asiatic vessels, long

before it was effectually made
known by the genius of Columlnis,

is an opinion which has of late

years gained ground among those

who have directed their attention

to the subject. The Europeans

who are said to have the honor

of the discovery were the Northmen ; those daring navigators who

traversed the tempestuous seas of the North in their little vessels, and
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who discovered Iceland. As most historians treat this claim with respect

as being supported by weighty testimony, we give the facts as recorded

by the Icelandic authorities and quoted by many antiquaries.

BOUT the end of the eighth and beginning of

the ninth century, the Normans made themselves

famous by their predatory excursions. England,

Scotland, Ireland, the Orkney and Shetland

Islands, were objects of their depredations

;

and, in one of their piratical expeditions,

(A. D. 861) they discovered an island, which

from its lofty mountains covered with ice and

snow, obtained the name of Iceland. In a few

years after they planted a colony there, which

was continually augmented by migrations from the neighbouring countries.

Within the space of thirty years (889) a new country, situated on the

west, was discovered, and from its verdure during the summer months

received the name of Greenland. This was deemed so important an

acquisition, that, under the conduct of Eric Raude, or Redhead, some-

times called Eric the Red, a Danish chief, it was soon peopled.

The emigrants to these new regions were still inflamed with the passion

for adventure and discovery. An Icelander of the name Heriolf and

his son Biron* made a voyage every year to different countries, for the

sake of traffic. About the beginning of the eleventh century (1001)

their ships were separated by a storm. When Biron arrived in Norway,

he heard that his lather was gone to Greenland, and he resolved to follow

him ; but another storm drove him to the southwest, where he discovered

a Hat country, free from rocks, but covered with thick woods; and an

island near the coast.

E made no longer stay at either of these places than

till the storm abated ; when by a northeast course

he hasted to Greenland. The discovery was no

sooner known there, than Leif the son of Eric, who,

like his father, had a strong desire to acquire glory

by adventures, equipped a vessel, carrying twenty-

five men ; and, taking Biron for his pilot, sailed

(1002) in search of the new country.

lli> course was southwest. On the first land which he saw, he found

nothing but flat rocks and ice, without any verdure. He therefore gave

it the name of Helluland, which signifies rocky. Afterward he came to

* His namo is spelled by difforont authors Biron, Biorn, Biobrn, and Biaern.
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l limovi i ing Gnpa

a level slum-, without any rocks, but overgrown with woods, and the sand

was remarkably white. This lie named Markland, or woody. Two days

after, he saw land again, and an island lying before the northern coast

of it. Here he first landed ; and thence sailing westward, round a point

of land, found a creek or river into which the ship entered.

N the banks of this river, were bushes bearing

sweet berries; the air was mild, the soil fertile,

and the river well stored with fish, among which

were very fine salmon. At the head of the river

was a lake, on the shore of which they resolved to

pass the winter, and erected huts for their accom-

modation. One of their company, a German

named Tyrker, having straggled into the woods,

found grapes; from which, he told them that in his country, they made

wine. From this circumstance Leif tin- commander of the party, called

the place Vinliind dat gode, the good wine country.
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\n intercourse being thus opened between Greenland and Vinland,

several voyages were made, and the new country was further explored.

Many islands were found near the coast, but not a human creature was

seen till the third summer (1<H*1) when three boats constructed of ribs

of bone, fastened with thongs or twigs and covered with Bkins, each boat

containing three men, made their appearance. From the diminutive size

nf these people the Normans denominated them Skrselings,* and inhumanly

killed them all but one; who escaped and collected a larger number of

his countrymen, to make an attack on their invaders. The Normans

defended their ships with so much spirit, that the assailants were obliged

to retire.

The Northmen Trading with the Indians.

After this a colony of Normans went and settled at Vinland, carrying on

a barter trade with the Skrselings for furs; but a controversy arose in

the colony, which induced some to return to Greenland. The others

dispersed and mixed with the Skrselings.

Towards the end of the reign of Olaf the Saint (1026), an Icelander,

named Gudleif, embarked for Dublin. The vessel being driven by

boisterous winds far from its direct course towards the BOUth-west,

approached an unknown shore, lie and the crew were soon Beized

by the natives and carried into the interior. Here, however, to their

* Cut sticks, chips— liwarfs.
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great surprise, they were accosted by a venerable chief in their own

language, who inquired after some individuals in Iceland. He refused to

The Present-.

tell his name ; but as he sent a present of a gold ring to Thurida, the

sister of Snorre Gode, and a sword for her son, no doubt was entertained

that he was the Scald (Bard) Biorn, who had been her lover, and who

bail left Iceland nearly thirty years before that time (998). The natives

were described as of a red color and cruel to strangers; indeed, it

required all the influence of the friendly chief to rescue Gudleif and his

companions from destruction.

N the next century (11-1) Eric, Bishop of Greenland,

went to Vinland, with a benevolent design to recover

and convert his countrymen who bad degenerated into

savages. This prelate nrver returned to Greenland;

nor was any tiling more heard of Vinland for several

centuries.

These facts are as consistent and as well supported by collateral

evidence as many of the contemporary relations upon which historians

generally rely. There is nothing improbable in the alleged voyages. The

Scandinavians are known to have beeD t lie best of navigators, and their

ships visited evory sea, from the Mediterranean to the Baltic. The voyage

from Reykiavik, in Iceland, to Cape Farewell, is not longer than that from

the southwestern extremity of Iceland to the eastern coast of Labrador,

and it might be supposed that a daring, enterprising race of seamen,

discovering and colonizing Iceland, would at least attempt to explore the

seas beyond.

But, it is asked by the doubting, if North America was really dis-
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covered by the Northmen, and repeatedly visited, too, why was a country

ro fertile in comparison with Iceland or Norway, so suddenly abandoned?

The traditions say because of the hostility of the natives ; and surely

this is a sufficient reason. The first Spaniards who attempted to colonize

Florida met the same resistance.

UT do we find any traces of the visit of the Norwegians,

in the country said to have been visited? The Jesuit

missionaries inform us, that they found the cross, and a

knowledge of the stars, a superior kind of worship, a

more ingenious mind, among the natives of the coast said

to have been colonized by the Northmen. They even

assure us that many Norwegian words are to be found in

the dialect of the people.

In forming a judgment of the truth of the records and traditions, we

may reject some of the circumstances, but must think that the main

assertion, that America was discovered and repeatedly visited by the

Northmen, is as well supported as most of the accounts of ancient con-

temporary historians, and is, therefore, as clearly to be believed.

The researches of oriental scholars have lately brought to light the

traditions of the East Indian nations, which are important, as leading to

the conclusion that the Pacific coast of North America was known to

them long before it was known to Europeans. These traditions speak of

a country many degrees to the westward, inhabited by red men, whose

habits are so described, that the application of the description to the

Indian tribes of California, and the coast further north, seems inevitable.

Perhaps, when China and the Chinese records are better known to us, we

shall be astonished to learn that the " New World" of the European was

long before visited by the Asiatics.



CHAPTER II.

DISCOVERY OF AMERICA BY COLUMBUS.

IIETIIER North America was discovered by

the Northmen, or not, to the

reason, the energy, the perseve-

rance, the genius of Christopher

Columbus, Europe owes her first

certain knowledge of the exist-

ence of another con-

tinent in the west.

Columbus deserves to

rank among those truly great ones— "The stars in the

heaven of fame" — who have raised themselves to renown by

their vast achievements. His discovery was not the result

of accident— else, Columbus had been but an unwilling in-

strument. But it was the result of a process of reason
;

:i

vast conception, executed with almost peerless efforts.

Columbus was born in Genoa, about 1435. The

family name in Italian is Colombo ; and in Spanish

history he is known as Christoval Colon. Of his earlv

life, but littl; is known. He
was sent to Pavia, the chief

Italian seat of learning, to

prosecute his studies, and

although he remained at

school but a short rime, he

made rapid progress, especi-

ally in geometry, astronomy

and cosmography. He com-

menced his naval career at

an early age ; took part in a

naval expedition fitted out

at Genoa, by John of Anjou,

Duke of Calabria, in 1459,

against Naples; and in 1474,

was captain of several Ge-

noese ships, in the service

of Louis XI, of France.

Ho subsequently went to Lisbon, where his brother Bartholomew found

a profitable occupation in constructing sailing charts for navigators.
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Collliiilms

At this time the government of Portugal encouraged navigation and

maritime discovery. Columbus soon embarked on an arduous voyage to

the north. He made several cither voyages l>> England and to the islands

possessed hy Spain and Portugal in the western ocean. In consequence,

he soon became the most experienced navigator of his time. He took

notes of everything he saw. and kept bis mind intently fixed upon the

studies in which he was destined to effect so great a revolution.

BILE a resident of Lisbon, Columbus married

the daughter of Palestrello, an Italian

cavalier, who had been one of the most dis-

^f^^^PJ^^ tinguished navigators under Prince Henry

of Portugal, and had colonized and governed

the island of Porto Santo. By this marriage,

he obtained access to the charts and paperu

of Palestrello, and of oilier experienced

navigators connected with his wife's family.

The passage round the ('ape of Good Hope

had not yet been discovered. The gnat,

object, at this time, was to discover the

shortest route to the Bast Indies, whose

wealth enriched the cities of the .Mediterra-

nean. In his conversations with the geogra-

phers and pilots whom he found in Lisbon,

Columbus consulted them on the possibility of a western passage to the
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countries of Cathay and Zipangu, described by Marco Polo. By this

means he became acquainted with a number of facts which confirmed a

theory he had already formed.

Pedro Forrea, his wife's relation, had found on the coast of Porto

Santo, pieces of carved wood, evidently imt cut with a knife, and which

had been carried thither by strong westerly winds. Other navigators had

picked up in the Atlantic, canes of an extraordinary size, and many

plants not apparently belonging to the Old World. The bodies of men

were found, thrown by the waves on the shores of the Azores, who had

features differing essentially from those of Africans or Europeans, and

who had evidently come from the west.

These facts gave additional force to the reasonings which Columbus

founded on his thorough knowledge of the existing cosmographical science

of his time; and he was finally induced to attempt the discovery. Not

having the means of fitting out a suitable expedition at his own expense,

he obtained an audience of John II.. King of Portugal, and fully un-

folded to that monarch his plan. He proposed, in case the king would

furnish him with ships and men, to undertake a Bhorter and more direct

route to India, than any which had yet been attempted, by sailing directly

to the west, across the Atlantic. The councillors and men of learning

directed to examine the project; and the king was advised to fit out

an expedition to undertake the discovery without the knowledge of its

projector.

CARAVEL was despatched, with the ostensible

purpose of carrying provision-; to the Cape de

Void islands; but with secret orders to pursue

the route laid down in the papers of Columbus.

p\vy Jafgh \3rtL ^' ut I'i'" v'dence interfered on behalf of justice.

The caravel stood westward from the island- for

several days, and then the weather grew stormy

and the pilots afraid. They put back to Lisbon,

and covered their own want of courage by ridiculing the project of

Columbus.

With a just indignation at this attempt to defraud him of the results

of his labors, Columbus abandoned Portugal, towards the end of the

year 1484, and arrived at the port of Palos, in Spain. Here he experienced

the fate of most men whose projects are grand or startling. Ferdinand

and Isabella were at this time engaged in a war with the Moors of

Granada; and although they listened to Columbus' proposals, they were

too much occupied to give him the aid necessary for carrying out his great

enterprise. Wearied out by years of fruitless solicitation, he had de-
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tennined to abandon the country, and had actually left the court for

France, when his friends, St. Angel and Quintanilla, by their earnest and

eloquent intercessions, induced Queen Isabella to recall him. The queen,

now fully convinced of the importance of the enterprise, displayed her

zeal for its success by offering to pledge her jewels to raise the required

funds. This was not necessary, however, and arrangements were speedily

made for fitting out the expedition.

On the 17th of April, 1492, were signed the articles of agreement,

by which Columbus received from the sovereigns the hereditary titles of

Admiral and Viceroy of all the seas, islands, and countries he should

discover. He was entitled to reserve for himself one-tenth of all pearls,

precious stones, gold, silver, spices, and other articles of merchandise in

whatever manner found, bought, bartered or gained within his admiralty,

the costs being first deducted : and he was permitted to contribute an

eighth part of the expense of the expedition, and to receive an eighth

part of the profits.

HE vessels were prepared for the voyage,

in the port of Palos. The largest,

which was decked, was called the

Santa Maria, and mi hoard of this ship Colum-

bus hoisted his flag. The second, called the

Pinta, was commanded by Martin Alonzo

l'in/on. The third, called the Nina, had latine

sails, and was commanded by Vicente Vanes

Pinzon. About one hundred and twenty persons

embarked on the expedition.

On Friday, the 3d of August, 14!»l\ the adventurers sailed. They
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directed their course to the Canary Islands, where they were delayed for

some time in consequence of an injury done to the rudder of the Pinta.

On the 6th of September, they left the Canaries; and that may be

regarded as the first day of the most memorable voyage which lias ever

been undertaken. The winds were at first light, and little way was made

;

the second day, the fleet h>st. sight of land. The companions of Columbus,

who were now advancing over the ocean, unable to conjecture the termi-

nation of their voyage, began to feel astonished at the boldness of the

enterprise. Many of them shed tears and broke into loud lamentations,

believing that they should never return. Columbus endeavoured to

console them and inspire them with new courage.

OLUMBUS had taken the

precaution of keeping secret

the true reckoning of the

distance passed over, while

he kept a false reckoning for

the inspection of his com-

panions, which malic the

distance considerably less

;

but, notwithstanding this de-

ception, his people were now

growing extremely un

at the length of the voyage. The admiral endeavoured in every way to

soothe their rising fears, sometimes by arguments and expostulations,

sometimes by awakening fresh hopes, and pointing out new signs of land.

Light breezes from the southwest springing up on the 20th of September,

had a cheering effect on the people, as they proved that the wind did not

always prevail in the same direction. Three days later a whale was

observed, heaving up his huge form at a distance, which Columbus pointed

out as an indication of the proximity of land. The prevalence of calms,

however, and the great quantities of sea-weed which they encountered,

retarding the course of the ships, occasioned fresh alarm. Columbus

reasoned, expostulated, aid pr ised in vain. The men were too much

under the influence of terror to listen to reason. The more Columbus

argued the more boisterous became their murmurs, until there came a

heavy swell of the sea unaccompanied by wind. This, fortunately,

dispelled the terrors occasioned by the previous dead calm.

On the 25th of September, while Columbus, with his officers, were

atu lying a map and endeavoring to make out from it their position, they

were aroused by a shout from the Pinta, and looking up, beheld Martin

Alonzo Pinzon, mounted on the stern of his vessel, who cried with a loud
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voice, '• Land ! land ! Senor, I claim mv reward !" ' pointing at the same

time to the south-west, where there was indeed an appearance of land, at

about twenty-five leagues distance. Columbus threw himself upon his

knees and returned thanks to God, and Martin Alonzo repeated the

Gloria in Exechis, in which he was loudly joined by the crews of the

ships. They changed their course, and sailed all night in the same

direction. At daylight all eyes were turned in that quarter ; but the

supposed land which had caused so much joy, had disappeared, and they

that tiny had been deceived by the appearance of clouds in the

horizon. The direct course to the west was again resumed.

HE crews soon relapsed into their former despondency.

Nevertheless, the multitude of birds which they saw

continually flying about the ships, the pieces of wood

which they picked up, and many other symptoms of

land, prevented them from giving themselves wholly

up to despair. Columbus, in the midst of so much

uneasiness and dejection, remained calm and self-

posses .-e. I.

On the 11th of October, the indications of land became more and more

certain. A reed quite green floated by, fish, such as abound near I

uere -ecu, the trunk of a bamboo, and a plank, rudely carved, were

picked up by the people of the Nina, and those in the Pinta saw a branch

of a tree with berries on it. They sounded at sunset and found bottom.

The wind was now unequal ; and this last circumstance completely satisfied

the mind of Columbus that land was not far off. The crew assembled,

ual, for evening prayer. As soon as the service was over, Columbus

desired the people to return thanks to God for having preserved them in

so long and dangerous a voyage, and assured them that the indications

of land were now too certain to be doubted. He recommended them to

look out carefully during the night, for that they should surely dis-

cover land before the morning; and he promised a doublet of velvet to

whomsoever should first descry it, in addition to the pension to be given

by the sovereigns. About ten o'clock at night, while Columbus was sitting

on the top of the castle or cabin on the high poop of his vessel, he thought

held a glimmering light at a distance. Fearing that his hopes might

dei ive him, he called Pedro Gutierrez, and inquired whether he saw a

light in that direction ; the latter replied in the affirmative, lie then

called Roderigo Sanchez, of Segovia ; but before he came, it had dis-

appeared: they saw it, nevertheless, twice afterwards, in sudden gleams,

* A pension of 30 crowns had been promised by the sovereigns to the first man who

should discover land.
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us if it were a torch in the bark of a fisherman, rising and sinking with

the waves, or in the hands of some person on shore, borne up and down

as he walked. Columbus considered this appearance as a certain sign of

.and, and, moreover, that the land was inhabited.

•overed.

T two in the morning, a gun from the Pinta, which was

ahead, gave the joyful signal of land. It was in the

night of the 11th of October, 1492, after a voyage of

thirty-five days, thai the New World was discovered.

The crews longed for the return of day, that they might

feast their eyes on the long-desired sight. At length

day broke, and they enjoyed the prospect of hills and

valleys, clothed in delicious verdure. The three vessels steered towards

it at sunrise. The crew of the Pinta. which, as usual, was in advance,

commenced chanting the Tc Dcinn : and all sincerely thanked Heaven

for the success of their voyage. Tiny saw, as they approached, the

inhabitants issuing from the woods and running from all parts to the

shore, where they stood gazing at the ships. They were all quite naked,

ami from their attitudes and gestures appeared to be lost in astonishment

.

Columbus gave the signal to anchor, and ordered the boats to be manned

ind armed. Ke entered his own boat, richly attired in scarlet, and bearing
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Thi Landine of Columbus.

the royal standard; whilst Martin Alonzo Pinzon, and Vicente Yanez,

his brother, put off in company, in their boats. As they approached the

shore they were delighted with the luxuriance of the tropical vegetation

with which it was adorned, with the pure, fresh atmosphere, and the

crystal transparency of the sea. No sooner did Columbus land than he

I In i w himself upon his knees, kissed the earth, and returned thanks to

God with tears of joy. His example was followed by the rest, who were

penetrated with the same sentiments of gratitude. Columbus then rising,

drew his sword, displayed the royal standard, and took solemn possession

on behalf of the Castilian sovereigns, giving the island the name of San

Salvador. He then exacted from his followers the oath of obedience to

him as admiral and viceroy, representing the persons of the sovereigns.

'.vjlIE natives who, at their first landing, had fled to the

woods, finding that there was no attempt to pursue or

molest them, gradually recovered from their terror, and

approached their new visiters with great awe, frequently

prostrating themselves and making signs of adoration.

Wlien they had still further recovered from their fear,

they approached the Spaniards, touched their beards, and examined their

hands and faces, admiring their whiteness. Columbus treated them with
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kindness; they supposed that the ships had sailed out of the firmament

which bounded their horizon, or that they had descended from above, and

that these strange beings were inhabitants of the skies.

The island which the Spaniards had discovered was called by th

natives Guanahana; but it has since retained the name of San Salvador;

the English call it Cat Island. It is one of the Bahama group, between

Florida and Hispaniola.

i

HEN the admiral returned to his vessel, some of the

Datives swam after him, others paddled in their

canoes, and the caravel was quite surrounded with

them. They were ignorant of the use of iron,

and some of them, catching hold of the Spanish

swords by the blades, received slight wounds. < >n

the morrow, they came off to the fleet to exchange balls of cotton for

beads, hawks' bells, and other trinkets. They had appended to their

ears little plates of gold, which soon caught the eyes of the Spaniards.

On being asked where they had obtained them, they always pointed

towards the south. Columbus determined to go in search of the country

thus indicated, always hoping speedily to arrive at Cathay and Zipangu.

In pursuit of these countries, he prosecuted his researches until he dis-

covered Cuba. The interpreters whom he had brought from San Salva

learned here that some gold was found in Cuba, but that it was much

more abundant in another country farther to the east.

BE prospect of obtaining gold inflamed the cupidity

of the Spaniards, and Alonzo Pinzon, the com-

mander of the Pinta, which was the best sailer in

the fleet, wishing to arrive first at the land where

the precious metal abounded, crowded all sail, and

was soon out of Bight.

On the 5th of December, Columbus, with the

remaining ships, sailed from the eastern point of Cuba, and soon arrived

at the rich country of which he had received such a glowing description.

It was called by the natives Haiti; Columbus gave it the name of Hit-

la. They anchored first at Port St. Nicholas, and shortly after at.

a little distance from Cape Francois. The natives took to flight at the

trance of the ships ; but kind treatment to one of their number, who

accidentally fell into the hands of the Spaniards' by the upsetting of his

. gave them confidence ; and they came in multitudes to the ships,

exchanging fruits, provisions, and gold for bits of porcelain, beads, and

hawks' bells. Guanacanagari, the prince of the country, or Cacique, as

he was called by his people, received Columbus with much kindness, and
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in return was treated by him with great distinction. They contracted n

friendship, which continued ever afterwards undiminished. He waa

loaded with ornaments of gold, which, lie informed the Spaniards, cam

from a country farther to the east, called Oibao. Columbus, deceived by

the resemblance of the names, believed at first that it iras Zipangu; but

he afterwards learned that Cibao was the name of a mountain in the

centre of the island.

HE fleet now proceeded to the east, for the

purpose of approaching the gold mines of

Oibao. On the night of the 24th of De-

cember, Columbus's vessel, the Santa Maria,

struck upon b reef, and he was compelled to

abandon her, and take refuge, with his crew,

on board the Nina. The cacique and his

le assisted the Spaniards in saving their effects, and consented to

their erecting a fort with the timber of the wreck. It was named La

Navidad, and garrisoned with thirty-eight men, the first colony in Spanish

America. The admiral left provisions in the fort, articles to barter with

the natives, and whatever was necessary for its defence. He then took

of t
1 e friendly cacique, with the promise to return soon.

gjfo N the 4th of January, 1493, Columbus set

^C^°^. 4> t/(7^>\ s:| d, proceeding to the east, in order to

complete the examination of the north coast

of the island, and on his way met the l'inta,

near Monte Christo. He affected to be

satisfied with the excuses made by Alonzo Pinzon,

to explain his parting company. At length, on the

16th, the two ships directed their course for Spain.

The weather was favourable at the commencement

of the voyage; but heavy gales came on when the

ships were near the Azores, and the Pinta was a second time lost sight

of. The admiral's vessel was in such imminent danger that he despa

of ever reaching land. He was fearful that the knowledge of his discovery

wjuld perish with him ; and to prevent this, he wrote a brief account of

his voyage on two leaves of parchment, and put each of these leaves into.

a tight cask. One of these casks was thrown overboard immediately :

the other was allowed fo remain on deck to await the foundering of the

vessel. But Providence interposed to save so valuable a life; the storm

subsided. They arrived at the Azores on the 15th of February, and at

Palos on the 15th of March, seven months and a half after their

departure from the same port. Alonzo Pinzon arrived about the same

time at a northern port in Spain, and died a few days after.

1
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0L1 MBUS'S return was a perfect triumph,

lie was received at Pales with enthusiastic

joy. Ringing of bells and processions of

magistrates welcomed liim to Barcelona,

where the sovereigns wore at that time

holding their court. He made a public

entry into the city; the whole population

came out to meet him ; he walked in the

midst of the Indians wln.ni he had brought

with him, and had dressed for the occasion

in their native costume. The rich productions

of the New World were borne in open

baskets before him, as he proceeded through an immense crowd to the

palace, where Ferdinand and Isabella were seated on the throne, awaiting

his arrival. As soon as he appeared with his train, they rose up.

Columbus threw himself upon his knees; but they commanded him to be

seated in their presence ; "a rare honor in this proud and punctilious

court." He then gave an account of his vojage, and of the discovi

he had made, and showed the various products of the New World, which

he had brought, and the Indians who attended him. Ferdinand, delighted

with the success of this great enterprise, confirmed to Columbus all his

privileges, and permitted him to join to the arms of his own family, those

of the kingdoms of Castile and Leon, with the emblems of his discoveries

and of the dignities resulting from them.

Such was the reception of Columbus in Spain, after his return from his

glorious enterprise. The object of his life had been attained. His subse-

quent career was a practical illustration of the influence of envy and of

the ingratitude of men. By his own genius and perseverance Columbus

had achieved one of the most grand and brilliant enterprises which history

has recorded. In endeavouring to obtain the means of prosecuting it, he

had met with every obstacle which envy and ridicule could create. After

the feat was accomplished, his glory excited the ambition and the malice

of those who could not really rival him. For awhile, even the truth of

the discovery was denied. This, however, innumerable proofs silenced.

Then detraction insinuated that Columbus had learned it all from the books

of older navigators. Finally the work was consummated by the removal

of the old navigator from all his offices, and by sending him home in chains.

Miltiades was victor at Marathon, yet was banished from the country he

had saved. Themistocles won at Salamis ; and he, too, was banished by the

ungrateful Athenians. But this was the " unkindest cut of all." Columbus

gave anew world to the sway of Spain, yet died in disgrace. His memory.

however, is cherished by the world, while his detractors are forgotten.
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CHAPTER III.

EARLY VOJTAGES 10 THE CONTINENT.

i mk m^ k HE glory acquired by Columbus in discovering America.

>* '
' V* roused the emulation of the navigators of France and

England. The sovereigns of those kingdoms were

desirous of sharing the power and wealth to be derived

from discoveries in the New World, and promptly fur-

nished the means to equip expeditions for that purpose.

Now that the daring of one man had opened the way,

many were ready to pursue it. But for an Knglishman was the discovery

of the continent reserved, and Sebastian Cabot established his reputation

«s a navigator second only to Columbus in skill and intrepidity.

John Cabot, an eminent Venetian navigator, had settled in England in

the reign of Henry VII. Sebastian, his son, was horn at Bristol, in

1477. He had just arrived at the age of manhood, when the fame of

Columbus's discovery reached his ears and incited him to undertake a
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similar expedition. King Henry gladly extended the government pro-

tection to the young Venetian, and his celebrated sire ; and by a patent,

dated the 6th of March, 1496, he granted them permission to go in

search of unknown lands, and to conquer and settle them.

The expedition Bailed from Bristol, in the spring of 14'. 1 ", under the

direction of Sebastian, although he was accompanied by his father. The

I.

1

l

I

\

I
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leading object of the enterprise was the same as that which prompted

Columbus, the discovery of a western passage to India. The vessel?
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pursued a northwesterly course, and on the 24th of June, reached New-

foundland, and explored it up to latitude 67°. The accounts of this

voyage are attended with much obscurity. But it seems that Cabot prc-

ceeded southward along the coast of the continent, as far as Florida.

He was disappointed in not finding a passage to India, and in a report

made i" the pope's legate in Spain, he subsequently expressed his •• great

displeasure." Put the discovery of the Continent was an achievement,

the glory of which he did not then appreciate. Columbus did not reach

the continent until his third voyage, May 30th, 1498, and Amerigo

Vespucci did not leave Spain until May 20th, 1499. The claim of

England to her North American possessions is founded upon this priority

of discovery. Amerigo Vespucci appears to have been the first to perceive

in these western regions a New World— a fourth quarter of the globe;

and as such he early announced it. From this opinion, which he subse-

quently cor.iirraed by his voyages, the continent was named, in his honor,

N February, 1498, Henry Vll. granted a

new patent to the Cabots, and a second

voyage was made by Sebastian, still in

search of a passage to the Indies. He
reached the continent in the latitude of 58°,

and coasted soutl to Carolina. In another

voyage in 1517, he sailed up Hudson's

Bay, ascended even to the latitude of sixty-

seven and a half degrees, and was only

prevented from still further prosecuting his explorations by a mutiny

among his crew.

The subsequent career of this intrepid navigator deserves to be men-

tioned. Slighted by Henry VII., he was invited to enter the service of

Ferdinand of Spain, and afterwards received the title and emoluments

of Pilot Major from Charles V., for whom he performed important

services in the New World. On returning to England, lie was appointed

Gi md Pilot by Edward VI., and in this office, he directed the commercial

enterprise of that country, during the remaindei of his long, active and

honorable life. As a navigator, he was worthy of ranking with the

greatest, and in general ability he had few superiors.

The discoveries of Cabot attracted the attention of the sovereigns of

southern Europe. The Portuguese had just added to their great reputa-

tion as navigators by the discovery of the passage round the Cape of

Good Hope. But they aspired to rival the Spaniards and English in

the exploration of the Western World. The king fitted out an expedition,
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and gave the command of it to Gaspar Cortereal. He sailed from Lisbon

in the year 1500, and steering northwest from the Azores, reached and

explored the coast of Labrador, which is said to have received its name

from the circumstance of his kidnapping fifty of the natives. He went

on a second voyage in May, 1501, but never returned. The attention

of Portugal was afterwards wholly occupied with her acquisitions in

Brazil and India.

The French appreciated the advantages of an early settlement iD

America, and the fishermen were soon familiar with the banks of New-

foundland. In 1508, a mariner of Dieppe, named Aubert, or Hubert,

Bailed to Newfoundland and brought home with him a native of that

country. In 15*24, John Verrazani, in the service of Francis I., sailed

on a voyage of discovery in a single ship, and reaching the shores of

North Carolina, he coasted north to the latitude of fifty degrees, ex-

ploring on his way the harbors of Newport and New York, and trading

with the natives.

In 1531, Jacques Cartier sailed from St. Malo, to examine the coael

of Newfoundland. lie returned in safety, and in the following year, set

out on another voyage, with three large ships and a number of colonists.

As he reached the Gulf northward of Anticoste on the day of St.

Lawrence, he gave the name of that saint to the great body of water of

the gulf and the river flowing into it. Cartier ascended the river until

he reached a fertile island full of vines, which he called the Isle of Bacchus,

Kiitraiicr to Mil
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Cartier taking Possession of New France.

now Orleans. lie was hospitably entertained by the Indians, and by the

imitation of a chief, ascended the river to an island called Hochelaga.

This island is now named Montreal. He returned to his ships and spent

the winter at the Isle of Bacchus, where his people suffered much from

the scurvy. The Indians assisted thein with their rude remedies ; but the

climate seems to have discouraged the colonists, and they returned in the

spring.

N 1540, another expedition was sent out by the

French. Francis de la Roque, lord of Roberval,

in Picardy, was appointed by Francis 1., viceroy

and lieutenant-general for Canada, and the other

countries and islands discovered by the French, with

authority to plant a colony. Cartier accompanied the

expedition as chief pilot and captain-general. The two

commanders did not agree', and would not act in con

Cartier with live ships, sailed first, ascended the St. Lawrence, and built

a fort on the island of Orleans, where he passed the winter. But the
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idea of planting a colony appeared hopeless. The natives were hostile,

and provisions failed. When spring came, ('artier set sail for France.

Off Newfoundland, be met Roberval, with three ships and two hundred

men. The viceroy would have compelled hira to return; but he escaped,

in the night. Roberval spent the winter in the St. Lawrence, and then

returned to France. He perished, with a numerous train of adventurers,

in a subsequent voyage.

During the next fifty years, the fisheries on the banks of Newfoundland

were the only connecting link between Old and New France. In 1598,

the Marquis de la Roche, being appointed lieutenant general of Canada.

made an attempt to colonize his province by settling on the Isle of Sable.

But the attempt failed, and he returned home and died of chagrin.

At length, Samuel Champlain, an experienced mariner of Bronage,

obtained an outfit from some of the merchants of St. Malo and Dieppe,

and founded Quebec, on the St. Lawrence, in 1G08. In the spring, he

joined the Algonquins and Hurons in a war against the Five Nations.

The consequences of this imprudent measure were felt by the French

iettlers for a century afterwards. The hatred of the Indians composing

the Five Nations could not be eradicated.

Nova Scotia was brought completely into the French possession in

1605, by a settlement called Port Royal, being established by De Monts.

The French colonies increased very slowly in comparison with those of

the English. The climate and the general inferiority of the soil of

Canada and Nova Scotia, or Aeadie, were partly the causes.
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CHAPTER IV

COLONIZATION OF FL0U1I»\.

HE Spaniards vent before all other nations in

their daring enterprises in the New World.

Each commander who was sent out by the

government was fired with the spirit of adven-

ture, and desirous of surpassing his contempo-

raries, in the discovery cf countries, the ac-

quirement of wealth and the subduing of

nations. For all this, America offered a

boundless field. The discovery of the country

afterwards called Florida, was brought about

by circumstances of a romantic nature, which were characteristic of

that age.

Juan Ponce de Leon, after distinguishing himself in the wars of

Granada, bad embarked with Columbus in his second voyage. He then

.elded greatly to his reputation, and being intrusted by Ovando, the

governor, with a command in the eastern part of Hispaniola, had an

opportunity of observing the rich aspect of the adjacent shores of Porto
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Rico. Having proposed t < » his superior officer to conquer it, he was

allowed a body of troops to try his fortune. In this he completely

succeeded, and obtained gold, not in the Cxp rted abundance, but to a

considerable amount; being accused, however, of those cruelties which

were much too familiar to the Spanish adventurers. His claims as

governor being also considered as conflicting with those of Columbus, he

withdrew, and obtained in compensation Bimiai, one of the Bahamas
which lay nearest to the continent.

~^, ERE an object very different from conquest or plunder en-

grossed the whole soul of the warlike veteran. In an age

\ of comparative ignorance, and after witnessing so many

£ wonders, bis mind was prepared to credit almost any cx-

A travagance. Ponce de Leon had somehow imbibed the full

belief, that on one of those insular shores there existed a

fountain endued with such miraculous virtue, that any man,

however worn out with age, who should have once dipped himself into its

waters, would rise restored to the full bloom and vigour of youth. In

this delusive search, he beat about restlessly from shore to shore, landing

at every point, and plunging into every stream, however shallow or

muddy, in the vain hope of springing up in this blissful state of renova-

tion. On the contrary, bis eager and incessant activity under a burning

sun, brought upon him, it is said, all the infirmities of a premature old

age; and according to Oviedo, instead of a second youth, he arrived at

a secoiel childl d, never after displaying his former energy of thought

or act ion.

Extraordinary exertion-, even when misapplied, commonly lead to

something. While the Spaniard was sailing in every direction after his

miraculous fountain, he came unexpectedly, on the 27th March 1512, in

Bight of an extensive country, hitherto unknown. .Magnificent forests,

intermingled with flowering shrubs, exhibited so gay an aspect, that he

nai 1 it Florida. He landed on the 8th April near the present site of

St. Augustine; and notwithstanding the dangers of navigation amid the

violent currents pro lined by the gulf-stream running among the islands,

ent a considerable time in tracing its outline, and finally rounded

the southern point. Thus, though still supposing it to be an island, he

ascertained that it must be both large and important.

This great discovery seems to have weaned the mind of the Spanish

chief from his engrossing chimera. He repaired to Porto Rico, and

thence to Spain, laid before the king the particulars of the new country,

and obtained permission to conquer and rule it under the ] ipous title

of adelantado. A considerable time, however, was consumed in prepa-
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Ponce de Leon wounded.

rations; and while thus busied, he waa obliged to engage in suppressing

an insurrection among the Caribs. This contest was attended with

reverses, by which he lost much of his reputation; and nine yean

elapsed before he could conduct two ships to his promised dominion

While planning a site for a colony, he was surprised by a large body of

Indians; his men were completely routed, and himself severely wounded

by an arrow. A.s these people were never able afterwards to cope in the

field with the Spanish troops, this disaster may lead us to suspect that he

really had lost his former military talent. Saving regained the ship, he

sailed to Cuba, where he soon after died of his wound.

r
I

1 HE fate of Ponce de Leon for a considerable

time discouraged all adventures in the same

region. But at length, Pamphilo de Narvaez,

the valiant rival of Hernando Cortez, who had

been defeated and supplanted by the conqueror

of Mexico, burning to efface the memory of his

C"*H, disgn , resolved to apply to < Iharles V. of Spain,

[

\ for permission to conquer and rule the beautiful

region of Florida, lie obtained the title of

Adelantado, and the opportunity he sought.
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of Narvaez by Corlez.

Saving equipped an armament of four barges and a brigantine, with a

force of 400 men and forty-five horses, he sel sail from St. Lucar, in

Jane, 1527. While waiting at Cuba to take in supplies, the armament

suffered severely from a hurricane, which compelled Narvaez to suspend

operations for the winter.

On the 20th of February, 1528, the armament put to sea, and after

encountering a violent tempest on the coast of Cuba. left the Havanna

for the land of promise. Reaching the coast of Florida in the neighbor-

hood of Apalachee Bay, Narvaez took possession of the country with the

usual formality; but nothing was found there to sate the cupidity of the

Spaniards. When the natives were questioned respecting some gulden

ornaments seen with them, they all pointed to Apalachee, a country

situated in the interior, as the quarter whence these and other commodities

ved. Narvaez, who had no positive knowledge of the country

or the adjoining sea-, was disposed to yield himself up to the guidance

of hope and imagination; and being at a loss what course he ought in

prudence*to take, resolved to press forward into the interior and invade

Apalachee. The intelligent Aivaro Nunez strongly urged the danger of
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commencing an arduous journey without guides or provisions, and before

some secure haven had been found for the fleet. But the insinuation that

he slunk from difficulties silenced his remonstrances, and made him declare

his determination to follow his countryman into every extremity.

. i
n /- Mnreli from

N the 1st of May, 1528, the Spaniards com-

menced their march into the interior. They

had little more than a day's provision; when

that slender stock was consumed, they were

obliged to satisfy their hunger with roots and

the fruit of the wild palm tree. For fifteen

days they travelled without meeting with a

human habitation. At the end of that time

they arrived at an Indian village, where they

found guides to conduct them to Apalachee.

The country which they had to traverse was

wild and unequal; sometimes mountainous,

hut more frequently overspread with deep

marshes, rendered nearly impassable by the

huge trees blown down and lying across them in every direction. At

th, on the 26th of June, the wearied Spaniards arrived in sight of

an Indian village, which they were told was Apalachee. They found no

difficulty in rendering themselves masters of the place. But they had

not remained here many days, when they perceived on what a chitrerica 1

foundation all their plans were reared. In Apalachee they found nothing.

The exasperated Indians lurked in the woods, and watched all their
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movements: to advance was useless, if not impossible, from the difficulty

of the country; and retreat was exposed to the worst ills of Indian war-

fare. But retreat was now necessary ; and the Spaniards, relinquishing

the fancied wealth of Apalachee, directed their march towards the sea-

coast in the country of Ante, at present called the Hay of St. Mark.

Unspeakable hardships awaited them. Nearly a third of their number

perished by the arrow- of the Indians ; and id' the remainder a large pro-

portion labored under disease, brought on by fatigue and privation.

[IEN the Spaniards arrived at the sea-shore in

this lamentable plight, it was obvious that the

attempt to march along the coast in search of the

Meet would probably lead to their destruction.

No alternative remained but to construct vea

K, and encounter at once the hazard of the sea.

Their shins were sewn together for Bails, and

ropes were fabricated of the fibrous bark of the

palm tree. A horse was Killed every third day. and its flesh distributed

in small portions to the workmen and to the sick. So zealously did they

labor, that in little more than six weeks they had completed five boats,

capable of holding from forty to fifty men each. In these small barks

they put to sea, although they were so crowded that the gunwales of their

overladen boats were but a few inches above the water; yet desperation

urged them on. For sonic weeks they endured all the miseries of want

and anxiety. At an Indian village on the coast they obtained some trilling

relief; but, quarrelling with the natives, they were obliged to re-embark

with precipitation. In these desperate 'circumstances Narvaez resigned

the authority which he was unahle to use beneficially. As his boat was

well manned lie hastened forward, leaving his companions to shift for

selves in the beat way they could. The boat commanded by Alvaro

reached a small island after some days of extreme suffering, when the

exhausted crew had hardly strength enough to crawl on shore upon their

hands and feet. The Indians took pity on their wretched condition, and

loaded them with fruits, fish, and whatever provisions the island afforded.

A sioek of these being formed, Alvaro prepared to continue his voyage;

hut just ;is the Spaniards were embarking, a wave overset the boat, which

sunk with all their clothes. Three of the crew were drowned by this

accident: the remainder threw themselves naked on the sand.

Of all who embarked in this expedition, hut five escaped to Mexico to

tell its history. Narvaez was never more heard of. The others were

cast upon different parte of the coasts, and either perished bj famine,

sickness, or the hostility of the natives.
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Among the survivors was Alvaro Nunez, who arrived in Spain in 15 17.

He immediately applied for a grant of territory and government in

Florida, tn which he was better entitled by his difficult services and

enlarged experience than any other Spaniard. But he was slighted, and

forestalled in his suit by a rival possessing a greater consideration at

court.

Hernando dc Soto, one of the most distinguished captains of Pizarro's

army, had returned to Spain from the conquest of Peru with immense

wealth, and all the reputation which brilliant success is sure to add to

competent abilities. By his judicious liberality at court, he won the

unbounded favour of the emperor, whose pecuniary difficulties made him

quick to discern the merits of a wealthy subject. Soto, who had acted but

a subordinate part in Peru, imagined that in a higher station he might

expect the same good fortune and more conspicuous fame. He accordingly

asked for and easily obtained the government of Florida — ambition

ring him blind to the lesson inculcated by the failure of Narvaez.

So ample were his means, and so great his reputation, that he was able

quip an armament of ten ships, on board of which were 1*00 men,

most of them trained to arms.

In May, 1539, Soto disembarked on the coast of Florida. But he was

disappointed in all his hopes of gaining the confidence of the native

chieftains: neither by kindness, nor patience, nor demonstrations of his

power, could he succeed in conquering their deeply-rooted aversion to the

Spanish name.
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Solo discovering the Missusippi River.

FTER many hard-fought battles with an un-

conquerable enemy, and many devious and

toilsome marches through the country in a

northwesterly direction, De Soto reached the

Mississippi River, at a point near the 35th

parallel of latitude. To him belongs the

honor of discovering the Indian's " Father

of Waters." There his toils were destined

to end. He reached the junction of the

Red River with the Mississippi, in the spring

of 1.
r
>42. There, exhausted by fatigue, chagrin and disappointment,

De Soto fell ill of a fever, and died. His followers, greatly reduced in

number and strength, buried his remains, and then endeavored to proceed

through the savannahs and marshes of Louisiana to Mexico; but they

were soon compelled to return to the Mississippi. There they constructed

-*<!.•.:;
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rude barks, sufficiently strong to bear them to the sea. By this means,

311 men, the remnant of the grand army of conquest, reached Panuco,

on the coast of Mexico, in 1543. Never was there a more "lame and

impotent conclusion" to so hopeful an enterprise.

These dreadful reverses dampened the ardor of the Spaniards to

conquer or colonize Florida. But Cancello, a Dominican missionary, who

undertook to visit the country with a view to conversion, was encouraged

by the government. The natives, however, associated avarice and tyranny

with the name of Spaniard, and Cancello and his companions were put to

death. Notwithstanding the Spaniards did not dare to set foot upon

Florida, they continued to claim not only that but the whole extent of

America.

NOTHER expedition of two thousand Spaniards

and six hundred Indians under the command

of Tristan de Luna, landed on the shore of the

Bay of Pensacola, August 14th, 1559. Six days

afterwards, the whole fleet was destroyed by a

hurricane. The Spaniards remained in the

country for some time, entered into an alliance

with the Coosa Indians, and engaged in a war

against the Natchez. This latter step was im-

prudent, and, soon after, when de Luna was

superseded by Angel de Villafana, the hostility

of the Indians compelled the Spaniards to

return to Ilavanna, and they made no further

attempt at a settlement for a considerable time.

Another people now appeared upon the scene,

desirous of effecting that in which the Spaniards

had so often failed. These were the victims

of persecution — the Huguenots of France. Admiral Coligni, the Pro-

testant champion, had become wearied with the constant struggle he was

compelled to maintain in their behalf, and he formed a scheme for trans-

atlantic settlement, by which he might afford them an asylum and extend

the domain of France. He easily obtained permission from Charles 1\.,

and two ships were placed at his disposal.

The vessels, under the command of John Ribault, a seaman of Dieppe,

mailed from that port, February 15th, 1562, and reached the coast of

Florida at the 30th degree of latitude. Ribault's object was to reach the

h of the river called by Ayllon, the Jordan, now Combahee, in

South Carolina; but steering in too low a latitude, the adventurers

reached the St. .John, near St. Augustine, in Florida proper. Here a
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column bearing the arms of France, was ruised as a sign of possession.

Hiliault then sailed along the coast to find a suitable place for forming a

settlement. He discovered and gave French names to several rivers;

but the names have not adhered to them. On reaching Port Royal,

Ribault was so delighted with its noble harbor, the magnificent trees, and

beautiful shrubs, that he chose it for the site of the intended colony. A

fort was erected and called Carolina, in honor of the French king.

Leaving twenty-six men, under Captain Albert, Ribault returned to

France for supplies and reinforcements.

This seems an imprudent step. The establishment, in its unsettled

state, stood in peculiar need of being well governed; whereas it fell into

the hands of Albert, a ra.sh and tyrannical officer, who, finding it difficult

to maintain authority, where all thought themselves nearly equal, enforced

it in the most violent manner. He addressed them in opprobrious

language; hanged one of them with his own hand, and threatened others

with the same fate. At length they rose in mutiny, put him to death,

and appointed a new commander, Nicolas Barre, who restored tranquillity.

Hiliault, meantime, in consequence of the breaking out of the great

civil war, was unable to make good his expectations and promises. After

long waiting for him, the colonists were seized with an extreme desire to

return to their native country ; and, having no ship, they, like the com-

panions of Narvaez and Moscoso, resolved to build one for themselves.

The country afforded somewhat better materials, and they constructed a

ntine fit for the passage; but in their impatience, they laid in a

slender stock of provisions, which, during the delay of a tedious calm,

was entirely consumed. The la>t extremities of famine were suffered;

and one had been actually sacrificed to preserve the rest, when an English

vessel appeared and received them on board.
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II K project, though Beemingly abandoned, was

still cherished by Coligni ; and the assassi-

nation "f the Duke of Guise having been

followed by a peace, during which the court

endeavored to soothe the Huguenots, he

obtained permission to attempt it on an en-

larged scale. In 1564, he succeeded in

Gtting out, three vessels, abundantly sup-

plied, and gave the command to !!• n

Laudonniere, an able officer who had ac-

cotnpanied Ribault. Taking a circuitous route by the Canaries and the

West Indies, he made for Florida, which he chose to term New Fra

and at Ribault's first station on the river St. John (named May from the

month of its discovery), the party resolved to stop and settle. The fori

of La Carolina was restored, and expeditions sent up the river, where

small quantities of gold and silver were seen : reports being also received

as to the mountainous country in the interior, where these metals abounded.

The hopes thus kindled were quite illusory, and diverted attention from

the solid labors of agriculture. Alarming symptoms of insubordination

appeared; many of the party, notwithstanding their religious profession,

were of a reckless character, and had gone out with the most chimerical

hopes of suddenly realizing a large fortune. Seeing no such prospect,

they formed the criminal resolution of seeking it by piracy. They con-

fined their commander, and extorted from him, by threats of immediate

death, a commission to follow this unlawful vocation; while, by rilling his

stores, they obtained materials for its prosecution. After various fortune,

they were successful in capturing a vessel, richly laden, and having the

governor of Jamaica on board. Hoping for a large ransom, they sailed

to the island, and unguardedly allowed him to send messengers to his

wife : throngb whom he conveyed a secret intimation, in consequence of

which an armed force surrounded the pirates, captured the larger of their

vessels, while the other escaped by cutting her cables. Those on board

the latter being reduced to extremity from want of food, were obliged to

return to the settlement, where Laudonniere condemned four of the ring-

leaders to be executed.

That chief meantime continued to make incursions to the interior, and

entered into various transactions with the natives in the vain hope of

arriving at some region rich in gold and silver. Neglecting to establish

themselves on the solid basis of agriculture, the settlers depended for food

on the Indians, whose own stock was scanty. They were therefore

obliged to undertake long journeys, without obtaining a full supply : and
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Sir Jolui rlankiu.

the natives, Beeing them thus straitened, raised tin- price, disdainfully

telling them to eat their goods, if they <liil not choose to give them for

grain and fish. Amid these sufferings, and no prospect of realizing their

fond dreams of wealth, they were seized, as was usual, with the ardent

desire of returning home, and shrunk not from the

laborious task of constructing vessels for that pur-

pose. Amid their painful labour, they were cheered

by a visit from Sir John Hawkins, who gave them

a liberal supply of provisions. They did not,

however, intermit their task, and on the 28th of

August, 1565, were on the point of sailing, when

several ships were descried approaching ; which

proved to be a new expedition, under Ribault, sent

to supersede Laudonniere, of whose severity com-

plaints had been made. He brought a numerous reinforcement, with

ample supplies, which induced the colonists to remain ; but they were

soon exposed to a dreadful calamity.

I

HE desire of conquering Florida, which had never

become extinct in Spain, now called forth a new

adventurer in the person of Don Pedro Menan-

dez, who, having served with distinction and

accumulated wealth both in Holland and

America, had there also learned the lessons

of cruel bigotry. He became amenable to the

sentence of a military tribunal, which, however,

on account of his previous reputation, was

leniently executed; and to restore his honor, he undertook to equip, at

his own expense, an expedition to Florida, of which he was appointed

governor. While his preparations wire in progress, Philip II.. having

received intelligence of the Huguenot settlement, pointed out to him. as

a still more glorious task, that of rooting out the heretics from Spanish

America : and to enable him to accomplish this object. 300 troops were

added to his armament. Meiiende/. sailed from San Litem- with eleven

ships and 1000 men ; and such was the enthusiasm kindled for this •• holy

war," that on reaching the Canaries the number had swelled to ijiiiio.

Notwithstanding some severe losses' by shipwreck, he reached the coast

of Florida, where falling in with three French vessels, and being questioned

his intentions, he replied, with a fiery zeal, imtempercd by prudence,

that he was come to extirpate the Protestants out of the country. The

French hereupon cut their cables, and regained the port with all speed;
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but Menendez having reconnoitred their position, and considering an

immediate landing impracticable, repaired to the neighboring river of

Si Augustine. He there founded a settlement, considered by Mr. Ban-

croft the oldest town now in the United States, and forthwith prepared

I'm- hostile operations.

r

/ IBA.ULT. on learning the arrival of this formidable

enemy, thought it most advisable to become the

assailant without delay, before they could fortify

their position. This conduct has been censured,

but perhaps too much with reference to the fatal

event. Leaving Laudonniere with eighty-five nun

in the fort, he sailed on the 8th of September, and

arrived on the 10th at the mouth of the St. Augustine ; but was there

overtaken by a tremendous storm, which drove him far out to sea. Me-

nendez, concluding that this expedition must have comprised the flower

of the French troops, and that those left in the fort were few in number,

hastily formed the resolution to attack them. Selecting 500 of his best

men, he led them across a wild country, intersected by broad streams,

swamps and forests, encouraging them to proceed by an appeal to all the

sentiments of honor and religion. On the fourth evening the place was

descried, but the night was spent in the neighborhood, amid a dreadful

tempest, which, while it inflicted severe suffering, also lulled the enemy's

suspicions. At daybreak the three gates of the fort were seen open, and

only a single Frenchman outside, who was lured into the camp, and killed.

Menendez then ordered his followers to rush

forward, and enter before any discovery could

be made. But a soldier, chancing to be on the

rampart, gave the alarm ; though before Lau-

donniere could be roused, the enemy were in the

fort, and had commenced an indiscriminate

massacre. That chief, with several companions,

leaped from the wall, ran into the woods, and,

after wandering some time, found a little bark,

m c ,„ in which, under severe want and imminent

perils, they made their way to Bristol. Spanish

writers assert, that after the slaughter had continued some time, an order

was issued to spare the women and children, and that, while two hundred

perished, seventy were saved.

Ribault meanwhile, after being driven out to sea, saw his vessels com-

pletely wrecked among the rocks in the Bahama Channel. He escaped

on shore with nearly all his men : but their condition was most deplorable,
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a/.d in endeavoring to reach their settlement by a march of 300 miles

through a barren country, the most extreme hardships were endured.

At length, on the ninth day, they beheld the river, and the fort on the

opposite side; but whal was their dismay to see on the ramparts Spanish

colors flying! Their leader made a solemn pause before he could resolve

to place any trust in men known to be imbued with the most ferocious

bigotry. Seeing no other hope, he sent two of the party to represent

that their sovereigns were at peace; that, agreeably to instructions,

they had strictly avoided interfering with any of their settlements; they

asked only food, and a vessel to convey them home. Their reception is

very differently reported. According to the French it was most kind,

and ample pledges of safety were given. The Spaniards, on the contrary,

allege that Menendez acquainted them with his object, and the bloody

treatment he had given to their countrymen ; but added, that if they

would lay down their arms, and place themselves at his mercy, ho would

do with them whatever God in his grace might suggest. We cannot

however believe that without some more positive pledge, Ribault would

have agreed to surrender. Having delivered their arms, his men were

conveyed across the river by thirty at a time. They were dismayed to find

themselves bound two and two together, with their hands behind their

backs; but this, they were assured, was only a temporary precaution.

At length they were drawn up in front of the castle, when the Spanish

chief with bis sword drew a line around them on the sand, and on a signal

given, the soldiers commenced the work of slaughter, with every excess

of cruelty and indignity; the military band playing the whole time to

drown the cries for mercy and the shrieks of the dying. Ribault, amid

vain remonstrances, was struck in the back and fell, covered with wounds.

When the work of blood was finished, the assassins suspended to a tree a

number of the mangled limbs, attaching the inscription, "Not because

they are Frenchmen, but because they are heretics and enemies of God."

When this horrible tragedy became known in France, the Huguenots

raised the cry for vengeance. Charles IX., allied in enmity to the Pro-

testants with Philip of Spain, made only formal remonstrances and

accepted an apology. But an instrument of vengeance was soon found,

This was Dominique de Gourgues, a daring warrior, who had fought suc-

e. --t'ullv against the Turk-; and Spaniards, by the latter of wdiom be had

been taken prisoner and cruelly treated. On hearing of the murder of

his countrymen, he resolved to devote his whole energies to revenge their

death, and his own wrongs.

He equipped three vessels, and selected 230 men who had often fought

and conquered with him, and sailed on the 22d of August, 1507. He
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carefully concealed his destination until he reached the western point of

. and then obtained the unanimous consent of his followers to the

work he meditated.

De Gourgues, in sailing along the coast of

Florida, passed imprudently near San Ma-

theo, of which he was warned by his squadron,

who had found themselves saluted as Spa-

niards; whereupon he hastened to another

river fifteen leagues distant, and landed as

secretly as possible. Finding the natives

as usual imbued with deadly hostility towards

the subjects of Philip, he engaged their co-

operation ; and learning that the enemy had

built two small forts, he made a rapid march

and spent the night at a short distance from

them. In the morning, he was alarmed to

see the whole garrison in motion on the

ramparts ; but they had assembled from some

accidental cause, and soon withdrew. The

French then advanced through a thick wood,

which brought them almost close to one of

the smaller forts. On emerging from the
'

' "'" 1X - forest they were seen, the alarm was given,

and two guns fired; but, rushing forward with wild impetuosity, they

scaled the ramparts, an Indian chief being foremost. The garrison.

seized with terror, ran out in every direc-

tion, and were nearly all killed or taken.

Those in the next station followed their

example and soon shared their fate ; but

the main fortress was still untouched,

and defended by troops far more numerous

than the assailants. A small parly,

however, having rashly sallied out, were

surrounded and nearly cut off; where-

upon the whole body, struck with the

general panic, at once "abandoned their

stronghold, and sought safety in the

woods. Being eagerly pursued, most of

them were taken ; and De Gourgues had

given strict orders to bring in as many l» uuunun.

alive as possible. He then led them all together to the fatal tree od
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(vhich the remains of his slaughtered countrymen yet hung, and having

upbraided them in the strongest terms for their treachery and cruelty, h<s

hanged them all ; suspending a number of their bodies on the same trunk,

and substituting the following inscription: — "Not because they ar«

Spaniards, but because they are traitors, robbers, and murderers." Had
this execution been confined to a few of the ringleaders, it might have

been held as a just retribution ; but being inflicted on so large a scale, it

almost rivalled the atrocity which it was meant to avenge.

De Gourgues had not come with any intention of settlement. Em-
barking, therefore, with whatever was valuable in the forts, he sailed for

Rochelle, and was received in that Protestant capital with the loudest,

acclamations. His reception at Bordeaux was equally flattering; but it

was very different at Paris, where Charles showed no little inclination to

transmit his head to Philip, who loudly demanded it. Steps were even

taken for bringing him to trial ; but they were found so excessively un-

popular, tlii'.t it was deemed expedient to withdraw them, and allow him

to retire into Normandy.



CHAPTER V.

ENGLISH EXPEDITIONS TO NORTH AMERICA.

LTIIOUGH North America was claimed by the

French and English, the Spaniards were the

only Europeans who had succeeded in getting

into actual possession of any part of it. In

the reign of Henry VIII., the English under-

took several voyages, with the object of dis-

covering a northwest passage to India.

In 1536, a voyage of discovery to the north-

west parts of America was projected by a per-

son named Hore, of London— "a man of goodly stature, great courage

and given to the study of cosmographie." Of one hundred and twenty

pi rsons who accompanied him, thirty were members of the Inns of Court

and Chancery. The voyage was extremely disastrous. After their

arrival in Newfoundland, they suffered so much from famine, that they

wore driven to cannibalism. At length, a French ship arrived on the

coast, and the adventurers captured it by stratagem and returned home.

The Frenchmen were indemnified by Henry VIII., wdio pardoned the

\ iolence of necessity.

When Sebastian Cabot was appointed " Grand Pilot of England," by

Edward VI., he awakened the ambition and enlarged the views of the

English. By bis advice, and under his direction,' a voyage was under-

taken in 1553, for the discovery of a northeast passage to Cathay, or
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India. Three ships wore fitted out, and placed under the command of

Sir Hugh Willoughby. Richard Chancelor

was appointed pilot-major. The expedition

received every mark of royal favor before it

started from Greenwich. But the result was

as disastrous as the beginning was brilliant.

Sir Hugh Willoughby with the whole of two

ships' companies perished miserably on the

barren and uninhabited part of the eastern

coast of Lapland, not far from the harbor

of Kegor. Richard Chancelor, in the other

vessel was more fortunate. He reached

Archangel, travelled to Moscow, and opened

the commercial intercourse which has since

continued between Russia and England.

The next voyage was for the purpose of

discovering a northwest passage to Cathay.

Martin Frobisher, a mariner of great courage,

skill, and experience, conceived that the

voyage was not only feasible, but of easy execution ; and u as it was the

only thing of the world that was left yet undone whereby a notable mind

Hanij vii;.

Loaa of Sir Hugh Willoughhj't Squadron.

might be made famous and fortunate," he persisted for 16 years in Bftrm g
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co procure the equipment of the expedition which was the constant object

of his hopes and speculations.

(jtieeifl ' litthelh.

In 1576, by the patronage of Dudley, Earl of

Warwick, Frobisher was enabled to fit out two

vessels— one of 35, and the other of 30 tons. As

the vessels passed Greenwich, where the court then

resided, Queen Elizabeth gave tho adventurers an

encouraging farewell by waving her band to them

from the window. On the 11th of duly, Frobisher

reached the southern part of Greenland, which he

supposed to be the Frie/.idand of Zeno. The floating

ice compelled him to steer southwest till he reached

the coast of Labrador Sailing northward, he entered a strait afterwards

called Lumley's Inlet. The Esquimaux excited the wonder of the

voyagers ; and Frobisher took one of them, and soon after sailed for

England, which he reached on the 2d of October. He had then obtained

the lame he sought.
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One of Frobisher's seamen brought home with nim a atone as a memorial

of his visit to those distant lands. But his wife, throwing it into the fire,

"it glistened with a bright marquesset of gold." This accident was soon

noised abroad, and the gold-liners of London, being called upon to assay

the stone, reported that it contained a considerable quantity of gold.

Here was an additional lure to adventurers. The queen now openly

favored the enterprise; and in 1577, Frobisher again set sail, with three

ships. He steered for the strait where his previous voyage had terminated

and sought the spot where the supposed gold ore had been picked up, but

could not find on the whole island a piece "as big as a walnut." On the

neighboring islands, however, the ore was found in- large quantities. As
gold was the real object of most of the adventurers, they secured about

two hundred tons of the glittering ore, and sailed for England, where

the vessels arrived separately, having been dispersed by a storm.

HE queen was delighted with the results

of the voyage, and resolved to establish

a colony in the new country, to which

she gave the name of Meta Incognita.

A fleet of fifteen ships was equipped,

and one bundled persons appointed to

form a settlement, and remain there the

whole year, with three ships. The re-

mainder were to bring back cargoes of

gold ore. Frobisher was appointed

admiral in general of the expedition, and before he sailed, received as a

mark of approbation, a gold chain from the queen.

The fleet sailed on the 31st of May, 1578, and in three weeks reached

Friezeland. It then proceeded towards Frobisher's straits. Distresses

and vexations of every kind thwarted the attempt to fix a colony. Storms

dispersed the fleet. Ice choked up the strait; and one small bark, on

board of which was the house intended for the settlers, was crushed by

the icebergs. At length, after enduring extreme hardships, it was re-

d to return and postpone the settlement until the next year. The

storms pursued the fleet on its homeward passage, but the vessels all

arrived at various ports before October.

Frobisher's zeal in the pursuit of northwestern discoveries is supposed

to have been fostered by the writings of Sir Humphrey Gilbert, a gentle-

man of brilliant talents and romantic temper. After Frobisher's failure,

Sir Humphrey Gilbert resolved to undertake a voyage for the same pur-

poses. In 1578, he obtained a patent, authorizing him to make western
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discoveries, and take possession of hinds unsettled by Christian princes

Dr their subject-.

In 1583, a fleet of five ships was equipped with every thing necessary

for founding a colony. About 2G0 men, including shipwrights, masons,

smiths, and carpenters, besides "mineral men and refiners," embarked

in the expedition. The fleet reached Newfoundland on the 30th of July.

Gilbert took possession of the harbor of St. John's and the countries iD

the vicinity, and then, with three ships, proceeded on a voyage of dis-

covery to the southward. One of these vessels was wrecked soon after,

and of one hundred men on board, only twelve escaped. Depressed in

spirit, Sir Humphrey determined to return to England. But his little

baik was encountered by a furious storm, and foundered. Gilbert may

be regarded as the father of the western colonization of the English ;

and his sad fate excites commiseration. He was a chief ornament of a

golden age.

The successor of Gilbert in his colonial pro-

jects, was his half-brother, the celebrated Sir

Walter Raleigh. He easily procured, in 1584, a

renewal of the patents in terms 'quite as ample.

Two ships were equipped, and being too much

engaged in court intrigues to conduct the ex-

pedition himself, he intrusted it to the command

of Captains Philips and Barlow. Proceeding

by the circuitous route of the Canaries and

West India islands, they approached the coast of

Florida. They were delighted with the odor

which was wafted from the land long before it was in sight. Sailing

along the coast about forty leagues, they came to a river, where they

landed and took possession of the country in the name of the queen and

their employers. This was an island on the coast of North Carolina,

called Wocoken. The Indians were friendly, and a large number of their

chiefs visited tho adventurers. A pewter dish caught the fancy of the

principal sachem, and the English obtained twenty deer-skins for it. The

sachem made a hole in the rim, and suspended it from his neck as a

breastplate, intimating by signs that it would protect him from the arrows

of his enemies. For a copper kettle, he gave fifty valuable skins; but

no offers could induce the English to sell them swords >>r other arms.

Philips and Harlow returned to England in September, taking with them

chiefs, Manteo and Wanchese. They represented that the country

was a perfect paradise, and the queen, charmed with the description,

gave it the uame of Virginia.
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A second expedition was fitted out under the direction of Raleigh, with

the object of colonizing the new country. Seven vessels and one hun-

dred and eight men were placed under the command of Sir Richard

Grenville, surnamed "the Brave.'' This fleet sailed from Plymouth on

the 9th of April, 1585, and after touching at the Canary islands and

Porto Rico, arrived at Wocoken in June. Here the admiral's ship was

wrecked, but he and his crew saved.

Ralph Lane, a brave but imprudent officer, accompanied the expedition

as governor of the colony. Several distinguished men, among whom

?m

ll dettroyin; tlie Indian Village

were the famous navigator Cavendish, and Hariot the mathematician,

also on board the vessels. The admiral, attended by several of his
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officers, and a guard of soldiers, went over to the continent on the 11th

of Julv, and came to the town of Secotan, wlicre they were hospitably

entertained by the natives. At one of the Indian towns a silver cup was

i. and its restoration being delayed, Grenville ordered the village to

be burned and the standing corn to be destroyed. This was a hasty and

extreme measure, and its consequences were destined to be severely felt

I iy the colonists.

In August, Grenville, who had merely undertaken to conduct the naval

armament, returned to England. The colonists seem to have arrived with

extravagant expectations and without a fixed plan. The plough was the

last resource. Lane, by means of a captive chief, received glowing

accounts of a country in the interior, abounding in gems of the rarest

kind, and resolved to explore it. He advanced to the north as far as

Cape Henry, without meeting any opposition from the natives ; but on

making known his intention to proceed to the westward, up the river

Albemarle, Wingina, the powerful king of the country, became alarmed,

and notified the neighboring princes, that the English designed to make

a conquest of the whole country. Orders were forthwith despatched to

the surrounding tribes to destroy all their corn and provisions, and retire

with their wives and children from the banks of the Albemarle, that the

English might find no subsistence.

Wingina, however, concealed his scheme, and encouraged the English

to prosecute their explorations, by representing that there was plenty of

gold in the mountains at the head of the Albemarle. By this stratagem

it was hoped the adventurers would be famished before they could get

back to Roanoke.

Lane took little provision with him. As he advanced he found the

whole country abandoned, and observed that the natives gave notice of

his approach by making signal-fires, and fled with all their movable effects.

After rowing up the river for four days, the party was reduced to great

straits, and were compelled to return to Roanoke, where they arrived on

Easter-day, 1586. Here they found Wingina and his Indians, who still

professed friendship for the English, but immediately entered into a con-

spiracy to destroy them.

Their plan was to surprise and set fire to the town while the people

were chiefly scattered about in hunting parties, and to overpower the

il detachments by superior numbers. This conspiracy was discovered

to Lane, by Skyes, the son of Menatanon, an Indian prince with whom
the commander was on terms of intimacy. Lane resolved to anticipate

Wingina ; and on the last of May, being admitted to a conference with
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him and an assemblage, of his chiefs, he gave a signal to his men, who

foil ujmiu the Indians ami put them all to death.

HE immediate danger was thus averted ; but

the enmity of the natives was henceforth

unappeasable, and the strangers began

seriously to ponder their situation. Of their

golden drtams they saw no prospect or

chance of fulfilment, while absolute want

stared them in the face ; the supplies

promised at Easter had not arrived in June :

and they were in momentary dread of

perishing either by famine or the arrows of the savages. At this des-

perate juncture, a fleet of twenty-three vessels was seen in the offing ; and

after some alarm lest it should prove a hostile squadron, the joyful an-

nouncement was made, of its being that of Sir Francis Drake, returning

from his victorious expedition against the Spanish main. That gallant

officer readily agreed to give them a store of provisions, a sloop of seventy

tons, and other small craft, with which they might either explore the

coasts or return to England : the latter, it is probable, being the real

object. A violent storm, however, destroyed these vessels, thus defeating

the arrangement; and Lane, upon the earnest entreaty of the settlers,

contented himself with obtaining a place on board the fleet, by which he

and his adventurers might be conveyed home.

HE conclusion that Raleigh had deserted thein

was quite unfounded. A few days after this

hasty departure, there arrived a brig of on<

hundred tons, provided with every thing needful

for their wants; but to the utter amazement

of the crew, there were no colonists to supply.

After sailing about some time, and satisfying

themselves of the fact, they too returned to

Europe. This was another hasty sup
; for a

fortnight had not elapsed, when Sir Richard

Grcnville appeared, bringing three well ap-

appointed ships, laden with every means of sup-

porting and enlarging the colony. His dismay

may be conceived when neither the vessel pre-

viously despatched, nor one Englishman, could be found within those

javage precinct.-. lie therefore left merely fifteen men to erect a fort,

and keep a certain hold of the country till farther reinforcements could

be sent out.
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These failures and "disasters could not discourtige Raleigh. In the

beginning of the year 1587, he fitted out three whips, with one hundred

anil fifty men, besides mariners, under the command of Captain John

White, whom be appointed governor, with twelve assistants, incorporating

then by the name of "The Governor and Assistants of the City of

Raleigh, in Virginia." This fleet sailed from Portsmouth, on the 28th

of April, 1587, and after touching at Santa Cruz, reached Cape Fear on

the L6th of July, and Cape Hatteras on the "22.1. A party of men was

Benl "ii Bhore at Roanoke to search for the fifteen men left by Grenville,

but could find no signs of them except the bones of one man, supposed to

have been killed by the natives. At the north ond of the island a fort

was found, which had been erected by Lane, and the houses of the colonists

Were Still standing, but somewhat dilapidated.

ALEIGII had directed Governor White to

settle mi Chesapeake Bay; but this was

opposed by Ferdinando, the Spanish pilot,

to whose care the fleet had been committed,

under pretence that it was too late in the

year to look out for another port. It was

therefore resolved to remain at Roanoke.

Soon after landing, one of the men, strag-

gling a mile or two from the fort, was

murdered by a party of Indians.

A number of the colonists, led by Captain Stafford, visited the island of

Croatan, with Manteo, the Indian interpreter, whose relatives dwelt there;

and they were kindly welcomed by the natives. On the 13th of An.

Manteo was baptized and constituted "Lord of the Island of Roanoke,

and of the opposite continent of Desamongapeak, as Sir Walter Raleigh

had ordered;" and on the 18th of the same month, Mrs. Eleanor Dare,

wife of Ananias Dare, one of the Court of Assistants, and daughter of

Governor Dare, gave birth to a daughter who was baptized Virginia. She

was the first child born of European parents on American soil. When

the governor subsequently went to England, she remained with her

pan nls and died in the land of her birth.

In the meantime, Governor White had provoked the hostility of the

Indians by attacking a party belonging to a friendly tribe, and all hope

of conciliatory arrangements was lost. As winter approached, and the

vessel was about to return to Europe, the colonists began sei iously to con-

sider their situation. Foreseeing that they would have to depend upon

what they ild raise for supplies, they earnestly entreated White to
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accompany the vessel and exert himself to bring them aid. After much

objection he consented. But he arrived in England at the time when the

expected Spanish invasion engrossed the attention of the nation. No

assistance could be obtained then.

Raleigh's schemes for colonization had already cost him forty thousand

pounds, and had yielded no profit. Engaged in other enterprises, he was

under the necessity of assigning a port ion of the rights conferred by his

patent, to Sir Thomas Smith and several other gentlemen, among whom

was Richard Hakluyt, prebendary of Westminster, the author of a col-

lection of voyages and travels, which stimulated the spirit of adventure,

and has served as reliable authority to subsequent historians. This com-

pany carried on a petty trade with the natives, but made no attempt at

colonization.

N the beginning of 1590, Governor White

obtained leave for three small ships which

had been ordered to cruise in the West

Indies, to visit Roanoke, with supplies and

reinforcements. These vessels arrived at

the island in the middle of August. They

found only the letters CrOATAN cut re-

peatedly upon the trees and beams of the

deserted houses. The governor persuaded

the captains to proceed towards Croatan;

but the weather growing tempestuous, and the ships losing most of their

anchors and cables, they sailed directly for England, leaving the fate of

the colony uncertain. No trace has ever been found to determine surely

what became of the settlers.

Such was the termination of the efforts of Sir Walter Raleigh to

establish a colony in America. After the lavish expenditure of money.

labor, and even of life, not an Englishman, known to the nation at home,

remained on the soil of North America. The Spirit of adventure was for

a time di but soon rose again. In March, 1602, a small vessel

with thirty-two men, under the command of Captain Bartholomew Gos-

nohl. sailed from Plymouth, and, sailing directly across the Atlantic,

reached the northern part of Massachusetts on the 14th of May. The

adventurers then proceeded southward, and reached a bold promontory,

which was named Cape Cod, from the great quantity offish caught in the

vicinity. After passing some dangerous spots, named Tucker's Terror,

Point Care, and other promontories, they reached Martha's Vineyard.

Having landed, they were pleased with its asDect, yet sailed on till they
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entered Buzzard's Bay, adjoining Rhode Island, which, appearing one of

the stateliest sounds ever seen, received the name of Gosnold's Hope.

Elizabeth's Island, within its circuit, was chosen as a desirable place

of settlement. The soil was clothed with noble trees, and with under-

wood, which, among other valuable plants, including sassafras, was then

esteemed a medicine of sovereign virtue. Some pulse being sown, grew

in a fortnight to half a foot. They debarked on the mainland, which

appeared "the goodliest they ever saw, replenished with fair fields."

Having erected a fort, and collected a cargo chiefly of sassafras, they

prepared to return; but at this crisis the intending colonists were struck

with panic at the idea of being left with only a small stock of provisions

on this remote and savage shore, not without a fear that the vessel might

never return, and, like former settlers, they might be abandoned to their

fate. Their companions, too, would thus escape all responsibility for their

share of the cargo. Under these apprehensions they abandoned the idea

of remaining, and went on board with the rest.

111^ expedition revived the favorable

impression of the American continent.

In the next year (1603), Hakluyt pre-

vailed upon some merchants of Bristol

to equip two small vessels; and Raleigh,

who still held the patent extending over

all this coast, readily gave his consent,

signed and sealed. Two ships were

placed under the command of Martin

Pring, who followed in the track of Gos-

nold, but did not attempt a settlement, on account of the hostile attitude

of the natives. He confirmed the accounts of his predecessor.

In 1605, the Earl of Southampton and Lord Arundel equipped a ship

called the Archangel, and sent her to New England, under the command

of George Weymouth. He explored the coast from the Penobscot to

the Hudson. Not far from the mouth of the latter river, he entered a

good harbor, which, as it was entered on Whitsunday, was called Pente-

cost Harbor. Here he carried on a profitable trade with the Indians,

getting forty beaver-skins for the value of five shillings in knives and

other cutlery. The Indians came on board the ship fearlessly, and

Weymouth treacherously kidnapped five of their number, and ultimately

carried them away. He sailed for England on the 16th of June, and

arrived there on the 16th of July. As a commercial adventure this

expedition was completely successful.



fohn Smith.

CHAPTER VI.

COLONIZATION OF VIRGINIA.

HEX James I. succeeded to the British throne,

Raleigh was deprived of his patent by attainder.

The king encouraged the spirit of enterprise, and

there was now some prospect of effecting something

substantial. An association was formed by Sir

Thomas Gates, Sir George Summers, Winfield,

Popham. .vith other men of rank, and eminent merchants, for the purpose

Ionizing the vast region claimed by England in North America.

The adventurers were divided into two companies; the one from London

for the southern, the other from Bristol and the west, for the northern

part of Virginia. The former were allowed to choose anv spot between

the : '4th and 41st degrees of latitude ; the latter between the 38th and 45th.

Three degrees were thus common between both; but collision was pre-

vented by enacting that wherever one had fixed its seat, the other Bhould

lix theirs at least one hundred miles distant. Within this range the

Associations obtained full property in all the lands and resources of every

kind, with the exception of one-fifth of the gold and one fifteenth of the

copper. The king lodged the government in two councils, one resident in
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England and the other in the colony, and claimed the right of appv/inting

both ; but having exercised it in regard to the first, he allowed them to

nominate the Virginia members. He also prepared a code of " orders

and instructions," in which the colonists and their posterity were declared

English subjects, yet were invested with no political rights, not even trial

by jury, unless in capital charges ; minor offences were punished arbi-

trarily by the council. The English church was exclusively established.

Strict and laudable injunctions were given for the mild and equitable

treatment of the natives.

The London company immediately applied themselves to the formation

of a settlement. Three vessels, none exceeding one hundred tons, were

fitted out. These were put under the command of Captain Christopher

Newport, who .sailed on the 19th of December, 1606. Newport had with

him one hundred and five men, destined to remain in America. Among
these were several persons of distinction

;
particularly George Percy, a

brother of the Earl of Northumberland, Bartholomew Gosnold, the
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navigator, and Captain John Smith, distinguished as a daring warrior.

The fleet sailed by the circuitous route of the West Indies, on account

of the lateness of the season. After a voyage of four months, the

adventurers were driven into the Chesapeake Hay by a tempest. Cape

Henry was discovered and named in honor of the Prince of Wales. After

coasting about for some time, the vessels entered a river called Powhatan

by the natives ; and seeing that the region to which they had been driven

possessed many advantages not to be found at Roanoke, the English

resolved to make this the place of their abode. Both the settlement and

the river received the name of the king, and Jamestown is therefore the

oldest English location in America.

UT the arrangements had been injudicious. King

James, with a ridiculous caprice, had caused the

names and instructions of the council to be

enclosed in a box, not to be opened until after

tin 1 arrival in Virginia; ami thus the crew in

going out knew not whom to obey. The energy

of Smith, with his frank and manly bearing,

soon led them to recognise him as their com-

mander. This excited the envy and malice of others higher in rank,

who charged him with having a design to usurp the government and be-

come king. On these baseless charges, Smith was arrested and confined

during the remainder of the voyage, and for some time longer, so that

his services were lost to the colony when most wanted.

Saving landed, the packet was opened and the names of the council

proclaimed. Smith was among the number. The council elected a

president, and then excluded him whose superior abilities excited envy.

Smith demanded a trial, was honorably acquitted, and took his seat in

the council. He afterwards accompanied Newport up the river as high

as the great falls, where they visited Powhatan, a sort of emperor over

all the surrounding tribes. He received the strangers well, and reproved

his people for murmuring at it.

In June, Newport sailed for England. The brilliant hopes which the

colonists had conceived now quickly vanished. The supplies of provisions

began to fail, and the tilling of the soil was a laborious resort which they

had not expected. Unwholesome food and a new climate soon caused

disease to show itself, and before September, nearly half their number

were carried off by it. Among these was Bartholomew Gosnold, the

projector of the settlement. The distress of the colonists was increased

by dissensions. Charges of embezzling the public stores were preferred
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-t President Wingfield, and he was detected in attempting to escape

From the colony in a pinnace. lie was deposed and his place filled by

iffe, who, fortunately, left everything to the control of Smith, which

was what the colonists desired.

S food was the most important want. Smith,

with a party, proceeded down the river in

Bearch of it. The natives treated them with

derision ; and unable to succeed by fair

means, the English fired a volley, which

caused them to seek the shelter of the woods.

Landing at a village, he found food in abun-

dance, but prevented his people from en-

cumbering themselves, foreseeing the return

of the Indians. The red men returned in

considerable force; but another volley from the English brought them to

sue for peace. Smith then obtained a sufficient quantity of provisions,

ami returned to Jamestown. The drooping spirits of the colonists were

revived, and gratitude to their preserver took the place of jealousy.

Captain Smith's name will be for ever associated with the foundation

of civilization in America. Ho was descended from a respectable family

in Lincolnshire, and was born to a competent fortune. Of a naturally

restless spirit, he yielded to his love of adventure and passed through a

variety of military service, gaining much fame for skill and daring.

Amid the general sickness in the colony, his health was perfect and his

temper buoyant. Having, in his rambles, discovered the great river

Chickamine, he determined to explore it to its source. He ascended first

in his barge, then in a canoe, and twenty miles on foot, attended only by

his Indian guides. But three hundred natives who had traced his steps

surprised and dispersed his party, and then came suddenly upon himself.

lie made most valiant efforts for safety; and fastening with his garters

a native ally to his person, presented him to the enemy as a buckler.

Then be ran to the canoe, which he would have reached, if he had not

suddenly sunk in a morass, where he was forced to surrender or perish

with cold.

Although Smith had reason to think his last hour had come, his self-

control did not desert him. He asked for the chief, showed his compass-

dial, and strove to explain the use of it. The Indians were awed, as if in

the presence of a superior being, and on a signal from their chief, they

laid down their weapons and led Smith, under strict guard, to their

capital. There they threatened him with torture and death', if he did

net consent to betray the colony into their hands. But it was vain. At
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length, being brought into the

presence of Powhatan, his

doom was sealed. The in-

struments of death were pre-

pared, and Smith had become

resigned to his fate, when he

was saved hv the iiiterre~Hi.u

of Pocahontas, the king's

daughter, who threw her

anus around him and de-

clared Bhe would die with

him, if he was not spared.

Humanity prevailed over

cruelty, and Smith was re-

served for further services and adventures. Soon afterwards, he was sent

back to Jamestown, with the promise of peace, and arrived just as the

remaining thirty-eight settlers were preparing to leave the country.

Smith saved by showing tbd Cumfiiuu
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By the most determined action, Smith succeeded in inducing them to

slay. Pocahontas badsenl provisions, which relieved their present wants,

and the accounts of plenty among the Indians revived their hopes. Peace

and friendship were restored between the two races, and everything looked

promising under the rule of the man, whose merit was his only title to office.

In this state of things, Newport arrived, with two vessels, one hundred

and twenty men and a supply of provisions, seed and agricultural imple-

ments. The Company, however, now impatiently endured their expenses,

and began to look for some return. Gold was viewed as the main source

of wealth, and many of the new-comers had been selected on account of

their skill in its discovery. Naturally desirous to Batisfy their employers,

they thought they perceived in a certain glittering yellow earth, the pre-

cious ore. Henceforth all sober industry was thrown aside. Gold was

the only object, and digging, refining and washing it, the only toil. Smith's

remonstrances were of no avail, until long after the skilful examination

of gold-refiners had proved the glittering ore to be worthless. In June,

1608, Newport's vessels returned to England ; one, laden with tln<

worthless dross, and the other, with cedar-wood.

Smith exploring riiesnpenke Buy.

Prompted by his adventurous spirit. Smith now resolved to explore the

Chesapeake Hay, to ascertain the qualities and resources of its territories,

and promote an intercourse with the more remote tribes. This was an

arduous and dangerous expedition. Accompanied by Dr. Russell and a

few followers, he performed, in an open boat, two voyages of discovery,

occupying more than four months, and embracing above three thousand

miles of exploration, lie visited every inlet and bay on both sides of the

Chesapeake, from Cape Charles to the Susquehanna River, and carefully

examined the territories into which he penetrated. He brought back an

ample and accurate account of his researches, ami bis map has been made
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the groundwork of all succeeding ones. By his wisdom and courage, Smith

inspired the [ndinns with an exalted opinion of himself and nation.

HE return of Smith revived the spirits

of the colonists, whose golden dreams

had been dispelled during his absence.

Hi' was immediately elected president

of the council, and began, with his

usual activity, to improve the build-

ings, strengthen the forts, and train

the men to military exercises, but he

was interrupted by the arrival of

Newport, with a fresh colony of

about seventy persons, including two

females. The Company, having

spent at least £2000 in the equip-

ment, expressed an earnest desire and expectation of being somewhat

reimbursed. They recommended two objects to be attained by the

colonists—the discovery of the South Sea, and mining of gold. In order

to gain the favor of Powhatan, they sent him presents, and materials for

his coronation. The Indian king submitted with reluctance to the coro-

nation ; but assured the English that their ideas .of a salt water beyond

the mountains were erroneous. The South Sea chimera was not relin-

quished, however, until Newport and a small party had ascended the

river, and had a taste of the toils and dangers of the expedition. They

returned to Jamestown, oppressed " with famine, toil and discontent."

M ITU'S administration was not acceptable to the patentees

in England. The disappointment 6f their high expects

tions made them ready to throw the blame upon any one

but themselves. On the 2-'id of May, 1609, a new charter

wus granted to the Company, which gave them more ex-

tensive powers. James was induced to waive those high

claims of sovereignty, before so strictly reserved. He
allowed the council in England to be chosen by the proprietors, with

power to nominate a governor. The episcopal church was exclusively

established, and all emigrants required to take the oath of supremacy.

The exertions of the patentees and the general enthusiasm kindled

throughout the nation, enabled the Company to equip nine vessels, which

were to take out five hundred emigrants. Lord Delaware, a true noble-

man, was appointed governor for life; and as he could not depart imme-

diately, Sir Thomas Gates and Sir George Somers were to rule till his

arrival in the colony. The fleet sailed on the 15th of May. 1609, and
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jeven of the vessels arrived at Jamestown on the L6th of August : the

other two, having both of the temporary governors on board, were thrown

upon the Beimudas daring a violent Btorra.

^^'^'aX^^''''"' '" 'heir fthsence, justly claimed the

authority of governor. But, in consequence

of the bad character of most of the new-

comers, total anarchy reigned for some time.

At length. Smith was invited to assume that which

hail been denied to him— thus showing the natural

propensity of men to establish a government foi

themselves, if none is imposed upon them. Smith

exerted himself to locate advantageously the emi-

grants, of whom two parties, of one hundred and twenty each, were

settled at Nansemond, and at the falls of James River. Both, however,

mismanaged their affairs, quarrelled with the Indians, and lost a number

of their men. In returning from the latter place, Smith was severely

wounded by the bursting of a bag of gunpowder, and when, in extreme

torture, he arrived at home, he was told of plots formed against his life.

Unable to struggle against so many difficulties, he returned to England,

and never again visited the colony which was so much indebted to him,

and yet so ungrateful. Posterity has done his memory justice. His

commanding spirit, and the romantic incidents of his life, excite the

interest of every reader of American history.



CHAPTER VII.

VIRGINIA DNDEB THE LONDON COMPANY.

iT the time Captain Smith left the colony, it was

inhabited by five hundred persons, amply sup-

plied with arms, provisions, cattle and imple-

ments of agriculture. These s'tores would

have been sufficient under an efficient govern-

ment. But tin- command was now entrusted

to Mr. George Percy, a man of worth, hut

without the energy of Smith. The colony

soon fell a victim to the demon anarchy. The

provisions were quickly exhausted, and the

Indians, whose hostility had only been awed by tin- known valor of Smith,

now harassed the colonists by continual attacks, and all was commotion

in 'onsequence. To complete their misery, famine prevailed ; and si.N

ths after Smith's departure, there only remained sixty persons, alive

at Jamestown. This period is known as ••The Starving Time."

In this situation, the colonists were found by Newport and his colleagues,

who arrived from the Bermudas in May, 1G10, and they all determined

to abandon the settlement. They embarked, ami reached the month of

the James river, where they net Lord Delaware, who had arrived with a

considerable number of new settlers, a supply of provisions, and means
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_>f defence and cultivation. II*- induced the dispirited ones to return to

Jamestown, and a brighter prospect seemed before them.

Lord Delaware was well qualified for the' position to which he had been

appointed. His high rank prevented the jealousy of the ambitious. His

dignified manners, attention to business and his firm will secure. 1 the

respect of the colonists and the friendship of the Indians.

Order being established, Somers was sent to the Bermudas for pro\ isions,

and Gates to England to report to the Company. But Lord Delaware

was suddenly taken sick and compelled to return to England for the

recovery of his health. He left Percy in command, and the same

relaxation of discipline followed as had marked the former government

of that gentleman. Fortunately, Sir Thomas Dale arrived, with men

and supplies, and took the government into his hands. He introduced

martial law; a measure rendered necessary to quell the lawless spirits

which had caused the disorder.

Arrival of Gates.

In August, Sir Thomas Gates arrived with six vessels, containing men

and snpplies for the colony. He succeeded Dale in the government, and

continued to enforce martial law. On account of the increase in the

number of the colonists, a subordinate settlement was formed further up

the river, and called Henrico, in honor of the Prince of Wales.

A new charter was granted to the London Company in March, 1612.

By this instrument, the dominions of the Company were enlarged and

their authority over the colonists increased. Lotteries for their benefit

were established in England, but soon abolished, when the House of

Commons represented them as a public evil.

In this year i ItilJ), an event occurred, which was attended with happy
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Capture ol Pocahontas.

result> to the colony, although it was brought about by an a si of treachery.

This was tin- marriage of 1'ocahontas. A scarcity prevailing in James-

town, ('aptain Argall was de-patclied to the Potomac for a cargo of corn.

Here he enticed Pocahontas on board his vessel, hoping to induce Pow-

hatan to ransom her with a large quantity of provisions. Despite the

and entreaties of the young maiden, he conveyed her to Jamestown.

Powhatan was indignant at this act of treachery, and rejected all idea of

ransom; but offered, it' his daughter was restored, to forgive the injury,

and supply the wants of the colonists. Dining her residence in the

settlement, Pochahontas had made such an impression on Mr. Etolfe, a

young man of rank among the- settlers, that he offered her liis hand, and

solicited the consent of Powhatan to the marriage. The old king acqui-

esced, and tin 1 ceremony was performed with great | ip. This evenl

i id a favorable effect upon the Indian-, and a treaty was concluded with

the Chickahominies, who, to be called Englishmen, agreed to assist the

colonists in war and pea

The subsequent fate of Pocahontas, the early and true friend of the

English, will not be unimportant to those interested in the history of the

colon : id after her marriage, ompanied her husband to

England. Her reception is thus described by Salmon:
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I \<. James's queen ami court paid her the Bame

honors that wen' due to a European lad; of

the same quality, after they were informed by

Captain Smith what services Bhe bad done the

English nation, and particularly how she had

saved the captain's life, when his head was

upon the block. But it seems before this

princess married Mr. Rolfe, she had been

given to understand that Captain Smith was

dead; for he was the first man she had set

her affections upon, and I make no doubt he

had promised to marry her when he was in her

father's court ; for when he came to wait upon

her, "ii her arrival in England, she appeared

surprised, turned away from him with the

utmost scorn and resentment, and it was some

hours before she would be prevailed with to

speak to him. She could not believe any man would have deceived her,

for whom she had done so much and run bo many hazards; and when she

did vouchsafe to bear bis excuses, she >till reproached him with ingratitude.

In all her behaviour, 'tis said, she behaved herself with great decency

and suitable to her quality, and mighty expectations there were of the

future services she would have done the English, upon her return to her

own country; but she was taken ill at Gravesend, as she was about to

embark for Virginia, and died in that town, a very devout Christian, 'tis

said, leaving only one son, named Thomas Rolfe, whose posterity now

flourish in Virginia, and enjoy lands descended to them as heirs of the

Princess Pacahunta."

Hitherto, there had existed in the settlement a community of property.

The evil consequences of this system had been made apparent. There

was no incentive for individual exertion —-the idle faring as well as the

industrious. It was thus calculated that twenty men were required for

what could easily have been done by three. Now in the first instance, a

spot of ground and a month in the year were allowed to each; and,

finally, private property being completely established, fifty acres were

granted to such as were able to stock and cultivate them.

The ipany had been disappointed in their anticipations of the wealth

to be derived from Virginia. They had tried the search of gold, iron

and precious stones, the raising of silk and wines, and the felling of

wo.ds
; but in all, their scheme brought but little profit. Wealth suddenly

flowed from another source. On the wild-meadows and river-banks grew
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a weed of pungent taste and odor, called tobacco. Though at first

offensive, it was found to |
irresistible attractions, for smoking,

chewing, kc. Raleigh first rendered it fashionable at court, and it quickly

spread to all classes and to other nations. King James conceived suoh ;i

hatred to the use of this weed, thai he wrote a book on the subject, called

a " Counterblast to Tobacco." But the custom could not be prevented

by the opposition of king or parliament, and as well might they have

opposed the drinking of alcohol.

The colonists pursued the culture

of tobacco with the utmost diligence,

planting it even in the streets of James-

town. The consequences might have

been disastrous, if Sir Thomas Dale

bad not interfered to regulate thi

tance between the corn and the to-

bacco crops.

In 1616, Dale returned to England,

leaving the government in the bauds

of Mr. George Yeardley : who, at the

end of one year, gave place to Cap-

tain Argall, a successful naval com-

mander. Lord Delaware had died

daring B voyage to America. The

measures of Argall caused much dis-

content, and were undoubtedly tyrannical. Besieged with complaints,

the Company displaced him and appointed Yeardley, who arrived in

Virginia in April, 1619.

It seems that the Company began to favor liberal opinions. Agreeably

to orders, Yeardley convened a colonial Assembly in June, 1619. This

was the first which had assembled in America. The body consisted of a

governor, council and two burgesses, elected by each of the eleven

boroughs. They met at Jamestown, and the laws they enacted were sent

to England for the Sanction of the Company. The latter subsequently

appointed a council to aid in the government, and by this measure thought

in more complete control over the colony— giving it the semblance

of freedom, without the substance. The representative constitution,

however, gave the colonists a greater idea of their own importance, and

its results "ere beneficial.

In 1020, a Dutch vessel from the coast of Guinea, sailing up the

James River, Bold a part of its cargo of negroes to the planters; and a9

it was found that the negroes could bear the climate better than the

Tobacco Plant.
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English, and their labor was cheaper, the number was increased by sub-

sequent importations. Thus was slavery planted in America. During

the civil war in the time of Charles I., it was a common practice to ship

tho prisoners to America, and there sell their service for a term of years,

to the highi i\ bidder. The condition of these whites was but little better

than that of the black slaves.

Pew women had hitherto crossed the Atlantic; and, therefore, the

planters being mostly unmarried, did not regard Virginia as their home.

Seeing the evils resulting from such a state of things, the Company sent

over ninety young women, of agreeable appearance and respectable

character, and in the next year sixty more. They were soon disposed

of to the young planters, the price at first being one hundred and twenty

pounds of tobacco, and afterwards one hundred and fifty. From the

number of emigrants that arrived, the limits of the settlement were ex-

tended more than fifty miles along the river. In the midst of prosperity

the colony sustained a sudden and dreadful calamity.

Since the marriage of Pocahontas,

the natives and English had lived

on terms of friendship. But Pow-

hatan was now dead ; and his suc-

cessor, Opekankanough, an active,

brave and cautious prince, had

always cherished a hatred to the

white race— looking upon them as

invaders of his country. He
planned their destruction, and en-

gaged all the neighboring Indians

in the scheme. Never was a con-

spiracy better arranged and con-

cealed until the moment for action.

Opekankanough renewed the treaty

made by Powhatan, and adopted

every means to lull the suspicions

of the colonists.

An event now occurred, which

sharpened the ferocity of tho savages.

a man named Nemattanow, renowned as a warrior and thought by the

Indians to be invulnerable. Nemattanow was supposed to have murdered
a planter named Butler; and was shot by those who attempted to arrest

him for the crime. Finding death's hand was upon him, he begged his

captors to grant him two requests:— First, never to reveal that he had

There was in one of the tribes,
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Opekankmoufh.

been slain by a bullet, and second, to bury him among the English. Mis

death, however, soon became known, and grief and resentment filled the

Indians. Opekankanough skilfully took advantage of this event, and

made it aid his purpose. He brought about a general agreement amonp
the savages to unite in one powerful effort to expel or destroy the strangers,

and thus regain the inheritance which had already been so materially

lessened, and which seemed now to be passing entirely away.

At length the day was fixed, on which all the settlements were to be

attacked. Stations were assigned to each troop of assassins, and, that

they might not excite suspicion, some carried presents to the colonists;

others spent the evening before the massacre at the house3 of the English
;

and the rest, under various pretences, assembled near the detached settle-

ments. Although the fatal hour was fast drawing near, yet not an un-

guarded look of exultation, not a rash expression of hate, had occurred

to disclose their designs. The universal destruction of the colony was

prevented by nothing but the previous conversion of an Indian to

Christianity. On the night before the massacre, this Indian was let into

the secret by his brother, who had made known to him the command of

the king for all to share in the exploit that would enrich their race with

revenge, spoil, and .'lory. But, as soon as his brother was gone, instead

of complying with his wishes, the convert communicated the intelligence

to the Englishman with whom he lived. This planter hastened with the
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DijclnMire of Hie Intended Massacre.

tidings to Jamestown, and the alarm was carried thence to the nearest

settlers ; but it came too late to be more generally available.

On the '1'2<\ of March, lti2^. while the English were busy at their usual

occupations, the Indians, with their own arms, or any edge-tools of which

they could lay hold, fell upon them with a fury whicli could not be resisted.

In the course of an hour, about three hundred and fifty persons were

killed. The remainder were only saved by prompt and rigorous measuros

I he '
i
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of defence. Exaggerated reports of the numbers who fell in this massacre

were carried to England, and for a while emigration was elu-cked.

|5T~Alf"A ^ '* xv:,s resolved upon, and a war of extermination

,
v

f/f^
1 could alone sate the eager desire for revenge which filleil

the colonists. The Indians were unequal to the struggle

they had provoked. They had procured arms and

gunpowder, but they wanted the discipline and skill

to contend with civilized enemies. Hence, by degrees,

they were driven to the westward or exterminated.

This massacre was particularly disastrous to the Company, in England.

It was now a large body divided into factions, continually at war. James,

irritated because the liberal party had the majority in the company,

eagerly seized upon the occasion to vent his spleen. Having ordered a

supply of arms and provisions for the colonists, he directed an inquiry to

be made into the affairs of the company. All the charters, books and

papers of the corporation were seized, and letters from the colony

intercepted.

The commissioners did not communieate any of their proceedings to

the company, who first learned the tenor of the report in which they

were so deeply interested, from an order of the king and privy council,

signifying to them that the misfortunes of the colony had arisen from the

misgovernment of the Company in London, and that for the purpose of

repairing them, the king had resolved to revoke the old charter and issue

a new one, which should limit the government to fewer hands. At the

same time to quiet the minds of the colonists, it was declared that private

property should be respected, and that grants of land should remain

inviolate. The company were required to surrender their privileges

instantly, and were assured, if they did not submit voluntarily, the king

would effect his purpose by legal process.

To this tyrannical proceeding, the company would not submit; and no

threats or promises could swerve them from their resolution. Incensed

at their boldness, James directed a writ of quo warranto to be issued

against the Company, in order to try the validity of their charter in the

Court of King's Bench. To collect additional proof, he despatched

envoys to the colony, to inspect its condition and organize a party in his

favor.

But the Virginians were attached to their established government, and

so expressed themselves in a petition to the king. James was determined

to break up the power of the company ; and he at length succeeded. He
issued a proclamation, suppressing their courts and committing the ad-
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ministration of colonial affairs to certain of his privy councillors in

conjunction with Sir Thomas Smith and a few other persons. Thus Ml

the Virginia Colonization Company, after having expended upwards of

j£150,000 without any considerable return. Their dissolution was effected

by a king whose power was then absolute— whose will was law. Such

were the acts which brought about the revolution, and the death of

Charles I.

King James now issued a special commission, reappointing Sir Thomas

Wyatt governor, with twelve councillors. The colonial assembly is not

mentioned in this instrument ; but it was continued as a matter of usage.

The king seemed to favor the commercial interests of the colony in his

proclamation, renewing the former prohibition of the culture of tobacco

in England, and giving the exclusive trade in the article to Virginia and

the Somers Islands. He also designed composing a code of laws for the

government of the colony; but his death in the next year frustrated his

intention. Thus ended a reign distinguished for the establishment of the

British empire in America. James encouraged and promoted the growth

of the colony, but his arbitrary acts in regard to those who had given

their time and wealth to the support of it must receive condemnation.



CHAPTER VIII.

HISTORY OF VIRGINIA, CONTINUED UNTIL THE BEGINNING OF THE

FRENCH WAR, IN 1756.

ING CHARLES I. had been educated in the

maxims of his father, and when he ascended

the throne, gave evidence of his design to main-

tain them :is far as he was able. He declared

that the government of Virginia should depend

immediately upon himself; and his first act was

to prohibit the planters from selling their tobacco

to any but his agents. Thus the Virginians saw

i heir legislature superseded by a council responsible to the king alone;

ull the profits of their industry engrossed, and their staple commodity

monopolized by their sovereign.

On the death of Wyatt, Sir George Yeardley was appointed governor.

He died in 1627, and during the two following years, the council elected

__*-4B»V
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West and Pott as temporary governors. In 1629, Sir John Harvey

arrived and became the ruler. He is generally represented as a haughty,

rapacious and cruel man ; and though this has been denied, the fact of his

being arrested by the colonists and sent to England, with two commissioners

to state their grievances, is good evidence that he was not the best of

governors. Instead of redressing their wrongs, Charles reinstated Harvey,

and returning to Virginia, the governor became more tyrannical than

ever. This provoked complaints so loud and vehement that there was a

prospect, if Harvey's government continued, of the revolt or ruin of the

colony.

UT a deliverance was at hand. Charles saw

the signs of a storm approaching, which was

destined to overwhelm him. He became

anxious, therefore, to conciliate the colonists.

Harvey was recalled and Sir Francis Wyatt

appointed governor. The latter held the

office two years and then yielded it to Sir

William Berkeley, who assumed the govern-

ment in February, 1642.

Berkeley appears to have been a true

cavalier; faithful to the king and the Episcopal church under all circum-

stances. He was extreme in some of his measures, particularly in his

opposition to the culture of tobacco. His appointment gave the colonists

great satisfaction; and his influence insured the loyalty of the Virginians

when the civil war broke out between the Cavaliers and Roundheads.

But a new calamity was impending over the colony. Opekankanough

was still alive and retained all his hatred of the English. The peace he

had concluded with them in 1632, was a mere truce to mature a terrible
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Opflkankanuugh reproving Sir William Berkeley.

design. For nine years after, he was engaged in secretly banding the

Indians together for the extermination of the now powerful English.

The storm burst upon the colonists with the sudden force of a gust in

summer. On the 18th of April, 1(144, the Indians fell upon the English

in the moment of their security. Five hundred persons were killed, and

a large number carried into captivity. Whole villages, with all the corn,

household utensils and farming implements were given to the flames.

The blow was a severe one; but the colony was too deeply rooted in the

'oil of Virginia to be exterminated at that time.

All who wcic able to bear arms were embodied as militia for the general

defence; and a chosen body, comprising every twentieth man, marched

under the command of the governor, into the enemy's country. Opekan-

kanough had now grown so old and decrepit that he was not able to walk

alone, but was carried about by his men. His flesh was macerated, his

sinews slackened, and bis eyelids so heavy that be could only see, when

they were lifted up by his servants. In this condition, he was surprised

and captured by Governor Berkeley, with a party of horse. He was
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conveyed to Jamestown, and treated with all possible respect; it being

the desire of Berkeley to send him to England.

Opekankanough maintained his proud spirit even when so old and in

captivity. One day, hearing the noise of the tread of people about him,

he caused his eyelids to be lifted, and finding that a crowd of persons had

been let in to see him, he called, in indignation, for the governor. When
he came, Opekankanough told him that had it been his fortune to take

Sir William Berkeley prisoner, he should not meanly have exposed him

as a show to the people.

Berkeley could not preserve his captive's life above a fortnight ; for

one of his soldiers, resenting the calamities the colony had suffered through

this prince's exertions, basely shot him through the back and killed him.

After his death, the Indians speedily submitted, and tranquillity was so

effectually restored to the province, that, two months after the massacre,

Berkeley set sail for England, leaving Richard Kemp, as his substitute.

After his return^ in 1646, a treaty was concluded with the Indians, by

which they made a large cession of territory.

Tirt'TVjjr% CONSIDERABLE interval of tranquillity now elapsed,

of which we shall take advantage to exhibit a view of

the state and progress of the colony. The population-

had increased to twenty thousand persons. Jamestown

was the principal settlement. But several others, situ-

ated further up the James river, were rapidly growing in import-

ance. The colony was divided into eight counties. The governor

appointed lieutenants for each county ; the sheriffs were chosen by

the inhabitants. The laws of England, so far as regarded personal

rights, the rights of property an 1 the punishment of crime, were in force

in the colony. The assembly claimed no authority to legislate on such

subjects. That body found sufficient employment in framing such laws

as the particular necessity of the colony demanded. A large number

of the colonists were persons of criminal or doubtful character. Hence,

arose a state of society unusual in a new colony. The poorer gentry and

the younger children of high families came from England, and obtaining

considerable grants of land, lived " as great lords" in the transatlantic

region. Thus an ultra aristocratic character was given to the colony, and

royalty found it faithful. The commerce of Virginia was now in a

flourishing state. Twelve ships were engaged in the trade with England,

twelve witli Holland, and seven with New England. Though wheat was

raised in considerable quantities, tobacco continued to be the principal

article of trade.
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In the meantime, the great struggle between Charles I. and the Par-

liament was going on in England. The high church and monarchy men
of Virginia, sympathized with the king, and when he was beheaded by the

order of the victorious Parliament, they immediately proclaimed his exiled

son, and announced their determination to maintain his cause and resist

the authority of Parliament.

The able statesmen of the Long Parliament, flushed with their triumph,

were not likely to allow an infant colony to brave their power. An edict

was passed, declaring that the Virginians were subject to the authority

of the Parliament, and should be reduced to submission by force, if they

did not admit that authority. To enforce this declaration, Sir George

Ayscue, a distinguished naval commander, was sent out with a strong

fleet, having a body of troops on board. For the settlement of the civil

government five commissioners were nominated, two of whom, Bennet

and Clayborne, belonged to Virginia, but had distinguished themselves by

opposing the ruling party.

In March, 1652, Ayscue anchored in Chesapeake Bay, when the

colonists, listening to the dictates of prudence, opened a negotiation with

the invaders. The terms agreed upon were liberal. The Virginians

obtained a complete amnesty ; they were promised a trade as free as that

of England, and confirmed in all their political rights. They were even

permitted to elect their own governor. But as Bennet, a republican who
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had shortly before been banished by the monarchists, was the unanimous

choice, it seems to prove that the election was influenced by the cannon

of Ayscue's fleet.

In 1652, Parliament passed an act restricting the trade of the colonics

to the mother country. This was certainly a breach of the terms of the

capitulation, allowing them a trade as free as that of England. But the

restriction was not enforced with any great rigor.

Bennet retired from the government early in 1655; and the assembly

supplied his place by Edward Diggs. Early in 1658, Diggs was succeeded

by Samuel Matthews, an old and hospitable planter. The assembly took

advantage of the prevalence of liberal ideas to extend its own functions.

They excluded the governor and council from their sittings, enlarged the

elective franchise so as to extend to all freemen, and compelled the

governor to yield the right of dissolving them. They thus centered in

themselves the whole power of the state. Finally, they threw open theii

commerce to all the world. For all practical purposes, Virginia was now

a republic.

When the death of Cromwell was announced, the assembly without

hesitation acknowledged his son, Richard. When his abdication was

forced by the army, the assembly recalled Sir William Berkeley, the

eavalier governor. The news of the restoration of Charles II. caused

great exultation in Virginia, and the monarchical party soon had a com-

plete ascendancy in the colony.

Having received a new commission from Charles, Berkeley issued writs

convoking an assembly in the name of the king. A general revision of
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tho laws followed, and aristocratic elements were introduced into every

department of the civil and ecclesiastical government. Suffrage was

confined to freeholders and housekeepers. The governor and assembly

were paid at exorbitant rates, and intolerant religious laws were enacted,

The assembly which brought about this state of things remained in office

ten years.

T had been observed with concern, during the commonwealth,

that the English merchants, for several years past, had

usually freighted the Hollanders' shipping, for bringing

home their own merchandise, because their freight was

lower than that • I the English ships. For the same

reason the Dutch ships were made use of for importing American pro-

ducts from the English colonies into England. This system, of course,

operated to the disadvantage of the English commercial marine. The

government, therefore, not unnaturally, turned its attention to the most

effectual mode of retaining the colonies in dependence on the parent state,

and of .securing to it the benefits of its increasing commerce. It was

with these views that the Long Parliament had enacted, "that no mer-

chandise, either of Asia, Africa, or America, including also the English

plantations there, should be imported into England in any but Knglish-

built ships, and -belonging t<> English or English plantation subjects,

navigated also by an English commander, and three-fourths of the Bailors

to be Englishmen ; excepting such merchandise as should be imported

directly from the original place of their growth or manufacture, in Europe

solely; and that no fish should thenceforward be imported into England

or Ireland, nor exported thence to foreign parts, nor even from one of

their own home ports, but what should be caught by their own fishers

only."

The first house of commons after the restoration, instead of granting

the colonies that relief which they expected from the restraints on their

commerce imposed by Cromwell, not only adopted all his ideas concern-

ing this branch of legislation, but extended them further. Thus arose

the navigation act, the most important and memorable of any in the

Btatute book, with respect to the history of English commerce. By these

Beveral and successive regulations, the plan of securing to England a

monopoly of the commerce with its colonies, ami of shutting up every

other channel into which it might be diverted, iru perfected, ami reduced

into complete system. On one side of the Atlantic, these laws have been

extolled as an admirable Btroke of policy, aiding greatly in increasing the

commerce and power of England. On the other, they bave been con-

demned as short-sighted and oppressive. Such a system undoubtedly
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tended to alienate the feelings of the colonists ; since it was so clearly to

their interest to have their commerce free from all restrictions.

The Navigation Act was not the only cause which interrupted the

success of the colony. The Indians began to commit depredations on the

frontiers, and the settlers violently retaliated. Six chiefs sent by the

Indians to treat for peace, were put to death. Berkeley expressed his

indignation at this outrage, at which the colonists seemed much offended.

After the war had raged some time, the Indians again made pacific over-

tures, but without success. The governor seconded their efforts, and thus

lost the popularity he so had long enjoyed.

HE discontented needed but a leader to make

their power felt, and in all such cases a

leader is soon found. Nathaniel Bacon, the

son of a respectable family in Suffolk,

England, had removed to Virginia and

formed a border plantation on the upper

part of James River. Daring, eloquent,

and artful, he had acquired great influence

and a seat in council. He sympathized

with his suffering countrymen, and a farm

of his own being attacked, he resolved to

take up arms without the permission of Berkeley; and, rallying round

him those inspired by similar sentiments, he was soon at the head of five

hundred men. The government denounced this armament as rebellious,

and issued a mandate to disperse. But at the same time, the popular

party arose in the lower provinces, and the union of the two interests

proved too strong for the government. The assembly was dissolved, and

a new one, with more liberal views, elected. All arbitrary taxation was

abolished, and universal suffrage restored. Bacon had been made prisoner,

but was set at liberty and promised a commission ; but this was ultimately

refused.

Withdrawing secretly, Bacon assembled five or six hundred men, and

became master of the seat of government. Berkeley strenuously resisted,

and even bared his breast to his adversary. But Bacon declared he only

wished a commission to protect the people from the savages. The assem-

bly hastily made out the commission and prevailed upon the governor to

sign it. Bacon then marched to the frontier.

As soon, however, as force was removed, Berkeley published a procla-

mation, reversing all the proceedings of the assembly, and declaring

Bacon a traitor. A civil war ensued. The daring popular leader

marched back to Jamestown, where he was strongly reinforced. Mutual
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outrages were perpetrated by both parties. Berkeley assembled a small

force of his friends, but soon abandoned Jamestown and fled to Accomac.

Bacon now acted as ruler of Virginia, and declaring the governor to have

abdicated, summoned an assembly, and determined to resist all attempts

to restore Berkeley to power.

AMESTOWN was burnt, in order to prevent its

being occupied by an English force. Nothing

remained, but to cross the river and attack the

i

'ft'< till dispirited remnant of Berkeley's force. Suddenly,

Bacon sickened and died ; and there being no one

capable of filling his place, the insurgents dis-

persed. A brief negotiation was held with the

royalist governor, and a general pardon was

promised to all who laid down their arms. This

was accepted, and thus terminated "Bacon's

Rebellion." Historians differ in their opinions

of the merits of this affair. It appears by the facts recorded, that Bacon
was at Bret only desirous of protecting the settlers from the cruelties of

the Indian-. This was laudable. When the governor neglected giving

them protection, the necessity of the case demanded that his authority

should be superseded. That there was much of the demagogue in the

character of Bacon, is probable; but that there was justice and reason in

his early operations, is certain.

The governor, whose feelings seem throughout the whole transaction to
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have been greatly excited, acted now with excessive rigor. Twenty per-

sons were hanged, and it is supposed that a greater number would have

endured the same punishment, had not the assembly presented an ad

entreating " that he would spill no more blood." One of the deputies

said, "had we let him alone, he would have hanged half the country.''

Charles II., whose disposition was not cruel, exclaimed, "the old fool has

taken away more lives than I for the murder of my father," ami issued a

proclamation censuring this conduct as derogatory to his clemency. Sir

William was recalled, and his place temporarily supplied by Colonel

Jeffereys, who, with two others, constituted a commission of inquiry.

They seem to have made it very searching, with even a friendly disposition

towards the people. The different counties were invited to produce state-

ments of grievances, and the records of the assembly were forced from

their clerk,— a measure against which they strongly remonstrated. A
report was drawn up, in which, while the conduct of the insurgents was

strongly condemned, that of the government ami several members of the

council was also censured. These reflections against Berkeley are sup-

posed to have hastened his death, which took place before he had an

interview with the king. The assembly then felt a revival of their old

attachment. They passed a Vote, declaring, that he had been an excel-

lent governor, and recommended a grant to Lady Berkeley of X300.

Jeffereys, during his short administration, had the satisfaction of putting

an end, on satisfactory terms, to the Indian war.

On the death of Jelferey in 1678, Sir Henry Chichely succeeded to the'

government. During his administration the colonists enjoyed some re-

pose. In 1680, Lord Culpepper was appointed governor for life. Ho
was avaricious and unpopular. Penalties were enacted against those who

should defame the administration, and other measures adopted, tending

to make the government oppressive and despotic. This produced its

natural effect — a rebellion, which was quelled only by the prudence and

rigor of Chichely. The complaints of the colonists reached Charles II.,

ami when Culpepper arrived in England, his commission was submitted

to the decision of a jury of Middlesex, who declared it forfeited.

Lord Effingham succeeded Culpepper, and proved equally tyrannical,

(iain was his principal object, and that he sought by the meanest way-.

Hi' established a Court of Chancery, with exorbitant fees; ordered that

no printing-press should be used in the colony ; and rigorously enforced

the navigation act. The colonists were loud and constant in their coin-

plaints; hut were not attended to until the revolution of 1688 had given

the throne of England to William and .Mary. Effingham then went to

England and submitted to a trial. He was continued in office, but on
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condition of governing by a deputy, and Colonel Nicholson was appointed.

This officer became popular with the colonists, because he favored liberal

measures, and encouraged learning.

In 16'J'J, Sir Edmond Andross was appointed governor, and in the same

year, tin- .sovereigns granted a charter for the "College of William and

Mary in Virginia." From this period to the commencement of the

French War in 1756, there is little to interest in the history of Virginia.

The colony continued to increase in population, wealth and importance.

The government was vested in deputies appointed by the nominal

governor, in England, and in an assembly elected by the

Tobacco continued to be the principal article of cultivation and export.

Virginia was a planting country. The means of subsistence were easily

iied from a fertile soil ; but manufactures were neglected. On the

whole, the colony was prosperous, and the people generally enjoyed the

blessings of peace and plenty.

lJ*ofje Culvert, lira". bird I ..
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HE Virginia Company had assigned to thein a regiou

of vast extent, including the beads of the great bays

of Delaware and Chesapeake. This grant, however,

was forfeited by the dissolution of the London Company,

in the time of James I.

ir George Calvert had been secretary of state under that

monarch ; but being converted to the Roman Catholic religion,

he was excluded from office; and thenceforth he devoted himself

to colonial enterprise. Having obtained a liberal grant in New-

foundland, he vainly Btrove to make a permanent settlement in that cold

mid sterile region. He then went to Virginia, to negotiate arrangements

for a colony : but the Bystem of religions exclusion there in force, induced

his speedy departure. Calvert possessed royal influence sufficient to

obtain the grant of an extensive region, from the southern bank of the

Potomac tn the 10th degree of latitude, thus including the upper part

of Chesapeake Bay and the whole of Delati ire Bay. In compliment to

the queen of Charles I., Calvert called this region, Maryland. He was

cow created Lord Baltimore, and enjoyed great favor at court.
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Having obtained the granl of the country, he resolved tip settle it;

pjaking it not only an asylum of civil liberty, but h shelter for the per-

secuted of every del ination of Christians. Before he had completed

his arrangements; death closed his useful career. Cecil, his son, inherited

his father's title and liberal views, and determined to carry out his

designs. In his father's name he completed and executed the charter.

By this instrument, Lord Baltimore was created absolute proprietary of

Maryland, saving the allegiance due to the crown; he was empowered,

with the consent of the freemen, to make laws for the province and to

execute the acts of assembly; by consent of the people, he might im-

pose all just and proper subsidies; on the part of the king it was cove-

nanted that neither his majesty nor his successors should impose any

taxes upon the colonists, their goods or commodities. For the population

of the now colony, license was given to his majesty's subjects, without

distinction of sect or party, to emigrate thither, and they were declared

to be entitled to all the rights of Englishmen, born in the realm.

N Novemlier Hi-'!:!. Leonard Calvert set sail

with the first emigrants, consisting of about

two hundred persons, including a son of

of Sir Thomas Gerard, one of Sir Thomas

Wiseman, and two of Lady Wintour. In

February be touched at Point Comfort in

Virginia, where his arrival was by no

means acceptable; nevertheless Sir John

Harvey, in obedience to the express orders

of Charles, gave him a courteous reception.

Early in March he entered the Potomac, to the people on the shores of

which the sight of so large a vessel was quite new, and caused the uti t

astonishment. The report was, that a canoe was approaching as big as

an island, with men Btanding in it thick as tree- in a forest ; and they

thought with amazement how enormous must have been the trunk out of

which it had hern hollowed. A piece of ordnance, res ling for the

6re1 time on the shores of this mighty river, caused the whole country to

tremble. The intercourse, however, appears to have hen judicioush

conducted, and was. on tin- whole, very amicable. Calvert sailed up to

r;i,|uu. an Indian settlement nearly opposite the present site of Mount

Vernon, where the chief received him with kindness, saying, "he would

not bid him go, neither would he bid bint Btay; he might use his own

discretion." On reflection, he considered the place too far up the river,

and therefore the vessel was moved down to a tributary named then

St. George's, and now St. Mary'-. Ascending it four leagues, he came
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io a considerable Indian town, named Yoacomoco ; and being hospitably

received, as well as pleased with the situation, he determined to fix his

colony there. The werowannce accopted an invitation on board, and Sir

John Harvey having jusl arrived from Virginia, the chief was Led down

I" the cabin, and seated at dinner between the two governors. An alarm

having spread among the people on shore that he was detained as a

prisoner, they made the banks echo with shouts of alarm ; the Indian

attendants durst not go to them, but when he himself appeared on deck,

they were satisfied. He became so much attached to the English as to

declare, thai if they should kill him he would not wish his death avenged,

being sure that he must have deserved his fate. Amid these dispositions,

it was not difficult to negotiate the formation of a settlement. For

hatchets, hoes, knives, cloth, and other articles of probably very small

original cost, the strangers not only obtained a large tract of land, but

were allowed by the in ha hit ants tooccupj immediately half of their village,

with the corn growing adjacent to it. and. at the end of harvest, were to

receive the whole. Thus the adventurers "ere at once comfortably es-

tablished, without those severe hardships which usually attend an infant

settlement.

The Indians and the English lived together at St. Mary's, each com-

munity occupying half the town. The natives displayed the most friendly

disposition, instructing the Knglish in the best modes of procuring game,
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and supplying them with provisions From their own -tores. The women

and children even became domesticated in the white families. Several

powerful chiefs from the interior came to pay their respects to the

governor, and gave earnesl assurance of their desire Eor peace. Catho-

lic missionaries announcing the gospel to the natives secured their

friendship and alliance.

The settlement advanced rapidly. Emigrants, induced by the liberal

grants of land promised by Lord Baltimore, continued to arrive. The

proprietary made an outlay of £40.000 in the two first year-. This he

hoped would be returned by the quit-rents required of the colonists.

The first difficulty encountered by Lord Baltimore after the colony had

been planted was of rather a serious nature. Captain William Clayborne,

a man of large property and holding high offices under the Virginia

rnment had opened a considerable trade in furs and other articles on

the upper part of the Chesapeake, and even established > settlement on

Kent Island, where he expended upwards of £i!000. Baltimore forth-

with called upon him to acknowledge his authority, as the post was

within the range of his patent Clayborne refused, and referred the
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claim to the council of Virginia, who sustained him. The influence of

Baltimore was powerful al home. Bui the English Star Chamber

il to interfere in the dispute. Clayborne then resolved to break

up the ne\i colony bj exciting the Indians against it.

BANTIME (in 1635), an assembly consisting of the

whole body of freemen, had been convened at St.

Mary's, and a body of laws was enacted. But these

the proprietary rejected, on the ground, that, under

the charter, the initiative in legislation belonged to

him. He soon sent over a set of statutes drawn up

by himself, to be laid before a second assembly ; but thai body de-

clined in admit the initiative claimed, or to sanction the proposed laws.

These lovers of self-governmenl then substituted a code of laws, credit-

able to their good sense. This assembly passed an acl of attainder

against Clayborne, who had fitted oui a hostile armamen si the

colony. His insurrection, however, was soon quelled'. The governor

met him with a sullicieut force, and the Longtail, a tvar-gallej be-

longing to him, was captured in the river Pocomoke after a contest

in which the crew were all either killed or made prisoner-. Clay-

borne was driven out of Maryland, and his settlement submitted to

Lord Baltimore, though not till the governor pro< led to the -put in

force. The English government soon after decided in favor of Lord

Baltimore's claim.

In 1639, a third assembly was convened, by which the statutes were

much enlarged and improved. This assembly was composed partly of

deputies from the several hundreds into which the colony had been divided,

and partly of individuals specially summoned by the governor. An act

was passed "Establishing the House of Assembly," which confirmed the

constitution of that body as above described. This constitution was

maintained, with some trifling alterations, as long as Maryland continued

a colony. The right of the governor to summon an unlimited number

of individuals specially, secured a concurrence of the assembly in

almost any measure he desired. Slavery was early established in the

colony.

In 1642, an Indian war broke out, of which Clayborne was supposed to

have been the instigator. It afflicted the colony for several years, but

peace was at length restored, and the assembly strove to prevent Indian

troubles in future, by providing that no lands should be obtained from

them without the consent of the proprietary; that it should be a capital

offence to supply them with ardent spirits, ammunition or fire-arms ; and
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the same penalty was adjudged to those who should kidnap or sell friendly

Indians. The observance of these laws secured tranquillity for several

years.

Scarcely was peace concluded, when a rebellion broke out in Maryland.

Clayborne, it appears, was the chief agent, though the object of the

rebels was to introduce proscription and abolish the liberal government.

Calvert, unprepared for this event, fled into Virginia, whereupon the

insurgents seized the government, and held power until Augusl of the

nexi year, when the revoli was suppressed. Bj an aci of assembly,

passed in L649, all but a few of the m<>.-t prominent offenders were par-

doned : ami by the same assembly, an act of relisiious toleration

passed. To prevent the stirring up of sectarian animosities, all oppro-

brious epithets on the score of religious belief were at this time made

punishable.

HE assembly of 1650, revised the constitution; and

from that year, the two houses of the legislature held

their sessions separately. Those who were called to

the assembly by special writ formed the upper house

;

and the burgesses, the lower house. All bills receiving

the sanction of both houses and the governor became

laws. The assembly recognised Lord Baltimore as

proprietary of the province, but enacted a law, pro-

hibiting the imposition of taxes without the consent

of the freemen.

A short period of tranquillity was now enjoyed by the colonists. But

the great civil struggle in England opened the way for discord in Mary-

land. By the invitation of Lord Baltimore, large numbers of protestants

had settled in his colony, and at the time the parliament became com-

pletely victorious in England, the Catholics of Maryland found them-

selves outnumbered by the Protestants. The latter had settled the

territory north of the Patu.xent. and formed a new country named Anne

Arundel.

When Maryland was declared to be dependent on England, by the Long

Parliament, five commissioners were appointed to reduce and govern it.

Among the commissioners were B and Clayborne, the deadliest foes

of Lord Baltimore. Their influence was greatly increased soon after, by

the first being named governor, and the latter secretary, of Virginia. The

commissioners proceeded to Maryland, and after tun months' discussion,

concluded to continue Stone in the office of governor, but removed most

of the other officers. Baltimore complained to the House of Commons

of this transaction, and a committee of inquiry was appointed, who decided

d ^
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in favor of tlie commissioners. But in the beginning of ltif>4, Baltimore's

exertions at home seem to have secured him Cromwell's favor, for Stone

was directed to overthrow everything that had been done by the republican

commissioners.

ENNETT and Clayborne resolved to depose Stone, and

placing themselves at the head of a strong body of

armed Protestants, forced that officer to yield his

.

authority into their hands. The new government

proceeded in a most fanatical spirit. All the Catho-

lic settlers were disfranchised in .June. 1654, and an

arbitrary rule set up. Lord Baltii v reproached Stone for yielding,

and ordered him to reassert his authority. Collecting a force. Gov-

ernor Stone moved upon the adverse party at Providence, in Anne
Arundel.

When his flotilla of twelve transports reached the month of the river

Severn, he sen! to demand their submission to the authority of Lord

Baltimore. As this produced no effecrl he entered the harbor. An
armed merchantman lying there al once opened upon the flotilla, and

thi governor fell hack, and the nexl day. March 25, 1655, finding the

entrance blockaded he lauded his lone and marched toward the enemies'

position. While the vessels were diverting Stone's attention, a Puritan

force, under Captain Fuller, bj a circuitous march took the governor on

tin flank. The two parties rushed upon each other, with the en on one

side of "God is our strength;" on the other "Hej for St. Mary'.-.'"

The contest was brisk, bu1 short. Stone's partj Eor a time made a

stand under cover of some fallen timber, bul they were nearly all men

inexperienced in war, while bhe Puritan force comprised many who

had served in the civil wars in England. Victory soon decided so

completely in favor ol the insurgents, . thai the whole opposite army.

with the exception of five, were either killed or taken. Stone him-

self, with his principal officers, were among the captives. All the

artillery, and baggage, fell into the hands of the victors. The

Puritan party signalized their triumph with great cruelty, and after

the surrender of Stone's force shol four of bis leading men in cold

'"I I. among them a messenger from Lord Baltimore. The colony

at a later date made provision for the fatnilv of these \ictitns. at the

instance of the Lord Proprietor, in defense of whose rights they had

fallen. Being thus complete masters of the colon] the Puritans pro-

ceeded to confiscate the property of all who had supported Lord Bal-

timore'.- rights.
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Thus triumphant, Bennetl ami Clavborne took the government into

their own hands. A new assembl] was convened, which acknowledged

Cromwell's authority and abolished the institutions of the proprietary.

The colony remained in a state of disorder for two years, two sepa-

rate governments being in existence, one at Annapolis and one al St.

Mary's. At last the commissioners surrendered the administration into

the hand- of Governor Fendall, who succeeded in establishing the au-

thority of the proprietary throughout the colony, on condition of not

repealing religious toleration.

In March, 1GG0, news arrived that Charles II. had been restored to the

thnme of his father. The assembly then met and declared that no

authority should be recognised in Maryland except their own and the

king's. But Baltimore succeeded in gaining the favor of the Stuart

king, as he had that of the man who had deposed his royal father ; and

was reinstated in all his chartered privileges. He sent out Philip Calvert,

his brother, to assume the government ; and Fendall, who had become

popular, was deposed, tried and convicted of high treason, and would

have been put to death, had not the fear of his influence with the people

prevented it. He was fined and declared incapable of holding any office

n the colony.

OTWITHSTANDING the disorders to which the province

had been a prey, it had continued to increase in popula-

tion and wealth, and at the time of the Restoration con-

tained 12,000 inhabitants. We have but scanty details

of the internal administration of affairs after Lord Balti-

more was restored to power. By some it is asserted that

it was marked by religious toleration ami an earnest de-

sire for the peace and happiness of the whole body of the people.

rding to others, it could not prosper till there was a church

established by law. A large proportion of the population were oi

the laboring class, and there was an opulent aristocracy, as in Virginia.

A considerable number of felons had been sent over from England, who

were bound to service for a term of years.

The commercial monopoly, ami the duties on the produce of the colonists

were the source of much discontent in Maryland, as in Virginia. In

1666, lie- assembly passed an act for the naturalization of aliens. Lord

Baltimore died in lti7d, having lived to see his colony prosperous, and

reaped the harvest for which he hail incurred such a great expense of time

and money. He was succeeded by bis Bon, Charles Calvert, who had

governed the colony for a number of years with considerable success.
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Interriew between William Perm and I<ord Calvert

By the assembly convened this year, an attempt was made to stop the

progress of an evil which had for some time existed in the colony : namely,

the transportation thither of felons from England. In spite of the law

passed by that body, however, the evil increased, and shortly before the

revolution, three hundred and fifty were annually landed in the province.

In the following year, William Penn arrived in America, when an

interview occurred between him and Lord Baltimore, with the hope of

making an amicable adjustment of the boundaries of the respective

territories. But this was found impossible. Penn, by his interest at

court, afterwards caused it to be decreed that the disputed district should

be divided into two equal parts, one of which was to be given to Lord
Baltimore and the other to himself. The part thus taken from Maryland
now forms the State of Delaware.

The peace of the colony continued unbroken until the news of the

dethronement of James II. was received. Then the flames of discord

in this ill-starred province broke forth afresh. A "Protestanl Asso-

ciation "was Formed bj John Coode, an associate of Fendall, and Wil-

liam and Mary were proclaimed throughoul the province. The govern-

menl then fell into the hands of the ProtestantSj who held ii for all

'It tunc.
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William III. now took the patenl from the proprietary, and appointed

Sir Lionel Copley governor, in the king's name. He was succeeded by

Colonel Nicholson, who, on the whole, gave satisfaction. Under the

successive administrations of Blackeston, Seymour, Corbet and Hunt, the

province remained tranquil. In 1716, George I. restored the proprietary

to his rights and he and his successors enjoyed them till the revolution

swept away all proprietary rights and established the government of the

occupants of the soil.

The colony continued to flourish, received a large accession of Presby-

terians from the north of Ireland, and enjoyed tranquillity. The capital

was changed from St. Mary's to Annapolis, in 1699 ; but it was not until

many years after, that Maryland contained any considerable towns. In

consequence of the long-continued religious dissensions, but little en-

couragement was given to the institutions of learning. Upon the whole

colonial history of Maryland we may observe, that the Baltimore family

displayed considerable liberality and untiring energy in establishing the

colony, and in its government Under William III. the Episcopal

church was established bj law, and from time to time penal laws were

passed against the Catholic settlers, who were deprived of the elective

Franchise, and were compelled to pa\ the Protestanl clerg] as well as

double taxes. Their worship was prohibited, excepl in private houses.

Thej could tiol keep arms, and were subjected to many humiliations.

The Baltimore family recovered the provini nl\ after they had re-

Dounced the Catholic religion. The Puritans, who had been the firsi to

assail the earl] toleration, found themselves, too, compelled to supporl

Hie Episcopal ministers, whom the) rejected.



CHAPTER X.

THE PLYMOUTH COLONY

N the occasion of granting the great charter for the

colonization of Virginia formed in 1606, one

company was authorised to establish a colony on

the southern and another on the northern part

of the extensive coast which then bore that name.

We have narrated the fortunes of the first of these,

-r the London Company. The latter company had many powerful sup-

porters, among whom were Sir John Popham and Sir Ferdinand Gorges,

governor of Plymouth. In August, 1606, they had fitted out a vessel

of fifty-five tons, with a crew of 29 Englishmen and two savages, under

the command of Captain Chalons. Proceeding by the West India route,

near the coast of Hispaniola, the vessel was captured by the Spaniards,

and the crew sent to Spain.

Another party, sent out with supplies for Chalons, were dismayed at

not finding any trace of him or his companions. Their reports of the

aspect of the country, however, excited the adventurers to new efforts.

In 1607, tu<> Bbips, containing 100 men, under Captain Popham and a

brother of Sir John Gilbert were sent out by the company. The crews

landed near the mouth of the Kennebec and-built a fort; but the winter

proved so cold and other circumstances so dispirited the colonists, tha

they returned home in the spring.

A powerful impulse was given to colonization when Captain Smith,

unable to find employment in Virginia, directed all the powers of his
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mind to this new object. In 1U14, he prevailed upon four merchants of

London to furnish him with two traders and fifteen men, to form a settle-

ment in America. Smith did not succeed in making a settlement, hut

surveyed the coast from the Penobscot to Cape ('ml, and carried on a

profitable trade with the Indians. Unfortunately, cupidity induced

Thomas Hunt, the commander of one of the ships, to kidnap thirty of

the Datives, whom he carried to Malaga and sold as slaves. The conse-

quence was, that Captain Hobson, who arrived soon after, without any

knowledge of the crime, was killed, with several of his crew; and much

trouble was experienced in assuaging the resentment thus kindled.

N 1615, a small body of emigrants, under command of

Smith, sailed for America; but was overtaken by a

violent storm which obliged them to return. Another

attempt was more disastrous; the vessel was captured

by French pirates, who carried the crew to Rochelle,

from whence Smith escaped to England. Other efforts

to establish a colony were made by Captains Darmer

and Rocraft ; but they failed.

Meanwhile Smith strained every nerve to inspire his

countrymen with a zeal for colonization. Another company was formed,

and Smith was appointed admiral of the country. But the powers granted

to the company were so extensive as to call forth the ensure of tin-

House of Commons, and the ridicule of foreign nations; and emigration

was repressed. New England, however, was destined to be permanently

settled by an entirely different association of persons.

A large number of the English people had embraced the doctrines

taught by John Calvin, of Geneva. Queen Elizabeth, hostile to the sect,

claimed the right of putting them down by main force. Under the

sanction of Whitgift, Archbishop of Canterbury, the most severe laws

were enacted against them, and a constant persecution followed. But the

number of the puritans increased, and they boldlj sought to reform the

Church of England. Another section of the dissenters withdrew from

church altogether and formed a separat omunion; these were

Brownists. Towards the end of Elizabeth's reign, a congregation

was formed, under two respectable clergymen, named Robinson and

Brewster. This congregation found itself bo harassed by the measures

of James 1. that it was forced to take refuge in Bolland, where toleration

tioned by law. There they remained eleven years, when, be-

COming discontented with their situation, they turned their eyes to the

transatlantic region, as a place where they might form a society founded

on their favorite plan of church-government.
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With this view, the exiles applied to the Virginia company. Smith

tendered his aen ices ; but the subordination he required of the puritans did

not suit their free spirits, and he was rejected. Several London merchants

advanced the sum necessary for the expenses of the expedition, to be

repaid out of the proceeds of the industry of the adventurers. With the

means thus procured, the emigrants purchased one vessel of 60, and hired

another of L80 tons. These \<— Is mel at Southampton, and thence

•ded on their western voyage; but the Bmaller vessel »:i- obliged to

put back to Dartmouth for repairs. After other delays, the pilgrims

finally set sail in one vessel, the Mayflower, on the 6th of Septemher.

1620. They numbered 102 persons.

HE voyage was long and tempestuous; and the

captain, either through ignorance or

treachery, instead of conveying them to

Hudson's River, whither they exp<

to go, carried them as far mirth as Gape

Cod, where they arrived on the 11th of

November. This part of the country was

nol included in the patent they had ob-

tained in Englaml. and to supply the want of a more formal title, they

composed and signed a written constitution of government, recognizing

the authority of the English crown, and expressing their own combination

into a body politic, and their determination to enact all just and necessary

laws, and to honor them by due obedience. They then elected Jonn

Carver governor for one year.

jTIJI^HK selection of a spot for a sen lenient

was attended with < siderable delay

and difficulty. On the 11th of Novem-

ber, some men were sent on shore to

obtain wood and make discoveries.

They returned at night, without having

met with any pers ir habitation. On

the 15th, ( laptain Miles Standish, with

16 armed men. landed for the purpose

of making explorations. Ee observed

and followed some Indians, but did not overtake them. Soon after the

party came upon four bushels of a l-corn, secured in a sort of cellar.

These they appropriated, without any ••compunctious visitings," and this

discovery afterwards proved the means of preserving the colony from

famine. During the absence of this party, the wife of William White

gave birth to a son, who, from the circumstances attending his birth, was

aai 1 Peregrine.
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|N the 6th of December, Carver, Bradford, Winslow and some

seamen, embarked in a shallop and Bailed round the bay,

in Bearch of a place foi a settlement. <'n landing, they

weir saluted with a shower of [ndian arrows; but n dis-

charge of musketry speedily dispersed the assailants. A
storm came on. The shallop lost its rudder, and was nearly

ghipwrecked. Reaching an island on the 9th, they reposed themselves and

kept the Christian Sabbath with the usual solemnities. The next day a har-

bor was found, which they deemed commodious, and the surrounding country

was pleasant and well watered. They returned with the agreeable intel-

ligence to their friends, and the ship was brought into this harbor on the

15th. The 18th and 19th were passed in exploring the land: and on

the 20th, after imploring the Divine guidance and protection, the people

landed and commenced the .settlement. This day is still celebrated l>v

the descendants of the pilgrims as the anniversary of New England's

birth.

They gave the town the name of Plymouth, in remembrance of the

hospitalities they had received at the last port in England from which

they had sailed. Their first operations consisted in measuring out the

land to the different families, laying a platform t"> >r their ordnance, and

erecting habitations. The hardships endured hy the people in exploring

the hay and effecting a landing, sowed the seeds id' a fatal disease. Their

provisions were scanty, the winter severe and the Indians hostile. Before

Spring, Governor Carver and more than one half of the colonists died.

Carver was succeeded hy William Bradford, who governed the colony for

many years. By the constitution adopted, the whole body of freemen in

the colony formed the legislature, and the governor and a council of the,

idec-ted annually, the executive.

The emigrants had seen the natives only in the short hostile encounter,

but afterwards learned that a severe pestilence hail thinned their numbers.

The crime of Hunt also had filled the country with horror and dread of

the strangers. To their surprise, mi the 16th of March, 162], a savage

almost naked, in the most confident manner, walked through the village,

and addressed those he met in broken English. They crowded round

him. and on their eager inquiry, learned that his name was Samosel ; that

lie belonged to the Wampanoaga, a somewhat distant tribe : ami that their

immediate neighbours were the people of Massassoit and the Nausites, tin

of whom had 1 n the assailants in the late conflict. They treated

him liberally with strong waters and food, presented him with a greatcoat,

knife, and ornaments, and begged him to return with some of his country-

men. After a brief absence, he reappeared with " live proper men,"
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The Treaty with Mussassoit.

presenting the usual grotesque attire and ferocious aspect. They all

heartily danced and sung. A lew days later he brought Squanto, whose

restoration i<> his native country, a- we have already narrated, hail

rendered him extremely friendly to "in- name. Being ready to act as

interpreter ami mediator, he opened a communication with Massassoit;

and on the 22d of March, that gnat sagamore, with Quadequina his

brother, and sixty men, were announced a.s in the vicinity. Difficulties

weic felt as to the meeting from want of mutual confidence; however,

Squanto having broughl an imitation to parley. Edward Winslow went

with presents, and was Kindly received. The governor, then, after ob-

taining some Indian- as hostages, marched out at the head of six

musketeers, kissed hands with tin- great chief, and presented a bottle of

strou"; waters, of which he drank somewhal too copiously. A treaty was

concluded, both of abstinence from mutual injury, and protection against

Others; and it was long faithfully observed.

Two of the settler- now accepted an invitation to visit bis residence

After a laborious journey of fifteen miles through trackless woods, they

were received with great courtesy, but found a total deficiency of victuals,
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of which it seems the king's absence

had prevented any supplies. At nighl

they were honored by sharing the royal

:. which consisted of a large

board, covered with a thin mat. At

the other end lay his majesty and the

queen ; and they had soon the addi-

tional company of two chiefs, who,

with a large colony of fleas and other

insects, and the uncouth songs with

which their bedfellows lulled them-

selves to rest, rendered their slumbers

very brief. Nextday, two la

were spread on the table; bul "forty

expected a share." Though Btrongly

urged, they declined to partake any

longer of these hospitalities.

It was discovered, however, that Squanto was completely aliasing their

confidence; telling his countrymen that but for him the English would

kill the Indians; and that they kept the plag d up in their store

house, which only his intercession prevented from being let loose. On

this being known, the utmosl pains were taken, and successfully, to un-

deceive the people. In February, L622, the settlers had completely

enclosed their town, forming four bulwarks and three gates. They wen

some time after alarmed by hearing that Massassoit, now at the point of

death, was likely to be succeeded by his son Coubatant, whose disposition

was far from friendly. Edward Winslow hastened to the spot, and found

the magicians busy at their incantations, and six or eight women chafing

him amidst hideous yells. The chief, already blind, cried out: "Ob,

Winsnow, I shall never see thee again !" That gentleman, however, by

suitable medicines, gave present relief, and in a few days effected a cure.

Even the heir-apparent, being pi milar aid in ease of need, became

greatly reconciled to them.

Captain Miles Standish continued to be the military commander of the

colonists, and by hi- activity, courage, and prudei aided greatly in pro-

sorvii with the Indians. Coubatant. Massassoit's heir, being

suspected of hostility to the oolonists, Standish, with 14 men, marched

against his village, and although Coubatant escaped, so frightened the

Indians that nine chiefs sunn afterwards eame to Plymouth and entered

into a treaty with the English. The town was fortified, and Standish,
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by his skilful dispositions, prepared it for a rigorous defence in case of an

attack from the natives.

The Narragansetts were the enemies

of Massassoit's people. Their chief.

< !anonicus, sent a bundle of arrows, tied

up with a rattlesnake skin, to the gov-

ernor, in token of hostility. Bradford

rilled the skin with powder and shot,

and sent it back in defiance : the sachem

was intimidated, and gladly consented

to a treaty with the colonists. The

Indians sent the significant token bark

to Plymouth.

In the meantime, Weston, one of the

London merchants, had founded a set-

tlement at \\ cssagusset, which was

named Weymouth. But the settlers

behaved so ill to the Indians, thai they

entered into a confederacy to cut oft' all

the English. This was revealed by

Massassoit to his friends at Plymouth,

who succeeded in saving themselves and

their rivals, though the latter were

obliged to relinquish their settlement,

some returning home and others joining the first colony.

The progress of Plymouth was rapid. In 1634, it contained one hun-

dred and eighty persons. The London merchants complained loudly that

they had expended much, and had not the slightest prospect of receiving

a return. After a great deal of discussion, it was determined that the

colonists should now supply themselves with everything, and for past

services should, during nine years, pay £-200 annually. Eight adventurers,

on receiving a monopoly of the trade for six years undertook to meet

this engagement ; so that the settlers were now established in the full

property of their lands.

The portion of Mr. Robinson's congregation, which had remained in

Holland, after the death of their pastor, were desirous to join their

brethren in New Plymouth. As the expense of their removal was the

main difficulty to be overcome, this was defrayed by the settlers, and the

emigration was accomplished ill Pi:i7.

In 1630, the Plymouth colony obtained a new patent, by which their

territory was much enlarged and a tract of land obtained on Kennebec

Canon!ciis\ Chi
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River. The number of inhabitants at this time was about three hundred.

This was a small number, compared with the early population of the

Virginia colony, but considering the difficulties encountered, it must be

regarded as an indication of the flourishing state of the Plymouth colony.

King James could never be pel suaded to recognize their government ; and

this, no doubt, impeded the progress of emigration.

The establishment on the Kennebec was an important acquisition for

the purposes of trade. The commerce of the colonists was also extended

by an amicable intercourse with the Dutch settlers on Hudson's River.

This colony continued to prosper under the influence of peace and

industry until its permanency could not be doubted. It formed the

nucleus of all the others which were planted in New England, and the

general character of the settlers was essentially that of the colonists of

Plymouth— firm and brave, industrious and frugal, pious, but intolerant.

Ijnilmr ot Ihe Pllpnm*.



CHAPTER XI.

I'OI.UMZATION of maim: \ni> m:\\ HAMPSHIRE.

II!-; English Plymouth Company had received the grant of

vasl territories in New England; but :ill their

efforts to derive profit from them proved abor-

tive. The) were particularly anxious to -

the active trade and fishery carried on in defi-

ance of their privileges. Francis Weal was

appointed admiral, and Robert Gorges lieu-

tenant-general of New England, with Btrict

injunctions to restrain interlopers.

Sir Ferdinand Gorges, obtaining the grant

of a large portion of what is now called New Hampshire, employed

Captain Mason, a brave and active man, to colonize it. In L623, a number,

of emigrants wore Bent ove . who settled at the mouth of the Piscat

and Further up the river at a place called by the Indians Coch >. and by

the colonists, Dover. Trade and fishing seem to have engaged the

attention of these emigrants, and consequently, their progress was very

slow. About the same time, settlements were made upon the Kennebec

and Penobscot rivers, by the crews of vessels Bent out for fish and timber.

A colony was planted at the month of the Kennebec River in 1630, under

the direction of Richard Vines. In the following year, a tract, con

hending the peninsula on which Portland is built, was conveyed by the

Company, to two merchants, who erected a trading-house on an island
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Gorces and Mtflon dividing their

near Portland harbor, and thus promoted the settlement of the neighbor-

ing coast. The colonists were principally from the southwest of England,

and being accompanied by a clergyman of the established church, they

found little favor with the Puritans of Massachusetts.

In 1635, Gorges obtained from the Company a separate title to that

portion of their former grant which lies easl of the Piscataqua, while

Mason was confirmed in possession of the western part. Gorges called

his territory New Somersetshire, ami Mason gave bis portion the name

of New Hampshire. Mason died soon after, ami left his affair- in so

disordered a state that his family derived little benefit from bis proprietor-

ship, ami the colonists were left to take rare of themselves.

Gorges took immediate measures to organize a government for all the

settlements within the limits of his patent. Captain William Gorges,

and seven commissioners, were appointed a- the legislative, judicial and

ative power. They met at Saco, in Maine, ami transacted a con-

int of business. But they did not give satisfaction, and iL

the next year, the proprietor gave authority to Governor Winthrop and

others of Massachusetts to govern the province But this order was

disregarded by those to whom it was addressed, ami not long after.

es was created Lord Palatine. He"appointed a board of councillors,

changed the- name of the province to Maine, ami, in l«i4<t. convened a

general court at Saco. In the next year. Tl las Gorges was appointed

governor.

Previous to the date of Mason's patent for New Hampshire. -

emigrants from Massachusetts founded Exeter. In 1641, New Hampshire
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was brought under the jurisdiction of Massachusetts, and permitted to

send two representatives to the general court at Boston : thus ceasing K,

be a separate province in six years from its first settlement.

Sir Ferdinand Gorges, the original patentee of the greater part of New
England, died in 1645, leaving his estate to his son, John Gorges. Mr
Vines was appointed governor of Maine. During his brief administration,

Colonel Alexander revived a title to a large portion of the province,

which had been granted by the Plymouth Company, in 1030, under tie

name of the "Plough Patent." After a two years' discussion of the

claim, Rigby's right was recognized and Lygonia became a province,

under a separate government.

The royal commissioners sent out, after the Restoration, to inspect

affairs in New England, visited Maine in 1665, and declared the province

to be under the protection of the king. But the government of M;i>-;i-

chusetts had. iii the meantime, extended its authority over both Maine

and Lygonia. ami maintained it until 1077. when the legal proprietor was

restored to his rights for a short period. His title was subsequently pur-

chased by the Massachusetts government for £1250. A dependent

government was then organized in Maine, which existed until 1760, when

the territory was constituted a county, with the name of Yorkshire.

About one third of the present State of Maine was included in the patent

of Gorges. The settlement at Pemaquid— now Bristol— was for a long

time the only important post east of the Kennebec. West of that river,

there was a number of thriving towns, whose population were principally

engaged in the fishery and in the lumber trade.
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N 1625, Roger Conant, a zealous non-conformist,

formed a settlement near Cape Anne; but the

settlers suffered bo much from want and the

severity of the climate, that they determined to return

to England. They were deterred, however, by John

White, a non-conformist minister of Dorchester in

England, who promised to aid them, and obtain a

By his exertions, a company was formed in England, which

obtained from the Plymouth company an extensive tract, including all the

coast between the rivers Charles and Merrimac, and across to the Pacific

Ocean. They even obtained a charter under the title of the " Company

of the Massachusetts Bay." Unon the delicate subject of religion, the

patent.
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governor of the projected colony was empowered to give the ->ath of

supremacy: there was no other mention of the subject.

N the 1st of May, 1629, six vessels, having on board

it two hundred persons, including Skelton, Higgin-

son and Bright, and others of note, sailed from the !!<•

of Wight. During the voyage, the seamen were stir-

I and edified by the new scene which their ships

presented— prayer and exposition of the Bible two oi

three times a day ; the Sabbath entirely spent in preach'

ing and catechising and repeated and solemn fasts for the success of the

ige. The adventurers arrived on the 24th of June, and found only

eight or ten hovels, which, with others scattered ilong the .coast, contained

about one hundred settlers. A site, already marked out, had its name

changed from Nahumkeik to Salem ; while a large party removed to

Mishawum, which they called Oharlestown.

The formation of a church was deemed the most important object by

the newly-arrived colonists, and accordingly, a religious society was con-

stituted, which enjoined the strictest observance of the commandments

and teaching of the Bible, and excluded from the government all who did

not subscribe to the general faith. John Endicott was chosen governor.

Two brothers, named Browne, refusing to subscribe to the constitution,

endeavored to establish another church similar in its forms to the Church

of England. Endicott summoned them before a general assembly of the

people, who, after hearing both parties, decided that the brothers were

unlit to- remain in the colony, and they were accordingly, banished. The

Browncs went to England, complained to the company of the intolerance

of the colonists, but did not succeed in producing any practical effect.

HE .Massachusetts Company now determined to send

5^ out large reinforcements to the colony, and in this

they were aided by the persecution of Archbishop

I, a ml, the bigoted adviser of Charles I. In the

spring of 1630, an expedition, consisting of seventeen

vessels and nearly 1500 settlers, respectable for their

intelligence as well as rank in society, left England

for the new country. Among the emigrants was John Wiuthrop, who had

been elected governor, and Thomas Dudley, his deputy. The charter

of the company was carried with them.

The vessels arrived at Salem during June and July
; but being dissatisfied

with its situation, the voyagers explored the coasts in search of a better.

Winthrop and a portion of the colonists established themselves on the

peninsula of Trimountain, and founded Boston. Others settled at various
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Settlement <>i Boeton.

places in the vicinity, founding Dorchester, Roxbury, Medford, Watertown,

Lynn and Cambridge. Each settlemenl al mice assumed the authority

of a town, but admitted the supremacy of Governor Winthrop and his

court of assistants.

k
IIE first court of assistants hi Id its sessions at I Iharles-

town. The first General Court met at Boston sum
after Winthrop settled there. In consequence of the

removal of the Company's charter to New England,

the colony became almost an independent republic,

in which the officers were elected by the whole body

of the freemen.

The colonists Buffered severely from the hardships

incident to a new settlement in a colder climate than that to which they

had been used. Before December, tun hundred of their number died.

Among these was the Lady Arabella Johnso i, who had left the abodes of

luxury and comfort in England to leave a memorial of her virtues ami

misfortunes in the American wilderness; her husband, one of the chief

patrons of the colony, soon followed her.

\- so, m as the seventy of winter had abated, the court met ami pro-

ceeded to frame laws for the government of the domestic affairs of the

colony- and in May. 1631, that body ordered that in future no person
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heath of Lady Arabella I

should In- admitted a freeman, or entitled to a share in the government,

unless :i member of Borne of the churches within tlie province. This

measure has been severely censured by historians, and certainty showed

thai the Puritans had not learned the wisdom and justice of toleratio'n

their own misfortunes. A fierce Bpirit of intolerance was. how

the religious characteristic of that age.

In L632, the sachems of the Mohqgans, Nipmucks, Narragansetts,

Pequods and other tribe- visited the colony, were hospitably entertained

by the governor, and entered into treaties of friendship with the English

During the summer of 1633, two hundred emigrants arrived from England

Among the number, were Elliott, Mayhew, John Cotton, Thomas Hooker

and Dr. Increase Mather.

The small-pox had prevailed in the neighborhood of the English settle-

hi- to a considerable extent, destroying the natives and leaving their

hinds desolate; and as several of the vacant Indian stations were well

nhosen, the colonists eagerly took possession of them. This produced a

greater dispersion of the population than suited the condition of an infant

coloi.y, and it led to innovation in the government, totally altering its

nature and constitution.



CHAPTER XIII.

I OLONIZATION OF RHODE ISLAND.
AMI AKKAIiiS IN U LBS Mill-.

HE founders of Massachusetts

soon found that do laws could

secure :i uniformity of religious

opinion; but continued to enforce the laws which they had enacted,

looking upon heresy as the most dangerous enemy of society. An

the emigrants of 16o0 was Roger Williams, a Puritan minister, who

officiated for some time as a pastor in New Plymouth, and, subsequently,

in Salem. His bold assertion of the liberty of conscience had early

attracted the notice of the leading men of the colony, and excited the

hostility of a majority of the people. His doctrines are thus stated by

the colonial historian. Grahame :
—

" lie maintained that it was not lawful for an un regenerate man to

pray, nor for Christians to join in family prayer with those whom they

judged unregenerate : that it was not lawful to take an oath of allegiance,

which he had declined himself to take, and advised his congregation

equally to reject: thai King Charles had unjustly usurped the power of

disposing of the territory of the Indians, and hence the colonial patent

was utterly invalid: that the civil magittrate had no right to restrain or

direct the consciences of men; and that anything short of unlimited

toleration for all religious systems was detestable persecution."
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HESE were startling doctrines for thai

age, and Williams «as bold and perse-

vering in the assertion of these logical

and liberal opinions, and, in conse-

quence, he became separated from his

pastoral charge. A few admirers clung

to liiin in his retirement : and when he

demanded the use of the cross on the

l!iiti>li flag, the fiery Endicott cut the

Popish emblem, as he Btyled it. from

the national standard. A conference

\\ : i >- at length held, Imr without pro-

ducing any amicable settlement of the

controversy; and sentence of banish-

ment was pronounced against Williams. This sentence was 30 unpopular

at Salem, that a large number of the | pie were preparing to follow him

they regarded as a martyr. Bui they were persuaded to give up their

intention. As Williams continued to disseminate his doctrines, the

government determined to ship him to England ; but on learning that a

warrant had been issued against him. he collected a few followers ami set

out to seek a refuge in the bleak and vast wilderness.

Banishment of Roger William*
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In the midst of winter, without any shelter bul the hollow of a

Williams and his followers proceeded to forma settlement at Seekonk;

bnt they were informed that that place was within the jurisdiction of

Plymouth, and were accordingly obliged to leave it. In the hour of their

sufferings, the pilgrims experienced the friendship and hospitality of

Ganonicus and Miantonimoh, the sachems of the Narragansetts. They

assured Williams that he should not want for land, and directed him where

to form a settlement. He proceeded down the Seekonk River and es-

tablished himself near its i ith. There he and his followers began a

settlement which they called Providence. In lii-'!*, a deed from Canoni-

cus and Miantonimoh confirmed Williams in possession of the land. Thus

n as Rhode Island founded.

During the summer of the same year, twenty Bhips arrived at Massa-

etts, bringing about 3000 new settlers. Among them were Hugh
Peters, the chaplain and counsellor of Oliver Cromwell, and Sir Henry

Vane, bod of a privy counsellor at the English court. Peters became

minister of Salem, where he remained until 1641, when he returned to

England to transact some business for the colony, and nevei again visited

America, lie was a zealous Puritan and a warm advocate of popular

rights.

Henry Vane acted bo conspicuous a part during the civil troubled

of England before and after the death of Charles 1., that a short sketch

of his character will not be considered superfluous. When he came to

the colony, he was little more than :!) yean old. < >f patrician family,
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he had early embraced the doctrines of the Puritans, but in bis ideae of

civil and religious liberty he went beyond them. Although of an ex-

tremely sensitive constitution, he possessed the mosl complete mastery

over himself, and this united with a profound insight into human nature,

enabled him to control the minds of others. He pursued his purposes,

not with a fiery zeal and blind impetuosity, but with a calm foresight and

i deliberate, steady energy. Such was his influence aiuon^ the colonists,

that he was elected governor of Massachusetts the next vear after his

u-rival. The highest hopes were entertained of his administration. But

Vane was a century beyond the majority in his ideas, and hU •idministra-

ioii lasted hut one year.

In duly, It!-'!'.', (iovernor Vane started on a tour through the towns on

the nortnern and eastern parts of the bay. He was received with en-

thusiasm, although there was a large party hostile to his views of religious

liberty. In nothing was his wisdom and benevolence displayed in a more

striking manner, than his Conciliatory course towards the Indians. lie

entertained the principal sachems at his residence in Boston, and procured

a treaty of amity from them.

URING Vane's administration, Mrs. Ann

Hutchinson, a very remarkable woman, ar-

rived from England, and became a member

of the Boston church. It was the fortune

of this woman to kindle the flames of religious

strife once more in the colony. She possessed a keen

and comprehensive mind, large information, and much

energy; but her zeal often led her into saying and

doing that which her judgment could not have sanctioned. She instituted

weekly religious meetings for females, at which she presided: and so

attractive did they become, that all the ladies in the place attended, and

thus Mrs. Hutchinson exercised a vast influence in the colony. The

animosity of the clergymen and magistrates was aroused. Not satisfied

with proceeding against her as a disturber of the peace of the community,

they charged her with the blackest depravity, and demanded that she

should be punished as a heretic.

Vane gallantly interfered, and a violent religious controversy followed.

John Cotton joined the cause of Mrs. Hutchinson, while Winthrop and

Wilson I ame the leaders of the opposition. At length, the annual

election came round. Vane and Winthrop were the candidates of the

opposing parties. After an exciting contest, Winthrop was elected, and

intolerant party triumphed. The people of Boston elected Vane

and his most zealous friends to represent them in the general court. The
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Winthrop party pronounced the election void. But the spirited Bostonians

returned the same men at another election.

^IIE Winthrop party now determined to gain their end by

' main force. A law was passed prohibiting strangers

from residing in the colony, without permission of the

assistant magistrates, or one of the standing council.

Vane pronounced this law an enormous violation of

the rights of the colonists. A controversy followed

between Vane and Winthrop, in which the former

maintained the principles for which he afterwards died upon the scaffold.

Winthrop proved the stronger, and Vane left the colon}' for England,

leaving behind him a character which even his religious enemies admired

and respected.

Before the departure of Vane, a general synod of the clergy pa

sentence of banishment upon Mrs. Hutchinson, her brother, Mr. Wheel-

wright, and Mr. Aspinwall, and thus thecontesl known as the Antinomian

controversy was brought to a close. Wheelwright and his followers pro-

ceeded to New Hampshire, and founded Exeter. Another party joined

Roger Williams, who procured from the Indians the fertile isle, called

Rhode Island, for the new settlers. Mrs. Hutchinson removed to Rhode

Island, and several years after, to East Chester, in the New Netherlands.

There her house was attacked by the Indians, and this remarkable woman,

and all her family except one child, fell victims to the ferocity of the

savages.

Through the exertions of Sir Henry Vane, Rhode Island obtained a

charter, from the government of England. The settler.- had their written

constitution, guaranteeing them all those civil ami religious righte, which

were dear to their hearts and conducive to the general happiness. The

legislative and executive power was vested in a governor, called a judge,

after the practice of the Israelites, and a council of assistants. Coddington

was the first judge. The colonization of Kle.de Island is a remarkable

event, as being the first instance in which true liberty of conscience waa

enjoyed peaceably by the English colonists.
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URING the early emigration to Massachusetts, Lords

Brooke, and Say and Seal. English noblemen, obtained

from the Earl of Warwick, an assignment of a grant

which lie had received from the Plymouth council, for

lands on the Connecticut River, and they had so far pro-

ceeded in their design as to send out an agent to take

he territory and build a fort. But, happily I'm- America,

rfere not carried out
;

as they intended to introduce an

•y and hereditary magistracy in their province.

elements on the Connecticut River were established by the

had obtained a patent from their government for nil the

ihl discover, including the region upon the Connecticut

known to the English. They traded with the Indians for

;iel purchased land and erected a fort at Hartford, hefore

:h into the country.
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In 1634. a Dumber of the inhabitants of Cambridge, with the Rev. Mr.
Hooker at their head, applied to the general court of Massachusetts for

lission to remove to the banks of the Connecticut. The court was
divided on the subject, and permission was not given until May, L686.

In the mean time, a party of emigrants 'proceeded to Pyquag, on the

banks of the Connecticut, and building a few huts, passed the winter there.

When permission to remove was received. Mr. Honker's company set

about their preparations. They were to remain under the jurisdiction

of Massachusetts, however, in the newsettlemi j the condition

of the grant of permission. About the middle of October, 1636, the

party, numbering sixty persons, men, women and children, accompanied
by their cattle, swine, and other property, proceeded on a long journey,
during which they bore severe hardships and conquered many difficulties,

with a firm and persevering spirit. On reaching the Conned
company divided, and founded several towns, among which are Hartford

and Windsor.

NFORTUNATELY for the settlers, the winter

began much earlier than usual, and was very

severe. Provisions became sea dseveral

parties that set out to procure some, would

have perished but for the kindness of the

Indians. Those who remained in Connecticut during

the winter Buffered every hardship, living in rude huts,

and feeding upon malt and acorns. In the spring. Mr.

Booker, Mr. Stone, and about a hundred other persons set out from

Cambridge, and after a journey of two weeks, through a wilderness,

reached the banks of the Connecticut.

The Indians about the Connecticut had discovered a hostile disposition

from the first settlement. The Pequods were the most formidable tribe

of New England, numbering from seven hundred to a thousand warrior-,

long accustomed to victory. Their principal forts were at Groton, where

their great prince Sassacis resided, and at Stonington on the Mystic

River.

The Pequods were endeavoring to form a league with the Karragansetts

and Mohegans for the utter extirpation of the whites. Information of

this design bad been given to the governor of Massachusetts by B

Williams; but not content with tin- measure of precaution, the intrepid

founder of Rhode Island embarked himself alone in a small canoe and

proceeded directly to the house of the sachem of the Narragan

Here he met the emissaries of tl i-. and it was not without days

and nights of earnest solicitation, and. and at the imminent peril of his
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Masj-acro of thf Peqaoda

life, that he finally succeeded in detaching the Narragansetts from the

league. Their example was followed by the Mohegans, and thus the

Pequods were left to contend single-handed with their civilized adversaries.

Meanwhile the repeated injuries inflicted by the Pequods, and the

actual murder of about thirty of the settlers, determined the general

court of Connecticut to proceed to active hostilities ; and on the 1st of

May, 1637, they resolved to raise ninety men, who were placed under

the command of Captain Mason. This force, accompanied by sixty

friendly Indians, under Uncas. a Mohegan sachem, sailed on the 10th for

Narragansett Bay. On the 22d, they repaired to the court of Canonicus,

the patriarch of the tribe, ami were received with Indian solemnity. The

fiery Miantonomoh offered to join them. They here heard of the arrival

of the Massachusetts troops at Providence, but it was determined to push

on without them. On the next day, the allies marched to Nahantick,

bordering on the Pequod country. Here a large body of friendly Indians

joined them, and proceeding along the Mystic river, the army encai

two miles from the Pequod fort, just before nightfall. The Pequods,

believing the English were afraid to attack them, were passing the night

in rejoicing, till weary with unging and dancing, they sought repose.

The English surprised the fort just before the break of day. The bark-

ing of a watch-dog roused the slumbering savages, who rushed from their
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wigwams to meet a 'Limitless foe. The Pequods fought bravely, and

would, probably, have made their escape, had not Mason set firo to their

dwellings, and thus forced them from their lurking-places into open light,

to be a mark for the English muskets. The victory was complete, but

the conquerors were in a dangerous situation. Several of their number

were killed, and one-fourth wounded. The remainder, exhausted with

fatigue, destitute of provisions, and ill-provided with ammunition, were

exposed to the rage of a fresh bodj of savages, but a few miles distant,

who would be exasperated on hearing of the destruction of their brethren.

Fortunately, at the time of this perplexity, their vessels were seen steering

into the harbor ; and being received on board, the tro lied their

homes in less than a month from the day that the court resolved on war.

The troops from Massachusetts and Connecticut arrived in time to hunt

out a number of the fugitives, burn their remaining villages, and lay

waste their corn-fields. Sassacus fled towards the Hudson, with a party

of his chief sachems; but he was surprised by the Mohawks, and with

his warriors put to death. Mononotto alone escaped. A scanty remnant

of the Pequods were enslaved by the English, or mingled with the Mo-

hegans and Narragansetts ;— and thua was a nation destroyed.

~~~~~ ^N ItioT, Eaton and Davenport, with some strict Puritans,

^^ Hil ^^ settled New Haven. These colonists at first acknow-

ledged the authority of Massachusetts; but as they

were out of the limits of that colony's patent, they

convened an assembly early in 1639, and established a

constitution of independent powers. In the same

year, the colony at Hartford framed a constitution

similar to that of New Haven. These colonies re-

mained distinct and at variance until 1661.

All these settlements had been made without any

concert with the proprietors in England, who had obtained the land by

assignment from the original company. But in 1644, the colonies pur-

chased their rights. The legality of this transaction has been doubted,

though it was never contested.

The people of Connecticut had been at enmity with the Dutch colonists

from their earliest settlement. The war declared by Great Britain

against the United Provinces, opened the way for hostilities between the

colonists of the two nations. But no serious contt place, and the

Dutch maintained their ground until the arrival of the news of peace

between the two nations.

Soon after the Restoration, through the address of Mr. Winthrop,

the son of the governor of Massachusei I J, ( lonnecticut obtained a charter
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granting the mosl ample privileges, and establishing a popular govern-

ment. It was obtained on the 20th of April L662, and i tinned to be

the fundamental law of Connecticut for 158 years; the colony of Neit

Haven was included in it, but the inhabitants refused the charter, until the

Duke of York obtained the grant of the lands from the Connecticut

River to the Delaware Bay, when they agreed to the charter to escape

his government.

The younger Winthrop was «
• 1 < -i-t . 1 governor of Connecticut soon :i ft . r

it received the charier, and he devoted himself to the welfare of the

colony. Intolerance never prevailed in Connecticut, and consequently

her people were free from constant trouble. In 1680, the population

amounted to more than 10.000 persons. These were divided among 26

town-, which could boast of 21 churches. There were only about thirty

slaves: paupers were few, neither begga/s nor vagabonds were permitted.

A small trade was carried on chiefly with Boston and New York. The

property of the whole corporation was reckoned at about £110,000.

• lames II., soon after ascending the English throne, determined to

cancel all the American charters; and he was not disposed to spare so

liberal a one as that of Connecticut. Three successive writs of quo

warranto were issued; and the colonists, after craving delay, submitted

to the royal commands. James sent Sir Edmund Andros to accept the

charter and submission of the people of Connecticut, lie assumed the

administration and demanded the charter. But it was carefully contrived

that he should nol get it. While the governor and assembly were debating

the affair in the evening, the lights were extinguished, and when they

were re-lighted the charter had vanished. It is said to have been taken

by Captain Wadsworth, and concealed in the hollow of a tree. Thus was

the liberty of Connecticut preserved. Andros retained the government

for nearly two years, and was deposed upon the accession of William

and Mary.

The Churier of ' SonnM
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CHAPTER XV.

NKH ENGLAND DURING THE I OMMONWEALTH.

^"j!<|IIK design of forming a union of the New England

^jjp^^-^J:' colonies had been entertained in 1637, immediately

after the Pequod war; but in consequence of the de-

mand 1 > v Connecticut that each colony should have the

right of a negative on the proceedings of the confede-

racy, had been delayed. The benefits of a anion,

however, had become so apparent that, in 1648, the

measure was tinally consummated. Massachusetts, Plymouth, Connecticut

and New Eaven, entered into a league of perpetual confederation, under

the title of the United Colonies of V I gland. It was agreed, that

each colony Bhouid remain a separate and distinct municipal association,

and retain exclusive jurisdiction within its own territory; that in every

war, offensive or defensive, each of the confederate colonies Bhouid furnish

its quota of men. money and provisions, al a rate in proportion to

population of the respective communities: that a council, composed of two

commissioners from each colony should be annually convoked and em-
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powered to deliberate and decide on all points of common concern to the

confederacy; every colony renounced the right of protecting fugitive

debtors or criminals from the legal process of the particular community

Thich they had wronged and deserted, Rhode Island w;is not included

in this confederacy, as she refused to become incorporate'! with New
Plymouth.

The main object of the confederacy was security against the Indians,

who were becoming weaker by contentions among themselves. The Nar-

ragansetts, under their chief Miantonomoh, fell suddenly upon the Mohe-

gans, the allies of the English ; but they were defeated, and their chief

was taken prisoner. His captor, Uncas, conducted him to Hartford,

where "the elders," condemned him to die. Uncas then conducted his

prisoner beyond the jurisdiction of Connecticut and put him to death.

When the great struggle between Charles I. and the Long Parliament

commenced, the people of New England, notwithstanding their Puritan

opinions maintained a neutral position. Massachusetts declared herself a

"perfect republic," and her agent in England denied the right of Par-

liament to legislate for the colonies, unless they were represented in that

body. A few years after, a practice, considered indicative of sovereignty,

was ;idopted, on account of the increasing trade of the colonists with the

West Indies, and the uncertain state of things in England. This was

the coinage of silver money in Boston. The coin was stamped with the
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name of JJew England on one side, and of Massachusetts on the other,

the latter side also bore the impression of a tree, as a symbol of vigor

and increase. The practice gave no offence to the English government,

and was continued during the protectorate of Cromwell and twenty years

of the reign of Charles II.

In 1646, the dissenters from Congregationalism, the established religion

of Massachusetts, petitioned the general court for leave to impeach

Governor Winthrop, before the whole body of his fellow-citizens, on a

charge of having punished some of their number for interfering at elections.

lie was tried and acquitted. The petitic rs were reprimanded for their

alleged attempt to subvert the fundamental laws of the colony, and they

appealed to England; but failed to gain redress. Winthrop continued to

hold the office of governor during the remainder of his life.

FTER royalty was abolished in England, the Long
Parliament sent a mandate to the government of

Massachusetts, requiring the surrender of its charter

and the acceptance of a new one from the existing

authority in England. The demand was evaded.

The general court, instead of surrendering the charter,

transmitted a petition to Parliament setting forth,

that, as such a thing was not done in the king's time,

it was not able to discern the need of such an in-

junction. The intercession of Cromwell was solicited, and, as on other

occasions, his favor was shown to the colonists. They retained their

charter.

Cromwell's ascendency was highly beneficial to the New England

colonies. Immediately after his elevation, Rhode Island resumed the

form of government which the Parliament had suspended ; Connecticut

and New Haven were afforded the means of defence against the Dutch

colonists of New York ; all the New England provinces were exempted

from the operation of the parliamentary ordinance against trade with

foreign nations.

The rulers of New England were now for a considerable period exempt

from any troubles except those springing from the succession of new sects,

and their persevering attempts to suppress them.

It was no doubt a severe trial to the ministers, who appear really to

have been, as they describe themselves, "faithful, watchful, and painful,

serving their flocks daily with prayers and tears, with their most studied

sermons and writings," to see ignorant half-crazed enthusiasts enjoy the

whole popular favor and render the churches almost empty. The next

whom they had to encounter were the anabaptists, a German sect who,
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after passing into England, had crossed the Atlantic The question bo

tween infanl and adult baptism mighl certainly have been coolly debated

and with much indulgence; but the extravagancies of John of Minister

and King Matthias had created Buch a prejudice against them, that even

Jeremy Taylor excluded them from that liberty of prophesying which he

zealously claimed for other sects. Indeed, they seem to have attached an

undue importance to their peculiar views, holding those who hail rect

the rite in their infancy as .-till unbaptized and pagan. Obadiah Holmes

first"formed a small congregation in the Plymouth territory, which rapidly

id, and seems generally to have absorbed the former classes of the

movement. A sister of Mrs. llutehinson embraced it, and made a convert

of Williams, who, at an advanced age, was baptized anew. Its rise at

liostoii was at first obscurely indieated by the retirement of numbers

from church before the rite was administered, who repaired to private

meetings and secret rebaptism. The rulers had recourse to fines and

even whipping; and, finding that these wore endured with courage ami

constancy, they proceeded to inflict banishment. The leaders having been

thus driven into tin- general receptacle at Rhode Island, the others Mink

at least into a state of silence.

UT the tranquillity thereby obtained was of short duration
;

and it was followed by a schism which much more

strongly agitated the colony, and involved it in deeper

reproach. There had arisen a sect, who, from certain

irregular bodily movements, received the derisive name

of Quakers. Tiny seem to have proceeded to the utmost

extremes, rejecting all human learning as well as ordinances, and placing

their wide dependence on the direct agency of the Spirit. Williams, as

we have seen, regarded this as the only source of religious instruction;

but, believing it to be withheld, he placed the world in a state of entire

spiritual darkness. This was completely remedied under the Quaker

system ; where every word and every action were understood to be guided

by supernatural impulses. When these were so largely vouchsafed to the

gifted prophets, there seemed no reason why, like those of the Old Testa-

ment, they should not be intrusted with messages and mandates to kings

and cities, commanding obedience, announcing judgments, and indicating

the means of averting them. The words conveying these orders being

full in their minds, and occurring with peculiar force perhaps at midnight

or in the solitude of the field-, were readily mistaken for divine commu-

nications. In executing such commissions, no regard was paid to human

dignities, or to the rules and usages of Bociety ; hence they were branded

as mad, though their writings are generally in a sober and .reasoning tone.
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substance of law.

HEN the Quakers were sent to different quarters of

tli" world, it was natural thai America should be in-

cluded. The New England rulers, having heard of

their proceedings with horror, and knowing the in-

flammable character of their own congn . pre-

pared to meet them with the most rigorous exclusion,

and cestainly without regard either to the forms 01

In July, 1656, when Mary Fisher and Anne Austin

arrived from Barbadoes, an officer was instantly sent on board, who con-

veyed them to prison, and 3eized all their 1 k- and papers, some of which

were burned by the common executioner. They were denied pen, ink,

paper, and candle, and a win. low which opened to the street was boarded

up. After some weeks' confinement, the captain who brought them was

obliged to take thetu away at his own expense, and give bond in £l't" to

land them in Europe. Mary was soon after honored by a message to the

Grand Turk, from whom she met a far different reception.

I HE rulers, having held the two prophetesses in such rigorous

lusion, hoped that all danger of contamination was pre-

vented: hut they were soon somewhat disconcerted upon

receiving a remonstrance, tenderly entreating them to

beware, lest they should be found fighting against God.

The writer, who proved an old church member, was imme-

diately fined and banished. England, however, sent out a continued

succession, who found in Rhode Island a secure point upon which they

could retreat, and whence they could advance. The narrative given by

Captain Fowler of the voyage in which he took out Dorothy Waugh,

exhibits the enthusiastic hopes with which some of these persons were

filled, lie describes them as "the servants of the Lord, coming with a

mighty hand and outstretched arm." At a critical period of the passage,

a mighty voice was heard: •tie seed in America shall be as the sand of

the sea." Very different was their reception at Boston, where fine, the

lash, imprisonment, and finally death, awaited them. It ought, how.

to be kept in mind that the magistrates merely intended to inflict banish*

tnent, which, in their actual circumstance-, amounted only to exclusion.

The E otaries had submitted to this sentence, and the district had

been cleared of them ; but not so the Quakers, who had no sooner been

thrust out than they reap). eared, proclaiming their doctrines with the

same loud and enthusiastic seal. The extreme punishments, there!

were inflicted, not on account of their opinions, but for returning from

banishment. <>u the other hand, the prophet I themselves to be
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perfectly disposed to obey all lawful authority : but it rested in no respect

with them whether they shotiM or should not return ; wherever the Lord

sent them, they roust go. They were t *
.
I

. I they Bhould at least request

permission to come within the hounds of a foreign juris
; but they

asked, -could the Lord of heaven and earth not semi a message to the

iple of "Boston without Grsl asking their have?" se messag

must be owned, were by no moans courteous. The town now named,

which not without reason esteemed herself somewhat eminent for enlight-

ened and true religion, was addressed as one of the guilty cities of old,

on which fire mighl be expected to descend from heaven. John Rous

wrote: "Boston is a withered leaf, the sup of the vim iarted from

it : your profession is become barren ; ye are departed from the Lord.

How is thy beauty faded, thou that wast famous among the nations !"

Elizabeth Horton ran through the streets during the night calling out,

" that the Lord was coming forth with fire and sword to plead with

Boston." The irreverent and opprobrious language applied to the most

distinguished persons, even when seated on the tribunals, is particularly

objected to. and seemingly not without reason, even judging by their own

representations. Kathcrine Scott, sister to Mrs. Hutchinson, called nut

in court, "you take too much upon you, magistrates, more than ever God
gave you ;" and, at another time,— "the Lord open your blind eyes and

soften your hard hearts. Alas for your blindness, that diabolical spirit

that worketh in you !" Doubtless they pleaded their high commission as

authorizing such language ; but this was wholly disallowed by the opposite

party. The female votaries, too, always the most fervid, displayed their

zeal sometimes in a manner not quite becoming their sex. Several, to make

their testimony effectual, considered it needful to lay aside their clothes.

One began a march through Salem, another entered the church in this

condition. We cannot certainly blame the magistrates for causing these

prophetesses to be seized and committed to the house of correction; but

we must not conceal our conviction that many of the proceedings against

them were very little conformable either to English law or to natural

justice. The severest punishments were inflicted simply for owning

themselves to be those whom the world called Quakers, though they

denied all ground for the use of the term, or the reproaches associated

with it. They were punished for blasphemies, heresies, and diabolical

opinions; yet no instances of these were specified, nor opportunity of

explanation afforded. All the proof of these dreadful charges, received

however as amply BufEcient, was, that they said "thou and thee," and

wore their hats. A party being tinder examination, one of whom used

the word thee, the magistrate exclaimed, " We need no more, we see you
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arc Quakers." Some others having demanded how they were known as

"such, were answered, "We know you by your hats and your company."

A party being indicted for having met and Uttered blasphemies, they

acknowledged meeting, but demanded proof of the blasphemy ; to which

Major-general Denison thought it enough to answer, " if ye meet together

and say any thing, we may conclude ye speak blasphemy."

N spite of every exertion, the heresy spread, and

seems to have absorbed many votaries of the

previous sects. The watchful eye of the min-

isters soon observed the churches thinned,

especially of their female auditors, and received the un-

welcome explanation of a private meeting, held on the

principles of the new teachers. Heavy fines were im-

posed on all who resorted thither, or who even absented

themselves from the congregational assemblies; on men who attended,

but did not bring their wives along with them. Those who, in any way,

harbored or encouraged Quakers incurred similar penalties, by which many
citizens are said to have been ruined. But the principal operations were

against the prophets themselves, who incessantly poured in from Rhode

Island, and were no sooner banished with every kind of ignominy, than

they instantly reappeared. This was met by a series of punishments on

an ascending scale,—imprisonment, whipping, confiscation, branding with

hot iron, cutting off" the ears. The following schedule of the number of

times, during the year 16U7, that each infliction was borne by several of

the leading characters, gives a striking picture of indomitable pel

ranee, both in persecuting and enduring :
—

Dorothy Waugh
William Brand ....

John < lopeland ....
- topaer Holden

In")r
,

i - B»ni»hed. Whipt. Kraaded.
Kara

cut oft.

These severities, as their repetition implies, were wholly ineffectual for

subduing the resolution of the sufferers, or driving them out of the colony.

They had also the most inauspicious influence among the people, on whom

the view of great things done and Buffered acts more powerfully than the

strongest arguments. Every sentence publicly executed produced, it is

said, a fresh body of converts. The rulers, finding the heresy continually

grow under the means employed to suppress it, instead of trying a mildei

course, resolved on the most extreme severities. There remained now no

penalty untried but death : this was proposed in the genera] court, and,
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after much opposition, carried, tl gh only tiv a single voice. The sen-

tence, as already observed, was Dot for being Quakers, bat for returning

from banishment, repeatedly, defyingly, and in a manner which precluded

all hope of their not persevering. It was declared more desirable to have

them absent ami alive, than present and dead; but there was no option.

Full warning was given. Marmaduke Stevenson, William Robinson, and

Mary Dyar, being found in the colony, were banished, receiving due

notice of the doom which they would incur by returning. Having, how-

ever, received a fresh message to deliver at Boston, they i ly re-

solved "to look their hi ly laws in the face." and lay down their lives

for the testimony. A distinguished Quakeress was moved to come, for

the purpose of wrapping in linen the dead bodies of the martyrs; while

several arrived from New York and other places to witness their death.

'• All these," says Bishope, " came in the moving and power of the Lord."

They were speedily thrown into prison, and the professors brought to trial.

Being asked for their defence, they declared that they acted in obedience

to a divine call,— describing how it was made, and their obligation to

obey it. Sentence was pronounced and inflicted on Stevenson and Rob-

inson, who endured it with unshaken fortitude. Mary Dyar, when on

the ladder, was pardoned and sent to Rhode Island, with a strict injunction

not to return; but this being, as usual, disregarded, she, too, afterwards

Buffered. William Leddra, being likewise found in the colony, was

offered life on condition of promising not to return; but declaring, as

usual, a total want of power to engage for himself, he was brought to the

scaftbld.

On the trial of William Leddra, the last of the sufferers, another

Quaker named Wcnloek Christison, who had been banished, came boldly

into court with his hat on, and reproached the magistrate with shedding

innocent blood. He was taken into custody and soon after brought "to

trial. When summoned to plead to the indictment, he desired to know

by what law the court was authorized to put him upon trial for his life.

The last enactment against the Quakers was cited to him. He then asked

who empowered the provincial authorities to make that law, and whether

it was not repugnant to the jurisprudence of England. The governor

replied that an existing law of England provided that Jesuits should he

hanged. Ghristispn rejoined that he was not accused of being a Jesuit,

but a Quaker. His plea, however, was overruled, and the jury found him

guilty. When sentence of death was pronounced, he desired his judges

to consider what they had gained by the persecution of the Quakers, and

said that where one person was put to death, five came into his place,

ready to Buffer the same fate for their principles.
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The able defence ami magnanimous bearing of Christison produced

such an effect upon the people that the magistrates were forced to inter-

pose and commute his punishment to banishment. Afterwards, onlj the

lighter, but still disgraceful, penalties were inflicted upon the Quakers,

and even these were gradually abandoned as the members of the sect

ceased to disturb the public peace and became more sober in their conduct.

We cannot but condemn the fierce and cruel intolerance of the authorities

of Massachusetts, as displayed in their course of action against the

Quakers ; the penalties imposed were beyond all proportion to the ofTences,

and those things were regarded as offences which were nothing more than

:m exercise of the rights of judgment and conscience. But it must be

admitted that they were perfectly justifiable in adopting such measures as

would preserve the public peace and security.

When the news of Cromwell's death was received in Now England.

the colonists, apprehending that the Restoration of the Stuarts to the

English throne was at hand, refused to recognize the authority of Etii

i well, or the Long Parliament. Vet they did not expect that favor

From Charles II. which they had received from Cromwell and the Parlia-

ment. In the month of July, a vessel arrived from England, with Whalley

and Goffe, two of the judges of Charles I. on board. These fugitives

found hospitable shelter in the province.



CHAPTER XVI.

Ni.W ENGLAND FROM THE RESTORATION UNTIL TUB COMMENCEMENT OF

THE FRENCH WAR, L754.

HARLES II. was now restored, and in 1660

authentic tidings were received that the

royal authority was again established in

England, and that complaints against the

colony of Massachusetts had been presented

by various royalists, Quakers, and others, enemies

of its institutions and policy, to the privy council

and the Parliament. The general court was im-

mediately convened and an address voted to the

king, in which the colonists justified their whole conduct, pro-

fessed a dutiful attachment to the sovereign, and entreated his

protection and favor, which they declared themselves the more

willing to hope for from one who, having been himself a wanderer, was

no stranger to the lot and the feelings of exiles. They solicited the king

to protect their ecclesiastical and civil institutions, declaring that they

considered the chief value of the latter to consist in their subservience to

the cultivation and enjoyment of religion. A similar address was made

to Parliament, and letters were written to Lord Manchester, Lords Say
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and Seal, and other persons of distinction, who were known to be friends

of the colony, soliciting interposition in its behalf.

Leverett, the agent for the colony in London, was instructed, at the

same time, to use every effort to procure a continuance of tl vmption

from customs, which the colonists had hitherto enjoyed. But before he

had time to make any such vain attempt, the Parliament had already

established the duties of tonnage and poundage over every portion of the

empire. The disappointment, however, was softened by a gracious answer

returned by the king to the provincial address, which was accompanied

by an order for the apprehension of Whalley and Goffe. So prompt a

display of good-will and confidence excited general satisfaction ; a day

of thanksgiving was appointed, to acknowledge the favor of Heaven in

moving the heart of the king to incline to the desires of the people.

With regard to the regicides, the provincial authorities were not a little

perplexed between their acknowledged duty to the sovereign and their

desire to screen the offenders from his vengeance. It is supposed that a

private intimation was conveyed to them, which enabled them to elude

the vigorous pursuit which was immediately set on foot. They were

enabled by the assistance of their friends, by dexterous evasion from

place to place, to end their days in New England. Dixwell, another of

the regicides, lived more openly among the colonists.

The restoration proved highly favorable to the people of Rhode [stand.

They obtained a charter from Charles II. which secured to them all the

civil and religious rights which they held. This charter continued to be

the fundamental law of Rhode Island until a very late period. Connec-

ticut, through the exertions of John Winthrop, obtained a similar charter.

Tie consequences which would naturally result from the liberal character

of these charters do not seem to have been understood by the British

government until a subsequent period. How much of the Revolutionary

War is to be traced to them! They habituated the colonists to the

exercise of the rights of freemen and republicans, and taught them to

look upon arbitrary measures as things to be resisted.

.One of the most flagrant violations of justice committed by the real I

government was the execution of a former governor of Ma88achuE

Sir Barry Vane. He made : , noble defence upon his trial, but his doom

fixed beforehand. Upon the scaffold he displayed all that calmness

and elevation of mind for which hi' had through life been distinguished,

and hh bearing created such a powerful feeling in In- favor among the

people, that the court party were induce, 1 to n Store to his family their

•-.

For many years' previous to the period at vrhich we have now arrived,
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ExecntiuD of Sir Many Vine.

a number of Christian missionaries, the most eminent of whom were John

Elliot and Thomas Mayhew, had been making sincere efforts to civilize

the Indians; and so far had they succeeded, that several Indian towns

were founded and the inhabitants became comparatively civilized. Elliot

translated the Scriptures into the Indian language, and devoted himself

to instructing the red men in reading and writing. In 1660, there were

s

r-<'

Julin Elliot teacluug the Ituha.
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ten Christian [ndian settlements in Massachusetts, alone. Mayhew and

his coadjutors prosecuted their labor of love successfully in Martha's

Vineyard, Nantucket and Elizabeth Isles, and t lie territory comprehended

in the Plymouth patent.

1 1 E colonial policy of Charles II. was as feeble

and oppressive as his domestic government.

Tin- Navigation Vet was applied to the New

England - lonies as well as to Virginia, and

proved a fertile source of discontent and

complaint. Tin- enemies of the Puritan-.

numerous, of course, at the court of Charles

II.. were constantly spreading rumours of

intended rebellion in the northern colonies;

ami four commissioners, Sir Robert Carr,

>nel Nicholls, George Cartwright and

Samuel Maverick, were appointed to proceed to New England, hear ami

determine according to their own discretion ail complaints ami disputes,

and take every step they might judge necessary for settling the peace and

security of the country on a solid foundation.

The news of the intended visitation of the commissioners created a

strong feeling of indignation and alarm in New England. The general

court of Massachusetts appointed a day of solemn fasting and prayer,

committed the charter to four members for safe keeping; ami passed an

ordinance forbidding the landing of officers and soldiers from ships,

except from small ships, ami in small parties. Petitions were sent to the

king and principal noblemen of England, complaining id' the extensive

power given to the commissioners, and praying that they might be recalled.

But the king was resolved, ami would not be swerved from his resolution.

When the commissioners arrived, they adjusted the boundary question

between Connecticut and New York, and 3ome claims of the l>ukc of

Hamilton and other persons. As the-.- acts in no way conflicted with

the interests of the colony, the commissioners nut with no resistance,

and in their report, praised the obedience of Connecticut. In llhode

Island they were favorably received. Plymouth declined their promise!

of a new charter, and preferred to retain her old privileges. In Massa-

chusetts, the pretensions of the commissioners were resisted at every step.

Their conferences with the general court were anything hut amicable,

ami their attempt to assume the judicial government was defeated by the

authorities aid derided by the people.

Suspending for a time their operation- at l!< Bton, the commissioners

repaired to New I lamp-hire and Maine, and >ettiie_: asid<^ the claims of
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Masor and <
; iSLT'-s. as well as the jurisdiction of Massachusetts, $hey sup

pressed the existing anthorities, and erected a new system of government,

ilirectly dependent on the crown, in each of these provinces. This pro-

ceeding, however, was rendered nugatory immediately after their departure

from the country, by the provinces returning to their former state of de-

pendence on Massachusetts.

On the return of the commissioners to Boston, the general court declared

that the measures they had pursued tended to the disturbance of the

public peace, and demanded a conference, which was refused with an

asperity of reproach that put an end to all further communication. The

king soon after recalled these functionaries, expressed his satisfaction at

the conduct of all the colonies except Massachusetts, and commanded the

general courl of that province to send deputies to answer in his presence

the charges preferred against the colony. This order was evaded, how-

ever, and soon after the king was conciliated by professions of loyalty,

and presents from the people whose determined temper he well knew and

diil not think proper to excite.

The New England colonies had suffered in a very slight degree from

the hostility of the Indians up to this period (1674). The treaty between

Massassoit and the first settlers of Plymouth, the amicable and humane

policy of the colonial government, and the noble efforts of the Christian

missionaries, were the principal causes. ' The whites now greatly out-

numbered the Indians in New England, and the knowledge of their own

strength perhaps led them to fancy themselves secure from attack, and to

tyrannize o\ er the red men.

ASSASSOIT. dviug, left the government in

the hands of his son Alexander. The bad

treatment of this prince by the Plymouth

government is said to have hastened his death,

and caused those vindictive feelings to inflame

his brother, the celebrated Philip of Pokanoket, which

afterwards made the colonists feel the honors of Indian

warfare. Philip had sternly rejected all persuasions to

tianity, and possessing a hold and active spirit, he resolved to do his

best to injure or exterminate the white invaders of the soil of his fathers,

lie formed a plan to unite the tribes of New England, and such were his

abilities that he secured the assistance of all whom he called upon. The

Struggle, however, was precipitated before he was
<
ju i l < ready.

Sassamon, an Indian who, after professing Christianity, had apostatized

and entered his service, had played the spy upon him. giving information

of his intended movements. It was through his treacherous letters that
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the colonists learned that Philip and his countrymen had a< length resolved

to adopt measures for their destruction. " He could write," says the

historian, "though the king, his master. e«uld not read." Feariu;: the

consequences of what he had done, the renegade returned to the pro-

tection of the settlers, and was soon after slain by two of the Indian

leaders. The perpetrators of this deed were arrested, tried, and executed

by the colonists.

II I LI I' was alarmed by the condemnation of his coun-

sellors; and finding that the war would inevitably be

forced upon him, he resolved to be first in the field.

His tribe, the Pokanokets or vYampanoags, having sent

their wives and children to the Narragansetts for

security, commenced hostilities at Swansey. They

menaced and insulted the inhabitants, and after killing

some of the cattle in the fields, they broke open and rilled the houses.

One of the Indians being shot by the English, who were highly exaspe-

rated at such proceedings, the former, in revenge, killed eight of the

settlers. This was the beginning of King Philip's war, .Line 24th, L675.

\s the war was hastened before Philip's arrangements were fully made,

the English were in most respects superior to their enemies. The Chris-

tian Indians took part with the whites, and were valuable allies.

The usual modes of warfare were practised by the Indians. Creeping

cautiously through the w Is which surrounded the scattered towns, they

would suddenly start up from their lurking-places in the dead of night,

or during the quiet of the summer Sabbath, and rush upon the unguarded

villages with their wild war-whoop, and before the fighting men could be

collected, the village would be burnt, its inhabitants butchered, and the

Indians, laden with scalps and plunder, far away in the swamps or forest.

Rapid maiadies. sudden attack-, merciless cruelty and quick retreat,

characterized nearly all their operations. The English sent detachments

after them, but the ambuscade ensnared the whites, or the foe retreated

too rapidly to be overtaken. Parties on their way to church or at the

fireside were -uddenly attacked and slaughtered in cold blood. The towns

of Taunton, Namasket and Dartmouth were laid in ashes. In July, a

party of English attacked Philip at Pocasset, and drove him into

swamp, which they surrounded. But the wily chief escaped into the

ni part of Massachusetts, the country of" the Xipmucks, whom he

ed i" take up arms against the colonists. This tribe Boon after <et

fire to the town of Quaboag, and massacred many of the inhabitants.

The little army of the colonists now marched into the country of tin
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Narragansetts, who. though professing neutrality, were known to give

shelter to the eiieinv. They were forced into ,-t treaty, and promised to

surrender the hostile Indians who should retreat to their territory. But

this, treaty did nol affect the progress of the war. The eastern tribes

took up the hatchet, and those on Connecticut river also joined in the war

on the side of Philip. The towns of Hadley, Batfield, Deerfield, North-

field and Sugar-loaf Hill bore witness to their treachery and cruelty. In

of Springfield
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October, the Springfield Indians deserted the alliance of the English, and

after burning' three quarters of that town, joined King Philip. The

Narragansetts - i broke the promises contained in their treaty, :ind in

September, 1675, the commissioners of the three colonies, convinced of

their treachery, declared war against them, and ordered one thousand met

to be sent into their territory.

The time chosen for the operations of this force was the depth of win

and their commander "as Josiah Winslovr. The abode of the Indians

was "ii an island of about five or Biz acres, situated in an impassable

swamp; the only entrance being upon a long tree, lying over the wi

"so that but one man could pass at a time; bul the water was frozen;

the trees and thickets were white with their burden of Bnow, as was the

surface of the earth; so that the smallest movement of the Indians could

be seen. Within the isle were gathered the powers of the Narragansett

tribe, with their wives, families, and valuable things; the want of It

and thick foliage allowed no ambush, and the savage must fight openly

beside his own hearth-stone. It was the close of day when the colonists

came up to the place; a fort, a blockhouse, and a wall that passed round

the isle, proved the skill, as well as resolution of the assailed: the frozen

shores and water were quickly covered with the slain, and then the Indians

fought at their doors and around their children till all was lost, and a

thousand of them fell."*

The loss of the English was about

230 men. It ended the offensive

operations of the Narragansetts, and,

indeed, destroyed their power forever.

The remnant of the tribe removed to

the Nipmuck country. Many battles

were now fought with the Indians in

quick succession, and though the

English suffered some severe reverses,

their foes were gradually diminished

till but a shadow of their former

power remained. Canonchet, chief

of the Narragansetts, was captured,

and offered his life and freedom if he

would betray Philip. But he proudly refused, and was condemned to die

by the hands of three young Indian chiefs. On hearing his sentence he

said. • I like it well, for I shall die before my heart is Boft, or I have

spoke anything unworthy of myself."

• (.'am.'. Life of Elliot
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Philip, with a small band of faithful warriors, sought shelter among

the Mohawks; but they forced hitn to fly from their country, and once

more he returned to the burial-place of his fathers. Mount Hope. His

wife and .--"ii accompanied him ; and they were snatched from his side by

a party of English, who narrowly missed taking Philip himself. In August,

1676, his camp in the swamp was surprised by a party of English under

Captain Church, and Philip was shot by a treacherous Indian. Hi*

youngest son, the last of the family, was sent to the West Indies, and

died in slavery. Thus was the race of Massassoit requited lor its friend-

ship to the whites. The conduct of the colonists during the latter part

of the war was as cruel and unsparing as we might have expected from

the Indians themselves. Although the contest lasted but fourteen months,

600 of the inhabitants of New England had perished, twelve or thirteen

towns were entirely, and many others partially destroyed, and the loss

of property and expenditures amounted to half a million of dollars. The

eastern Indians continued their hostility until |i>78.

(JRING this destructive war, New England had

received no aid from the mother country, and the

fact that she hail not asked for it. was deemed hy

the king's ministers an evidence of insubordination.

The claims of Mason and Gorges with respect to

New Hampshire and Maine were revived, and Ed-

ward Randolph, the agent of Mason, was sent out to demand from Massa-

chusetts the relinquishment of her jurisdiction over those colonies. He
arrived before Philip's War was terminated, and the people of New

England found themselves obliged to contend against the king of England

and the savages at their firesides. Stoughton and Bulkley were despatched

i- agents to England, to support the interests of Massachusetts. The

result of the legal proceedings was, that the jurisdiction of Massuohu

over New Hampshire ceased; but her agents succeeded in purchasing the

Gorges title for Jil -50. New Hampshire received a royal governor,

Edward Cranfield, who was avaricious and oppressive. After involving

himself in controversies with the settlers, he was recalled, and New
Hampshire again came under the jurisdiction of Massachusetts.

Another controversy now began between Massachusetts and the crown

concerning the operation of the Navigation Act. In 1683, a quo warranto

was issued, and the colonial agents, Dudley and Richards, returned to

Boston, followed by Randolph, with the dreaded writ. The general court

rein. nned firm. The legal process was then advanced with all possible

expedition. At length, in Trinity Tern;, 1684, judgment was pronounced

by the Court of King's Bench, against the governor and company of
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James II.

Massachusetts, "that their letters patent and the enrolment thereof be

annulled;" and in July, liiS."). an official copy of this judgment was

received by the secretary of the general court. Thus was the freedom

of Massachusetts, so lone; maintain iced to please a tyrannical

king. Surely we may tn even here, the beginning of which the War

of Independence was the end.

HE oppressive rule of .lames II. extended to New

England. In the latter part of the reign of Charles

II., Colonel Kirke had been appointed governor of

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, .Maine and Plymouth.

The death of Charles interrupted hi- sohemes for

humiliating the colonists, and Colonel Kirke, who had

b notorious for his brutality and excesses, was

recalled. James [I. appointed a temporary commif er the

government of the colonies whieh had been under Kirke: hut the rule

of the commissioners was too mild to suit that monarch. Be devised an

arbitrary government, and appoint - Edmund Andros governor
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Many tyrannical regulations were now introduced, one of which was that

no printing-press should be used in the colony. Androa arrived in

December, lijNIj.

The whole aspect of things was now changed, [nstead of the sober,

pious manners observed by the Puritan rulers, the gaiety and license of

the English court was introduced. Toleration was now extended to all

sects. But the taxes were increased, and this created much complaint,

and in some cases :l slight degree of resistance. In the midsl of confusion

and discontent, Increase Mather escaped by ni^lii. reached England and

laid the complaints of the colonists before the king. Their demands of

redress were peremptorily rejected. lint James Was u<>\\ at the Crisis of

his fate. The people of England, wearied with his tyranny, welcomed

William of Orange as a deliverer. When the news of the revolution

reached Massachusetts, the people rose in arms, imprisoned Andros and

his adherents, restored the charter, elected a governor, assistants and

deputies. William and Mary were proclaimed at Boston, on the -'.'th

May, 1689.
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During King William's War, which began in 1689, and continued until

the peace of Ryswick, in M'.'T, the frontier settlements were constantly

exposed to the attacks of the French and [ndians. The events of this

war, however, will he found in the history of the general a 11 airs of the

colonies. Early in 1692, Sir William Phipps, the agenl of the colonies,

obtained a new charter, by which the appointment of the governor was

vested in the king, and Plymouth, Massachusetts, Maine, and Nova Scotia

were united under one government. This charter was the source of much

discontent. New England had received no aid from the mother countrj

during the bloody and destructive contesl upon her frontiers, and there-

fore, this abridgement of her privileges was fell as a flagrant act of

injusl

A new calamity visited Massachusetts. The belief in witchcraft was

prevalent and deep-rooted among the Puritans of Neti England, and also

among the people of the mother country. By the laws of Massachusetts,

witchcraft was made a capital "Hence. In February, Iti'.'^. the supersti-

tion began to produce strange and lamentable consequences- In Danvers,

a suburb of Salem, the daughter and niece of the minister were at first

moved by strange caprices, and their conduct was readily ascribed to the

influence of witchcraft. Tituba, an Indian domestic, was suspected as

the evil worker, and by beating and other hard usage, she was driven to

confess her guilt. The account of this affair spread rapidly among a

credulous people. Every symptom of disease was thought to he caused

by evil spirits at work all through the country. Fear aggravated nervous

derangement. The consequences were disastrous. Every old woman, with

haggard looks, was suspected ami imprisoned; hut. finally, neither age,

sex, nor station afforded a safeguard against suspicion. Magistrates were

condemned, and a clergyman of note executed.

Upon the trials of the suspected one-, many of them made confessions,

which prove them to have firmly believed themselves under the guidance

of an evil spirit. At length the delusion reached it- extreme, and the

people began to awaken from their dream. When the legislature met in

October, remonstrances against the recent proceedings were presented.

Twenty persons had suffered death, fifty-five persons had been tort

into confessions of witchcraft, ami a hundred and fifty imprisoned. The

spell was broken. A few more persons wen ivicted, hut none executed.

The most prominent actors during the prevalence of the delusion ex-

pn sseil great regret for their conduct, and Mr. Pari-, the minister of

Salem, in whose family the delusion began, was forced to leave that town,

on account of the hostility of public opinion.

The whole weight of Queen Anne', war in the north was borne by tlw
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New England colonies, Ne« York being effectually screened from attack

by the alliance of the Five Nations. Many towns were attacked, and tlie

must heart-rending cruelties perpetrated by the French and Indians. The

frontier was desolated, and the extension of the settlements effectually

checked. Daring the thirty years following Queen Anne's War, few

events of general interest occurred in Massachusetts. Throughout this

period a violent controversy was maintained between the royal governors,

Shute, Burnett and Belcher, ami the representatives of the people, con-

oerning the question whether the salary of the governor should be perma-

nent or graduated according to the utility of the administration. A
compromise was a i length effected, and a particular sum was annually

voted as compensation to the governor.

During King George's war, which began in 1744, and ended in 1748,

the New England colonies furnished their quotas of men and money, and

bore their full share of the horrors of Indian warfare. Governor Shirley,

of Massachusetts, proved himself an able of&cer, and the success of the

expedition against Louisbourg must he attributed partly to the excellent

pi in of attack formed by him. The frontier depredations of the Indians

somewhat retarded the progress of New England, yet at the close of the

,\ar everything gave evident f prosperity.
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A violent territorial controversy was maintained between Massachusetts

and New Hampshire during a long period. Neither party was disposed

to compromise, each heing confident of the justice of its extravagant

assumption of boundary. After various discussions in England and sur-

veys in America, the controversy was at length matured for a British

council's decision. In 1840, the agent of New Hampshire presented a

memorial to the privy council which not only fortified the plea of his

constituents with the most ingenious fiction, but strove to awaken the

prejudice which the British were known to entertain again? Massachusetts.

(1740.) This pleading was successful, New Hampshire gaining more than

she asked. At this decision, the rage and mortification of the people of

Massachusetts was unbounded, but they could obtain no modification of

it. They sustained a similar defeat in a territorial controversy with

Rhode Island, in which the latter province gained more than it claimed,

though the reason> of the opposing parties were equally balanced. There

could be no feeling of sympathy between the British government and the

people of Massachusetts.
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COLONIZATION OF N E W 5TORK.

~^K\V YoliK, alone, of all the North Ameri-

can colonies, was first settled by the Dutch.

In 1608, Hendrick Hudson, u well-known

navigator, obtained from the East India

Company of Holland, a small vessel to

prosecute bis explorations of the coast of

North America. In the beginning of July,

he reached the great bank of Newfoundland,

and continued his course along the sho

of Acadia. In passing Cape Cod, his

people landed at several points and held

intercourse with the natives. Pursuing his

course southward, he reached the James River on the 17th of August.

His object was to find a passage to the Bast Indies, the great end of the

navigators' ambition iii those days.

Finding no opening, Hudson turned northward, passed the Delaware

Bay, sailed along the coast of Nen Jersey and reached what he thought

to be the mouths of three great rivers, but which were only different

channels of the same river. Boats were Bent 'o sound the most northerly
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of them, which was found to have a g 1 depth of water. The v<

entered the stream, and its crew soon began to trade with the natives ; but

in some way their hostility was aroused, and one of the seamen was killed

and two wounded. Hudson gave his name to the river, and explored it

as far north as the present site of Albany. The [ndians displayed their

hostility as he descended, but gunpowder ami tire-arms soon quieted them.

On leaving the river, Hudson sailed for Europe and reached Dartmouth

on t he 7th of November, 1609.

The Dutch, considering that they had acquired a good title to the

adjacent territory from Hudson's expedition, named it New Netherlands;

and the reports of the country being confirmed by subsequent voj

an association of Dutch merchants determined to establish a trading

settlement within its limits, and the states-general favored the project by

granting to its projectors the exclusive trade of the river.

NCOURAGED by this act of favor, the association

.">' sent out a small number of settlers in 1614. They

irected a fort on the west hank of the river, near

l&lSc
1 Albany, and entrusted the government to Henry

• /;' Christaens. This settlement was scarcely made, when

J£i*J Captain Argal, with a Virginian squadron, on his

return from the conquest of the French possessions in

Acadie, visited the Dutch colonists and obliged the governor to surrender

his command and to stipulate alliance to England, and subordination and

tribute to the government of Virginia. The states of Holland, fearing

to offend a new and powerful ally, whose friendship they could not well

discard, did not "notice this hostile movement. But in the next year, a

new governor, Jacob Elkin, was sent out with n reinforcement of settlers,

ami the claims of the English were defied, and the payment of tribute

Successfully resisted.

The colonists now erected a bco nd Fort on the southwest point of Long

[sland, and afterwards built two others, one on the Connecticut River,

the other on the east side of Delaware Bay. They continue, I to enjoy

tranquillity and to increase in number and importance durinj

series of years.

In 1620, tie - general established the West India Company : and

in pursuance of their favorite policy of colonizing by means of exclusive

companies, they committed to it the administration of New Netherlands.

Under th utrol of the company, the new settlement was both consoli-

dated and extended. Their powers were very extensive, and the whole

ii coast of America, from Newfoundland to the Straits of Magellan,

included in their patent. But the English claims and settlements
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forced the Dutch to be content with the country adjacent t" ihe lhnlsi.ii

[liver.

In 1620, it was determined to organize the colony on a more consider-

scale. The plan was quite aristocratic; for though lands were

granted to detached settlers, the chief dependence was upon opulent

individuals, who were expected to carry out parties of tenants at their

own expense; and those who should transport fifty, became lords of

manors, holding the absolute property of the lands thus colonized. They

might even possess tracts fifteen miles long, and be furnished with negroi S,

if they could profitably do so. Several individuals begati to found theso

manors. The principal Dutch settlement was on Manhattan Island, and

was called New Amsterdam.

NFORTUNATELY, as the limits of the colony

were extended, the colonists became involved in

disputes with the English settlers of Connecticut,

and the Swede- of Delaware. Van Twiller, the

first governor appointed by the West India Com-

pany, was succeeded in 1637 by William Kieft,

a man of activity and ability, but of an irritable

and impetuous temper. His administration

commenced with a protest against the advance of the New Haven and

Connecticut settlements, and a prohibition against the trade the English

were carrying on in the vicinity of the Dutch settlement on the Con-

necticut River. The English treated his remonstrances with contempt,

and in a few years after, compelled the Dutch to evacuate the territory

of Connecticut. Kieft retaliated, in ltilL
1

, by expelling some English

settlers from the western part of Long Island. The Swedes and Finns

who had settled in Delaware, in 1627 excited the hostility of the Dutch,

and an enmity existed for several years between them. No bloodshed

occurred, yet this state of harmless hatred has been derisively called

a war.

But all these annoyances were small, compared to an Indian war in

which the violence of Kieft involved the colonists of New Netherlands.

Attacking by surprise a party which had shown some hostile intention-.

he commenced a general massacre, in which nearly a hundred men per-

ished. A two years' war followed. The Dutch, unskilled in Indian

warfare, engaged the services of Captain (Jnderhill, who had been ban-

ished from Boston. Their Indian enemies were the warlike tribes com-

posing the Five Nations. A general battle was fought on Strickland's

Plain, in which the Dm eh merely succeeded in keeping the field. Their

foes fled unpursued. (1646.)
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Umon ". the Imliiin*

In 1647, Kieft was succeeded by Peter Stuyvesant, a brave and prudent

officer who soon effected a treaty of peace with the Indians. In 1650,

Stuyvesant went to Hartford, and demanded from the commissioners of

the United Colonies of New England, a full surrender of the lands

Connecticut River. Several days were spent in control ersy on the sul

and articles of agreement were finally signed, by which Long Island was

divided between the parties; and the Dutch were permitted to retain only

those lands on the Connecticut River, which they held in actual possession.

Stuyvesant also conquered, without hi Ished, all the Swedish settlements

on the Delaware. A few of the Swedes returned t<> their native country,

the remainder quietly submitted to the sway of the Dutch p>vernor.

NWILLING t" grant any political franchises to the

colonists, the company nevertheless took care to

have them well governed. They prohibited perse-

cution, and studied to make the country a refuge

fur professors' of every creed. The great body of

the settler- were Protestants, who then Buffered

much from persecution in Europe; but such was

ariety of their nation and language, that the colonial proclamation*

were issued in French, English and Dutch. Several attempts were n

i secure a representative form of government, but Stuyvesant resi

ami, the t ipany supporting him, triumphed.

Oliver Cromwell had projected the COnqueSl of the New Netherlands;

hut had been diverted From thai obj< cl to othei - naore important Oh

II., seeking occasion for a quarrel with Holland, asserted the right of

England to | ss the country, and granted c charter to the Duke of

York for all the lands lying between the ' icut and the Delaware.
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Captun ui Luuubiug.

To make good his claim, Charles sent out an English fleet, under Sir

Robert Nichols. Stuwesant heard of its approach, and did all in his

power to infuse his valiant spirit into his colonists : hut either they ex-

pected a more liberal government from the English, or were too sluggish

to be aroused from their peaceful pursuits; for the governor could rally

to his support only a small force.

N August, lliiit, Nichols cast anchor before Now
Amsterdam, having landed part of his troops on

Long Island. He immediately summoned the city

tn surrender, guaranteeing to the people their pro-

perty, the rights of citizens, ami their ancient laws,

Stuyvesant Strove, bj delay and negotiation, to

parry the blow
; but Nichols declined all discussion.

The principal inhabitants drew up articles of capitu-

lation conformably to the demand of the English officer, which, however,

the governor refused to sign till the place was actually in the enemy's

hand-
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.— HE entire population of the province at tlie time of

fi_^*\f/> ^ij? 8urrender has never been accurately ascertained. '.

«\ \ metropolis contained about 3000 inhabitants, of wl

I

HE entire population of the province at the time of its

The

rhom

nearly one-half preferred to return to their native land,

since their beloved colonial city was now to lose its Dutch

aspect as well as its name. The remainder continued in

^M the colony, and among them, the noble governor Stuy-

vesant, who survived a few years the fortune of his little

empire, and left descendants who held high rank in the city for many
years after, and who were frequently elected to the magistracy of New-

York in the following century. The city of New Amsterdam, as also

the whole provincial territory, received the name of New York. Fort

Orange, now called Albany, surrendered shortly after to the English
;

and in October, 1G64, the government of Britain was acknowledged over

the whole region, including the settlements of the Dutch and Swedes in

Delaware. The next month the commissioners determined the boundary

between New York and Connecticut, and disallowing the claims of the

latter province to Long Island, it was annexed to the new Province. But

in this arrangement, Connecticut received a much larger share of territory

than it was entitled to, and a fairer adjustment of the limits was effected

at a subsequent period, not without much violent dispute.

OLONEL Nichols, the first English governor

of New York, administered affaire in a wise

and salutary manner. He concluded a

treaty with the Five Nations, established a

court of assizes, composed of the gov<

a council and justices of the peace, and

caused the provincial code to be revised and

improved. New York was incorporated as

a city, with a mayor, sheriff and aldermen.

Nichols was succeeded by Colonel Lovelace.

The people made much complaint, during his administration, on account

of their heavy taxation, without being represented in the government

But Lovelace acted under instructions from the arbitrary Charles II.,

and could not, had he been willing, have granted the demands of the

colonists.

War having broken out between England and Holland, in 1 137 -J, the

latter sent a small squadron to destroy the commerce of the English

colonies. Arriving at New York in the absence of the governor, the

squadron obtained possession of the city through the treachery of Colonel

Manning. But the Dutch enjoyed their conquest but a short time. In
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Cliiefi nf the Five Nntutns.

the spring of 1074, the news of the treaty of Westminster, by which

New York was restored to the English, reached the colony.

The validity of his former charter being questioned, the Duke of York

took out a second this year. Its provisions did not convey such extensive

powers as that granted to Lord Baltimore, yet they were sufficient to

enable the duke to carry out his arbitrary designs. Sir Edmund Andros

was the first governor under the new charter, and thus began a long

Career, which stamped him as the willing instrument of a despotic and

tyrannical government. The seeds of popular discontent were freely

sown by his measures. He involved himself in disputes with the magis-

trates of Albany, and threw one of them named Leisler into prison for

refusing to comply with his exorbitant demands. Towards the close of

1677, Andi os went to England to obtain instructions from the Duke of

York, concerning the government of the colony, lie returned to the
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colony, bul the discontenl increasing, he was recalled, and Colonel Thomas
Dongan appointed governor.

ONGAN arrived in L683, and, by order of the Duke
of York, convened a representative assembly in Sep-
tember of the same year. On the 9th of November,

the assembly, with the approval of the governor, adopted
a "Charter of Liberties," which gave to the people
many important privileges. The charter placed the

supreme legislative power in the governor, council and
people, met in general assembly, and extended the right

of suffrage to every freeholder and freeman ; no freeman
was to he condemned, except by a jury of twelve of his peers, no taxes

assessed withoul the consent of the assembly, and no persecution on

account of religious opinion allowed.

Dongan gave much attention to Indian affairs, and entered into a

treaty with the powerful Indian confederacy, known as the Five Nations.

The great majority of the people included in this confederacy remained

the firm friends of the English during a long series of years, and assi

them in some of their expeditions against the French. Their hatred of

the French began at the time of the first settlement of the latter in

Canada, and continued till they were expelled from it.

In the winter of 1665, a party of French, sen! againsl the h.
Nations by Courcelles, the governor of Canada, lost their way amidst

wastes of snow, and after much suffering, arrived at Schenectady, when

Corlaer, a humane Dutchman, supplied their wants, and, by stratagem,

saved them from the vengeance of the Indians. Courcelles expressed his

gratitude to the noble Dutchman, and the red men never resented the

artifice he had employed to effect his generous purp

.HE French Jesuit missionaries now began to labor among
the Indians in the northern ami western part of \r»

fork. They not only gave them religious instruction,

hut sought to attach them to the French inti i

Colonel Dongan became aware of this new influence;

and to prevent its evil consequences, he and Lord

Effingham, governor of Virginia, concluded a definitive

treaty of peace with the Five Nations. This treaty included all the

English settlements, ami secured them from molestation. (1684.) In

the same year, De la Barre, the governor of Canada, invaded the country

of the Five Nations, hut famine and disease compelled him to return.

Hie BUCCOSSOr, De Nouille, led a larger army into their territory, but \\.<»

defeated, with a heavy loss.
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In February, 1685, the Duke of York became king of England, under

the title of James II. The colonists expected much from him, and hailed

with joy his accession to the throne. But they were doomed to be dis

appointed. James determined to carry out the most arbitrary policy

at home and abroad. Orders were sent to the governor to call no more
assemblies. In 1688, Sir Edmund Andros was appointed governor

of New York and New England. This union was peculiarly odious to

the people of New York, in whose eyes the New England colonists were

objects of aversion, as being too strict and bigoted in their religious

views. Andros committed the government of New York to Colonel

Nicholson, as liis deputy.

HE discontent of the people of New York

greatly increased under Nicholson's rule

;

and the news of the accession of William

and Mary and the insurrection in Boston,

served to heighten it. Upon the refusal of

Nicholson to proclaim the new sovereigns,

the multitude rose in arms, under the lead

"f -lacob Leisler, a fnerchant of an anient

and daring character, already distinguished

t'nr his resistance to tyrannical measures.

At the head of about 600 men, Leisler took

possession of the fort, and announced his

determination to maintain it until the decision of the sovereigns should

be known. Nicholson fled to England; and the insurgents, being left in

full possession of power, called an assembly of the people. A committee

of safety was appointed, having Leisler at their head.

In the meantime, William, before being apprised of these proceedings

sent orders to Nicholson to continue to administer affairs. But these

orders did not arrive until Nicholson had left the province ; and Leisler.

finding them addressed to the absent officer, " or such as for the time

execute the law," considered them as applying to himself, and assumed the

title and duties of governor. He held two assemblies, and concluded a

treaty with New England, agreeing to raise 900 men for their mutual

defence. But though supported by a majority, there was a powerful

party which entirely disowned his authority, and were only subdued by

violent measures.

On the 18th of February, 1690, a party of French and Indians, who

had been sent against the frontier settlements of New York by Count de

Frontignac, after much suffering, reached the village of Schenectady. It

was night, no guard was kept, and the inhabitants were resting in fancied
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security. The village was burned, sixty persons killed, and thirty taken

into captivity. After this event, the northern part of the province yielded

to the sway of Leisler.

The northern colonies, roused by the cruelties of the French and

Indians, at the beginning of King William's War, resolved to attack the

enemy in turn. New York, Massachusetts and Connecticut, united for

the purpose of reducing Quebec and Montreal. The expedition, however,

effected nothing except the reduction of Port Royal.

In February, 1699, Henry Sloughter was appointed governor by King
William. The intelligence of this appointment was bi ought by Captain

Richard Ingoldsby, who, without producing any order from the king,

demanded the surrender of the fort. Leisler refused to comply, but de-

clared his readiness to yield his authority to Sloughter, upon his arrival.

Sloughter himself reached the province on the 29th of March. But
Leisler still refused to surrender the fort, asserting that the commission of

Sloughter was defective. A large party was now organized against the

rebel governor, and his adherents gradually diminished in numbers. At
length, he tendered his submission. The new governor refused it, seized

his person, and issued a special commission to try him. He and his

associates were condemned to suffer death for treason, and the sent, i ie

was actually executed upon Leisler, and Milbourne, his son-in-law and

principal adviser. The sentence was disproportionate to the offence,

and was so regarded in England; for the attainder was reversed, and the

estates of Leisler restored to his family.

X June, Governor Sloughter met a council of the Five

Nations at Albany, and renewed the treaty of friendship

and alliance formerly concluded. To test their fidelity,

Major Schuyler with about 300 Indians set out on an

i

i

.edition against Montreal. No decisive action took

place, but the Indians' spirit was aroused, and the French

in Canada suffered terribly from their attacks. These

were sometimes revenged by the ability of Count de Frontignac ; but

generally, the Indians were superior.

Sloughter ended a short and turbulent administration, by his death on

the 2d of August. He was succeeded by Colonel Benjamin Fletcher, a

man of fierce passions, and but narrow oapacity. He committed the

Indian affairs to the management of Major Schuyler, who succeeded in

securing the constant friendship of the red men, and thus placed a barrier

between the French of Canada, and the frontier settlements of New York.

Fletcher was ordered to take command of the militia of Connecticut,

and lie proceeded to Hartford to execute his commission ; but the people
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resisted, and the firmness of Captain Wadsworth forced him to return

without effecting liis object.

The peace of Ryswiek relieved the colonists from the apprehension of

attack, but left the Five Nations exposed to the vengeance of the French.

In 1698, the Earl of Bellemont became governor of New York, and in the

following year. New Hampshire and Massachusetts were brought under his

efficient rule. At this period, piracy had increased to a fearful extent, in-

fecting every sea, from America to China. Bellemont was instructed to

strive to put an end to this evil on the American coast. For this purpose,

ho fitted out a vessel, and gave the command of it to Captain William Kidd.

Kidd, however, turned pirate himself, and became the terror of the seas.

But at length appearing in Boston, hi was arrested, sent to England, and

executed. Bellemont was charged with abetting Kidd : but aftei an ex-

amination in England, lie was acquitted.

Bellemont died in 1701, ami was succeeded by Lord Cornbury, a de-

generate descendant of the Earl of Clarendon. Entirely opposite to his

predecessor, he showed an embittered enmity to tin- popular party, accotu-
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panied by a bigoted attachment to episcopacy, and hatred of all other

forms of religion. He seconded nlso the attempts made by Dudley to

subvert the charter of Connecticut. Indulging in extravagant habits, he

squandered large sums of the public money, and contracted debts, the

payment of which his official situation enabled him to evade. He thus

rendered himself odious and contemptible to all parties, who united in <

firm remonstrance to Queen Anne, and induced her to revoke his commis-

sion. No longer protected by the privileges of office, be was thrown intc

prison, and obtained liberation only when the death of his father raised

him to the peerage.

Lord Lovelace succeeded, who, on his arrival, made a demand, destined

to cause much dissension, for a permanent salary to the governor. Yet

his general deportment was popular and satisfactory; but he lived only

a few months. The reins were then held for a short time by [ngoldsby,

who also made himself very acceptable : and in 1710, the office was filled

by Sir Robert Hunter, a man of wit and talent, by which he had raised

himself from a low rank in society. He went out, however, stronglj

imbued with the monarchical principle, and determined to resist the claims

of the assembly. In advancing the demand for a fixed income, he made

use of very offensive expressions, insinuating doubts of their right to

appropriate the public money, and suspicions that it was the government,

not the governor, whom they disliked. In the council also, the doctrine

was advanced, that the a--eml.lv existed only "by the mere grace of the

crown." The latter body strenuously vindicated their rights, and refused

to grant more than a temporary provision. They remonstrated strongly

also against the establishment of a court of chancery, suspected to be with

a view of increasing Hunter's emoluments. On this ground there seemed

great hazard of a collision ; but Hunter, being a sensible man, and seeing

their very strong determination, deemed it expedient to yield; and, during

his latter years, he studied with success to maintain harmony among the

different branches of the administration.

He was succeeded by Burnet, a son of the celebrated bishop and histo-

rian, and an accomplished and amiable man. He appears to have zealously

studied the welfare of the colony; he became rery generally popular;

and was particularly successful in gaining over the Indian tribes. His

attempt, however, to maintain the ol xious court of chancery, involved

him in violent disputes with the assembly. On the advice of a few-

patriotic but indiscreet individual-, he adopted the injurious asure of

prohibiting all commercial intercourse between New fork and Canada.

The pretext was, that the French men-hants bought up the furs brought

to Albany and other market- in the interior. This, if true, must have
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arisen from the fact that they dealt on more liberal terms than the

English
; yet the latter were so far from demanding this monopoly, that

they exclaimed against it as ruinous to them, making such loud complaints,

that in 1720 Burnet was removed, though compensated with the govern-

ment of Massachusetts.

After a short interval, the direction of affairs was assumed in 1732 by

Colonel Cosby, a man of such a violent character as created general

aversion to him. Strong interest was excited by the trial of Zenger,

editor of a journal which had attacked his administration; but through

the exertions of Hamilton, an eminent advocate, he was triumphantly

acquitted. Cosby died in 1736, and was followed by Clarke, who, having

given scarcely more satisfaction, yielded the place in 1741 to Clinton, who

ruled upwards of ten years with considerable success and popularity.

His successor, Sir Danvers Osborne, suffered severely by the discovery,

in 1754, of very arbitrary instructions transmitted to him from home.

A great ferment was thus kindled, but gradually subsided ; and we shall

find New York by ao means forward in ihe cause of independence.



CHAPTER XVIII.

COLONIZATION OF NEW j E R S E V

.

"EW JERSEY was included in the Dutch

province of New Netherlands. In 1623,

Fori Nassau was built upon the east bank

of the Delaware, but was soon after de-

serted. Previous to this, a few settlers

had established themselves at Bergen, in

the vicinity of New York.

But the colonization of the province did

not commence in earnest until after the

English conquest of the New Netherlands,

id 1664. The charter granted by Charles II. to his brother, the Duke

of York, included the territory of New Jersey, as well as that of New
York. Three months after the date of his own charter, the Duke of

York conveyed to Lord Berkeley and Sir George Carteret, and their

heirs and assigns, that tract of land adjacent to Ni n England, westward

of Long Island, and bounded on tl south and west, by the river

Hudson, the sea and the Delaware; on the north by the forty-first deg e
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and fortieth minute of latitude. In compliment to Sir George Carteret,

then governor of the Isle of Jersey, the province was called New Jersey.

PON assuming the charge of the province,

the first care of the proprietaries was to

invite settlers to their country; and as

an attraction, they hastened to frame a

liberal code of laws for its government. An instru-

ment was published, which gave assurance to all per-

sons who should settle in New Jersey that the province

should be ruled only by laws enacted by an assembly

in which the people were represented, and to which the power of making

peace or war, and many other important privileges, were confided. No

taxes were to be imposed without the consent of the assembly, and the

freest enjoyment of religious opinion was secured. The administration

of the executive power was reserved to the proprietaries. Allotments of

land were offered to settlers, proportionate to the timo of their arrival in

the province, and the number of their servants or slaves; and for this

they were required to pay a quit-rent of an half-penny per acre, and to

keep one male for every hundred acres in their possession. Additions

were afterwards made to this code, and it was regarded by the people of

N'lu Jersey as their great charter.

When Colonel Nichols assumed the government of New York, in ltit>4,

he granted licenses to various persons to purchase lands from the Indians

of New Jersey, not being aware of the grant to Berkeley and Carteret.
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Emigrants proceeded from Long Island and founded Elizabethtown,

Woodbridge, and Piscataway. Nichols was soon informed of the rights

of the proprietaries, and then began disputes between the settlers and

Berkeley and Carteret, which disturbed the colony for more than half a

century.

N November, 1665, Nichols surrendered the govern-

ment nf New Jersey to Philip Carteret, who arrived

from England, with thirty settlers, and established

himself at Elizabethtown. Here he ruled in peace

over the colony, which was gradually replenished

with people from Now York and New England.

The Indians in the vicinity were conciliated, and

their lands purchased at a reasonable rate. The soil was fertile, and

amply repaid agricultural labor, and the proprietaries, in the hope of
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securing a rich reward for their exertions, not only freely circulated re-

ports of the attractions of the country, but, from time to time, despatched

vessels laden with stores ami settlers from England, to reinforce and

supply the wants of the people.

In March, 1670, the first demands for quit-rents was made. This ex-

cited discontent ami resistance. Many of the colonists set up titles which

they asserted "they had obtained from Colonel Nichols, or purchased from

the Indians. .For two years, the governor maintained an ineffectual con-

troversy with the inhabitants, and was then forced to return to England,

by a popular insurrection. His office was given by the people to a natural

son of Sir George Carteret, who had aided their cause. In 1673, New
York again fell under the rule of the Dutch, and New Jersey was united

to the New Netherlands. But the province was restored to Great Britain

in 1671.

HE Duke of York, deeming the grant of New Jersey

to Berkeley and Carteret annulled by the Dutch con-

quest, appointed Sir Edmund Andros to rule the pro-

vince. But he soon consented to restore the country

to the former proprietaries, and, in January, 1675,

Philip Carteret resumed the office of governor. The

inhabitants having experienced the rigorous rule of

Andros, willingly received Carteret; and as he post-

poned the payments of the quit-rents and published a

new set of concessions, confirming their privileges,

peace was restored to the colony.

The only source of disquiet that occurred for several

years, arose from the attempts of Andros to enforce

the arbitrary pretensions of the Duke of York. He put an end to the

commerce of New Jersey nearly as soon as it began, and even arrested

Governor Carteret, and conveyed him a prisoner, to New York. Com-

plaints to the Duke procured his release, but no abatement of the tyranny

of Andros.

In 1676, the province was divided into East and West Jersey. Lord

Berkeley had become satisfied that he could expect but little, if any,

profit from his proprietorship, and therefore disposed of his share to two

English Quakers, named Fenwick and Byllynge. By these gentlemen,

William Penn was appointed to administer the affairs of their territory

The first care of Penn was to effed a partition of the province. This

was accomplished without difficulty, the eastern part being assigned tc

Carteret, and the western to the assignees of Byllinge, Penn, and twe

other Quakers. The western proprietors then gave the settlers a fre«
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constitution, similar to that given by Berkeley and Carteret, granting all

the important civil and religious rights which are necessary to make a

people happy. In 1677, four hundred Quakers arrived and Bettled in

West Jersey. These settlers were called upon by Andros to acknowledge

the sovereignty of the Duke of York, and to submit to taxation ; they

refused, and a controversy ensued, which was referred to the arbitration

of Sir William Jones. That distinguished jurist decided in favor of the

colonists, and the Duke soon after relinquished all claims to the territory

and government of both East and West Jersey.

In 1681, the governor of West Jersey convoked the first representative

assembly, which enacted many laws for the protection and security of

personal and proprietary rights; the most remarkable law was one which

provided that in all criminal cases, except treason, murder and theft, the

person injured should have power to pardon the offender.

FTER the death of Sir George Carteret, his estates

were offered for sale; and in 1682, William Penn

and eleven other Quakers purchased East Jersey,

over which Robert Barclay, well known for his

works in defence of the Quakers, was appointed

governor for life. During his administration, the

colony received a large accession of emigrants,

principally from Scotland. The new-comers were

generally wealthy, but brought with them a con-

siderable number of poor laborers, who were

established on lands for a term of years.

James II. had now ascended the English throne, and carrying out

his long-cherished schemes of despotism, he demanded, in 1688, the sur-

render of the charters of East and West Jersey, and appointed Andros

governor of New York, New Jersey and New England. Barclay died in

1690, and thence till 1 *>i >i2 no regular government existed in New Jersey.

In 1692, new proprietary governors were appointed ; but their authority

was disputed ; and then followed a series of intrigues and disputes which

tapt the colony in an unsettled state for several years. An attempt of

New York to establish her authority in New Jersey was successfully

ted. At length the proprietaries became satisfied that their conflicting

claims kept the colonists in constant trouble, and prevented them from

receiving any profit from the country, and concluded to surrender their

rights to the crown. In 17'*'-'. New Jersey became a royal province and

was united to New York, under the government of Lord Cornbury.

This nobleman brought with him a new constitution for New Jersey.

The local government was vested iu a governor and twelve councillors,
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nominated by the crown, and of a house of assembly consisting of twenty-

four members, to be elected by the people, none to be capable of voting

unless possessed of one hundred acres of land, or of property to the

value of ,£50. Liberty of conscience was assured to all men except

papists; but the printing-press was entirely excluded from the province.

The administration of Lord Combury was turbulent and oppressive. He
was engaged in continual squabbles with the assembly, and his tyranny

produced constant discontent and complaint. But the effect of this

oppressive administration was, in the end, beneficial to the colony; for

it awakened a love of freedom among the people which animated them

when the great struggle for independence commenced. In 17l>s . the

assembly petitioned the king to separate the province from New York ;

but this was not effected until IT-'IiS, when Lewis Morris was appointed

governor over the separate province. After this period, New Jersey

continued tranquil till the Revolution.
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CHAPTER XIX.

COLONIZATION OF PENNSYLVANIA AND DELAWARE.

founder of Pennsylvania

as the champion of the Qua-

kers, ami the friend of civil

and religious liberty, William

I'cnn. lie was the son of an

English admiral, who. under

the protectorate of Cromwell,

distinguished bimself by the

conque.-t of Jamaica, but after-

wards st 1 high in the favor

of Charles II. His son was early sent to Oxford University ; but ha

espoused the cause of the new sect of Quakers, he was expelled From that

institution. This was a grievous disappointment for his rather, who

entertained great hopes of his advancement through court favor. Young

l'enn was sent to France, where he appears to have lost his religious

fervor. But having gone to Ireland soon after his return, a Quaker

cher again converted him, ami he embraced the Quaker doctrines

with more zeal than ever, turning preachei himself and refusing to take

his hat off before the km_'.

His father disowned bim, but seeing his patience and perseverance under

the lash of persecution, he soon became reconciled to him. Although
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Penn was enriched by the death of his father, he continued his religious

labors, ami, with tin- aiil nf Robert Barclay, and other able men, BUCCeeded

in organizing the Society of Friends. His attention was directed to

colonization, by his being appointed arbiter of the dispute between Fen-

wick and Byllinge the proprietors of West Jersey ; and learning that the

region between the possessions of the Duke of York and Lord Baltimore

unoccupied, he petitioned Charles II. for a grant of the territory.

In consideration "of the good purposes of the father and the good pur-

poses of the son," the king granted a charter to Penn, which constituted

him and his heirs, true and absolute proprietaries, saving the sovereignty

of the king, of the territory lying west of the Delaware River, and

between the provinces of New York and Maryland, to be called Pennsyl-

vania. This charter gave Penn, his heirs, and their deputies, power to make

laws, with the advice and consent of the freemen of the province, to erect

courts of justice for the execution of those laws, provided that they should

not be repugnant to the laws of England, and to divide the province into

towns, hundreds, and counties, fare was taken that the complete ascend

ency of Great Britain should be preserved.

KNN now published an account of the soil and

resources of his province, with the object of

attracting settlers. He also stated the con-

ditions on which he would deal with pur-

chasers of land. This was to be sold to

planters at the rate of forty shillings for a

hundred acres, and a perpetual (put-rent of

a shilling. The reservation of a quit-rent

besides the price paid for the land afterwards

proved a fertile source of discord in the

colony. I'eim's influence soon procured a

number of settlers, chiefly of the Quaker persuasion, and a company

of merchants purchased 20,000 acres of the land at the rate of £20 per

thousand acres.

In May 1G81, he sent Colonel Markham, his relative, with a few asso-

ciates, to take possession of the province and conciliate the Indians. In

the autumn, three ships, with a large number of emigrants, arrived, and

Markham was appointed deputy-governor. The emigrants did not suffei

much from the severity of the climate, and their wants were supplied by

the settlements of Delaware and West Jersey.

At the time of the arrival of the firs! Pennsylvania settlers, the Dutch

and Swedes had several settlements along the lower part of the Delaware

River. A.s early as 1(338, the Swedes had built a fort on the west shore
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William

near the head of the bay, which they called Christina, in honor of their

queen. John Printz was the first governor of the little colony, which

was reinforced in 1642 He built another fort on Tinnicnra Island below

the Schuylkill River. The Dutch remonstrated against the Swedes

settling upon what they considered a part of New Netherlands, but

without effect. To secure a portion of the territory they built a fort at

Newcastle, in 1651. This was surprised and captured by Kisiugh, the

successoi of Printz. All the Swedish settlements were conquered in 1655,

by Peter Stuyvesant, the Dutch governor of N< u Netherlands; and the

country continued in the possession of the Dutch until 1664, when the

ish conquered the New Netherlands.

In April, 1682, Penn completed and published " The Frame of the

Government of the Provinoe of Pennsylvania," a composition of much

thought and labor, which is sufficient evidence of the powerful nature of

his mind. The government of the province was vested in the proprietary,

or his deputy, and the freemen ; formed into two separate bodies, a pro-
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vincial council ana a general assembly. The council was to exerciae an

executive as well aa legislative power. A oode of forty lavs tvss appended

to the frame of government, in all of which the good sens;.' ami liberal

spirit of Penn were evident. These necessary measures being completed.

the proprietary obtained from the Duke of York a release of all claim

upon the territory of Pennsylvania, and at the same time a grant of the

Delaware territory.

EANWHILE, the number of inhabitants increased

with almost unexampled rapidity. Penn, himself,

arrived on the hanks of the Delaware in October,

1fiS± lie found to his satisfaction, about 8000

persons, chiefly Swedes and Dutch, in the Delaware

§> territory, and all the settlements giving evidences

of progress and prosperity. In the course of the

year 1682, about two thousand persons, mostly Quakers, arrived in the

colony. The winter which followed their arrival was very severe, and the

hospitality of the Swedes could not save the new-comers from its rigors.

Many of them were forced to pass the winter in caves, which they due

for themselves on the hanks of the river. In the following year, the

number was augmented by successive arrivals. Among the emigrants

were many German Quakers, who had been converted by Penn and his

associate-.

Having distributed his territory into six counties, the proprietary

summoned the first general assembly at Chester, in December, H!s -

2. Its

session was closed in three days. An act was passed uniting Delaware

and Pennsylvania, and naturalizing the Dutch and Swedes, which proved

very acceptable to that portion of the colonists.

X the beginning of 1G83, IVnn arranged a meeting with

the chiefs of the neighboring Indians, in order to pur-

chase the land from them as the rightful owners, and

thus secure the colony from the hostility of the red

men. At the appointed time, the Indian sachems and

their warriors assembled at Shackamaxon, now oalled

Kensington. To this place, William Penn at the head

of an unarmed train of his religious friends, hearing

various articles of merchandise, proceeded; and. after the articles were

td upon the -round, Penn, distinguished only by a sash of blue silk,

and holding in his hand a roll of parchment, stationed himself under an

elm tree, and addressed the red men. He assured them of his peaceful

intentions, and explained to them the terms of the purchase: and while
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he delivered to the sachems the stipulated price, he farther desired them

to accept the merchandise spread before them. The land was to be con-

sidered common to the two races, and all disputes were to be settled by

arbitration. The parchment was delivered to the Indians, and they

promised to preserve it as long as possible. Thus ended a conference in

which the Indians were treated as men and brethren by the whites, and

were thus encouraged to act as honorable men in keeping the faith there

plighted. How much cruelty and desolation might have been avoided, had

all the colonists acted in the same just and humane manner !

Shortly after his arrival in the province, Penn had selected a commodious

and healthy situation between the rivers Delaware and Schuylkill, for

the building of the metropolis of Pennsylvania. Having planned the

city, with the streets crossing each other at right-angles, he gave it the

name of Philadelphia, hoping it would he a city of brotherly love, lis

progress was rapid, and in L684, it contained 2500 inhabitants. The

remainder of the time spent in the colony by the proprietor on his first

visil was occupied with his controversy with Lord Baltimore concerning

the boundary of the province, and in extending his treaties with the

Indian tribes. Having appointed Thomas Lloyd president of the pro-

vincial council, and Markham, secretary, he committed his administrative

functions to that body, and returned to England.

AMES II. was now king of Great Britain, and

Penn stood high in his esteem. The contro-

versy with Lord Baltimore was decided in favoi

of the proprietary of Pennsylvania, and the

new province was secured from the tyrannical

rule which James had established in the

northern colonies.

Meanwhile, the population of Pennsylvania

rapidly increased. About 1000 emigrants

arrived in the course of the year 1685. But

discord now intruded itself in the colony, and embittered the remaindei

of Penn's connection with it. Moore, the chief justice, and Robinson,

the clerk of the provincial court, had rendered themselves obnoxious to

the leading members of the Quaker sect. The first was impeached for

high crimes and misdemeanors, and for refusing to answer the charge was

suspended from his functions by the council. The other was not only

committed to custody, but voted a public enemy. Penn considered the

charges as either frivolous or unfounded, and wrote to the prosecutors to

be less violent in their proceedings. A correspondence was thus begun,

which gradually increased in violence, and opened a breach between the

"
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proprietary ami the colonists which subsequent events only served to

widen. The demand for the quit-rents wa< met with murmurs, and the

council refused to enforce their collection.

ROVOKED at this ingratitude, Pent* withdrew all

executive power from the council, and committed

it to the care of five commissioners, at the head

of whom was Thomas Lloyd. (December, 1686.)

- But the course pursued by the commissioners was

Dot satisfactory to the proprietary, and he saw

thai some farther chance was necessary in his

provincial administration. He appointed Captain John Blackwell deputy-

governor, and dismissed the commissioners. This officer excited a feeling

of disgust and indignation among the people by arbitrary and illegal pro-

ceedings. He soon found that firmness was a virtue not inconsistent with

the meekness of the Quaker character. The assembly remonstrated

against his proceedings, and declared the proprietary had no right to

3D any law without the consent of the freemen or the king. After

a struggle, Blackwell was forced to leave the province ; and the council,

with Lloyd at its head, once more assumed the executive authority.

Penn's absence from the colony was the real source of all its trouble.

He continued attached to James II. even after the revolution had placed

William ami Mary on the British throne, and thus caused himself to be

imprisoned in England. To add to his troubles, intelligence reached him

that disputes had sprung up between the two communities of Delaware

and Pennsylvania, which he had labored zealously to unite. The Penn-

sylvanians chose Lloyd to fill the office of deputy-governor, and the

Delawareans refused to submit to his authority. Anxious for peace, Penn

granted separate commissioners for the executive government of the two

communities, to Lloyd and Markham. (1691.)

In the following year, a violent dissension occurred among the Quakers

of Pennsylvania. The originator of it was George Keith, distinguished

for his love of controversy and his eminent ability, but also for restless

ambition. He censured those of the Quakers who upheld negro slavery,

and two parties were at once formed in the colony. After a long and

obstinate struggle, the party opposed to. Keith triumphed, and he was

tried for defamation of a magistrate, and condemned t<> pay a fine of

five pounds, lie soon after went to England, and became a zealous

member of the established church.

In 1693, King William issued a commission, depriving Penn of all

authority in America, and vesting the government of his territories in

Colonel Fletcher, the governor of New York. He appointed Lloyd and
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Matkham successively, as his deputies. The assembly resolved to main-

tain the charter and laws of the province as they existed before the

appointment of Fletcher, and refused to furnish a number of armed men

for the defence of the frontiers of New York.

Peim was restored his proprietary rights and regained the favor of tin-

great body of his sect, in 1694. He appointed Markham deputy-governor

of the united communities of Pennsylvania and Delaware. In 1696, the

assembly passed an act, which formed the third frame or charter of the

Pennsylvania constitution. The principal object obtained by this act was

the increase of the legislative power of the representative assembly. In

spite of their religious persuasions, the assembly then voted a small sum

for sustaining the colonial troops, and protecting the Indian allies A Un-

people of New York.

N October, 1699, Penn, accompanied by his

family, arrived in Pennsylvania, and pro-

fessed his intention of spending the re-

mainder of his life there. lie was received

as the lather of the settlement should have

been—joyfully and hopefully. His great

object now seemed to be to attain the con-

sent of the people to a constitution, which,

granting them every reasonable franchise,

might preserve to himself the ordinary powers of an executive bead.

After much difficulty and opposition, he succeeded in carrying his point,

and when the original frame was surrendered, a new one was formed,

based on the freest principles of representative government. Colonel

Andrew Hamilton was appointed deputy-governor, and Penn appointed

the members of an executive council of states. The proprietary was

disappointed in the failure of three bills which he proposed to the assem-

bly, concerning negro slaves; but his efforts secured better treatment for

that portion of the community. The jealousy between the people of

Delaware and Pennsylvania was somewhat allayed by the new frame of

government.

ENN now determined to return to England. Before

starting, he incorporated the city of Philadelphia. The

charter was very illiberal in character, the people having

no voice in the selection of the municipal officers. The

reason of Penn's return to England was that a bill had

been introduced into parliament, abolishing the proprie-

tary government. He was much mortified to learn that

a considerable number of the colonists who were not Quakers, supported
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the measure. But on reaching England, lie was gratified by parliament

renouncing the project.

In 1703, Evans succeeded Hamilton as deputy-governor. Being of a

temperament and of principles antagonist to those of the Quakers, he

proved very obnoxious to the great body of the people. He erected forts,

and ridiculed the peaceful dispositions of the Quakers. He continued in

office until 1709, when Penn became aware of his niisgoveniment, and

appointed Charles Gookin, an Irish gentleman, to fill his place. Tin-

selection was expected to restore peace to the colony, but it did not. He
was accused of arbitrary measures, and of favoring the non-quaker part

of the population.

ENN died in October, 1710. Before his death, he ad-

dressed a letter to the assembly of the province,

earnestly entreating (he people to adopt a more peaceful

bearing towards each other, and reproaching them with

ingratitude to himself. The letter produced an instan-

taneous and powerful reaction in favor of the aged

proprietary. But it is probable it came too late for

him to hear and be gladdened by it. A series of apoplectic shocks

terminated his active life. Men will not agree in their estimate of the

character of William Penn. By some writers, he is asserted to have dis-

played on several occasions, a selfish and dissembling spirit. It is but

ju-t to remark that these assertions are not well supported by evidence.

It will be agreed, however, that he was a man of an acute and powerful

mind, active, patient, and persevering, zealous for the principles which he

believed to be correct, and, withal, tolerant to those who did not agree

with him.

In 171t>, Gookin was succeeded by Sir William Keith, who, during the

illness of the founder, was named by the king. This governor enjoyed a

much greater degree of favor than any of his predecessors, though ho is

accused of purchasing it by too entire an acquiescence in the demand- of

issembly, and allowing almost the whole power to pass into their

hand-. Such, at least, was the opinion of the proprietaries, who con-

sidered him also as neglecting their interest, and at the end of nine years

removed him. He then attempted to raise a factious opposition, but was

obliged to leave the colony. After a peaceable administration of several

years by Major Gordon, Thomas and afterwards John Penn, ~"tis of the

late owner, went out in 1 7 o— and 1 7 "

1 4 . They were received with the

most cordial welcome, though, the former did not altogether preserve his

popularity.

During the early part of the eighteenth century, the character of the
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population underwent a gradual change. From the first a large propor-

tion had been drawn froni Germany, and Pennsylvania hecaine the favorite

resort of those who, by poverty ami persecution, were driven from that

country. A considerable number, who felt uneasy in the neighboring

Btates, joined their countrymen. The prevailing sect among this pi

wen' the branch of the Anabaptists called Mcnnonites, who, t<> a

i'\i, in. harmonized with the Quakers, both in their character and religious

views. In 1755, a writer estimates that, of the entire population of

220,000. nearly a half were Germans, and two-fifths of the remainder

disciples of Barclay.



CHAPTER XX

NORTH AND SO D"T II CAROLIN \

HE colonization of Carolina was another

result of persecution for the sake of re-

ligious opinion. The settlement made by

the French Huguenots lias already been

mentioned. Its destruction by the Spa-

niards left the country again open to ad-

venturers. The Spaniards guarded the

ciiast as long as they could with safety to

themselves. Raleigh's original establish-

ment was within the territory of North

Carolina. Its fate we have mentioned in

the history of the colonization of Virginia.

In Mil-', a considerable number of planters, with

their families, who suffered from the intolerant policy

of the Virginia government, took refuge within the

limits of Carolina. They endured great hardships,

and were only saved by the generous conduct of the

people of Massachusetts. In 1630, Sir Robert Heath

obtained a patent for the country, but being unable

to fulfil its conditions, he was forced to surrender it.

In the year 1668, Charles II. granted to Lord

Clarendon and others, all that tract of country, lying

between the thirty-first and thirty-sixth degree of north latitude, and

extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific ".•can. The patented proprietors
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of these extensive regions, published proposals for planting their domains.

They assured all who would settle in Carolina, of the most perfect freedom

in religion; that they Bhould be governed by a free assembly; and that

every freeman, daring the term of five years, should be allowed a hundred

acres of land for himself, and fifty for every servant
;
paying only an

acknowledgment of a half-penny per acre. The settlement of the English

colonies was accidentally favorable to the rights of man. While preroga-

tive was urged in England, ami the people there were abridged of many

of their civil and religous rights, the proprietors of colonies established

free constitutions, to allure Bottlers.. The"seeds of liberty were thus, from

a principle of avarice, planted in the soil of Carolina, ami grew up, pro-

ducing fruit worthy of a nobler origin.

_ rp^ HE proprietors by virtue of their patent claimed

fcfi *-^ §3jk ^ aH the lands of Carolina, and also jurisdiction

(JZ^^ij f\_j£j over all who had settled on them. The settlers,

in Albemarle, were put under the general

superintendence of Sir William Berkeley,

Tnor of Virginia. lie repaired to the

country, confirmed the settlers in their lands,

on the condition published by the proprietors,

appointed civil officers, authorized the calling

of a general assembly, and appointed Mr. Drummond their governor.

The inhabitants of Albemarle were not well pleased with the new order

of things. They petitioned that they might be allowed to hold their

lands, on the same terms as lands were held in Virginia. This petition

was not immediately granted, and the settlers revolted from the govern-

ment of the proprietors, for nearly two years: but they returned to their

duty, on receiving assurances that their petition was granted, and that

Samuel Stephens, who, in 1077, had been appointed governor, was in-

structed to grant the lands in Albemarle, on the same terms as binds were

usually granted in Virginia. A constitution was at the same time fixed,

for the government of the infant colony. A general assembly was to be

constituted, which was to consist of the governor, twelve councillors, and

twelve delegate-, annually chosen by the freeholders. The governor was

to be appointed by the proprietors. Half the council was to be chosor.

by the governor, and half by the assembly. No taxes were to be imposed,

without the consent of the assembly.

Whilst these events were taking place, respecting the settlement in

Albemarle, the settlers about Cape Fear were formed int.. a distinct

county, by the name of Clarendon. John Veamans, a respectable planter,

from Barbadoes, was created a baronet, and appointed commander-in-
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chief of this more recent establishment. The country, now called North

Carolina, was in fact formed into two distinct colonies, Albemarle and

Clarendon, with a governor to each ; but this subdivision was of short

duration. In 1669, the proprietors turned their chief attention to a part

of their patent, more to the southward than either; and, in 1670, com-

menced settlements at Beaufort, and, in the year following, on the banks

of the Ashley. These eventuated in the establishment of a separate

colony, to which the distinguishing epithet of "South" was added. Sir

John Yeamans was translated to the government of this southern estab-

lishment. Clarendon and Albemarle were consolidated, and formed the

germ of the present State of North Carolina.

"T N 1665, the proprietors, still in high favor with Charles,

obtained a new patent with much larger privileges.

Their territory was now, without regard to Spanish

claims, extended to the Pacific, while they were em-

powered to create titles and orders of nobility. This

appears to have been preparatory to a new constitution

for the colony. It was undertaken by the Earl of

Shaftesbury, who employed upon it Locke, the illus-

trious philosopher.

This constitution never had any practical existence,

and for the plain reason, that it was totally unfit for the country and

people for which it was framed. A series of temporary laws were estab-

lished. But the people formed a simple code better adapted to their

situation than the magnificent scheme of Locke, and soon gave evidence

of their love of self-government.

Miller, who acted as administrator and collector of the revenue, not

giving the people satisfaction, they rose in a body, imprisoned him and

most of the council, seized the public funds, appointed magistrates and

judges, called a parliament, and, in short, took all the authority into their

own hands. Culpepper, their leader, went to England to plead their

cause ; but he was arrested and tried for treason. Shaftesbury, by his

eloquence and popular influence, secured his acquittal, pleading that there

bad been no regular government in Albemarle, so that these disorders

eon M only be considered as contests among the several planters.

The proprietors now sent out Seth Sothel, one of their number, to

06 the office of governor. lie arrived in the colony in 1683. His

principal object seemed to be to advance his own fortune, without regard

to the interests of the proprietors or the colonists. After various arbitrary

measures tending to excite discontent, be was deposed and tried by the
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assembly, which sentenced him to banishment from tiie colony for one

year, and declared him incapable of ever holding the office of governor.

The proprietors were astonished at this display of spirit on the part of

the colonists, yet sanctioned the proceedings and appointed Philip Ludwell.

In the meantime, the southern colony received especial attention from

the proprietors. In 1670, they sent out William Sayle, who was appointed

governor, and a large number of settlers. Sayle died soon after, and was

succeeded by Sir John Yeamans, who had been a Barbadoes planter.

He did not give satisfaction to the colonists, and the proprietors now

appointed West to succeed him. During his administration which lasted

eight years, the colony flourished and he continued popular, which shows

thai the best course for the proprietors would have been to appoint

governors acquainted with the wants of the new country.

CONSTANT stream of emigrants flowed

into the colony. A number of Dutch in New
York, dissatisfied with the transfer of that

province to the British rule, removed to the

new settlement, and some of their country-

men from Europe were induced to follow.

The persecution of the Protestants by Louis

XIV. drove out a large body of respectable

persons, and other accessions were received

from Ireland and Scotland. This influx of

settlers led to the foundation of Charleston, upon Oyster Point, in 1680.

This town immediately became the capital of the province, and increased

in size very rapidly.

In 1690, Philip Ludwell, a gentleman from Virginia, being appointed

governor of Carolina, arrived in the province. Sir Nathaniel Johnson,

who had been general of the Leeward Islands in the reign of King James,

being created a Cassique of Carolina, after the revolution retired to that

country, and took his seat as a member of the council. The proprietors

having found the fundamental constitutions disagreeable to the people,

and ineffectual for the purpose of government, repealed all their former

laws and regulations, excepting those called Agrarian Laws, and sent out

a new plan of government to Mr. Ludwell, consisting of forty-three

articles of instruction for the better management of their colony. The

inhabitants, who had been long in a turbulent state, were enjoined to

obedience ; but liberty was granted to the representatives of the people

to frame such laws as they judged necessary to the public welfare, which

were to continue in force for two years, but no longer, unless they were
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in the meantime ratified and confirmed by the palatine and three more

proprietors. Lands for the cassiques and landgraves were ordered to be

marked out in square plats, ami freedom was granted them to choose their

situation. Hitherto the planters remained utter strangers to the value

and fertility of the low lands : the swamps were therefore carefully avoided,

and large tracts of the higher lands, which were esteemed more precious,

were surveyed, and marked out for estates by the provincial nobility.

These arrangements did not secure tranquillity. The numerous body

of French Protestant refugees became a new source of discord. The

original settlers were generally attached to the Church of England, and

they refused to admit the new-comers to the rights Of citizenship. This

treatment justly roused the indignation of the refugees, and disputes

became violent, and constant. The proprietors, in the hope of securing

order, sent out John Archdale, a Quaker and one of their number, with

full power to hear and determine all disputes l.ctween the different parties.

Archdale pursued a prudent course, and succeeded in restoring quiet.

He continued in office one year, and then left Joseph Blake as his suc-

cessor. Blake steadily followed the wise course of Archdale, and within

a few years the parties became reconciled and the French were adm
to all the rights of citizens.

LAKE died in 1700, and was succeeded by James

Moore, who, two years after, sought to distinguish

himself by the capture of the Spanish town

of St. Augustine. He, with the main force,

proceeded by sea, while Colonel Daniel, with a

party of militia and Indians, marched by land.

Daniel arrived first and took possession of St.

Augustine, forcing the enemy to take refuge in

the castle. The governor considered this post so

strong that he sent to Jamaica for artillery. In

the meantime, two Spanish vessels appeared, and Moore precipi-

tately raised the siege, and returned by land to Carolina. This

repulse not only mortified the colonists, but so raised the spirits of the

Spaniards that they continued their intrigues with the Indians, and sought

every opportunity for injuring the colony. In 1706, the Spanish admiral

Le Feboure, with five ships of war, appeared before Charleston and suin-

moned the people to surrender. But the governor, Sir Nicholas Johnson,

who had prepared for defence, returned a defiance. The invader, whose

main force had not arrived, sent a small detachment on shore. But this

attacked and cut off. After this success, Captain Rhett, with six

Ainall vessels, Bailed against the enemy and forced them to retire. A
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larger armament soon appeared, and troops were landed ; but the colonists

attacked them with such impetuosity that both ships and men were taken.

In 1712, the outer settlements of the nojthern province were attacked

by aboul 1200 of the Coree and Tuscarora tribes of Indian-. A sudden

attack, in which F'>7 of the colonists were massacred in :i single night,

gave the first notice of the intentions of the Indians. A powerful force

was despatched to the field of action by the southern colony, under

Colonel Barnwell, who, after overcoming the most incredible obstacles in

his march through a wilderness of 200 miles, suddenly attacked and de-

feated the Indians in their encampment, killing 300 of their number,

and taking 100 prisoners. The Tnscaroras then retreated to their

town, fortified by a wooden breastwork. Barnwell surrounded them, and

after killing, wounding, or capturing 1HIHI Indians, lie made peace. The

inhabitants of the forest, burning for revenge, soon broke the treaty, and

the southern colony was again applied to for aid. Colonel James Moore,

with forty white men and 800 friendly Indians, was sent to their aid, and

finding the enemy in a fort near Cotechny River, he surrounded them,

and after a week's siege, took the fort and 800 prisoners. After suffering

these defeats, the Tuscaroras removed north and joined, the "Five

Nation-.'' making the sixth of that confederacy.

"THE Tuscarora war ended, the Ycmassees

formed a vast Indian confederacy and

commenced hostilities against the southern

colony. On the loth of April, 1715,

they began their operations by murdering

ninety persons at PocotaligO, and the

neighboring plantations. The inhabitants

of Port Royal escaped to Charleston.

The colonists soon found that all the

southern tribes wire leagued against them,

but they relied upon the assistance of those tribes who inhabited the

country west of them. In this they were mistaken, for these Indians

were either enemies, or remained neutral. Thus with about 1200 men,

all that were fit for bearing arms in the colony, Governor Craven had ti

contend against seven thousand armed Indians. With this force. In

cautiously advanced into the Indian country, and after a fierce struf

.Love them into Florida. The colony offered the lands vacated by the

Indians to purchasers. Five hundred Irishmen soon settled on them, but

by the injustice of the proprietaries, they were compelled to remove, and

the frontier was again exposed.

At the termination of the Yemassee war, the colony was involved in
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disputes with the proprietors, who bad not offered them any assistance

during the Indian depredations, ami yet annulled the grants of the- lands

of the Indians made by the assembly. All complaints against the

executive officers, preferred by the people, were disregarded by the pro-

prietors. The discontent at length produced an insurrection. The

assembly elected Colonel Moore to administer the government in th

name of the king ; thus deposing Johnson, whose attempts to compel sub

mission to his authority failed.

prW^HH regency of England sanctioned these pro-

ceedings, decided that the proprietors had

forfeited their charter, and appointed Sir

Francis Nicholson governor, under the com-

mission of the king. (1721.) Nicholson

rendered himself popular in Carolina, made

laudable exertions for diffusing education

and religious instruction, and by an alliance

with the Creeks and Cherokees, secured the frontier from Indian hostility.

En 1729, the transactions of the proprietors were finally closed by a deed

surrendering all- their rights into the hands of the king. They received

in return £17,500, with £5,000 for arrears of rent amounting to £9,000.

Lord Carteret retained his share of the lands. From this time, affairs

held a regular and peaceable course until the two Carolinas, now declared

two separate provinces, ceased to be under the control of Great Britain.

The fertility of the soil and the mildness of the climate attracted emi-

grants very rapidly to the two colonies. Large importations of negro

>lave> were made from time to time,'and thus that much-discussed insti-

tution — slavery— was firmly rooted. The cultivation of rice, which had

beeiritit i -oiluced into Carolina in L694, was carried on to such an extent

that that article became the staple production of the country. The Church

of England continued to be recognized by law in Carolina, until the

revolution; but all other modes of worship were freely permitted, and

nothing interfered with the prosperity and happiness of the colonists.
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Safanminti in 1T73.

CHAPTER XXI.

COLONIZATION OF GEORGIA.

"TMIE youngest of the Btatea which engaged in the War of

Independence, was Georgia. At the time of the sur-

render of the charter of Carolina, the country between

the Savannah and Altamaha rivers was still a wilderness,

where the red man roamed undisturbed, and whither he

could retreat after an incursion into the neighborhood

of the whites. The Spaniards claimed the country as

pari of Florida, and the colonists of Carolina were in

constant apprehension of their attacks.

In 1732, Sir James Oglethorpe, a brave soldier, a firm loyalist and a

friend to the unfortunate, firmed the project of opening an asylum in

America, for the poor of his own country, and the persecuted of every

nation. The enterprise met the approval of the king, who granted, for

twenty-one years, to a corporation, "in trust for the poor," the country

between the Savannah and Altamaha, and westward to the Pacific Ocean.
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In honor of the king, the province was called Georgia. The project waa

warmly applauded throughout the kingdom, and the House of Commons

voted considerable sums at various times for the support of the ne

colony.

On the 6th of November, 1732, Oglethorpe sailed from Gravesend witl

L16 persons. They landed at Charleston first, where they were presented

with a large supply of provisions by the government of the province

Setting out for the place of their destination, they reached the high bluff

on the Savannah River which had been selected for the settlement, on th^

1st of February, 1733. Here Oglethorpe caused a fort to be built, fo.

the defence of the colony, and gave the name of the stream to tic

settlement.

IS next care was to secure the friendship

of the Indians in the vicinity ; and for that

purpose, he invited the sachems to meet

him at Savannah, and enter into a treaty

of amity and a^ance. The meeting took

place in June 1733. The chiefs of the

Creek nation cordially welcomed the

English to the country. One of them

presented Oglethorpe with the skin of a

buffalo, painted, on the inside, with the

head and feathers of an eagle; and reminded him that the English were
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as strong as the buffalo and as swift as the eagle and that the skin of tht

buffalo was warm and signified protection; and the feathers of the eagle,

soft, and signified love; both of which they expected from the English.

In 1734, the town of Augusta was founded on the Upper Savannah,

with a view to secure the local trade. During the same year, a large

number of emigrants arrived. Among them were about 150 Highlanders,

and a party of Moravians. John and Charles Wesley, then only known

as zealous clergymen, were prevailed upon to accept an invitation to reside

in the colony, and officiate as ministers.

The incorporated trustees, having thus established a colony in Georgia.

now proceeded to exercise their legislatorial powers by enacting a code

of fundamental laws and constitutions for the infant society. In this

code it was provided that each tract of land granted by the treaty, should

be accepted as a military fief, for which the possessor was hound to appear

in arms and take the field, when summoned for the public defence; that,

to prevent accumulation of property, which was deemed inconsistent with

a military spirit, the tract of land assigned to each planter should not ex-

ceed twenty-five acres, and no one should be suffered to possess more than

five hundred acres; that, to hinder a plurality of allotments from falling

in process of time into the possession of any single individual, the lands

should be granted in tail male, instead of tail general— that is, that

women should be rendered incapable of succeeding to landed property

;

that, in default of heirs male to any proprietor, his estate was to revert

as a lapsed fief to the trustees, in order to be again granted to another

colonist on the same terms as before—some compensation, however, being

recommended in that case to the daughters (especially if not provided for

by marriage) of such deceased proprietors as should have improved their

lands ; that widows should be entitled, during their lives, to the mansion-

house and one half of the land improved by their husbands ; and that,

if any portion of land granted should not be cleared, fenced, and cultivated

within eighteen years from the date of the relative grant, such portion

was to relapse as a forfeiture, to the trustees. No inhabitant was to be

permitted to depart from the province without a license; which was

declared requisite also to legitimate trade with the Indians. The impor-

tation of rum was disalkwed ; trade with the West Indies was declared

unlawful ; and negro slavery was absolutely prohibited. Except in the

last article, and the purposed regulation of Indian trade, this code exhibits

hardly a trace either of common sense, or of that liberality which the

trustees had already so signally displayed.*

*Grahime.
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The Carolinians were struck with astonishment when they heard of the

restrictions imposed upon the colonists of Georgia by the proprietors, and

suppposing they would prevent the growth of that province, incited the

settlers to cross the Savannah and take refuge in Carolina. But very

few took advantage of the invitation. It is certain, however, that the

odious restrictions effectually checked the progress of I reorgia. Complaints

were now made that the Wesleys wore too rigid in their peculiar forms of

worship, and that they made false pretences of piety. Oglethorpe at first

supported these charges, but afterwards acknowledged the worth and truth

of the brothers, who were laboring for the enlightenment of man. Both,

however, returned to England. In 1740, George Whitcfield, the founder

of the rival sect of Methodists, arrived in the colony. ]\\< zealous and

powerful eloquence everywhere made a profound impression, and is sup-

posed to have accomplished much good.

GLETHORI'E, partaking the general ardor

of his countrymen to punish the insolence

of Spain, determined not to confine the ope-

ration of the force with which he was in-

trusted to defensive warfare. Having con-

certed a plan for the invasion of Florida, he

solicited the assistance of Virginia and

Carolina to its execution. The assembly of

South Carolina granted one hundred and

twenty thousand pounds of Carolinian cur-

rency for the purpose ; and a regiment was

raised, partly in Virginia and partly in North and South Carolina, to

cooperate with the forces of Oglethorpe. The commander of the English

ships of war on this station agreed to aid the enterprise with a naval

armament, consisting of four ships of twenty guns each, and two sloops;

and the Indian allies of the English declared themselves ready, at a mo-

ment's warning, to send a powerful auxiliary force to accompany the

expedition. Oglethorpe, learning that the Spanish garrison at Augustine

were straitened for provisions, urged the speedy advance of the colonial

militia and the ships of war; and. hastening to enter Florida with four

hundred chosen men of his own regiment, and a considerable body of

Indians, invested Diego, a small fort, about twenty-five miles from

Augustine, which, after a short resistance, surrendered by capitulation.

Leaving a garrison of sixty men there, he proceeded to the place of

general rendezvous, where he was joined by Colonel Vanderdussen with

the Carolinian and Virginian regiment, and a company of Highlanders,

under Captain M'Intosh. A few days after, he marched with his whole
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force consisting of above 2000 men, regulars, provi miatc, and Indi&us, to

Fort Mciosa, within two miles of Augustim , which waa evacuated by its

garrison on his approach. The Spaniard.- had exerted themselves to

strengthen the fortifications of the town and castle of Augustine; and

Oglethorpe, soon perceiving that an attempt to take the place by storm

would be an act of presumptuous rashness, changed his plan of operation,

and resolved, with the assistance of the English ships, which were now

lying at anchor off Augustine bar, to turn the siege into a blockade. For

this purpose, he left Colonel Palmer, with ninety-five Highlanders and

forty-two Indian.-, at Fort Moosa, with orders to scour the w 1- round

the town, and intercept all supplies of provisions which it might derive

from the country: and Bent Colonel Vanderdussen with the Carolina

regiment to occupy and erect a battery on Point Quarrel, a neck of land

about a mile distant from the ca-tlo; while he himself, with hit' own

regiment and the main body of the Indian-, embarked in bouts, and

landed on the island of Anastatia, fronting the castle, whence he resolved

to attempt the bombardment of the town. When his batteries were
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Chirkumn Chief.

erected, and the ships of war so stationed as to block up the mouth of

the harbor and exclude the garrison from supplies by sea, be summoned

the governor of the place to surrender; but, secure in his stronghold, the

Spaniard replied that he would be glad to shake hands with him in the

fortress. Oglethorpe, whose disposition waa fiery and irascible, expressed

much inappropriate anger at this reply, and straightway proceeded to

open his batteries upon the castle, and to throw shells into the town. The

cannonade was briskly returned by the enemy ; but the distance wa

great, that, although it was continued for several days, very little execu-

tion was done On either side.

V - —,t-i^ SKKlhS of disasters and calamities now befell the be-

sieging army. The Spanish governor, remarking the

smallnesa of the force stationed at Fort Mooaa under

Colonel Palmer, secretly detached three hundred of his

troops, by whom Palmer was attacked by surprise, and his

party of gallant Highlanders almost entirely cut to pieces. Some of the

Chickasaw Indians, having caught a straggling Spaniard, cut off bis head,

and presented the gory trophy to Oglethorpe in his tent. The general

was struck with di- i horror at this savage style of warfare, and
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hastily exclaiming that they were barbarous dogs, commanded them t°

quit his presence. Stung by this disdainful behavior, the Chickasaw

warriors angrily observed, that, if they had carried the head of an

Englishman to the French, they would have experienced a very different

reception ; and having communicated the insult they had sustained to

their companions, the whole detachment from the Chickasaw tribe imme-

diately abandoned the camp and returned home. While the besie

forces were thus diminished, the Spanish garrison received a reinforcement

of 700 men and a copious supply of provisions in some small ships from

Bavanna, which contrived to elude the vigilance of the British vessels

and to enter the harbor undiscovered. All prospect of starving the

enemy into a surrender consequently ceased, and the besiegers began to

despair nt' a successful issue to their undertaking. The Carolina troops,

enfeebled by the heat of the climate, and dispirited by sickness and fruit-

less fatigue, marched away in large bodies. The naval commander re-

presented, that, from the deficiency of his provisions and the near approach

of the usual season of hurricanes, he judged it imprudent to retain the

Heel longer on this coast. The general himself was attacked by a fever,

and his regiment was worn out with fatigue and crippled by sick

This combination of adverse circumstances rendered it necessary to

abandon the enterprise; and Oglethorpe, overwhelmed with chagrin,

raised the siege and returned to Frederica. [July 10, 1740.] The Caro

linians were filled with anger and disappointment at this catastrophe, and

openly imputed it to want of courage and skill in the general; while he

increased their irritation by retorting their injustice, and declaring that

lie had now no confidence in their militia, who had refused obedience to

his orders, and mutinously or pusillammously deserted his camp.

DMIIIAL VERNON having now quitted the American

seas, the Spaniards determined to improve their good

fortune by a vigorous effort for the conquest of Georgia

and South Carolina. An armament was accordingly

prepared at Bavanna, whence two thousand troops,

commanded by Don Antonio de Rodondo, embarked,

under the convoy of a powerful squadron, for Augus-

tine. [May, 174±] Before they reached this place, they were descried

by the captain of an English cruiser, who conveyed the tidings of danger

to Oglethorpe, by whom a messenger was despatched to I rlen, the governor

of South Carolina, beseeching instant aid, and desiring that a sloop should

be despatched to the West Indies, in order that Vernon, if he was still

there, might be acquainted with the intended invasion. But the Carolinians

now regarded Oglethorpe with strong dislike, and entertained a mean
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opinion of his ability; and no sooner was the alarming intelligence which

he communicated naade generally known, than the planters of the southern

frontier of the province, accounting the conquest of Georgia inevitable,

deserted their own habitations, and flocked to Charleston with their

families and effects. The inhabitants of Charleston warmly declared

against sending any assistance to Oglethorpe, and determined rather to

fortify their city and collect the whole strength of the province for its

defence.

IN the meantime, Oglethorpe was making the most active

preparation at Frederics for the reception of the enemy.

_ The Creeks and Cherokees, who were warmly attached

to him, readily obeyed his summons, and crowded to

his camp. A company of Highlanders joined him

on the first notice, and expressed a stern and earnest

satisfaction at the prospect of revenging the fate of

their friends who were slaughtered two years before by

the Spaniards at Fort Moosa. With his own regiment,

and a few provincial rangers, Highlanders, and Indians,

the general fixed his head-quarters at Frederica, confidently expecting a

reinforcement from Carolina, and daily looking for its arrival; but withal

determined, in case he should be attacked unaided, to sell his life as dearly

as possible in defence of the province. In the latter end of June, the

Spanish fleet, consisting of thirty-two vessels, and carrying upwards of

three thousand men, of whom Don Manuel de Monteano, the governor

of Augustine, was commander-in-chief, arrived in the mouth of the river

Alatarnaha ; and having received and returned the fire of Fort Simon,

where Oglethorpe was stationed, sailed up the river beyond the reach of

his guns. The invaders disembarked on the island in which Frederica is

situated, and erected a battery mounted by twenty pieces of cannon.

Among their land forces they had a fine company of artillery, commanded

by Rodondo, and a regiment of negroes. The negro officers were clothed

in lace, enjoyed the same rank with Spanish officers, and with equal

freedom accosted and conversed with the commander-in-chief. Such an

example might justly have inspired terror and alarm in Carolina; for it

needed little sagacity to perceive, that, if the invaders should penetrate

into that province, and exhibit the spectacle of their negro regiment to

the swarms of discontented slaves with which it abounded, they would

infallibly obtain the accession of such a force as would render all opposition

fruitless and desperate.

Oglethorpe, finding that he could not withstand the progress of th«

enemy up the river, and judging his Bitnation at Fort Simon insecure.
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spiked its guns, ami retreated to Frederica. With a force amounting to

little more than seven hundred men, exclusive of Indians, he could not

h}pe to act but on the defensive, until tho arrival of the lingering aid of

Carolina. On all sides he detached scouting parties of Highlanders and

Indiana to watch the motions, harass the outposts, and obstruct the ad-

ranees of the enemy, while the main body of his troops were employed

in strengthening the fortifications of Frederica. The provisions of his

garrison were scanty and of indifferent quality
; and as the Spaniards

possessed the command of the river, all prospects of a farther supply

were cut off. Yet hoping for relief from Carolina, Oglethorpe studied

to prolong the defence, b*y concealing every discouraging circumstance

from his little army : ami in order to animate their perseverance, he

cheerfully exposed himself to the same privations and fatigues which the

common soldiers endured. This generous policy was attended with its

usual success, and sustained the patience of the troops under labors and

hardships, which were divested of the appearance of constraint by the

voluntary participation of the commander. The Spanish troops now made

several attempts to pierce through the woods in order to besiege Ogle-

thorpe's head-quarters, but encountered such stubborn resistance from

deep morasses, and dark and tangled thickets, lined with fierce Indians

and active Highlanders, that some of them protested impatiently that the

devil himself could not make his way to Frederica. In two skirmishes,

a Spanish captain and two lieutenants were killed, and a hundred of their

men taken prisoners. Encouraged by this ray of success, and learning

from an English prisoner who escaped from the Spanish camp, that a dis-

agreement had arisen between the forces from Havanna and those from

Augustine, which occasioned a separation of their encampments, Ogle-

thorpe resolved to attempt the daring measure of sallying from his strong-

hold and attacking the enemy while thus divided. Availing himself of

hi- acquaintance with the woods, he marched in the night, with three

hundred of his regular soldiers, the Highland company, ami a troop of

provincial rangers, in the hope of surprising one of the Spanish camps.

Having arrived within two miles of it, he halted his troops, and advanced

himself, with a small corps, to reconnoitre the enemy's position ; but while

he was cautiously manoeuvring to conceal his approaches, one of his

attendants, a Frenchman, who had harbored the intention of deserting,

seized this opportunity of carrying it into effect ; ami, discharging his

iini-ket to alarm the Spaniards, ran off and gained the shelter of their

tines.

This act of treachery defeated the hopes of the assailants, and cotn-

Delled a hasty retreat to Frederica. where Oglethorpe endeavored t«
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accomplish by stratagem what lie had failed to dn by surprise. Appre-

hensive that his weakness would he discovered to the enemy by the de-

serter, he wrote a letter to this man, in which lie addressed him as a spy

in his employ, and instructed him to assure the Spaniards that Frederica

was in a defenceless -tate, ami that its garrison might be easily cut to

pieces. He pressed him to bring forward the Spaniards to an attack,

ami. if lie could not prevail thus far, to use all his art and influence to

detain them at least three days more in their present situation ; for within

that time, according to advices which had just arrived from Carolina, the

Georgian troops would be reinforced by two thousand auxiliaries, accom

panied by six British ships of war. The letter concluded with a caution

to the deserter against suffering the intelligence of Admiral Vernon's

approaching attack upon Augustine to transpire, and with assurance of

the amplest recompense that the British king could bestow on him, if he

succeeded in preventing the escape of the Spaniards from Georgia. This

ingenious production was committed to a Spanish prisoner, who, for a

small reward, together with his liberty, undertook to convey it privately

to the deserter; but, on rejoining his countrymen, delivered it, as Ogle-

thorpe expected, to the commander-in-chief, wdio instantly put the deserter

in irons. The Spanish officers were not a little perplexed and confounded

by the contents of the letter ; some shrewdly suspecting it to be a

stratagem to prevent an attack on Frederica ; and others duped by its

literal import, and believing it to convey sincere instructions to direct the

conduct of a spy. While they were deliberating on these opposite proba-

bilities, and hesitating what measures to pursue, their counsels were sud-

denly decided by an incident beyond the calculation of human ingenuity

Three ships, which the governor of South Carolina had at length des

patched to Oglethorpe's aid, appeared at this critical juncture off the

coast ; and an effect, more than proportioned to the power or numbers of

this reinforcement, was produced by its opportune arrival. All doubts

of the purpose of Oglethorpe's letter were terminated by so palpable a

confirmation of its contents. A universal panic was spread through the

Spanish army, and nothing was heeded but instant departure. Setting

fire to the fort they had built, and leaving behind them a great quantity

of artillery, provisions, and military stores, they precipitately embarked

in their vessels, and returned to Augustine and llavanua. [July, 171-.J

Though relieved from foreign danger, Georgia still suffered from intenil

evils. The colonists complained that the absurd laws kept them from

realizing any profit from their productions. Many removed to South

i n-.ili Line.
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Bmomworth mm]

Carolina, to be free from such restraints, and the Moravians, being called

upon to bear arras, removed to Pennsylvania. Some very remarkable

circumstances happened at this time, and threatened the colony with

destruction.

MONO the Georgia settlers was a man by the name
-c\- of Thomas litwum worth, a chaplain in the regiment

uf Oglethorpe. It appears that he was an artful

and avaricious man. In 1747, he laid a plan, either

to destiny the colony or acquire a fortune. Among
a number of Indians present at Frederica, in De-

cember, was an Indian king by the name of Malat-

che. Bosomworth suggested to him the idea of being

crowned in imperial form by those of his tribe, who

were with him : accordingly a paper was drawn up,

filled with royal ceremonies, acknowledging Malatche Opiya .'/<<> to be

the rightful, natural prince and emperor of the dominions of the Creek

Nation ; vesting him with powers to make laws, frame treaties, declare

war, convey lands, ami transact all affairs relating to the nation; binding

themselves on the part of their several towns, to abide by and fulfil all
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his contracts and engagements. This paper being signed and sealed by

the pretended kings and chiefs, and witnessed in due form, Malatchc

requested that a copy might be sent over to the king of England, for

his sanctiuii, and to have it put on record among the archives of his

great ally.

[OSOMWORTH had thus accomplished an

important object. He had some time before

married Mary Musgrove, a half-breed

Indian. He now drew up a deed of con-

veyance in the common form, from Malatche

Opiya Meco, emperor of the Upper and

Lower Creek Nations, to Thomas and Mary

Bosomworth, of the colony of Georgia, " for

and in consideration of ten pieces of stroud,

twelve pieces of duffles, two hundred weight

of powder, two hundred weight of lead, twenty guns, twelve pair of

pistols, and one hundred weight of vermilion ; warranting and defending

to the said Thomas and Mary, all those tracts of land, known by the

Dames of Hussoope, or Ossabaw, Cowleygee, or St. Catherines, and Sapelo

[slands, with their appurtenances, &c, to the said Thomas and Mary his

wife, their heirs and assigns, as long as the sun shall shine, or the waters

run in the rivers, forever. Signed on the 4th day of the windy moon,

corresponding with the 14th of December."

His next object was to induce Mary to claim to be the elder sister of

Malatche, and of having descended in a maternal line from an Indian

king, who held from nature the whole territories of the Creeks ; and

Bosomworth now persuaded her to assert her right to them, as superior

not only to the trustees, but also to that of the king.

Accordingly, Mary assumed the title of an independent empress. A
meeting of the Creeks was summoned, before which she set forth her

claims. The Indians became excited through her eloquence, and escorted

her towards Savannah to prosecute her claim.

A messenger was despatched to notify the president and council of the

royal family's approach. On receiving this intelligence, the council felt

embarrassed. Mary was an artful and eloquent woman; the English

were few in Dumber, and small their means of defence. The militia were

ordered under arms. Captain Noble Jones, at the head of a troop, was

despatched to prevent if possible their entrance into Savannah armed.

Having met them, he ordered them to stop and lay down their arms. At
first the}- refused ; but his determined appearance at length prevailed,

and they laid aside their arms, upon which Thomas Bosomworth, in his
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canonical robes, with his queen by his side, followed by the kin:; ana

chiefs, marched into the town.

A ^ Sift^f^r "^' inhabitants were struck with terror at the Bight of

j J%Jt. v. this ferocious tribe of savages. When they advanced

up to the parade, they found the militia drawn up

nnder anus to receive them, by whom they were

-aimed with fifteen cannons, and conducted to the

president's house. Bosomworth being ordered to

withdraw, the Indian chiefs, in a friendly manner,

were requested to declare their intention in paying this visit in so large

a body, without being sent for by any person in authority: the warriors,

as they had been instructed, answered that Mary was to speak for them,

and that they would abide by whatever she said; that they had i

that she was to be sent like a captive over the great waters, and they

were come to know on what account they were to lose their queen ; that

they intended no harm, and begged that their arms might be restored to

them; and after consulting with Bosomworth and his wife, they would

return and amicably settle all public affairs. To please them, their guns

were returned, but strict orders were issued to allow them no ammunition,

until the council should see more clearly into their dark designs. On the

day following, the Indians having had some private conferences with

Mary, were observed, with sullen countenances, to march in a tumultuous

manner through the streets, evidencing a hostile temper, apparently de-

termined on mischief: all the men being obliged to mount guard, the

women and children were terrified and afraid to remain in the houses

by themselves, expecting every moment to be murdered and Bcalped.

During this confusion, a false rumor was circulated, that they had cut

off president Stephen's head with a tomahawk, which so exasperated

the inhabitants that it was with difficulty the officers could restrain the

troops from firing upon the savages : perhaps the exercise of the greatest

prudence was never more requisite to save the town from being deluged

with blood. Orders were given to lay hold on Bosomworth, to whom it

was insinuated that he was marked as the first victim in case of extremi-

ties; and he was carried out of the way. and closely dined, upon

which, Mary, his beloved queen, became outrageous and frantic, and

threatened the thunder of her vengeance against the magistrates, and the

whole' <• ilony: she ordered all white persons to depart immediately from

ber territories, and at their peril to refuse; she cursed Oglethorpe, and

his fraudulent treaties, and, furiously stamping her foot upon the earth,

swore by her Maker, that the whole globe should know that the ground

ihe stood upon was her own. To prevent any ascendency by bribes over
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the chiefs and warriors, she kept the leading men constantly under her

eve, and would not suffer them to utter a sentence on public affairs, but

in her presence.

The president finding no peaceable agreeement could be made with the

Indians, while under the baleful influence of their pretended queen,

ordered her to be seized and confined. To allay the storm of indignation

excited by this, a feast was made for the Indians, at which the evil designs

of Bosomworth were unfolded in a speech by the president. This had a

temporary effect. Even Malatche seemed satisfied. But contriving to see

Bosomworth and his wife alone for a few minutes, the artful couple again

seduced the aged chief, who returned to the council full of indignation,

to insist on the rights of the queen. Upon this, the president rose, and

in a short but plain address, so set forth the impositions of Bosomworth

and Mary, that the Indians said they were satisfied ; their eyes were

opened, and they now offered to smoke the pipe of peace. Accordingly

pipes and rum were brought, and they joined hand in hand and smoked

together. Presents were .distributed, and all appeared satisfied and

happy.

But in the midst of this friendly interview. Mary, who by some means

had contrived to escape, rushed in like a fury, and insultingly told the

president that she would soon convince him that the Indians were her

people, and that he hail no business with them.

HE president quietly advised her to return to her

lodgings, or lie would send her to prison. Upon this

Malatche took fire; and swinging his arms, declared

that no one should touch the queen. The house

was filled in a moment with tumult; every Indian

having his tomahawk in his hand, and the president

and council expecting nothing but instant death. At

this critical juncture, Captain Noble Jones with his

guard interposed, and required the Indians to surrender. They did so

with great reluctance. Mary was conveyed to a safe place. Bosomworth

was sent for; but for a time treated the council with great indignity. At

length, through the interposition of Bosomworth's brother, the difficulty

Was settled. This rash and wicked man was forgiven, and the idle claims

id' Mary were relinquished.

They were, however, afterwards renewed; Bosomworth himself insti-

tuted a suit in England, founded upon his deed from the Indians. This

case was in the courts of Great Britain twelve years. In 1759, a d<

was made at the court of St. James, gran^ng to Bosomworth and his wife
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the Island of St. Catherines. Bosomworth and Mary took possession of

the island. There, Borne time after, Mary died, upon which Bosomworth

married his chambermaid.

Finally, the remains of these two were deposited in the same grave-

yard, on the island for which they had so long contended.

In 1752, the twenty-one years, the term of the original charter, ex-

pired, and the trustees conscious that their well-meant regulations had

produced nothing but discontent and poverty, gave up their charge to the

kin;:. Georgia, now hecotue a royal province, seemed to have taken a

Midden onward start. The people were left to use their own means if

advancement, lands were held on the tenure that best pleased them;

negroes and nun were imported freely ; and a free intercourse was opened

with the West Indies. From this time, the colony advanced as rapidly

as South Carolina. The capital was first at Savannah, then at Augusta

and Louisville, successively, and finally at Milledgeville. As late as 1778,

Savannah was still a small town, as may be seen by the engraving at the

head of this chapter, copied from an English print, the original of which

was a drawing taken at the time. The people were generaly distinguished

for their attention to moral and religious affairs
; but Georgia received

her full share of the convicted felons whom the British government, in

the perfection of its care for the interests of the colonists, transported to

America, and their presence had a deteriorating influence upon the

morals of the people



CHAPTER XXII.

GENERAL AFFAIRS OF THE COLONISTS UNTIL THE SEVEN YEARS' WAR.

EEMING that we have sufficiently traced

the separate history of the thirteen colonies,

we how proceed to the narration of those

events which exercised an influence common to

all, and in which they were all concerned. The

raies were altogether unconnected; each had been

ded on a separate basis, by distinct and even hostile

classes, and the jealousies which were constantly arising

concerning boundaries, served to widen the breach between them.

One object only, called for the co-operation of the colonies. This was

their protection against the French and Indians. The national antipathy

between the French and English was extreme in the colonies, and they

eagerly took up arms at the first intelligence of a war between the two

countries.

As early as 1629, Sir David Kirk, having equipped a fleet, surprised

and took Quebec, but it was restored to France in 1632. The support

given to the Five Nations by the English led to another contest with the

French of Canada. In this irregular struggle, the French suffered terribly

from the sudden attacks of the Indians, who gave an effectual protection

to the frontier settlements of New York. After the Revolution of 1688,

Britain declared war against France, and determined to strike a blow

against the enemy's power beyond the Atlantic. In the meantime, the

English colonists began the contest with the French and Indians.
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N the 27th of June, 1689, Major Waldron

was surprised in his garrison at Dover, New

Hampshire, by the Pennicock Indians, and

was killed with 20 others; and 2!» were

taken prisoners. Five or six houses, with

the mills, were burnt.

On the !26tb of July, 1200 Indians of

the Five Nations, invading the Island of

Montreal, burned all the plantations, and

made a terrible massacre of men, women,

and children. The whole French colony was thrown into consternation;

and Valrenes, the commander at Catarocuay, by order of Denonville,

abandoned the fortress at that place.

On the 22d of August, the Indian.i besieged the fort at Pemaquid.

This fort was so situated as to be overlooked from an adjacent rock, from

which the Indians galled the garrison so severely, that the next day it

capitulated.

A conference was held at Albany, in September, between several com-

missioners from the colonies of Massachusetts, Plymouth, and Connecticut,

and the Five Nations. The commissioners endeavored to engage the

Five Nations against the Eastern Indians, who were then at war with

New England ; but, though they would not enter into that war, the\

ratified their friendship with the English colonies. " We promise," said

they, "• to preserve the chain inviolably, and wish that the sun may always

shine in peace over all our heads, that are comprehended in this chain."*

* Holmes.
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Conference with the imli

Early in 1690, Count de Frontignac detached from Canada three

parties of French and Indians, to proceed by different routes against the

frontier settlement of the English colonists. One of these, after wandering

for siime time in the dreary wilderness, and suffering from hunger and

cold, i cached the village of Schenectady, in New York. The attack wae
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made in the night, when the inhabitants were buried in slumber and do

'. Ii, a .-hort time, GO persons were butchered, 27 captured,

ind the village destroyed. A few of the inhabitants escaped to Albany,

enduring the severity of winter, and the want of food. The French

and Indian-, having secured their plunder, returned to Canada.

Another party, consisting of 27 Frenchmen and 25 Indians, surprised

Salmon Falls, on the Piscataqua, and killed about 30 of the bravest of

the inhabitants; the rest were made prisoners, and the settlement burnt.

The Sieur Ilertel, who commanded this party, on his return, fell in with

the third detachment, and the whole force attacked and destroyed the

settlement at Casco.

These incursions alarmed the colonists and roused them to action, 'in

the 1st of May, a body of commissioners, from New York, Massachu-

setts, and mosl of the other northern colonies, met at New York, to

deliberate upon the adoption of measures for the common defence. This

was the first instance of a congress in the colonies.

The Indians having taken the fort at Pemaquid, and the French

privateers from Acadie still infesting the coast of New England, the

general court of Massachusetts determined to make an attempt on Port

Royal. On the 28th of April, eight small vessels, with more than 700

men, were placed under the command of Sir William Phipps, and des-

patched to effect that object. Port Royal surrendered after a slight

resistance, anil Sir William was soon in possession of all Acadie.

-HE enterprising people of New England now formed the

bold project of subjugating Canada. An armament was

equipped for the service, and Sir William Phipps placed

in command. The fleet, delayed by unforeseen and una-

voidable accidents, did not arrive before Quebec before the

5th of i let. 'her, IGI'0. The next morning Phipps sum-

moned the French to surrender. The brave and active

old Count de Frontignac returned an insolent answer. The next day

Phipps attempted to land his troops, but was prevented by the violence

of the wind. On the 8th, all the effective men landed at the Isle of

Orleans, four miles below the town, and although exposed to the fire of

the French and Indians remained on shore until the 11th, when Phipps,

convinced that the town was too strongly defended to be attempted, em-

barked his forces in precipitation. A tempest soon after dispersed the

fleet, which made the best of its way back to Boston. In the confident

belief that the expedition would be successful, Massachusetts had made

no provision for the payment of the troops; and to prevent a mutiny, the

government was forced to issue bills of credit, as a substitute for morey.
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After the destruction of Casco in 1690, all the eastern settlements

irere deserted, and the people retired to the fun at Wells. Indian depre-

cations still alarmed the colonists. On the 25th of January, 1692, the

French and Indians attacked the town of York, in New Hampshire,

killed about 75 of the inhabitants, took the same number of captives, and

destroyed the town. On the 10th of June, about 500 French and Indians

Curiously attacked the garrison at Wells, but Captain Oonvers, with only

fifteen men, repulsed them with great loss.

\1ILY in August, Sir William Phipps, with 450

men, left Boston, and proceeding to Pema-

quid, began to erecl a fort on an extensive

scale. It was called Fort William Henry,

and garrisoned with (JO men ; but, except for

the purpose of keeping the French from taking

possession of the country, it was a useless ex-

pense, and the measure was much censured

at t he time.

Repeated application having been made

for a force to be sent from England, sufficient,

in conjunction with land forces to be raised in New England and New
York, for the reduction of Canada; it was at length concluded, that an

expedition should be undertaken for that purpose. A fleet was to be

employed in the winter in the reduction of Martinico ; and, after the

performance of that service, was to sail to Boston, take on board a body

of land forces under Sir William Phipps, and proceed to Quebec. Neither

part of this extensive project was effected. The attempt on Martinico

was unsuccessful. A malignant disease pervaded the fleet; and so great

was the mortality, that before Sir Francis Wheeler, the commander-in-

chief, arrived at Boston, he had buried 1300 out of 2100 sailors, and

L800 of 2400 soldiers. The projected expedition against Canada was

necessarily relinquished.

No great injuries were sustained, this year, (1693,) on the frontiers.

Major Convers, with 400 or 500 men, marched to Taconick, on Kenne-

beck ; but saw no Indians, excepting one party, which he surprised, not

far from Wells. On his return he built a fort at Saco River; and the

Indians soon after sued for peace. Coming into the fort at Pemaquid,

appointed for the place of treaty, they entered into a solemn covenant,

by which they acknowledged subjection to the crown of England ; engaged

to abandon the French interest; and promised to maintain perpetual

peace, to forbear private revenge, to restore all captives, and to allow a

free trade. As a security to their fidelity, they delivered hostages.
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Culune! Schuylei

OUNT DE FRONTIGNAC, governor of Cauada,

unable to eflFect a peace with the Five Nation-.

meditated a blow on the Mohawks. Collecting an

army of GOO or 700 French anil Indians, he sup-

plied them with every tiling necessary for a winter caiu-

laign ; and on the 15th of January they set out from

Montreal. After a march attended with extreme hard-

ships, they passed by Schenectady on the 6th of February ; and, that

night, took five men, and some women and children, at the first castle of

the Mohawks. The second castle they took also with ease. At the third,

they found about 40 Indians in a war dance, designing to go out on some

enterprise the next day. On their entering the castle, a conflict ensued,

in which the French lost about 30 men. In this descent, 300 of the

Indians, in the English interest, were made captives. Colonel Schuyler,

with a party from Albany, pursued the enemy ; and several skirmishes

ensued. When the French reached the north branch of Hudson's River,
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a cake of ice opportunely served them to cross it ; and Schuyler, who

had retaken about 50 Indian captives desisted from the pursuit. The

French, in this enterprise, lost 80 men, and had above 30 wounded.

The French, by their trade with the Indians, had accumulated a great

quantity of furs and other peltry at Michilliniakinac ; but the Five Nations

had so effectually blocked up the passage between that place and Canada,

thai t hey had remained there useless tor several years. Count de Fron-

tignac, hoping that the Five Nations would now keep more at home in

defence of their castles, sent a lieutenant with 18 Canadians and 20

Indians, to open the passage to Michilliniakinac; but this party was

entirely routed. At length, however, 200 eanoes, loaded with furs,

arrived at Montreal.

;fl \ a,77^>> ^ ^ u8ust 1696, a French expedition under Iberville and
mlww Bonaventure, proceeded against the English fort at

Pemaquid. At Pentagoet, they were reinforced by the

Baron de St. Castine, with 200 Indians. The fort was

invested on the 14th, and Iberville summoned Chubb,

the English commander, to surrender. He answered.

" that if the sea were covered with French vessels and

the land with Indians, yet he would not give up the fort." The Indians

now opened a brisk fire upon the garrison, who returned it with their

cannon. The next day, Iberville completed his batteries and threw five

bombs into the fort. Castine now found means to convey a letter to the

English commander, notifying him, that if he waited until an assault was

ordered, the garrison could expect no quarter from the savages ; but if the

tort was surrendered they would be spared. This menace produced the

anticipated effect; the garrison, numbering 80 men, compelled the com-

uander to surrender, and thus this expensive fortress fell into the hands

of the French, who soon after destroyed nearly all the settlements in

Nova Scotia, and made the Five Nations feel the vengeance of the

power they had so long resisted and provoked.

In 1097, the last year of the war, the colonies were alarmed by the

intelligence that a large armament, under the Marquis of Neamond, had

n •; France for a descent upon the coast of New England.

Stoughton, the governor of Massachusetts, made every preparation in

his power. The militia were held in readiness for several weeks, and

Boston was fortified as well as circumstances would permit. Five hundred

men, under Major March, were sent to protect the frontiers. But the

French fleet never reached Boston. Nesmond had started too late in the

year, and when he arrived at Placentia, a council of his officers decided

to give up the expedition. The peace of Ryswick, which had been signed
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on tte 20th of September, was proclaimed at Boston on the 10th of !>(*-

cember, and the war between the rival colonists ceased.

Count de Frontignac, at the head of a powerful force, now made his

last expedition into the Indian country. Marching to Lake Onondaga,

he found the Indian village burnt and deserted. After wasting the corn

Gelds, he Bent a strong body of men to destroy the Oneida castle. They

took a few prisoners, but the greater part of the Oneidas had deserted

their village. An Onondaga chief, 100 years old, was barbarously put

to death by the French savages, and the whole force then returned to

Canada.

In 1702, Queen Anne's War, or the War of the Spanish Succession,

began, and. of course, the French and English colonies were placed in a

hostile attitude. On the 20th of June, 1708, Governor Dudley, of

Massachusetts, held a conference with the eastern Indians, who assured

him that they had not the most distant thought of breaking the peace

;

yet, in the space of about six weeks after, the French and Indians attacked

all the settlements from Casco to Wells, and killed or took 130 persons,

destroying all before them.

N the night of the 28th of February, 1704. a body

of 300 French and Indians, commanded by Hertel

de Rouville, made a furious assault upon the town

of Deerfield, Massachusetts. The sentinel was

asleep ; and the snow of such a depth as to admit

of an entrance .over the pickets of the fort, in the

centre of the town. The assailants, availing

themselves of these advantages, fell suddenly upon

S-* the unguarded inhabitants ; and in a few hours,

slew 47, and took 112 prisoners. Setting firo to

the town, the enemy hurrried with their captives to Canada.

On the 30th of July, a party of French and Indians attacked Lan-

caster, killed a few of the inhabitants, and forced the rest to retreat into

the garrison ; burned the church and six other buildings, and destroyed

many cattle. By Governor Dudley's order. Colonel Benjamin Church,

renowned for his achievements in King Philip's War. planned an expedi-

tion against the Indians of Maine, and sailed (Venn Boston, with 550

soldiers, to carry it into effect. In this expedition, which lasted through

the summer, Church destroyed the towns of Menie and Cocheco ; did

much damage to the French and Indian- at Penobscot and Passamaquoddy,

and even insulted Port Royal.

The Indians, aided and instigated by the French, continued their frontier

depredations; burning villages, and killing the inhabitants, or carrying
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them into hopeless captivity. But no considerable expedition was under

taken by the colonists until May, 1707. Early in that month, two regi-

ments, under Colonel March, embarked in 23 transports at Nantasket,

and under the convoy of the Deptford man-of-war and the province galley,

proceeded against Port Royal. Arriving before that place, they had

some skirmishes with the enemy, ami made some ineffectual attempts to

bombard the fort; but from disagreement and a misapprehension of the

state of the fort and garrison, they soon abandoned the enterprise.

On the 16th of July, 1708, a large army of French and Indians

marched from Canada against the frontiers of New England. The Ilurons

and Mohawks soon found pretexts for returning home: but the French,

and Algonquin and St. Francis Indians, making together a body of about

200 men, marched between 500 and 400 miles through the wilderness feo

Nekepesique, expecting to meet n reinforcement at that place. Disap-

pointed in this hope, they went forward, and at break of day, on the

29th of August, surprised the town of Haverhill, on Merrimac River,

burned several houses, plundered the rest, aid killed or captured a large

number of the inhabitants.
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Roused by these atrocities, the colonial governments determined upon

attempting the expulsion of their enemies from Canada. The British

government formed an extensive plan for the same purpose. The French

were to be subdued, not only in Canada and Acadie, but in Newfoundland.

A squadron of ships was to be at Boston by the middle of May, 1709.

Five regiments were to be sent from England, to be joined by 1200 men,

to be raised in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, and the whole force was

to proceed against Quebec. Fifteen hundred men, proposed to be raised

in the colonies south of Rhode Island, were, at the same time, to inarch

by way of the lakes, to attack Montreal. In America, everything was

prepared for the enterprise. In England, the British troops were on the

point of embarkation. At this juncture, news arrived of the defeat of

the Portuguese, and the ministry were forced to give up the expedition,

and order the troops to Portugal.

jgjp^ 1 1 K next year, Colonel Nicholson went to England,

to solicit forces for an expedition against Canada.

A fleet was destined for that service, and it being

from some cause detained, Port Royal was made

its only object. Nicholson returned to New Eng-

land, and waited until autumn without receiving

any auxiliary force from England, (hi the 18th

of September, he sailed for Port Royal with 36

sail, and in six days arrived at his destination. Subercase, the French

governor, had only 260 men, and the English landed without opposition.

After three or four days' bombarding from the fort, and cannonading

from the English, the place was surrendered on the 2d of October.

Nicholson left a sufficient garrison, under Colonel Vetch, and returned to

Boston. In honor of the queen, the name of Port Royal was exchanged

for that of Annapolis.

After this successful expedition, Nicholson again went to England, to

solicit means for striking a more effectual blow at the French power.

The ministry ordered an armament proportionate to the enterprise. On

the 8th of June, Nicholson arrived at Boston, with orders for the northern

colonies to get ready their quotas of men and provisions. Sir Hovenden

Walker, with a fleet of 15 ships of war and 10 transports, carrying seven

veteran regiments of the Duke of Marlborough's army, and a battalion

of marines, under Brigadier-general Hill, arrived at Boston harbor on

the 25th of June. In about live weeks, the colonies raised two large

armies, and furnished them with provisions. About 4000 men, under

Nicholson, marched for Canada from Albany, on the 28th id' August,

1711. In the meantime the other divisions of the forces, under General
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Hill, sailed from Boston, and arrived in the St. Lawrence on the 14th of

August: the Beet consisted of 68 vessels, and had on board 6463 soldiers.

In proceeding up the river, the fleet was in danger of entire destruction

through the want of skill in the pilots. On the 22d, about midnight,

the seamen discovered that they had got among the rocks and islands.

Eight or nine transports were thus cast away, and nearly 1000 men lost.

After this disaster, the admiral bore away for Cape Breton, and the

design was relinquished. The fleet returned to England, and the pro-

vincial troops returned home. Nicholson, hearing of the miscarriage of

the fleet, also returned, and thus, an expedition which promised so much,

accomplished nothing. From this time, until the treaty of Utrecht,

signed on the 30th of March, no further offensive operations were under-

taken by the colonies. Nova Scotia and Newfoundland were now ceded

to Great Britain, and the Indians sued for peace.

[HE A.benaquis, or eastern Indians, >till continued their

J hostility to the colonists of New England, instigated, it

*j was supposed, by Father Halle, a Jesuit, living at Nor-

ridgewock, on the Kennebec. In 1722, Colonel West-

brookc. with 230 men, was Bent to Beize Hallo; but he

escaped into the « is, and the Colonel merely brought

off his box of papers. This attempt led the Indians mit various

acts of hostility, and they at length destroyed Berwick. The govern-
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merit now resolved on an expedition against Norridgewoek, an<l entrusted

it to Captains Moulton and Harman, of Fork. At the head of 100 men,

these officers surprised the irillage, killed the Jesuit, ami about 80 of the

Indians recovered three captives, destroyed the chapel, and brought

away the plate and furniture of the altar as trophies. In the course of

tin- yen- 1 7 1!
•

>
. Captain John Lovewell was very successful in his opera-

tion- againsl the Abenaquis ; but at length he and the greater portion of

his men fell into an ambuscade ami were killed. In this expedition the

famous chief Paugus was killed by Mr. Chamberlin. A treaty of peace

was concluded soon after, ami was faithfully observed by the Indians.

N March, 1744, Great Britain declared war against

France. Before this was known at Boston, M. Du
Quesnel, governor of Cape Breton, sent about 900 men,

under Duvivier, against Canso, Maine. The place was

surprised ami burned, and the garrison, numbering 80
men. made prisoners. To guard against the incursions

of the French ami Indians, 500 men were impressed,

of which, 300 were for the eastern frontier, ami JiMl for

the western. The ordinary garrisons were reinforced.

and ammunition distributed to the several townships.

After the peace of Utrecht, the French had built and

strongly fortified the town of Louisbourg, on the Island of Cape Breton.

The place was deemed so strong as to be termed the Dunkirk of America.

Its reduction was for many reasons an important object to New England.

Early in January. 1745, Governor Shirley, of Massachusetts, formed

a plan for its capture; it met the approval of the general court, and

forces were immediately collected for its execution. William Pepperell,

of Kittery, was appointed commander of the expedition, and sailing to

Canso, he found the colonial troops, amounting to 4000 men, ready for

action. They were detained at that place about three weeks, when Com
modore Warren, with an English fleet, arrived, and the whole fore*

proceeded to Louisbourg, where it arrived on the 30th of April. TIm

town was invested and the siege prosecuted with extraordinary vigor.

Duchambon, the French commander, refused to surrender, until the tire

of the English had become very destructive, and the garrison mutinous,

and having no hope of being relieved he signed the articles of capitulation

on the 16th of June. This successful expedition displayed the enter-

prising character of the New England colonists, and gave them a degree

of confidence in their own powers which afterwards proved of service to

them. But it also excited the envy and jealousy of the mother country,

which no sense of the value of the conquest could allay.
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OVERNOR SHIRLEY now determined to attempt the

conquest of all Canada. He bad matured a plan for that

purpose, and went to Louisbourg to consult Sir Peter

Warren and Sir William Pepperell, concerning its execu

tion. The British ministry was earnestly entreated U.

furnish a portion of the necessary means, and consented.

The colonial quotas of troops were raised, but the English

general who was to command them, did not arrive during the summer.

On the presumption that no English fleet could be expected to arrive, as

the season was far advanced, it was resolved to employ the troops in an

attack upon Crown Point and Montreal. While preparations were making

for this newly projected enterprise, the whole country was thrown into

consternation by the intelligence that a formidable French armament was

about to visit the coast of New England. A large fleet, under command

of D'Arville had arrived at Nova Scotia. It consisted of about 40 ships

of war, besides transports, and brought over 3000 regular troops, with

veteran officers and all kinds of military stores. In a few days, 6400

militia marched to Boston, and 6000 more were promised from Connec-

ticut. The old forts were repaired, and new ones erected. The whole

country of New England was in a state of alarm and anxiety, when

intelligence was received that the French fleet had been disabled by a

storm, and soon after it was joyfully proclaimed that the expedition had

been abandoned. A series of disasters, including the suicide of two

commanders, the Duke D'Arville and D'Esternelle, compelled the French

to return home. A more remarkable instance of the interference of

circumstances beyond the power of human control has seldom occurred.

The Indians committed their usual depredations in various quarters

during 1747 ; but several of their attacks were bravely repulsed by the

settlers on the frontier. The treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, signed on the

7th of October, 1748, was joyfully welcomed by the colonists. By this

tnaty, Cape Breton was restored to the French, but the English retained

Nova Scotia.
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E now find events tending towards a final

struggle for supremacy in America, between

France and England. Even before the treaty

of Aix-la-Chapelle, the French engaged in

the execution of measures which could not

but result in a renewal of the war. These

consisted in founding settlements where ao
collision with the progress of the English

could not be avoided, and when they knew

their title to the land could never be recognised by the English with

consistency.

We have remarked various disputes that were engendered between the

several English provinces by the vague and inconsistent definitions of ter-

ritory contained in their charters ; and when such collisions occurred

between members of the same common empire, it is not wonderful that

they sprang up and were maintained with greater keenness and obstinacy

between two nations long accustomed to regard each other with sentiments

of rivalry and dislike. Yet, with the amplest allowance for these con-

siderations, we should postpone substantial truth to fanciful candor and

affected impartiality, in hesitating to pronounce that the obstructions to

.in amicable issue of the controversy were not only magnified, but ren-
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dered absolutely insuperable, by the disregard of honor, good faith,

and moderation, with which the pretensions of France were advocated.

The policy which had been exemplified by the French colonists in America

was now espoused and defended by the French politicians in Europe.

Not only did the commissaries mi behalf of France reject the authority

of maps which had been published and revised by the ministers of their

own country, but they refused to. abide by the definition of the boundaries

of Nova Scotia for which the French cabinet formerly contended, when

the region designated by this name was acknowledged to form a part of

the dominion of France.

kEAN\\*HILE, in addition to the previous controversies and

the increasing hopelessness of a peaceful adjustment of

them, new subjects of dispute arose between the two nations.

The extension of the Virginian settlements to the banks of

the river Ohio, and especially the occupation of a part

of this region by the English Ohio Company, were calcu-

lated to bring to a decisive test the long prevalent suspicion

ef tlie purpose of the French to render the line of forts which they had

been erecting subservient not merely to the communication between their

»un colonies, but to the confinement of the British settlement, and the

obstruction of their advances into the interior of the country. Nor did

the French hesitate a moment to afford unequivocal proof of their entire

purpose, and to resist the first attempt of their rivals to overleap the

boundaries within which they were resolved to enclose them. A menace

of the governor of Canada, that he would treat as enemies any of the

subjects of Britain who should settle near the Ohio, or presume even to

trade with the Indian inhabitants of this region, having been disregarded,

was promptly enforced by the seizure of a number of British traders,

who were carried as prisoners to a fort which the French were erecting at

Presque Isle on Lake Erie. Other British traders, and servants of the

Ohio Company, retreated in alarm from the stations which they had

begun to occupy ; and the French perceiving the critical juncture was

come, when their ambitious system of policy, now plainly disclosed, must

either be defended by force or completely abandoned, proceeded with

en ted diligence to supply whatever was yet defective in its subsidiary

arrangements and preparations. A fori was built at Niagara, within the

dominions of the Indian allies of Britain ; and, in addition to the fort on

Lake Erie, two others were built at commanding positions on the banks

of the Ohio. Thus at length the French succeeded in completing their

long- projected communication between the mouth of the Mississippi and

the river St. Lawrence.
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The complaints against these measures transmitted from America to

Britain, concurring with the failure of the negotiations at Paris, and

seconded by the influence and activity of the British merchants who were

interested in the scheme of the Ohio Company, excited more attention in

the parent state than colonial wrongs and quarrels had usually obtained
;

and a memorial was accordingly presented this year by Lord Albemarle,

the British ambassador to the court of France, requiring, in peremptory

. that satisfaction should be afforded to the injured subjects of

Britain; that the fort erected at Niagara should be evacuated and de-

stroyed: and that positive orders Bhould be issued to the French com-

mander.- in America to desist from farther encroachment- and attacks

upon the British settlements and colonists. The French court, not yet

prepared for an open rupture, or at least willing to defer it as long as

- - possible, returned to

this application an

answer, of which the

tone was compliant,

though the terms

were evasive.

I HE governor of Virginia, in the same year.

attempted to resist the encroachments of

France. This led to the first appearance

of George Washington on the scene of

American affairs. It is interesting to mark

the earliest dawn of a career of such exalted

and unsullied glory. Robert Dinwiddie, who

now arrived in Virginia with the appointment

of governor of this province, was quickly

made sensible of the critical state that the relations between the French

and English had attained on its frontiers. Perceiving the necessity of

instant and resolute interference in behalf of his countrymen who were

expelled from their settlements, and desirous to gain more distinct infor-

mation in regard to the region which was the subject of these conflicting

pretensions, he was induced to commit this important task, which the

approach of a rigorous winter rendered still more arduous, to Washington,

a young Virginian planter, only twenty-one years of age.

This remarkable youth had conceived a strong predilection for the

British naval service, and at the age of fifteen was prevented only by the

entreaties of his mother from accepting the situation, which was obtained

for him, of midshipman in an English ship of war. lie was already dis-

tinguished as a surveyor and civil engineer in his native province, and held
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the rank of major, as well as the office of adjutant-general of its militia.

Undaunted by the toil and danger of a winter journey, of which two

hundred miles lay through a trackless desert inhabited by Indians, some

of whom were open enemies, and others doubtful friends, the youthful

envoy cheerfully undertook the mission ; and, witli a single attendant,

surmounted all the peril anil difficulty of the way, and succeeded in pene-

trating to a French fort erected on the river Le Boeuf, which falls into

the Ohio. To the commander of this fort, he carried a letter from

Governor Dinwiddie, requiring the evacuation of the place, and a re-

linquishment of the other recent encroachments on the British dominion

in the same quarter. St. Pierre, the French commandant on the Ohio,

returned for answer to this application, that it belonged not to him to

arbitrate the conflicting claims of France and England, and that he had

acted and must still continue to act in implicit obedience to the directions

of the governor of Canada. Washington performed the duties of his

ion with vigor and ability; and after a painful and laborious expedi-

tion, which occupied more than two month-, regained in safety the capital

of Virginia. [January 16, 175'4.] A journal, in which he recorded the

particulars of his travel and the fruits of his observation, was published

- ifter, and impressed his countrymen with a high respect for the

solidity of his judgment, and the calm determined fortitude of his cha-

racter. The following extract from Washington's journal affords a speei

men of the personal dangers which he encountered in this expedition :
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"Our horses were now so weak and feeble, and the baggage BO heavy,

(as we were obliged to provide all the necessaries which the journey would

require,) that we doubted much their performing it. Therefore, myself

and others, except the drivers, who were obliged to ride, gave up our

horses for packs, to assist along with the baggage. I put myself in an

Indian walking dress, and continued with them three days, until I found

there was no probability of their getting home in any reasonable time.

The horses became less able to travel every day ; the cold increased very

fast ; and the roads were becoming much worse by a deep snow, con-

tinually freezing: therefore, as 1 was uneasy to get back, to make report

of my proceedings to his honor the governor, I determined to prosecute

my journey the nearest way through the woods, on foot.

CCORDINGLY, I left Mr. Vanbram in charge of our

baggage, with money and directions to provide neces-

saries from place to place for themselves and horses,

and to make the most convenient despatch in travelling.

•
1 took my necessary papers, pulled off my clol

and tied myself- up in a watch-coat. Then, with gun

in hand, and pack on my back, in which were my

papers and provisions, I set out with Mr. Gist, fitted iti the same manner,

on Wednesday the 26th. The day following, just after we had passed a

place called Murdering town, (where we intended to quit the path and

steer across the country for Shanapin's town,) we fell in with a party

of French Indians, who had laid in wait for us. One of them fired at

Mr. Gist or me, not fifteen steps off, but fortunately missed. We took

this fellow into custody, and kept him until about nine o'clock at night,

then let him go, and walked all the remaining part of the night without

making any stop, that we might get the start, so far as to be out of the

reach of their pursuit the next day, since we were well assured they

would follow our track as soon as it was light. The next day we con-

tinued travelling until quite dark, and got to the river about two miles

above Shanapins. We expected to have found the river frozen, but it

was not, only about fifty yards from each shore. The ice, 1 suppose, had

broken up above, for it was driving in vast quantities.

"There was no way of getting over but on a raft, which we set about,

with but one poor hatchet, and finished just after sun setting. This was

a whole day's work: we next got it launched, then went on board of it,

and set off; but before we were half-way over, we were jammed in the

;ce, in such a manner that we expected every moment our raft to sink,

and ourselves to perish. I put on uiy setting-pole to try to stop the raft,

that the ice might pass by, when the rapidity of the stream threw it with
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so much violence against the pole, that it jerked me into ten feet water;

but I fortunately saved myself by catching hold of one of the raft logs.

Notwithstanding all our efforts, we could not get to either shore, but were

obliged, as we were near an island, to quit our raft and make to it.

p 11/ "^ll
HE cold was so extremely severe, (hat Mr. Gist had all his

*• fingers, and some of his toes frozen, and the water was shut up

so hard, that we found no difficulty in getting off the island on

the ice in the morning, and went to Mr. Frazier's. We met

here with twenty warriors, who wore going to the southward to

war ; but coming to a place on the head of the great Kanawa, where

they found seven people killed and scalped, (all but one woman with very

light hair,) they turned about and ran back, for fear the inhabitants should

rise and take them as the authors of the murder. They report that the

bodies were lying about the house, and some of them much torn and eaten

by the hogs. By the marks which were left, they say they were French

Indians of the Ottawa nation, &c, who did it.

"As we intended to take horses here, and it required some time to find

them, I went up about three miles to the mouth of Yohogany, to visit

queen Alliquippa, who expressed great concern that we passed her in

going to the fort. I made her a present of a watch-coat and a bottle of

ruin, which latter was thought much the best present of the two.
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UESDAY, the 1st of January, we left Mr
Frazier's house, and arrived at Mr. Gist's,

on the 2d, where 1 bought a horse, saddle,

&c. The 6th, we met seventeen horses

loaded with materials aud stores for a fort

at the forks of the Ohio, and the day

after, some families going out to settle.

This day, we arrived al Wills' Creek,

after as fatiguing a journey as it is pos-

sible to conceive, rendered so by excessive

bad weather. From the 1st of December

to the 15th, there was but one day on which it did not rain or snow in-

cessantly; and throughout the whole journey, we met with nothing but

one continued series of cold, wet weather, which occasioned very uncom-

fortable lodgings, especially after we had quitted our tent, which was

-nine screen from the inclemency of it.

On the 11th, 1 gol to Belvoir, where 1 stopped one day to take necessary

resl : and then set out and arrived in Williamsburg the 16th, when I

waited upon his honor the governor, with the letter I had brought from

the French commandant, and to give an account of the success of my

proceedings. This I beg leave to do by offering the foregoing narrative,

as it contains the most remarkable occurrences which happened in my
journey."

OVBRNOR DINWIDDIE, finding that nothing

was to be gained by amicable negotiation, pro-;

jected the construction of forts at various places

which had been surveyed and selected by Wash-

ington : and the Assembly agreeing to defray the

expense of these operations, materials were pro-

cured and the works commenced without delay.

Unfortunately, no means were taken to gain tin

consent of the natives to this measure, which

accordingly served only to increase the jealousy and malevolence

with which they had begun to regard the English. A regiment was

raised at the same time by the Virginia government, and Washington,

who was its lieutenant-colonel, marched with two companies, in advance

of the main body, to the Great Meadows, situated within the disputed

territory. [April, 1754.] Here he learned from some friendly Indians,

that the French, with a force of six hundred men and eighteen pieces of

cannon, having attacked and destroyed a fort which the Virginians had

been erecting, were engaged themselves in completing another fort at the
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confluence of the Alleghany and Monongahela, one of the spots which

was especially recommended in his own journal to the occupation of hi?

iu'ii countrymen : and that a detachment of French troops from this place

was then on its inarch towards the Great Meadows, and had encamped for

the night in the bosom of a retired valley at a short distance. Convinced

that this was a hostile movement, Washington availed himself of the

proffered guidance of the Indians, and. advancing with his troops on a

dark and rainy night, effectually surprised the French encampment. The

Virginians, rousing the enemy by a sudden discharge of firearms, com-

pletely disconcerted thorn by rushing forward to close attack, and com-

pelled them instantly to surrender.

^f -Y-PASIIINGTON, after this success, erected at the

tf'X ~\ J J Great Meadows :i small stockade fort, which

received the name of Fort Necessity, and then

advanced with his troops, which, by the accession

of two companies, one from New York, and the

other from North Carolina, now amounted to four

hundred men, toward the new French fort called

Duquesne, with the intention of dislodging the

enemy. But, learning on his march that the

French had been reinforced, and were approaching with a great body of

Indian auxiliaries to attack him, he retreated to Fort Necessity, anil en-

deavored to strengthen its defences by the construction of a ditch around

the stockade. Before this operation was completed, the fort was attacked,

on the 4th of July, by a very superior force, under the command of De
Villiers. The garrison made a vigorous defence from ten in the morning

till a late hour at night, when De Villiers having sounded a parley and

tendered a capitulation, they at first refused, but finally consented to sur-

render, or, more properly speaking, to evacuate the fort, on condition

that they should be allowed to march out with the honors of war, to

retain their arms ami baggage, and to retire without molestation into the

inhabited parts of Virginia, and that the French themselves, instead of

advancing farther at present, or even retaining the evacuated fort, should

retreat to their previous station at Monongahela. Fifty-eight of the Vir-

ginians, and two hundred of the French, were killed and wounded in the

encounter. Such a capitulation was by no means calculated either to

damp the spirit of the Virginians, or to depress the reputation of their

commander. It was violated, however, with unscrupulous barbarity, by

the Indians, who were united to the forces of De Villiers, and who,

hovering round the Virginians during the whole of their retreat, harassed

them with frequent attacks, and killed and wounded a considerable number
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of them. At the close of this unsuccessful expedition, the Virginias

Assembly, with equal justice and magnanimity, expressed by a vote of

thanks its approbation of the conduct of Washington and li is troops.

AHLY in the spring of this year, and before the expedition

from Virginia to the Great Meadows, the British ministers

signified to the provincial governments the desire of th

king that they should oppose the French encroachments

by force "f arms; together with a recommendation from

his majesty that they should send delegates to a general

convention at Albany, both in order to form a league with

the Six Nation-., and to concert among themselves a plan of united opera-

tions and defence against the common enemy. Seven of the colonies,

consisting of Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania, and the Now England

States, agreed to comply with this recommendation: and the Assembly

of Massachusetts at the same time [April 10, 17u4] presented an address

to Governor Shirley, desiring him "to pray his majesty that affairs which

relate to the Six Nations and their allies may be put under such general

direction as his majesty shall judge proper ; and that the several govern

ments may be obliged to bear their proportions of defending his majesl \ -

territories against the encroachments of the French, and the ravages and

incursions of the Indians." Shirley, sensible, probably, of the jealousy

which any measure founded on this suggestion would provoke among the

colonists in general, unless it originated with themselves, proposed to th«

governors of the several colonies, that the delegates elected to the con-

vention should be authorized by their constituents to deliberate on a plan

of united operation of all the states for their common safety and defence.

Instructions to this effect were accordingly communicated to the delegates

who, assembling, at Albany in the month of June, were met by a numerous

deputation from the tribes of the Six Nations. After an explanatory and

pacific treaty with the Indians, who very willingly accepted the presents

that were tendered to them, but yet plainly betrayed, by their negligenl

demeanor, the success with which the French had intrigued to weaken

their regards for the English— the convention undertook the more im-

portant subject which was committed to its deliberations ; and it was

unanimously resolved that a union of the colonies was essential to the

general safety, and ought to be forthwith accomplished. But here the

unanimity of the delegates ended. Probably all the inhabitants of all

the colonies would have united in approving the foregoing resolution.

The difficulty, or rather the impossibility, was to devise a plan for carrj ins

it into execution, which would be satisfactory at once to the colonists »nd

the parent state
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kNKim
AMONG various individuals considerable for their talents and reputation

who were assembled in this convention, the most popular and remarkable

person was Benjamin Franklin, one of the delegates from Pennsylvania.

This great man, who now sustained a conspicuous part in the most im-

portant national council that had ever been convoked in North America.

bad already signalized himself as a provincial patriot and philosopher,

and afterwards as an enterprising and successful votary of science.

In the year 1753, Franklin, who for some time had held a subordinate

appointment in the post-office, was promoted to the function of postmaster-

general of America, a situation which he retained till about twenty years

after, when he was displaced by the British court. Of humble parentage

and narrow fortune, in a young and dependent commonwealth, unfriended

by the gifts of patronage, the captivation of brilliant qualities, or the

opportunities afforded by revolutionary change, self-educated and self-

aided, this man achieved at once the highest civic preeminence, and the

most splendid and imperishable renown. \t the period #t which we have

now arrived, he had already distinguished himself by grand discoveries in
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science, and by useful projects in economics, and had been for a number

o! years a member of the Assembly of Pennsylvania, where he spoke

rarely, but sententiously, concisely, ami with convincing lone and pro-

priety, when the occasion was at length presented of exhibiting his genius

on a wider theatre. It was now that he proposed to his fellow-delegates

in the Albany convention, that memorable scheme of a federal league

between the American colonies, which has received the name of Tltr Albany

Plan of Union, and which, though little mure than the transcript of a

design suggested by another politician about thirteen years before, has

been celebrated with far higher praise than his more ingenious and

original idea of a ramification of clubs in Pennsylvania has attracted.

This was the purport of the plan which he suggested. Application was

to be made for an act of parliament to establish in the colonies a general

government, to be administered by a president appointed by the crown,

and by a grand council, consisting of members chosen by the several pro-

vincial assemblies, the number of representatives from each province being

directly proportioned to the amount of its contributions to the general

treasury, with this restriction, however, that no colony should have more

than seven, or fewer than two representatives. The whole executive

authority of the general government was committed to the president.

The power of legislation was lodged jointly in the grand council and

president ; the consent of the latter functionary being requisite to the

advancement of bills into laws. The functions and prerogatives of the

general government were, to declare war and make peace ; to conclude

treaties with the Indian nations; to regulate trade with them, and to

make purchase of vacant lands from them, either in the name of the

crown or of the Union; to settle new colonies, and to exercise legislative

authority over them until they should be erected into separate provincial

governments; and to raise troops, build forts, fit out armed vessels, and

pursue all other measures requisite for the general defence. To defray

the expenses of this establishment ami its various operations, the president

and grand council were empowered to frame laws enacting such duties,

imposts, and taxes, as they might deem at once necessary and least bur-

densome to the people. These legislative ordinances were to be trans-

mitted to England for the approbation of the king; and unless disallowed

within three years after their enactment, they were to remain in force.

All officers in the naval and military service of the United Colonies were

to be nominated by the president, and approved by the council; civil

officers were to be nominated by the council, and approved by the presi-

dent. This pla», though recommended to the approbation of a majority

of the convention, both by its own merits and by the reputation, talent,
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and address of the author, was opposed with warm and inflexible deter-

mination by the delegates of Connecticut, who objected to the authority

conferred or the president, and to the power of general taxation. [Julj

I, 1754.]

The plnn proved as unacceptable to the ministers of the crown as tc

the colonists. In America it was accounted too favorable to the royal pre-

rogative; in England it was, contrariwise, censured as savoring too

strongly of democracy, and conceding too much power to the representa-

tives of the people. Although thus rejected by all parties, the project

of Franklin was attended with important consequences in America. The

discussion of it served to familiarize the idea of a federal league, a

ceneral government, an American army : ami prepared the minds of the

people for the very form of confederacy which was afterwards resorted to

in their revolutionary contest with Britain.

I HE mutual distrust and ill-humour which thus contributed

to perplex the councils and enfeeble the operations of

England and her colonies, was proportionably favorable to

the views and policy of France, which continued vigorously

to extend her encroachments, reinforce her garrisons, and

strengthen her position in America. In aid of her designs,

she endeavored with the utmost assiduity of hostile intrigue, to multiply

the enemies of England, and particularly to involve that country in a

quarrel with Spain. In this instance, indeed, she was for the present

disappointed; for Wall, the minister of the king of Spain, succeeded in

convincing his master that peace with Fngland was essential to the real

interests of the Spanish monarchy. In America the French intrigues

were more successful : and by the influence of the governor of Canada

and his Indian allies, a tribe of Indians with whom New England had n<

previous quarrel, were induced to invade and ravage the frontiers of

Massachusetts and New Hampshire. Massachusetts had of late been the

scene of violent altercations, provoked by the introduction of an excise

law, which, however, in spite of the threats of its opponents and the fears

of its supporters, was peaceably carried into execution. In the course

of the present year, the Assembly of this province caused some new forts

to 1" erected, renewed a pacific treaty with the Eastern Indians, anil

ascertained that the tidings which had been formerly communicated to

them of a French settlement on the Kennebec were destitute of

foundation.

The British ministers, on receiving intelligence of the defeat of Wash-

ingtoii. aid of the establishment of French posts on the Ohio, perceived

plainly thai a war between France and England had begun. Even with
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i kiu] Indians in Camp.

a view to the speedy restoration of peace, it was expedient that they

should exert more vigor and promptitude of hostility, and demonstrate

more active and determined concern for the dignity of the British empire

and the safety of its colonial adjuncts or dependencies. Finding that

their complaints to the court of Versailles were answered only by a

repetition of former evasions, and learning that the French were making

active preparations for the enlargement of their naval and military force

in America, they determined to send a detachment of the standing army

maintained in England to the defence of the British possessions and pre-

tensions in the same quarter. In conformity with this determination, and

early in the following year, [January, 17 ;">.">,
]
(ieneral Braddoek was des-

patched from Ireland with two regiments of infantry commanded by

Halket and Dunbar, which were destined to the service of America, and

especially to the protection of the Virginian frontier. On the arrival of
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this armament at its destination, the provinces seemed to forget alik«

their disputes with each other, and their jealousies of the parent state, and

:i vigorous offensive campaign against the French was projected. A con-

vention of the provincial governors, at the request of the British com-

mander, assembled at Annapolis, in Maryland, to settle the plan of

military operations, and resolved that three simultaneous expeditions

should be undertaken. The first, directed against Fort Duquesne, was

to be conducted by Braddock with his British troops; the second, which

was to attempt the reduction <>f the French fort at Niagara, was committed

to the American regulars and Indians, commanded by Governor Shirley,

who now received the rank of a British general from the king; and the

third, an expedition against Crown Point, was to be undertaken by militia

drawn from the northern colonies.

The French court, apprized of Braddock's departure for America, now

made one more attempt to prolong the inactivity of the British govern-

ment, by reiterating assurances of its pacific purposes and earnest desire

of accommodation. But when the Marquis de Mirepoix, the ambassador

of France at London, a truly honorable man, tendered these assurances,

in full reliance on their truth, to the British ministers, they exhibited to

him such incontestable proofs of the insincerity of his court, that he was

struck with astonishment and mortification, and repairing to Versailles,

upbraided the ministers of Louis XV. with the indignity to which they

had exposed him as the tool of their dissimulation. By them he was

referred to the king, who commanded him to return to London with fresh

protestations of his royal intention to preserve peace ; but the conduct of

this monarch corresponded so ill with his professions, that his ambassador

had scarcely obtained an audience to communicate them, when indubitable

assurance was received that a powerful squadron was ready to sail for

America from Brest and Rochefort. In effect, it sailed soon after, and

transported a great quantity of military stores, and four thousand regular

troops, commanded by the Baron Dieskau. Roused by this intelligence,

the British government despatched a small fleet, under the command of

Admiral Boscawen, and afterwards, on learning the superior strength of

the enemy, a few more vessels under Admiral Holborne, to watch the

motions of the French squadron. But no additional land forces were sent

by Britain to America: nor yet did she think tit tc declare war against

Fiance. The French monarch was still more bent on avoiding or at leas)

postponing this extremity; and although a part of the fleet which lie had

despatched to America was attacked off Newf tdland and captured by

Admiral Boscawen, he still refrained from any nearer approach to a decla-

ration of war than the recall of his ambassador from England. [April
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25, 1755.] The British king, in his speech to parliament, asserted the

sincerity of his wishes and endeavors, and still expressed a hope of his

ability, to preserve peace ; but withal declared that he would not purchase

even this blessing at the expense of submitting to encroachments upon

his dominions. An act of parliament was passed, extending the provisions

of the British Mutiny Act to North America ; and declaring that all

troops, raised by any of the colonial governors or assemblies, should,

whenever they acted in conjunction with the British soldiers, be subject

to the same system of martial law and discipline which was maintained in

the British army. A communication, addressed some time before to the

provincial governments, signified the king's commands, that officers com-

missioned by his majesty, or by his commander-in-chief in North America,

should take precedence of till those whose commissions were derived from

the provincial governors or assemblies; "and that the general and field-

officers of the provincial troops should have no rank, when serving with

the general and field-officers commissioned by the crown.'-' This regulation

proved exceedingly unpalatable to the Americans. Washington, in par-

ticular, resenting it as injurious to the merit of his countrymeu, and

calculated to depress their spirit and character, resigned his commission.

Happily, however, for his own fame and his country's interest, he was

persuaded to accept the appointment of aid-de-camp to General Braddock.
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Capture of Kurt Benu Sejoui

While preparations were making for the prosecution of the military

echemes devised in the convention at Annapolis, an expedition, which the

New England States had previously agreed to undertake on condition of

being reimbursed of the expense of it by the British government, was

despatched against the forts and settlements recently established by the

French in Nova Scotia. The main body of the forces thus employed con-

sisted of about three thousand men, raised in New England, principally

in Massachusetts, and conducted by Colonel Winslow, one of the most

popular and considerable inhabitants of this province, and the representa-

tive of one of the old Puritan families which were the pride of New
England, and had gathered the respect of successive generations.

Arriving at the British settlement in Nova Scotia, [May 25, 1755,] the

New England forces were joined by three hundred regular troops and ;<

small train of artillery; and the command of the whole was assumed by

Colonel Monckton, an English officer of resp< etable talents and experience.

This enterprise was pursued with skill and vigor, and crowned with entire

success. Beau Sejour, the principal fort which the French possessed at

Chignecto, after a hot siege of a few days, was compelled to surrender,

and received from the victors the new name of Fort Cumberland. [June

16, 1755.] The garrison were allowed to march out with the honors of

war, and, having engaged not to bear arms for six mouths, were trans-

ported to Louisburg. The other fortresses of the French in this quarter

surrendered shortly after, on the same terms.

The forces by which the conquest of Nova Scotia was thus completed

incurred no greater loss, daring the whole expedition, than that of twenty

men killed and about i- many wounded. Winslow aud his troops, on their

return to New England, expressed much disgust at the distinctions which

were studiously enforced during the campaign between them and the
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British regulars, and which the disproportion between the British and the

incial contingents to the combined army rendered peculiarly striking

and nflFensive. But the success of the enterprise, occurring in thi> early

stage of the war, diffused a general animation through the colonies, and

was hailed as the omen of farther triumph. There needed not this

nfluence, indeed, to exalt the confident expectation that prevailed of a

victorious issue of the greater enterprise which Braddock was to conduct

against the French settlements on the Ohio. It was known that the

garrison of Fort Duquesne did not exceed two hundred men ; and the

British regulars, united with a body of Virginian rangers and a troop of

friendly Indians, seemed more than a match for any additional force that

the French could assemble in this quarter. Braddock might have entered

upon action early in the spring, had he not been delayed by the inability

of the Virginian contractors to fulfil their engagements to furnish a

sufficient quantity of provisions and carriages for his army. That this

accident, which might easily have been foreseen, was not prevented by the

British government, implies the most culpable ignorance or disregard on

their part of the actual condition of the American provinces. The Vir-

ginians, engrossed with the culture of tobacco, did not raise corn enough

for their own subsistence; and being amply provided with the accommo-

dation of. water conveyance, they employed but few wheel-carriages or

beasts of burden; whereas Pennsylvania, which abounded in corn and all

other sorts of provisions, enjoyed but little water-carriage, especially in

its western settlements, where the inhabitants possessed great numbers

of carts, wagons, and horses. The British troops should therefore have

be. mi landed in Pennsylvania, and their supplies contracted for with the

planters there, who could have easily performed their engagements ; and

if their commander had pitched his camp near Frankstown, or elsewhere

upon the south-west borders of this province, he would have had less than

80 miles to march thence to Fort Duquesne, instead of 130 miles,

which he had to traverse from Will's Creek, on the frontiers of Virginia,

where his encampment was actually formed. The road to Fort Duquesne

from the one place was not better or more practicable than from the other.

When Braddock and his officers discovered the incompetence of the

Virginians to fulfil the contract, which only an injudicious preference had

obtained for them, they exclaimed against the blundering ignorance of the

British ministers in selecting a scene so unsuitable to their operations, and

declared that the enterprise was rendered impracticable. It was, indeed,

retarded for many weeks, and must have been deferred till the following

summer if a supply of carriages and provisions had not been seasonably

procured from Pennsylvania, by the influence and exertions of Dr.
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Franklin and some other popular and public-spirited inhabitants of this

province.

OTW I'll I STANDING the blunder by which the

progress of the expedition was thus delayed, it

'£•- would still, in all probability, have been attended

with complete success, if a more fatal error had not

been committed, in the choice of its commander. Brad-

dock was a man of courageous and determined spirit,

and expert in the tactics and evolutions of European

regiments and regular warfare. But, destitute of real

genius, and pedantically devoted to the formalities of military science, he

was fitter to review than to command an army ; and scrupled not to express

his contempt for any troops, however efficient in other respects, whose

exercise on a parade did not display the same regularity and dexterity

which he had been accustomed to witness, and unfortunately to overvalue,

in a regiment of English guards in Hyde Park. Rigid in enforcing the

nicest punctilios and in inflicting the harshest severities of military dis-

cipline ; haughty, obstinate, presumptuous, and difficult of access, he wa<

unpopular among his own troops, and excited the disgust both of the

Americans and the Indians. There are two sorts of vulgarity of mind ;

to the one of which it is congenial timidly to overrate, and to the other

presumptuously to underrate, the importance of scenes and circumstances

remote from the routine of its ordinary experience. The latter of these

qualities had too much place in the character of Braddock, who, though

totally unconversant with American warfare, and strongly warned by the

Duke of Cumberland that ambush and surprise were the dangers which

he had chiefly to apprehend in such scenes, scorned to solicit counsel

adapted to the novelty of his situation from the only persons who were

competent to afford it. Despising the credulity that accepted all that

was reported of the dangers of Indian warfare, he refused, with fatal

skepticism, to believe any part of it. It seemed to him degrading to the

British army to suppose that it needed the direction of provincial officers,

or could be endangered by the hostility of Indian foes.

Filled with that pride which goes before destruction, Braddock com-

menced his march from Will's Creek, on the 10th of June, at the head

"f about 2"200 men. The advance of the army, unavoidably retarded by

the natural impediments of the region it had to traverse, w;is additionally

anil unnecessarily obstructed by the stubborn adherence of Braddock,

nmidsl the boundless woods and tangled thickets of America, to the system

of military movements adapted to the open and extensive plains of Europe.

He was roused at length to greater vigor and activity bv the intelligence
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Washington advising Bnnl'.^k tn aeml Ibnni

that the French at Fort Duquesne expected a reinforcement of 500

regular troops: whereupon, at the head of 1 l^ < »<
» nun whom he ^elected

from the different corps and with ten pieces of cannon and the necessary

ammunition and provisions, he resolved to press forward to the point of

destination— leaving the residue of the army, under Colonel Dnnhar. to

follow with all the heavy baggage, by easy and leisurely marches. After

a laborious progress, which was still unnecessarily retarded, and yet un-

accompanied by the precaution of reconnoitering the woods, Braddocfe

arrived at the Monongahela on the 8th of July, and encamped within ten

miles of Fort Duquesne. Though Dunbar was forty miles behind him,

and the proximity of the enemy increased the danger of instantaneous

attack, he prepared to advance the next day in his usual style of march,

and expected to inve-t the French fortress without opposition. Sir Peter

Ilalket and others of his officers now vainly entreated him to proceed

with greater caution, to convert the column of march into an order of

battle, and to employ the friendly Indians, who attended him, as an

advanced guard, to explore and anticipate the probabilities of ambuscade.

Not less vainly did Washington represent that the profound -dlence and

apparent solitude of the gloomy scenes around them afforded no security

in American warfare against deadly and imminent danger, and offered

with the provincial troops to scour and occupy the woods in the front and

on the flanks of the main body. Braddock treated with equal contempt

the idea of aid and id* hostility from Indian savages; and disdainfully
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rejecting the proposition of Washington, ordered the provincials to form

the rear-guard of the British force.

N the following day, this infatuated com-

mander resumed his march, [July 9,

1755,] without having made the slightest

attempt to gain intelligence of the situa-

tion or dispositions of the enemy. Three

hundred British regulars, conducted hy

Colonel Gage, composed his van; and

Braddock himself followed at some dis-

tance with the artillery and main body

of the army, divided into small columns.

Thus incautiously advancing and having

arrived about noon within seven miles of

Fort Duquesne, in an open wood undergrown thickly with high grass, his

troops wcic suddenly startled by the appalling sound of the Indian war-

cry ; and in the same moment a rattling shower of musketry was poured

on their front and left flank from an enemy so artfully concealed that not

a man of them could be descried. The vanguard, staggered and daunted,

fell back upon the main body : and the firing being repeated with redoubled

fury and without yet disclosing either the numbers or the position of the

assailant-, tenor and confusion bewail to spread among the British troops

;

and many of them Bought safety in flight, notwithstanding all the efforts

of their officers, BOme of whom behaved very gallantly, to recall and

rally them. Braddock himself, if he ever possessed any of the higher

qualities of a soldier, was in this emergency deserted of them all, and

exhibited only an obstinate and unavailing bravery. Instead of raking

tb.e thickets and bushes whence the fire was poured with grape-shot from

the ten pieces of cannon which he had with him, or pushing forward

flanking parties id' his Indian- against the enemy, he confined his attention

exclusively to the regular infantry. To them the only command which

he should have addressed was either an instant retreat, or a rapid charge

without regard to methodical order and regularity. He adopted neither

of these expedients; but, remaining on the ground where he was fiist

attacked, under an incessant and galling fire, he directed the bravo

officers and men who continued with him to form in regular line and

advance. Meanwhile his troops fell fast beneath the iron tempest that

hissed around them, and almost all his officers were singled out one after

another and killed or wounded; for the Indians, who always take delibe-

rate and particular aim when they lire, and aim preferably at the- officere,

easily distinguished them by their dress. After an action of three hours,
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Braddock, under whom three horses were killed, and whose obstinacy

•jecmed to increase with the danger, received a shot through the right ami

and the lungs, and was carried off the field by Colonel Gage. All the

officers on horseback, except Colonel Washington, were now killed or

wounded, and the residue of the troops by whom the conflict had been

maintained abandoned it in dismay and disorder. The provincials, who

were among the last to leave the field, were rallied after the action by

the skill and presence of mind of Washington, and covered the retreat

of the regulars. The defeat was complete.

BOUT seven hundred of the British were killed or

wounded, including a considerable proportion of

the Virginian troops, and sixty-four out of eighty-

five officers. Sir Peter Halket fell by the first

fire, at the head of his regiment ; and the general's

secretary, son to Governor Shirley, was killed

soon after. The artillery, ammunition and bag-

gage were abandoned to the enemy ; and the

defeated army Bed precipitately to the camp of Dunbar, where Braddock

expired of his wounds. Although no pursuit was attempted by the

French, who afterwards gave out that their numbers, including Indian

auxiliaries, had amounted only to 400 men, and, with greater probability,

that their loss in action was perfectly insignificant, Dunbar, struck with

astonishment and alarm, and finding that his troops were infected with

the panic and disarray of the fugitives, hastily reconducted them to Will's

• 'reek. Here letters were brought to him from the governors of Virginia,

Maryland, and Pennsylvania, beseeching him to assist in defending the

frontiers of these provinces, while they would endeavor to raise from the

inhabitants reinforcements that might enable him yet to resume the .en-

terprise against Fort Duquesne. But, diffident of his safety, he declined

to accede to their desire; and abandoning his position at Will's Creek,

pursued a hasty retreat to Philadelphia. Since their arrival in America,

and especially during this retreat, the conduct of the British soldiers

toward the American colonists was marked by licentious rapine and inso-

lence ; and it was generally declared of them that they were much more

formidable to the people whom they had been commissioned to defend.

than to the enemy whom tliuy had undertaken to conquer.

The issue of this expedition, and the different circumstances and result

of the prior campaign in Nova Scotia, could not fail to awaken in the

minds of the colonists impressions no less flattering to American genius

and valour, than unfavorable to British ascendency. Nothing, indeed,

could be more injurious to the dignity and influence of Britain, than that,
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at the very time when she first offended and mortified the colonists by the

superiority which she arrogated to her own soldiers, these soldiers, com-

manded by a British general, should have incurred a disgraceful defeal

by neglecting the advice of the provincial officers, and should have been

saved from total destruction only by the firmness and valour of the pro-

vincial troops. But the Virginians at present had little leisure for such

considerations, amidst the calamitous consequences which immediately

resulted from the defeat on the Ohio. Their frontiers were now exposed

to the hostilities of a foe roused by a formidable attack, inflamed by a

surprising victory, and additionally incited by the timidity displayed by

Dunbar and his troops. A large addition to the militia of the province

was decreed by the Assembly ; and the command of this force was be-

stowed on Colonel Washington, with the unusual privilege of appointing

his own field officers. But, whether from a misdirected economy, or from

the jealousy which they entertained of Governor Dinwiddie, the measures

of the Virginian Assembly were quite inadequate to the purpose of effec-

tual defence. The skilful and indefatigable exertions of Washington,

seconded by his militia with an admirable bravery and warmth of patri-

otic zeal, proved unavailing to stem the furious and desolating incursions

of the French and Indians, who, dividing themselves into small parties,

and actively pursuing a system of predatory hostility, rendered the fron-

tiers of Virginia and Pennsylvania a scene of carnage, terror, and deso-

lation. In the scenes of this desultory warfare, unattended with glory,

but replete with action, danger, and enterprise, did Washington qualify

himself to sustain the greater and more arduous part which his destiny

reserved for him.

HE defeat sustained on the Ohio produced a

very unpropitious effect on the enter-

prise which had been projected against

Niagara, under the conduct of Shirley,

whom Braddock's death had advanced

to the chief command of the British

forces in North America. The troops

destined for this expedition and for

the attack on Crown Point wen' ordered

to assemble at Albany. Those whom
Shirley was personally to lead con-

sisted of certain regiments of regulars,

furnished by New England, New York.

and New Jersey, and of a band of

Indian auxiliaries. Various causes conspired to retard the commence-
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ment of this march ; and while he was advancing to Oswego, the tidings

of Braddock's defeat overtook him, ami spread consternation through his

army. Many of the boatmen and sledgemen who were hired to transport

the stores ami provisions now began to desert ; and the Indians discovered

such backwardness to follow him, or even to adhere longer to the de-

clining fortunes of England, that prudence induced him to consume a

great deal of time in efforts but partially successful to restore their

confidence and regain their good-will. On his arrival at Oswego,

[August 21, 1755,] his forces were so much reduced by desertion, and

the fidelity of the Indians appeared so precarious, that farther delay was

rendered inevitable; and though he finally attempted to press forward

with vigor to Niagara, he was compelled to abandon this design by a

succefflion of heavy rains, the sickness of his troops, and the dispersion

of the few Indians whose constancy endured somewhat longer than that

of the rest of their countrymen. Leaving Colonel Mercer at Oswego,
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with a garrison of seven hundred men, and instructions to build two

additional forts for the security of the place, Shirley reconducted his

unsuccessful army to Albany.

!IE forces which were to proceed from Albany

against Crown Point consisted of militia regi-

ments, amounting to between 5000 and (J000

men, supplied by the New England states and

New York. By the advice of Shirley, the

command of this expedition was intrusted to

William Johnson a native of Ireland, who had

emigrated to New York, and was now a mem-

ber of the council of this province. Johnson was distinguished

by uncommon strength of body, and possessed a hardy, coarse,

and vigorous mind, united with an ambitious and enterprising

temper. lie began life as a common soldier, and in the parent

Btati uld hardly have emerged above the level of this condition; but in

the colonies his genius and good fortune advanced him to wealth, title,

and fame. For several years he resided on the banks of the Mohawk

River; and, studiously cultivating the friendship of the Six Nations, had

acquired a more powerful ascendency over them than any of his country-

men ever before enjoyed. In conformity with the expectation to which

he owed his appointment, he prevailed with Hendrick, one of the chiefs

of thai confederacy, to join the expedition against Crown Point, at the

head of three hundred warriors of his tribe. Johnson, who received

separate commissions from every American province which contributed to

tl nterprise, had never before witnessed a military campaign; and his

troops, except a few of the New Englanders who had shared in the re-

duction of Louisburg, were equally inexperienced. While Johnson was

collecting his artillery and military stores, General Lyman, the second in

command, advanced with the troops to the carrying-place between

Hudson's River and Lake George, about 60 miles from Albany, and

began to build a fortress, which received the name of Fort Edward, on

the east side of the Hudson. Having joined his army, Johnson left a

part of it as a garrison to Fort Edward, and towards the end of August

proceeded with the main body to the southern extremity of Lake George.

Here he learned from his Indian scouts that a party of French and

Indians had established a fort at Tieonderoga, which is situated Otaihe

isthmus between the north end of Lake George and the southern snore

of Lake Champlain, about fifteen miles from Crown Point. As the forti-

fications at Tieonderoga were reported to be incomplete, Johnson, deeming
that the conquest of the place would be attended with little difficulty,
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and regarding it as a key to the main object of his enterprise, was pre-

paring to advance against it, when he was suddenly reduced to act on the

defensive by the motions of the enemy, and the unexpected tidings that

tied him of the force which they possessed.

ARON DIESKAU, an able and experienced officer,

had now arrived in Canada with a strong reinforce-

ment of troops from France ; and having collected a

considerable army both of French and Indians, was

advancing against the British settlements with the

purpose of striking an important blow. Johnson

hastened to transmit this alarming intelligence to the

provinces whose troops he commanded, and especially

to the government of Massachusetts— together with an urgent request

for further assistance, which he reckoned indispensable to the success

of his enterprise, and even to the safety of his army. The issue of

this application affords another instance of that unconquerable spirit

which distinguished the people of New England. Massachusetts had

supplied the greatest part of the force which Johnson already commanded,

and by her various military exertions incurred an expense disproportioned

to her resources, and of which she anxiously solicited a reimbursement

from the parent state. The reputation of Dieskau, and the advantage

which he possessed in commanding disciplined troops, contrasted with the

inexperience of Johnson and the American militia, gave rise to appre-

hensions, which, combining with the depression occasioned by Braddock's

defeat, produced a general despair of the success of the expedition against

Crown Point. But this was a favorite enterprise with the people of New

England, and they were determined to persist in it as long as possible,

and to support to the utmost of their power the brave men who were

engaged in conducting it. A large subsidiary force was raised in Massa-

chusetts, and despatched with the hope of at least extricating Johnson

and his army from the danger of being compelled to surrender to the

superior power of the enemy. But the danger was over before this rein-

forcement reached the scene of action. Dieskau had been ordered to

direct his first effort to the reduction of the British post at Oswego, of

the importance of which the French government was fully aware: and

he had already commenced his march for this purpose, when the tidings

of Johnson's expedition induced him to reserve his force for the defence

of Crown Point. Finding that Johnson's army, which was inferior both

in number and experience, did not venture in approach, lie determined to

advance against it; and expecting an easy victory and the consequent

fall of Fort Edward, proposed, as an ulterior measure, to invade Albany,
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tt ravage the neighboring settlements, and deprive the British of all

communication with Oswego. His purpose would have succeeded, if the

fate of the two armies had depended on the comparative skill of their

commanders. But victory, though commonly, is not indefeasibly, the

prize of either the skilful or the strong.

OlINSON was apprized of Dieskau's ap-

proach, but ignorant both of his position

and of his force ; for the Indians, who were

his scouts, had no words or signs for ex-

pressing any large number, and customarily

pointed to the hair of their heads, or to the

•-tars in the firmament, when they meant

to denote any quantity which exceeded their

reckoning. It was impossible to collect

from their reports whether the French fell

short of 1000, or exceeded 10,000 in number. Yet, notwithstanding this

uncertainty, Johnson, who had fortified his camp at Lake George, com-

mitted the rashness of detaching 1000 men, under the command of a

brave officer, Colonel Ephraim Williams, together with Hendriok and the

Indian auxiliaries, to attack the enemy. [September 6, 1755.] This

detachment had hardly advanced three miles beyond the camp, when it

found itself almost entirely surrounded by the French army, and, after a

gallant but hopeless conflict, was defeated with some loss and put to

flight. Williams fell in this encounter; and Hendrick, with several of

his Indians, who fought with heroic bravery, were also among the slain.

The French, whose loss was not inferior, pursued the fugitives to their

camp, aii'l. had they made an instantaneous attack, they would probably

have carried it ; hut. fortunately for its defenders, a pause took place,

which, though short, gave time for their panic and confusion to subside.

Dieskau had learned a few days before that Johnson had no cannon at

his camp ; and he was not aware, that, in the interim, a number of these

engines had been seasonably transported to it from Fort Edward. Dis-

mayed by the unexpected fire of this artillery, the Canadian militia and

their Indian auxiliaries fled into the woods, whence the discharges of their

musketry against a fortified camp produced little effect. The French

regulars, however, maintained their ground, and with them, Dieskau, in an

engagement which was prolonged for several hours, conducted a vigorous

assault upon Johnson's position. Johnson displayed a firm and intrepid

spirit during his brief participation in the commencement of the action

;

Sut having soon received a painful wound, he was compelled to retire to

his tent and abandon the command to Lyman. Under the conduct of this
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American officer, his countrymen defended their camp with such resolution

and success that the French were finally repulsed with the loss of nearly

1000 men. Dieskau was mortally wounded and taken prisoner; and his

discomfited forces, assembling at some distance and preparing to refresh

themselves with food, were suddenly attacked by a small party of New

York and New Hampshire militia, commanded by Captains Folsom and

McGinnes, and, flying in confusion, left the whole of their baggage and

ammunition a prey to the victors. In the various conflicts by which this

important day was signalized, there were killed or mortally wounded,

about a hundred and thirty of the British provincials, and among others

Captain McGinnes, by whom the success was completed, and Colonel Tit-

comb, of Massachusetts, who had previously gained the praise of distin-

guished bravery at the siege of Louisburg.

Now was the time for the British to improve the advantage they had

won, and reap the full fruit of their victory, by a vigorous pursuit of the

flying enemy, and by investing Crown Point, which, from the smallness

of its garrison, and the impression produced by the defeat of Dieskau,

would have probably afforded them an easy conquest. But Johnson was

less desirous of extending the public advantage, than of reaping and

securing his own personal share in it; and sensible of the claim he bad

acquired on royal favor, he was averse to expose it, while yet unrewarded,

to the hazard oi diminution. He directed his troops to strengthen the

fortifications of his camp, in utter disregard of the spirited counsel of
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Shirley, who pressed him to resume active operations, and at least to

dislodge the French from Ticonderoga, before they had time to fortify

this posl and recover from their surprise and consternation. Whether

from negligence or from a politic deference to the sentiments of the British

court, he maintained scarcely any communication with the New England

governments, and sent the French general and the other prisoners to New
York— although Massachusetts had claimed the distinction of receiving

thein, as due to the preponderance of her interest in the army by which

they were taken. With the additional troops lately raised in this province,

and which were now united to Johnson's original and victorious army, it

was not doubted that he would still attempt some farther enterprise before

the close of the year. But he suffered the opportunity to pass by, and con-

sumed the time in lingering and irresolute deliberation, till, by the advice

of a council of war, the attack of Crown i'oint, and all other active

operations, were abandoned for the present season. [October, 1755.]

His army was then disbanded, with the exception of 600 men, who were

appointed to garrison Fort Edward, and another strong fort which was

erected at the southern extremity of Lake George, and received the name

of Fort William Henry.

HE French, taking advantage

of Johnson's remissness,

exerted themselves to

strengthen Ticonderoga

;

while their Indian allies,

provoked by the conflict

at Lake George, and en-

couraged by the seeming

timidity or incapacity of

the victor, indulged their

revenge and animosity in

furious and destructive

ravages on the frontiers of

Massachusetts and New
Hampshire. The British

colonists, though at first

highly elated with the vie-

tory over Dieskau, perceived with chagrin and disappointment that the

advantages of it were entirely thrown away, and that the issue of an en-

terprise which began with a Bignal defeat of the enemy, had been to

render the chief object of it more difficult of attainment than it was

before. Nor was their dissatisfaction abated by perceiving that Johnson
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alone derived any substantial benefit from the victory, and that to him

exclusively was the gratitude of Britain expressed for the first battle in

which the honor of her arms had been vindicated, since the commencement

of hostilities with France. In Johnson's reports of the action at Lake

George, he assumed the whole merit of it to himself; and while the

superior claims of Lyman, and other Dative Americans were unknown, or

at least unnoticed, in England, Johnson received from the king the dignity

of a baronet, together with the office of royal superintendent of Indian

affairs, and from the parliament a grant of £5000, which was in fact

paid by the colonies, as it was deducted from the sum of £115,000, voted

this year by the House of Commons to New England, New York, and

New Jersey, in consideration of the burdens entailed upon them by

the war.

UILE the British colonies were thus balked

\ of the fruits which might have been reaped

from the victory at Lake George, the French,

with politic and assiduous exertion, were

cultivating the advantage they obtained at

Fort Duquesne. They were particularly

successful in improving the favorable im-

pression of their genius and good fortune

which the defeat of Braddock produced on

the Indian tribes inhabiting the territory adjacent to the river Ohio: and

in the course of this year, some of their emissaries, united with envoys

deputed by these tribes, made their first attempt to seduce the Cherokees,

who had been hitherto the firmest Indian allies of Britain. This nation

differed in some respects from all the other branches of the Indian race,

and especially from those roving tribes who possessed no fixed or constant

habitations. From time immemorial they had occupied the territory

which they still inhabited; and, in speaking of their forefathers, custom-

arily affirmed that, "they sprang from that ground," or that "they de-

scended from the clouds upon those hills." They termed the Europeans,

Nothings, and themselves the beloved people. Hitherto they had regarded

the French with especial aversion, and contemptuously remarked of them,

that they were light as a feather, fickle as the wind, and deceitful as

serpents; and valuing themselves on the grave and stately decorum of

their own manners, they resented the sprightly levity of French deport-

ment as an unpardonable insult. But now the chief warrior of the

Cherokees sent in haste a message to Glen, the governor of South Caro-

lina, acquainting him with the intrigues of the French and their Indian

partisans, and advising him to hold a general conference with the Cherokee
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tribes, and to renew the former treaties of his countrymen with them.

Glen, sensible of the importance of securing tin- favor of these powerful

tribes, who at this time could bring about three thousand warriors into

the field, willingly acceded to the proposition of a conference, and met

the chiefs of the Cherokees in their own country, at a place 200 miles

distant from Charleston. The conference that ensued, lasted about a

week, and terminated in the renovation of a friendly league, and in an

arrangement by which, to the satisfaction of both parties, a large section

of their territory was ceded by the Indians to the king of Great Britain.

This acquisition, which was defined by deeds of conveyance, executed by

the chiefs of the Cherokees in the name of their people, occasioned the

removal of the Indians to a greater distance from the English, and enabled

the inhabitants of Carolina to extend their settlements into the interior

of the country, in proportion to the increase of their numbers. Soon

after the cession took place, Governor Glen built a fort, which was named

Prince George, at a spot on the Savannah River, about 300 miles from

Charleston, and within gun-shot of an Indian town called Keowee. It

contained barracks for a hundred men, and was designed for the security

of the western frontiers of Carolina.

LTHOUGH a war between the French and

English had been openly on foot for more than

two years in America, it had not yet been

formally proclaimed. The British government,

conscious of the moderation (not to say the

timidity) of its own views, obstinately clung to

the hope that peace might yet be established

by an amicable arrangement, and upon solid

foundations ; and the French court, trans-

ported by immoderate ambition, and yet more
misled by ignoble cunning and intrigue, studiously encouraged that hope,

with the view of relaxing the vigor of British hostility. But, at length,

all prospect of accommodation having ceased, a formal declaration of war

was published by Great Britain, [May 17, 1756,] and followed soon after

by a counter proclamation from France, whose cabinet apparently

cherished the hope that an attack upon the English monarch's German
possessions, to which, from birth and education, he was notoriously much
more attached than to England, might alarm him into a modification of

his pretensions in America. A reinforcement of troops had been des-

patched to America two months before this event, under Genera] Aber-

-•rombie, who was appointed to supersede Shirley in the chief command
B itish forces. An act of parliament wn< passed for enabling the
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king to grant the rank and pay of military officers to a limited number

of foreign Protestants, residing and naturalized in the colonies. This

act, which was not passed without a strong opposition in England, excited

great discontent and apprehension in America. Another contemporary

statute empowered the king's officers to recruit their regiments by enlisting

the indented .servants of the colonists, with the consent of their masters.

The plan of operations for this year's campaign was concerted in the

council of provincial governors at New York. It was proposed to raise

10,000 men for an expedition against Crown Point; 6000 for an attempt

upon Niagara; and 3000 for the attack of Fort Duquesne. In addition

to this large force, and in aid of its operations, it was resolved that 2000

men should proceed up the river Kennebec, destroy the French settle-

ments on the river Chaudiere, and advancing to its mouth, within three

miles of Quebec, distract the attention of the enemy, and spread alarm

through all the adjacent quarter of Canada. To facilitate the reduction

of Crown Point, it was proposed to take advantage of the season when

the hikes should be frozen, in order to seize Ticonderoga ; but this

measure was rendered impracticable by the unusual mildness of the winter.

I HE command of the expedition

against Crown Point was in-

trusted to General Winslow,

who, on reviewing the provincial

troops destined for this service,

found their number to amount only to about

7000 : a force, which, after deducting from

it the garrisons required at various places,

appeared inadequate to the enterprise.

The arrival of the British troops under Abercrombie, while it supplied

the deficiency, created a new difficulty, which for a while suspended the

expedition. .Much disgust was excited in America by the regulations of

the crown respecting military rank ; and Winslow, when consulted on this

delicate point by Abercrombie, avowed his apprehension, that, if the

result of a junction of the British and provincial troops should be to

place the provincials under British officers, it would provoke general dis-

content, and probably occasion extensive desertion. To avoid so serious

an evil, it was finally arranged, that the provincials, taking the lead,

should advance against the enemy, and that at the forts and other posts

which they were progressively to quit, the regulars should succeed to their

stations and perforin the duty of garrisons. This matter was hardly

settled, when the discussion of it was again renewed by the Earl of

Loudoun, who now arrived in America, to succeed Abercrombie, as com-
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mander-in-chief of the British forces, and with the additional appoint-

ment of governor of Virginia, [July, 1756. J An unusual extent of

authority was delegated to Lord Loudoun hy his commission ; and from

some parts of the subsequent conduct of this nobleman, it would seem

that he was prompted either by his instructions, or by his own disposition,

to render his power at least as formidable to the British colonists as to

the enemy. He gravely demanded of the officers of the New England

regiments, if they and their troops were willing to act in conjunction with

the British regulars, and to obey the king's commander-in-chief, as his

majestv had directed. To this the provincial officers unanimously replied,

that they cheerfully submitted themselves in all dutiful obedience to Lord

Loudoun, and were ready and willing to act in conjunction with the royal

forces ; but that, as the New England troops had been enlisted this year

on particular terms, and had proceeded thus far according to their original

compact and organization, they entreated, as a favour, that Lord Loudoun

would permit them to act separately, so far as might be consistent with

the interests of his majesty's service. His lordship having acceded to

their desire, this point of honor seemed at leugth to be satisfactorily

adjusted ; when, suddenly, the plan of the British campaign was discon-

certed by the alarming intelligence of an important advantage obtained

by the French.

HE Marquis de Montcalm, an officer of high reputation

for vigor and ability, who succeeded Baron Dieskau

in the chief command of the French forces in Canada,

conducting an army of 5000 regulars, Canadian

militia, and Indians, by a rapid march, to Oswego,

invested one of the two forts which the British pos-

sessed there ; and having promptly made the necessary

dispositions, opened his trenches at midnight with thirty-two pieces ef

cannon, besides several brass mortars and howitzers. [August 12, 1756.]

The scanty stock of ammunition with which the garrison had been supplied

was soon exhausted ; and Colonel Mercer, the commander, thereupon

spiked his guns, and evacuating the place, carried his troops without the

loss of a single man into the other fort. Upon this stronghold a heavy

fire was speedily poured by the enemy from the deserted post, of which

they assumed possession ; and Mercer having been killed by a cannon-

ball, the garrison, dismayed by his loss and disappointed in an attempt to

procure aid from Fort George, situated about four miles and a hall up

the river, where Colonel Schuyler was posted, demanded a capitulation,

and surrendered as prisoners of war. The garrison consisted of the regi-

ments of Shirley and Pepperell, and amounted to 1400 men. The con-
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ditions of surrender were, that the prisoners should be- exempted from

plunder, conducted to Montreal, and treated with humanity. But these

conditions were violated in a manner disgraceful to the warfare of the

French. It was the duty of Montcalm to guard his engagements from

the danger of infringement by his savage allies ; and yet he instantly

delivered up twenty of his prisoners to the Indians who accompanied

him, as victims to their vengeance for an equal number of their own race

who perished in the siege. Nor was the remainder of the captive garrison

protected from the cruelty and indignity with which these savages

customarily embittered the fate of the vanquished. Almost all of them

were plundered; many were scalped; and some were assassinated. In

the two forts, the victors obtained possession of 121 pieces of artillery,

fourteen mortars, and a great quantity of military stores and provisions.

A number of sloops and boats at the same time fell into their hands. No
sooner was Montcalm in possession of the forts than, with judicious policy,

he demolished thcin both in the presence of the Indians of the Six Nations,
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within whose territory they were erected, and whose jealousy they had

not a little awakened.

N consequence of this disastrous event, all the

plans of offensive operation that had been con-

certed on the part of the British were aban-

doned. Winslow was commanded by Lord

Loudoun not to proceed on his intended expe-

dition against Ticonderoga and Crown Point,

but to fortify his camp ; while General Webb,

with 1400 British regulars, and Sir William

Johnson, with 1000 militia, were stationed at

positions fitted to support Winslow and repel

the farther attacks which were anticipated from the French. The pro-

jected expedition up the Kennebec, to destroy the settlements on the

Chaudiere, terminated in a mere scouting-party which explored the

country. The enterprise proposed against Fort Duquesne was not carried

into effect. Virginia declined to participate farther in the general war-

fare than by defensive operations: and even these were conducted on a

scale inadequate to the protection of her own people. Pennsylvania

raised 1500 men, but with no other view than to guard her frontier settle-

ments ; and Maryland, whose frontier was covered by the adjoining pro-

vinces, remained completely inactive. In South Carolina the slaves were

so much more numerous than the white inhabitants, that it was judged

unsafe to detach any troops from this province. A fort was now built

on Tennessee River, about 500 miles from Charleston, and called Fort

Loudoun; and this, together with Fort Prince George and Fort Moore

on the Savannah River, and the forts of Fredcrica, and Augusta, was

garrisoned by the king's independent companies of infantry embodied for

the protection of Carolina and Georgia. Lord Loudoun, whether per-

plexed by the inferiority of his capacity to the difficulties of his situation,

or justly accounting that the season was too far advanced to admit of any

enterprise against the enemy, confined his attention to the preparation

of an early campaign in the ensuing spring, and to the immediate security

of the frontiers of the British colonies. Fort Edward and Fort William

Henry were put in a posture of defence, and secured each with a com-

petent g itrraos ; and the remainder of the British forces were placed in

winter
(
uirters at Albany, where barracks were built for their reception.

The F/cnch, meanwhile, sacked a small fort and settlement called Gran-

ville, on the confines of Pennsylvania, and in conjunction with their Indian

nllies, carried ravage and desolation into many of the frontier settlements

of the British provinces. But these losses were in Bome measure balanced
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by the advantage resulting from a treaty of peace which the governor

of Pennsylvania concluded with the Delaware Indians—a powerful tribe

that dwelt on the river Susquehannah, and form as it were a line or belt

along the southern skirts of this province. At the same time, the govern-

ment of Virginia secured t lie friendship and alliance of the tribes of the

Cherokees and Catawbas. Notwithstanding some appearances of an op-

posite import, it was expected that a vigorous effort would be made by the

British in the ensuing campaign to retrieve their recent disasters and

humble the insolence of the enemy—the more especially, as in the close

of this year a fresh reinforcement of troops, with a large supply of war-

like stores, was despatched in fourteen transports and under convoy of

two British ships of war, from Cork to North America.

UCH discontent and impatience had been latterly excited

in England by the events of the war, which was conducted

still more unhappily in other parts of the world than in

the American provinces. The nation, exasperated by

the triumphs of France, was eager to shift from itself

the scandal of occurrences so humiliating to its pride

and glory ; and attempts the most impudent and absurd

were made to load the Americans with the blame of Braddock's defeat

and of every other calamity and disappointment which they had partaken

with the British forces. Among other individuals who were now sacrificed

by the British court, as victims partly to its own mortification and partly

to popular displeasure, was Shirley, the governor of Massachusetts, who

was recalled this year to England, and appointed soon after to the

government of the Bahama Islands.

The vacated dignity of Shirley was then conferred on Thomas Pow-

nall, an Englishman, formerly lieutenant-governor of New Jersey, and

related to persons holding high official situations in the parent state.

The policy of of this officer was the very reverse of that which Shirley

had pursued, and led him to devote himself unreservedly to the views and

wishes of the popular party in Massachusetts.

The expectations which had been formed both in Britain and America

of a vigorous and successful campaign, were completely disappointed.

If it had been the wish or intention of the British ministers to render

the guardian care of the parent state ridiculous, and its supremacy odious

to the colonists, they could hardly have selected a fitter instrument for

the achievement of this sinister purpose than Lord Loudoun. Devoid

of genius, either civil or military ; in carriage at once imperious and un-

dignified ; always hurried, and hurrying others, yet making little progress
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in the despatch of business
; quick, abrupt, and forward to project and

threaten, but infirm, remiss, and mutable in pursuit and execution; negli-

gent lit' even the semblance of public virtue; impotent against the enemy

whom he was sent to destroy; formidable only to the spirit and liberty

of the people whom he was commissioned to defend— he provoked alter-

nately the disgust, the jealousy, and the contemptuous amazement of the

colonists of America. In the commencement of the present year.

[January, 1757,] he repaired to Boston, where he was met by a council

composed of the governors of Nova Scotia, and of the states of New
England. To this council he addressed a speech, in which, with equal

insolence and absurdity, he ascribed the public safety to the efforts of the

English soldiers, and all the recent successes of the French to the mis-

conduct of the American troops, or the provincial governments. It is

unlikely, notwithstanding the arrogance of his disposition and the nar-

rowness of his capacity, that he could have expected to stimulate the

Americans to a higher strain of exertion, by depreciating their past

services, and exalting above their gallant and successful warriors the de-

feated troops and disgraced commanders of England. Nor, indeed, did he

seek to compass any such chimerical purpose. He required that the

governments of New England should contribute only 4000 men, which

should be despatched to New York, there to unite with the quotas to be

furnished by that province and New Jersey, and thereafter to be con-

ducted by him to an enterprise, which he declared that the interests of the

British service forbade him at present to disclose, but which, the council

might be assured, would not be uncongenial to the views and sentiments

of the people of New England. This moderate requisition, far inferior to

the exaction which had been anticipated, served at least to silence the

murmurs, though it could not appease the discontent and indignation,

created by Lord Loudoun's preliminary remarks ; and the levies he de-

manded, having been speedily raised, hastened to unite with the contin-

gents drawn from the other provinces at New York, where, early in the

spring, the British commander found himself at the head of more than

6000 American troops.

„_T was expected by the states of New England, and perhaps

was the original purpose of Lord Loudoun himself, that

the force thus assembled should be applied to the reduc-

tion of Ticonderoga and Crown Point ; but he was induced

to depart from this plan, if, indeed, he ever entertained

it, by the tidings of an additional armament having been

despatched from Britain to Nova Scotia. This armament,

consisting of eleven ships of the line, besides transports and bomb-ketches,
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under the command of Admiral Holborne and Commodore Holmes, and

containing 6000 disciplined soldiers, conducted by George, Viscount

Howe, arrived accordingly at Halifax, [July, 1757,] whither Lord Lou-

doun shortly after repaired, along with the forces he had collected at New
York. He now proclaimed his intention of declining, for the present, all

active operations against Crown Point or Ticonderoga, and of uniting his

whole disposable force in an expedition to Cape Breton, for the conquest

of Louisburg. This abandonment of the enterprise on which they had con-

fidently relied, was a severe disappointment to the states of New England ;

nor was their concern abated by the issue of the design which Lord Loudoun

preferably embraced ; for it now appeared that he was totally unacquainted

with the condition of the fortress he proposed to subdue; and his attack

upon it was first suspended by the necessity of gaining this preliminary

information, and ultimately relinquished in consequence of the result of

his inquiries, and of the accession of force the place received while these

inquiries were pursued. It was found that Louisburg was garrisoned by

6000 regular troops, besides militia, and farther defended by seventeen

line-of-battle ships moored in the harbor, and which arrived while the

British troops lingered inactively at Halifax. Lord Loudoun, accounting

the armament he commanded unequal to cope with this force, announced

that the enterprise must be deferred until the following year ; and having

dismissed the provincial troops, he returned in the end of August to New
York, there to learn the disaster which his conduct had occasioned in

another quarter, and which crowned the disgrace of this inglorious

campaign.

ONTCALM, the French commander, availing

himself of the unskilful movement by which

Lord Loudoun withdrew so large a portion of

the troops from New York to Halifax, advanced

with an army of 9000 men, and laid siege to

Fort William Henry, which was garrisoned by

nearly 3000 troops, partly English, and partly

American, commanded by a brave English officer, Colonel Monroe. The

security of this important post was supposed to be still farther promoted

by the proximity of Fort Edward, which was scarcely fourteen miles from

it, and where the English general, Webb, was stationed with a force of

4000 men. Had Webb done his duty, the besiegers might have been

repulsed, and Fort William Henry preserved ; but though he received

timely notice of the approach of the enemy, yet, with strange indolence

oi timidity, he neither summoned the American governments to aid the
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place with their militia, nor despatched a single company of his own

soldiers to its succour. Nay, whether or not he desired, so far was he

from hoping to avert, its capture, that the only communication he made

to Monroe, during the siege, was a letter conveying the faint-hearted

counsel to surrender without delay. [August 9, 1757.]

N the other hand, Montcalm, who was endowed with a

high degree of military spirit and genius, pressed the

assault on Fort William Henry with the utmost vigor

and skill. He had infused his own daring ardor into

the French soldiers, and roused the fury and enthu-

siasm of his Indian auxiliaries, by promising revenge

proportioned to their losses, and unrestricted plunder

as the reward of their conquest. After a sharp re-

sistance, which, however, endured only for six days, Monroe, finding that

his ammunition was exhausted, and that hopes of relief were desperate,

was compelled to surrender the place by a capitulation, of which the terms

were far more honorable to the vanquished than the fulfilment of them

was to the victors. It was conditioned that the garrison should not serve

against the French for eighteen months ; that they should march out with

the honors of war : and, retaining their private baggage, be escorted to

Fort Edward by French troops, as a security against the lawless ferocity

of the Indians. 15ut these savages were incensed at the terms which

Montcalm (whether swayed by generous respect for a gallant foe, or

apprehensive that Webb might be roused at length from his supine in-

difference) conceded to the garrison ; and, seeing no reason why the

French general should postpone the interest of his allies to that of his

enemies, were determined, that, if he broke his word with either party, it

should not be with them. Of the scene of cruelty and bloodshed which

ensued, the accounts which have been transmitted are not less uniform

than horrid and disgusting. The only point wrapped in obscurity is, how

far the French general and his troops were voluntarily or unavoidably

spectators of the violation of the treaty they stood pledged to fulfil.

According to some accounts, no escort whatever was furnished to the

British garrison. According to others, the escort was a mere mockery,

both in respect of the numbers of the French guards, and of their willing-

ness to defend their civilized enemies against their savage friends. It is

certain that the escort, if there was any, proved totally ineffectual : and

this acknowledged circumstance, taken in conjunction with the prior

occurrences at Oswego, is sufficient to load the character of Montcalm

with an imputation of treachery and dishonor, which, as it has Dever yet

been satisfactorily repelled, seems likely to prove as lasting as his name.
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Masracre of the Prisoner* :it Fort William Hcnn

No sooner had the garrison marched out, and surrendered their arms, in

reliance upon the pledge of the French general, than a furious and irre-

sistible attack was made upon them by the Indians, who stripped them

both of their bagtrage and their clothes, and murdered or made pris.

of all who attempted resistance. About 1500 persons were thus slaugh-

tered or carried into captivity. Such was the fate of eighty men be-

longing to a New Hampshire regiment, of which the complement was nu

more than 200. A number of Indian allies of the English, and who had

formed part of the garrison, fared still nmre miserably. They were seized

without scruple by their savage enemies, and perished in lingering and

barbarous torture. Of the garrison of Fort William Henry scarcely a

half were enabled to gain the shelter of Fort Edward in a straggling and

wretched condition.

HE British colonists were struck with the most painful sur-

\ prise and alarm by the tidings of this disaster. Many
Li persons were induced to question the fidelity of General

Webb, whose conduct, indeed, 'hough not justly obnoxious

!
t to this charge, yet merited the sharpest and most con-

temptuous censure; and all were inflamed with the highest

indignation by the atrocious breach of Montcalm's treaty

with the garrison of Fort William Henry. Webb, roused at length from

his lethargy, by the personal fear that fell on him, hastily invoked the

succour of the states of New England. The call was promptly obeyed;

and a portion of the militia of Massachusetts and Connecticut was des-

patched to check the victorious progress of the French, who, it was feared,
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would not only make an easy conquest of Fort Edward, but penetrate to

Albany. So zealously was this service undertaken by Massachusetts,

that a large extent of her own frontier was stripped of its defenders, and

left for a time in a very precarious situation. But Montcalm, whether

dannted by this vigorous demonstration, or satisfied with the blow he had

struck, and engrossed with the care of improving its propitious influence

on the minds of the Indians, refrained from even investing Fort Edward,

and made no farther attempt at present to extend the range of his con-

quests. The only additional operation of the French, during the season,

w:ts a predatory enterprise in concert with their Indian allies against the

Hourishing British settlements at German Flats, in the province of New
York, and along the Mohawk River, which they utterly wasted with fire

and sword. At sea, from a fleet of twenty-one British merchant-vessels,

homeward bound from Carolina, they succeeded in making prizes of nine-

teen, which were loaded with valuable cargoes. Thus ended a campaign

which covered Britain and her cabinet and commanders with disgrace,

filled her colonies with the most gloomy apprehension and discontent, and

showed conquest blazing with full beams on France.

HE progress of -the war in America had been hitherto

signalized by the discomfiture of the English and the

triumph of the French— a result that was beheld with

increasing resentment and impatience in England. It

was a circumstance additionally irritating and mortifying

[o this people, that the few advantages which had been

f t\ gained over the French were exclusively due to the colonial troops,

while unredeemed disaster and disgrace had attended all the efforts

of the British forces. The events of the two last campaigns were

remarkably unpropitious to Britain, and induced or at least mani-

festly betokened the decisive preponderance of the power of France in

America. By the acquisition of Fort William Henry, the French ob-

tained entire possession of the lakes Champlain and George ; and by the

destruction of Oswego, they acquired the dominion of the other lakes

which connect the St. Lawrence with the waters of the Mississippi. The

first afforded the easiest intercourse between the northern colonies and

Canada ; the last united Canada to Louisiana. By the continued pos-

session of Fort Duquesne, they extended their influence over the Indians,

and held undisturbed possession of all the country westward of the

Alleghany mountains. The superior strength of Britain, unskilfully

exerted, was visibly yielding, in this quarter of the world, to the superior

vigor and dexterity of her rival, who, with victorious strides, was rapidly

gaining a position, which, if it did not infer the entire conquest of the
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British settlements, ;it least enabled her to intercept their farther growth,

to cramp their commerce, ami continually to overawe them, and attack

them with advantage. The spirit of the English nation, which had been

kindling for some time, was in this emergency provoked to a pitch that

could brook no longer the languid ami inefficient conduct of the operations

in America. William Pitt, afterwards Karl of Chatham, the most alle

and accomplished statesman arid senator that Great Britain had yet pro-

duced, and who had long combated with his powerful rhetoric and majestic

eloquence the policy of directing the chief military efforts of England to

the continent of Europe, was now, in opposition to the wishes of the king,

but in compliance with the irresistible will of the nation, placed at the

head of the British ministry. He had received this appointment in the
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ppring of the preceding year; and again, in the autumn, after a short

expulsion from office, was reinstated in it more firmly than before.

The strenuous vigor and enlarged capacity of this extraordinary man,

whose faculties were equally fitted to rouse the spirit and to wield the

strength of a great nation, produced <i dawn of hope and joy throughout

the whole British empire. His elevation was hailed with enthusiasm, as

the pledge of retributive triumph to his country; and in effect it speedily

checked the fortune of the enemy, and occasioned a signal revolution in

the relative power and predicament of France and England. Lord Lou-

doun, whether from his general Blackness and indistinctness in the con-

duct of business, or from his personal or political dislike to the minister,

conducted his correspondence with him in a very negligent manner; and

Pitt is reported to have assigned as the reason for superseding this com-

mander, that hr i-iiuhl never ascertain what Lord Loudoun was doing.

:IIE same express which brought

the tidings of Loudoun's recall

conveyed a circular letter from

Pitt to the provincial governors,

acquainting them with the resolu-

tion id' the British cabinet to send a power-

ful armament to operate by sea and land

against the French in America, and inviting

them to raise as numerous levies of auxiliary

troops as the population of their respective

provinces could afford. Arms, ammunition,

tents, provisions, and boats, it was announced, would be furnished by the

crown : and the provincial governors, meanwhile, were desired to levy,

clothe, and pay their troops, and appoint the officers of their various

regiments. They were assured that it was the king's determination, by

the most vigorous and expensive efforts, to repair the losses and disap-

pointments of the last inactive and unhappy campaign, and to repel, by

the blessing of God upon his arms, the dangers impending over his people

and possessions in North America : that, for this purpose, the war, which

had hitherto been defensive on the part of the British, was now to be

carried into the heart of the enemy's territory; and, to encourage the

colonists to co-operate in this great and important design, his majesty

would recommend to his parliament to grant to the several provinces such

compensation for the expenses they might incur, as their vigor and activity

should appear justly to merit. At this intelligence, the Americans, and

especially the people of New England, wen- aroused to a generous emula-

tion with the awaken- 1 spirit of the parent state; mutual jealousy and
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distrust were swallowed up for a season, in common ardor for the honor

of Britain and the safety of America ; and with the most cheerful confi-

Jence and alacrity, all the states of New England vied in exertions to

strengthen by their co-operation the promised British armament. In

Massachusetts there were raised 7000 men ; in Connecticut, 5000 : and

in New Hampshire, 900. The numbers of the Rhode bland, New fork,

and New Jersey levies have not been specified. These troops were ready

to take the field early in May— previously to which time, Admiral Bos-

cawen arrived at Halifax with a considerable fleet, and 12,000 British

troops, conducted by General Amherst, an officer of distinguished skill

and ability, and under whom a subordinate command was exercised by
General Wolfe, one of the most heroic and magnanimous spirits of the

age. Abercrombie, on whom the chief command of the entire forces em-

ployed in this quarter of the world devolved, was now at the head of the

most powerful army that had ever been assembled in America, consisting

of 50,000 men, of whom 22,000 were regular troops. He was a person

of slender abilities, and utterly devoid of energy and resolution; and

Pitt too late regretted the error he committed in intrusting a command
of such importance to one so little known to him, and who proved so unfit

to sustain it.

HE conquest of Canada was the object to

which the most a'rdent wishes of the British

colonists were directed; but they quickly

perceived that the gratification of this hope,

if ever realized, must be deferred at least

till the succeeding year ; as the cabinet of

England had determined, for the protection

of the English commerce against the cruisers

and privateers of Erance, to employ a con-

siderable part of the assembled forces in an

attack upon Louisburg, and to commence its

new system of operations by the reduction of that place. Three expe-

ditions were proposed for the present year [175:3] : the first, against

Louisburg ; the second, against Ticonderoga and Crown Point ; and the

third, against Fort Duquesne. In prosecution of the first of these enter-

prises, Admiral Boscawen, sailing from Halifax, [May 28,] with a fleet

of twenty ships of the line and eighteen frigates, conveying an army of

14,000 men conducted by Amherst, of which but a small proportion were

provincial troops, arrived before Louisburg on the 2d of June. The

garrison of this place, commanded by the Chevalier de Drucourt, an in-

trepid and experienced officer, was composed of 2500 regulars, aided by
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600 militia. The condition of the harbor, secured by five ships of tha

line, one fifty-gun ship, and five frigates, three of which were sunk across

the mouth of the basin, rendered it necessary for the invaders to land at

some distance from the town. From the defensive precautions which the

enemy had adopted, this operation was attended with considerable diffi-

culty ; but, by the heroic resolution and resistless intrepidity of General

Wolfe, it was accomplished with success and little loss ; and the troops

having boon landed at the creek of Cormoran, [June 8,] and the artillery

stores brought on shore, Wolfe was detached with 2000 men to seize a

post which was occupied by the enemy at Lighthouse Point, and was cal-

culated to afford advantage to the besiegers, by enabling them to annoy

the ships in the harbor and the fortifications of the town. On the ap-

pearance of Wolfe, the post was abandoned ; and there the British soon

erected a formidable battery. [June 12.] Approaches were also made
on the opposite side of the town ; and the siege was pressed with a resolute

activity characteristic of the English commanders, and yet with a severe

and guarded caution, inspired by the strength of the place and the repu-

tation of its governor and garrison, who fully supported the high idea that

was entertained of them, by the skilful and obstinate valor they exerted

in its defence. In all the operations of the siege, the dauntless courage

and indefatigable energy of Wolfe were signally pre-eminent. A heavy

cannonade having been maintained against the town and harbor, a bomb,

exploding, set fire to one of the large ships, which soon blew up ; and

the flames were communicated to two others, which shared the same fate.

The English admiral, in consequence of this success, despatched boats

manned with 600 men into the harbor to make an attempt during the

night on the two ships of the line which still remained to the enemy. In

spite of a tremendous fire of cannon and musketry, the assailants success-

fully performed this perilous feat ; and one of the ships, which happened

to be aground, was destroyed, while the other was towed off in triumph.

By this gallant exploit, the English gained complete possession of the

harbor ; and already more than one practicable breach in the works were

produced by their batteries. The governor now judged the place no

longer defensible, and offered to capitulate ; but his propositions were

refused ; and it was required that the garrison should surrender at discre-

tion, or abide the issue of an assault by sea and land. These severe

terms, though at first rejected, were finally embraced ; and in accordance

with them, Louisburg, with all its artillery, provisions, and military stores,

her with Isle Royale, St. John's, and their dependencies, was sur-

rendered on the :26th of July to the English, who, without farther difficulty,

took entire possession of the island of Cape Breton. Four hundred of
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the besiegers and 1500 of the garrison were killed or wounded daring the

siege ; and the town of Louisburg was reduced to nearly a heap of ruins.

In this town the conquerors found 221 pieces of cannon, eighteen mortars,

and a vast quantity of stores and ammunition. The inhabitants of Cape

Breton were transported to France in English ships ; but the French

garrison and their naval auxiliaries were carried prisoners of war t.>

England, where the unwonted tidings of victory and conquest were bailed

with demonstrations of the liveliest triumph and joy. The French colors

taken at Louisburg were carried in grand procession from Kensington

Palace to the Cathedral of St. Paul's; and a form of thanksgiving was

appointed to be used on the occasion in all the churches of Englan 1. The

sentiments of the parent state were re-echoed in America; where the

people of New England, more especially, partook of the warmth of an ex-

altation that revived the glory of their own previous achievement in the

first conquest of Cape Breton.

EFORE this conquest was completed, the expedition against

Ticonderoga and Crown Point occurred to check the

new and victorious career of the British arms in America.

This enterprise was conducted by General Abercrombie,

who, on the 5th of July, embarked his troops on Lake

George in 125 whaleboats, and 900 batteaux. His army

consisted of 10,000 effective men, of whom 9000 were provincials, and

was attended by a formidable train of artillery. Among other officers,

he was accompanied by Lord Howe, a young English nobleman, who ex-

hibited the most promising military talents, and whose valor, courtesy,

and g 1 sense had greatly endeared him both to the English and the

provincial troops. The mass of mankind are always prone to regard with

veneration those titular distinctions, which, having no real substance,

afford unbounded scope to the exercise of fancy ; and almost universal

suffrage is won, when the possessor of such lofty, though unsolid, pre-

tensions appears to justify them by merit and mitigate them by generosity,

instead of arrogating them with stern insolence, or reposing on them with

indolent pride. Lord Howe seemed to regard his titular distinction less

as a proof of noble nature than an incentive to noble action, and as

facilitating the indulgence of an amiable politeness by exempting him

from all suspicion of mean, obsequious servility. From the day of his

arrival in America, he conformed himself, and caused his regiment to con-

form, to the style of service which the country required, lie was the

first to encounter the danger to which he conducted others, and to set the

example of every sacrifice he required them to incur. While the strict

discipline ho maintained commanded respect, the kind and graceful
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tj»>neral Abercromhie's Arm Georse

licnevolence of his manners conciliated affection. He was the idol and

soul of the army.

~~SF^t^_f=^ HE first operations of Abercrombie were Erected

Wl JJl_ against Ticonderoga. Having disembarked at

the landing place in a cove on the western side

of the lake, the troops were formed into four

columns, of which the centre was occupied by the

British and the flanks by the provincials. In

this order they marched against the advanced

guard of the French, which, consisting of one

battalion only, destroyed its encampment and

made a precipitate retreat. Proceeding from the abandoned post against

Ticonderoga, the British columns, bewildered by tangled thickets, and

misled by unskilful guides, were thrown into confusion and commingled

in a disorderly manner. At this juncture. Lord Howe, advancing at the

head of the right centre column, unexpectedly encountered the fugitive

battalion of the French, who had lost their way in the woods, and now

stumbled upon the enemy from whom they were endeavoring to escape.

Tln-y consisted of regulars and a few Indians; and, ootwithstanding their

surprise and inferiority of numbers, displayed a promptitude of action and

courage that had nearly reproduced the catastrophe of Braddook. With

audacious temerity, which in war is easily mistaken for deliberate confi-

dence, and frequently prevail- over superior strength, they attacked their

pursuer-; and at the first fire Lord Howe with a number of his soldier?
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fell. [July 6.] The suddenness of the assault, the terror inspired by

the Indian yell, and the grief and astonishment created by the death

of Lord Howe, excited a general panic among the British regulars ; but

the provincials, who flanked them, and who were better acquainted with

the mode of fighting practised by the enemy, stood their ground and soon

defeated their opponents, with a slaughter, compared to which the loss

of the British in point of numbers was inconsiderable. But the death

of Lord Howe had depressed the spirit and enfeebled the councils of the

army; and to this circumstance its subsequent misfortunes were mainly

ascribed. The loss of that brave and accomplished officer was generally

deplored in America; and the assembly of Massachusetts, not long after,

caused a monument to be erected to his memory in Westminster Abbey.

HE British forces, without farther opposition, took

possession of a post situated within two miles of

Ticonderoga, [July 7,] previously occupied by an

advanced guard commanded by Colonel Bradstreet, a

provincial officer distinguished by his valor, intelli-

gence, and activity. • The general, understanding

that the garrison at Ticonderoga consisted of about

6000 men, (French, Canadians, and Indians,) and that

a reinforcement of three thousand more was daily expected, resolved on

an immediate assault of the place. He directed his engineer to recon-

noitre the position and intrenchments of the enemy ; and, trusting to a

hasty survey and a rash report of their weakness, embraced the dangerous

purpose of forcing them without the assistance of cannon. The troops,

having received orders to march up briskly, to rush upon the enemy's

fire, and to reserve their own until they had passed a breastwork which

was represented as easily superable, advanced to the attack with the

highest intrepidity. [July 8.] But unlooked-for impediments resisted

their progress. The breastwork proved much more formidable than had

been reported, and in front of it, to a considerable distance, trees were

felled with their branches protruding outward and sharpened to a point

;

by which obstruction the assailants were not only retarded in their advanci

.

but, becoming entangled among the boughs, were exposed in helpless em
liarrassment and disorder to a galling and destructive fire. The provincials,

who were posted behind the regulars, inflamed with impatience, and not

sufficiently restrained by discipline, could not be prevented from firing;

and notwithstanding their expertness as marksmen, their fire was supposed

to have proved more fatal to their friends than their enemies. This san-

guinary conflict was protracted during four hours. Of the assailants

there were killed and wounded about "2000 turn, including 400 of the
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provincials. One half of a Highland regiment commanded by Lord

John Murray, with twenty-five of its officers, were either killed or despe-

rately wounded. The loss of the enemy, covered as they were from

danger, was comparatively trilling. At length Abercrombie gave the

signal to desist from the desperate enterprise ; and to an ill-concerted

assault succeeded a retreat no less precipitate and injudicious. The

British army, still amounting to nearly 14,000 men, greatly outnumbered

the enemy ; and if the artillery had been brought up to their assistance,

might have overpowered with little difficulty the French forces and their

defences at Ticonderoga. But Abercrombie, dismayed by his disastrous

repulse, and heedless of the remonstrances of the provincial officers, carried

the army back by a hasty inarch to the southern extremity of Lake

George. Next to the defeat of Braddock, this was the most disgraceful

catastrophe that had befallen the arms of Britain in America.

S Abercrombie showed himself desti-

tute of the vigor that was requisite

to repair his misfortune, Colonel

Bradstreet conceived the idea of at

least counterbalancing it by an

effort in a different quarter, and, with this view,

suggested to the general a substitutional ex-

pedition which he offered to conduct against

Fort Frontignac. Approving the proposal, and

relinquishing his designs against Ticonderoga

and Crown Point, Abercrombie despatched

Bradstreet at the head of 3000 men, of whom all but the trifling handful

of 155 were provincials, together with eight pieces of cannon and three

mortars, to attempt the reduction of Fort Frontignac. Bradstreet

marched to Oswego, embarked on Lake Ontario, and, on the evening of the

2.3th of August, landed within a mile of the fort. Before the lapse of

two days his batteries were opened at so short a distance, that almost

every shot took effect; and the French commandant, finding his force

overpowered, was compelled to surrender at discretion. [August 27.]

The Indian auxiliaries of the French having previously deserted, the

prisoners were but 110. But the captors found in the fort 60 pieces of

cannon, sixteen small mortars, together with a collection of military stoies,

provisions, and merchandise. Nine armed vessels also fell into their

hands. Bradstreet, after destroying the fort and vessels, and such stores

as he could not carry away, returned to exhilarate the main army with

this ray of success.

The reduction of Fort Frontignac facilitated the enterprise against Fort
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Port Tic lero

I ».i |U ssne, of which the garrison awaited, from the post thus unexpectedly

subdued, a large reinforcement of stores and ammunition. General

Forbes, to whom the expedition against Fort Duquesne was intrusted,

marched with his troops early in July, from Philadelphia; but its pro-

gress was so much retarded by various obstructions, that it was not until

two months after, that the Virginian forces, commanded by Washington,

were summoned to join the British army at Raystown. Among other

provincial troops which participated in this expedition was a detachment

of the militia of North Carolina, conducted by Major Waddell, a brave

and active officer, and a highly respected inhabitant of thai state, and

accompanied by a body of Indian auxiliaries. Before the combined army

advanced from Raystown, Major Grant, an English officer, was detached

with 800 men, partly British, and partly provincials, to reconnoitre the

condition of Fort Duquesne and of the adjacent country. Rashly in-

viting an attack from the French garrison, this detachment was surrounded

by the enemy, and, after a gallant but inell'ectual defence, in which 300

men were killed and wounded, Major Grant and nineteen other officers

were taken prisoners. It was with the utmost difficulty that the French

were able to rescue these officers from the Banguinary ferocity of their

own Indian auxiliaries, who butchered the greatest part of the wounded
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and the prisoners. The whole residue of the detachment would have

shared the same fate, if Captain Bullet, a provincial officer, with the aid

of a small troop of Virginians, had not, partly by stratagem, and partly

by the most desperate efforts of valor, checked the advance of the pur-

suing Indians, and finally conducted the fugitives to the main army, by a

skilful, but protracted and laborious retreat. General Forbes, with this

army, amounting to at least 8000 men, at length advanced against Fort

Dupuesne; but, in spite of the most strenuous exertions, was not able to

reach it till near the close of November. Enfeebled by their toilsome

inarch, the British now approached the scene of Braddock'a defeat, and

beheld the field on which the mouldering corpses of Grant's troops still

lay anburied. Anxious to know the condition of the fort and the posi-

tion of the enemy's troops, Forbes offered a reward of <£40 to any man

who would make prisoner of a hostile' Indian. This service was performed

by a sergeant in the North Carolina militia ; when the intelligence that

was obtained from the captive showed Forbes that his labors were already

crowned with unexpected success. The approach of the British force,

which was attended with all those precautions of which the neglect proved

so fatal to Braddock, had struck the Indians with such terror, that they

withdrew from the assistance of the garrison of Fort Duquesne, declaring

that the Great Spirit had evidently withdrawn his favor from the French,

and his protection from their fortress; and the French themselves, infected

with the fears and weakened by the desertion of their allies, as well as

disappointed of the stores which they had expected to obtain from Fort

Frontignac, judged their post untenable, and abandoning it on the evening

before the arrival of Forbes's army, made their escape in boats down the

Ohio. The British now took unresisted possession of this important for-

tress, [November -•">,] which had been the immediate occasion of the

existing war; and, in compliment to the statesman whose administration

had already given a new complexion to the fortune of their country and

brought back victory to her side, they bestowed upon it the name of Fori

Pitt (now Pittsburg). No sooner was the British flag hoisted on its walls,

than deputations arrived from the numerous tribes of the Ohio Indians,

tendering their adherence and submission to the victor?. With the

assistance of some of these Indians, ;i party of British soldiers were sent

to explore the thickets where Braddock was attacked, and to bestow the

rites of sepulture on the bones of their countrymen which 3 et strewed

the ground. Forbes, having concluded treaties of friendship with the

Indians, left a garrison of provincials in the fort, ami was reconducting

hie troops to Philadelphia, when he died, worn out by the ceaseless and

overwhelming fatigues he had underg
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The French, in concert with some of their Indian allies, made an attempt

in the autumn to subdue a frontier fort and ravage a frontier settlement

df New England. Their design, to which they were invited by the absence

of the provincial forces, engaged in the distant operations of the cam-

paign, was defeated by the vigorous and spirited exertions of Governor

Pownall, who, for his conduct on this occasion, received from I'itt a letter

expressive of the king's approbation.

HE campaign which thus terminated was, in

the main, highly honorable and propitious

• to Britain, notwithstanding the disgraceful

defeat sustained at Tiennderoga. In conse-

quence of this last event, Abercrombie, as

he expected, was deprived of a command lie

no longer desired to retain ; and Amherst

was appointed commander-in-chief of the

forces in America. If France, whose Ame-
rican policy was the offspring of a vaulting,

unmeasured ambition, had been capable of

profiting by the lessons she had latterly received, perhaps the repulse of

the British at Ticonderoga was an unfortunate circumstance for her. It

was certainly unfortunate, if it deluded her with the hope of pursuing with

advantage the contest she had provoked; and not less so in it3 influence

on a powerful and indignant foe, in the first moments of vindictive exertion.

It inspired the rulers of Britain with the same persuasion which prevailed

among the Americans, that more must yet be done to redeem the honor

of the British empire ; and it stimulated the particular appetite which the

English people had now contracted for trophies and conquests in America.

Meanwhile the increased vigor and success with which the arms of Britain

were exerted in other parts of the world, rendered it more difficult for

France to afford succor to her American possessions.

Among other advantages which the British reaped from the late cam-

paign was the influence it exercised on the sentiments of a great number

of the Indian tribes, who began to suspect, that, by the civilities and

vaunting representations of the French, they had been induced to espouse

a cause which fortune was likely to forsake. Many of these savages had

hastily concluded, from the polite, obliging manners of the French in

peace, and their promptitude and celerity in war, that, of the two Euro-

pean rivals, they were the more eligible friends and the more formidable

enemies ; but their opinion began to waver, from a longer experience of

the justice of British traffic and the steadiness of British valor. In the

close of this year, a grand assembly of Indian nations was held at Easton,
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about CO miles from Philadelphia, and a formal treaty of friendship was

concluded between Great Britain and Cfteen [ndian tribes inhabiting the

vast territory extending from the Appalachian Mountains to the lakes.

The conferences were managed, on the part of Britain, by Denny, the

governor of Pennsylvania, and Francis Bernard, (successor of Belcher,

who died in 1757,) the governor of New Jersey, together with Sir William

Johnson, the royal superintendent of [ndian affairs, a number of the mem-
bers of council and Assembly of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and a

great many citizens of Philadelphia, chiefly of the Quaker persuasion.

Much time was spent by the British commissioners in accommodating

various feuds and disputes that had recently arisen or been exasperated

between the tribes with which they contracted. The Indians also demon-

strated a surprising tenacity and precision of memory, in enumerating

every past and unsatisfied cause of offence which had been afforded to

any of their race by the English ; and a feudal nicety and exactitude in

defining the pecuniary composition appropriate to every one of their

relative claims. At length, after conferences which endured for eighteen

days, all the disputes between the two races were satisfactorily com-

pounded ; and the treaty of friendship which ensued gave so much con-

tent to all parties, that the Indians promised to use their utmost endeavors

to extend its influence still more widely among their race. There was

purchased by the British a tract of about 3000 acres of land, which

received the name of Brothcrton, and was vested in the persons of the

New Jersey commissioners and their successors, in trust for the use of

the Indian natives of New Jersey, southward of the river Raritan.

The British nation, first aroused by resentment, which was not yet sa-

tiated, and now inflamed with success and ambition, regarded the recent

American campaign as the pledge and harbinger of farther and more

signal triumph in the same quarter. [1759.] Whatever hesitation to

attempt the entire overthrow of the French colonial empire might yet

linger in the minds of the ministers, was overpowered by the force of the

predicament in which they were placed, and the difficulty of pausing in a

career of immediate conquest and glory. The parliament addressed the

throne in terms that denoted the highest approbation of the measures and

policy of the cabinet ; they applauded the recent conduct of the war,

and pledged themselves zealously and cheerfully to support its farther

prosecution. In reply to a message from the king, recommending to their

consideration the vigorous and spirited efforts which his faithful subjects

in North America had exerted in defence of his rights and possessions,

they voted £200,000 for enabling his majesty to give proper compensation

to the several American provinces for their expenses in levying and main
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taining troops for the public service. One sentiment of eagerness to

advance the glory of England, and humble or destroy the American em-

pire of France, pervaded every part of the British dominions; and the

officers by whom the forces serving in America were now commanded,

were equally zealous and qualified to promote their country's wishes and

enlarge her empire and renown. The campaign which they had con-

certed, :ind now prepared to commence, embraced the great design of an

• ntire and immediate conquest of Canada; and the plan of operations by

which this object was to be pursued was, that three powerful armies should

enter Canada by different routes, and attack, at nearly the same time, all

the strongholds of the French in that country. At the head of one

division of t he army, consisting principally of English troops, and aided

by an English fleet, General Wolfe, who had gained so much distinction

at the recent siege of Louisburg. was to ascend the river St. Lawrence,

as soon as its navigation should cease to be obstructed by ice. and attempt

the siege of Quebec, the capital of Canada. General Amherst the com-

mander-in chief, was to march againsl Ticonderoga and Crown Point, and.

after reducing these places, and establishing a naval force on Lake Cham-

plain, was to penetrate, by the way of Richelieu River and the St. Law-

rence, to Quebec, in order to form a junction with the forces of Wolfe.

The third army, conducted by General Prideaux, and consisting chiefly

of provincials, reinforced by a strong body of friendly Indians, assembled

by the influence and placed under the special command of Sir William

Johnson, was to attack the French fort near the falls of Niagara, which

commanded, in a manner, all the interior parts of North America, and

was a key to the whole continent. As soon as this fort should be carried,

Prideaux was to embark on Lake Ontario, descend the river St. Lawrence,

make himself master of Montreal, and then unite his forces with those

of Wolfe and Amherst. General Stanwix commanded a smaller detach-

ment of troops, which was employed in reducing the French forts on the

Ohio, and scouring the banks of Lake Ontario. It was expected that, if

Prideaus's operations, in addition to their own immediate object, should

not facilitate either of the two other capital undertakings, it would pro-

bably (as Niagara was the most important post which the enemy possessed

iu this quarter of America) induce the French to draw together all their

troops which were stationed on the borders of the lakes, in order to attempt

its relief, which would leave the forts on these lakes exposed ; and this

effect was actually produced.

Eager as the Americans were to co-operate with the martial purposes

of Britain, they found it difficult to keep pace with her profuse expendi-

ture ; and some reluctance was expressed by the people of New England
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to the additional levies required from the provincial governments for the

operations of the present campaign. They had been assured, in the com-

mencement of the preceding year, that a single campaign would doubtless

be sufficient to terminate the war. The same assurance, now repeated,

was no longer able to produce the same effect. They were already

laboring under the weight of heavy burdens occasioned by their former

exertions; the compensations decreed to them by the British parliament,

from time to time, were greatly inferior to their actual expenses ; and

much disgust and discouragement had been created by the delays,

certainly impolitic, though perhaps nut easily avoided, by which the public

officers in England retarded the apportionment and payment of the parlia-

mentary grants. It was unwise of the British government, while pursuing

a course of which the policy required to be justified by the hope of pro-

moting at once the advantage and the grateful loyalty of the Americans,

to suffer any thing to be done which could diminish their sense of the
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obligation. Britain would, perhaps, have adopted a wiser and more

magnanimous course, if she had arrogated to herself the whole conduct,

expense, and honor of the war. By the course which she actually pur-

sued, she trained many of the colonists to military exercises, and

familiarized them with the idea of a contest with one of the most powerful

empires in Europe; she relieved them all from the dangers of a French
vicinity; and she disgusted them by the scanty and dilatory compensation

by which she repaid their exertions. Connecticut, with some difficulty,

was induced to refurnish her last year's contingent of 5000 men. In the

records of this colony we find, for the first time, the name of Israel Put-

nam, one of the most heroic and determined patriots of America, as the

colonel of one of the Connecticut regiments. Massachusetts at first

declined to raise more than 5000 men ; but at length, in compliance with

the instances of Cr>neral Amherst, who was much respected by the

colonists, consented to furnish an additional force of 1500. New Hamp-
shire, however, surpassed its exertions of the preceding year, and raised

1000 men.

ARLY in the spring, Amherst transferred his head-

quarters from New York to Albany, where his

troops, amounting to 12,000 men, were assembled

in the end of May
; yet the summer was far

advanced before the state of his preparations

enabled him to cross Lake George; and it was not

till the close of July, that he reached Ticonderoga.

At first the enemy seemed determined to defend

this fortress, and Colonel Townsend, a brave and

accomplished English officer, who advance to reconnoitre it, was killed bv

a cannon-ball. But perceiving the determined yet cautious resolution,

and the overwhelming force, with which Amherst was preparing to under-

take the siege, and having received strict orders to retreat from post to

post towards the centre of operations at Quebec, rather than incur the

risk of being made prisoners, the garrison, a few days after, dismantled a

part of the fortifications, and, evacuating Ticonderoga dining the night,

retired to Crown Point. Amherst, directly occupying the important post

thus abandoned, which effectually covered the frontiers of New York, and

6ecured himself a safe retreat, caused the works to be repaired, and

allotted a strong garrison for its defence. Thence advancing to Crown

Point, with a cautious and guarded circumspection which the event showed

to have been unnecessary, but which he was induced to observe by re-

membering how fatal a confident security had proved to other British

commanders in this quarter of the world, he took possession of this for-
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tress with the same facility which attended his first acquisition, in conse-

quence of a farther retrogression of the enemy, who retired from his

approach ami intrenched themselves in a fort at Isle-anx-Noix, on the

northern extremity of Lake Champlain. At this place the French, as he

was informed, had collected 3500 men, with a numerous train of artillery,

and possessed the additional resource of four large armed vessels on the

lake. Amherst exerted the utmost activity to create a naval force,

without which it was impossible for him to attack the enemy's position;

and with a sloop and a radean, which were built with great despatch, he

succeeded in destroying two of their vessels— an achievement, in which

tlie hold and adventurous spirit of Putnam was conspicuously displayed;

but a succession of storms and the advanced season of the year compelled

him reluctantly to postpone the farther prosecution of his scheme of

operations. lie established his troops in winter quarters at Crown Point,

in the end of October, and confined his attention to strengthening the

works of this fortress and of Ticonderoga. Thus the first of the three

simultaneous expeditions embraced in the plan of this year's campaign,

though attended with successful and important consequences, failed to

produce the full result which had been anticipated by its projectors.

Amherst, so far from being able to penetrate into Canada, and form a

junction with Wolfe, was unable to maintain the slightest communication

with him : and only by a letter from Montcalm, in relation to an exchange

of prisoners, obtained information that Wolfe was besieging Quebec.

With the army which undertook the siege of Niagara, indeed, his com-

munication was uninterrupted ; and intelligence of its success had reached

him before he advanced from Ticonderoga against Crown Point.

I1ILE Amherst's army was thus employed, General Pri-

deaux, with liis European, American, and Indian troops

embarking on Lake Ontario, advanced without loss or

opposition to the fortress at Niagara, which he reached

about the middle of July, and promptly invested on all

sides. lie was conducting his approaches with great

rigor, when, on the twentieth of the month, during a visit he made to

the trenches, he lost his life by the unfortunate bursting of a cohorn.

Amherst, was no sooner informed of this accident, than he detached

General Gage from Ticonderoga to assume the command of Prideaux's

army: but it devolved, in the mean time, upon Sir William Johnson, who

exercised it with a success that added a new laurel to the honors which

already adorned his name. The enemy, alarmed with the apprehension

of losing a p>>t of such importance, resolved to make an effort for its

relief. From their forts of Detroit, Venango, and Presque Isle, thev
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drew together a force of 1200 men, which with a troop of Indian auxili-

aries were detached under the command of an officer named D'Aubry,

with the purpose of raising the siege or reinforcing the garrison of

Niagara. Johnson, who had been pushing the siege even more vigorously

than his predecessor, learning the design of the French to relieve the

garrison, made instant preparation to intercept it. As they approached,

he ordered his light infantry, supported by a body of grenadiers and

other regulars, to occupy the road from Niagara Falls to the fortress, by

which the enemy were advancing, and covered his flanks with numerous

troops of his Indian allies. At the same time, he posted a strong de-

tachment of men in his trenches, to prevent any sally from the garrison

during the approaching engagement. About nine in the morning, [July

24,] the two armies being in sight of each other, the Indian- attached to

the English, advancing, proposed a conference with their countrymen who

served under the French banners ; but the proposition was declined. The

French Indians having raised the fierce wild yell called the war-whoop,

which by this time had lost its appalling effect on the British soldiers,

the action began by an impetuous attack from the enemy ; and while the

neighboring cataract of Niagara pealed forth to inattentive ears its

everlasting voice of many waters, the roar of artillery, the shrieks of the

Indians, and all the martial clang and dreadful revelry of a field of battle,

mingled in wild chorus with the majestic music of nature. The French

conducted their attack with the utmost courage and spirit, but were en-

countered with such firm, deliberate valor in front by the British regulars

and provincials, and so severely galled on their flanks by the Indians,

that in less than an hour their army was completely routed, their general

with all his officers taken prisoners, and the fugitives from the field pnr-

sued with great slaughter for many miles through the woods. This was

the second victory gained in the course of the present war by Sir William

Johnson, a man who had received no military education, and whose fitness

for command was derived solely from natural courage and sagacity. Both

his victories were signalized by the capture of the enemy's commanders.

On the morning after the battle, Johnson sent an officer to communicate

the result of it to the commandant of the garrison at Fort Nigara, and

recommend an immediate surrender before more blood was shed, while it

was in his power to restrain the barbarity of the Indians; and the com-

mandant, having ascertained the truth of the tidings, capitulated without

farther delay. The garrison, consisting of between 600 and TOO effective

men, marched out with the honors of war, and were conveyed prisoners

to New York. Thev were allowed to retain their baggage, and, by proper

escort, were protected from the ferocity and rapacity of the Indians.
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Though 1100 of these savages (chiefly of the confederacy of the Six

Nations) followed Johnson to Niagara, so effectually did he restrain them,

that not an incident occurred to rival or retaliate the scenes at Oswego

and Fort William Henry. The women, of whom a considerable number

were found at Fort Niagara, were sent, at their own request, with their

children to Montreal ; and the sick and wounded, who could not sustain

the fatigue of removal, were treated with humane attention. Although

the army by which this success was achieved, whether from ignorance of

the result of Wolfe's enterprise, or from some other cause more easily

conjectured than ascertained, made no attempt to pursue the ulterior

objects which had been assigned to its sphere of operation, and so far

failed to fulfil its expected share of the campaign
;
yet the actual result

of its exertions was gratifying and important in no ordinary degree. The

reduction of Niagara effectually interrupted the communication, so much

dreaded by the English, between Canada and Louisiana ; and by this

blow one of the grand designs of the French, which had long threatened

to produce war, and which finally contributed to provoke the present con-

test, was completely defeated

ENERAL WOLFE, meanwhile, was

engaged in that capital enterprise

of the campaign which aimed at

the reduction of Quebec. The army
which he conducted, amounting to

80UO men. having embarked at Louisburg, under

convoy of an English squadron commanded by

Admirals Saunders and Holmes, after a suc-

cessful voyage, disembarked in the end of June

~.y ;
^^^^ on the Isle of Orleans, a large, fertile island

surrounded by the waters of the St. Lawrence,

situated a little below Quebec, well cultivated, producing plenty of grain,

and abounding with inhabitants, villages, and plantations. Soon after

his landing. Wolfe distributed a manifesto among the French colonists,

acquainting them that the king, his master, justly exasperated against

the French monarch, had equipped a powerful armament in order to

humble his pride, and was determined to reduce the most considerable

settlements of France in America. He declared that it was not against

industrious peasants and their families, nor against the ministers of

religion, that he desired or intended to make war ; on the contrary, he

lamented the misfortunes to which they were exposed by the quarrel ; he

offered them his protection, and promised to maintain them in their teni-

poral possessions, as well as in tin' free exerci f their religion, provided
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they would remain quiet, and abstain from participation in the controversy

between the two crowns. The English, he proclaimed, wen- musters of

the river St. Lawrence, and could thus intercept all succors from France :

and they had, besides, the prospect of a speedy reinforcement from the

army which General Amherst was conducting to form a junction with

them. The line of conduct which the Canadians ought to pursue, he

affirmed, was neither difficult nor doubtful; since the utmost exertion of

their valor must be useless, and could serve only to deprive them of the

advantages which they might reap from their neutrality, lie protested

that the cruelties already exercised by the French upon the subjects of

Great Britain in America would Banction the most severe reprisals; but

that Britons were too generous to follow such barbarous examples. While

he tendered to the Canadians the blessings of peace amidst the honors

of war, and left them hy their own conduct to determine their own fate,
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he expressed his hope that the world would do him justice, and acquit

him of blame, should the objects of his solicitude, by rejecting these

favorable terms, oblige him to have recourse to measures of violence and

severity. Having expatiated on the power and strength of Britain, whose

indignation they might provoke, he urged them to recognise the generosity

with which she now held forth the hand of humanity, ami tendered to

them forbearance and protection, at the very time when France, by her

weakness, was compelled to abandon them. This proclamation produced

no immediate effect : nor, indeed, did the Canadians place much depend-

ence on the assurances of a people whom their priests industriously

represented to them as the fiercest and most faithless enemy upon earth.

Possessed with these notions, they disregarded the offered protection of

Wolfe, and abandoning their habitations, joined the scalping parties of

the Indians who skulked among the woods, and butchered with the most

inhuman barbarity all the English stragglers they could surprise. Wolfe,

in a letter to Montcalm, remonstrated against these atrocities as contrary

be rules of war between civilized nations, and dishonorable to the

service of France. But either the authority of Montcalm was not suffi-

cient, or it was not exerted with sufficient energy, to bridle the ferocity

of the savages, who continued to scalp and butcher with such increase

of appetite for blood and revenge, that Wolfe, in the hope of intimidating

enemy into a cessation of this mode of hostility, judged it expedient

to connive at some retaliatory outrages, from which the nobleness of his

disposition would otherwise have revolted with abhorrence.

ROM his position in the Isle of Orleans, the

English commander had a distinct view of the

danger and difficulty by which his enterprise

was obstructed. Quebec is chiefly built on a

steep rock on the northern bank of the St. Law-

rence, and additionally defended by the river

St. Charles, which, flowing past it on the east,

unites with the St. Lawrence immediately below

the town, and consequently encloses it in a

peninsular locality. Besides its natural barriers, the city was tolerably

fortified by art, secured with a numerous garrison, and plentifully supplied

with provisions and ammunition. In the St. Charles, whose channel is

rough, and whose borders are intersected with ravines, there were several

armed vessels and floating batteries; and a boom was drawn across its

mouth. On the eastern bank of this stream, a formidable body of French

troops, strongly intrenched, extended their camp along the shore of Beau-

fort to the falls of the river Montmorency, having their rear coveted by
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an impenetrable forest. At the head of this army was the skilful, ex-

perienced, and intrepid Montcalm, the ablest commander that France had

employed in America since the death of Count Frontignac, and who,

though possessed of forces superior in number to the invaders, prudently

determined to stand on the defensive, and mainly depend on the natural

Strength of the country, which, indeed, appeared almost insurmountable.

He had lately reinforced his troops with five battalions, embodied from

the flower of the colonial population ; he had trained to arms all the

neighboring inhabitants, and collected around him a numerous band of

the most ancient and attached Indian allies of France. To undertake the

siege of Quebec, against such opposing force, was not only a deviation

from the established maxims of war, but a rash and romantic enterprise.

But great actions are commonly transgressions of ordinary rules ; and

Wolfe, though fully awake to the hazard and difficulty of the achievement,

was not to be deterred from attempting it. He knew that he should

always have it in his power to retreat, in case of emergency, while the

British squadron maintained its station in the river; he cherished the

hope of being joined by Amherst ; and, above all, though his body, yet

in the bloom of manhood, was oppressed and consumed by a painful,

lingering, mortal malady, his mind was burning with the resistless fever

of renown, and his genius supported by the force of collected judgment

and determined will. His ardor was partaken and his efforts ably seconded

by many gallant officers who served under him, and particularly by the

three brigadier-generals, Monckton, Townsend, and Murray, men of pa-

trician rank and in the prime of life, whom neither affluent fortune nor

the choicest domestic felicity could restrain from chasing glory with severe

delight amidst the dangers and hardships of war. The safety of the fleet,

on whose co-operation he relied, was twice menaced— first, by a violent

storm, which, however, it happily surmounted with little damage; and

afterwards by a number of fire-ships, which the French sent down the

river, but which, by the skill and vigilance of Admiral Saunders, were

all intercepted, towed ashore and rendored harmless.

Resolved to attempt whatever was practicable for the reduction of

Quebec, Wolfe took possession, after a successful skirmish, of Point Levi,

on the southern bank of the St. Lawrence, and there erected batteries

against the town; but his fire from this position, though it destroyed

many houses, made little impression upon the works, which were too

strong and too remote to be essentially affected by it, and, at the same

time, too elevated to be reached by a cannonade from the ships of war.

Perceiving that his artillery could not be efficiently exerted, except from

batteries constructed on the opposite side of the St. Lawrence, Wolfe
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soon decided on more daring and impetuous measures. The northern

shore of the St. Lawrence, to a considerable extent above Quebec, is so

rocky and so precipitous, as to render a landing, in the face of an enemy,

impracticable. An offensive attempt below the town, though less impru-

dent, was confronted by formidable obstructions. Even if the river

Montmorency were passed, and the French driven from their intrench-

ments, the St. Charles must still present a new and less superable barrier

against the assailants. Wolfe, acquainted with every obstacle, but

heroically observing, that " a victorious array finds no difficulties," re-

solved to pass the Montmorency and bring Montcalm to an engagement.

For this purpose, thirteen companies of English grenadiers and a part of

the second battalion of royal Americans were landed at the mouth of that

river, while two divisions, under Generals Townsend and Murray, prepared

to cross it by a ford which was discovered farther up the stream. Wolfe's

plan was to attack, in the first instance, a redoubt close to the water's

edge, and apparently beyond reach of shot from the enemy's intrench-

ments, in the hope that the French, by attempting to support that fortifi-

cation, would enable him to bring on a general engagement ; or that, if

they should submit to the loss of the redoubt, he could thence take an

accurate survey of their position, and regulate with advantage his subse-

quent operations. On the approach of the British troops, the redoubt

was evacuated ; and Wolfe, observing some confusion in the French camp,

instantly changed his original plan, and determined to attack the hostile

intrenchments without farther delay. Townsend and Murray were now

commanded to hold their divisions in readiness for fording the river, and

the grenadiers and royal Americans were directed to form on the beach,

and await there the reinforcement which was requisite to sustain their

exertions ; but, flushed with ardor, and negligent of support, these troops

made a precipitate charge upon the enemy's intrenchments, where they

were received with so steady and sharp a fire from the French musketry,

that they were presently thrown into disorder, and compelled to take

refuge in the abandoned redoubt. Here it proved, unexpectedly, that

they were still exposed to an effective fire from the enemy, and several

brave officers, exposing their persons in attempting to reform and rally

the troops, were killed. A thunder-storm, which now broke out, contributed

to baffle the efforts of the British, without depressing the spirit of the

French, who continued to fire, not only upon the troops in the redoubt,

but on those who were lying wounded and disabled on the field, near their

own intrenchments. The English general, finding that his plan of attack

\ra> completely disconcerted, ordered his troops to repass the river and

return to the Isle of Orleans. Besides the mortifying check which he
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had received, he lost, in this rash, ill-considered attempt, nearly 500 of

the bravest men in his army.

()ME experience, however, though dearly bought, had

luiii .Mined: ami Wolfe— now assured of the imprac-

ticability of approaching Quebec on the side of the

Montmorency, while Montcalm retained his station,

which he seemed determined to do, till, from the ad-

vance of the season, the elements should lend their aid

in destroying the invaders—detached General Murray,

with 1200 men in transports, to co-operate with

Admiral Holmes above the town in an attempt upon the French shipping,

and to distract the enemy by descents on the banks of the river.

[August 25.] After twice endeavoring without success to land on the

northern shore, Murray, by a sudden descent which he accomplished at

Ghambaud, gained the opportunity of destroying a valuable magazine,

filled with clothing, arms, ammunition, and provisions; but the French

ships were secured in such a manner as to defy the approach either of the

fleet or the army. On his return to the British camp, he brought the

consolatory intelligence, obtained from his prisoners, that Fort Niagara

was taken; that Ticonderoga and Crown Point had been occupied without

resistance; and that General Amherst was making preparations to attach

the enemy at Isle-aux-Noix. This intelligence, though in itself grateful,

afforded no prospect of speedy assistance, and indeed proclaimed the

failure of Amherst in seasonably executing the plan of co-operation con-

certed between the two armies. Nothing, however, could shake the

resolution of Wolfe, or induce him to abandon the enterprise which he

had commenced, [nstead of being disheartened, he was roused to addi

tional energy of purpose and effort by the conviction that success now

depended exclusively on himself and his present force, and that it had

become absolutely essential to his reputation, already wounded and en-

dangered by the disaster at Montmorency. In a council of his principal

officers, assembled at this critical juncture, it was resolved to transfer the

scene of operations to the banks of the St. Lawrence above the town.

[September 3.] The camp at the Isle of Orleans was consequently

abandoned; and the whole army having embarked on board the fleet, a

part of it was landed at Point Levi, and a part, at a spot farther up the

river. Admiral Holmes, meanwhile, for several days successively,

manoeuvred with his fleet in a manner calculated to engage the attention

of the enemy on the northern shore, and draw their observation as far as

possible from the city. These movements had no other effect than to

induce Montcalm to detach 1500 men, under command of Bougainville,
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one of his officers, from the main camp, to watch the motions of the

English fleet and army, and prevent a landing from being accomplished.

OLFE was now confined to bed by a severe fit of

the disease under which he laboured, aggravated

by incessant fatigue and by the anxiety insepa-

rable from a combination of difficulties sufficien

to have appalled the stoutest courage and per-

plexed the most resolute and intelligent com-

mander. In this situation, his three brigadier-

generals, whom he invited to concert some plan

of operations, projected and proposed to him a daring enterprise, of which

the immediate object was to gain possession of the lofty eminences be-

yond Quebec, where the enemy's fortifications were comparatively Blight.

It was proposed to land the troops by night under the Heights of Abraham,

at a small distance from the city, and to scale the summit of these heights

before daybreak. This attempt manifestly involved extreme difficulty

and hazard. The stream was rapid, the shore shelving, the bank of the

river lined with French sentinels, the landing-place so narrow as easily to

be missed in the dark, ami the clift', which must afterwards be surmounted,

so steep that it was difficult to ascend it even in open day and without

opposition. Should the design be promulgated by a spy or deserter, or

suspected by the enemy; should the disembarkation be disordered,

through the darkness of the night, or the obstructions of the shore ; the

landing-place be mistaken, or but one sentinel alarmed.— the Heights of

Abraham would instantly be covered with such numbers of troops as

would render the attempt abortive and defeat inevitable. Though these

circumstances of danger could not escape the penetration of Wolfe, yet

he hesitated not a moment to embrace a project so congenial to his ardent

and enterprising disposition, as well as to the hazardous and embarrassing

predicament in which he was placed, and from which only some brilliant

and soaring effort could extricate him to his own and his country's satis-

faction. He reposed a gallant confidence in the very magnitude and peril

of his attempt ; and fortune extended her proverbial favor to the brave.

His active powers revived with the near prospect of decisive action : he

soon recovered his health so far as to be able to conduct in person the

enterprise on which he was resolved to stake his fame ; and in the execu-

tion of it, displayed a force of judgment, and a deliberate valor and

intrepidity, that rivalled and vindicated the heroism of its conception.

The di ssary orders having been communicated, and the preparatory

arrangements completed, the whole fleet, upon the 12th of September,

moved up the river several leagues above the spot allotted for the assault,
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\nd at various intervening places made demonstrations of an intention of

landing the troops ; as if the movement had been merely experimental,

and no decisive purpose of attack were yet entertained. But an hour

after midnight, the troops were embarked in flat-bottomed boats, which,

aided by the tide and the stream, drifted with all possible caution down

the river towards the intended place of disembarkation. They were

obliged to keep close to the northern shore, in order to diminish the

danger of passing the landing-place (which, nevertheless, very nearly

happened) in the dark ; and yet escaped the challenge of all the French

sentinels except one or two, whose vigilance, however, was baffled by the

presence of mind and ingenuity with which a Scotch officer replied to the

call, and described the force to which he belonged as a part of Bougain-

ville's troops employed in exploring the state of the river and motions

of the English. Silence was commanded under pain of death, which

was, indeed, doubly menaced ; and a death-like stillness was preserved

in every boat, except the one which conveyed the commander-in-chief,

where, in accents barely audible to the profound attention of his listening

officers, Wolfe repeated that noble effusion of solemn thought and poetic

genius, Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard, which had been recently

published at London, and of which a copy was conveyed to him by .the

last packet from England. When he had finished his recitation, he added,

in a tone still guardedly low, but earnest and emphatic, — "Now, gentle-

men, I would rather be the author of that poem, than take Quebec :"

—

perhaps the noblest tribute ever paid by arms to letters, since that heroic

era when hostile fury and havoc were remedied or intercepted by respect

for the genius of Aristotle and for the poetry of Pindar and Euripides.

About an hour before daybreak, a landing was effected. Wolfe was one

of the first who leaped ashore ; and when he beheld the precipitous height

whose ascent still remained to crown the arduous enterprise thus far ad-

vanced in safety through the jaws of fate, he coolly observed to an officer

near him,—" I doubt if you will get up ; but you must do what you can."

A detachment of Scotch Highlanders and of light infantry, commanded
by Colonel Howe, (brother of the nobleman who perished at Ticonderoga,)

led the way up the dangerous cliff, which was ascended by the aid of the

rugged projection of the rocks and the branches of some bushes and
plants that protruded from their crevices. The rest of the troops, emu-

lating this gallant and skilful example, followed their comrades up the

narrow path, and by break of day the whole army reached the summit.

[September 13.]

When Montcalm received intelligence that the British force, which he

supposed wandering on the river, had sprung up like a mine on the sum-
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Wolfe's Army ascending the Heights ul Abi.

mit of the Heights of Abraham, he could not at first credit the full import

of the tidings. Accounting it impossible that a whole army had ascended

such a rugged and abrupt precipice, he concluded that the demonstration

was merely a feint, undertaken by a small detachment, in order to induce

him to abandon the position he had hitherto maintained. Convinced, how-

ever, by farther observation, of his mistake, he conceived that an engage-

ment could no longer be avoided; and instantly quitting his camp at

Montmorency, crossed the river St. Charles, with the purpose of attacking

the English army. In thus consenting to give battle, Montcalm wan

rather confounded by the genius and daring than overruled by the at

success and position of his adversary. Had he retired intu Quebeo, he

might, especially at such an advanced period of the year, and with so

numerous a garrison, have securely defied a siege. Wolfe, observing the

movement of the enemy, began to form his own line, which consisted of
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six battalions and the Louisburg grenadiers. The right wing was com-

manded by Monckton ; the left by Murray ; the right flank was covered

by the Louisburg grenadiers ; and the rear and left by Howe's light

infantry, which had shortly before achieved the easy conquest of a four-

gun battery. As the form in which the French advanced indicated the

purpose of outflanking the left of the English army, Townsend was sent

to this part of the line, with the regiment of Amherst and the two bat-

talions of royal Americans, which were formed in such a disposition as to

present a double front to the enemy. One regiment, drawn up in eight

divisions, with large intervals, formed the English body of reserve.

Montcalm's dispositions for the attack were not less skilful and judicious.

The right and left wings of his army were composed almost equally of

European and of colonial troops; the centre consisted of a column formed

of two battalions of regulars. Fifteen hundred Indians and Canadians,

expert and deadly marksmen, advancing in front, and screened by adjoin-

ing thickets, began the battle. Their irregular fire proved fatal to many
officers, whom they preferably aimed at ; but it was soon silenced by the

steady fire of the British. Both armies were destitute of artillery, except

two small pieces on the side of the French, and a single gun which the

English seamen contrived to hoist up from the landing-place, and which

they employed during the action with considerable effect.

STRONG and cheering presentiment of

victory was, doubtless, entertained by troops

who had already exerted so much valor, and

vanquished so many obstacles, in order to

meet the enemy on a fair field of battle.

Their leader had courted fortune, not with

languid aspiration, but with confident pur-

suit ; while their enemy's studious precau-

tions against her possible hostility announced

little reliance on her probable favor. About

nine in the morning, the main body of the French advanced vigorously

to the charge, and the conflict soon became general. Montcalm having

chosen for his own station the left of the French army, and Wolfe, for

his, the right of the English, the two commanders directly confronted

each other in the quarter where arose the hottest encounter of this mem-
orable day. The English troops reserved their fire till the French were

within forty yards of their line; and then, by a terrible discharge, spread

havoc among the adverse ranks. Their fire was continued with a vigor

and deliberation which effectually checked the advance, and visibly abated

the audacity of the French. Wolfe, who, early in the action, was wounded
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in the wrist, betraying no symptom of pain, wrapped a handkerchief

round his arm, and continued to direct and animate his troops. Soon

after, he received a shot in the groin ; but, concealing the wound, he was

leading his grenadiers to the charge, when a third ball pierced his breast,

and brought him to the ground. His troops, incensed rather than dis-

concerted by the fall of their general, continued the action, with unabated

rigor, under Monckton, on whom the command now devolved, but who

whs soon obliged, by a dangerous wound, to resign it to Townsend.

Montcalm, about the same time, while animating the fight, in front of his

battalion, was pierced with a mortal wound; and General Senezergus

also, the second in command on the same side, shortly after fell. While

the fall of Wolfe seemed to impart a higher temper to the courage of the

English, and infused a spirit in their ranks that rendered them superior to

almost any opposing force, the loss of Montcalm produced a contrary

and depressing effect on the French. The British right wing now pressed

on with fixed bayonets, determined on vengeance and victory. General

Murray, at the same critical instant advancing swiftly with the troops

under his direction, broke the centre of the French army; and their

confusion was completed by a charge of the Highlanders, who, drawing

their broadswords, rushed upon them with resistless fury, and drove them,

with great slaughter, partly into Quebec, ami partly over the St. Charles.

On the left of the British position, the combat was les< violent and

sanguinary : but here, also, the attack of the French was repulsed, and

their attempt to outtlank the British defeated. At this juncture, Bou-

gainville, with a body of 2000 fresh troops, approached the rear of the

victorious English; but observing the complete rout and dispersion of

Montcalm's forces, he did not venture to attempt a renewal of the actio;).

The victory was decisive. About 1000 of the French were made prisoners,

and nearly an ecpial number fell in the battle and in the pursuit; of the

remainder, the greater number, unable to gain the shelter of Quebec, re-

tired first to Point-au-Tremble, and afterwards to Trois Rivieres and

Montreal. The loss of the English, both in killed and wounded, was less

than GOO men.

But the fate of Wolfe was deeply and universally deplored. After his

last wound, finding himself unable to stand, he leaned upon the shoulder

of a lieutenant, who sat down in order to support him. This officer, see-

ing the French give way, exclaimed. - They run! they run !" -'Who

run'.''' cried Wolfe, with eagerness; for his glazing eye could no longer

discern the fortune of the day. Being informed that it was the enemy,

he replied with animation, "Then I die happy!"— and almost instantly

after expired in the blaze of his fame. Intensely studious, and yet
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promptly and vigorously active; heroically brave and determined, adven-

turous and persevering ; of a temper lively and even impetuous, yet never

reproached as violent or irascible; generous indulgent, courteous, and

humane— Wolfe was the pattern of his officers, and the idol of his

soldiers. The force and compass of his genius enabled him practically to

distinguish, what inferior minds never discover at all, the difference be-

tween great difficulties and impossibilities ; and being undiscouraged by

what was merely, however mightily, difficult, he undertook and achieved

what others would have accounted and found to be impossible. His life

(as was said of Sir Philip Sidney) was indeed, poetry in action. He was,

for a time, the favorite hero of England, as well as of America ; and

monumental statues, erected at the public expense, attested his glory, both

in the Old World and the New. A marble statue, in particular, was de-

creed to his memory by the Assembly of Massachusetts. His rival,

Montcalm, survived him but a few hours, and met his fate with the most

undaunted and enduring courage. When he was informed that his wound

was mortal, his reply wis, "I am glad to hear it;" and when the near
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approach of death was announced to him, he added, " So much the better

:

—I shall imt , then, live to see the surrender of Quebec." He was buried,

by his own direction, in an excavation that had been produced by the ex-

plosion of a bmnb. Unfortunately for his fame, the extent to which he

is justly responsible for the treacherous cruelties of the Indian allies of

his countrymen, on various occasions, still remains doubtful. It is pre-

tended by some English writers, that Amherst had declared his purpose

of treating Montcalm, if he should happen to take him alive, not as an

honorable warrior, but as a bandit or robber. But if such sentiments

were ever entertained, they were erased from the minds of victorious

enemies by the heroical circumstances of Montcalm's death, and the re-

membrance of his talent and intrepidity— merits, which a wise regard to

his own fame, and even more generous sentiment, must ever prompt a

conqueror to recognise, and perhaps exaggerate, in a vanquished foo ; and

when, some time after, the French government desired leave to erect a

monument to his memory in Canada, the request was granted by the

English minister, Pitt, in terms expressive of a high admiration of Mont-

oalm's character. Monckton recovered of his wound at New York. It

was unfortunate, perhaps, for the fame of all the officers who distinguished

themselves on either side in these hostilities, that the European states to

which they respectively belonged were very soon tempted to regret the

effects of the prowess they had exerted in America.

ENERAL TOWNSEND, who now commanded

the army of Wolfe, proceeded to fortify his

camp, and to construct lines and take other

necessary measures for the investment of Que-

bec; but his operations, which might otherwise

have been greatly protracted, if not entirely

defeated, were happily abridged by a proposition

of the garrison, within five days of the late

victory, to surrender the place to the English

17.] The discomfiture of Montcalm's plan of defence,

ami the loss of this commander, whose active genius and despotic authority

had rendered him not merely the leader of the French, but the main-

spring of all their councils and conduct, seemed to have confounded the

spirit and paralyzed the vigor of the garrison, whose early surrender

excited general surprise, and was equally grateful to their enemies, and

mortifying to their countrymen. The terms of the capitulation were the

favorable for the besieged, as the enemy was assembling a large

force in the rear of the British army; as the season had become wet,

cold, and stormy, threatening the troops with sickness and the fleet with

fort [S
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danger ; and as a considerable aclvantage was to be gained from taking

possession of the town while the walls were vet in a defensible condition.

It was stipulated, that the inhabitants, daring the war, should be pro-

tected in the free exercise of their religion; their future political destiny

was left to be decided al the return of peace. This treaty occurred very

seasonably for the British, who learned immediately after that the enemy's

army had rallied and been reinforced beyond Cape Rouge by two regular

battalions which General de Levi had conducted to their aid from Montreal;

and that Bougainville, with 800 men and a convoy of provisions, was

prepared to throw himself into the town on the very day of its surrender.

[September IK] The capitulation was no sooner ratified, than the

British forces took possession of Quebec, which, besides its garrison, con-

tained a population of 10,000 persons. Next day. about 1000 prisoners

were embarked on board of transports to be conveyed to Europe.

The capital of New France thus reduced to the dominion of Great

Britain, received a garrison of 5000 troops commanded by General Mur-

ray, whose security was farther promoted by the conduct which the

Fiench colonists in the neighborhood now thought proper to adopt ; for

they repaired in great numbers to Quebec, and, delivering up their arms,

pledged themselves by oath to observe a strictly passive neutrality during

the continuance of the war. The British fleet, shortly7 after, took its

departure from the St. Lawrence, carrying with it General Townsend,

who returned to England.

The operations which had been intrusted to General Stanwix were

attended with complete success. By his conduct and prudence, the Bri-

tish interest and empire were established so firmly, to all appearance, on

the banks of the Ohio, that the emigrants from Virginia. Maryland, and

Pennsylvania were very soon after enabled securely to resume and ad-

vantageously to extend the settlements in this quarter, from which the

French had expelled them in the commencement of the war.

Thus brilliantly ended the campaign of L759. In England its results

were hailed with the most enthusiastic triumph and applause. In America,

these sentiments were warmly and justly reciprocated.

The inhabitants of North America had eagerly indulged the hope that

the reduction of Quebec not only betokened, but actually imported, the

entire conquest of Canada; but they were speedily undeceived; and,

aroused by the spirited and nearly successful attempt of the French to

retrieve this loss, they consented the more willingly to a renewed exertion

of their resources for the purpose of securing and improving the victorious

posture of their affairs. The New England levies this year [1760] were

as numerous as they had ever been during the war ; the Virginian levies
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(augmented by the emergency of a war with the Cherokees) amounted to

•2000 men.

sooner had the English fleet retired from the

St. Lawrence, than Levi, who succeeded to

Montcalm's command, resolved to attempt the

recovery of Quebec. The land forces he

possessed were more numerous than the army

of Wolfe, by which the conquest of the place

had been achieved, and he enjoyed the co-

operation of some frigates which afforded him

the entire command of the river, as the Eng-

lish had imprudently withdrawn every one of their vessels, on the suppo-

sition thai they could nut lie useful in winter. He had hoped that a

sudden attack might enable him to take Quebec by surprise, during the

winter; but, after some preparatory approaches, which were repulsed,

and a survey which convinced him that the outposts were better secured

and the governor more active and alert than he had expected, he was

induced to postpone his enterprise till the arrival of the spring. In the

month of April, when the St. Lawrence afforded a navigation freed from

ice, the artillery, military stores, and heavy baggage of the French were

embarked at Montreal, and carried down the river under the protection

of six frigates ; and Levi himself, after a march of ten days, arrived

with his army at Point-au-Tremble, within a few miles of Quebec.

General Murray, to whom the preservation of the English conquest was

intrusted, took prompt and skilful measures fir its security ; but his troops

had suffered so much from the extreme cold of the winter and the want

of vegetables and fresh provisions, that instead of 5000, the original

number of the garrison, he could now count on the services of no more

than 3000 men. Impelled by overboiling courage, rather than guided by

Bound judgment, and reiving more, perhaps, on the reputation than the

strength of his army, he determined, with this once victorious and still

valiant, though diminished force, to meet the enemy in the field, although

their numbers amounted to more than 12,000 ; and, accordingly, marching

nut to ile- Heights of Abraham, he attempted to render this scene once

more tributary to the glory of Great Britain, by an impetuous assault

on the neighboring position of the French at Sillery. [April 28, 1760.]

lint his attaek was firmly sustained by the enemy, and after a sharp en-

counter. Ending himself outflanked, and in danger of being surronnded

by superior numbers, he withdrew his troops from the action and retired

into the city. In this conflict the Uritish lost the greater part of their

artillery, and nearly 1000 men. • The French, though their loss in killed
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Rrtreat of thp French from Qoeh.

and wounded was more than double that number, had nevertheless gained the

victory, which their general lost no time in improving. On the evening of

the day on which the battle took place, Levi opened trenches against the

town
;
yet, in spite of all his efforts, it was not till the 11th of May that

his batteries were so far advanced as to commence an effectual fire upon

the garrison. But Murray had now. by indefatigable exertion, in which

lie was assisted with alacrity by his soldiers, completed some outworks,

and planted so powerful an artillery on the ramparts, that his fire was far

superior t<> that of the besiegers, and nearly silenced their batteries.

Quebec, notwithstanding, would mo.-t probably have reverted to its former

masters, if an armament which was despatched from France bad not been

outsailed by a British squadron, which succeeded in first gaining the en-

trance and the command of the St. Lawrence. The French frigates,

which had descended from Montreal, were now attacked by the British

iliips, and, part of them having been destroyed, the rest betook themselves

to a hasty retreat up the river. Levi instantly raised the siege, and,

retiring with a precipitation that obliged him to abandon tbc greater part

of his baggage and artillery, reconducted his forces (with the exception

f a party of Canadians and Indians who became disheartened and

deserted him by the way) to Montreal. Here the Marquis de Vaudreuil,

governor-general of Canada, had fixed his head-quarters, and determined
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to make his last stand in defence of the French c<'>loni:il empire— thus

reduced, from the attitude of preponderance and conquest which it pre-

sented two years before, to the necessity of a defensive and desperate

effort for its own preservation. For this purpose Vaudreil called in

all his detachments and collected around him the whole force of the

colony. Though little chance of success remained to him, he preserved

an intrepid countenance, and in all his dispositions displayed the firmness

and forethought of an accomplished commander. To support the

drooping courage of the Canadians and their Indian allies, he had even

recourse to the artifice of circulating among them feigned intelligence of

the successes of France in other quarters of the world, and of her ap-

proaching succor.

ENERAL AMHERST, in the mean

time, was diligently engaged in con-

ceiting and prosecuting measures

for the entire conquest of Canada.

During the winter, he had made

arrangements for bringing all the British forces

from Quebec, Lake Champlain, and Lake

Ontario, to join in a combined attack upon

Montreal. Colonel Haviland, by his direction,

sailing with a detachment from Crown Point.

took possession of Isle-aux-Noix, which he

found abandoned by the enemy, and thence proceeded towards Montreal;

while Amherst, with his own division, consisting of about lit.diiO regulars

and provincials, left the frontiers of New York, and advanced to Oswego,

where his force received the addition of 1000 Indians of the Six Nations,

marching under the command of Sir William Johnson. Embarking with

his entire army on Lake Ontario, he reduced the fort of Isle Royale, one

of the most important posts which the French possessed on the river St.

Lawrence; and thence, after a difficult and dangerous passage, conducted

his troops to Montreal, where on the very day of their arrival, [September

ti. IT'i'i.J they were met by the forces commanded by General Murray.

In his progress up the river. Murray distributed proclamations among the

Canadians inhabiting its southern shore, which produced such an effect

that almost all the parishes in this quarter, as far as the river Sorel,

declared their submission to Britain, and took the oath of neutrality

;

Lord Rollo, meanwhile, advancing along the northern shore, disarmed all

the inhabitants as far as Trois Rivieres, which, though the capital of a

large district, being merely an open village, was taken without resistance.

By a happy concert in the execution of a well-digested plan, the armies
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ot Amherst and Murray, on the day after their own simultaneous arrival,

[September 7,] were joined by the detachment confided to Colonel

Havilaud. Amherst had already made preparations for investing Mont-

real ; but Vaudreuil, perceiving, from the strength of the combined

armies, and the skilful dispositions of their commanders, that resistance

must be ineffectual, hastened to demand a capitulation; and on the fol-

lowing day, [September s
,] Montreal, Detroit, and all the other places

of strength within the government of Canada, were surrendered to the

British crown. After the capitulation, General Gage was appointed

governor of Montreal, with a garrison of 2000 men : and Murray returned

to Quebec, where his garrison was augmented to 1000.

Ills First Prayer in Comrrwm
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FROM 1768 UNTIL THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE REVO-
l.l TIONAKY WAR.

I HE history of the period between the close of the

Seven Years' War and the commencement of the

Btruggle of the colonics for independence is particu-

larly interesting, as displaying the spirit of the

colonists, and the immediate causes of that revolution which gave another

nation to the world. We have seen that in most of the provinces, the

people had become accustomed to electing their assemblies, and that an

ardent love of liberty and self-government had been thus cherish., 1. We
seen that the home-government perceived the tendency of such

institutions when it was too late to check their influence. Yet the grand

object of the policy now pursued towards the colonies was the increase

of royal authority, and the complete extinguishment of an independent

ind republican spirit among the people. The enterprise and valorous

conduct displayed by the inhabitants of New England, during the wars

with the French and Indians, were viewed with suspicion and jealousy,

and considered as evidences of a spirit which should be humiliated.

Immediately after the treaty of Paris had restored peace between the
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two nations, the design of the British ministry to support troops in

America f>t the colonial expense was announced in the English papers.

The next proceeding was to endeavor, by oppressive measures, to increase

the amount of revenue derived from the provinces. In March, 1764, it

was debated in the House of Commons, whether they had a ri<jht to tax

the Americans, they not being represented ; and the question was decided

unanimously in the affirmative. On the 5th of April, parliament pa

the " sugar or molasses act," by which offenders against its provisions

were deprived of the right of trial by jury. This increased the discontent

which had been caused by the quartering of troops in the colonies without

their consent.

HE general court of Massachusetts, at its first session,

I drew up a letter of spirited and decided instructions to

Mr. Manduit, the provincial agent in England. After

vindicating their cause, and complaining particularly of

the rapid passing of acts of parliament, they concluded

by observing, that the power of taxing was "the grand

barrier of British liberty, and that, this once broken

down, all was lost; that, in a word, a people might be

free and tolerably happy, without a particular branch of trade ; but

without the privilege of assessing their own taxes they could be neither."

These instructions, with a brief statement of the rights of the colonists

which accompanied them, were ordered to be entered on the journals of

the house, and measures were adopted to secure the aid of the assemblies

of the different colonies, in order to obtain a repeal of the Sugar Act,

and prevent the imposition of taxes without due representation.

Early in 1764, James Otis, of Boston, published his powerful essay,

entitled, " The Rights of the British Colonies asserted and proved." In

November the house of burgesses, of Virginia, on receiving information

of the passage of the act, declaring the right to tax the colonies, prepared

an address to the king, a memorial to the House of Lords, and a remon-

strance to the House of Commons. The increase of smuggling, conse-

quent upon acts restricting commerce, had become so prejudicial to the

revenue, that the British government adopted a regulation, requiring th<

commanders of vessels, stationed on the coast of England, and even of

those ships destined for America, to perform the functions of revenue

officers, and to conform themselves to the rules established for the pro-

tection of the customs. This law called forth loud complaints from all

the colonies. No sooner did they feel its disastrous effects upon their

commerce, than the people generally resolved to refrain from purchasing

in future any English stuffs, with which they had been accustomed to
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clothe themselves. This economy became so general at lioston that the

consumption of British merchandise during the year was diminished

upwards of £10,000 sterling.

[nstead of redressing the grievances of which the colonies complained,

the Grenville ministry proceeded one step further. A bill for raising

revenue by a general stamp duty was brought into parliament, and after

an exciting debate, in which Colonel Bane and the Whig leaders generally,

distinguished themselves by pleading the cause of America, passed both

house's .in the 22d of March. The act was to begin its operation in the

following November.

The house of burgesses of Virginia was in session when intelligence

of the passage of the stamp act was received. Patrick Henry, already

renowned for his eloquence, introduced several spirited resolutions,

asserting ihe colonial rights and denying the claim of parliamentary
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taxation. The legislatures of the other colonies passed similar resolutions.

The assembly of Massachusetts, besides denying the claim of parliament

to tax the colonies, originated a scheme for calling a continental congress,

which was approved by most of the other colonies.

On the 7th of October, a congress consisting of 28 delegates from the

assemblies of Massachusetts, Rhode bland, and Providence Plantations,

Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, the Delaware counties,

Maryland, and South Carolina, convened in the city of New York, and

Timothy Ruggles, of Massachusetts, was chosen president. The first

measure of the congress was a declaration of the rights and grievances

of the colonists. They were declared to be entitled to all the rights and

liberties of natural-born subjects within the kingdom of Great Britain ;

among the most essential of which are, the exclusive power to tax them-

selves, and the privilege of a trial by jury. The grievance chiefly com-
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plained of was the act, granting certain stamp duties and other duties in

the British colonies, which, by taxing the colonists without their consent,

and by extending the jurisdiction of courts of admiralty, was declared to

have a direct tendency to subvert their rights and liberties. A petition

to the king, and a memorial to each house of parliament, were also .agreed

on ; and it was recommended to the several colonies to appoint special

agents, who should unite their utmost endeavors in soliciting redress of

grievances. The assemblies of Virginia, North Carolina and Georgia,

were prevented by their governors from sending representatives to the

congress ; but they forwarded petitions to England, similar to those

adopted by that body.

In the mean time, the people, in the various parts of the colonies,

issumed the controversy without waiting the result of legitimate measures.

In August the effigies of Andrew Oliver, the proposed distributer of

stamps in Massachusetts, was found hanging on a tree, afterward well

known by the name of Liberty Tree, on the main street of Boston,

accompanied with emblems designating Lord Bute, and the wicked mol ives

of the obnoxious acts of parliament. At night, the images were taken

down, and carried on a bier, amidst the acclamations of an immense col-

lect inn of people, through the court-house, down King street, to a small

brick building, supposed to have been erected by Mr. Oliver for the re-

ception of stamps. This building was soon levelled with the ground, and

the rioters, proceeding to Fort Hill to burn the pageantry, next assaulted
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Mi. Oliver's house, which stood near that hill, and, having broken the

windows, entered it, and destroyed part of the furniture. The next day,

Mr. Oliver authorized several gentlemen to announce on the exchange,

that he had declined having any concern with the office of stamp-master

;

but in the evening a bonfire was made, and a repetition of this declara-

tion exacted of him.

On the 26th of the same month the tumults were renewed. The

rioters assembled in King street, and proceeded to the house of William

Story, deputy register of the court of admiralty, whose private papers,

as well as the files and records of the court, were destroyed. The house

of Benjamin Hallowell, junior, comptroller of the customs, was next

entered and plundered. Intoxicated by liquors, found in his cellar, the

rioters, with inflamed rage, directed their course to the house of lieutenant-

governor Hutchinson, whose family was instantly dispersed, and who,

after attempting in vain to secure himself within doors, was also con-

strained to depart, by secret passages, to save his life. By four in the

morning, one of the best houses in the province was completely in ruins,

nothing remaining but the bare walls and floors. The plate, family

pictures, most of the furniture, the wearing apparel, about £900 sterling

in money, and the manuscripts and bonks, which Mr. Hutchinson had

been 30 years collecting, besides many public papers in his custody, were

either carried off, or destroyed. The town of Boston, the next day, voted

unanimously, that the selectmen and magistrates be desired to use their

utmost endeavors, agreeably to law, to suppress the like disorders for the

future, and that the freeholders and other inhabitants would do every

thing in their power to assist them. The 1st day of November, on which

the stamp act was to begin its operation, was ushered in at Boston by the

tolling of bells. Many shops and stores were shut. Effigies of the

authors and friends of that act were carried about the streets, and after-

ward torn in pieces by the populace.

HE Bostonians were not alone in their demon-

strations of indignation. On the 24th of August,

a gazette extraordinary was published in Provi-

dence, with Vox Populi, Vox Dei, for a motto.

Effigies were hung and burnt at Newport. In

Portsmouth, New Hampshire, the bells were

tolled for the decease of Liberty ; and in the

course of the day, a funeral procession was formed, and a coffin, bearing

the inscription, "Liberty, aged CXLV. years," was carried through the

streets to the sound of unbraced drums. Minute-guns were fired, and

an oration pronounced in honor of the deceased. When this was con-
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eluded, the inscription on the coffin was changed to " Liberty Revived,"

the bells rang a merry peal and every countenance was illumined with

joy. Such was the outburst of public feeling, outraged by oppressive

measun ss.

In Connecticut, Mr. Ingersoll, the constituted distributer of stamps,

was eompelled to resign his office. In New York, the stamp act was

contemptuously cried about the streets, under the title of "The Folly

of England and the Ruin of America." The stamps were taken by the

mob from the place where Governor Colden had secured them, and com-

mitted to the flames. The house of Major James, a friend of the stamp

act, was plundered, and every article of furniture burned. Ten boxes

of stamps were given to the flames. At Philadelphia, on the appearanoe
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af the ships having the stain)- on board, all the vessels in the harbor

hoisted their colors half-mast high, whilst the bells were muffled and con-

tinued to toll until evening. The stamp distributers of Philadelphia,

Maryland and Virginia were compelled to resign their offices.

T various places in the northern colonies, clubs and

associations, called the " Sons of Liberty," were

formed, and continued to promote and increase the

resistance of the colonists to the unjust measure-

of the British government. Vessels sailed from

the ports as usual, and the courts of justice, though

suspended for a time in most of the provinces,

at length proceeded to business without stamps.

During this eventful year, (1765,) John Adams

published a dissertation on the Canon and the Feudal Laws, which

breathed the purest patriotism, the most fervent love of liberty, and

which, in some degree, prepared the colonists for new acts of oppression.

In February, 1766, Dr. Benjamin Franklin was examined before the

English House of Commons, in regard to the state of feeling in America,

and the repeal of the Stamp Act. His answers were bold, precise, and

clear, and displayed his thorough knowledge of the subject.

T now became necessary, either to enforce

or repeal the odious act. Each of these

measures had its advocates. Lord Camden,

in the house of peers, and William Pitt,

in the house of commons, boldly and elo-

quently pleaded the cause of the colonists,

and maintained that taxation and repre-

sentation were inseparable. Their efforts

were crowned with success. On the 18th

of March, the stamp act was repealed by

a vote of 275 to 167. The news of the repeal excited great rejoicing in

America, where it was celebrated by the ringing of belle, the firing of

cannon, and festivals. The colonists could not but look upon .it as a

triumph of their own indomitable spirit.

On revoking the stamp act, parliament vc:ed an address to the king,

requesting him to instruct the colonial governors to procure from the

assemblies compensations to the individuals who had sustained loss in the

riots occasioned by the obnoxious statute. With this requisition the

assembly of Maryland readily complied : but the assembly of Massachu-

setts Bay, instead of prompt obedience, complained that th<j go vert st had

expressed the requisition in stronger terms than his instructions »<ithpT
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ized, and told him they would embrace the first opportunity to consider

the recommendation. After several delays, they granted the compensa-

tiona : but inserted in the act a clause of indemnity in favor of the rioters.

The assemblies of Rhode Island and New York were not much more

obsequious. In the other colonies, no loss had been sustained.

A rage for law-making is the common blunder of statesmen; and even

sad experience did not cure the British ministry of their legislative pro-

pensities in the management of American affairs. In the same session

in which they had repealed the stamp act, and before the ferment of the

public mind had time to subside, they, by a clause in the mutiny act,

made some innovations in the provision for soldiers stationed in America,

who were tn be supplied with certain necessaries in their quarters; and

they ordered the provincial assemblies to provide the funds fur defraying

the necessary expense. The governor of New York, on the day after he

had communicated to the assembly the repeal of the stamp act, sent a

message requiring them to provide quarters for some troops which were

marching to the city, ami informed them of the enactments of the amended

mutiny bill. The assembly were in no haste to enter on the consideration

of the message; but at length informed the governor that they would

provide for the troops as formerly. This answer was unsatisfactory : the

governor sent another message, and, after some correspondence, the

assembly refused compliance with the demand : but ultimately found it

expedient to submit. A similar refractory spirit manifested itself in the

other colonies, particularly in that of Massachusetts Bay.

In July, 1766, a new ministry came into power in England, under the

Duke of Grafton. The schemes for raising revenue from the colonies

were resumed. In the discus-ion on the stamp act, a distinction had been

made by the opponents of the bill, between external and internal taxa-

tion, or between racing money by duties on imports and exports and

taxes levied in the way which had been proposed by the stamp act. The

ministry, availing themselves of this distinction, procured an act of
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parliiiineut. imposing on glass, paper, white lead, painter's c ilors and tea,

payable on the importation of those articles into the American colonies.

But it w.i< now too late for such an enactment. The colonists began to

entertain more extended views of their rights, and to assert and maintain

them with more confidence. They now vigorously opposed what, at one

time, they would have submitted to without a murmur.

r-r-i HE New York Assembly, refusing to make any pro-

vision tn enforce the act for the maintenance of the

king's troops in the province, was prohibited from

passing any law until it complied with the provisions

nf thai act. The assembly was awed into submission,

yet the other colonies seized upon this as another

cause for complaint— another evidence of encroach-

ment upon their rights. In Massachusetts, the in-

dignation of the people at the new tax bill, was

almost as deep as at the passage of the stamp act.

As if still further to irritate them, a body of British

troops was brought into Boston, as was alleged, to secure them from the

inclemency of the weather.

On the 20th of January, 1768, the house of representatives of Massa-

chusetts voted a petition to the king, setting forth the terms of the original

charter of Massachusetts, the connexion between taxation and represen-

tation, and praying that the right of internal taxation should be left to

the provincial assembly. To secure the union and co-operation of the

other colonies, a circular letter, dated 11th of February, was addressed

to the representatives and burgesses of the people throughout the conti-

nent. The British ministry dreaded a union of the colonies ; and

immediately took occasion to condemn the circular as factious. The

Massachusetts assembly maintained the justice and propriety of the

measure it had adopted, and the governor dissolved that body immediately.

(June, 1768.)

The merchants of Boston, New York and Connecticut, subscribed a

paper, in which they engaged not to import nor purchase any kind of

goods or merchandize imported from Great Britain, from January, 1769,

to January, 1770, except a few enumerated articles. The colonial

measures of the British ministry received the sanction of parliament.

Early in 1769, the house of lords passed resolutions, censuring the pro-

ceedings of the assembly and people of Massachusetts. Both houses, in

a joint address to George III., gave him the strongest assurances that

they would effectually support him in such measures as might be found
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necessary to enforce the laws in Massachusetts, and proposed to try

persons in England for treason beyond the seas.

When intelligence of this address was received in America, the assem-

blies in the several colonies, north and south, adopted resolutions re-

affirming the rights of the people and their representatives. In Massa-

chusetts, the house of representatives refused to provide funds for the

support of a standing army in the province. At Boston, fresh grounds

of irritation continually arose. The commissioners of customs arrived,

and one of their officers was placed >m board of a sloop belonging to Mr.

Hancock, a zealous patriot and an eminent merchant. The officer, on

attempting to exercise his duties, was confined in the cabin, and the whole

cargo of Madeira wines was landed during the night. In consequence

of this affair, the vessel was condemned and seized; upon which, the
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people rose in tumult, burned a custom-house boat and compelled the

commissioners to ilee for safety on board the Romney ship-of-war. The

assemblies strongly condemned these proceedings, inviting even the

government to prosecute; but the prospect of obtaining either witnesses

or juries who would convict appeared 80 small, that no attempt was made.

Another event increased the turbulent state of public feeling. Two

regiments were ordered from New York to be quartered in Boston. At

the first rumor of this, a town-meeting was held, a committee appointed

to wait upon the governor to ascertain the truth of this report, and the

convening of the assembly solicited. The governor did not deny the

fact, but declared that he was unable to comply with the request without

instructions from home. The people then adopted an extraordinary

measure. A convention of delegates from all the towns was called, and

assembled in the beginning of September. The convention informed the

government that it did not assume any authority, but he advised the

delegates to separate without delay. After a session of five days, during

which a petition to the king, professing loyalty and explaining their

grievances, and a report addressed to the people, advising them to abstain

from tumult, were adopted, the convention adjourned. The troops now

arrived, and no accommodations being provided, the governor was forced
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to encamp part of them on the common, and assign to some quarters id

the market-hall and Faneuil Hall state-house.

In England, Lord North had been placed at the head of affairs. He

opened his career by concession to the provincials. On the 5th of March,

1770, a day rendered remarkable by other occurrences in America, the

prime minister proposed to withdraw the duties recently imposed, retaining

only that on tea, as an assertion of the right of parliament to tax the

colonists. The measure was carried through both houses, after a violent

opposition. Yet, on account of other government proceedings, it failed

tore tranquillity to the colonies.

The presence of the military force in Boston was a constant Bouroe of

irritation and complaint. The people viewed it as a clear violation of

civil liberty, and as intended to awe them into submission. Frequent
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quarrels occurred between the troops ami the inhabitants, bin nothing

serious, until the 5th of March, 1770. About 8 o'clock on the evening

of that day, a considerable number of people assembled in the vicinity

of the barracks, the soldiers were insulted and pelted, and in revenue

fired upon the mob. Three men were killed, and several others severely

wounded, one of whom afterwards died. The consequent excitement may

be imagined. The four persons killed were buried in one vault, with the

highest marks of respect, and followed to the grave by a vast multitude

of people. Captain Preston and the party of soldiers were committed to

jail, and all were afterwards tried. Through the noble exertions of the

zealous and eloquent patriots, John Adams and Josiah Quincy, who

volunteered to act its counsel for the defence, the captain ami six men

were acquitted, and only two convicted of manslaughter. This event

strengthened the patriotism of the people of Massachusetts, and made

them more firm and more uncompromising in their demands than the other

colonists. The Boston Massacre, as it was called, did much to forward

the great struggle. The troops were soon after removed from that town.

In the middle and southern colonies, although the people were diss

fied with the measures of parliament, and there were many zealous

patriots, the same active, vigilant and daring spirit of resistance did not

prevail as in New England. The cavalier settlers submitted more quietly

to the enactments of the home governments than the descendants of the

Puritans. Yet we shall see that when the blow had been struck, and

they became aware that the cause of Massachusetts was the common

cause of the colonies, the people of the southern provinces were able and

willing to meet the issue.

Meantime, a daring act of some of the colonists caused considerable
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trouble. Lieutenant Dudington, commander of the armed schooner

Gaspee, stationed off Rhode Island, was remarkably active in executing

the laws against smuggling, and in searching for contraband goods. By

this conduct, and by compelling the packets to lower their colors in passing

him, he had become the object of much ill-will. On the evening of the

9th of June, 177-. the Providence packet, with passengers on board, came

up with colors flying, and refusing to lower them, the lieutenant fired a

shot at her; which, being disregarded, he gave chase. It was near full

tide, and the packet stood closely in to the land, for the purpose of

drawing the Gaspee into shallow water : the design succeeded, and the

schooner got fast aground, about seven miles below Providence. The

packet proceeded to the town, where the resolution was soon formed of

attacking and destroying the Gaspee. Accordingly, about two in the

morning, a body of armed men, in several whale-boats, boarded the Gas-

pee, which was still aground, forced the lieutenant, who was wounded in

the scuffle, with his crew, ashore, and burned the schooner and her stores.

Government offered a reward of ,£500 for the discovery and conviction

of the perpetrators of this daring outrage; but evidence could not be

procured against the party, although the leaders were not unknown.

The British ministry were incapable of deriving wisdom from experi-

; for, after all the mischief which had resulted from their American

acts, they still indulged the passion for colonial legislation. Hitheito the

ibly of Massachusetts Bay had voted a seantv allowance to the
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judges and to the law officers of the crown; but, about the beginning of

the year 1772, in order to render the judges more independent, the crown

granted them liberal salaries out of the American revenue. The measure

was proper, but the time unseasonable; for every act of government was

looked on with distrust and jealousy by the colonists : and. in the irritable

state of the public mind at that time, the grant of salaries to the ju

being viewed as the wages of subserviency, created much alarm and

agitation in the province.

The ministers now revived the old struggles in the colonies, against the

right of the governor to be supported by the crown. A bill for this

purpose passed parliament, and in July. 1772. the Massachusetts legisla-

ture passed resolutions expressing great dissatisfaction with the new

regulations. They declared the measure to be an '-infraction of their

charter." The governor endeavored in an elaborate message to invalidate

the reasoning, bj which the house had arrived at this conclusion.

The Boston people now assembled in town-meeting, November 2d, when

on motion of Mr. Samuel Adams, a committee consisting of twenty-one,

was appointed to "state the rights of the colonies, and of this Province

in particular, as men, as Christians, and as subjects : to communicate and

publish the same to the several towns in this Province and to the World,

as the sense of this town, with the infringements and violations thereof

that have been or from time to time may be made." The sentiments of

all the other towns were desired.
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The committee on the 19th of November made a report, in which, after

a statement of rights, they pointed out the infringements and violation

of them by the parliamentary assumption of the right of legislating for

the colonies in all cases whatever; by the appointment of a number of

new officers to superintend the revenues; and by granting salaries out of

the American revenue to the governor, judges of the superior court, the

king's attorney and solicitor-general. This report was accepted, and 600

copies printed for distribution. Most of the towns concurred in the

Boston Report and Address.

A new project now occurred to the British premier. In consequence

of the successful exclusion of tea, that article had accumulated in the

warehouses of the Indian company, to their great loss. It was now pro-

posed that the British duty of a shilling a pound should be drawn back

on the import into America, where one of only three pence was to be

imposed. It was hoped, that in this manner the colonists might be

manoeuvred out of the principle for which they had so obstinately con-

1. The minister mistook the character of the colonists. The

vigilant patriot leaders saw the object of the measure, and, by exposing

it, prepared their friends for resistance to its execution.

Till'] East India Company, confident of finding a

'TLA^JC ^=*a market at the reduced prices, freighted several

ships with tea and sent them to the several ports

of New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Charles-

ton. The people of New York and Philadelphia

sent the ships back to London. In Charleston,

the tea was forcibly taken by the populace, and

stored in damp cellars, till unfit for use. At

Boston, the inhabitants tried every way to send back the three ships

which had arrived there, but without success. The vessels lay for some

days in the harbor, watched by a strong guard of citizens, who despatched

the most decided commands to the ship-masters not to land the cargoes.

At length the popular rage could no longer be restrained, and the con-

signee-, apprehending violence, took refuge in Castle William; while on

the 16th of December, a body of men, disguised as Mohawk Indians,

boarded the vessels and threw the tea into the dock. In the space of two

hours the contents of 342 chests of tea, valued at £18,000 sterling, were

thus destroyed. The principal actors in this affair are now known to

have been members of the Lebanon club of "Sons of Liberty." Their

leader was named Lendall Pitts. They were bold men. and had resolved

to prevent the landing of the tea, or to perish in the attempt.

The ministry of Britain had long watched for an opportunity of pun-
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isliing the people of Boston for the leading part they had taken in resist-

ing their measures. As soon as the news of the destruction of the tea

reached England, it was determined to proceed to extreme measures. A
bill passed both houses of parliament, which ordered the port of Boston

to be closed, and that no goods should be shipped or landed. This

interdict was to continue until the citizens should express a due sense of

their error, and make full compensation to the company ; when the crow n,

if it should see sufficient reason, might restore its lost privilege. This

port bill, so big with important consequences, was followed by two others

;

one prohibiting town-meetings, unless by consent of the governor : the

other directing that offenders against the state should be sent to Britain

or another colony for trial.

The news of the passage of the Port Bill reached Boston on the 10th

of May. The measure was totally unexpected, and therefore created the

greater ferment. The other acts increased the excitement, and weie

regarded as forming part of a system of tyranny. General Gage, the

commander of the military forces in America, being appointed governor

of Massachusetts, in place of Hutchinson, arrived at Boston on the 13th

of May, and was very well received.

The next day, at a numerous town-meeting called to consider the Port

Bill, it was resolved, "that it is the opinion of this town, that if the
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other colonies come into a joint-resolution to stop all importation from,

and exportation to, Great Britain, ami every part of the West Indies,

till the act be repealed, the same will prove the salvation of North

America and her liberties; and that the impolicy, injustice, inhumanity

and cruelty of the act exceed our powers of expression. We therefore

leave it to the just censure of others, and appeal to God and the World."

Copies of this resolution were transmitted to each of the colonies.

The Port Bill arriving in different parts of the colonies excited universal

indignation. In Philadelphia and other places, collections were taken up

m aid of the sufferers in Boston. This example was everywhere soon

followed ; and the great distress occasioned by the bill was speedily

relieved.

FP| HE Virginia assembly, moved by the eloquence of

Patrick Henry, espoused the cause of Massachusetts,

and resolved to observe the first day of the operation

of the bill as a fast; for which act, Governor Dun-

more, who had succeeded Lord Botetourt as governor,

dissolved them. Previous to their separation, how-

ever, they proposed a general congress, to deliberate

on those measures which the common interest of

America might require. The spirit of resistance became violent and

universal throughout the southern colonies, and they gave assurance of

assistance to the oppressed and suffering people of Boston.

The necessity of a general congress was soon perceived, and measures

were adopted to call one. On the 4th of September, 1774, delegates

from eleven colonies appeared at Philadelphia ; and the next day, having

formed themselves into a congress, in Carpenters' Hall, unanimously chose

Peyton Randolph, president. After much discussion, it was determined

that each colony should have only one vote, whatever might be the num-

ber of its deputies. A declaration of rights was soon agreed upon; the

several acts infringing and violating those rights recited, and the repeal

of them resolved to be essentially necessary to the restoration of harmony

between Great Britain and the colonies. In the hope that peaceful

lies might effect the object, a non-importation, non-consumption,

and non-exportation agreement was made. On the 1st of October, it was

resolved to prepare an address to the king, and on the 11th of that

month, it was further resolved to prepare addresses to the people of the

colonies and Great Britain. The great ability of the members of the

committees appointed to prepare the address ensured powerful productions.

Lord Chatham, speaking of the addresses in the house of lords, said:
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" When your lordships look at the papers transmitted to us from America,

when you consider their decency, firmness and wisdom, you cannot but

respect their cause and wish to make it your own. For myself, I must

declare and avow, that in all my reading and observation, and it has been

my favorite study, I have read Thucydides, and studied and admired the

master states of the world— that for solidity of reasoning, force of

sagacity, and wisdom of conclusion, under such complication of circum-

stances, no nation, or body of men, can stand in preference to the general

( 'on^ress at Philadelphia." The committees which produced the addresses

were composed of Richard Henry Lee, John Adams, Patrick llcury,

John Jay and John Etutledge

—

all renowned for literary attainments an!

oratorical ability.

After a session of eight weeks, the Continental Congress dissolved

itself; but not without recommending that another Congress should be

held on the 10th of May following, at Philadelphia, unless a redress of

grievances was previously obtained. The resolutions of the Congress

were generally sanctioned by the provincial assemblies.*

In Massachusetts the progress of affairs betokened a gathering storm.

Soon after Gage's arrival, two regiments of foot, with a small detachment

* It ought not to be forgotten that the first Continental Congress w:c- ope 1 with

a prayer by Dr. Daohe. The practice thus commenced *i»e been oontinued to the

.! day.
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of artillery, and some cannon, were landed at Boston, and encamped on

the common ; and they had been gradually reinforced by several regi

ments from Ireland, New York, Halifax and Quebec. Things assumed a

warlike aspect; a guard was stationed on Boston neck, and the fortifica-

tions at the entrance of the town were repaired and manned. On the

1st of September, Gage sent a detachment to take possession of the

powder in the arsenal at Charleston. These measures carefully noted by

an irritated people, rendered consultation necessary. Delegates assembled

for that purpose in Suffolk, and passed a number of spirited resolutions,

declaring " their intended opposition to the parliamentary measures," and

that " no obedience is due from the province to either or any of the said

acts, but that they should be rejected as the attempts of a wicked ad-

ministration, to enslave America." These bold resolutions were subse-

quently adopted by the Continental Congress.

N the month of August, a copy of the act of

parliament altering the constitution of Massa-

chusetts Bay, and commissions from the king

to those who were to compose the new council,

in room of that which had been chosen by

the assembly, reached Boston, and threw

the town and neighborhood into a state of

the greatest fermentation and confusion. The

courts of justice were suspended, because the grand juries refused to

take the oaths ; and the petty juries declined serving, because Mr. Oliver

the chief justice had been impeached by a late house of commons of the

province, and because the judges of the superior court had been made

dependent on the crown. In some places the people assembled in large

bodies, and took possession of the court-houses and avenues leading to

them, so that neither judge nor officer could gain admittance ; and when

the sheriff commanded them to make way for the court, they replied,

• We know no court, nor any other establishment, independent of the

ancient laws and usages of our country ; and to no other will we submit

or give way on any account."

General Gage endeavored to call in religion to the aid of his govern-

ment ; but the irritation of his temper defeated the scheme of his policy.

Ilr issued a proclamation to encourage piety and virtue, and to prohibit

and puuish profaneness and immorality : classing hypocrisy among the

immoralities. This the people of Boston considered a gross insult ; and

probably felt the insinuation the more keenly, in proportion to their deep

estimate of religious observances.

The events of almost every day tended not only to keep alive but to
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increase the mutual irritation. The inhabitants of Salem were invited by

a hand-bill to meet on the 25th of August, in order to concert measures

for opposing the late acts of parliament. On the 24th, the governor

issued a proclamation prohibiting the meeting. But the proclamation

was disregarded : the people asssembled. Troops were sent to disperse

them ; but before the arrival of the troops the business was finished, and

the assembly dissolved.

It was clear that the time for protesting and remonstrating was over.

The colonists had boldly asserted their rights, during a long period of con-

summate tyranny, in which the British government had acted as if the

provinces were only valuable in proportion to the amount they yielded to

swell the enormous revenue of the mother country. The safety and

happiness of the people seemed to them a secondary object. They were

now to feel the vengeance of those " who knew their rights and knowing,

dared maintain them." The patriot statesmen had done all in their power

to secure redress for the wrongs of the colonists, by peaceable measures.

But wisdom and eloquence had reached the ears of the British ministry

only to be disregarded, and they had now no remedy but to appeal to the

sword—and trust in the justice of their cause and the strength of armies.

'Md Monument on Beacon Hill, BoltOO, Erected '.o commemunitr the Events of Uie Ronlubob
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CHAPTER XXV.

COMMENCEMENT OF THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR.

HE purpose of the colonists, in the struggle they foresaw,

was to throw upon the British the responsibility of the

first appeal to force. In this they were successful. A
considerable quantity of military stores having been

collected at Concord, a town in the interior, about

eighteen miles from Boston, General Gage determined to

seize them. On the night preceding the 19th of April,

1775, he detached Lieutenant-colonel Smith and Major

Pitcairn, with 800 grenadiers and light infantry for the

execution of this design. At about 11 o'clock, the

troops crossed the river Charles and commenced a silent and rapid march

for Concord. In spite of the precautions of the British, the patriot

leaders of Boston found means to alarm the country, and on the arrival

of the troops at Lexington, about five in the morning, upwards of 70

men—the minute-men of that town—were found on parade, under anus.

Major Pitcairn, who led the van of the regulars, galloped up to them,

and callc. i out, " Disperse, disperse, you rebels; throw down your arms

and d !" The sturdy yeomanry remaining firm, he advanced

nearer, fired his pistol, and ordered his troops to fire, which they did,
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with a loud huzza. Several of the provincials fell, and the rest dispersed.

The firing continued, however, and the fugitives returned it as they fled.

In all, eight Americans were killed, and several wounded.

HE British detachment proceeded to Concord. The minute-

men had received the alarm, and drew up in order for de-

fence. But seeing the number of the regulars, they

retreated over the north bridge, a short distance from the

town. A party of British light infantry followed, while

the main body proceeded to de-troy the stores. Two l'4 pounders were

spiked, 500 pounds of balls thrown into the river and wells, and 60 barrels

of flour broken in pieces. Meanwhile, the militia being reinforced, Major

Buttrick, of Concord, assumed the command, and they advanced towards

the bridge. The light infantry now retired to the Concord side of the

river, and commenced pulling up the bridge. As the militia approached,

the regulars fired upon them, killing a captain and one of the privates,

The provincials returned the fire, and, after a short but severe contest,

forced the regulars to commence their retreat to Boston. But the whole

country was now alarmed, and the retreating troops were exposed to a

destructive fire in the rear and on the flanks. The militia, sheltering

themselves behind trees, fences and stone-walls, and availing themselves

of their superior knowdedge of the country, kept up a galling fire, until
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Provincials harassing Ihfl British on their retreat.

the regulars, much exhausted, reached Lexington, where they were joined

by Lord Percy, with 900 men and two pieces of cannon.

HE British force, now numbering 1800 men,
{-\r

J
soon resumed its march, and the provincials

simultaneously renewed their fire, with as

terrible effect as before. A little after

sunset, the regulars reached Bunker's Hill,

where, exhausted with their rapid retreat,

they remained during the night, and the

next morning went into Boston. In this

disastrous expedition, 65 of the regulars

were killed. 180 wounded, and 28 made prisoners. Of the provincials,

50 were killed, 34 wounded, and four missing.

The battle-of Lexington excited the war spirit throughout Massachusetts,

and soon communicated the flame to the other colonies. The next day

after the battle, the provincial congress of Massachusetts met, and prepared

an address to the people of Great Britain, in which occurred the strong

expression, " Appealing to heaven for the justice of our cause, we de-

termine to die or he free," and made every arrangement for the imme-

diate raising of a large army. The country was aroused. The hardy

yeomanry in every quarter left the plough in the furrow, and hastened

where their bold hearts and strong hands wire needed. Forts, magazines

and arsenals were seized and appropriated to the use of the provincials.

An army of 20,000 men appeared in the environs of Boston, and formed
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Lord Percy.

a line of encampment from Roxbury to the river Mystic. A large body

of troops from Connecticut, under the veteran Colonel Putnam, soon

joined the main army, and then the royal forces were closely confined to

the peninsula of Boston.

A bold scheme was at once formed by a few men in Connecticut, to get

possession of the important fortresses of Ticonderoga and Crown Point.

About 40 volunteers marched to Castleton, where they were joined by

Colonel Ethan Allen, with some hardy mountaineers, which increased the

number of men to 270. Colonel Benedict Arnold, who had meditated

the same project, now joined the assembled volunteers, but the chief

command was retained by Colonel Allen. Proceeding on the expedition,

they arrived, on the night of the 9th of May, on the shore of Lake

Champlain, opposite Ticonderoga. Allen and Arnold, with 83 men,

crowed the Lake without being discovered, and at break of day, entered
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the fort, the garrison being yet asleep. Three loud huzzas roused them

to a sense of their danger, and a slight skirmish ensued. De la Place,

the commander, was required to surrender the fort. " By what authority ?"

he asked. " I demand it," replied Allen, " in the name of the Great

Jehovah, and the Continental Congress." The fort was instantly sur-

rendered. Crown Point was easily surprised and captured by Colonel

Seth Warner, with a small party of men, and the pass of Skeensborough

was seized at the same time, by some volunteers from Connecticut. A
sloop-of-war lying at St. John's, at the northern extremity of Lake

Champlain, was surprised and seized by Arnold : and thus, without the

loss of a man, two very important posts, a large quantity of military

stores, and the command of Lakes George and Champlain, were acquiied

by the daring of a few provincials.

Towards the end of May, a considerable reinforcement, with Generals

Howe, Burgoyne, and Clinton, arrived at Boston. General Gage now

prepared to act with more decision. He issued a proclamation, offering
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pardon to all who should forthwith lay down their arms, and return to the

duties of peaceful subjects, excepting only, Samuel Adams and John

Hancock. The effect of the proclamation was to unite and embolden,

rather than intimidate those to whom it was addressed.

prevent the British from marching into the interior, the

provincial council of war thought it necessary to take

measures for the defence of Dorchester Neck, and to

occupy Banker's Bill. Accordingly, on the evening of

the 16th of June, a detachment of 1000 men, under

Colonel Prescott, moved from Cambridge, and passing

silently over Charlestown Neck, ascended, through some

mistake. Breed's Hill, reaching the top of it unobserved.

Having brought entrenching tools with them, the whole

party labored diligently and silently, and by dawn of

day, completed a breastwork, and a redoubt eight roda

square. When they were discovered, a tremendous fire was opened upon

them from the ships-of-war in the harbor, and from the battery on Copp's

Hill, in Boston.

General Gage, deeming it expedient to drive the Americans from their

position, detached Major-General Howe and Brigadier-General Tigot, at

noon, with ten companies of grenadiers, ten of light-infantry, and some

artillery, to perform this service. After landing at Moreton's Point,

Howe formed his men and waited for reinforcements. These arrived

t "wards three o'clock, when, being 3000 strong, the British moved up the

hill to the attack. Meanwhile, the Americans had been reinforced by

about ."i
1 "! men, under Dr. Joseph Warren and Colonel Pomeroy. The

British advanced slowly, in two lines, with the artillery preceding them.

By their direction, Charleatown, a village of about 400 houses, was set on

fire, and in a short time, the town was wrapped in flames. This spectacle

added an awful grandeur to the scene which was now presented to the

eyes of an immense multitude, who, thronging all the house-tops and

heights in and around Boston, eagerly awaited the coming struggle.

The Americans permitted the enemy to approach unmolested, until

within less than 100 yards of the breastwork, and then poured upon them

such a deadly and incessant fire of musketry, that the British line was

broken and fell back precipitately to the landing place. By the vigorous

exertions of their gallant officers, they were again formed and brought to

the attack. But the Americans met them as before, and again drove

them back. General Clinton, arriving at this juncture from Boston,

united his exertions with those of General Howe and other officers, and

with extreme reluctance, the troops once more advanced to the charge,
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the fire from all their batteries and ships-of-war being redoubled. The

British brought some of their cannon to bear so as to rake the breast-

work from end to end, and the redoubt, attacked on three sides at once,

was carried at the point of the bayonet. The provincials, though ordered

to retreat, delayed, and with the butt-end of their guns, disputed the

ground inch by inch, until the assailants half-filled the redoubt. They

then made their way over Charlestown Neck with trifling loss, although

exposed to the fire of the Glasgow man-of-war, ami two floating batteries.

N this memorable battle, the loss of the

British was reported to be 1054 men

killed or wounded ; of which number 89

were commissioned officers. Of the

Americans, 139 were killed, and 314

wounded and missing. Among the killed

was Dr. Warren. Although he had been

appointed a major-general four days previous to the battle, he assumed

command, but, with musket in hand, fought as a common soldier. He
was shot in the head while bringing off the rear of the Americans. His

death was deeply and universally lamented by his countrymen, as his

courage, learning, eloquence and general ability, had marked him for

their leader in the struggle for liberty. Warren had been among the first

and most eloquent of those orators, who had excited their fellow-men to

maintain their rights, and daringly denounced the usurpations of the

British government. When appointed major-general lie was president of

Provincial Congress of Massachusetts, in which position he had won

the love and admiration of his fellow-patriots. The fall of Buch a man

in such ;t cause makes it Bacred in the eyes of its supporters, and fixes

their determination never to forsake it.
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The necessity of a second congress had been rendered evident by the

battle of Lexington. On the 10th of May, the delegates from twelve

colonies met at Philadelphia. Peyton Randolph was chosen presideni.,

but that gentleman being obliged to return home on the 24th of the

month, John Hancock was placed in the chair. The delegates did n.H

hesitate in regard to the course to be pursued. They unanimously deter-

mined, that, as hostilities had actually commenced, and large reinforce-

ments to the British army were expected, the colonies should be imme-

diately put in a state of defence ;
" but as they wished for a restoration

of the harmony formerly subsisting between the mother country and the

colonies," they resolved that, "to the promotion of this most desirable

reconciliation, an humble and dutiful petition be presented to his majesty."

Besides this second petition to the king, they prepared a second address

to the inhabitants of Great Britain ; another to the people of Canada

;

and another to the assembly of Jamaica. These addresses were composed

in a masterly manner, and were well calculated to procure friends to the

colonies. Congress voted, that 20,000 men should be immediately

equipped; unanimously chose George Washington, then a delegate from
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Virginia, to be general and commander-in-chief of the army of the

United Colonies, and all the forces now raised, or to be raised by them
;

proceeded to organize the higher departments of the army ; and emitted

bills of credit to the amount of 3,000,000 of Spanish milled dollars to

defray the expenses of the war, and pledged the Twelve United

Colonies for their redemption. Articles of war for the government of

the continental army were formed.

Washington accepted his high appointment with great diffidence. He
had used neither solicitation nor influence of any kind to procure the

appointment ; and when the president informed him of his election, and

of the request of congress that he would accept the office, he stood up in

his place, and addressed the president in the following terms :—" Though

I am truly sensible of the high honour done me by this appointment, yet

I feel great distress from a consciousness that my abilities and military

experience are not equal to the arduous trust. But, as the congress

desire it, I will enter on the momentous duty, and exert every power I

possess in their service, and for the support of the glorious cause. I beg

they will accept my cordinl thanks for this high testimony of their appro-

bation." He besought congress to

remember that he thought himself

unequal to the command with which

they had honored him ; that he ex-

pected no emolument from it, but

that he would keep an exact ac-

count of his expenses.

Soon after Washington was ap-

pointed commander-in-chief, Con-

gress appointed four major-generals

— Artemas Ward, Charles Lee,

Philip Schuyler, and Israel Putnam

;

one adjutant-general, with the rank

of brigadier— Horatio Gates ; and

eight brigadier-generals — Seth

Pomeroy, David Wooster, William

Heath, Joseph Spencer, John Thomas, John Sullivan, and Nathaniel

Greene.

The people of Massachusetts were advised by the congress to elect

delegates to an assembly, and that assembly to elect a council in order

cure a certain form of government. This advice was followed, and
the assembly thus chosen met at Watertown, on the 20th of July. On
the 6th of July the Continental Congress agreed to a Declaration, in the

rtcmas W anJ
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form of a manifesto, setting forth the causes and the necessity of the

people taking up arms, yet disclaiming any intention of establishing in-

dependent states. In the early part of July, a convention in Georgia

resolved to support the common cause of the colonies, thus making the

whole number of British provinces represented in the Continental Con-

gress, thirteen.

On the 2d of July. General Washington, accompanied by General Lee

and others, arrived at Cambridge. He immediately applied himself to

obtain a knowledge of the strength and situation of the enemy, and to

ipspect the condition of the Americans.

The main bodj of the British army under the immediate command of

General Howe, was strongly intrenching itself on Bunker's Hill, about a

mile from Charlestown, ami about halt' a mile in advance of the works that

hail been thrown up by the Americans on Breed's Hill : the other division

of it was deeply intrenched and strongly fortified on Boston Neck, hading

to Roxbury. The American army lay on both sides of Charles River.

Its right occupied the high ground about Roxbury, whence it extended

toward Dorchester; and its left was covered by Mystic River, a space of

at least twelve miles. Intrenchments were thrown up on Winter and

1 'inspect hills, about a mile from that division of the enemy, which lay

on the peninsula of Charlestown. and in full view of it. Easterly of the

works on Winter Hill, towards Mystic River, redoubts were thrown up,

to prevent the passage of the enemy up that river in their rear, or their

landing opposite to the fort. At Ploughed Hill, much in advance of

Prospect Hill, and within about half a mile on a direct line of Bunker's

Hill, a breastwork was thrown up, while the enemy were incessantly can-

nonading the provincial troops. In November, General Putnam was

ordered to erect fortifications on Cobble Hill, about the same distance

from the British works on Charlestown Heights, as Ploughed Hill, but

nearer to Boston. When the Americans were perceived at this work, the

British Bhips-of-war then lying in Charles River, as well as the forts on

Bunker's Hill, opened a severe fire upon them; but the fort was soon

built; ami it was called '• Putnam's impregnable fortress." Soon after,

strong fortifications were erected at Lech mere's Point. A strong intrench-

ment was also thrown up at Sewell's farm : and the intermediate points

on the river, where troops might be landed, were occupied and strengthened.

At Roxbury, where General Thomas commanded, a strum; work bad been

erected on the hill, about 200 yards from the church. Troops from New
Hampshire and Rhode Island amounting to nearly 2000 men, occupied

Winter Hill. About 1000 men, a part of the Connecticut line, com-

manded by General Putnam, were on Prospect Hill. The residue of the
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Burning of Falmouth.

Connecticut troops, and nine regiments from Massachusetts, making in

the whole between 4000 and 5000 men, were stationed at Roxbury; the

residue of the Rhode Island troops, at Sewall's farm ; and the residue of

the Massachusetts troops, excepting about 700 men dispersed along the

coast, were placed at Cambridge.

In compliance with a resolve of the provincial congress to prevent tories

from conveying out their effects, the inhabitants of Falmouth, in the

uortheastui u part of Massachusetts, had obstructed the loading of a mast

ship. The destruction of the town was determined on, as a vindictive

punishment. Captain Mowat, detached for that purpose with arme<'

vessels by Admiral Greaves, arrived off the place on the evening of the

17th of October. He gave notice to the inhabitants, that be would give

them two hours "to remove the human species," at the end of which

term, a red pendant would be raised at the main-top-gallant-mast-head;

and that on the least resistance, he should be freed from all humanity,

dictated by his orders or his inclination. Upon being inquired of by three

gentlemen, who went on board his ship for that purpose, respecting the

in for this extraordinary summons, he replied, that he had orders to

set on nre all the seaport towns from Boston to Halifax, and that he sup-

posed New York was already in ashes, lie could dispense with his

orders, be said, on no terms but the compliance of the inhabitants to do-

liver up their arms and ammunition, and their sending on board a supply

of provisions, four carriage guns, and the same number of the principal
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persons in the town, as hostages, that they should engage not to unite

with their country in any kind of opposition to Britain ; and he assured

them, that on a refusal of these conditions, he should lay the town in

ashes within three hours. Unprepared for the attack, the inhabitants by

entreaty obtained the suspension of an answer till the morning, and em-

ployed this interval in removing their families and effects. Considering

opposition as unavailing, they made no resistance. The next day, Mowat

commenced a furious cannonade and bombardment; and a great number

of people, standing on the heights, were spectators of the conflagration,

which reduced many of them to penury and despair : one hundred and

thirty-nine dwelling-houses and two hundred and seventy-eight stores were

burnt. Other seaports were threatened with conflagration, but escaped
;

Newport, on Rhode Island, was compelled to stipulate for a weekly

supply, to avert it.

VERY favorable position was fortified and vigilantly

guarded, so that the British could find no point of egress

from Boston. Washington and the other generals

exerted themselves to equip and discipline the army

There was no lack of courage and zeal among the officers

and men, but they were generally unaccustomed to the

subordination and discipline of the camp, and destitute

of the requisite arms and ammunition. In the beginning of September,

the army received a supply of 7000 pounds of powder from Rhode Island,

and powder-mills were erected at various places, to supply the demand.

Washington boldly grappled with the many difficulties of his situation.

He perceived that the expense of maintaining an army far exceeded the

estimates of Congress, and that the short term for which the men were

enlisted threatened serious consequences. The new enlistments were

made to serve until the 1st of December, 1776.

The British troops in Boston, amounting to about 10,000 men, were

reduced to a very uncomfortable condition. The country people generally

refused to sell them any provisions, and their naval supplies were inter-

cepted by the armed vessels which the Massachusetts assembly had fitted

out for the defence of the coast.
. On the 10th of October, General Gage

left Boston for England, and the command devolved on General Howe.

Several vessels, containing a large quantity of stores for the British

army, were captured by the Massachusetts privateers, and afforded a

seasonable supply to the Americans.

On the 13th of December, Congress resolved to fit out thirteen ships-

of-war, which formed the germ of the American navy. It had been also

resolved to raise a large army, and each of the colonies had agreed to
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furnish a considerable number of men ; but recruiting went on slowly.

No bounty was offered until February, and on the last day of December,

when the old armv was disbanded, Washington learned that but 9650

men had been enlisted for the campaign of 1776. Compelled to submit

to inactivity, his means of acting on the offensive were magnified, and

doubts of his ability and integrity rewarded his constant anxiety. Con-

gress desired that the town should be attacked ; but a council of war

decided against the measure.

It was now deemed expedient to get possession of Dorchester Heights,

and the night of the 4th of March was fixed upon for the attempt. A
covering party of 800 men led the way. These were followed by the

carts, with the intrenching tools, and 1200 of a working party, com-

manded by General Thomas. In the rear there were more than 200

carts, loaded with fascines, and hay in bundles. While the cannon were

playing in other parts, the greatest silence was kept by this working

party. The active zeal of the industrious provincials completed lines

of defence by morning, which astonished the garrison. The difference

between Dorchester Heights on the evening of the 4th, and the morning

of the 5th, seemed to realize the tales of romance. The admiral informed

General Howe, that if the Americans k<'pt possession of these heights,

he would not be able to keep one of his majesty's ships in the harbor.

It was therefore determined in a council of war, to attempt to dislodge
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them. An engngement was hourly expected. It was intended by General

Washington, in that case, to force hi- way into Boston with 4000 men,

who were to have embarked at the mouth of Cambridge River. The

militia bad come forward with great alertness, each bringing three days'

provision, in expectation of an immediate assault. The men were in

high spirits, and impatiently waiting for the appeal.

•J
5 IIEY were reminded that it was the 5th of March,

and were called upon to avenge the death of their

countrymen killed on that day. The many eminei

in and near Boston, which overlooked the ground "ii

which it w;i< expected that the contending parties

would engage, wire crowded with numerous S]n

tors; but General Howe did not intend to attack

until the next day. In the night, a most violent

storm, and, towards morning, a heavy flood of rain

came on. A carnage was thus providentially prevented, that would pro-

bably have equalled, if not exceeded, the fatal 17th of June at Bunker's

Hill. In this situation, it was agreed by the British, in a council of war,

to evacuate the town as soon as possible.

In a few days after, a flag came out of Boston, with a paper signed by

four selectmen, stating, " that they had applied to General Robertson,

who, on an application to General Howe, was authorized to assure them,

that lie had no intention of burning the town, unless the troops under

his command were molested, during their embarkation, or at their de-

parture, by the armed force without." When this paper was presented

to General Washington, he replied, "that as it was an onauthenticated

paper, and without an address, and not obligatory on General Howe, he

could take no notice of it;" but at the same time intimated his good

wishes for the security of the town.

A proclamation was issued by General Howe, ordering all woollen and

linen goods to be delivered to Crean Brush, Esq. Shops were opened

and stripped of their goods. A licentious plundering took place. Much

was carried off, and more was wantonly destroyed. These irregularities

were forbidden in orders, and the guilty threatened with death ; but,

nevertheless, great mischief was committed.

The British, amounting to more than 7000 men, evacuated Boston,

.March, 17th, 1776; leaving their barracks standing; a number of pieces

of cannon spiked; four large iron sea-mortars; and stores to the value

of £30,000. They demolished the castle, and knocked off the trunnions

of the cannon. Various incidents caused a delay of nine days after the

evacuation, before they left Nantasket road.
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Tliis embarkation was attended with many circumstances of distress

and embarrassment. On the departure of the royal army from Bus- in,

a great number of the inhabitants, attached to the royal cause, and afraid

of public resentment, chose to abandon their country. From the great

multitude about to depart, there was no possibility of procuring purchasers

for their furniture; neither was there a sufficiency of vessels for its con-

venient transportation. Mutual jealousy subsisted between the army and

navv : each charging the other as the cause of their common distress.

The army was full of discontent. Reinforcements, though long promised,

had not arrived. Both officers and soldiers thought themselves neglected.

Five months had elapsed since they had received any advice of their

destination. Wants and inconveniences increased their ill humor. Their

intended voyage to Halifax subjected them to great dangers. The

at all times hazardous, was eminently so at that tempestuous equino

season. They had reason to fear, that they would be blown off to the

West Indies, and without a sufficient stock of provisions. They were

also going to a barren country. To add to their difficulties, this dan-

gerous voyage, when completed, was directly so much out of their way.

Their business lay to the southward; and they were going northward.

Under all these difficulties, and with all these gloomy prospects, the

iteered for Halifax. Contrary to appearances, the voyage thither was

both short and prosperous. They remained there for some time, waiting

for reinforcements and instructions from England.

When the royal fleet and army departed from Boston, several ships

were left behind, for the protection of vessi Is coming from England : bnt
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The Meilul presented lo General Washington.

the American privateers were so alert, that they nevertheless made many
prizes. Some of the vessels which they captured, were laden with arms

and warlike stores. Some transports, with troops on board, were also

taken. These had run into the harbor, not knowing that the place was

evacuated. The boats employed in the embarkation of the British troops,

had scarcely completed their business, when General Washington with

his army marched into Boston. He was received with marks of approba-

tion more flattering than the pomps of a triumph. The inhabitants,

released from the severities of a garrison life, and from the various in-

dignities to which they were subjected, hailed him as their deliverer.

The evacuation of Boston had been previously determined upon, by the

British ministry, from principles of political expediency. Being resolved

to carry on the war, for purposes affecting all the colonies, they conceived

a central position to be preferable to Boston. Policy of this kind had

induced the adoption of the measure ; but the American works on liox-

bury expedited its execution.

For his services in expelling the British from Boston, Congress passed

a vote of thanks to General Washington and the army, and presented

the general with a gold medal commemorating the event.

In the meantime, the struggle had begun in the other colonies. In

Virginia, Lord Dunmore, by intemperate measures, strengthened the

party he designed to crush. He threatened to set up the royal standard,

seize the magazines and arm the negroes against their masters. This

roused the inhabitants, and public meetings were held in various places.
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Some gentlemen of Hanover armed themselves, and under the lead of

Patrick Henry, marched towards Williamsburg, with the design of seizing

the public treasury. They were prevented from accomplishing their

olject for the time by negotiation. The governor convened the general

assembly, but its spirit was rebellious; and the people becoming louder

in their complaints. Lord Dunmore took refuge on board of the Towey

man-of-war. On the 15th of October, he landed with a small party at

Norfolk, destroyed seventeen pieces of ordnance and carried off two

more. He afterwards landed several times and destroyed or carried oil'

the stores of the provincials. His efforts only strengthened the number

and zeal of the people.

In the Carolinas, the royal governors were forced to Hy, and the people

took the government into their own hands. Governor Martin afterwards

exerted himself to reduce North Carolina, and employed a large force

under General M' Donald. But General Moore, with a body of provincials,

marched against the royalists ; several skirmishes ensued ; M'Donald was

taken prisoner and his men dispersed. In South Carolina, a provincial

assembly was elected, forts built, regiments raised, and the militia trained.

The royal party was easily overpowered, and the governor took refuge on

board of a man-of-war. In Georgia, after a short contest, the colonial

cause triumphed. The royal governors of New York, Maryland and

New Jersey, contrived to maintain a show of authority, but dared not

attempt active measures. As for Pennsylvania, we know that the Con-

tinental Congress sat in Philadelphia, and the spirit of the people had

always been firm and independent.

-



CHAPTER XXVI.

EXPEDITION TO C A N A D A.

>> HE co-operation of the people

of Canada was deemed, by some

of the American statesmen, ne-

cessary for securing a triumph

in the struggle of the colonies

their rights. Accordingly, add]

had been sent, from time to time, to the

Canadians, stating the grievances which had

caused the outbreak, and inviting them, as

they cherished their own privileges, to aid

the other colonies in obtaining their ju-t

demands. These addresses had produced do perceptible effect, however,

ami the arrival of the active and judicious Sir Guy Carleton, who had

been appointed governor of the province, seemed to ensure the loyalty

of the ] pie. Still it was thought they would assist an army sent from

the revolting colonies ; and it was therefore resolved to despatch a suffi-

cient force to attempt the conquest. The security of Ticonderoga and

Crown Point was also considered in the proposed expedition.

The management of military affairs in this northern department, had

been committed t" the generals Schuyler and Montgomery. General

Schuyler addressed the inhabitants, informing them, '-that the only views

of Congress were to restore to them those rights, which every subject of
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the British empire, of whatever religious sentiments he may be, is entitled

to, and that in the execution of these trusts, he had received the most

positive orders to cherish every Canadian, and every friend to the cause

of liberty, and sacredly to guard their property." On the 10th of Sep-

tember, about 1000 American troops effected a landinj: at St. John's, the

first British post in Canada, lying 115 miles only to the northward of

Tieonderoga : but fotind it advisable to retreat to Esle aua Noix, twelve

miles south of St. John's. An extremely bad state of health soon after

inducing General Schuyler to retire to Tieonderoga, the command de-

volved on General Montgomery. That enterprising officer in a few days

returned to the vicinity of St. John's, and opened a battery against it.

The reduction of Fort Chamblee, by a small detachment, giving him

possession of six tons of gunpowder, enabled him to prosecute the siege

of St. John's with vigor. General Oarleton advanced against him with
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about 800 men; but, in attempting to cross the St. Lawrence with the

intention of landing at Longueil, he was attacked by Colonel Warner

with 300 Green Mountain boys, and compelled to retire with precipitancy.

This repulse induced the garrison of St. John's to surrender, on honor-

able terms of capitulation. While the siege of St. John's was depending.

Colonel Ethan Allen was taken prisoner by the British, near Montreal,

with about 38 of his men. He was loaded with irons and sent to

England.

ENERAL MONTGOMERY next proceeded towards

.Montreal. On his approach, the few British troops

there repaired on board the shipping, in hopes of escap-

ing down the river : but General Prescott and several

officers, with about 120 privates, were intercepted.

and made prisoners on capitulation ; eleven sail of

vessels, with all their contents, fell into the hands

of the provincials. Governor Carleton was conveyed

away in a boat with muffled paddles to Trois Rivieres,

whence he proceeded to Quebec. General Montgomery, leaving some

troops in Montreal, and sending detachments into different parts of the

province to encourage the Canadians and to forward provisions, advanced

with his little army, and expeditiously arrived before Quebec.

General Washington, early foreseeing that the whole force of Canada

would be concentrated about Montreal, bad projected an expedition

against Quebec in a different direction. 1 1 is plan was, to send out a

detachment from his camp before Boston, which was to march by the way

of the Kennebec River ; and, passing through the dreary wilderness

lying between the settled parts of the province of Maine and the St.

Lawrence, to penetrate into Canada about 90 miles below Montreal.

This arduous enterprise was committed to Colonel Arnold, who, with 1100

men, consisting of New England infantry, some volunteers, a company

of artillery, and three companies of riflemen, commenced his march on

the 13th of September. The soldiers were often obliged to carry their

boats and rafts on their backs for miles along the Kennebec, on account

of the rocks and shoals in that river. In passing the swampy grounds,

after traversing the length of the Kennebec, they became sickly. Pro-

visions also began to fail them. So great were their distresses, that

Colonel Enos returned to Cambridge with his whole division, which, it is

believed, must otherwise have starved. One or two dogs were afterward

killed and eaten by the soldiers ; a few of whom ate their cartouch-boxes,

breeches, and shoes. After sustaining almost incredible hardships,

Arnold in six weeks arrived on the plains of Canada, and immediately
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encamped at Point Levi, opposite to Quebec. The unexpected appear-

ance of an army, ''emerging out of the depths of an unexplored wilder-

ness," threw the city into the greatest consternation. In this moment

of surprise ami terror, Arnold might probably have become master of the

. could he have crossed the St. Lawrence; hut the small crafts and

boats in the river were removed out of his reach. A delay of several

days was by this untoward circumstance rendered inevitable; and the

critical moment was lost. The inhabitants, English and Canadians,

tliou"h discontented before, now united for their common defence. Alarmed

for the immense property which Quebec contained, they became volunta-

rily embodied and armed. The sailors landed, and were at the batteries

to serve the guns. Colonel M'Lean at the mouth of the Sorel, receiving

intelligence of the danger that threatened the capital, advanced by forced

marches to Quebec, where he arrived on the evening of the 13th of No-

ireraber, with a body of new-raised emigrants. On the 14th, Arnold,

having at length been supplied with canoes by the Canadians, crossed

the St. Lawrence in the night: and ascending the same abrupt precipice

which Wolfe had climbed before him, formed his small corps on the heights

near the memorable plains of Abraham. The defenders by this time

were considerably superior in number to the assailants. Arnold had no

artillery. An offensive operation was therefore impracticable. Neither

the number nor condition of his troops would justify him in hazarding an

action. His men amounted to no more than 700; nearly one-third of

their muskets had been rendered useless in the march through the wilder-

ness ; and their ammunition had sustained great damage. In these cir-

cumstances, his only hope must have been founded on the defection of

the Canadians. He accordingly paraded some days on the heights near

the town, and sent two flags to summon the inhabitants ; but they were

fired at, and no message was admitted. Thus frustrated in his last hope,

he drew off his detachment to Point aux Trembles, 20 miles above Quebec,

and there waited the arrival of Montgomery.

General Montgomery, having sent several small detachments into the

country to strengthen his interest with the Canadians and obtain supplies

of provisions, proceeded expeditiously with the residue of his army,

amounting to about 300 men, to Point aux Trembles, where lie joined

Colonel Arnold, and marched directly to Quebec. General Carleton, who

was now in the city, had taken the best measures for its defence, and was

prepared to receive him. In a few days, the American general opened

a six-gun latterv within about 700 yards of the walls; but his artillery

was too light to make a breach, and he could do nothing more than amuse

the enemy and conceal his real purpose. After continuing the siege
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nearly a month, he resolved on a desperate attempt to carry the place by

escalade. To distract the garrison, two feigned attacks were made on

the upper town by two divisions of the army under majors Brown and

Livingston, while two real attacks on the opposite sides of the lower town

were made by two other divisions under Montgomery and Arnold. Early

in the morning of the last day in the year, the signal was given ; and

the several divisions moved to the assault, in the midst of a heavy fall

of snow, which covered the assailants from the sight of the enemy.

Montgomery at the head of the New York troops, advanced along the

St. Lawrence, by Aunce de Mere, under Cape Diamond. The first

barrier to be surmounted, on that side, was defended by a battery .in

which were mounted a few pieces of artillery, in front of which werf a

block-house and picket. The guard at the block-house, after giving a

random fire, threw away their anas, and fled to the barrier: and for a

time the battery itself was deserted. Enormous piles of ice impeded

tho progress of the Americans, who, pressing forward in a narrow defile,

reached at length the block-house and picket. Montgomery, who was in

front, assisted in cutting down or pulling up the pickets, and advanced
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boldly and rapidly at the head of about 200 men, to force the barrier.

Bv this time, one or two persons had ventured to return to the battery:

and, seizing a slow match, discharged one of the guns. Casual as this

fire appeared, it was fatal. The American front was within 40 paces of

the piece; and General Montgomery, Captain M'Pherson Ins aid, and

Captain Cheeseman, two valuable young officers near his person, together

with his orderly sergeant and a private, were killed on the spot. Colonel

Campbell, on whom the command devolved, precipitately retired with the

remainder of the division.

In the mean time. Colonel Arnold, at the head of about 350 men. made

a desperate attack on the opposite side. Advancing with the utmost

intrepidity along the St. Charles, through a narrow path, exposed to an

incessant fire of grape-shot and musketry as lie approached the first

barrier at the Saut des Matelots, he received a musket-ball in the leg,

which shattered the bone; and he was carried off to the camp. Captain

Morgan, who commanded a company of Virginia riflemen, rushed forward

t" the batteries, at their head, and received a discharge of grape-shot,

which killed one man only. A few rifles were immediately tired into the

embrazures, and a British soldier was wounded in the head. With the

aid of ladder-;, the barricade was mounted : and the battery was instantly

deserted. The captain of the guard, with the greater part of his men,

fell into the hands of the Americans. Morgan formed his men : but,
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from the darkness of the night, and total ignorance of the situation "f

the town, it was judged unadvisable to proceed. lie was soon joined bj

Lieutenant-Colonel Green, anit majors Bigelow and Meigs, with several

fragments of companies amounting collectively to about 200 men. At

day-light, this gallant party was again formed ; but. after a bloody and

desperate engagement, in which they sustained the force of the whole

garrison three hours, they were compelled to surrender themselves

prisoners of war.

All enmity to Montgomery, on the part of the British, ceased with his

life ; and respect to his private character prevailed over all other con-

siderations. His body was taken up the next day. An elegant coffin

was prepared, and he was afterward decently interred.— Richard Mont-

gomery was a gentleman of good family in Ireland, who, having married

a lady and purchased an estate in New York, considered himself as an

American, and had served with reputation in the late French war. His

estimable qualities procured him an uncommon share of private affection
;

his abilities, of public esteem. His loss was deeply regretted in Europe

and America. " The most powerful speakers in the British parliament

iisplaved their eloquence in praising his virtues and lamenting his fate;"

while they condemned the cause in which he fell. Congress directed a

monument to be erected to his memory, with an inscription, expressive

of their veneration for his character, and of their deep sense of his " manj

signal and important services; and to transmit to future age-, as examples

truly worthy of imitation, bis patriotism, conduct, boldness of enterprise.
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insuperable perseverance, and contempt of danger and death." A monu-

ment of white marble, with emblematic devices, has accordingly been

erected to his memory, in front of St. Paul's church, in New Sort.

HE failure of the assault on Quebec was complete.

But Colonel Arnold, under all the discouragements

of want and sickness, continued to blockade the

city. At length, in a council of war. it was unani-

mously determined that the troops were in no con-

dition to resist an assault, and the army was removed

to a more defensible position. At this juncture,

the Canadians received considerable reinforcements, and the Americans

were compelled to relinquish one post after another, until, by the 18th

of June, they had evacuated Canada. The expedition had been attended

from the first with difficulties that would have daunted men of less spirit

than the heroic Montgomery and the enterprising Arnold. Marches

through the wilderness, want of clothing and provisions, insubordination

of the men, and the scourge of the small-pox, were things few would

willingly encounter and fewer overcome. The expedition cost the

Americans about 600 men, including generals Montgomery and Thomas,

and other valuable officers.

General Carleton had resolved to dispossess the Americans of Ticon-

deroga and Crown Point ; but he deemed it necessary first to get command

of the lakes, to possess which he laboured with unwearied assiduity in

constructing a fleet. In three months his efforts were crowned with

success. Early in October, 1770, be had a formidable fleet, which rose

as if by magic, upon lake Champlain ; it consisted of five vessels

mounting sixty-three guns, besides howitzers, and twenty gun-boats, each

carrying a brass cannon, with other armed vessels, and a great number

of transports and tenders. The fleet was manned with 700 choice seamen,

under the command of Captain Pringle. To oppose this, the Americans

had only two schooners, one sloop, one cutter, three galleys, and eight

gondolas. The largest schooner mounted only twelve, six, and four-

pounders. Arnold had the command of it, as a man of desperate

courage was necessary to oppose such an inferior force to the British

fleet.

About the middle of October, Pringle sailed up the lake in quest of

the American fleet. The wind was unfavorable to the British, and this

circumstance lessened the inequality of the forces when the engagement

commenced. The conflict was maintained with desperate valor by Arnold

for about six hours. As night approached, he resolved to attempt to

reach Ticonderoga. He had lost a schooner and a gondola, and felt his
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inability to renew the fight the next day. Pringle pursued and brought

the Americans to action near Crown Point. After a two hours' fight,

a portion of the fleet escaped to Ticonderoga ; but with only one galley,

and five gondolas, Arnold would not surrender. He ran his ships ashore,

landed his men and set the vessels on fire. The valor he displayed upon

this occasion won him the highest reputation. On the 15th, Carleton

took possession of Crown Point, the garrison retreating to Ticonderoga.

He did not attempt to get possession of the latter post.

Loma XIV



Washington's Head-Quarters at Gowanas, Long Island.

CHAPTER XXVII.

CA MI'AIflX OF 177'.

HE triumphant issue of the campaign of

1775, in the neighborhood of Boston,

was a source of gratification to the

colonists. Washington was cordially

hailed as the deliverer of Massachusetts,

and received a vote of thanks and a gold medal

from Congress. But the power of Britain was

fi^'h* -v*vw
yet t be feit. During the last session of par-

liament, the plan for the reduction of the colonies

was fixed. The Americans were declared out of the royal protection,

and, by treaties concluded between Great Britain and three states of

Germany, 17,000 mercenaries were hired to aid in effecting their reduction.

The intelligence of these measures decided the question of independence.

Protection and allegiance being considered reciprocal, the refusal of the

one justified the withholding of the other. Reason and the passions

were successfully appealed to by the leading patriots ; and a pamphlet,

entitled Common Sense, written by Thomas Paine, arguing in plain lan-

guage the advantages and necessity of independence, effected a complete

revolution in the feelings and sentiments of the great mass of the people.

The plan of the campaign, formed by the British generals, included

three objects— the relief of Quebec and the recovery of Canada; the

possession of New York as the centre of operations; and the reduction

of the southern colonies. The chief command of the forces was given

to Sir William Howe, a prudent, rather than an enterprising general.
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We have seen that Sir Guy Carleton effected the complete recovery of

Canada. Before the main expedition could be got ready, it was determined

to send an armament to reduce the southern colonies.

A squadron under command of Sir Peter Parker, conveying 2800

troops, under Sir Henry Clinton, arrived at Cape Fear in May, and it

was then determined to attack Charleston, South Carolina, by sea and

land. Meanwhile, the inhabitants had received intelligence of the ap-

proach of the armament, and made every exertion to put the capital in

a state for defence. A fort was erected on Sullivan's Island, which is

situated so near the channel leading up to the town, as to be a convenient

post for annoying vessels approaching it. The garrison, consisting of

375 regulars and a few militia, was placed under the command of Colonel

Moultrie.

On the *2yth of June, 1776, Sir Peter Parker, with his formidable
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squadron appeared before the fort, and between ten and eleven o'clock

on that day, commenced the attack. The garrison made a gallant and

resolute defence. Their fire was well-aimed and rapid. The ships were

very much cut up, and the killed and wounded on board exceeded 200

men. The fort, being built of Boft palmetto wood, was little damaged,

and the loss of the garrison only ten men killed, and twenty-two wounded.

Some time before the attack on the fort, General Clinton with a bodj

of troops, landed on Long Island, with the intention of crossing the narrow

passage which divides the two island-, and attacking the fort in the rear.

But General Charles Lee, who had been sent to take command of the

forces at Charleston, stationed Colonel Thompson, with 700 or S00 men,

at the east end of Sullivan's Island to oppose the crossing, and the

project was abandoned. The inhabitants were fully prepared to meet the
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enemy if they should attempt to land, and dispute everj inch of ground

with noble resolution. In the evening the firing ceased, the ships slipped

their cables, and before morning they hail retired ;ibout two miles from

the island. Within a few days, the whole armament sailed for New York,

having signally failed to accomplish its object. Congress passed a vote

of thanks to General Lee, and Colonels Moultrie and Thompson, for

their gallant conduct during the attack ; and the fort was from that time

called Fort Moultrie. The unsuccessful attack upon a slightly built fort

by a powerful British armament could not but give the colonists a higher

opinion of their own capability and tend to lower their estimation of their

adversaries. The event relieved the southern states from the apprehen-

sion of invasion for more than two years, while the northern states were

suffering the calamities of war.

We now return to the operations of the main army under Washington.

Even while besieging Boston, the commander-in-chief foresaw that New
York would be the centre of the enemy's attacks and subsequent opera-

tions, and General Lee was detached from Cambridge, to put Long Island

and the city in a posture for defence. Early in April, Washington

reached New York, and fixed his head-quarters there. The greater part

of the army was under his immediate command; the remainder in Massa-

chusetts and Canada. Seeing the necessity of raising a more formidable

force than had yet been brought into tin field, Congress, in June, insti-

tuted a flying camp, to consist of an intermediate corps between regulars

and militia, and called for 10,000 men from the states of Pennsylvania.
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Mainland and Delaware, to be in constant service to the 1st day of the

ensuing December. At the same time, Congress called for 13,800 of the

common militia from Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York and New
Jersey. The men for the flying camp were procured without much

difficulty, but there were great deficiencies in the militia, and many of

those who obeyed the call manifested a reluctance to submit to the dis-

cipline of camps. The wrant of arms and ammunition was severely felt

by the Americans, and the utmost exertions of Washington could not

supply them.

The command of the force which the British government designed to

operate against New York, was given to Admiral Lord Howe, and his

brother Sir William, both of whom were empowered to act as commis-

sioners for the settlement of difficulties. On the '28th of June, a portion

of the British fleet, under Sir William Howe, arrived off Sandy Hook.

But nothing of an offensive character was attempted. Lord Howe joined

his brother with the remainder of the armament, before the middle of

July. While at sea, he had written a circular letter to the late royal

governors in the colonies, accompanied by a declaration, setting forth h\<

authority as commissioner from the king, and the terms proposed for a
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reconciliation. The terms amounted to nothing more than a promise of

pardon and favor to those who should return to their allegiance and

assist in restoring public tranquillity. Washington despatched the papers

to Congress, which body ordered them to be published. There was Q0

hope for reconciliation—the Declaration of Independence had been signed,

and published to the world.

On the 14th of July, Lord Howe despatched a letter to the American

camp, directed to George Washington, Esq., which the commander-in-

chief declined to receive, as derogating from his official dignity. A few

days after, General Eowe wrote to Washington repeating the

superscription. This letter also was refused; and the business being of

a pressing nature, the British genera! was obliged to send bis adjutant'

general, Colonel Patterson, bearing a letter addressed to George Wash-

ington Esq., J
-c, <fc, <j-c. The letter was unopened, but a personal

interview between Washington and the bearer took place, which was so

satisfactory to both parties, that from that time all letters addressed by

the British commanders to General Washington bore his proper titles.

This affair illustrates the dignity and firmness of the commander-in-chief.

While the British general united for further reinforcements, Washington
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Washington declining to receive Lord Hnwe's Letter.

employed himself in strengthening the defences of New York Island.

Forts Washington and Constitution were begun on the east and west banks

of the Hudson, and afterwards Fort Lee. Between these forts, the

channel of the river was obstructed by hulks of vessels and chevaux-de-

frise. Batteries and redoubts were erected at favorable points, and plans

were even formed for attacking the British as they lay at Staten Island.

By the middle of August, General Howe's army consisted of more

than 24,000 regular troops, well provided with every thing necessary for

the equipment of an efficient force. The fleet was numerous ami well-

furnished. To encounter this formidable force. General Washington had

an army which amounted nominally to 20,500 men ; of which number,

only 11,100, besides officers, were fit for duty. Many of these were

militia, unaccustomed to the discipline of the camp; and on account of

the local partialities of officers and men, much jealousy and dissension

prevailed, which was somewhat checked by the firmness and energy of the

commander-in-chief. The army occupied a district extending about fifteen

miles— from Brooklyn to Kings-bridge. While in expectation of an

ittack by the enemy, about 8,000 militia from Connecticut, Pennsylvania,

Maryland and Delaware, joined Washington, and were distributed among
the most important posts.

On the 22d of August, the British began to land upon Long [sland,

between the Narrows and Sandy Hook. In anticipation of this move-
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merit, Washington had ordered works to be constructed at Brooklyn,

under the superintendence of General Greene. As that officer fell ill

of a fever, the command upon Long [Bland devolved first upon General

Sullivan and then upon General Putnam. The British army soon

occupied the plain on the other side of a range of hills, extending in a

line from the Narrows to Flatbush. The left wing was commanded by

General Grant, the centre, composed of Hessians, by General De 1 leister,

and the right wing by General Clinton.

Before daylight on the morning of the 27th of August, a report was

brought to the American camp, that the British were in motion on the

road leading along the coast from the Narrows. A detachment under

Lord Stirling was immediately ordered out to meet them, and General

Sullivan was sent to the heights above Flatbush, on the middle road.

In the meantime, Clinton led the British right wing by a circuit into the
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Jamaica road, with the intention of gaining the rear of Sullivan's

iivision. Before this could be accomplished, both Sullivan and Stirling

had been reinforced.

THE attack was begun by Grant and De llcister, but

maintained with little spirit until Clinton reached

the rear of the Americans. As soon as this was

known, the battle became warm and general. About

5000 Americans were opposed to 15,000 British and

Hessians, well provided with artillery. The troops

under Lord Stirling fought bravely against the

superior numbers of the enemy, until brought be-

urd Stirling. tween two fires, when they retreated within their

lines. Sullivan's division, on the heights above Flatbush, being attacked

by De Heister on one side and Clinton on the other, after an obstinate

resistance of about three hours, was obliged to surrender. The day was

disastrous for the Americans. About 1100 of their troops were either

killed, wounded or captured. Among the prisoners were General Sullivan

and Lord Stirling. The loss of the British and Hessians was about 150

men. Washington is said to have witnessed the rout and slaughter of the

troops with the keenest anguish, as he was unable to send them any

assistance without exposing his camp.

The next day, a heavy rain kept the main body of the enemy in their

camp. Occasional skirmishes took place between light parties near the

lines. A council of war was now called, which decided that it was no

longer prudent to maintain the post at Brooklyn ; and it was then resolved

to withdraw the troops from Long Island. Boats were collected and

other preparations made, and on the morning of the 30th, the whole

army, amounting to 9000 men, and nearly all the artillery and military

stores, were safely landed in New York. With such silence and secresy

was every thing conducted, that the last boat was crossing the river before

the retreat was discovered by the enemy, although parties were stationed

within 600 yards of the lines. This masterly retreat would alone be

sufficient to shed lustre upon the activity and skill of Washington.

The disastrous action of the -7th produced alarming consequences in

the American camp. The troops were generally dispirited, the militia

deserted by companies, and their example infected the regular regiments.

In this state of affairs, Washington saw the plans of General Howe

unfolded. The British fleet came into the harbor; and it was clear that

Howe wished to encompass the Americans on the land side, and thus

compel a general engagement. To avoid this it became necessary for the

Americans to evacuate the city. A council of general officers was called,
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out much difference of opinion prevailed in regard to the course to be

pursued. Finally, it was resolved to disperse the troops in such a manner,

as to be prepared to resist any attack upon the upper part of the island

and retreat with the remainder when it became necessary. Nine thousand

men were stationed at Mount Washington, Kings-bridge and the smaller

posts in the vicinity of those places, ;">000 continued in the city and the

residue occupied the intermediate space, ready to support either of these

divisions.

fcif^IIESE arrangements were matured by General Wash-
*=> ington about the time an interview occurred between

Lord Howe and a committee from Congress, consist-

ing of Dr. Franklin, John Adams and Edward

Rutledge, with the hope of effecting a reconciliation

between the states and the mother country. The

interview, however, was fruitless; and the British

commanders prepared for more active operations.

Gm^i H,,we. Several ships-of-war anchored about a mile above the

city, and parties of British troops landed on Buchanan's Island. A
breastwork had been erected in the vicinity of Kipp's Bay; and a party

stationed in it ; but the men were driven from it by the firing of the British
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vessels. Two brigades were ordered to their support, but, to the mortifi-

cation of Washington, who made every exertion to induce them to main-

tain their ground, these troops tied, in the greatest confusion, to the main

body on Haerlem Plains.

ENEltAL PUTNAM'S division

evacuated New York with much

diffil ulty. Fifteen men were killed

and more than 300 taken by the

British. A large quantity of

baggage, stores and provisions was left be-

hind. General Washington then drew all his

forces together within the lines on the heights

of Haerlem. After sending a detachment

to take possession of the city, General Howe
encamped near the American lines, his right

resting on the East River, and his left on

the Hudson ; — thus forming a line across the island.

The next day. (16th of September,) a skirmish took place between

some companies of rangers and Virginia troops, under Colonel Knowlton

and Major Leitch, and two battalions of light-infantry and Highlanders,

under General Leslie. After an obstinate conflict, in which Colonel

Knowlton was killed and Major Leitch mortally wounded, the Americans

drove their adversaries from the field. The loss of the British was re-

ed to be fourteen men killed, and eight officers and seventy privates

wounded. The loss of the Americans was fifteen killed and forty-five

wounded. The victory raised the spirits of the troops, as constant

retreating had much depressed them.

The Hi itisli army lay inactive on the plains below the American lines

for more than three weeks. Haerlem Heights appeared too formidable

to be attacked. Washington employed his time in strengthening his

defences, and in entreating Congress to organize the army upon a more

permanent and formidable footing. His appeals and representations

produced their effect, and Congress resolved to raise a force in accordance

with his suggestions. The new army was to consist of 88 battalions,

apportioned in quotas to the several states, according to their ability.

The men were to serve during the war ; colonels and all subordinate

officers were to be appointed by the states, but commissioned officers by

Congress ; the pay of officers and men was raised, and bounties of money

and lend offered to encourage enlistment. The states were urged to

complete their quotas without delay. But in their haste, they offered

additional bounties, which by causing an inequality in the pay of officers
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and men, proved to be a source of considerable murmuring and complaint

afterwards.

General Howe, having now prepared his plans for gaining the rear of t lie

American army, began active operations. By sending some vessels of war

up the Hudson, he secured a free passage to the Highlands, and prevented

any supplies from reaching the Americans by water. Soon after, the

greater part of the royal army passed through Hell Gate into the Sound

and landed at Frog's Point. A detachment under Earl Percy was left

at Haerlem, to cover the city of New York. Howe waited five days at

Frog's Point, and then re-embarked, landed at Pell's Point and advanced

to the high grounds between East Chester and New Rochelle.

Washington, to counteract these movements, arranged his army in four

divisions, commanded re.-pcctively by major-generals Lee, Heath, Sullivan

and Lincoln. In a council of war. it was decided that the army should

leave New York Island, and l>o extended into the country, so as to out-

flank Howe's columns. At the same time it was agreed that Fort Wash-

ington should be retained as long as possible. Two thousand men were

left for that purpose. The different divisions then crossed Kings-bridge

and formed a line of detached camps stretching along the west side of

the river Brunx, from Valentine's Hill to White Plains. General Wash-

ington proceeded to White Plains, where he formed a fortified camp, and

proposed to risk a general engagement if pushed by the enemy.

S Howe advanced, the Americans were concen-

trated at White Plains. The British army ap-

peared on the 28th of October, within two miles

of the American camp, but no general attack

was made. A battery on Chatterton's Hill,

defended by a small party of militia, was captured,

but not without a considerable loss on the part

of the British detachment. On reconnoitring

the American camp, General Howe thought it

prudent to wait for reinforcements before com-

mencing the attack. These arrived in two days, and the 31st of October

was appointed for the attack. Heavy rains, however, caused it to be

again deferred; and in the meantime, Washington drew all his troops

into such a strong position among the hills in the rear, that Howe gave

up the idea of battle, as hopeless, and began a retreat.

As the British approached, the Americans retired from Fort Indepen-

dence, destroyed the bridge over Haerlem River, and withdrew to 'he

lines near Fort Washington. Howe resolved to assault that fort fi Dm

four different points. Colonel Magaw, the commander of the garrison,

A,
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was summoned to surrender, but replied that he would defend the fort to

the lust extremity. On the morning of the 16th of November, General

Knyphansen, with a body of Hessians, advanced to the north of the fort

and began the attack. The outer lines on the south were nearly at the

same time assailed by Earl Percy. Two other parties crossed the Haerlem

River, and forced their way up the rugged ascents on that side. The

Americans defended every part of their lines with great determination :

but after a resistance of four or live hours, the men were driven into the

fiit, ami Colonel Magaw was compelled to surrender. The American

loss was abont JJO killed, and 2818 prisoners. The loss of the enemy

was upwards of 1200 men, killed and wounded. This was a severe blow

to the Americans, and its consequences were disastrous. The post had

been retained by the advice of General Greene, and against the judgment

of Washington.

Shortly after the surrender of Fort Washington, Cornwallis passed

over to the opposite Jersey shore to attack Fort Lee. The garrison saved

itself by an immediate evacuation, leaving the artillery and stores. The

American army retreated across the Hackensack, and thence across the

Passaic, constantly decreasing in numbers, in consequence of the desertion

of the militia, and the expiration of the term of service of the men com-

posing the flying camp. About 3000 men, destitute of tents or blankets,

and altogether in a most forlorn condition, remained under the command

uf General Washington. Notwithstanding the severity of the winter and

the badness of the roads, Lord Cornwallis pursued the retreating ''phantom

of an army," hoping to annihilate it. Newark, Brunswick, Princeton

and Trenton, were successively reached and abandoned to the victors.

The pursuit was so rapid that the rear of the one army, pulling down
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bridges, was often witliin sight and shut of the van of the other, building

them up. Finally, on the 8th of December, Washington crossed the

Delaware. The British general did not attempt to follow him. But

content with having overrun New Jersey, he cantoned his troops at

Pennington, Trenton, Bordentown and Burlington.

Jlkdk;-$&£**. « (NGRESS, on the approach of the enemy, adjourned

to Baltimore, and soon after invested \\ ashington

with power " to order and direct all things relating

to the department and operations of war;" thus

constituting him a military dictator. This measure

was justified by the necessity of the time, and the

patriotism and ability of the commander-in-chief.

On the day the American army crossed the

Delaware, a British armament, under Sir Peter Parker, took possession

.if Rhode Island and thus blocked up the American squadron, under

Ccmmodore Hopkins, in Providence River.

A new occurrence added to the difficulty in recruiting for the American

service. The friends of Congress had entertained a high opinion of the

military talents of General Lee, from his late success in defending

Charleston. While Washington was retreating through the Jersiys, he

earnestly desired Lee, who had been left at North Castle, to hasten his
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march to the Delaware, and join the main army. But notwithstanding

the critical nature of the case, and the pressing orders of his commander,

Lee seemed in no haste to obey. Reluctant to give up his separate

command, and suhjeet himself to superior authority, he marched slowly

to the southward, at the head of about three thousand men ; and his

Bluggisn movements and unwary conduct, proved fatal to his own personal

liberty, and excited a lively sensation throughout America. He lay

9sly, without a guard, three miles from his troops, at Basking Ridge,

in Morris county, where, on the 13th of December, Colonel Harcourt,

with a small detachment of light-horse, had been sent to observe the

motions of that division of the American army, by a gallant act of

partisan warfare, made him prisoner, and conveyed him rapidly to New
York. Be was closely confined for some time, ami considered not as a

ner of war, but as ;t deserter from the British service, because foe
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had entered the American army before his resignation of his commission

in the British army had been accepted. The capture of General Lee

was regarded as a great misfortune by the Americans, whose esteem and

confidence he enjoyed ; on the other hand the British exulted in his

captivity, as equal to a signal victory, declaring that " they had taken

the American palladium." Sullivan, who had been exchanged for

General Prescott, now took command of Lee's division, and joined the

main army.

The campaign had thus far been disastrous for the cause of freedom.

The British had gained possession of Rhode Island, Long Island, New
York, Staten Island, New Jersey, and were now waiting for the River to

freeze in order to cross into Pennsylvania. Washington's army appe

insufficient for even defensive purposes, amounting to no more than 5000

men. In the midst of the general despondency, many persons took

advantage of the proclamation issued by General Howe, and deserted

what seemed a hopeless though a righteous cause.

The energy and determined spirit of Washington sustained the little

band of patriots which he commanded. He made earnest appeals to

Congress to re-organize the army, and devoted himself to recruiting his

forces. Conceiving that a bold offensive movement would raise the

drooping spirits of the Americans, he eagerly watched for the opportunity.

Three regiments of Hessians, amounting to about 1500 men, and a troop

of British light-horse, were posted at Trenton. This force, Washington

resolved to attack, and the night of the 25th of December was fixed for

the attempt. Cadwalader was to cross the river near Bristol, Washington

above Trenton, and Ewing a little below.

The division under Washington crossed the river nine miles above

Trenton, and by four o'clock in the morning was safely landed and formed

upon the opposite bank. Sullivan, with one portion of the troops, then

marched by the road near the river, and Washington and Greene, with

the other, moved down the Pennington road. The roads entered the

town at different points, and it was intended that the attacks should begin

simultaneously. At eight o'clock both divisions reached the town and

commenced the onset. The Hessians were taken by surprise, and being

close pressed on all sides, the greater part surrendered after a short

resistance. The British light-horse and a body of Hessians escaped, and

fled to Bordentown. The victory was complete. About 1000 prisoners,

six brass field-pieces and 1000 stand of arms were taken. Colonel Rahl,

the brave Hessian commander, was mortally wounded; six other officers

and between twenty and thirty men were killed. The American loss was

two privates killed, two frozen to death, and a few officers wounded.
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The divisions of Cadwalader and Ewing did not succeed in crossing the

river : and the enemy being in force at Princeton and Brunswick, Wash-

ington recrossed the Delaware with his prisoners the same day, and

regained his encampment.

This sudden blow astonished the British general, and revived the con-

fidence of the Americans. Recruiting went on more rapidly. About

1 I
1111 men, whose term of service was about to expire, agreed to serve six

weeks longer. The British line of cantonments was broken up and

driven hack.

On the 30th of December, Washington again crossed the Delaware,

fi.xed his head-quarters at Trenton, and was soon after joined by about

3600 militia under Generals Cadwalader and Mifflin. General Howe,

alarmed for the security of his conquests, resolved to commence active

operations immediately. Lord Cornwallis was ordered to take command
of the troops in New Jersey. That officer hastened to Princeton, and on

the morning of the 2d of January, it was ascertained that the enemy's

lions were marching towards Trenton. Washington immediately

withdrew to the east side of the creek which runfl through the town, and
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commenced entrenching himself. The British attempted to cross in several

places, when 3ome cannonading and skirmishing ensued, which conn

until nightfall.

Washington now found himself in a critical situation. If he remained

in his position he would be obliged to encounter a greatly superior force,

and defeat was almost certain. With his usual Bagacity and boldness, he

adopted an extraordinary scheme. Kindling his camp-fires as usual, and

leaving a small guard to deceive the enemy, he quietly despatched his

in .-!. \ baggage to Burlington : and then, by a circuitous route, gained the

rear of the enemy, and pushed rapidly forward towards Princeton with

the design of attacking an inferior force stationed at that place. On the

road, he suddenly met the British detachment, under Colonel Mawho"d,

advancing to join Cornwallis. Ignorant of the number of the Americans,

Maw hood charged boldly, and threw the Pennsylvania militia into con-

fusion ; but Washington by great personal exertions rallied them, and

Mawhood discovered that he was almost surrounded. After a brave

resistance, the British regiment broke through their enemies and retreated

towards Brunswick, having lost 100 men killed and about 800 prisoners.

The American loss was much less than that of the British, but among
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the killed was the highly esteemed General Mercer and other valuable

officers.*

As soon as Cornwallis discovered the secret movement of Washington,

he perceived his plans ami resolved to follow him. Alarmed for the

safety of Brunswick, he marched rapidly; but Washington with his

almost exhausted army reached Pluckemin in safety, gave his men rest

and refreshment, and then proceeded to Morristown, where he established

Woabtiwunrt h.thI <; m

* After the battle of Princeton was over, General Mercer was found upon the field

bleeding and insensible, by his aid, Major Armstrong, the son of the colonel, undei
whom Meroer hod served at Kittening. He was carried to a neighboring farm-hon e

where be lingered in extreme suffering until the I2tb of January, when he cxpir d il

tlie arms of Maj^r Lewis, the nephew of Washington. His body was brought U)

Philadelphia on the 1 1th of January, and buried in t'hn-t Church graveyard ; whence
it was taken, on the 26th of November, 1840, and reinterred with appropriate oarer

monies at Laurel Mill Oemetery, Philadelphia.
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his winter-quarters. Unprovided as his men were with the necessaries

for a winter campaign, he did not remain idle ; but sent out detachments

to assail and harass the enemy. In a short time, with the aid of the

militia of the country, he completely drove the British from all their

posts except Brunswick and Amhoy. Such were the splendid results of

the skill, vigilance, and consummate generalship of Washington. The

brilliant termination of a campaign which had been considered disastrous

and hopeless by the patriots, breathed new life into them and raised their

confidence in the ability of the commander-in-chief.

[Ult'a of Trruton



CHAPTER XXVIII.

THE POLITICAL EVENTS OF 177'.

'URING the first year of the war of the Revolution,

the great majority of the Americans had no thought

or intention of separating the provinces from the

mother country. They looked upon the war as a neces-

sary resistance to measures of the British government

which struck at the very root of their liberties ; as an

insurrection that would be terminated either by an over-

powering force or by conciliation. But some of the most

distinguished British statesmen foresaw that independence would be the

result of the struggle ; and many of the leading patriots conceived from

the outset, that there was no hope for the maintenance of the freedom

of the Americans while they remained under the authority of the

British laws.

As the war proceeded, the advantage and even the necessity of inde-

pendence began to be more freely discussed, and the supporters of the

cause gradually gained strength. Yet its opponents were in a large

majority until January, 1776, when intelligence reached America, that

the colonists had by act of parliament been thrown out of British pro-

tection, and that foreign troops had been employed to subdue them.

These measures seemed to prove that they might constitutionally declare

themselves independent ; as being discharged from their allegiance by the

refusal of protection, and compelled to defend themselves from invasion
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by foreign troops, there was but a choice between unconditional submission

and the formation of an independent government.

While the public mind was agitated upon the subject,

the "Co mion Sense" pamphlet of Thomas Paine

appeared, and by its rude but powerful reasoning.

turned the scale in favor of the separation. At the

annual election in Massachusetts, in .May. the voters

were requested to instruct their representatives on the

subject of independence, and these instructions were

unanimous in its favor.

On the 7th June, the subject was introduced in

Congress. Richard Henry Lee, of Virginia, moved

"that the United Colonio arc and ought to be, free

ami independent States, aid that their political connection with Great

Britain is. and ought to be dissolved." The motion was debated with

great ability. The mover, Lee, and John Adams, earnestly supported it.

while it was opposed as premature, by John Dickinson ami several others.

It passed by a majority of one. To secure greater unanimity, the sub-

ject was postponed till the 1st of July ; but meanwhile, a committee was

appointed consisting of Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin

Franklin, Roger Sherman and Robert R. Livingston, to prepare a decla-

ration. A Board of War was established about the same time, John

\daras being appointed chairman.

Conventions held in the several states instructed their delegates to vote

for the declaration; and when the committee reported, and laid that

document before the Congress, it was apparent that its friends were in a

large majority. After some amendment, the Declaration was adopted on

the 4th of July. It was prepared chiefly by Mr. Jefferson. After a

general assertion of the natural rights of mankind, and an enumeration

of the tyrannical acts of the British king, it concluded with this decla-

ration :
—

• We, therefore, the representatives of the United States of America,

in general congress assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the

world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the name, and by authority,

of the good people of these colonies, solemnly publish and declare, that

e united colonies are, and of right out to be, FREE ami INDEPEN-
DENT STATES; that they are absolved from all allegiance to the

British crown ; and that all political connection between them and the

state of Great Britain is and ought to be totally dissolved; and that as

free and independent states, they have full power to levy war, conclude

peace, contract alliances, establish commerce, and to do all other acts and
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things which independent states may of right do. And, for the support

of this declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine

Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our lives, our fortunes, ami

our sacred honor."

The Declaration of Independence was read publicly in all the states,

and received with many demonstrations of joy. A new character wa-

given to the struggle. It was now a war between independent empires ;

and the flattering future seemed to call the people to fresh and more

mined exertions. The army received it with particular satisfaction;

for it secured them from suffering as rebels, and promised a full recom-

for the toils and dangers of war.

In Great Britain, the act of separation, was the subject of much

animadversion. Many of those who had previously supported the cause

of the Americans, and by their eloquence stimulated them to continue

the struggle, now gave an earnest support to those measures by which the

ministers hoped to reduce them to submission. The party which had

always been opposed to them, now congratulated themselves upon their

ity, in predicting that the Americans intended to declare themselves
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independent. Their majority in both houses of parliament was sufficient

tn curry through every measure proposed by the ministry of Lord North.

LL political connection between the states and

Great Britain being dissolved, it became necessary

to institute new forms of government ; and, ac-

cordingly. Congress had recommended to the

people of the several states to adopt such govern-

ments as would best conduce to their happiness

and welfare. All agreed in appointing a supreme

executive head to each state with the title either

of governor or president. In New York and the

eastern states, the governors were elected by the

inhabitants in their respective towns or counties, and in the other states

by the legislatures; but in no case was the smallest title of power

exercised from hereditary right. New York was the only state which

invested its governor with executive authority, independent of a council.

The prompt and decided character of an executive, free from the trammels

of a deliberate and perhaps divided council, was considered to outweigh

any disadvantages thereby incurred. All the state governments agreed

in prohibiting hereditary honors and distinctions. Some retained a con-

stitutional distinction between Christians and others; but the idea of

supporting one denomination at the expense of the others, or of any kind

of union of church and state was universally condemned. By the

supreme authority of written constitutions, the people vindicated their

own power, and left very little to the arbitrary will of those whom thev

chose to administer the government.
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But the Declaration of Independence not only produced the necessity

for state governments, but also for Borne common bond of Union. The

nature and extent of the authority of the Continental Congress had to be

settled, that it might not conflict with the state legislatures, and proceed

more firmly and energetically. A committee was appointed to prepare a

plan for a union. But such was the difficulty of coming to an agreement

concerning the principle of representation and defining the powers of

Congress, that the Articles of Confederation, as they wore called, were

not ready for presentation to the several state legislatures for sixteen

months after the Declaration of Independence was adopted. By the

Articles, each state was to have but one vote in Congress. That body

was to have the power to determine on peace or war; to send and receive

ambassadors; to enter into treaties and alliances ; to determine disputes

between the states; to regulate the currency and trade; to establish

post-offices; to issue bills of credit : to build and equip a navy, and call

upon the states for their quotas of men for the land forces, in proportion

to the number of the white inhabitant-. No coercive power was given to

the general government. Thus was the whole system of government

changed >ad derived from its proper source— the people.

boUie-Kr u itul, Trenton.
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CHAPTER XXIX.
CAMPAIGN OF 1777, IN THE MIDDLE STATES.

1 1 E head-quarters of Washington being at

Morristown, the central division of the

army was encamped for the winter near

that place, in huts temporarily constructed

for the purpose. Cantonments were also

established at various points from Princeton

Oil the right to the Highlands on the left.

Skirmishes often occurred between foraging

parties of the adverse armies ; but for

several months no considerable enterprise

wr,s undertaken by either the British or Americans.

The whole force at Morristown and the several outposts, did not exceed

1500 men. Vet the British did not attempt to attack them, and suffered

the interval between the disbanding of one army and the raising of an-

other to pass away while they were posted at Brunswick and Amboy.

Hitherto there had been a deficiency of arms and ammunition, as well as

of men ; but early in the spring, a French vessel arrived at Portsmouth,

New Hampshire, with 11,000 stand of arms and 1000 barrels of powder.
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Ten thousand stand of arms arrived at the same time in another part of

the United States.

Before Howe took the field in prosecution of the more important

Dusiness of the campaign, two enterprises for the destruction of the stores

of the Americans were undertaken. On the 23d of March, Colonel

Bird, with about 500 men, landed at Peekskill, 50 miles from New York.

The few Americans stationed at that place as a guard, set fire to the

store-house as the British approached, and retired to a position two or

three miles distant. A considerable quantity of provisions and military

stores was thus destroyed.

N the 26th of April, Major-General Tryon, with

about 2000 men, landed between Fairfield and

Norwalk, Connecticut. Marching to Daubury

without interruption, he burned and destroyed a

large quantity of valuable stores. Generals .Sul-

livan, Wooster and Arnold, having hastily collected

several hundred men, made such dispositions as

would enable them to annoy the enemy as they

returned to their ships. Arnold, with 500 men,

rapidly marched to Ridgefield, in their front,

barricaded the road, and for some time bravely withstood the attack of

the whole British force. When obliged to retreat, detached parties harassed

the rear of the enemy, and kept up a destructive fire upon them until they

reached their ships. In this expedition the British had between 200 and

300 men killed, wounded and taken. The American loss was about 20

killed, and 40 wounded. General Wooster was mortally wounded and

died very soon after. Congress resolved that a monument should be

erected to his memory, and that a horse, properly caparisoned, should be

presented to the gallant Arnold, whose horse had been killed under him

during one of the encounters.

Meanwhile, Cornwallis commenced his operations by a well-laid plan

of surprising Boundbrook, where General Lincoln was stationed with about

500 men. The post was about seven miles from Brunswick, and Lincoln

li.i 1 to guard an extent of five or six miles. Cornwallis chose the morning

of the 13th of April for effecting his object. Though the American

commander was cautious, he succeeded in crossing the Raritan with 1000

' and captured the three pieces of American artillery, and Lincoln's

oaggage and papers. Another detachment of 100H men advanced upon

the American front. But Lincoln skilfully passed between the closing

tolumns of the enemy, and escaped with the loaa of not more than 60

tilled, wounded and taken.
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In retaliation for the destruction of the stores at Dan bury, Colonel

Meigs, with about l>70 Americans, crossed thp Sound in whale-boats,

burned 12 brigs and sloops belonging to the British, destroyed a large

quantity of stores at Sagg Harbor, killed six soldiers, and brought oft' 90

prisoners, without losing a man. For this bold and successful enterprise,

Colonel Meigs received an elegant sword From Congress.

A spirited adventure also took place in Rhode Island, which not only

fully retaliated the Burprisal of General Lee, but procured his exchange.

Lieutenant-Colonel Barton, of a Rhode Island militia regiment, with

other officers and volunteers, to the number of 40, passed, on the night of

July 10th, from Warwick Neck to Rhode Island, and, though they had a

passage of ten miles by water, eluded the watchfulness of the ships of

war and guard-boats that surrounded the island. They conducted their

enterprise with such silence and dexterity as to surprise General Prescott,
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in quarters, about one mile from the water-side, and five from Newport.

Barton found him in bed, and barely gave him time to dress himself,

while one of his aids, hearing a noise in the house, leaped from the window

into the hands of the guard surrounding the building. They were both

hurried to the boats, and brought to the continent, which they had nearly

reached before there was any alarm among the enemy. This adventure,

which with impartial judges must outweigh Harcourt's capture of Lee,

produced much exultation on one side, and much regret on the other,

from the influence it would necessarily have on Lee's destination.

Hitherto Sir William Howe had obstinately refused to make any arrange-

ments for the release of General Lee; but he was now glad to exchange

him for General Prescott, and Lee was restored to the American cause.

A- spring advanced, the American army was much strengthened by

the successive arrivals of recruits. Nevertheless, at the opening of the
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campaign, it amounted to only 7-7:.' men. Towards the end of May,

Washington quitted Morristown and took a strong post at Middlebrook.

Soon after the British extended their van as far as Somerset court-house,

but in a few days returned to Brunswick, in consequence of the spirited

movements of the Jersey militia. Howe then endeavored to provoke

Washington to a general engagement : hut the American commander knew

the full value of his situation, and that it was not prudent to risk the

fortunes of his country upon a single action.

UDDENLY, Howe abandoned his posi-

tion in front of the Americans, and

retired to Amboy. Washington ad-

vanced to Quibbletown, and then the

British general returned, expecting to

bring his opponent to an engagement

on equal ground. But Washington,

by falling back into a strong position,

again foiled him. Convinced that the

attempt to bring on a battle was hope-

less, and that it would be hazardous to

undertake to pass the Delaware, Howe returned to Amboy, and thence

passed over to Stai^n Inland, with the intention of prosecuting the objects

of the campaign by another route. During these movements, Washington
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oould not discover the designs of the British general, and was therefore

much embarrassed.

While the Americans were moving towards Trenton, intelligence of the

invasion by Burgoyne's army was received, anil Washington despatched

some troops to reinforce the northern army. At length, the main body

of the royal forces, amounting to about 16,000 men embarked at Sandy

Hook, and steered southwardly. Learning soon afterwards that the fleet

was seen off the Capes of the Delaware, Washington moved to German-

town, in order to protect Philadelphia. Another period of doubt ensued,

as it was ascertained that the British fleet had proceeded further south-

ward. The doubt was Boon merged into certainty, however, when intelli-

gence reached Washington that the enemy were proceeding up Chesapeake

Bay, and intended to approach Philadelphia by that route.

Several French and Polish officers entered the American service about

this time. Among them were Du Portail, La Radiere, Du Govion,

K -'-iusko, Count Pulaski, Baron de Kalb, and the Marquis de Lafayette,

last mentioned was a youth of nineteen, belonging to one of the

aiost illustrious families in France. He had received a military education,

and though po d 'if an ample fortune he had been so fired «ith the

L_
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desire to aid the Americans in their struggle for liberty that he offered

kis services to the commissioners of the States in Paris, fitted out a ship

at his own expense, and left the luxuries of home for the dangers of war

in America. In consideration of his zeal and disinterested character,

Congress gave him the commission of major-general. Most of the other

foreign officers were distinguished for their services in Europe.

Washington now advanced to Newport. The royal army approached

with rapidity, until they were within two miles of the Americans. Con-

stant skirmishing took place between the light parties of the opposing

armies, in which the Americans gained some advantages, and took some

prisoners. As Howe's movements indicated his intention to outflank the

right of the Americans, Washington retired from his position, crossed the

Brandywine and took possession of the high grounds near Chad's Ford.

His right wing, so posted as to guard the ford above, was commanded by

Sullivan, and the Pennsylvania militia, under Armstrong, was stationed

on the left about two miles below.

With all his late reinforcements, Washington was still much inferior to

his opponent. He had about 15,000 men ; but the sick were very

numerous, and the effective force did not exceed 11,000 n. The British

army was about 16,000 strong, well equipped with every thing necessary

for offensive operations. Yet to satisfy the expectations of the Americans,

Washington was compelled to risk a battle.

At daybreak, on the 11th of September, the British advanced in two

columns ; one, under Knyphausen, approached ( Shad's Ford and threatened
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the Americans in front ; while the other, under Cornwall is, making a circuit

to the left, about seventeen miles, crossed the Brandywine higher up,

with the intention of gaining the American rear. Sullivan, with three

divisions, marched to intercept Cornwallis, but deceived by false informa-

tion, lir was late in coming up, and before his line was well formed it was

attacked by the enemy. The extreme right soon began to give way.

The impetuosity of the British then forced the whole line to retreat.

Greene now brought up the reserve, checked the enemy and covered

Sullivan's retreat. While the main body of the Americans was compelled

tn give way, Wayne, with a single division, bravely defended Chad's Ford

against one half of the British army, under Knyphausen. But he too

was compelled to retreat. The Americans then retired to Chester, the

next day to Philadelphia, and thence to Germantown. The British loss

in killed and wounded was about 600 men. The loss of the Americans

was about 1000 in killed, wounded and prisoners. The Marquis de La-

fayette was wounded in the leg while attempting to rally the troops.

The defeat of the Americans at that time was attributed to the conduct

of Sullivan and other officers. But it was evidently the result of circum-

stances which could not have been foreseen.

Washington has been censured by military critics for not attacking the

British while divided. He contemplated that usually successful movement,

but could uol ascertain whether Cornwallis had actually crossed the

Brandywine. He surely would not have been justified in advancing to

attack the enemy, while believing their divisions within supporting dista

On the 16th of September, Washington recrossed the Schuylkill with

tin- intention of again engaging the enemy; thus showing that no defeat

could dampen his spirit. The armies met about 20 miles from Philadelphia,

and the advanced parties were already engaged, when a violent storm
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arrested the combatants. The arms of the Americans were rendered

unserviceable by the rain, and Washington, to secure opportunity for

repairs, retired across the Schuylkill. Wayne's division, however, was

left concealed in a wood on the British left, to form a junction with some

Maryland militia. The British general, receiving information of Wayne's

position, sent a detachment under General Grey, to surprise him. This

was effected so completely, that about 300 Americans were killed, while

the British lost but seven men. This event is known as the Massacre of

Paoli.

On the 22d of September, Howe crossed the Schuylkill, and placed

himself between the American army and Philadelphia. The necessity

for abandoning the city was apparent. The hospitals and magazines had

already been removed ; and Congress now adjourned to Lancaster, having

first vested Washington with extraordinary powers. The British took

possession of the city on the 25th. The bulk of their army, however,
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was posted at Germantown. The fleet of the enemy was prevented from

coming up the Delaware by the strong posts of forts Mifflin and Mercer,

and the armed vessels and floating batteries in the river.

Washington, while encamped fourteen miles from Germantown, con-

ceived the design of attacking the British stationed at that place. The

4th of October was fixed for the execution of the plan. The troops were

to march in four columns ; two, composed of militia, were to gain the

enemy's rear, and attack each flank ; the other two, composed of Conti-

nentals, commanded by Sullivan and Greene, were to attack in front.

The two latter columns marched all night, and entered Germantown

about sunrise. The enemy were surprised ; and in spite of the morning

being very foggy, the Continentals seemed likely to carry every thing

before them. The British were forced to retreat, and were rapidly pur-

sued. Lieutenant-Colonel Musgrove, with six companies, however, took

post in Mr. Chew's strong stone house. The Americans, under Lord

Stirling, immediately attacked the house, but could not dislodge the

enemy. While the troops were thus occupied, the British had time to

recover from their surprise, and as the fog interfered with the movements

of the assailants, the day was soon turned against them. The militia

were easily repulsed, and in spite of the efforts of the general officers,

the whole army retreated hastily from the field. The loss of the Americans

ded L000 men, of which number about 400 were captured. Among
the killed was Brigadier-General Nash. The loss of the royal army was
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about 500 men, including among the slain, Brigadier-General Agnew and

Colonel Bird.

Although Washington had been repulsed, where he confidently ex-

pected to succeed, the battle of Germantown revived the hopes of the

Americans, and convinced them that the spirit and energy of the com-

mander-in-chief and his troops had not been diminished by defeat. The

event is said to have had considerable influence upon the conclusion of a

treaty of alliance between France and the States ; as Count de Vergennes,

the French minister, thought such a daring attack upon regular troops

by an army raised within a year promised every thing for the cause.*

Washington retired about twenty miles into the country, where he was

soon after reinforced by troops from the Highlands.

Soon after this battle, the British turned their principal attention

towards opening a free communication between their army and their

shipping. Much industry and ingenuity had been exerted for the security

of Philadelphia on the water Bide. Thirteen galleys, two floating batteries,

two zebeques, one brig, one ship, besides a number of armed boats, tire

ships and rafts, were constructed or employed for this purpose. The

Americans also had built a fort on Mud Island, to which they gave the

name of Fort Mifflin, and erected thereon a considerable battery. This

island is admirably situated for the erection of works to annoy shipping

on their way up the Delaware. It lies near the middle of the river, about

seven miles below Philadelphia. No vessels of burden can come up except

by the main ship channel, which passes close to Mud Island, and is very

narrow for more than a mile below. Opposite to Fort Mifflin there i- a

height, called Red Bank. This overlooks not only the river, but the

neighboring country. On this eminence, a respectable battery was erected.

Between these two fortresses, which were half a mile distant from each

other, the American naval armament, for the defence of the river Dela-

ware, made its harbor of retreat. Two ranges of chevaux-de-frise were

also sunk in the channel. These consisted of large pieces of timber,

strongly framed together, in the manner usual for making the foundation

of wharves, in deep water. Several large points of bearded iron pro-

jecting down the river, were annexed to the upper parts of the chevaux-

de-frise, and the whole was sunk with stones, so as to be about four feet

iimler water at low tide. Their prodigious weight and strength could not

fail to effect the destruction of any vessel which came upon them. Thirty

of these machines were sunk about 300 yards below Fort Mifflin, so aa

to stretch in a diagonal line across the channel.

* Sparks' Life of Washington
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HE only open passage left was between two piers

lying close to the fort, and that was secured by

a strong boom, and could not be approached but

in a direct line to the battery. Another fortifi-

cation was erected on a high bank on the Jersey

shore, called Billingsport. And opposite to this,

another range of chevaux-de-frise was deposited,

leaving only a narrow and shoal channel on the

one side. There was also a temporary battery of two heavy cannon, at

the mouth of Mantua Creek, about half way from Red Bank to

Billingsport.

The British were well apprised, that, without the command of the

Delaware, their possession of Philadelphia would be of no advantage.

They therefore strained every nerve, to open the navigation of that river.

To this end Lord Howe had early taken the most effectual measures for

conducting the fleet and transports round, from the Chesapeake to the

Delaware, and drew them up on the Pennsylvania shore, from Reedy

Island to Newcastle.

Early in October, a detachment from the British army crossed the

Delaware, with a view of dislodging the Americans from Billingsport.

On its approach the place was evacuated. As the season advanced, more

vigorous measures for removing the obstructions were concerted between

the general and the admiral. Batteries were erected on the Pennsylvania

shore, to assist in dislodging the Americans from Mud Island. At the

same time. Count Donop with 1200 men, having crossed into New Jersey,

opposite to Philadelphia, marched down on the eastern side of the Dela-

ware, to attack the redoubt at Red Bank, which was defended by about

400 men. under the command of Colonel Greene. The attack immedi-

ately commenced by a smart cannonade, under cover of which the count
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advanced to the redoubt. This place was intended for a much larger

garrison than was then in it. It had therefore become necessary to run

a lino through the middle and evacuate a part of it. That part was

easily curried by the assailants, on which they indulged in loud huzzas

for their supposed victory. The garrison kept up a severe, well-directed

fire on them, by which they were compelled to retire. They suffered not

only in the assault, but in the approach to, and retreat from the fort.

Their whole loss in killed and wounded was about 400. Count Donop

was mortally wounded and taken prisoner. Congress resolved to present

Colonel Greene with a sword for his good conduct on this occasion. An

attack, made about the same time on Fort Mifflin, by men-of-war and

frigates, was not more successful than the assault on Red Bank. The

Augusta of 64 guns, and the Merlin, two of the vessels which were en-

gaged in it, got aground. The former was fired, and blew up. The latter

was evacuated.

Though the first attempts of the British, for opening the navigation

of the Delaware, were unsuccessful, they carried their point in another

way that was unexpected. The chevaux-de-frise, having been sunk some

considerable time, the current of the water was diverted by this groat

bulk into new channels. In consecpuence thereof, the passage between

the islands and the Pennsylvania shore was so deepened as to admit vessefe

of considerable draught of water. Through this passage, the Vigilant,

a large ship, cut down so as to draw but little water, mounted with l'4

pounders, made her way to a position from which she might enfilade the
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works on Mini Island. This gave the British such an advantage, that

the post was no longer tenable. Lieutenant-Colonel Smith, who had with

great gallantry defended the fort from the latter end of September, to

the 1 lth of November, bein^r wounded was removed to the main. Within

B his removal, Major Thayer, who as a volunteer had nobly

offered to take charge of this dangerous post, was obliged to evacuate it.

This event did not take place till the works were entirely beat down,

every piece of cannon dismounted, and one of the British ships s>> near,

that she threw grenadoes into the fort, and killed the men uncovered on

the platform. The troops, who had so bravely defended Fort Mifflin,

made a aafe retreat to Red Bank. Congress voted swords to be given to

Lieutenant-Colonel Smith, and Commodore Hazlew I, for their gallant

di fence of the Delaware.
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Within three days after Mud Island was evacuated, the garrison was

iilso withdrawn from Red Bank, on the approach of Lord Cornwallis, at

the head of a large force prepared to assault it. Some of the American

galleys and armed vessels escaped, by keeping close in with the Jersey

shore, to places of security above Philadelphia: but 17 of them were

abandoned by their crews, and fired. Thus the British gained a ire

communication between their army and shipping. This event was to them

very desirable. They had been previously obliged to draw their provisions

from Chester, a distance of fifteen miles, at some risk, and a certain great

expense. The long-protracted defence of the Delaware deranged the

plans of the British for the remainder of the campaign, and consequently

saved the adjacent country.

In this month, (November,) Henry Laurens, of South Carolina, suc-

ceeded John Hancock as President of Congress ; John Adams was sent

to supersede Silas Deane, as commissioner at the court of France, and

the Articles of Confederation were adopted by Congress, and sent to the

several states for ratification. Nearly $34,000,000, in Continental bills,

had been thus far issued. The depreciation was so rapid that it became

evident Congress would have to look abroad for loans to defray the

expenses of the war.

While the British were in possession of comfortable winter-quarters,

they were much straitened for forage. Occasionally, strong parties

ventured out, but tney were met by the light parties of the Americans,

and compelled to skirmish constantly. Washington established his winter

quarters at Valley Forge, about twenty miles from Philadelphia. His

troops were destitute of even the necessaries of camp life. Many were

barefooted, most, miserably clothed, and all, in a condition truly lament-

uble. Log huts were built in sufficient number to accommodate 11.000
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men. Fourteen hundred men were stationed at Wilmington, ami the

principal part of the cavalry, under Pulaski, was sent to Trenton.

While Washington was exerting himself to the utmost to procure

supplies for his arm}', and preserve it from disorganization, a conspiracy

was formed to remove him from the chief command. The principal

persons who engaged in it appear to have been generals Conway, Mifllin

and Gates. A considerable party in Congress favored their plans, be-

lieving that Washington had displayed a lack of energy and general

fitness for the chief command. But no sooner was the scheme known to

the army and the people, than a general hurst of indignation overwhelmed

the conspirators, and told them how deeply rooted in the affections of the

people Washington had become.

Wuhliupoti's Heul QujUcn at Villor Fur*»
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CHAPTER XXX.

TOE CAMPAIGN OF 1777, IN THE NORTHERN STATES.

T was the plan of the British govern-

ment to separate the New England

from the Middle States, by sending an

army from Canada to get possession of

the American posts on Lake Champlain

and then co-operate with the royal

forces stationed at New York. For this

/" > A?3 / K$i purpose, an army of 8000 British and

German troops was collected in Canada,

and the command given to General

Burgoyne.

The northern army of the Americans

was in no condition to meet the formida-

ble force preparing to invade them. At least 10,000 men were necessary

for the defence of Ticonderoga alone; but St. Clair, who commanded at

that post, had only 3000 very poorly equipped men, and tbr pests in the

rear were correspondingly weak.

Burgoyne started on this expedition, attended by a lary • number of
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Canadian boatmen, laborers and skirmishers. Near Crown Point he met

the Six Nations in council, and after a feast and a speech, some 400 of

their warriors joined his army. On the 29th of June, he issued a

proclamation, setting forth the power of the British arms, the difficulty

of restraining the fury of the savages, and threatening all who should

presume to resist his progress, with the extremities of war.

On the 1st of July, Burgoyne appeared before Ticonderoga, and

occupied a steep hill which overlooked the fort, and which St. Clair had

neglected to fortify. The American commander saw that to retreat was

his only chance of safety. The baggage and stores, in batteaux, were

despatched up the southern extremity of the lake, under the convoy of

five armed galleys. The troops then retired towards Skenesborough,

pursued by the enemy. All the baggage and stores of the Americans

fell iuto the hands of the invaders. On the morning of July 7th, General
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Frazer, with a detachment of royal troops, overtook the rear of the

Americans at Hubbardtown. Two regiments under Colonels Francis and

Warner made a stout resistance, but being deserted by the remainder

of the troops, they were soon compelled to give way. Colonel Francis

and a large number of men were killed and wounded, and about 200

taken prisoners.

General St. Clair, with the remnant of his troops, joined General

Schuyler on the 12th of July, at Fort Edward, on the Hudson. The

loss of Ticonderoga and the other posts on Lake Champlain created

alarm and surprise throughout the neighboring states. St. Clair was

generally charged with neglect, but a court of inquiry acquitted him.

The army under Schuyler now amounted to only 4400 men, about half of
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which number were militia, and the whole was ill-clothed, ill-armed, and

dispirited.

With that force General Schuyler could ool face the British army; and

to gain time was to him a matter of the utmost importance. For this

purpose, he ordered detachments of his men to obstruct the navigation

of Wood Creek above Fort Anne ; to break down bridges ; to cut trees so

as to fall across the road from opposite sides, and intermingle their

branches, particularly at places where the line of road could not be

altered; and to throw every obstacle in the way, in order to retard

General Burgoyne's progress. He ordered all the horses and cattle out

of the way of the royal array ; and brought off from Fort George all the

ammunition and stores, of which he stood much in need.

While General Schuyler made every effort to retard the progress of his

opponent, he exerted himself vigorously to strengthen his own army. He
solicited reinforcements of regular troops ; he called on the militia of

New England to join the army ; and used all his personal influence in the

surrounding country to inspire the people with military ardor and patriotic

enthusiasm. As the danger was alarming, his unwearied exertions were

actively seconded by General Washington and the civil authorities.

General Schuyler had never been popular among the militia of New
England, and they were unwilling to serve under him ; therefore General

Lincoln, who in a high degree possessed their confidence, was appointed

to raise and command them. Arnold, who had a high reputation for

gallantry in the field, was directed to join the northern army ; and Colonel

Morgan, with his corps of riflemen, was ordered to the same quarter.

Colonel Warner with his regiment was sent towards the left of the British

arm)-

, to threaten its flank and rear, and to assist in raising the militia.

Tents, artillery, ammunition, and other necessaries, were diligently

provided.

While General Schuyler made every exertion to strengthen and equip

his army, General Burgoyne, who was equally active and indefatigable,

was obliged to halt at Skenesborough, in order to give some rest to his

exhausted troops, many of whom had been two days without provisions,

and all of them without tents ; to re-assemble and re-organize his army,

which had been thrown into some disorder, and considerably scattered,

by his rapid movements ; to bring forward his artillery, baggage, and

military stores ; and to make all the necessary preparations for advancing

towards Albany.

During his halt at Skenesborough, General Burgoyne issued a second

proclamation, summoning the people of the adjacent country to send

deputies to meet Colonel Skene at Castletown, in order to deliberate on
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the measures which might still he adopted to sine from destruction tho.se

who had not yet conformed to his first proclamation. General Schuyler

issued a counter proclamation, warning the people to be on their guard

against the insidious designs of the enemy, and assuring them that they

would be considered traitors, and punished accordingly, if they complied

with his propositions.

But this war of proclamations was soon followed by more active mea-

sures ; for, after the necessary rest to his army in the vicinity of Skenes-

borough, General Burgoyne, much elated with his past success, and

cherishing sanguine anticipations of future victory, began to advanoe

towards the Hudson. On proceeding up Wood Creek, he was obliged to

remove the impediments with which General Schuyler had encumbered

the channel, and afterwards to restore the roads and bridges which he

had destroyed. The labor was great : above forty bridges were constructed

and others repaired, one of which, entirely of logwork, was over a morass

two miles wide. This prodigious labour, in a sultry season of the year,

and in a close country swarming with tormenting insects, the army per-

formed with cheerfulness and untiring perseverance. At length, with

little opposition from the Americans, on the 30th of July it reached Fort

Edward, which General Schuyler had quitted a short time before, and

retreated to Saratoga. General Burgoyne might have much more easily

reached Fort Edward by the way of Lake George; but he had been led

up the South River in pursuit of the fleeing enemy ; and he persevered

in that difficult route, lest he should discourage his troops by a retrograde

movement.
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At Fort Edward, Burgoyne was compelled to pause in his career. He
wished to make a rapid movement down the Hudson ; but he was delayed

by the want of the facilities for transportation, Schuyler having judiciously

removed every thing of the kind. The rear ami flanks were at the same

time threatened by the militia, under Lincoln.

While moving down Lake Champlain, Burgoyne had detached Colonel

St. Leger, with about 1000 regulars, rangers and Indians, into the Mo-
hawk country. He ascended the St. Lawrence, crossed Lake Ontario and

laid siege to Fort Schuyler, near the head of the Mohawk. This impor-

tant post was held by Colonel Gansevoort, with two New York regiments.

General Herkimer raised about 800 militia in Tryon county, and advanced

to its relief. About six miles from the fort, owing to want of proper

caution. Herkimer fell into an ambush at Oriskany. After a terrible

conflict, Colonel Willet came to the aid of the militia with a detachment

from the Fort, and repulsed the tories and Indians. Herkimer was mortally

wounded, and about 400 of his men were killed, wounded or captured.

ENERAL SCHUYLER, deeming it a matter of im-

portance to prevent the junction of St. Leger with

Burgoyne, despatched Arnold with a lei able

body of regular troops to relieve Fort Schuyler.

Arnold apprehended an American of some wealth

and influence, who, he believed had been acting the

part of a traitor, hut promised to -pare his life and

fortune on condition of his going into the British

camp before Fort Schuyler, and alarming the Indiana

and others by magnifying tin- force which was marching against thera.
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This the person undertook and executed. Sonic Indians, who were

friendly to the Americans, communicated similar information, and even

spread a report of the total defeat of General Burgoyne's army.

Fort Schuyler was better constructed, and defended with more courage

than St. Leger had expected ; and his light artillery made little impression

on it. By this time, also, the Indians began to display that fickleness

so common to the untutored mind, ami which renders all alliances with

them so very precarious. His savage confederates liked much better to take

scalps and plunder than to besiege fortresses, and in the present prospects

of reverses and defeat, became very unmanageable. The loss which they

had sustained in the encounters with Herkimer and Willet deeply affected

them : they had expected to be witnesses of the triumphs of the British,

and to share with them the plunder. Hard service and little reward

caused bitter disappointment; and when thev heard that a strong detach-

ment of continentals was marching against them, they resolved to seek

safety in flight. St. Leger employed every argument and artifice to

detain them, but in vain; part of them went off, and all the rest threat-
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encd to follow if the siege were persevered in. Therefore, on the 22d

of August, St. Leger raised the siege, and retreated with circumstances

indicating great alarm : the tents were left standing, the artillery was

abandoned, and a great part of the baggage, ammunition, and provisions,

fell into the hands of the garrison, a detachment from which pursued the

retreating enemy. St. Leger retired to Montreal, whence he proceeded

to Ticonderoga, with the intention of joining General Burgoyne.

' ENERAL ARNOLD reached Fort Schuyler two days

after the retreat of the besiegers ; but finding no

occasion for his services, he returned to camp.

\ Mother important check was given to the tide of

success which had hitherto attended the royal army.

For the purposes of trying the affections of the

country, and obtaining horses to mount Reideael's

dragoons, Burgoyne despatched Colonel Baum, with

two pieces of artillery and 800 men, dismounted

Gformana and British marksmen, to penetrate the country known as the
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New Hampshire Grants. The intelligence of this expedition alarmed the

country.

ENERAL STARK had lately arrived at Bennington,

with a company of militia. Hearing of Baum's ap-

proach, he called in the militia of the neighboring

country, and appeared so formidable that Baum
halted about six miles from Bennington, began to

intrench himself, and sent back to Burgoyne for re-

inforcements. Having been joined by a body of

Berkshire militia, under Colonel Simmons, Stark

approached the enemy on the 16th of August. "We
beat to-day, or Molly Stark's a widow," said the general, and the assault

began about noon. After a hot action of about two hours, the intrervch-

ments were carried, the Germans mostly killed or captured, and the

Indians driven to the woods. The victory being won, the militia dispersed

to collect the spoils. About four in the afternoon, another detachment

of Germans under Breyman arrived. Colonel Warner's regiment fortu-

nately reached the field about the same time. The battle was renewed

and kept up till dark, when the German troops abandoned their artillery

and baggage, and fled. The loss of the enemy in this brilliant affair was

about 200 killed, a large number wounded, and about 600 prisoners. A
thousand stand of arms, four pieces of artillery, a large number of swords,

and other articles of military equipment, fell into the hands of the

victors, whose loss was only about 100 men killed and wounded. General

Stark received the thanks of Congress and the appointment of a brigadier

in the regular army.

The battle of Bennington revived the spirit of the people of the New
England states. It was the first link in that chain of events which led to

the capture of the whole British army. Meanwhile, reinforcements poured

into the American camp. The militia were inspirited. Morgan's rifle

corps, 500 strong, arrived, and owing to the constant exertions of Schuyler,

the army was considered sufficiently formidable to cope with the invaders.

The position of the Americans was upon the islands at the confluence of

the Mohawk and the Hudson.

On the 22d of August, Schuyler, much to his mortification, was super-

seded by General Gates. He had toiled hard to create an army in the

north, and was displaced just as he expected to reap the harvest of his

exertions. Like a true patriot, however, he continued to do all in his

power tn advance the cause he had espoused. Soon after Gates entored

on the command of the northern army, a correspondence was opened

between him and General Burgoyne, not of the most pleasant character.
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ijcncral Gales.

The British general complained of the harsh treatment of the loyalists,

and hinted at retaliation. The American general recriminated by expa-

tiating on the horrid atrocities perpetrated by the Indians who accom-

panied the British army. One barbarous act, though it involved a case

of merely individual suffering, made a deep impression on the public mind,

and roused a general feeling of indignation and resentment.

Lieutenant Jones, of the British army, had gained the affections of

Mi-> Jane M'Crea, a young lady of amiable character and spotless repu-

tation, residing near Fort Edward. The parties were engaged to be

married. While Burgoyne was advancing towards the American army, a

party of Indians attacked the house in which Miss M'Crea resided, and

captured the young lady and a widow friend, named M'Neil. The Indians

Beparated and took different directions for the British camp, each party

having a prisoner. It happened that a black woman had escaped from

the house at the time of the attack. She immediately conveyed the

intelligence to the garrison at the neighboring fort, and a party was sent

in pursuit of the savages. The Indians who had Miss M'Crea in charge

asserted that she was mortally wounded by the fire of the American party,

and that they then tomahawked and scalped her; and there is every
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reason to believe their story, as they received more pay for prisoners than

for scalps. The scalp of Miss M'Crea was taken to the British camp, and

recognised by Lieutenant Jones, who purchased i», and soon after deserted

from the royal cause. This tragic story was misrepresented at the time,

and the body of the Americans believed the savages had killed Miss

M'Crea in a quarrel for her possession.

Gates now left his island camp and occupied Behmus's Heights, a spur

from the hills on the west side of the Hudson, close upon the river. His

camp, the segment of a circle, the convex side towards the enemy, was

connected with the river by a deep intrenchment, covered by batteries.

The right was covered by a thickly wooded ravine. Strong batteries were

placed at favorable positions in advance. By most untiling exertions

Burgoyne brought down thirty days' provisions and crossed the Hudson

to Saratoga. His army then approached the Americans in two columns—

the British on the right, the Germans on the left. ISciwecn the two

armies were two deep, thickly-wooded ravine-.

About noon on the 19th of September, an alarm being given that the

enemy were approaching upon the left, Morgan, with his rifle corps, was

sent forward to skirmish and reconnoitre. Having driven in a picket, his
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men, in the ardor of pursuit, were unexpectedly met by the main column

of the British and thrown into confusion. Two New Hampshire regiments

soon came to his assistance, and about three o'clock the action became

general. The British had four field-pieces, and were strongly posted on a

rising ground. The conflict became fierce and the slaughter dreadful.

The Americans, among whom General Arnold was the leading spirit,

captured the artillery of the enemy several times, hut were forced to

abandon the pieces as the owners rallied. The firing was incessant. The

field was lost and won a dozen times during the day. Upon the approach

of night, the Americans withdrew to their camp. The British encamped

upon the field. Both parties claimed the victory, though it was apparent

the Americans would reap all the advantages of a triumph. The British

loss was nearly 500 men; the American, less than 300.

On the 17th of September, a body of New England militia, under

Colonel Brown, had Mirprised the posts at the outlet of Lake George,

taking 300 prisoners and a fleet of armed vessels. Uniting with another

party of militia, under Colonel Johnson, they laid siege to Ticonderoga,

cut off* Burgoyne's communications, and thus created much alarm in the

British camp. The fodder and and provisions of the British began to
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grow scarce, and their difficulties increased every day. The American

army was daily strengthened by the arrival of the militia, who now

anticipated the capture of the royal £rmy. General Lincoln received the

command of the right wing : Arnold, for some quarrel or jealousy on the

part of Gates, was deprived of the command of the left wing after the

battle of the 19th, Gates assuming it in person.

Burgoyne was now, in a great measure, deserted by the Indians and

tories, who had expected an uninterrupted career of victory and conquest

to attend the British arms. He had but one hope left. On the 21st of

September, he received intelligence in cypher, from Sir Henry Clinton,

the commander of the troops at New York, that he intended to make a

diversion in his favor, by attacking the American posts on the Hudson

River- While waiting for this relief, the British troops were placed on

short allowance of provisions ; and their situation became so alarming

that it was necessary either to retreat or find relief by another battle.

The latter alternative was chosen, as more congenial to the pride of the

royal general.

On the morning of the 7th of October, General Frazer, with 1500

picked men, advanced to within a mile of the American camp to make a

reconnoissance. \< soon as Burgoyne's position waa discovered, bis left
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Colonel John Brooks.

was furiously assailed by Povis' New Hampshire brigade. The attack

soon spread to the right, where Morgan strove to separate Fraser from

the British camp. Though without any regular command, Arnold appeared

upon the field, and displayed a desperate valor, which animated the whole

American line. The British right was compelled to retreat, and the left,

overwhelmed by the numbers and impetuosity of the Americans, began

to yield ground. Fraser, the soul of the British army, was mortally

wounded by the riflemen of Morgan's corps. By the greatest exertions,

the British regained their camp. The Americans followed close upon

them, and amid a murderous storm of grape and musketry assaulted the

ripht of the British works. Arnold forced an entrance, but was wounded

and his horse shot under him as he rode into one of the sally ports. His

column was driven back ; but Colonel Brooks, with a Massachusetts

ent, turned the intrenchmente of the Germans, forced them from
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the ground and captured their baggage and a large quantity of ammuni-

tion. The British failed to dislodge him, and he remained at night in

possession of the works. Darkness terminated the combat. The Americans

6lept upon their arms, prepared to renew the contest the next morning.

Their victory was brilliant and decisive. The British had lost 400 men, in

killed, wounded and prisoners, besides artillery, ammunition and camp

equipage. The loss of the Americans did not exceed 100 men.

During the night, Burgoyne skilfully drew back his dispirited troops to

some high grounds in the rear. The 8th of October was spent in

skirmishes. General Lincoln was severely wounded while reconnoitring.

The gallant Fraser was buried on a hill which he had designated, amid a

shower of balls from the Americans, they bein^r ignorant of the funereal

purpose of the procession.

To avoid being surrounded, the British general was obliged to abandon

his new position, with the loss of his hospital and wounded, and fall back

to Saratoga. This retreat was effected with considerable difficulty, owing

to the torrents of rain and the impassable character of the roads in con-

sequence. Gates now saw that the royal army might be conquered without

another battle, and his measures were taken accordingly. Detachments

were posted at every commanding place, and Burgoyne found that Fort

Edward was in possession of his enemies. A fleet of batteaux, containing

baggage and provisions, was attacked by the militia and many of the boats

captured. The camp itself was exposed to the shot of the Americans.

The situation of the British army was truly deplorable. Although

Clinton had moved up the Hudson and captured the American posts in

the Highlands, Burgoyne was not aware of it. llis effective force was

now reduced to 4000 men, who were surrounded by an enemy thrice as
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numerous and flushed with success. There was no hope of forcing a

passage for retreat. The provisions were almost exhausted, and the troops

were dispirited. A council of war decided that a treaty of capitulation

was necessary.

The American commander demanded an unconditional surrender. But

Burgoyne would not submit to that ; and Gates, eager to hasten the

capitulation before Clinton could relieve the royal army, agreed that the

troops should march from their camp, with the honors of war, should lay

down their arms, be conducted to Boston, thence to proceed to England,

upon an engagement not to serve against the United States till exchanged.

Burgoyne hesitated to ratify the treaty ; and delayed it till Gates

threatened to renew hostilities, when the capitulation was completed.

(October 16th.) In the convention, the following stipulations were made:

" The troops under General Burgoyne, to inarch out of their camp

with the honors of war, ami the artillery of the intrenchments to the

verge of the river, where the anus and artillery are to be left. The arms

to be piled by won! of command from their own officers. A free passage

to be granted to the army under Lieutenant-General Burgoyne to Great

Britain, upon condition of not serving again in Ninth America during tin

-r : and the port of Boston to be assigned for the entry of
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the transports to receive the troops, whenever General Howe shall so

order. The army under Lieutenant-General Burgoyne to march to

Massachusetts Bay, by the easiest route, and to be quartered in or near

to Boston. The troops to be provided with provisions by General Gates's

orders, at the same rate of rations as the troops of his own army. All

officers to retain their carriages, bat-horses, and no baggage to be molested

or searched. The officers not to be separated from their men. The

officers to be quartered according to their, rank. All corps whatever of

Lieutenant-General Burgoyne's army, to be included in the above articles.

All Canadians, and persons belonging to the Canadian establishment, and

other followers of the army, to be permitted to return to Canada ; to be

conducted to the first British post on Lake George ; to be supplied with

provisions as the other troops, and to be bound by the same condition of

not serving during the present contest. Passports to be granted to three

officers, to carry despatches to Sir William Howe, Sir Guy Carleton, and
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' receiving Hurgoyne at his Quarters. \&\ \~\

to Great Britain. The officers to be admitted on their parole, and to be

permitted to wear their side-arms."

Such were the embarrassments of the royal army, incapable of Bub-

usting where it was, or of making its way to a better situation, that these

terms were rather more favorable than they had a right to expect. On

the other hand, it would not have been prudent for the American general

at tin- head of an army, which, though numerous, consisted mostly of

militia or new levies, to have provoked the despair of even an inferior

number of brave, disciplined, regular troops. General Gates rightly

judged, that the best way to secure his advantages was to use them with

moderation. Soon after the convention was signed, the Americans

marched into their lines, and were kept there till the royal army had

sited their arms at the place appointed. The delicacy, with which

this business was conducted, reflected honor on the American general.

Nor did the politeness of Gates end here. Every circumstance was

withheld, that could constitute a triumph in the American army. The

captive general was received with respect and kindness. A number of

the principal officers, of both armies, met at General Gates's quarters,

and for a while seemed to forget, in social and convivial pleasures, that
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they had been enemies. The conduct of General Hurgoync in this inter-

view with General Gates was truly dignified: and the historian is at a

loss whether to admire most, the magnanimity of the victorious, ur the

fortitude of the vanquished general.

The British troops partook liberally of the plenty that reigned in the

American army. It was the more acceptable to them, as they were des-

titute of bread and flour, and had only as much meat left, as was sufficient

for a day's subsistence.

By the convention which has been mentioned, 5790 men were surren-

dered prisoners. The sick and wounded left in camp, when the British

retreated to Saratoga, together with the numbers of the British. (Jerman

and Canadian troops, who were killed, wounded or taken, and who had

deserted in the preceding part of the expedition, were reckoned to be

4689. The whole royal force, exclusive of Indians, was probably about

10,000. The stores which the Americans acquired, were considerable.

The captured artillery consisted of 35 brass field-pieces. There were

also 4657 muskets, and a variety of other useful and much wanted articles,

which fell into their hands. The Continentals in General Gates's army

were 9093, the militia 4129 ; but of the former 2103 were sick, or on

furlough, and 562 of the latter were in the same situation. The number

of the militia was constantly fluctuating.

In the meantime, Sir Henry Clinton and General Vaughan, with a

strong detachment of British troops, proceeded up the North River, with

the object of making a diversion in favor of Burgoyne. The Highland

posts, forts Clinton and Montgomery, were situated near each other on
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the west b;ink of the Hudson. They would have been almost impregna-

ble, if garrisoned by the regular number of men. But Governor Clinton,

ami his brother. General James Clinton, who commanded, had only about

600 militia for both forts. The British boldly assaulted the works, and

after a brave resistance they were captured. The brothers Clinton, with

the greater part of the garrison, made their escape, leaving about 250

men killed, wounded and prisoners. The loss of the assailants was about

300 men. General Putnam was then forced to abandon Peekskill, and all

the stores at that place were captured by the British detachment.

General Vaughan destroyed the beautiful town of Esopus, and wasted the

country; but the intelligence of the surrender of Burgoyne made the

return of the whole detachment imperatively necessary. It reached New
York in safety.

The capture of the British army under Burgoyne, excited great

rejoicings throughout the country. The hopes of the friends of inde-

lence were raised, and their confidence in their own powers increased

proportionately. The British ministry were astonished and mortified,

and the opposition to their measures much strengthened. While the

vent divided and weakened the councils of Great Britain, it secured to

the Americans powerful friends on the continent of Europe, and thus led

the way to that consummation they so devoutly wished. Congress ordered

1 medal to be ^tviiek and presented to General Gates > n commemo-

ration of the great event.

In a short time after the convention was signed, General Gates moved
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forward to stop the devastations on the North River, but the British had

already retired. About the same time, the British garrison abandons!

Ticonderoga and fled to Canada. Thus the American-; were completely

triumphant in the north. Burgoyne's troops were conducted to Boston :

but a difficulty concerning their accommodations occurring, Congress

prohibited them from leaving the country until the convention was ratified

by the British government. This measure was rendered expedient, by

the strong probability that the troops intended to violate their parole.
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THE POLITICAL EVENTS AND THE CAMPAIGN OF 1778

HE consequences of the triumph of the American arms in

the north were soon apparent, to the great exultation of

the friends of independence, and the depression of their

adversaries. After the Declaration of Independence was

adopted, the leading patriot statesmen perceived that an

alliance with any of the great powers of Europe would be

in effectual step towards securing that independence upon

a firm basis. Their eyes at once turned to France. It

was clearly the policy of that indomitable rival of Britain

to encourage the dispute between the mother country and

and the colonies, and to aid in their total separation.

Early in lTT'i, Silas Dearie. had been sent to France, to sound the

ministry upon the subject of the American controversy, and to procure

military stores. He was successful in procuring supplies, and found that

the French government looked with a favorable eye upon the struggle of

the Americans. At the end of September of the same year. Congress

agreed on the plan of a treaty to be proposed to foreign powers, and

elected Dr. Franklin. Silas Deane and Viihiii Lee, commissioners to pro-

pose and solicit its acceptance at the court of France. The fame of Dr.

Franklin as a philanthropist and a philosopher was more extensive than

that "t' any other American, and sn thed the way to a favorable recep-

tion of the proposals of (.'.•
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On the 28th of December, the commissioners arrived at Paris and

opened negotiations. Count de Vergennes, the minister with whom thej

had to deal, was a man of extensive political information and great ability.

He knew that France was not ready for a war with Great Britain, and

therefore that the course of prudence was not to be hasty in openly

espousing the cause of the colonists, but to encourage them in their

struggle while pretending to be indifferent to it. At the same time, pri-

vate agents of the United States armed and equipped vessels in the

French ports to annoy the British commercial marine, and thus bring <>n

a war between the two powers. The news of the capitulation at Saratoga

reached France early in December, 1777. This event determined the

policy of the ministry, convincing them that an alliance with a people

who had captured a British army was a desirable consummation.
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N the 16th of December, 1777, the commissioners

of Congress were informed by Mr. Gerard, one

of the secretaries of tbe king's council of state,

''that it was decide. I to acknowledge the indepen-

dence of the United States, and to make a treaty

with them ; that in the treaty no advantage would

be taken of their .-.ituation, to obtain terms which,

Otherwise, it would not be convenient for them to agree to; that his Most

Christian Majesty desired the treaty once made should he durable, and

their aunty to subsist forever, which could not be expected, if each nation

did no1 find an interest in it> continuance, as well as in its commencement.

It was therefore intended, that the terms of the treaty should be such as

the new-formed states would be willing to agree to, if they had been long

Mnee established, and in the fulness of strength and power, and such as

they should approve when that time should come : that his Most Christian

Majesty was fixed in his determination not only to acknowledge, but to

support their independence; that in doing this be might probably soon be

engaged in a war; yet he should not expect any compensation from the

United States on that account. Nor was it pretended that he acted

wholly for their Bakes, since besides his real good-will to them, it was

manifestly the interest of France, that the power of England Bhould be
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diminished, by the separation of the colonics from its government. The

only condition he should require, and rely on, would be, that the United

States, in no peace to be made, should give up their independence and

return to the obedience of the British government." At any time pre-

viously to the 16th of December, 1777, when Mr. Gerard made the fore-

going declaration, it was in the power of the British ministry to have

ended the American war, and to have established an alliance with the

United States, that would have been of great service to both ; but from the

same haughtiness which for some time had predominated in their councils,

and blinded them to their interests, they neglected to improve the favor

able opportunity.

Conformably to the preliminaries proposed by Mr. Gerard, his Most

Christian Majesty, Louis the XVI., on the Gth of February, 1778.

entered into treaties of amity, commerce, and alliance with the United
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States, on the footing of the most perfect equality ami reciprocity. By
the latter of these, that monarch became the guarantee of their sovereignty,

independence and commerce. On a review of the conduct of the French

ministry to the Americans, the former appear to have acted uniformly

from a wise regard to national interest. Any line of conduct, different

from that which they adopted, might have overset the measures which

they wished to establish. Had they pretended to act from disinterested

principles of generosity to the distressed, the known selfishness of human

nature would have contradicted the extravagant pretension. By avowing

the real motive of their conduct, they furnished such a proof of candor

as begat confidence.

The British ministers were no less surprised than provoked by hearing

of the alliance between France and the States, which they continued to

look upon as their provinces. They considered it as a violation of the

laws of nations, and as an interference which deserved the severest

inflictions of war. The French justified the alliance, by observing that

they found the colonies in actual possession of independence, and that

they were bound to presume they were independent of right. Upon this

presumption, interest dictated that they should enter into treaties with

them.

;
HE Marquis de Lafayette, whose letters to France had

a considerable share in preparing the nation to

patronize the United States, was among the first in

the American army who received the welcome tidings

of the treaty. He joyfully informed General Wash-

ington, and the intelligence soon spread to the

I
pie. The army received it with particular mani-

festations of gratitude and confidence. Their chap-

lains offered up thanks to Almighty God, and

delivered discourses suitable to the occasion. A feu-de-joie was fired,

and on a proper signal beiiiL' given, the air resounded with huzzas and

cries of "Long live the King of France!" Undervaluing the resoun -

and the spirit of the British nation, the Americans confidently believed

that the olive-branch would soon be extended to them, and their indepen-

dence acknowledged.

Congress, previous to their reception of the news of the treaty of

alliam-e with Frai had firmly rejected -Mine offers of conciliation from

thfl ministry and parliament of Great Britain. This circumstance dis-

played the confidence of mat body in the justice of their cause and the

strength of their resolution to accept no terms of peace which did not as

a precedent condition, acknowled independent sovereignty of the
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United States. The British commissioners, Governor Johnstone, Lord Car-

lisle :md Mr. Eden, found all their efforts unavailing. They could not induce

Congress to acknowledge their dependence on Great Britain, or corrupt

the individuals who composed that body. On the contrary, the terms

upon which the offers of conciliation were made were a virtual acknow-

ledgment that the cause of the Americans was a just one, and that the

British government brought on the war by its tyrannical measures.

From the position which General Washington had taken at Valley

Forge, and from the activity and vigilance of his patroles, the British

army in Philadelphia was straitened for forage and fresh provisions.

A considerable number of the people of Pennsylvania were well affected

to the British cause, and desirous of supplying the troops, while many
more were willing to carry produce to Philadelphia, where they found a

ready market, and payment in gold or silver : whereas the army at

Valley Forge could pay only in paper money of uncertain value. But it

was not easy to reach Philadelphia, nor safe to attempt it ; for the

American parties often intercepted them, took the provisions without

payment, and not unfrequently added corporal chastisement. The first

operations on the part of the British, therefore, in the campaign of 1778,

were undertaken in order to procure supplies for the army. About the

middle of March, a strong detachment, under Lieutenant-Colonel Maw-
hood, made a foraging excursion, for six or seven days, into Jersey,

surprised and defeated the American parties at Hancock's and Quinton's

Bridges on Alway's Creek, which falls into the Delaware to the south of

Reedy Island, killed or took fifty or sixty of the militia ; and, after a

successful expedition, returned to Philadelphia with little loss.

A corps of Pennsylvania militia, daily varying in number, sometimes

not exceeding 50, sometimes amounting to 600, under General Lacy, had

taken post at a place called Crooked Billet, about seventeen miles from

Philadelphia, on the road to New York, for the purpose of intercepting

the country people who attempted to carry provisions to the British army.

Early on the morning of the 4th of May, Colonel Abercrombie and

Mnjor Simcoe, with a strong detachment, attempted to surprise this party

;

but Lacy escaped with little loss, except his baggage, which fell into the

hands of the enemy.

On the 7th of May, the British undertook an expedition against the

galleys and other shipping which had escaped up the Delaware, after the

reduction of Mud Island, and destroyed upwards of forty vessels ana

some stores and provisions. The undisputed superiority of the British

naval force, and the consequent command of the Delaware, gave them

great facilities in directing a suitable armament against any particular
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point: and the movements of the militia, on whom Congress chiefly de-

pended for repelling sudden predatory incursions, and for guarding the

roads to Philadelphia, were often tardy and inefficient. The roads were

ill guarded ; and the British commonly accomplished their foraging and

returned to camp before an adequate force could be assembled to oppose

them.

To remedy these evils, to annoy the rear of the British troops, in case

they evacuated Philadelphia, which it was now suspected they intended to

do, and also to form an advanced guard of the main army, the Marquis

de Lafayette, with upwards of 2000 men and six pieces of artillery,

crossed the Schuylkill and took post at Barren Hill, seven or eight miles

in front of the array at Valley Forge. The British commander becoming

awaif of his position, detached .

r>000 troops, under General Grant, to

surprise and cut him off. Grant marched from Philadelphia on the night

of the 20th of May
;
proceeding by a road which leads by White Marsh.

he passed at no great distance from Lafayette's left flank, and about

sunrise, reached a point in his rear, where two roads diverged, one to the

camp of the marquis and the other to Matson's Ford, each about a mile

distant. There the approach was discovered, and while Grant was making

dispositions for attack, Lafayette marched rapidly to Matson's Ford,

crossed the river and took post on the rising ground on the opposite bank.

Grant pursued the Americans as far as the Ford, and killed a few men

who had been left to guard those engaged in dragging the artillery across

the river. But the position of the Americans appeared so formidable,

that the attempt to attack was abandoned, and the whole detachment

returned to Philadelphia, having totally failed to accomplish the object

of the enterprise. The activity and vigilance of Lafayette procured him

much additional reputation, and the escape of the detachment was the

cause of much congratulation in the American army.

In the latter end of May, Sir William Howe resigned the post of

oommander-in-chief of the British forces in America, and was succeeded

by Sir Henry Clinton. Although his success had by no means been pro-

portionate to the strength and numbers at his command, Howe was a

favorite with the army.

Now that the Delaware was likely to be blocked up by a French fleet,

Philadelphia could no longer be held with safety by the British, and the

evacuation was therefore resolved upon. Washington was still at Valley

Forge, with about 12,000 men. The intention of the British commander

was soon known to him, and his measures were thenceforth directed to

harassing, if not preventing the retreat, of. the enemy. The New Jersey
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Sir Henry Clinton.

militia, under General Dickinson, were ordered to obstruct the road and

annoy the British in every way in their power.

The preparations of the British being completed, the baggage, stores,

and a considerable number of persons who adhered to the British interest,

were sent round by water to New York. The army, about 12.000 strong,

under the command of Sir Henry Clinton, crossed the Delaware on the

18th of June, and commenced its march through the Jerseys.

The American army having, in pursuit of the British, crossed the

Delaware, 600 men were immediately detached under Colonel Morgan, to

reinforce General Maxwell. Washington halted his troops, when they

had marched to the vicinity of Princeton. The general officers, in the

American army, seventeen in number, being asked by the commander-in-

chief: >l Will it be advisable to hazard a general action?" fifteen of them

answered in the negative; but recommended a detachment of 1-500 men,
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Council of Officers before the Battle of Mod

io be immediately sent, to act as occasion miglit serve, on the enemy 9

left flank and rear. This was immediately forwarded under General

Scott.

When Sir Henry Clinton had advanced to Allentown, he determined,

instead of keeping the direct course to Staten [aland, to draw towarus

the sea-coast, and to push on towards Sandy Hook. General Washington,

on receiving intelligence that Sir Henry was proceeding in that direction,

towards Monmouth court-house, despatched 1000 men under General

Wayne, and sent the Marquis de Lafayette to take command of the whole

advanced corps, with orders to seize the first fair opportunity of attacking

the enemy's rear. General Lee, who, having been lately exchanged, had

joined the army, was offered this command; but he declined it, as he was

in principle against hazarding an attack. The whole army followed at a

proper distance for supporting the advanced corps, and reached Cranberry

the next morning. Sir Henry Clinton, sensible of the approach of the

Americans, placed his grenadiers, light infantry and chasseurs in his

rear, an 1 his baggage in his front.

General Washington increased his advanced corps with two brigades,

ind sent General Lee, who now wished for the command, to take charge

if the whole : and followed with the main army to give it support. On
the next morning, orders were sent to Lee, to move on and attack, unless
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General Morgan.

there should be powerful reasons to the contrary. When Washington

had marched about five miles to support the advanced corps, he found the

whole of it retreating by Lee's orders, and without having made any

opposition of consequence. Washington rode up to Lee, and proposed

certain questions to him, which implied censure. Lee answered with

warmth and unsuitable language. The commander-in-chief ordered

Colonel Stewart's and Lieutenant-Colonel Ramsay's battalions to form

on a piece of ground, which he judged suitable for giving a check to the

advancing enemy. Lee was then asked, if he would command on that

ground ; to which he consented, and was ordered to take proper measures

for checking the enemy: to which he replied, "Your orders shall be

obeyed, and I will not be the first to leave the field." Washington then

rode to the main army, which was formed with the utmost expedition.

A warm cannonade immediately commenced, between the British and

American artillery, and a heavy firing between the advanced troops of

the British army, aud the two battalions which General Washington had

halted. These stood their ground, till they were intermixed with a part

of the British army. Lieutenant-Colonel Ramsay, the commander of one
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of tliem, was wounded and taken prisoner. Genera] Lee continued till

the last on the field of battle, and hrought off the rear of the retreating

ti oops.

UK check the British received gave time to make a

disposition of the left wing, and second line of the

American army in the wood, and on the eminence

to which Lee was retreating. On this, some cannon

were placed by Lord Stirling, who commanded the

left wing; which, with the co-operation of some

parties of infantry, effectually stopped the advance

of the British in that quarter. General Greene

took a very advantageous position, on th right of

Lord Stirling. The British attempted to turn the left flank of the

Americans, but were repulsed. They also made a movement to the right,

with as little success; for Greene witli artillery disappointed their design.

Wayne advanced with a body of troops, and kept up so severe and well-

directed a fire, that the British were soon compelled to give way. They

retired and took the position which Lee had before occupied. Washington

resolved to attack them, and ordered General Poor to move round upon

their right, and General Woodford to their left ; but they could not get

within reach, before it was dark. These remained on the ground, which

they had been directed to occupy during the night, with an intention of

attacking early next morning ; and the main body lay on their arms in

the field, to be ready for supporting them.

General Washington reposed himself in his cloak, under a tree, in hopes

of renewing the action the next day : but these hopes were frustrated.

The British troops marched away in the night, in such silence, that

General Poor, though very near them, knew nothing of their departure.

They left behind them, four officers, and about forty privates, all so badly

wounded, that they could not be removed. The British, June 30th,

pursued their march without further interruption, and soon reached the

neighborhood of Sandy Hook, without the loss of either their covering

party or baggage. The American general declined all further pursuit

of the royal army, and soon after drew off his troops to the borders of

the North River. The loss of the Americans, in killed and wounded,

was about 250- The loss of the royal army during the whole retreat,

inclusive of prisoners and deserters, was about 1200. Lieutenant-Colonel

M'liiekton, one of the British slain, on account of his singular merit was

universally lamented. Colonel Bonner of Pennsylvania, and Major

Dickenson of Virginia, officers highly esteemed by their country, fell in

this engagement, and General Reed was wounded. The emotions of th»
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mind, added to fatigue on a very hot day, brought on -ucl> a fatal sup-

pression of the vital powers, Una .- e of the Americans, and 59 of the

British, were found dead on the field of battle, without any marks of

violence upon their bodies.

It is probable, that Washington intruded to take no further notice of

Lee's conduct on the day of action : but the latter could ma brook the

expressions used by the former at their first meeting, and wrote him two

passionate letters. This occasioned his bring arrested, and brought to

trial. The charges exhibited against, him were:—
1st. For disobedience of orders, in not attacking the enemy on the

28th of June, agreeable to repeated instructions.

2dly. For misbehaviour before the enemy, on the same day, by making

an unnecessary, disorderly, and shameful retreat.

3dly. For disrespect to the commander-in-chief in two letters.

After a tedious hearing before a court-martial, Lee was found guilty,

and sentenced to be suspended from any command in the armies of the

United States, for the term of one year ; but the second charge was

softened by the court-martial, wrho in their award only found him guilty

of misbehaviour before the enemy, by making an unnecessary, and in

some few instances, a disorderly retreat. Many were displeased with this

sentence. They argued, " that, by the tenor of Lee's orders, it was sub-

mitted to his discretion, whether to attack or not; and also, that the

time and manner were to be determined by his own judgment ; that at

one time he intended to attack, but altered his opinion on apparently good
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grounds ; that the propriety of an attack, considering the superiority of

the British cavalry, and the openness of the ground, was very question-

able ; and that, though it might have distressed the enemy's rear in the

first instance, it would probably have brought on a general action, before

the advanced corps could have been supported by the main body, which

was some miles in the rear." "If," said they, "Lee's judgment was

against attacking the enemy, he could not be guilty of disobeying an

r for that purpose, which was suspended on the condition of his own

approbation of the measure." They also contended, that a suspension

from command was not a sufficient punishment for his crimes, if really

guilty. They therefore inferred a presumption of his innocence from the

lenient sentence of his judges. Though there was a diversity of opinion

t ive to the first and second charges, all were agreed in pronouncing

him guilty of disrespect to the commander-in-chief. The Americans had
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formerly idolized General Lee ; but some of them now went to the

opposite extreme, and without any foundation pronounced him treactierous.

or deficient in courage. His temper was violent, and his impatience of

subordination had led him often to quarrel with those whom he was bound

to respect and obey; but his courage and fidelity could not be questioned.

He never rejoined the army.

Before the American army crossed the Hudson, Washington heard of

the arrival of Count d'Estaing on t ho coast, with a French fleet, consist-

ing of twelve ships of the line, and four frigates. As the fleet touched

at the Capes of the Delaware, d'Estaing was informed of the evacuation

of Philadelphia, and after despatching up the river one of his frigates,

on board of which was M. Gerard, the first minister from France to the

United States, he sailed for Sandy Hook. Washington immediately sent

him a letter of congratulation, and proposed to co-operate with him in

carrying any plans into execution, which might be concerted. If it had

been practicable to get the fleet over the bar, an attack might have

been made upon New York. But the pilots refused to take the responsi-

bility upon themselves, and the project was abandoned.

HE only enterprise that now appeared practicable

was an attack upon Rhode Island, where 6000

British troops, under Sir Robert Pigot, were

stationed, chiefly in garrison at New) ort, and pro-

tected by a few small vessels, batteries and en-

trenchments. The French fleet sailed for that

place without being molested. General Sullivan

was already in Providence with a large body of

regular troops, and he was ordered to increase his

force to 5000 men by calling out the militia of the neighboring states. A

detachment of two brigades, under Lafayette, was despatched from the

main army, and General Greene soon after proceeded to Providence to

aid in the enterprise.

On the first appearance of the French fleet at Rhode Island, informa-

tion of the event was sent to New York ; and Lord Howe, whose squadron

was then increased to eight ships of the line, five of fifty guns each, two

of forty, four frigates, with three fire ships, two bombs, and a number of

inferior vessels, after having been detained fmr days by contrary winds,

sailed towards Rhode Island, appeared in sight of it on the morning (jf

the 9th, and, in the evening, anchored off Point Judith, without the en-

trance into the Main Channel, towards which the wind directly blew, and

prevented the French from coming out ; but it shifted to north-east during

the night, and, in the morning, D'Estaing sailed towards the British fleet,
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before a favorable breeze. Besides his superior force, he had the advan-

tage of the weather-gage; J>ord Howe, therefore, declined a battle, and

stood out to sea. D'Estaing followed him ; and both fleets were soon out

of sight of Rhode Island.

Lord Howe and Count d'Estaing spent two days in presence of each

other, exhausting all the resources of nautical science, in order to preserve

or to gain the weather-gage. Towards the close of the second day, when

about to come to action, the fleets were separated by a violent storm,

which dispersed and considerably injured both of them. Single ships

afterwards fell in with each other, and spirited encounters ensued ; but

no important advantage was gained on either side. Lord Howe returned

to New York, and D'Estaing to Newport, both in a shattered condition.

When D'Estaing followed Lord Howe from Rhode Island, Sullivan's

army amounting to 10,000 men, chiefly militia, was ready to take the

field ; it was proposed, however, not to commence hostilities till the return

of the French, in order that they might not offend D'Estaing, who had

already discovered some jealousy and irritation on points of mere form

and ceremony. But, as the American army could not be long kept

together, that proposal was overruled, and it was resolved immediately to

begin active operations.

|jN finding himself seriously threatened, General

Pigot withdrew his troops from Connanicut,

called in his outposts, and concentrated his force

in the vicinity of Newport, where he occupied

an entrenched camp. The American army was

transported from the continent to the north-

east end of the island, took possession of a

; fortified post, which the British had abandoned,

- and inarched towards Newport, to besiege the

hostile camp at that place.

But, on the L2th of August, before Sullivan had begun the siege, his

army was overtaken by the furious storm of wind and rain which dispersed

and damaged the fleets. It blew down and almost irreparably injured the

tents, rendered the fire-arms unfit for immediate use. and damaged the

ammunition, of which fifty rounds had just been delivered to each man.

The having do shelter, suffered severely, and some of them

lied in the storm, which lasted three days; afterwards the American

army advanced towards the British lines, and began the siege. But the

Absence of the fleet rendered the situation of General Sullivan's army

precarious, as the British force at Newport could easily be increased. On
the evening of the 19th, D'Estaing again appeared off the island: but
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the joy of the Americans on that occasion was of short duration. For

he immediately informed General Sullivan that, in obedience to his orders,

and agreeably to the advice of all his officers, he was about to sail to the

ir of Boston. His instructions were to enter that port, in case he

should meet with any disaster, or find a superior British fleet on the coast.

The shattered condition of his ships, and the arrival of admiral Byron

with reinforcements from England, constituted the very state of things

contemplated in his instructions; and therefore he resolved to proceed to

Boston.

To be abandoned by the fleet in such critical circumstances, and not

only deprived of the brilliant success which they thought within their

reach, but exposed to imminent hazard, caused much disappointment,

irritation, and alarm in the American camp. The Marquis dc Lafayette

and General Greene were despatched to Count d'Estaing to remonstrate

witli him on the subject, and to press his co-operation and assistance for

two days only, in which time they flattered themselves the most brilliant

success would crown their efforts. But the count was not popular in the

fleet : he was a military officer as well as a naval commander, and was

considered as belonging to the army rather than to the navy. The officers

of the sea service looked on him with a jealous and envious eye, and were

willing to thwart him as far as they were able with safety to themselves.

D'Estaing therefore felt himself constrained to set sail for Boston.

The departure of the French fleet greatly discouraged the American

army ; and in a few days Sullivan's force was considerably diminished

by desertion. On the 26th of August, he therefore resolved to raise the

siege, and retreat to the north end of the island; and took the necessary

precautions for the successful execution of that movement.

In the night of the 28th, General Sullivan silently decamped, and

retired unobserved. Early in the morning the British discovered his

retreat, and instantly commenced a pursuit. They soon overtook the

light troops who covered the retreat of the American army, and who

continued skirmishing and retreating till they reached the north end of

the island, where the army occupied a strong position, at a place where

the British formerly had a fortified post, the works of which had been

strengthened during the two preceding days. There a severe conflict, for

about half an hour, ensued, when the combatants mutually withdrew from

the field. The loss of the armies was nearly equal, amounting to between

200 and 300 killed or wounded in the course of the day.

On the 30th of August there was a good deal of cannonading, but

neither party ventured to attack the other. The British were expecting

reinforcements; and Sullivan, although he made a show of resolutely
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maintaining his post, was busily preparing for the evacuation of the inland.

In the evening he silently struck his tents, embarked his army, with all

the artillery, baggage, and stores, on board a great number of boats, and

landed -afely on the continent, before the British suspected his intention

indon the post. General Sullivan made a timely escape : for Sir

Henry Clinton was on his way, with 4000 men, to the assistance of

tren-ri! Pigot. He was detained four days in the Sound by contrary

winds
,
but arrived on the day after the Americana left the inland. A.

ihort delay would probably have proved fatal to their army.

The disappointment and mortification at the failure of the expedition

against Rhode I-land caused the American- to feel much irritated at the

loot of the French, and the violence of the complaints threatened

serious consequences. Washington felt the importance of preserving the

good- will of the allies, and therefore strove to soothe the wounded feelings
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of the French admiral. Sullivan explained some portions of his conduct.

L:if:i yette's influence was brought into play ; and finally, these concilia-

tory efforts were crowned with success. Congress passed resolutions

approving the conduct of D'Estaing.

In the course of the various actions on Rhode Island, John Laurens,

the young and talented aid-de-eainp to General Washington, distinguished

himself by a great display of courage and skill in command of the light

troops. Congress acknowledged his services and offered him the com-

mission of lieutenant-colonel in the regular army. But a sense of injury

that might he done .to the officers of the line caused him to decline the

honor.

About this time, several destructive and merciless expeditions were

undertaken by the British forces. General Grey, with a detachment of

troops, landed on the shores of Acushnet River, September 5th, de-

stroyed all the shipping in the river, burned a considerable part of

the towns of Bedford and Fair Haven, and destroyed a large quantity

of military and naval stores. He then proceeded to Martha's Vinevard,

burned several vessels, and with about 1000 sheep and 300 oxen returned

to New York. The same officer, on the night of the 28th of Septemb"i,

surprised Colonel Baylor's regiment of horse, stationed at Tappan, and

killed or captured the greater part of it. The slaughter on this occasion

was alone sufficient to have justified the Americans iv making a terrible

retaliation, if retaliation is ever justifiable. But another and a similar

expedition added to the infamy of the royal projectors of it. On the
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10th of October, Pulaski's legion was surprised by a British detachment

under Captain Ferguson, and about 50 men killed. The detachment

retreated without having more than a few men wounded.

These expeditions tended, more than any other events of the war to

alienate the feelings of those who had been well affected to the British

interest, and to rouse the resentment of those who had already appeared

in arms against the enemy. As the object of the war was the subjugation

of the country, these expeditions were not only cruel' but unwise.

When the destination of D'Estaing's fleet became known in England,

it was resolved to send a sufficient force to oppose him. Accordingly,

Admiral Byron sailed from England on the 9th of June ; but being

overtaken by a storm on the 3d <•!' July, his fleet was dispersed, and was

not fully collected at New York until the middle of September. In

October, Admiral Byron put to sea in quest of D'Estaing ; but his ill

fortune pursued him. A violent storm obliged him to put in to Rhode

Island to refit. In the meantime, the French fleet sailed for the West

Indies. On the 3d of November, General Grant, with a detachment of

600 men, sailed for the same quarter. Another detachment, under

Colonel Campbell, embarked with the design of invading the southern

states. Still New York was held by a large and efficient force.

The American army now went into winter-quarters. The main body
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was cantoned on both sides of the North River, at Fort Putnam, and

about West Point and Middleburgh, while light troops were posted in

advance. In this situation they covered the country, and were con-

veniently placed for obtaining subsistence. The army was lodged in

huts as in the preceding winter, but by means of the French alliance,

tne troops were better clothed than they had been during the war.



(MAP T E R XXXII.
THE WAR ON THE FRONTIER

[JRING the summer of 177 s
. a destructive

war was carried on by the Indians

and Tories against the settlers on the

western frontier of the Middle States.

Congress had desired that the nu-

merous [ndian tribes should either

become their allies or remain neutral

during the war. But that body had

not the means of supplying them with

those European commodities which

they had been in the habit of using.

The British agents zealously strove to rouse their hostility against the

•inn •
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people of the States. They represented them as rebels against their

lawful sovereign, whose power would scion crush them, ami supplied the

red men with those commodities which they prized most—such as ardent

spirits, fire-arms and ammunition. The result was, the Indian tribes of

the northwestern frontier generally espoused the British cause, and the

tomahawk and scalping-knife were soon at work.

Tlic flourishing and beautiful settlement of Wyoming was one of the

first scenes of carnage and desolation. That fine tract of country,

lying on both sides of the Susquehanna, had been settled principally by

emigrants from Connecticut. It contained about 1000 families, and was

in every respect a thriving place. But the seeds of political dissension

were blown even to this happy valley. A great majority of the settlers

were zealous supporters of the American cause ; but a few espoused the

royal interest, and these were sufficient to embitter society and maintain
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a violent controversy. Families were divided, and the most revengeful

feeling took the place of filial and fraternal affection. The royalists, at

length, considering themselves as harshly treated by their political oppo-

nents, withdrew from the settlement and sought refuge among the savages.

Animated by a fierce desire for revenge, they meditated the most terrible

schemes of desolation.

Foremost among the refugees was Colonel John Butler, cousin of

Colonel Zebulon Butler, commander of the militia of Wyoming. The

settlers suspected the hostile designs of their enemies, and wrote to Con-

gress and to General Washington for assistance. But their letters were

intercepted by the royalists, and government remained ignorant of the

impending hostility. Every means was used to lull the inhabitants into

security. At the first rumor of the approach of the enemy, however,

they betook themselves to their forts, the principal of which was Forty Fort.
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On the morning of the 3d of July, 1778, the officers of the garrison

at Forty Fort held a council to determine on the propriety of marching

from the fort, and attacking the enemy wherever found. The debates in

this council of war are said to have been conducted with much warmth

and animation. The ultimate determination was one on which depended

the lives of the garrison and safety of the settlement. On one side it

was contended that their enemies were daily increasing in numbers ; that

they would plunder the settlement of all kinds of property, and would

accumulate the means of carrying on the war, while they themselves

would become weaker; that the harvest would soon be ripe, and would

be gathered or destroyed by their enemies, and all their means of suste-

nance during the succeeding winter would fail ; that probably all their

messengers were killed, and as there had been sufficient time, and no

assistance arrived, they would probably receive none, and consequently

now was the proper time to make the attack. On the other side it was

argued, that probably some or all the messengers might have arrived at

head-quarters, but that the absence of the commander-in-chief might have

produced delay; that one or two weeks more might bring the desired

assistance, and that to attack the enemy, superior as they were in number,

out of the limits of their own fort, would produce almost certain destruc-

tion to the settlement and themselves, and captivity, and slavery, perhaps

torture, to their wives and children. While these debates were going on,

five men belonging to Wyoming, hut who at that time held commissions

in the continental army, arrived at the fort ; they had received informa

tion that a force from Niagara had marched to destroy the settlements

on the Susquehanna, and being unable to bring with them any reinforce-

ment, they resigned their appointments, and hastened immediately to the

protection of their families : they had heard nothing of the messengers,

neither could they give any certain information as to the probability of

relief.

The prospect of receiving assistance became now extremely uncertain.

The advocates for the attack prevailed in the council, and at dawn of day,

on the morning of the 3d of July, the garrison left the fort, and began

their march up the river, under the command of Colonel Zehulon Butler.

Having proceeded about two miles, the troops halted for the purpose of

detaching a reconnoitring party. t'> ascertain the situation of the enemy.

The scout found the enemy in possession of Fort Wintermoot, and

occupying huts immediately around it, carousing in supposed seourity;

but on their return to the advancing column, they met two strolling

Indians, by whom they were fired upon, and upon whom they immediately

returned the fire without effect. The settlers hastened their inarch for
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the attack, but the Indians had given the alarm, and the advancing troops

found the enemy already formed in order of battle a small distance from

their fort, with their right flauk covered by a swamp, and their left

resting upon the bank of a river. The settlers immediately displayed

their column and formed in corresponding order, but as the enemy was

much superior in numbers, their line was much more extensive. Pine

woods and bushes covered the battle-ground, in consequence of which,

the movements of the troops could not be so quickly discovered, nor so

well ascertained. Colonel Zebulon Butler had command of the right, and

was opposed by Colonel John Butler at the head of the British troops on

the left, Colonel Nathan Denison commanded the left, opposed by Brant

at the head of his Indians on the enemy's right. The battle commenced

at about forty rods distance, and continued about fifteen minutes through

the woods and brush without much execution. At this time Brant with

his Indians having penetrated the swamp, turned the left flank of the

settlers' line, and with a terrible war-whoop and savage yell made a des-

perate charge upon the troops composing that wing, which fell very fast,

and were immediately cut to pieces by the tomahawk. Colonel Denison

having ascertained that the savages were gaining the rear of the left,

t_
rave orders for that wing to fall bitck. At the same time, Colonel John

Butler, finding that the line of the settlers did not extend as far toward

the river as his own, doubled that end of his line which was protected by

a thick growth of brushwood, and having brought a party of bis British

regulars to act in column upon that wing, threw Colonel Zebulon Butler's
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troops into some confusion. The orders of Colonel Denison for his troops

to fall hark, having been understood by many to mean a retreat, the

troops began to retire in much disorder. The savages considered this a

flight, and commenced a most hideous yell, rushed forward with their

rifles and tomahawks, and cut the retiring line to pieces. In this situation

it was found impossible to rally and form the troops, and the rout became

general throughout the line The settlers fled in every direction, and

were instantly followed by tie savages, who killed or took prisoners who-

ever came within their reach. Some succeeded in reaching the river, and

escaped by swimming across ; others fled to the mountains, and the savages,

too much occupied with plunder, gave up the pursuit. When the first

intelligence was received in the village of Wilkesharre that the battle was

lost, the women fled witli their children to the mountains on their way to

the settlements on the Delaware, where many of them at length arrived

after suffering extreme hardships. Many of the men who escaped the

battle, together with their women and children, who were unable to travel

on foot, took refuge in Wyoming Fort, and on the following day (July 4,)

P.utler and Brant, at the head of their combined forces, appeared bet'.. re

the fort, ami demanded its surrender. The garrison being without any

efficient means of defence, surrendered the fort on articles of capitulation,

by which the settlers, upon giving up their fortifications, prisoners, and

military stores, were to remain in the country unmolested provided they

did not again take up arms.

In this battle about oOO of the settlers were killed or missing, and from

a great part of whom no intelligence was ever afterward received.

The conditions of the capitulation were entirely disregarded by the

British and savage forces, and after the fort was delivered up, all kinds

of barbarities were committed by them. The village of Wilkesharre,

consisting of twenty-three houses, was burnt ; men and their wives were

separated from each other, and carried into captivity: their property was

plundered, and the settlement laid waste. The remainder of the inhabi-

tants were driven from the valley, and compelled to proceed on foot 60

miles through the great swamp, almost without food or clothing. A
number perished in the journey, principally women and children; some

died of their wounds; others wandered from their path in search of food,

and were lost, and those who survived called the wilderness through which

they passed the shades of death, an appellation which it has since retained.

Wyoming was soon after occupied by some continental troops, under

Colonel Hartley. In October, Colonel William Butler, with the fourth

Pennsylvania regiment and some rangers, marched from Schoharie, pene-

trated to the Susquehanna and destroyed the Indian town of Unadilla,
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wasted their fields, and drove the savages to a greater distance from the

frontier.

On the 11th of November, 500 Indians and loyalists, under the com-

mand of Butler and Brant, attacked the settlement of Cherry Valley, in

New York, surprised and killed Colonel Alden, commander of the

American forces at that place, and ten of his soldiers. 'Die fort was

attacked, but resolutely and successfully defended. Next day, the enemv
retreated, having killed and scalped thirty-two of the inhabitants, chiefly

women and children.

While the frontier settlements of New York and Pennsylvania were

visited with the horrors of Indian warfare, the British agents in the north-

wot caused the pioneers of Kentucky and Virginia to feel the same

calamity. Many of the settlements were broken up, and the inhabitants

killed, captured or driven to the shelter of the block-houses and stockade

forts which had been erected at various points. The people of Kentucky,

from the fir<t, had to contend not only with the usual hardships of the

wilderness, but with the determination of the savages to maintain their

hunting-grounds : and they therefore believed their usual foes acted from

their own desire of vengeance. But Colonel George Rogers Clarke, a

young Virginian, with every quality of a great and successful commander,

perceived the real source of these savage depredations, and conceived a

plan for checking them.

"The revolutionary war was then raging, and the western posts were

too remote from the great current of events to attract, powerfully, the

attention of either friend or foe; but to Kentucky they were objects of

capital interest. Colonel Clarke unfolded his plan to the executive of

Virginia, awakened him to a true sense of its importance, and had the

address to obtain from the impoverished legislature a few scanty supplies
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of men and munitions for his favorite project. Undismayed by thp

scantiness of his means, he embarked in the expedition with all the ardor

of his character. A few state troops were furnished by Virginia, a few

scouts and guides by Kentucky, and with a secrecy and celerity of

movement that would have distinguished any commander, he embarked

in his daring project.

" Having descended the Ohio in boats to the falls, he there landed

thirteen families who had accompanied him from Pittsburg, as emigrants

to Kentucky, and by whom the foundation of Louisville was laid. Con-

tinuing his course dowti the Ohio, he disembarked about tiO miles above

the mouth of the river, and marching on foot through a pathless wilder-

he came upon Kaskaskias as suddenly as if he had descended from

the skies. The British officer in command. Colonel Itochdublare, and his

garrison, surrendered to a force which they could have repelled with ease

if warned of their approach ; but never, in the annals of war. was surprise
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more complete. Having secured his prisoners and sent them to Virginia,

Clarke was employed for some time in conciliating the inhabitants, who,

being French, readily submitted to the new order of things. In the

meantime a storm threatened him from Vincennes. Governor Hamilton,

who commanded the British force in the northwest, had actively employed

himself in the fall season in organizing a large army of savages, with

whom, in conjunction with his British forces, he determined not only to

crush Clarke and his handful] of adventurers, but to desolate Kentucky,

and even seize Fort Pitt. The season, however, became so far advanced

before he had completed his preparations, that he determined to defer his

project until spring, and in the meantime, to keep his Indians employed,

he launched them against the frontiers of Pennsylvania and Virginia,

intending to concentrate them early in the spring and carry out his grand

project.

" Clarke in the meantime lay at Kaskaskias, resolving the difficulties

of his situation, and keeping his spies diligently employed in gaining

intelligence of his enemy. No sooner had he heard of the dispersion of

Hamilton's Indian force, and that he lay at Vincennes with his regulars

alone, than he determined to strike Vincennes as he had done Kaskaskias.

The march was long, the season inclement, the road passed through an

untrodden wilderness, and overflowed bottoms ; his stock of provisions

was scanty, and had to be carried on the backs of his men. He could

only muster 130 men ; but inspiring this handful with his own heroic

spirit, he plunged boldly into the wilderness which separated Kaskaskias

from Vincennes, resolved to strike his enemy in the citadel of his strength,

or perish in the effort. The difficulties of the march were great, beyond

what even his daring spirit had anticipated. For days his course lay

through the drowned lands of Illinois ; his stock of provisions became

exhausted, his guides lost their way, and the most intrepid of his followers

at times gave way to despair. At length they emerged from the drowned

lands, and Vincennes, like Kaskaskias, was completely surprised. The

governor and garrison became prisoners of war, and like their prede-

cessors at Kaskaskias, were sent to Virginia. The Canadian inhabitants

readily submitted, the neighboring tribes were overawed, some of them

becoming allies ; and the whole adjacent country was now subject to

Virginia, which employed a regiment of state troops in maintaining and

securing their conquests. A portion of this force was afterwards perma-

nently stationed at Louisville, where a fort was erected, and where Clarke

established his head-quarters." *

•Collins's Kentucky.
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EXPEDITION AGAINST GEORGIA, AND Till'. EVENTS OF 1779.

ITIIERTO, the British force had

been directed almost entirely

to the Northern and Middle

States, as the most populous

portions of the Union. But

another plan of action was now adopted.

There appeared to be no prospect of re-

ducing the people of the north ; they had

frequently been victorious, had compelled

a large army to surrender, and had increased

in spirit and become more determined in

their opposition to the British interest.

The commander-in-chief of the royal forces now resolved to make an

attempt upon the Southern States.

An irregular warfare had been carried on between the loyalists of East

Florida and Georgia for some time previous. General Provost commanded

the British troops in East Florida. Incursions were made by both

parties, and the country was visited with carnage and devastation.

General Robert Howe, the American commander, destroyed a British fort

in East Florida, but was compelled to return on account of the prevalence

of disease among his troops. He then took post at Savannah, Georgia,

which was now selected by Sir Henry Clinton as a favorable point for

attack.

The plan was concerted with General Prevost, who was to march from

East Florida to the banks of the Savannah, and take command of the
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whole British force. On the 27th of November, Colonel Campbell, with

about 3500 men sailed from Sandy Hook, under the convoy of Commo-

dore Parker. The armament appeared off the mouth of the Savannah

on the 23d of December. Colonel Campbell resolved to commence

operations immediately. Accordingly, he proceeded up the river, and

debarked ids troops about three miles below Savannah, on the morning

of the 29th. A small body of militia opposed the landing of the High-

landers, killed a captain and two men, and wounded two others; but fled

after delivering their fire. General Howe, with about 900 men, occupied

a strong position about half a mile below Savannah. The swamp and

river were on his left flank, a morass in front extended beyond his right,

where it was covered with wood and bushes. He had four pieces of

artillery, and by breaking up the road by which he expected the British

to advance considered his front well secured. Unfortunately, a negro

informed Colonel Campbell of a private path through the marsh by which

the American rear might be gained. A detachment was sent by this

path, and the British forces advanced to the attack. Howe, finding him-

self attacked in front and rear, immediately ordered a retreat. The

British pursued and obtained a complete victory. Upwards <^f 100

Americans were killed ; 38 officers, 415 privates, 48 pieces of cannon,

23 mortars, the fort, with its ammuniilon and stores, the shipping in the

river, and the capital of Georgia, were soon in possession of the victors.

After this disastrous result, the remnant of the American army took

shelter in South Carolina.

< >LONEL CAMPBELL acted with

great prudence and success in

securing the submission of the

inhabitants. He not only extir-

pated military opposition, but

paved the way for the re-establishment of a

royal legislature. General Prevost arrived

at Savannah soon after its capture and

took command of the British forces.

On the 7th of March, the Randolph, an

American frigate of 36 guns and 305 men,

commanded by Captain Biddle, having sailed from Charleston on a cruise,

fell in with the Yarmouth of 64 guns and engaged her in the night. In

about a quarter of an hour tie' Randolph blew up. Four men only were

saved, upon a piece of the wreck. After subsisting upon rain-water for

four days, they were discovered and taken on board the Yarmouth.

Captain Biddle, who perished in the Randolph, was universally lamented,
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as his courage and skill had excited high expectations <>f future usefulness

to his country.

Another naval affair happened during the year, which was highly

creditable to the Americans engaged in it. Major Talbot, with a number

of troops on board of a small vessel, attacked the British Bchooner 1'igot,

of eight guns, as she lay on the east side of Rhode Island. After a

short resistance, the schooner was captured, and carried off. For this

daring exploit, Talbot was made a lieutenant-colonel.

General Lincoln was now appointed to take command of the southern

army, which consisted of a few hundred regulars, and a considerable body

of militia, lie disposed his small, force in such a manner as to prevent

Prevost from penetrating into south Oarolina. A British detachment of

200 men, under Major Gardiner, attempted to take possession of Port

Koyal ; but was encountered by General .Moultrie, with about '200 men,

and completely defeated.

This repulse restrained the British from attempting any immediate

enterprise, 'thward of Savannah. Being assured that a huge Dumber

of the inhabitants of Georgia and the Carolinas were friendly to the

royal cause, Prevost sent emissaries among them to encourage them to a
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general insurrection. Accordingly several hundred loyalists assembled

and marched to join the British at Augusta. Among them were many
of the most infamous characters in the country, who called themselves

"Regulators." On their march they committed such outrages upon the

defenceless settlements, that Colonel Pickens collected about 300 militia,

pursued them, and came up with them near Kettle Creek. After an

action of three-quarters of an hour, the tories were totally routed. About

forty were killed, among the number being the leader, Colonel Boyd.

The tories were dispersed. Many were captured and tried by the laws

of South Carolina for offending against the sedition act ; but only five of

the ringleaders were executed.

In February, Lincoln's force being much strengthened by militia, he

sent General Ashe, with about 1400 men to occupy a post opposite

Augusta. Ashe pursued them half way to Savannah, where he took a

strong position on Briar Creek. The British at length succeeded in

throwing a detachment in his rear, and completely routed his whole force.

About 400 of the militia were killed or captured, and the cannon and

baggage fell into the hands of the enemy. This disastrous affair deprived

General Lincoln of one-fourth of his men, and opened a communication

between the British, the Indians and the tories of North and South

Carolina.

As Prevost was now in complete possession of Georgia and had re-

established the royal government, it was expected that he would attempt

the reduction of the adjacent states. To prepare for such an emergency,

the militia of South Carolina were placed on a better footing, and a

regiment of cavalry was raised. John Rutledge, a statesman and orator

of great abilities, was called to the chair of government and vested with

extraordinary powers. He assembled a large body of militia near the

centre of the state, that they might be in readiness to march wherever

their service was required.

The original plan of penetrating into Georgia was resumed. Part of

the American force, under Moultrie, was posted on the north side of the

Savannah, at Purysburg and Black Swamp, while General Lincoln, with

the main array, marched to Augusta. Prevost, taking advantage of

Lincoln's absence from the passes of the Lower Savannah, crossed into

South Carolina, compelled .Moultrie to retire before him, and advanced

rapidly towards Charleston. Lincoln, informed of this movement, de-

tached a battalion to reinforce Moultrie, and continued his inarch down

the Savannah, with the object of drawing Prevost back. But the British

general had resolved to proceed to Charleston. Lincoln then crossed the

Savannah ami hastened to relieve that place.
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N t lie meantime, the people of

Charleston made every preparation

for the defence of the town. All

the houses in the suburbs were

burnt. Lines and abbatia were in

;i few davs carried icross the peninsula, between

Ashley and Cooper rivers, and cannons were

mounted at proper intervals on its whole ex-

tent. In a short time, a force of 3800 men

assembled in the town, under command of

Governor Rutledge.

On the 11 th of May, Prevost appeared before Charleston, and

summoned the Americans to surrender. In order to gain time, Rutledge

offered to stipulate the neutrality of South Carolina during the war,

leaving it to be decided at the peace to whom it should belong. Prevost

refused to agree to such terms. But as Lincoln was rapidly approaching,

and the British general did not wish to be placed between two fires, he

foraged for some days in the vicinity of Charleston, and then retired into

the island of St. John's, carrying with the army a large number of slaves
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A bridge of small vessels was constructed across Stone River, and a

redoubt built on the main land for its defence.

Lincoln having arrived, encamped on Charleston Neck. On the 20th

of June, at the head of 1200 men, he attacked the British redoubt, and

would have carried it but for the appearance of a reinforcement for the

garrison. After an action of an hour and twenty minutes, Lincoln

retired, having lost about 150 men. Prevost had resolved to retire to

Savannah, and soon after the repulse of the Americans, he withdrew from

one post to another until he had safely arrived in the capital of Georgia.

The American army encamped in the vicinity of Beaufort, at which place

a British force of several , hundred men, under Colonel Maitland, was

stationed.

While the British were plundering South Carolina, Virginia was visited

by a detachment of 2500 men, from New York, under General Matthews,

which committed similar depredations. Passing up the Chesapeake, the

squadron which escorted these troops, captured the town and fort of

Portsmouth. Norfolk and (tosport fell into the hands of the enemy.

About 130 merchant-Teasels were burned or taken, and several vessels of

war on the stocks at Gosport destroyed. Matthews retired with a vast

amount of booty, and the damages inflicted by the expedition were esti-

mated at not less than $2,000,000.

As soon as this armament returned to New York, Clinton, with a strong

squadron and 0000 men, ascended the Hudson with the object of attacking

the American posts at Stonv Point and Verplanck's Point. As the works
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at Stony Point were unfinished, the garrison abandoned them on the

approach of the enemy, and Verplanck's Point, invested on the land side

and commanded by the guns of Stony Point, was soon surrendered.

Garrisons were placed in the conquered posts, which commanded the

great road from the Eastern to the Middle States, and so constant a

source of annoyance did they become, that Washington was forced to

change the position of his army in order to cover the country more

effectually.

Early in July, General Tryon, with 2600 men, sailed up Long Island

Sound, landed in Connecticut, plundered New Haven, burned Fairfield

and Norwalk, and committed the worst outrages attendant upon warfare.

About this time, General Putnam, who had been stationed with a re-

spectable command at Reading, in Connecticut, when on a visit to his

out-post, at Horse Neck, was attacked by Governor Tryon, with about

1500 men. General Putnam had only a picket of 150 men, and two iron

field-pieces, without horses or drag-ropes. He however planted his cannon

on the high ground, near the meeting-house, and, by several fires, retarded

the advancing enemy, and continued to make opposition, till he perceived

the enemy's horse, supported by the infantry, were about to charge.

General Putnam, after ordering the picket to provide for their safety by

retiring to a swamp inaccessible to horse, plunged down the precipice at

the church. This is so steep as to have artificial stairs, composed of

nearly 100 stone, for the accommodation of foot-passengers. The dragoons

stopped short, without venturing down the abrupt declivity, and before

they got round the brow of the hill, Putnam was far enough beyond

their reach. Of the many balls that were fired at him, all missed except

one, which went through his hat. He proceeded to Stamford, and, having

(trengthened his picket with some militia, faced about, and pursued

Governor Tryon on his return.
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While preparing for an attack upon New London, Tryon was ordered

to return to New York. The whole British loss during the expedition

did not exceed 150 men.

At mid-day, on the 15th of July, the detachment appointed to surprise

the fort marched from Sandy Beach, fourteen miles distant from Stony

Point, under the command of General Wayne. The road was moun-

tainous, rugged, and difficult; the heat was intense; and it was eight in

the evening before the van of the party reached Spring Heels, a mile and

a half from the fort. There the detachment halted and formed, while

General Wayne and some of his officers proceeded to take a view of the

works. At half-past eleven the party, in two columns, advanced towards

the garrison. One hundred and fifty volunteers, under Colonel Fleury

and Major Povey, formed the van of the right ; 100 volunteers, led by

Major Stewart, composed the van of the left. Both advanced with un-

loaded muskets and fixed bayonets, and each was preceded by a forlorn

hope of twenty men, conducted by lieutenants Gibbon and Knox, to

remove the abbatis and other obstructions, and to open a passage for the

columns which followed close in their rear. Baring taken care to secure

every person on the route who could give information of their approach,

the columns reached the marsh undiscovered. In crossing it, unexpected

difficulties occurred; and it was twenty minutes past twelve when the

attack commenced. A tremendous discharge of musketry and grape-shot

immediately opened on the assailants; but both column- impetuously
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rushed forward with fixed bayonets, and without firing a shot soon got

complete possession of the fort.

This was a brilliant exploit; and the assailants gained nobler and more

permanent laurels by their humanity than their bravery; for although

the place was taken by storm, and the American troops were greatly ex-

asperated by the merciless ravages ami wanton devastations committed on

the coast of Connecticut, yet not one individual of the garrison suffered

after resistance ceased. Of the garrison tw< nty men were killed in the

conflict, including one captain ; and seventy-four wounded, among whom

were six officers. The Americans had sixty-three men killed, including

two officers; but their wounded did not exceed forty. Of the twenty men

in Lieutenant Gibbon's forlorn hope, seventeen were either killed or

wounded. The prisoners amounted to 543, and among them were one

lieutenant-colonel, four captains, and twenty subaltern officers. The

military stores in the fort were considerable.

An attack on Fort Lafayette was part of the plan ; and two brigades,

under General M'Dougall, were ordered to proceed towards it, and to be

in readiness to attack it as soon as they should be informed of General

Wayne's success against Stony Point. But M'Dougall was not forward

in time; and the garrison of Fort Lafayette, where Colonel Webster

commanded, had time to prepare for resistance. Wayne turned the

artillery of Stony Point against the British ships, and compelled them to

drop down the river beyond the reach of his guns, lie also fired on

Verplanck's Point; but so great was the distance that his shot made little

impression on the works. The critical moment for assaulting Fori La-

fayette having been lost, the plan of operation against it was changed.

M'Dougall's detachment was intrusted to General Howe, and he was

provided with some battering cannon, to make a breach in the fortifications;

but, before he was ready to act against the place, he found it expedient

to retreat.

Immediately after the conference with Sir George Collier, Sir Henry

Clinton was informed of the surprise of Stony Point, and of the danger

of Fort Lafayette. He instantly abandoned his design against New
London and the coast of Connecticut ; recalled his transports and troops

from the Sound ; moved his army to Dobb's Ferry ; despatched General

Stirling up the river with a body of troops in transports to the assistance

of Colonel Webster; and soon followed in person with a larger force, in

the expectation that General Washington would be induced to leave his

strong position, and hazard a battle, for the possession of Stony Point.

But the failure of the design against Fort Lafayette rendered the posses-

sion of Stony Point a matter of no great importance ; because the works
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on Verplanck's Point effectually prevented the communication by King's

Ferry between the states on the east and west of the Hudson ; and the

command of that ferry constituted the chief value of the forts on Stony

Point and Verplanck's Neck, as, when it was closed, the intercourse with

the eastern states could be kept up only by a very circuitous route. Stony

Point, it was thought, could not be retained without a garrison of 1500

men ; a force General Washington could not spare from his little army,

which was not more than 9000 strong. Besides, as the British had the

entire command of the river, they had fortified Stony Point only on the

land side ; but, if the Americans had kept possession of the post, it would

have been as necessary to fortify it towards the river as towards the land.

Therefore General Washington deemed it expedient to evacuate the place,

after having to a certain extent demolished the works.

On his arrival, Sir Henry Clinton again took possession of Stony

Point ; ordered the fortifications to be repaired ; stationed a strong

garrison in the fort, under Brigadier-General Stirling ; and, finding that

General Washington could not be drawn from his strong position in the

highlands, he again sailed down the river.

Nineteen armed vessels under Captain Saltonstall, conveyed 1500

militia, under General Lovell, to the Penobscot. On the 26th of July,

Lovell effected a landing, with the loss of 100 men. But an assault upon

the British worka nut appearing practicable, he was obliged to withdraw,

and send back to Boston for a reinforcement. The news of this expedition

having been carried to New York, Sir George Collier, the English

admiral, sailed up the Penobscot with five heavy ships of war. Intending
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to ascend the river out of the reach of the British ships, the Massachu-

setts army re-embarked. As the enemy gained upon, them, fifteen of the

smaller vessels were run on shore and blown up; the rest fell into the

hands of the British. The men wandered through a desert region, suffer-

ing much for want of food and shelter until they reached the inhabited

country. Saltonstall was tried by court-martial, and cashiered.

On the 18th of August, Major Henry Lee, with his corps of about

350 men, surprised the British garrison at Paulus Hook, opposite New
York. Thirty of the enemy were killed and 160 taken prisoners. The
loss of the Americans was inconsiderable. Major Lee, in conformity

with his orders, made an immediate retreat. Congress honored him with

their thanks, and ordered a gold medal, emblematic of the affair, to be

presented to him. In boldness of design, this exploit was equal to the

capture of Stony Point.
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The war languished in the Northern States. Both commanders hao.

reason to complain of a want of troops. Washington, however, was

the most seriously inconvenienced by the deficiency, since he could not

detach any troops for the protection of the seaport towns against the

attacks of the British vessels of war. Congress had resolved to send an

expedition into the country of the Six Nations, to punish them for their

constant devastations. But the want of troops and and supplies delayed

the starting of the army. General Sullivan was appointed to command
it. The troops assembled at Wyoming in June. While waiting for the

junction of a New York brigade, under General James Clinton, Sullivan

might have prevented some Indian outrages. Brandt surprised and

burned the village of Minisink, near the northwest corner of New Jersey.

About 150 militia marched in pursuit of him, but fell into an ambuscade,

from which only thirty escaped.

N the 22d of August, Sullivan, with about

5000 men, passed up the Chemung branch

of the Susquehanna. At Newtown, he

encountered a large body of Indians and

Tories, under Brandt and Butler. After

a short action, they were completely

routed, and Sullivan pursued bis march

through the Indian country, destroying

villages and fields of corn. The expe-

dition was very laborious, being made

through a thickly wooded country, which

had been hitherto almost unexplored.

No attempt was made upon the British post at Niagara, and believing the

Tories and Indians to be completely dispersed, Sullivan returned. He
soon after resigned his commission in the army. His conduct during the

war had not given general satisfaction, and it is evident that he was a

better soldier than a general. An ungovernable temper was the source

of most of the faults he committed.

Spain was now added to the enemies of Great Britain
;
yet her haughty

and indomitable spirit seemed only spurred to greater exertions by the

number of her foes, All attempts on the part of the opposition in par-

liament to induce the government to adopt conciliatory measures towards

i he United States failed. Parliament, by a large majority, reeolved to

support the king against all his enemies.

After repairing his fleet at Boston, Count d'Estaing sailed for the West

Indies. Being atrongly solicited by General Lincoln, Governor Rutledge

and others to act in concert with the southern American army, he sailed
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for the continent on the 1st of September, and being reinforced, he

reached the coast of Georgia, with twenty sail of the line and eleven

frigates. His appearance was so unexpected, that a British ship of the

line and three frigates fell into his ha

S soon as the arrival of the French fleet was known,

General Lincoln, with the army under his com-

mand, inarched for the vicinity of Savannah,

and orders were given for the militia to rendez-

vous near that place. The British were diligently

preparing for the expected attack. Their lines

were extended and strengthened. Before the

arrival of Lincoln, D'Estaing demanded the

surrender of Savannah to the arms of France.

While negotiations were in progress, Prevost was reinforced by the arrival

of Colonel Maitland, with several hundred men, and he then determined

upon resistance. The next day, the French and Americans effected a

junction, and it was resolved to begin the siege. Several days were spent

in preparing for it, and in the meantime, the British, under the direction

of the able engineer, Major Moncrief, strengthened their works. The

besiegers opened their fire from cannon and mortars on the 4th of

October. As D'Estaing could not remain upon the coast during the

hurricane season, and the engineers informed him that it would require a

considerable time to reduce the garrison by regular approaches, it was

resolved to make an assault.

Early on the morning of the 9th of October, two feints were made

with the country militia, and a real attack on Spring Hill battery, by two

columns of French and Americans, under Count d'Estaing and General

Lincoln. The assailants were received with a heavy and destructive fire,

which they withstood for about 55 minutes, and then retreated. Count

d'Estaing was severely wounded, and the brave Count Pulaski mortally.

Six hundred and thirty-seven of the French, and upwards of 200 of the

Continentals and militia, were killed or wounded. The British loss was

about 55 killed and a considerable number wounded. Immediately after

the unsuccessful assault the militia returned to their homes. Count

d'Estaing re-embarked his troops and artillery, and left the continent.

While the siege of Savannah was pending, a remarkable enterprise was

effected by Colonel John White, of the Georgia line. Captain French

had taken post with about 100 men near the river Ogeechee, some time

before the siege began. There were also at the same place, 40 sailors on

board of five British vessels, four of which were armed. All these men,

together with the vessels and 130 stand of arms, were surrendered.
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October 1st, to Colonel White, Captain Elholm and four others, one of

whom whs the Colonel's servant. On the preceding night, this small

party kindled a number of fires in different places, and adopted the

parade of a large encampment. By these, and a variety of deceptive

stratagems, Captain French was impressed with an opinion, that nothing

but an instant surrender, in conformity to a peremptory summons, could

save his men from being cut to pieces by a superior force. He therefore

gave up, without making any resistance.

At the close of the campaign of 1779, the public mind was in a state

of despondency. The alliance with France had not produced the expected

results, and the Americans had made very feeble exertions for the support

of their cause, while trusting to their allies. Still, in the south, the

British forces were confined to Savannah, and in the north, to New York

and its vicinity.

The naval efforts of the Americans were considerably limited by the

vigilance of the British squadrons. Yet a large number of privateers

kept the seas, and several successful cruisers were fitted out in the Frencn

ports for the American service. The most distinguished naval commander

in the service of the States was Captain John Paul Jones. His name

had become formidable in the British seas. Receiving the command of a

small squadron, of which the Le Bon Homme Richard was tin.- principal

vessel, Jones cruised on the coast of England and Scotland, and on the

24th of September, fell in with a fleet of merchantmen from the Baltic.
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convoyed by the frigate Serapis and a smaller vessel, named the Countess

of Scarborough.

The Serapis had every advantage over her antagonist; in the number

and calibre of guns, and in being more manageable. The last advantage

was somewhat lessened, however, by the Serapis running her bowsprit

between the poop and mizzenmast of the Bon Homme Richard, when

Jones, with his own hands, lashed it fast, and brought the two vessels

together. The ships were thus engaged from half-past eight till half-past

ten, the muzzles of their guns touching each other's sides. One of the

men in the Bon Homme Richard carried a basket of hand-grenades out

on the niainyard, and threw them among the crew of the Serapis. At

half-past eight, one of these combustibles exploded a cartridge-maga-

zine, blew up among the people abaft the main-mast, and rendered all the

guns on that side useless. The two ships were frequently on fire during

the action, and the spectacle was inexpressibly awful. Finding that he

was unable longer to defend his ship, and his convoy having in the mean

time escaped to such a distance as to remove any fears of their capture,

Captain Pearson of the Serapis struck his flag, when Jones immediately

transferred his crew on board of her, as the Bon Homme Richard was in

a sinking condition.

Whilst the action between the two larger vessels was maintained, the

Pallas engaged, ami after two hoars' fighting compelled the Tnuntess of

Scarborough to surrender. On the 25th, the Bon Homme Richard, after

every exertion on the part of Commodore Jones to save her. went down.

Jones sailed to Holland with his prizes, and on the 3d of October anchored

off the Texel, having taken during his short cruise prizes estimated to

amount to more than £40,000.

In 1780, Commodore Jones took command of the Ariel, a small store-

ship of twenty guns, and sailed for the United States ; but, losing his

masts in a gale, he was obliged to return to L'Orient to refit; and, thus

delayed, he did not reach America until February, 1781- The gallant

lailor was honored with the thanks of Congress, and a gold medal struck

in commemoration of the victory over the Serapis.



CHAPTER XXXIV.

CAMPAIGN OF 1780 IN THE SOUTHERN STATES, 11 I.I, THE DEFEAT OF

GATES AT CAMDEN.

HE ease with which the British

had overrun Georgia, and the

ineffectual resistance of the

people of the Southern States,

indicated that quarter of the

Union as the most feasible object of attack.

Sir Henry Clinton, as soon as he \v:i* assured

of the departure of the French Beet, and

that the army under Washington was too

small and poorly provided to make an

attempt on New York, resolved to renew

offensive operations in the South. Leaving

the powerful garrison of New York under the command of General

Knyphausen, he embarked, with fifteen regiments, a powerful detachment

of artillery, 250 cavalry, and an ample supply of stores, and s;iil.-d under

the convoy of a suitable naval force, commanded by Vice-Admiral

Arbuthnot. After a tedious and dangerous passage, in which part of

their ordnance, most of their artillery ami nil of their cavalry horses

were lost, the fleet arrived at Tybee, in Georgia, January 21, 1780.
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One of the transports which had been separated from the fleet was

brought into Charleston on the 23d of January, and gave the first certain

notice of the destination of the expedition. General Lincoln was in no

condition to meet the danger which threatened. His army was a feeble

force, unworthy of the name, and the great depreciation of tne Conti-

nental money made the increase of it a difficult and doubtful matter.

Washington detached the North Carolina and Virginia Continental troops

to proceed to Charleston ; and four American frigates, two French ships

of war, with the small marine force of South Carolina under Commodore

Whipple, were ordered to co-operate for the defence of the city. No

more aid could be expected
;
yet a full house of assembly resolved to

defend Charleston to the last extremity.

Although Sir Henry Clinton had embarked at New York on the 26th

of December, ITT' 1

, yet, as his voyage had been stormy and tedious, and

as some time had been necessarily spent at Savannah, it was on the 11th

of February, 1780, before he landed on John's island, thirty miles south

from Charleston. Had he even then marched rapidly upon the town, he

would probably have entered it without much opposition ; but, mindful

of his repulse in 1776, his progress was marked with a wary circumspec-

tion. He proceeded by the islands of St. John's and St. James, while

part of his fleet advanced to blockade the harbor. He sent for a rein-

forcement from New York, ordered General Prevost to join him with

1100 men from Savannah, and neglected nothing that could ensure success.

rEANWHILE Governor Rutledge, with such of his

council as he could conveniently consult, was invested

with a dictatorial authority, and empowered to do

every thing necessary for the public good, except

taking away the life of a citizen without legal trial.

The assembly, after delegating to the governor this

power, which was to continue in force until ten days

after its next session, dissolved itself.

Governor Rutledge and General Lincoln were indefatigable in improving

the time which the slow progress of the royal army afforded them. Six

hundred slaves were employed in constructing or repairing the fortifica-

tions of the town ; vigorous though not very successful measures were

taken to bring the militia into the field ; and all the small detachments

of regular troops were assembled in the capital. The works which had

been begun on Charleston Neck, when General Prevost threatened the

place, were resumed. A chain of redoubts, lines, and batteries, was

formed between the Cooper and Ashley. In front of each flank the

works were covered by swamps extending from the rivers ; these opposite
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swamps were connected by a canal ; between the canal and the works were

two strong rows of abbatis, and a ditch double picketed, with deep holes

at short distances, to break the columns in case of an assault. Towards

the water, works were thrown up at every place where a landing was

practicable. The vessels intended to defend the bar of the harbor having

been found insufficient for that purpose, their guns were taken out and

planted on the ramparts, and the seamen were stationed at the batteries.

One of the ships, which was not dismantled, was placed in the Cooper

River, to assist the batteries ; and several vessels were sunk at the mouth

of the channel, to prevent the entrance of the royal ships. General

Lincoln hoped that, if the town could be for a while defended, such rein-

forcements would arrive from the north as, together with the militia of

the state, would compel Sir Henry Clinton to raise the siege. As the

regular troops in the town did not exceed 1400, a council of war found

that the garrison was too weak to spare detachments to obstruct the pro-

gress of the royal army. Only a small party of cavalry and some light

troops were ordered to hover on its left flank, and observe its motions.

While those preparations for defence. were going on in Charleston, the

British army was cautiously but steadily advancing towards the town.

As he proceeded, Sir Henry Clinton erected forts and formed magazines

at proper stations, and was careful to secure his communications with

those forts and with the sea. All the horses of the British army had

perished in the tedious and stormy voyage from New York to Savannah

;

but on landing in South Carolina, Sir Henry Clinton procured others to

mount his dragoons, whom he formed into a light corps, under the com-

mand of Lieutenant-Colonel Tarleton. That officer was extremely active

in covering the left wing of the army, and in dispersing the militia.

N the 20th of March the British fleet under

Admiral Arbuthnot, consisting of one ship of

fifty guns, two of forty-four each, four of

thirty-two each, and an armed vessel, passed

the bar in front of Rebellion Road, and an-

chored in Five Fathom Hole. The American

naval force, under Commodore Whipple, re-

treated first to Sullivan's Island, and after-

wards to Charleston, where, as already men-

tioned, the ships were dismantled and the

erewa employed on the works. On the 0th of April, Admiral Arhutlinot,

taking advantage of a strong southerly wind and a flowing tide, passed

Fort Moultrie, and anchored just without reach of the guns of Charleston

The fort kept ap a heavy fire on the fleet while it was passing within
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range of the guns, which did some considerable damage to the ships, and

killed or wounded twenty-seven men.

On the 29th of March the royal army reached Ashley River, and

crossed it ten miles above the town, without opposition; the garrison

being too weak to dispute the passage. Having brought over his artillery,

bagga-.'e and store;-. Sir Henry Clinton inarched down Charleston Neck;

and, on the night of the 1st of April, broke ground at the distance of

800 yards from the American works.

The fortifications of Charleston were constructed under the direction

of Mr. Laumoy, a French engineer of reputation in the American service :

and, although not calculated to resist a regular siege, wire by no means

contemptible: and the British general made his approaches in due form.

Meanwhile the garrison received a reinforcement of 700 Continentals

under General Woodford; and, after this accession of strength, amounted

to about 2000 regular troops, besides 1000 militia of North Carolina, and

the citizens of Charleston. Governor llutledgc made every effort to

raise the militia of the province, but with little success; for not more

than 200 of them were in the capital.

On the 9th of April the British commander finished his first parallel,

forming an oblique line between the two rivers, from 600 to 1100 yards

from the American works ; and mounted his guns in battery. He then,

jointly with the admiral, summoned General Lincoln to surrender the

town. Lincoln's answer was modest and firm:
— '• Sixty days," said he,

•' have passed since it has been known that your intentions against this

town were hostile, in which time was afforded to abandon it; but duty

and inclination point to the propriety of supporting it to the last

extremity."

On receiving this answer, Sir Henry Clinton immediately opened his

batteries ; and his fire was soon felt to be superior to that of the besieged.

Hitherto the communication with the country north of the Cooper was

open, and a post was established to prevent the investiture of the town

on that side. After the summons, Governor Rutledge, with half of his

council, left the town, for the purpose of exercising the functions of the

executive government in the state, and in the hope of being able to

bring a large body of the militia to act on the rear or left flank of the

besieging army : but the militia were as little inclined to embody them-

selves as to enter the town.

For the purpose of maintaining the communication with the country

north of the Cooper, of checking the British foragers, and of protecting

supplies on their way to the town, the American cavalry, under General

Huger, had passed the river and taken post at Monk's Corner, thirty
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Tarlelon's Quarters.

miles above Charleston. Posts of militia were established between the

Cooper and Santce, and at a ferry on the last named river, where boata

were ordered to be collected in order to facilitate the passage of the

garrison, if it should be found necessary to evacuate the town. But the

activity and enterprise of the British general defeated all those precau-

tions. For as the possession of the harbor rendered the occupation of

the forts to the southward unnecessary, Sir Henry Clinton resolved to

call in the troops which had been employed in that quarter, to close the

communication of the garrison with the country to the northward, and to

complete the investiture of the town. For those purposes, as the fleet

was unable to enter the Cooper River, he deemed it necessary to dislodge

the American posts, and employed Lieutenant-Colonel Tarleton to beat

up the quarters of the cavalry at Monk's Corner. Conducted, during

the night, by a negro slave, through unfrequented paths, Tarleton pro-

ceeded towards the American post ; and, although the commander of the

party had taken the precaution of placing sentinels a mile in front of his

station, and of keeping his horses saddled and bridled, yet Tarleton ad-

vanced so rapidly that, notwithstanding the alarm was given by the out-

. he began the attack before the Americans could put themselves in

a posture of defence ; killed or took about thirty of them, and dispersed

the rest. Such as escaped concealed themselves for several days in the

swamps. It is said that many of Buford's men were killed while asking

foi quarter— ami after this event, " Tarleton's Quarters" became pro-
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Port Moultrto.

verbial. The horses taken by the British fell very seasonably into their

hands, as they were not well mounted. After this decisive blow, it WM
some time before any armed party of the Americans ventured to show

themselves south of the Santee. That part of the country was laid open

to the British, who established posts in such a way as completely to

enclose the garrison. The arrival of 3000 men from New York greatly

increased the strength of the besiegers.

The second parallel was completed ; and it daily became more apparent

that the garrison must ultimately submit. An evacuation of the town

was proposed, and General Lincoln seems to have been favorable to the

measure; but the garrison could scarcely have escaped, and the principal

inhabitants entreated the general not to abandon them to the fury of the

enemy.

The British troops on the north of the Cooper were increased, and

Lord Cornwallis was appointed to command in that quarter. On the 20th

of April, General Lincoln again called a council of war to deliberate on

the measures to be adopted. The council recommended a capitulation

;

terms were offered, but rejected ; and hostilities recommenced. After

the besiegers had begun their third parallel, Colonel Henderson made a

vigorous sally on their right, which was attended with some success ; but,

owing to the weakness of the garrison, this was the only attempt of the

kind during the siege.

After the fleet passed it, Fort Moultrie became of much less importance

than before, and part of the garrison was removed to Charleston. The
admiral, perceiving the unfinished state of the works on the west side,

prepared to storm it. On the 7th of May, every thing being ready for
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the assault, he summoned the garrison, consisting of 200 men, who, being

convinced of their inability to defend the place, surrendered themselves

prisoners of war, without firing a gun. On the same day, the cavalry

which had escaped from Monk's Corner, and which had re-assembled under

the command of Colonel White, were again surprised and defeated by

Colonel Tarleton. After Lord Cornwallis had passed the Cooper, and

made himself master of the peninsula between that river and the Santee,

he occasionally sent out small foraging parties. Apprised of that circum-

e, Colonel White repassed the Santee. fell in with and took one of

those parties, and despatched an express to Colonel Buford, who com-

manded a regiment of new levies from Virginia, requesting him to cover

his retreat across the Santee at Lanneau's Ferry, where he had ordered

some boats to be collected to carry his party over the river. Colonel

White reached the ferry before Buford's arrival, and thinking himself in
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no immediate danger, halted to refresh his party. Lord Cornwallifl,

having received notice of his incursion, despatched Tarleton in pursuit,

who, overtaking him a few minutes after he had halted, instantly charged

him, killed or took about thirty of the party, and dispersed the rest.

Charleston was now completely invested ; all hopes of assistance had

been cruelly disappointed : and the garrison and inhabitants were left to

their own resources. The troops were exhausted by incessant duty, and

insufficient to man the lines. Many of the guns were dismounted, the

sh<>t nearly expended, and the bread and meat almost entirely consumed.

The works of the besiegers were pushed very near the defences of the

town, and the issue of an assault was extremely hazardous to the garrison

and inhabitants. In these critical circumstances General Lincoln sum-

moned a council of war, which recommended a capitulation. Terms were

accordingly proposed, offering to surrender the town and garrison on

condition that the militia and armed citizens should not be prisoners of

war. but Buould be allowed to return home without molestation. These

terms were refuse. 1 ; hostilities recommenced, and preparations for an

assault were in progress. The citizens, who had formerly remonstrated

against the departure <>f the garrison, now became clamorous for a sur-

render. In this hopeless state, General Lincoln offered to give up the

place, on the terms which Sir Henry Clinton had formerly proposed.

This was accepted; and the capitulation was signed May 12th.

HE town and fortifications, the shipping,

artillery, and till public stores, were to be

given up as they then were : the garrison,

consisting of the Continental troops, militia,

sailors, and citizens who had borne arms

during the siege, were to be prisoners of war

;

the garrison were to march out of the town,

and lay down their arms in front of the works,

but their drums were not to beat a British

march, and their colours were not to be un-

cased ; the Continental troops and sailors were to be conducted to some

place afterwards to be agreed on, where they were to be well supplied

with wholesome provisions till exchanged; the militia were to be allowed

to go home on parole; the officers were to retain their arms, baggage,

and servants, and they might sell their horses, but were not permitted to

take them out of Charleston; neither the persons nor property of the

militia or citizens were to be molested, so long as they kept their parole.

On these terms the garrison of < lharleston marched out and laid down

their arms, and General Leslie was appointed by the British commander.
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in-chief to take possession of the town. The siege was more obstinate

than bloody. The besiegers had 70 men killed, and 189 wounded; the

besieged had 92 killed, and 148 wounded: about twenty of the inhabitants

were killed in their houses by random shots. The number of prisoners

reported bj' the British commander-in-chief amounted to upwards of 5000,

exclusive of sailors ; but in that return all the freemen of the town

capable of bearing arms, as well as the continental soldiers and militia,

were included. The number of Continental troops in the town amounted

only to 1777, about 500 of whom were in the hospital. The effective

strength of the garrison was between 2000 and 3000 men. The besieging

army consisted of about 9000 of the best of the British troops.

After the British got possession of the town, the arms taken from the

Americans, amounting to 5000 stand, were lodged in a laboratory, near

a large quantity of cartridges and loose powder. By incautiously snap-

ping the muskets and pistols, the guard inflamed the powder, which blew

up the house ; and the burning fragments, which were scattered in all

directions, set fire to the workhouse, jail, and old barracks, and consumed

them. The British guard stationed at the place, consisting of fifty men.

was destroyed, and about as many other persons lost their lives on the

disastrous occasion.

General Lincoln had conducted the defence of Charleston as a brave

and skilful officer. The reason lie was unsuccessful, was plainly the lack

of means. He had neither the troops nor the ordnance, to withstand

such an army as was brought against him. It was said that he should

not have attempted the defence. Yet it was the wish of the people of

the state that the capital should be defended, and Congress and the state

government had encouraged him to expect reinforcements to increase his

army to 9000 men.

The fall of Charleston and the loss of the southern army spread a

deep gloom over the aspect of American affairs, and Clinton was fully

aware of the impression he had made. In order to maintain the advan-

tages he had gained, and to intimidate still more those who were disposed

to resist his arms, he despatched a strong force, under Lord Cornwallis,

over the Santee, towards North Carolina, a second detachment into the

centre of the province, and a third up the Savannah to Augusta.

In order to secure the complete submission of the Southern States,

detachments were posted at various commanding points, and measures

adopted for establishing the civil administration. So fully was Clinton

convinced of the subjugation of the country, that on the 3d of June, he

issued a proclamation, in which he exhorted the people to aid in settling

the disputes between the mother country and the provinces, discharged
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the militia who had been made prisoners from their parole, and restored

them to the rights and duties of loyal subjects. It was understood from

this proclamation, that neutrality would not be permitted. If the people

did not support the standard of independence, they must enter the royal

service. As peace was what most desired, and as this was denied to them,

the effect of the proclamation was to kindle indignation and resentment,

and to increase the number and spirit of the friends of the cause of in-

dependence. On the 5th of June, Sir Henry Clinton sailed for Now
York, leaving Lord Cornwallis, with 4000 men, to maintain and prosecute

his conquests.

An unusual calm of six weeks ensued. The British forces were con-

siderably strengthened by the raising of loyalist corps among the people.
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The rigorous measures of Lord Cornwallis secured the tranquillity of the

people for a while, but his severity kindled the resentment of those who

were awed by his power. The military government itself was oppressive,

but the inhabitants were also compelled to endure the insults of the

soldiery and the exactions of a haughty conqueror. Many waited an

opportunity to show their hostility to the invaders, and such an oppor-

tunity soon presented itself.

In the end of March, Washington had despatched the troops of the

Maryland and Delaware line with some artillery, under the veteran com-

mander, Baron de Kalb, to reinforce the southern army. The detach-

ment met with many obstructions in its passage southward. It could not

be put in motion when the order was given. On its march from Peters-

burg, Virginia, the troops were obliged to spread themselves over the

country in small parties in order to collect corn enough for their subsistence.

In this way they proceeded through the upper part of North Carolina to
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Hillsborough and prepared to march to Salisbury, where they expected

to be joined by the North Carolina militia.

The approach of this force induced many of the militia who had suffered

from the oppressions of the enemy to take the Held. About 200 of them

assembled on the frontier of North Carolina and placed themselves under

the command of Colonel Sumpter. That active officer immediately made
an incursion into South Carolina, skirmished with the loyalist militia,

obtained considerable advantages, and encouraged the friends of Congress

to take the field. His force soon increased to GOO men, and Lord Corn-

wallis found that the spirit of resistance was again fully awake. He was

obliged to call in his outposts and to strengthen bis detachments.

,&\ sBCBfe— ENERAL GATES was appointed

to the command of the Southern

Army by Congress on the 13th of

June. The brilliant success of

that officer at Saratoga bad thrown

a lustre around his name which, it was

hoped, would give the people of the south

confidence in him, and thus lead on to

victory. Gates proceeded southward with-

out delay, and on the 25th of July, arrived

at the camp on Deep River. The army

consisted of about 2000 men, and considerable reinforcements were ex-

pected from Virginia and North Carolina, De Kalb had resolved to turn

out of the direct road to Camden, in order that be might establish maga-

zines and hospitals in convenient places, in a plentiful country. But

Gates determined to pursue the straight route towards the British en-

campment, although it lay through a barren country.

On the 27tb of July, he put bis army in motion, and soon experienced

the difficulties which De Kalb had been desirous to avoid. Supplies of

provisions were obtained only with great exertions, and the scant diet,

together with the intense heat and unhealthy climate, engendered disease

and threatened destruction to the army. Gates at length reached a more

fertile and hospitable region. Having effected a junction with a large

body of militia, under General Caswell, and a body of troops, under

Lieutenant-Colonel Portcrfield, he arrived at Rugely's Mills on the 13th

of August. The next day, the Virginia militia, about 700 men, under

General Stevens, arrived at Rugely's Mills, and an express was received

from Sumpter, stating that an escort of clothing and ammunition from

Ninety-Six would pass the Wateree at a ford covered by a small fort, not

ar from Camden. Gates immediately detached -400 men to reinforce
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Sumpter, to whom he gave orders to reduce the fort and intercept the

convoy.

Meanwhile lie advanced towards Camden, with the intention of taking

a position about seven miles from that place. For that purpose, he put

his army in motion on the evening of the 15th of August, having sent

his sick, and heavy baggage, under a guard, to the Waxhaws. The

American army did not exceed 400<) men. of which number only 000

were regular troops, and 70 cavalry.

IIF. British force was so reduced by sickness, that

Lord Cornwallia could only assemble 2000 men

at Camden. As that place was not well calcu-

lated for defence, and a retreat to Charleston

would be attended with disastrous results, the

British General resolved to push forward and

strike an immediate and decisive blow. Accord-

ingly, he marched at the same time Gates bail

left Rugely's .Mills. About two on the morning

of the 16th of August, the advanced guards

met unexpectedly in the woods, and in the

skirmish which ensued the Americans were driven back. The nature of

the ground was such that they could not avail themselves of their supe

rior numbers. Both armies now prepared for the conflict which was tc

begin with the day.

Cornwallis formed his men in two divisions, the right under Colonel

Webster, and the left under Lord Rawdon. In front were four field-

pieces, and in the rear about 300 cavalry and the reserve. Gates placed

the second Maryland brigade upon the right, the North Carolina militia

in the centre, and the Virginia militia, the light infantry, and Colonel

Ann ami's legion composed the left. The artillery was placed between

the divisions, and the first Maryland brigade stationed in the rear as a

reserve.

At dawn of day, Cornwallis ordered the British right wing to attack

the American left, which, as we have said, was composed almost entirely

of militia. A^ Webster advanced, the militia delivered a desultory fire,

and then threw down their arms and fled, in spite of the efforts of Gates

and their general officers to rally them. Tarleton, with his legion,

eagerly pursued and cut down the fugitives, and Gates with a few friends

hastened to Charlotte, 80 miles from the field of battle. The Baron de

Kalb, at the head of the 900 Continentals was exposed to the attack of

the whole British army. Yet they stood their ground and fought like

heroes. The combat with the British left, under Lord Rawdon, was
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maintained! with desperate valor. But the American flanks were exposed ;

and Colonel Webster, after defeating the militia, attacked them at once

in front and flank. Still a fierce and obstinate contest was maintained.

At length, the brave De Kalb, while fighting on foot at the head of his

men, fell, having received eleven wounds. His aid-de-camp, Lieutenant-

Colonel Du Buysson, endeavored to save him from the fury of the foe

by announcing his name and nation. He was wounded in the attempt

;

but a British officer coming up, ordered every attention to be paid to the

unfortunate De Kalb. He was a German by birth, and had been long

in the French service. When taken, he would scarcely believe that Gates

waa defeated.

The Americans were now attacked by the whole force of the enemy

and thrown into confusion. The defeat was total. Every corps of the
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Americans was broken and dispersed. About 200 wagons, a great part

of the baggage, military stores and small arms, and all the artillery, fell

into the bands of the victors. This decisive victory cost the British onlv

80 men killed and 245 wounded. Of the Americans, 800 or 900 were

killed or wounded and about 1000 taken prisoners. A large number of

the militia were killed during the pursuit. De Kalb was treated with all

possible attention by the enemy, but expired a few hours after the

battle.

While the army under Gates was completely defeated and dispersed,

Colonel Sumpter was successful in his enterprise. On the night of the

15th of August. In- reduced the fort on the Wateree, captured the convoy

and made about 100 prisoners. On hearing of the defeat of Gate-,

Sumpter, aware of his danger, hastily retreated up the south side of the

Wateree. On the 17th, Cornwallis sent Tarleton with his legion and a

detachment of infantry in pursuit of him. That officer proceeded with

his usual rapidity, and on the night of the 18th surprised the encampment

of the Americans and after a short resistance, killed, wounded or cap-

tured the greater part of them. Sumpter escaped. All his baggage,

stores and prisoners fell into the hands of the enemy.

By the complete defeat and dispersion of the army under General
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Gates and of Sumpter's partisan corps, Soutb Carolina and Georgia

were laid prostrate .-n the feel of the royal forces, and their conquest was

1 Becure.

How far Buch a state of things was the result of Gates' conduct, it is

scarcely possible to speak with certainty. General Greene considered

the risking of a battle under the circumstances a grave military error,

but, in other respects, expressed his approval of the course pursued by

dates, as well as greal confidence in his ability. No better authority

can be quoted.

a bim k iii um iu Lhe ^>*t
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CHAPTER XXXV.
CHE NORTHERN CAMPAIGN OF 1780.

HILE disaster hung upon the efforts

of the Americans in the south, events

occurring in the north added to the

apparent hopelessness of their cause.

Towards the end of 1779, Washing-

ton's army went into winter-quarters,

the main body taking possession of

the huts at Morristown, and strong

detachments being posted at West

Point, and other places on the

Hudson.

The winter set in with much se-

verity. The channels of transporta-

tion were closed, and the troops were reduced to great distress for the

want of provisions. But by the zeal and activity of the people, a sum-
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cient quantity of Bupplies was soon brought into camp. The garrison of

New York consisted of about 10,000 men, under General Knyphausen.

By the closing of the rivers, the city was exposed on every Bide. Knyp-

hausen strengthened the works, and made every preparation fir an attack :

but he was secure, from the weakness of the American army.

The British had a post at Statcn Island; and as the ice opened a free

communication between the island and the Jersey coast. Washington,

notwithstanding the. feeble condition of his army, resolved to attack the

garrison, and appointed Lord Stirling to conduct the enterprise. The

night of the 14th of January was chosen for the attempt. Though the

American commander took every precaution to conceal his intention, the

British commanding officer on Staten Island discovered it and adopted

such measures as were deemed necessary to defeat it. The attack was

repulsed with but little loss on either side. Several skirmishes occurred

between the foraging parties of the hostile armies, but nothing of an

important character was attempted during the remainder of the winter.

Congress now found itself placed in difficult circumstances. It had

resolved not to issue over $200,000,000 in Continental bills of credit.

In November, 1770, the whole of that sum was issued and expended also.

A3 the treasury was empty, and no money could be raised. Congress, on

the 23d of February, resolved to call on the several states for their pro-

portions of provisions and forage, for the maintenance of the army during

the ensuing campaign; but specified no time within which these were to

be collected. Consequently, the states were in no haste to send forward

their supplies.
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The troops were ill-clothed, their pay was in arrear, and that of the

officers, owing to the great depreciation of the paper currency, was wholly

unequal to their decenl maintenance. These multiplied privations and

Bufferings soured the temper of the men ; and it required all the influence

of their revered commander to prevent many of the officers from resigning

their commissions. The long continuance of want and hardship produced

relaxation of discipline, which at length manifested itself in open mutiny.

On the 25th of May, two regiments belonging to Connecticut paraded

under arms, with the avowed intention of returning home, or of obtaining

subsistence at the point of the bayonet. The rest of the soldiers, though

they ilid not join in the mutiny, showed little disposition to suppress it.

\t length the two regiments were brought back to their duty; but much

murmuring and many complaints were heard. While the army was in

such want, the inhabitants of New Jersey, where most of the troops were

Btationed, were unavoidably harassed by frequent requisitions, which ex-

eited considerable discontent.

EPORTS of the mutinous state of the American

army, and of the dissatisfaction of the people

of Jersey, probably much exaggerated, were

carried to General Knyphausen ; who, believing

the American soldiers ready to desert their

standards, and the inhabitants of Jersey willing

to abandon the union, on the 6th of June,

passed from Staten Island to Elizabethtown in

Jersey, with 5000 men. That movement was

intended to encourage the mutinous disposition

of the American troops, and to fan the flame of discontent among the

inhabitants of the province. Early next morning, he marched into the

country towards Springfield by the way of Connecticut Farms, a flourish-

ing plantation, so named because the cultivators had come from Connec-

ticut. But even before reaching that place, which was only five or six

miles from Elizabethtown, the British perceived that the reports which

they had received concerning the discontent of the Americans were

incorrect; for on the first alarm, the militia assembled with great alacrity,

and. aided by some small parties of regular troops, annoyed the British

by an irregular hut galling fire of musketry, wherever the nature of the

ground presented a favorable opportunity : and although those parties

were no where strong enough to make a stand, yet they gave plain indi-

cations of the temper and resolution which were to be encountered in

advancing into the country.

At Connecticut Farms, the British halted, and, knowing the zealout
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attachment of the settlers to the American cause, laid the flourishing

village, with its church and the minister's house, in ashes. Mrs. Caldwell,

the minister's wife, was shot while in the midst of her children. The

atrocious deed excited general horror, and roused the resentment of the

ii -iixliboring country.

After destroying the Connecticut Farms, Knyphausen advanced towards

Springfield, where a large body of Jersey militia was advantageously

posted. But he hail met with a reception so different from what ho

had expected, thai In' withdrew during the night to Elizabethtown, without

making an attempt on the American post. Washington upon hearing of

the invasion, had advanced to the hills behind Springfield, and formed

his army in order for fighting. The retreat of the British rendered a

battle unnecessary. They were followed by an American detachment,

which attacked their rear-guard next morning, but was repulsed. The

enemy lingered in the vicinity of Elizabethtown, while Washington, with

less than 5000 men, remained upon the hills near Springfield, being too

weak to hazard an engagement, except upon ground of his own choice.

On the 18th of June, Sir Henry Clinton, with about 5000 men, arrived

at New York from South Carolina. Directed at any one point, the

British army would have been irresistible. The Americans could only

act upon the defensive, presenting as bold a front as possible. Clinton

embarked a large body of troops, and awakened the fears of Washington

lest he should sail up the Hudson and attack the posts in the highlands.

In order to be in readiness to resist Buch al tacks, t he American commander

left Greene at Springfield, with 700 regulars, the Jersey militia, and some

cavalry, and proceeded towards Pompton, with the main body of the army.

jjf
Ill HENRY Clinton, after having per-

the Americans by his movements,

the morning of the - ;3d of June,

rapidly advanced in full force from

Elizabethtown towards Springfield. Gene-

ral Greene hastily assembled his scattered

detachments, and apprised General Wash-

ington of the march of the royal army,

who instantly returned to support Greene's

division. The British marched in two

columns; one oil the main road leading to

Springfield, and the other on the Vauxhall

road. General Greene scarcely had time

to collect his troops at Springfield, and make the necessary dispositions,

when the royal army appeared before the town, and a cannonado imme
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diatrly began. A fordable rivulet with bridges corresponding to the

different roads, runs in front of the place. Greene had stationed parties

to guard the bridges, and they obstinately disputed the passage ; but after

a smart conflict they were overpowered, and compelled to retreat.

Greene then fell back, and took post on a range of hills, where he ex-

pected to be again attacked. But the British, instead of attempting to

pursue their advantage, contented themselves with setting fire to the

village, and laying the greater part of it in ashes. Discouraged by the

obstinate resistance they had received, and ignorant of the weakness of

the detachment which opposed them, they immediately retreated to

Elizabethtown, pursued with the utmost animosity by the militia, who

were provoked at the burning of Springfield. They arrived at Eliza-

bethtown about sunset; and continuing their march to Elizabeth Point,

began at midnight to pass over to Staten Island. Before six next morn

ing they had entirely evacuated the Jerseys, aud removed the bridge of

boats which communicated with Staten Island.

Washington was informed of Sir Henry Clinton's march soon after the

British left Elizabethtown ; but though he hastily returned, the skirmish

at Springfield was over before he reached the vicinity.

After Clinton left the Jerseys, Washington planned an enterprise

against a British post at Bergen Point on the Hudson, opposite New
York, garrisoned by 70 loyalists. It was intended to reduce the post,

aud carry off a number of cattle on Bergen Neck. General Wayne, with

a respectable force, marched against the post, which consisted of a block-

house, covered by an abbatis and palisade. Wayne pointed his artillery

against the block-house, but his field-pieces made no impression on the

logs. He then attempted to storm the works, but was repulsed with
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considerable loss. He succeeded, however, in driving off most of the

cattle.

On the commencement of hostilities in Europe, the Marquis de Lafay-

ette returned home to offer his services to his king, still, however, re-

taining his rank in the army of Congress. He exerted all his inlluence

with the court of Versailles to gain its effectual support of the United

States, and was successful. Louis XVI. resolved to assist the Americans

by sea and land. Having gained this important point, and perceiving

that there was no need of his military services in Europe, Lafayette

obtained leave to return to America. lie landed at Boston, towards the

end of April, and soon after informed Washington of the powerful succor

he might expect from France.

The situation of the American commander-in-chief was perplexing in

the extreme. His army was feeble, and he could form no plan for the

campaign, till he knew what force would be at his command. He made

pressing appeals to Congress and to the several state legislatures, for
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troops and supplies. Congress recommended, but the states were dilatory,

The army was nominally fixed at 35,000 men.

In the month of June, a voluntary subscription was entered into in

Philadelphia for the purpose of providing bounties to recruits filling up

the Pennsylvania line. A number of gentlemen, of whom Robert Morris

was the most distinguished for wealth and ability, established a bank for

procuring those supplies for the army, which Congress was unable to

obtain, and without which the army most have been disbanded.

In the midst of these preparations, the French fleet, consisting of eight

ships of the line, with frigates and smaller vessels, under the Chevalier

de Ternay, having about 6000 troops on board commanded by General,

the Count de Rochambeau, arrived at Rhode Island, on the evening of
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the 10th of July. Forewarned bj the British ministry of the destination

of the French fleet, Sir Henry Clinton made seasonable preparations to

meet it. After considerable delay, he embarked 6000 troops on board of

Admiral Arbuthnot'a fleet, intending to proceed through the Sound, and

attack the French at Newport. In the meantime Count do Kochambeau.

aided by General Keith, called in the militia of the neighboring states

and appeared so formidable, that Clinton, despairing of success, returned

to New York, which was threatened by Washington.

A plan of combined operations against New York was drawn up by

Washington and sent to the French commander by Lafayette, who went

to Newport, to concert measures with the allies. It was agreed, however,

that nothing could be done, until the arrival of the fleet of Count de

Guichen which would give the French a superiority, and enable them to

blockade the English fleet in New York harbor. The instructions of the

French government to Count de Rochambeau were calculated to insure

harmony between the allied forces. The general and his troops were to

be in all cases under the command of Washington ; and American officers

were to take precedence of French officers of equal rank.

The English Admiral Arbuthnot, having a decided naval superiority,

blockaded the French in the harbor of Newport, and Rochambeau's army

was obliged to remain there for its protection. This state of things con-

tinued during the season, and no military enterprise was undertaken.

Both parties stood upon the defensive, watching each other's motions,

and depending on the operations of the British and French fleets. Wash-

ington met Count de Rochambeau at Hartford, in Connecticut, on the

21st of September, but no plan of action could be agreed upon that did

not depend upon the French fleet gaining the superiority.

While it was expected that the year 1~S0 would pass away without

any remarkable event occurring in the northern state-, both parties were

aroused and deeply affected by occurrences, which, by the Americans at

least, were totally unexpected. These were the treachery of General

Arnold and the execution of Major Andre.

No officer had acquired higher renown for military talents, daring and

activity than Benedict Arnold. At Ticondcroga, Quebec, on Lake Cham-

plain, at Danbury and Saratoga, he had won the freshest laurels, and his

exploits were worthy themes for song and story. When the British

evacuated Philadelphia, he was appointed to the command in that city,

as his wounds prevented him from going into active service. Fond of show,

extravagant in his style of living, and unscrupulous in the choice of means

to satisfy his desires, he became deeply involved in pecuniary difficulties.

Heavy charges were brought against him, which were referred to a court-
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martial. His claims against the United States were not positively proven

to be fraudulent, but circumstances were developed which authorized a

strong suspicion of his integrity. After a thorough investigation, the

court-martial sentenced him to receive a public reprimand from the com-

mander-in-chief.

Arnold was excessively proud and arrogant, and the sentence of the

court deeply wounded him. To revenge what he deemed an insult and to

renew his fortune, he resolved to become a traitor to his country. Fifteen

months before the consummation of the crime, he began a secret corres-

pondence with Major Andre, the adjutant-general of the British army.

The more easily to effect hi- . he, in the month of August, 1780,

solicited and obtained the command of West Point and the other posts

of the Highlands. From that time, it was his aim to surrender that im-
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portant post into the hands of the enemy, in order to make his treason

valuable.

The visit of Washington to Hartford was considered a fit opportunity

for bringing matters to a crisis. Tn his correspondence with the British

commanders, Arnold requested him to send a confidential person to hold

a conference with him. Unfortunately, the amiable and accomplished

Major Andre was selected for the conclusion of a work he had begun.

The Vulture Bloop-of-war ascended the Hudson and anchored in Haver-

straw Bay, and on the night of the -1st of September, Andre* went

ashore, and remained in conference with Arnold till the dawn of day,

when, the business not being finished, Arnold persuaded him to go to the

house of Joshua Smith, mar the river. There Andre remained concealed

during the day ; Arnold having concluded his arrangements, returned to

West Point.

The boatmen refusing to convey him to the Vulture, Andre had no

alternative but to endeavor to reach New York by land. Changing bis

regimentals for a suit of citizen's clothes, and taking with him a written

pass in which the bearer was called John Anderson, he set out from

Smith's house on the night of the 22d. The next day, while riding alone

towards New York, he was suddenly stopped by three militiamen, Paul-

ding, Williams and Van Wart. They searched him and found papers

secreted in his boots. Inferring that he was a spy, they refused his

tempting offers for release, and conducted him to the out-post at North

Castle. Colonel Jameson, the commander at that post, examined the
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papers, knew them to be of a very extraordinary character, yet was

amazed and bewildered. He sent a letter to Arnold informing him of

the capture of a man calling himself John Anderson, and of some papers

of a dangerous tendency. He also sent an express to Washington, then

supposed to be returning by the Hartford road, with a letter and the

papers found upon Andre's person. The next morning, Andre
-

was sent

to Colonel Sheldon's quarters, at New Salem, for greater security.

Being now convinced that there was no hope of escape, he wrote a

letter to Washington, revealing his true name and character. Washington

returned from Hartford by the upper route, and consequently the express,

which had taken the lower route, did not meet him, but came back to

North Castle. The commander-in-chief pursued his journey by way of

Fishkill, to West Point. Two or three hours before he reached Arnold's

house, the messenger arrived there with the letter from Jameson, by which

Arnold was informed of the capture of Andre". Pretending that he was

suddenly called to West Point, he mounted a horse standing at the door,

rode to the river, entereil his barge, and ordered the buatmen to row down

towards the Vulture. As the boat neared Verplanck's Point, Arnold

displayed a white handkerchief, and was allowed to pass without inter-

ruption. He reached the Vulture in safety.

Washington arrived at Arnold's house, and went over to West Point,

without hearing anything of him. On his return, in the afternoon, he

received the letter from Audit'-, and the papers found in his boots. The
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plot was now plainly perceived. Washington instantly took measures to

secure the posts in the Highlands, and made an unavailing effort to over-

take the traitor.

Andre" was first removed to West Point, and then to Tappan. A boar I

of officers was summoned, Greene being president, to inquire into the

nature of Andre's offence, and to determine the punishment which it de-

served. After a thorough investigation, the board reported that Major

Andre came on shore in the night, to hold a secret interview with General

Arnold, that he disguised himself, was taken with papers in his possession

containing intelligence for the enemy ; and that he ought to be considered

as a spy, and according to the law and usage of nations, ought to suffer

death. Washington approved the decision. He was reluctant to agree

to the condemnation of such an amiable and noble-spirited young officer,

but duty demanded the sacrifice of feeling. Clinton made every effort to

save Andre, and most of the Americans regretted his hard fate, since he

had won the esteem of friends and foes. Major Andre was executed at

Tappan on the 2d of October. Although it was his earnest desire to die

a soldier's death, he bore that of a felon with a resignation and fortitude

which evidenced the nobility of his spirit.

Arnold had the effrontery to write to Washington, attesting such facts

as he believed favorable to Andre\ But what reliance could be placed

upon the testimony of a man capable of such foul treason? He also

threatened the general with retaliation— an evidence that he knew but

little of that lofty-minded man. The traitor endeavored to vindicate his

conduct, by pleading hostility to the alliance with France; and attempted
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to induce others to follow his example. But it was well known that his

treason began before the alliance with France was consummated, and that

selfish motives only hail urged him to the step he had taken.

After the events just related, the only important military enterprise

undertaken during the campaign, was accomplished by Major Talmadge.

On the 28th of November, he crossed the Sound with about 80 men, made

a circuitous march of twenty miles to Fort George, and reduced it without

any other loss than one private wounded. He killed or wounded eight

of the enemy, captured a lieutenant-colonel, a captain, and 55 privates.

As winter approached, both armies went into winter-quarters. Wash-

ington stationed the Pennsylvania line at Morristown, the New Jersey

line about Pompton, the New England troops in West Point and its

vicinity, and the New York troops at Albany. Towards the close of the

year, an agreement for an exchange of prisoners was entered into by the

opposing commanders.

Coioiiei Humphreys An: to General Wtfthugtaa
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

OPERATIONS IX TIIK 801 I'll AT IKK THE 15ATTLE OF CAMDEN.

HE history of the movements of the opposite

parties in the South after the battle of Camden,

is a detail of suffering and fortitude upon one

Bide, and of cruelty and reckless abuse of power

upon the other. On the 17th and 18th of August,

about 150 of Gates's army rendezvoused at Char-

lotte. As there was no magazine of provisions in

the town, and it was without defences, it was re-

solved to retreat to Salisbury. The retreat was

attended with hurry, confusion, poverty and suf-

fering. From Salisbury the remnant of an army retired to Hillsborough.

At that place, General Gates concerted measures with the government

of North Carolina, for renewing military operations.
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Though there was no army to oppose Lord Cornwallis, yet the season

and the reduced condition of his army, restrained him from pursuing his

conquests. By the complete dispersion of the Continental forces the

state of South Carolina was in his power, yet he resolved to make

"assurance doubly sure," by resorting to measures of the greatest severity.

N a few days after the battle of Camden,

when his lordship thought the country

was lying prostrate at his feet, he ad-

dressed the following letter to the com-

mandant of the British garrison at

Ninety Six:— "I have given orders

that all the inhabitants of this province

who have subscribed, and taken part in

the revolt, should be punished with the

utmost rigor; and also those who will not turn out, that they may be

imprisoned, and their whole property taken from them or destroyed. I

have also ordered that compensation should be made out of these e-

to the persons who have been injured or oppressed by them. I have

ordered, in the most positive manner, that every militiaman who lias

borne arms with us, and afterwards joined the enemy, shall be immediately

hanged. I desire you will take the most vigorous measures to punish the

rebels in the district you command, and that you obey, in the strictest

manner, the directions I have given in this letter relative to the inhabi-

tants of the country." Similar orders were given to the commanders of

other posts.

In any circumstances, such orders given to officers, often possessing

little knowledge, and as little prudence or humanity, could not fail to

produce calamitous effects. In the case under consideration, where all

the worst passions of the heart were irritated and inflamed, the conse-

quences were lamentable. The orders were executed in the spirit in which

they were given. Numbers of persons were put to death : many were

imprisoned, and their property was destroyed or confiscated. The country

was covered with blood and desolation, rancor and grief. Women and

children were turned to the door, and their houses and substance consumed.

A number of persons of much respectability remained prisoners of war

in Charleston. As they absolutely and firmly refused to exchange their

parole for the protection of British subjects, Cornwallis ordered them to

be carried out of the province. Accordingly, on the 27th of Aug

they "ere put on board a vessel in the harbor, and sent to St. Augustine.

General Moultrie remonstrated against the removal of these persons, but

without avail. Power would not listen to justice. The severity of the
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British commander caused many in become British subjects to save their

lives and property, but kindled the resentment and strengthened the

resolution of those whose friendship or enmity was of more account.

We have seen that Sumpter with a small hand, penetrated into South

Carolina, and revived the spirit of the friends of independence. Soon

after that event, he was appointed a brigadier-general by Governor Rut-

ledge. The same rank was given to Francis Marion, who, with a small,

but active and resolute band, carried on a partisan warfare in the north-

eastern part of the state, and succeeded in keeping alive the spirit of

resistance. Various schemes were tried to prevent the inhabitants from

co-operating with him. Major Wemys burned scores of houses on the

Pedee, Lynch's Creek, and Black River, belonging to those who were

supposed to assist him. For several month-, Marion and his party were

obliged to sleep in the open air, and to shelter themselves in the recesses

of deep swamps. The number of these partisans was much increased by

the severities of the enemy, and although often distressed for arms and
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ammunition, they harassed the British detachments, captured convoys

and made their activity felt whenever possible. Their exploits were of a

daring, and often singular, character. After the defeat of the Americans

at Camden, Marion rescued a party of Continental prisoners who were

under a British guard. So ill was he provided with arms, that he was

obliged to forge the saws of the saw-mills into rude swords for his borse-

men; and so scanty was his ammunition, that he often engaged when he

had not three cartridges to a man. He secured himself from Tarleton's

pursuit, in the forests and swamps, with which he was so well acquainted.

Cornwallis made every exertion to embody the well-affected inhabitants

of the country, and to form them into a British militia. For that purpose,

he sent emissaries into various quarters. Major Ferguson, with a small

detachment, was sent into the district of Ninety-Six, to train the loyalists,

and attach them to his own party. Ferguson was very active, and soon

collected about 1500 men. The spirit of enterprise beginning to revive,

prompted Colonel Clarke, with a few hundred men, to make an attempt

upon the British post at Augusta; but, after a severe conflict, he failed

and was compelled to retreat. Ferguson, with the hope of intercepting

his party, kept near the mountains and at a considerable distance from

support. These circumstances, together with the depredations of the

loyalists, induced the hardy borderers west of the mountains to attempt

the reduction of that distinguished partisan. Without any apparent

design, a considerable number of parties assembled under their respective

commanders. They amounted to 1600 men, their principal officers being

Colonels Campbell, Cleveland, Shelby and Sevier. Being all mounted

and free from encumbrance, they moved rapidly in scarcli of Ferguson,

who, apprised of his danger, had begun to retreat. In the vicinity of

Gilbert Town, the American commanders selected 1000 of their best

riflemen, mounted them upon the fleetest horses, and sent them in pursuit.

Ferguson, seeing that he must be overtaken, chose a position on King's

Mountain, which, however, was not favorable, as it was covered with wood,

which afforded a shelter to the American marksmen. On the 7th of

October, the Americans approached, and began the attack in four parties,

one attacking upon the west, commanded by Colonel Sevier, two in the

centre, commanded by Colonels Cleveland and Shelby, and a third upon

the east, commanded by Colonel Campbell. Cleveland, before beginning

the attack, addressed his men as follows:—
'• My brave fellows ! we have beaten the tories, and we can beat them.

When engaged, you are not to wait for the word of command from me.

I will show you by my example how to fight : I can undertake no more.

Every man must consider himself an officer, and act on his own judgment.
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Though repulsed, do not run oil'; return, and renew the combat. If any

of you are afraid, you have not only my leave to withdraw, but are re-

quested to do so." It is hardly necessary to say, that no one availed

himself of a request like this, but that all resolved, on the contrary, to

do or die.

Cleveland instantly began the attack; but was soon compelled to retire

before the bayonet. But Ferguson had no time to continue the pursuit

;

for Shelby came forward from an unexpected quarter, and poured in a

destructive fire. Ferguson again resorted to the bayonet, and was again

successful. But at that moment, Campbell's division advanced on an-

other side, and a new battle began. Campbell, like his comrades, was

obliged to retreat. But Cleveland had now rallied bis division, and

advanced anew to the combat. The royalists wheeled, and met this re-

turning assailant. In this way there was an unremitting succession of

attacks for about fifty minutes. Ferguson obstinately defended himself,

and repulsed every assailant: but at last he fell mortally wounded; and
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the second in command, seeing the contest hopeless, surrendered. Fer-

guson and 150 of liis men lay dead on the field; as many were wounded :

nearly 700 laid down their anas: and upwards of 400 escaped. Among

the prisoners the number of regular British soldiers did not amount to

100. The Americans lost about twenty men. who were killed on the

field, and they had many wounded. They took 1500 stand of anus.

The victors hanged ten of their prisoners on the spot, in revenge for

the cruelties of the British commanders, and having accomplished their

object, returned to their respective neighborhoods. The destruction of

i ison's detachment disconcerted the plans of Lord Cornwallis, and

effectually prevented his progress northward. Exposed to the constant

annoyance of partisan bands, who grew bolder with success, he resolved

to retreat to Wynneborough. As he retired, the militia captured several

of his wagons, and cut off all stragglers from the main body. Sumpter,

soon after his defeat on the 18th of August, had collected a hand of

volunteers, with which he kept the field for three n ths, although there

w:t> no Continental army in the state. He frequently skirmished with

the enemy, and so harassed them that their movements were made «itli

caution and difficulty.

On the 12th of November, Sumpter was attacked at Broad River by a

party of infantry and dragoons, commanded by Major Wemys. In this

action, the British were defeated and their commander made prisoner.

On the 20th of November he was attacked at Black Stocks, near Tyger
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River, by Colonel Tarleton, with 170 dragoons, and 80 infantry. A con-

siderable part of Sumpter's force had 1 n posted in a large log barn

from which they fired in security. Tarleton finding it impossible to dis-

lodge the Americans, retreated, leaving Sumpter in quiet possession of

the Held. The loss of the British in this affair was considerable, including

three officers. The Americans lost very few, but Sumpter received a

severe wound, which interrupted his enterprises for several months.

By great exertions, General Gates had collected about 1500 men, and

was again in a condition to contend for the southern states. He had

detached General Smallwood to take post at the fords of tin' Yadkin, in

order to dispute the passage of the river, should Cornwallis attempt to

pass it; and General Morgan, distinguished for courage and activity, was

employed with a light corps to harass the enemy. When Cornwallis re-

treated, Gates advanced towards Charlotte, stationed Smallwood further

down on the Catawba, and ordered Morgan to some distance in front.

On the 2d of December, General Greene arrived at Charlotte, and

informed Gates that he had been appointed to supersede him. This was

the first official notice Gates had received of the fact. Yet he cheerfully

resigned the command to Ge?ieral Greene, who behaved towards him with

the most polite attention. Washington wrote a soothing letter to the

superseded general, expressing confidence in his ability and zeal, and

offering him the command of the right wing of the army, which latter,

however, Gates did not think proper to accept. The legislature of

Virginia by a vote of thanks, indicated that it would not forget the

patriotic services of the victor of Sarato

HAT able and accomplished officer, General Na-

thaniel Greene, had been recommended to Congress

by Washington as a fit commander for the Southern

army, and his whole career justified the estimation in

which he was held by the commander-in-chief. He

possessed all those qualities which constitute a great

general. With courage and activity, lie united pru-

dence, firmness, and fertility of resource. When he

took command of the Southern army, it consisted

2307 men, of which number, '-'t'.' were Continentals, and the rest, raw,

ill-provided militia. The cavalry numbered only '.'0 men, and there were

60 artillerymen.

A slight advantage obtained sunn after (ireene entered upon the com-

mand of the army served greatly to raise the spirits of the troops. A

small party of cavalry, under Colonel Washington, advanced to the

vicinity of the British post at Clermont, and finding it too strong to be
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taken by small-arms and dragoons, had

recourse to a stratagem. Having made an

imposing show of part of his men, and

having placed the trunk of a pine tree in

such a position as to resemble a cannon,

Colonel Washington summoned the gar-

rison to surrender, and it yielded without

firing a gun. Colonel Rugely and 112

men were made prisoners.

In North Carolina, there were a greal

many loyalists, and a fierce and destructive

warfare was carried on between them

and their republican neighbors. The coun-

try was threatened with entire desolation. Greene was obliged to havi

recourse to severe measures to procure clothing and provisions for hi*

men. But his army increased in number, and under his orders improved

in discipline. A correspondence was opened between the opposing com-

manders concerning the cruel treatment of prisoners taken upon both

sides. Cornwallis said that he had resolved upon retaliation for the execu-

tion of the prisoners taken at King's Mountain, although it was notorious

that he had set the example. Greene prepared to open the campaign in

a vigorous manner, and the British commander wTas soon confirmed in the

opinion he had expressed soon after the battle of Germantown— thai

"Greene was as dangerous as Washington."

CounlerfLi' - union
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THE CAMPAIGN OF 1781, IN Till'. NORTHERN STATES, AND V ROINIA

HOUGH Arnold's address to his countrymen

did not detach the soldiery of America from

the service in which they had engaged, other

causes threatened to produce the dial ling

of the army. The troops were without such

clothing as the season required, and their

pay was in arrears. At length, their com

plicated grievances caused a mutiny which

warned the government what might be ex-

pected if they were not relieved.

The mutinous spirit first displayed itself

at Morristown, where the Pennsylvania line was encamped. The troops

were equal to any in the army in respect to courage and discipline. An
ambiguity in the terms of their enlistment afforded a pretext for their

conduct. A great part of them were enlisted for three years, or during

the war. The three years had expired, anil the men contended that the

choice of going or slaying remained with them.

On the night of the 1st of January. 1781, the non-commissioned officers

ami privates, upon a concerted signal, turned out under arms and declared

for a redress of grievances. The officers attempted to quiet the mutiny,

but in vain. A captain was killed and several were wounded. General
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Wayne presented his pistol as if about to fire upon tlietn, but he found

the troops were determined. They held their bayonets to his breast, and

said :

• We love and respect you, but if you fire, you are a dead man.

We are not going over to the enemy. On the contrary, if they were now

to come out, you should see us fight under your orders with as much

alacrity as ever, but we will no longer be amused. We are determined

on obtaining what is our just due." In spite of arguments and entreaties,

about loOO of the troops moved off in a body from Morristown, and pro-

ceeded in good order, with their arms and six field-pieces, to Princeton.

They elected temporary officers. In order to prevent them from plun-

dering the inhabitants for subsistence, General Wayne forwarded provisions

after them. They professed that they had no object in view but to obtain

what was justly due to them, and their actions were consistent with their

professions. Congress sent a committee of their body, consisting cii

General Sullivan, Mr. Matthews. Mr. Atlee and Dr. Witherspoon, tu

procure an accommodation. The troops were firm in refusing any terms

of which a redress of grievances was not the foundation. Yet they were

patriotic. Sir Henry Clinton, by confidential messengers, offered to take

them under the protection of the British government, and to pardon all

their past offences, without expecting military service from them. The
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President Reed.

royal commander-in-chief was surprised to find that the revolting troops

disdained his offers. His messengers were seized and delivered to General

Wayne, who had them tried and executed on the 10th of January.

President Reed and General Potter, being appointed by the council of

Pennsylvania to confer with the mutineers, met them at Princeton. Reed

offered them a purse of a hundred guineas as a reward of their fidelity,

in delivering up the spies ; but they refused to accept it, aa they said they

had only done their duty. Those whose term of service had expired were

discharged and others had their arrears of pay in a great measure made

up to them. A general amnesty closed the business. Washington fully

appreciating the sufferings of his army, sent General Knox to the four

Eastern States to stimulate them to immediate exertion. Massachusetts

led the way, and the others soon imitated her advances.

About 160 of the Jersey troops followed the mutinous example of the

Pennsylvanians ; but they did not conduct themselves with equal spirit

and prudence. They committed various outrages. Major-General Howe

adopted decisive measures to reduce them to obedience. He marched from

Ringwood about midnight, with a strong force, and by the dawning of the

next day had his men in four different positions to prevent the revolters

from making their escape. They were then ordered to parade without

arms, and march to a particular spot of ground. After some hesitation,
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they complied. Three of the ringleaders were tried and condemned to

be executed upon the spot. The rest of the men promised to atone for

their misconduct.

These mutinies alarmed the States, but did not procure any permanent

relief for the army. Recourse was had to coercive measures, which

secured supplies, but created much discontent and lowered the public

credit. Port Schuyler, West !Vint. and the posts up the North River,

were on the point of being abandoned by their starving garrisons. At

this period of the war. there was little or no circulating medium, either

in the form of paper or specie. The pi depreciation of their

bills of credit had been foreseen by the rulers of America, and this was

the crisis which one party had dreaded and the other bad hoped for.

New resources were at length opened, by which the war might be
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prosecuted as vigorously ;^ It-fore. By the exertions of Dr. Franklin

and Colonel John Laurens, at the court of Versailles, a subsidy of

6,000,000 livres was obtained, the King of France becoming their security

for 10,000,000 more, borrowed in the Netherlands. A regular system

of finance was also adopted, and all mutters relative to the treasury

were placed under the able direction of Robert Munis, an eminent mer-

chant of Philadelphia, The issuing of paper was discontinued, and the

public engagements were made payable in coin.

HE introduction of so much gold and silver, aided by the

bank which had been established in the preceding year,

extricated Congress from much embarrassment, and gave

them the power to meet their engagements. The Con-

tinental money, by common consent, ceased to have

currencj

.

While these financial difficulties embarrassed the

Americans, the British were carrying on the most ex-

tensive plan of Operations which had been attempted

during the war. The relative strength and position of the hostile armies

in the vicinity of the Hudson prevented them from undertaking any

enterprise of importance. But the war raged at the same time in all the

southern states. Virginia, from its peculiar situation, lies at the mercy

of whatever army has command of the Chesapeake. Clinton therefore

saw the propriety of making that state the object of attack. It was not

only the most exposed, but one of the principal members of the con-

federacy.

General Leslie, with 2000 men, had been sent to the Chesapeake in

the latter part of 1780, but was subsequently ordered to proceed to

Charleston, on account of the increasing weakness of Lord Cornwallis's

army. Soon after the departure of General Leslie, Clinton despatched

Arnold, now a brigadier-general in the royal army, with about 1600 men,

to the Chesapeake Bay. That officer sailed up James River on the 4th

of January. 1781, and landed at Westover, twenty-five miles below Rich-

mond, the capital of the State.

Th<' Baron Steuben, with a few hundred militia, endeavored to remo>e

a large quantity of store- from Petersburg and Richmond, but could offer

no resistance to the advance of the enemy.

On the day after landing at Westover, Arnold entered Richmond with

little opposition. There he halted with 500 men, and sent Lieutenant-

Colonel Simcoe forward with another .

r>00 to West Hani, where he burned

and destroyed a valuable foundry, a boring mill, a powder magazine, and

a considerable quantity of military stores. Colonel Simcoe returned to
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Richmond, where the puhlic property, as well as a large quantity >! rum

ami silt belonging to individuals, were destroyed. After completing the

work of destruction at Richmond, Arnold returned to Westover on the

7th ; and, after some skirmishing, re-emharked on the 10th, sailed down

the river, destroying on his way the stores :it Smithfield and Mackay's

Mills, and on the 20th arrived at Portsmouth, where he manifested an

intention of establishing a permanent post. In this expedition Arnold,

while tie destroyed a large quantity of military stores and other valuable

property of different kinds, stated his loss at only seven men killed and

twenty-three wounded.

Baron Steuben being in no condition to attack Arnold at Portsmouth.

D -ireful to station his troops at the most convenient passes leading

from that place into the country, in order to afford the inhabitants all the

protection in his power. It was while Arnold lay at Portsmouth, that

General Washington formed the plan of apprehending him. which failed

through the backwardness of the French to engage in it.

\- Arnold'- force was not sufficient to make any deep and permanent

impression on the powerful state of Virginia, the British commander-in-

chief resolved to increase it
; and for that purpose, about the middle of

March, sent General Philips, with 2000 chosen men from New York to

Chesapeake Bay. General Philips arrived at Portsmouth on the 26th :

and, being the superior officer, took the command of the army in Virginia.

After employing some time in completing the fortifications of Ports-
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mouth, General Philips began offensive operations, with a force much

superior to what Congress could oppose to him in that part of the country.

On the 18th of April he embarked 2500 men on board Jiis smaller vessels,

and sailed up James River in order to destroy every thing that had

escaped the ravages of Arnold. He landed at Burrel's Ferry,

marched to Williamsburg, the former seat of government in Virginia.

A small body of militia assembled there retreated on his approach; and

he entered the place without opposition. He sent parties through all the

lower district of that narrow tract of land, which lies between James and

York rivers, who destroyed all public stores atd property which fell in

their way. He then re-embarked, sailed up the river to City Point, where

he landed on the afternoon of the 24th, and next day marched to Peters-

burg, where he destroyed an immense quantity of tobacco and othei

property, together with the vessels lying in the river.
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Baron Steuben had the mortification to see the Stare laid waste, without

being able to relieve it ; and after some slight skirmishing, he retreated

towards Richmond. Arnold scuttled some armed vessels and dispersed

the militia about half way between Osborne's and Richmond, and on the

30th of April, the whole British force marched against Manchester, where,

as usual, they set fire to the warehouses and destroyed the tobacco and

other property.

At this period, the Marquis de Lafayette, with L200 men, arrived in

Virginia from the northward. He reached Richmond on the evening

before General Philips entered Manchester, nearly opposite. Instead of

attempting to meet the Marquis, the British general retreated, embarked

his army and sailed down the river as far as [log's Island, where he

arrived on the 5th of May. On the 7th, General Philips received infor-

mation that Lord Cornwallis was about to march into Virginia, and that

he would meet him at Petersburg. Philips immediately returned up the

river to the town appointed, where he died four days afterwards. The

command then devolved on Arnold. An immense amount of property

had been destroyed during the preceding three weeks, which, however,

only served to exasperate the owners. Unnecessary destruction may awe

the weakest into submission, but it rouses the spirit and resolution of a

high-minded people.



CHAPTER XXXVI II

CAMPAIGN (IF 1781—OPERATIONS IN THE CAROLINAS IND QEORG1A.

ENERAL GREENE found that he

could not long remain inactive at

Charlotte, for the country between

that place and Canada, having been

traversed by the contending armies,

was quite exhausted. In order to procure sub-

sistence for his troops, as well as to distract and

harass the enemy, he was constrained to divide

his little army. General Morgan's detachment

was reinforced by 400 infantry, under Lieutenant-

colonel Howard, 170 Virginia riflemen, under Major Triplett, and SO light

dragoons, under Colonel Washington.

With this small force, Morgan was sent to the south of the Catawba,

to observe the British at Wynnesborough and Camden, and to shift for

himself. Greene, with the other division, inarched to Hick's Corner, on

the east side of the Pedee, where he arrived on the 29th of December.

The object of this movement was to obtain subsistence for the army.

Morgan did not remain inactive. < >n the 27th of December, he de

tached Colonel Washington, with his dragoons and 200 militia, who next

day marched forty miles, surprised a party of loyalists at Ninety-Six,

killed or wounded 150 of them, and took 40 prisoners, without sustaining

any considerable loss. About the same time, Morgan was joined by Major
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Colonel Pickens.

M'Dowell, with 200 North Carolina militia, and by Colonel Pickens, with

70 from South Carolina.

Cornwallis hail ordered General Leslie, with between 1500 and 2000

troops, to join him at Charleston, and he waited impatiently for his arrival,

to begin a vigorous campaign. In the meantime, alarmed at the active

operations of Morgan, he detached Colonel Tarleton, with about 1100

men, and several pieces of artillery, to drive him from the province or

disperse his troops. As Tarleton's force was much superior to that of

Morgan, no doubt was entertained of his success. Cornwallis, with the

main body, advanced up the Catawba, followed by General Leslie, with

the reinforcement, hoping either to intercept Morgan, or to get between

him and Greene.

Tarleton moved forward with his usual rapidity. On the 14th of

January, Morgan was informed of the approach of the British detach-

ment. Aware of his danger, he began to retreat, and crtssed the Pacolet.

Tarleton crossed the river six miles above, and as Morgan retreated, took

possession of the ground the Americans had occupied a few hours before.

Morgan, though retreating, was too daring and determined to recede to a

distant point, without having a skirmish, at least. Tarleton's force was
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liatik of the Cowpenn,

much superior in numbers, but more so in quality of troops. Leaving

his baggage under a guard, he pursued the retreating Americans. Morgan

halted at a place culled the Cowpens, about three miles from the line of

separation between North and South Carolina. The ground had no
\

advantages, but the American commander's dispositions were judicious.

The front line was composed of militia, under < reneral Pickens, the si

of the continentals, under Colonel Howard, and the cavalry, under Colonel

Washington, was posted in the rear.

Before daylight, the van of the British appeared. Tarleton, assured

of victory, ordered his front line to advance before it was well formed.

The British rushed forward, shouting and firing as they advanced. The

militia received them with a well-directed fire, but soon gave way, and

retreated to the rear of the Continentals. Tarleton eagerly pressed on,

but the Continentals received the attack like veterans. An obstinate

struggle ensued, and Morgan ordered his men to retreat to the summit of

an eminence. The British, exhausted by pursuit, and believing the victory

won, followed in some disorder. Howard ordered his men to wdieel and

fire. This unexpected and destructive volley threw the enemy into con-

fusion ; Howard followed up his advantage with the bayonet, and the line

of the enemy was soon broken. At the same time, Washington attacked

and routed the British cavalry, who were cutting down the militia. The

whole force of the Americans was now brought to hear, and the British

were totally routed. A large number laid down their arms. About 200
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cavalry, which had been kept in reserve, fled through the woods, but the

guard left with the baggage was the only portion of the infantry which

escaped. Three hundred of the British were killed or wounded and 500

taken prisoners. Eight hundred muskets, two field-pieces, 35 baggage-

wagons, and 100 dragoon horses, fell to the victors, who had only twelve

killed and sixty wounded. General Morgan received a gold medal from

Congress for his good conduct upon this memorable day, and silver medals

were presented to Colonels Washington and Howard, and a sword to

Colonel Pickens. The impetuosity of Tarleton, which had been the cause

of his former success, was in this battle one of the causes of his defeat

But, taking all the disadvantages of the British into consideration, it is

easy to perceive that the principal cause of the victory was the skill of

the officers, and the determined bravery of the Americans.

Cornwallis, confident in the number and discipline of his troops, was
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indulging pleasing reveries of the speedy subjugation of the southern

states, when he received intelligence of the complete defeat of Tarleton's

detachment. It mortified and perplexed him ; but nothing remained but

to endeavor to compensate for the disaster. He was as near the fords of

the Catawba as Morgan; and he hoped that officer might be overtaken

before he could pass those fords. On the 19th of January, he started in

pursuit, after destroying his superfluous baggage : but he missed his aim.

Morgan, fully aware of his danger, left his wounded under a flag of truce,

and set off with his prisoners and trophies. He hastened across the

Broad River, and reached the Catawba on the evening of the 28th. The

next day, he crossed the river, and gained the northern hank just two

hours before the van of the British army appeared on the opposite side.

Much rain having fallen in the morning, the river was impassable ; and

thus was Morgan's division saved, as if by the interposition of Frovidence.

This circumstance was generally regarded by the Americans as an evidence

of the justice of their cause.

It was two days before the inundation subsided, and in the interval,

Morgan sent off his prisoners to Charlotteville, Virginia, and they were

soon beyond the reach of pursuit. Morgan now called for the aid of the

neighboring militia, and prepared to dispute the passage of the river.

On the 31st of January, while he lay at Sherwood's Ford, General Greene

unexpectedly appeared in camp, and took upon himself the command.

X the 12th of January, while in camp at Hick's Creek,

Greene had been joined by Colonel Lee's partisan legion,

which consisted of 100 horse and 120 infantry. On the

24th, Lee surprised Georgetown, and killed some of the

garrison ; but the greater part fled into the fort, which

la was not in a condition to besiege. This daring and

intelligent partisan was of great service to General

Greene in the course of the campaign.

On hearing of Morgan's danger, Greene's aim was to effect a junction

of the two divisions. Leaving General Huger in command of his division,

he rapidly proceeded to join Morgan. After a ride of 150 miles, with

but two or three companions, he reached Morgan's camp on the 21st.

On the evening of that day, the river having subsided, Cornwallis resolved

to attempt the passage. As the fords were all guarded, he perplexed the

Americans by a show of intention to cross at different points. Colonel

Webster, with one division of the army, was sent to Beattie's Ford to

command the enemy, as if that was the place where the attempt to cross

would bo made. General Davidson, with 300 militia, guarded the ford

where the real attempt was made. The British were discovered when in
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the middle of the ford, and the militia, drawn up on the bank, began to

fire in a line with it. As the British crossed in a straight line, they were

led considerably above the point at which the Americans were posted.

Davidson led his men to meet the enemy, but they landed and began to

form before he could make any opposition. After a slight resistance, the

militia fled, Davidson being mortally wounded. The rest of the British

army crossed the river in the course of the day. A large body of militia

was attacked and dispersed by the cavalry under Tarleton.

GRAND military race now began between the two armies.

Greene marched rapidly, and passed the Yadkin at the

trading ford, on the night between the 2d and 3d of

February, partly by fording and partly by means of boats

and flats. So closely was he pursued, that the British van

was often in sight of the American rear, and a sharp con-

flict occurred, not far from the ford, between some riflemen

and the advanced guard of the British army. Greene

secured all the boats on the opposite side of the river, and the water rising

suddenly, the British were unable to pass. This was regarded by the

Americans as a second interposition of Providence in their behalf.

Finding the Yadkin impassable, Cornwallis resolved to inarch up the

south bank to its source. Greene continued his march northward, and

on the 7th of February, joined his division near Guildford Court-house.

Thus far the American general had completely eluded Cornwallis. He
had improved the advantages derived from unforeseen events, and by his

activity and vigilance accomplished his object, which was the junction of

the two divisions.

Cornwallis, deeming it important to place his force between Greene and

Virgiuia, and to bring on a general engagement while the American forces

were inferior to his own, resolved to pursue as rapidly as possible.

Greene's aim was to retire over the Dan into Virginia, to effect which he

started from Guildford Court-house on the 10th of February. The

British pursued, but were obliged to advance in a more compact and

cautious manner, on account of the daring activity of Lee's Legion. On
the 14th of February, Greene reached the Dan, and although his army

had marched forty miles that day, they did not rest until everything had

been carried safely to the opposite bank. The last of the army had

reached the shore of Virginia, and secured the boats, when the British

van appeared on the opposite bank. The pursuit was at an end. There

were no means of crossing the river, and if there had been, the American

army was strongly posted, capable of meeting such an attack.

In this retreat and pursuit of more than 200 miles, which alone is
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sufficient evidence of the military abilities of General Greene, both armies

endured excessive fatigue and hardships. The men were often thoroughly

wet, without the means of drying themselves, and the inclement season

of the year aggravated their Bufferings. Under these trials, the British

troops had great advantages, for they were provided with shoes and com-

fortably clothed. But the Americans were in rags, and many of them

barefooted. Their fortitude was extraordinary. Not a single soldier

deserted.

Though Cornwallis had failed to accomplish his object, he was consoled

by the reflection that he had completely driven the Americans out of

North Carolina. By easy inarches, he fell back to Hillsborough, where,

on the 20th of the month, he erected the royal standard and called on the

people cither to join his army or to aid in establishing constitutional

government. Considerable numbers of the loyalists were preparing to

join Cornwallis. when they were checked by an event totally unexpected.

GENERAL GREENE, aware of the inclina-

tion of many of the people, on the 18th,

sent Lie's Legion across the Dan to watch

the royal army and intimidate the loyal

and being reinforced by 600 Virginia

militia, under General Stevens, on the 21st

and 22d of February, he repassed the

river with his whole army and advanced

towards the British encampment. He had

no intention of risking a general engage-

ment, as he considered his own force much

inferior to that of Cornwallis.

The British were indefatigable in exciting the loyalists to take up arms.

In one day Cornwallis embodied seven independent companies, and numbers

were assembling to join his army. Tarleton with a part of his legion, was

sent over the Haw river, to protect and conduct to camp a body of

loyalists, who had agreed to meet at O'Neil's plantation.

General Pickens and Colonel Lee got notice of Tarleton's movements

and design, and concerted measures for attacking him and frustrating his

intentions. Lee, with his cavalry, was to fall upon Tarleton: while

Pickens, with his militia, was to disperse the loyalists. On the evening

of the 25th the loyalists were paraded in a lane leading to ( ('Neil's house,

when Lee entered it with his cavalry. At first he mistook them for

Pickens' militia, who, he imagined, had reached the place before him.

They were equally in error with respect to him. They mistook his cavalry

for Tarleton's. Lee, however, on observing the red rag on their hat, the
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badge of loyalty, soon became sensiMe of their real character ; but hr

resolved to pass on towards Tarleton, leaving the tories to Pickens. Thai

officer with his militia soon came up : a firing between him and the loyalists

immediately began ; and Lee, perceiving that Tarleton, who was within

a mile, would be alarmed, and could not now be surprised, instantly

win, led and fell upon the astonished loyalists, who, as he was cutting

them down, exclaimed that they were the king's best friends. A horrible

carnage ensued. Political animosity had extinguished the feelings of

humanity; and these unhappy loyalists, more than 100 in number, with

Colonel Pyle their leader, fell under the sabres of their enraged

countrymen.

On hearing the firing, Tarleton hastened towards Hillsborough, lie

met some loyalists on his way to the camp, and mistaking them for pro-

vincial militia, put them to the sabre. Thus these unfortunate people

were massacred by friends and foes. The loyalists were intimidated, and

General Greene's passage of the Dan disconcerted the measures of the

British commander.

While Greene was unequal even to defensive operations, he lay seven

days within ten miles of Cornwallis's camp; but took a new position

every night, and kept it a profound secret where the next was to be. Hi'

manoeuvred in this manner to avoid an action for three weeks, during

which time he suffered much from a want of provisions. By the end of

that period, a reinforcement of three brigades of militia and 400 regulars,

raised for eighteen months, joined his army, and gave him a decided

superiority of numbers. He then resolved to risk a general engagement,

and moved forward to the vicinity of Guildford Court-house.

Cornwallis readily embraced the offer of battle. On the evening of

the 14th of March, he sent off his baggage to Deep River, and the next

morning moved forward towards the American position. Greene's army

amounted to 4261 men, of whom, only 1490 were regulars, and 180

cavalry; the British army, to between 1500 and 2000 regular troops.

About three miles in front of the American encampment, the van of the

royal army, under Colonel Tarleton, encountered Lee's Legion and some

riflemen. An obstinate conflict ensued, and the British appearing in

force, Lee retreated to the main body. Greene drew up his army in

three lines, on a large nill, surrounded by other woody eminences. His

first lice, composed of about 1000 North Carolina militia, under Generals

Butler and Eaton, was posted on the edge of a wood, a road in front

being commanded by two field-pieces. The second line, composed of 1100

Virginia militia under General Stevens, was drawn up in the wood.

Stevens posted forty riflemen twenty yards in the rear of his men, with
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orders to shoot every man who should leave his post without orders. The
third line, consisting of regulars, was drawn up obliquely, with Wash-

ington's cavalry and riflemen on the right and Lee's Legion and riflemen

on the left. The army was ordered to rendezvous at the Iron-works on

Troublesome Creek, in case of defeat. The British continued, and Corn-

wallis made his dispositions for the attack. The right wing was com-

manded by General Leslie, the left by Colonel Webster. The artillery

was m the centre, and the guards, yagers and cavalry formed a corps of

observation.

HE British advanced with the steady in-

trepidity of disciplined troops. The first

line of militia received them with a scatter-

ing fire, and then, as if terror-stricken,

threw down their arms and fled, in spite of

the efforts of their officers to rally them.

The Virginia militia stood their ground.

and maintained an obstinate conflict with

the enemy, until Stevens, seeing that the

British were preparing to charge with the bayonet, ordered a retreat.

Tho British line was unavoidably broken by the resistance it had met and

the nature of the ground, yet it advanced steadily. The guards charged

upon the second Maryland regiment, which fled in confusion. The guards

pursued. But Washington's cavalry made a furious charge upon them,

and, with the bayonets of the first Maryland regiment, routed them with

great slaughter. Two field-pieces, which had changed hands many times

in the course of the war, ultimately remained with the British. After a

bloody, hard-fought battle of two hours, Greene was compelled to order a

retreat, which was performed in good order. Retreating to Reedy Fork.
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he drew up his men, expecting to be attacked, but being disappointed, he

retired to Speedwell's Iron-works, about ten miles from the field of battle.

In this severe conflict, the Americans, with the exception of some of

the North Carolina and Maryland troops, fought bravely, and though the

British kept the field, it was clear, the consequences of victory were upon

the side of the Americans. The enemy had suffered too much to follow

up their advantages, and the ruin of their cause commenced from that

day. Greene's loss was about 400 men killed or wounded, and a con-

siderable number of the militia missing, having returned to their homes.

He also lost four field-pieces and two ammunition wagons. The loss of

the British amounted to 532 men killed or wounded, of which number

were several valuable officers. Colonel Webster died of his wounds, and

was much regretted by the whole army.

HE British army was so much

diminished, and the difficulty of

finding subsistence in that part

of the country was so great, that

on the third day after the battle,

Cornwallis began to retreat, leaving a num-

ber of wounded under the protection of a

flag of truce. He issued a proclamation,

calling upon the loyalists to join his standard,

but the proclamation produced little or no

effect. After considerable difficulty, and enduring much fatigue, he

reached the vicinity of Wilmington, near the mouth of the Cape Fear

river, on the 7th of April.

As si» m us Greene received certain information that Cornwallis was

retreating, he resolved to follow him. Seeing that the wounded left at

the Quaker Meeting-house were properly taken care of, he pursued the

enemy so closely, that skirmishes frequently happened between his ad-

vanced guard and the rear guard of the British army. On the 28th of

March, he halted at Ramsay's Mills, on Deep river. Sensible that, with

the force now under his command, he could make no impression upon the

cm lay, he resolved to proceed to South Carolina. Having refreshed his

troops, and collected a few days' provisions, he moved from Ramsay's

MilU towards Camden, and, on the morning of the 20th, encamped in

sight of the British works at that town.

When Earl Cornwallis entered North Carolina, the command of South

Carolina and Georgia was committed to Lord Rawdon ; and, for the

security of the British power in those provinces, a line of posts was con-

tinued from Charlestown, by the way of Camden and Ninety-Six, to
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Augusta in Georgia. Camden was the most important point in the line,

and there Lord Rawdon had taken post, with a garrison of about 900

men. On the day before he left Ramsay's Mills, General Greene sent

Colonel Lee with his legion to join General Marion, and surprise an in-

termediate post, which, like other stations of the kind, was but slightly

fortified, and garrisoned by a few regulars, and such of the militia of the

country as attached themselves to the British interest.

jIIE partisan General Marion on the

north-east, and General Sumpter

on the south-west parts of South

Carolina, each at the head of a

small party of mounted followers,

ad maintained a bold but ineffectual warfare;

nd from their feeble and desultory efforts no

,--z^^>:- -eiiiius apprehensions were entertained: but

after the arrival of General Greene in South

Carolina, they proved useful auxiliaries and

troublesome and dangerous enemies.

Lee joined Marion; and, on the 15th of April, they unexpectedly pre-

sented themselves before Fort Watson, a British post on the Santee. It

was an Indian mound, rising 30 or 40 feet above the level of the plain.

Neither the garrison nor the assailants had artillery ; but in a few days

the Americans constructed a work on an unusual plan, which overlooked

the fort, and from the top of which the riflemen fired with such unerring

aim that not a man of the garrison could show himself without certain

destruction. On the 2od, the garrison, consisting of 114 men, capitulated.

General Greene hoped to arrive at Camden before Lord Rawdon got

notice of his march ; but the inhabitants of the territories through which

he passed were disaffected to the revolutionary cause ; and he was obliged

to forage with the same precautions as if he had been in the enemy's

country ; consequently his progress was slower than he had expected

:

Lord Rawdon had received early information of his advance, and was

ready to receive him when he appeared before Camden on the 20th of

April.

Greene, whose force at this time amounted to only 1200 men, felt him-

self unable either to storm or completely invest the place. Sending off

his baggage and artillery to Lynch's Creek, about 20 miles north of

Camden, he moved forward, on the 24th, to Ilobkirk's Hill, more than a

mile north from Camden, on the road to the Waxhaws. The hill abounded

with trees and underwood, and the left of the encampment was covered

by a swamp. A deserter from Greene's army informed Lord Rawdon of
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Battle of Holikirk's Hill.

the absence of his artillery, militia, and baggage, ami that commander

immediately resolved to seize the opportunity to attack the Americans.

Accordingly, on the morning of the 25th, at the head of about (J00

men, Rawdon inarched from Camden, and by a circuitous route gained

the left flank of the Americans undiscovered. Greene was at breakfast,

when alarmed by the firing of the outposts, he promptly drew up his

men in the order of battle. His artillery and the militia arrived at this

critical moment, and he felt sanguine of victory. Washington with his

cavalry was sent to charge the enemy in the rear. The advanced American

parties being driven in, the British moved forward to the attack. By
Greene's arrangement, the enemy were to be attacked in front, and on

both flanks. But Rawdon, perceiving his aim, quickly extended his front.

The contest was close and obstinate, and for a time victory inclined to

the American side. But the premature retreat of two companies, by

which the British gained the summit of the hill, disconcerted Greene's

plans, and, apprehensive of the total defeat of his army, he ordered a

retreat. Washington had gained the rear of the enemy and had taken

a considerable number of prisoners, when hearing of the retreat of the

infantry, he retired carrying with him about 50 of the British. The

retreat was conducted in good order, and the Americans carried off their

wounded, baggage and artillery. A furious charge from Washington's

cavalry checked the pursuit.

Each army suffered a loss in killed and wounded of about 280 men.

Again were the advantages of victory on the side of the Americans.

ne immediately adopted measures to prevent Rawdon from following

up his success, to cut off his supplies, and revive the courage and activity

of the friends of independence.
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After some difficulty, from the activity of Marion and Lee, Colonel

Watson, with a reinforcement of 400 men, succeeded in reaching Camden.

Rawdon. being now decidedly superior, marched out with the intention

of attacking Greene in his camp. Hut the American general, apprised

of the reinforcement, passed the Wateree, and occupied a strung position

behind Sawder's Creek. Rawdon followed him ; but after viewing his

position he was convinced that it could not be forced without a loss which

he was in no condition to sustain, and he returned to Camden. Gi

had thus the complete command of the neighboring country.

Rawdon's situation becoming critical, he resolved to evacuate Camden,

while there was an opportunity. Accordingly on the 10th of May, the

British general burned the jail, mill, some private houses and his own

stores, and retired by Nelson's Ferry to the south of the Santee, leaving

behind him about 30 of his sick ami wounded, and his American prisoners.

He displayed as much prudence in evacuating Camden as he had bravery

and activity in defending it. If he had remained a short time longer,

there would have been no hope for a victory or a retreat.

After the evacuation of Camden, several of the British posts fell in

rapid succession. On the 11th the garrison of Orangeburg, consisting

of 70 militia and twelve regulars, yielded to Sumpter. Marion and Lee,

after taking Fort Watson, crossed the Santee and inarched against Fort

Motte, situated on the north side of the Congaree, a little above its con-

tinence with the Wateree: they invested it on the 8th of May, and carried

on their approaches so vigorously, that, after a brave defence, the garrison,

-ting of 65 men, capitulated on the 12th. Georgetown, a post on

the Black River, was reduced by a detachment of Marion's corps ; and,

on the loth, Fort Grandby, a post at Friday's Ferry, on the south side
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of the Oongaree, 30 miles above Fort Motte, garrisoned by 350 men,

chiefly militia, surrendered to Lee. Such was the exasperation of parties,

that Lee's militia wished to violate the capitulation, and to put to death

such of their countrymen as were found in the place. In order to check

this vindictive spirit, General Greene found it necessary to declare that

he would capitally punish any such irregularity.

The presence of General Greene's army, the activity and success of

his adherents, and the retreat of Lord Rawdon, made the smothered dis-

affection of the inhabitants burst into a flame ; and the greater part of the

province openly revolted from British authority. In that critical emer-

gency, Lord Rawdon retreated to Monk's Corner, a position which

enabled him to cover those districts from which Charleston drew its more

immediate supplies, where he was secure from disaster, and ready to seize

and improve any favorable occurrence. General Greene having succeeded

in reducing so many of the British posts, and in forcing Lord Rawdon to

retire to Monk's Corner, instead of following his lordship, turned his

attention towards the western parts of the province, and to the upper

posts in Georgia. He ordered Colonel Pickens to assemble the militia

of Ninety-Sis
;
and on the day after the surrender of Fort Grandby, sent

Lee to join him.

HE first enterprise of Lee and Pickens was against

Fort Golphin, or Dreadnought, at Silver Bluff, on

the Carolina side of the river Savannah, which was

garrisoned by 70 men. It surrendered on the 1st

of May, to a detachment of Lee's Legion, com-

manded by Captain Rudolph. They next turned

their arms against Fort Cornwallis, at Augusta.

Colonel Brown made an obstinate defence. In the

course of the siege, batteries were raised to ove:

the fort, and from these the American riflemen fired with such deadly

aim that every man who showed himself was instantly shot. On the 5th

of June, the garrison, numbering 300 men, surrendered. The Americans

had about forty men killed or wounded in the course of the siege. As

the British had lately committed many cruel outrages, the inhabitants

were much exasperated, and the militia could scarcely be restrained from

retaliating upon the prisoners. Colonel Grierson was shot by an unknown

marksman, and Colonel Brown, notorious for his cruelty, was conveyed

- ivannah with difficulty. Revenge was the strongest passion with all,

and nothing was thought of but it- satisfaction.

While operations were being carried on against the small posts, Gen-

eral Greene, with about 1000 men, proceeded to lay siege to Ninety-Six,
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in which Lieutenant-Colonel Cruger, with about 500 men, was strongly

posted. On the left of the besiegers was a work in the form of a star.

On the right was a strong stockade fort, with two blockhouses in it. The

town was picketed and surrounded with a ditch, and a bank nearly the

height of a parapet. The garrison made an obstinate defence. On the

morning of the 25th of May, a party sallied from the fort and drove the

besiegers from their works ; but the besiegers were indefatigable. Battery

after battery was erected, and at last a rifle battery was planted within

thirty yards of the works. From .ill these a terrible fire was poured

upon the garrison, and the Americans were sanguine of success. At this

critical moment, intelligence was received that Lord Kawdon was march-

ing to the relief of the post with about 2000 men, most of whom had
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lately arrived from Ireland. Greene then resolved to attempt the re-

duction of the place by assault. Though the assailants displayed great

resolution, they failed, and General (ireone retreated over the Saluda.

He had lost during the siege about 150 men. The loss of the garrison

was 85 men. In this siege, the Polish General Kosciusko greatly dis-

tinguished himself.

In this gloomy situation of affairs, Greene was advised to retire, with

his small force, to Virginia. But he nobly replied— "I will recover

South Carolina, or die in the attempt."

ORD RAWDON pursued the re-

treating Americans as far as the

Enoree, when despairing of over-

taking them, he retreated to Ninety-

Six. He soon found it necessary

to evacuate that post, and as the

loyalists durst not await the ven-

geance of their countrymen, he

left more than half his force under

Colonel Cruger to protect them.

With the remainder, he began his

march to the Congaree, expecting

to be there joined by a reinforcement from Charleston. No sooner did

Greene hear of the division of the enemy, than he returned towards the

Congaree. An attack upon a foraging party by Lee's Legion, in which

40 dragoons were captured, convinced Rawdon that the enemy he thought

crushed was as active as ever, and he retreated towards Orangeburg,

where he was joined by the expected reinforcement.

On the Congaree General Greene was joined by Marion and Sumpter

with 1000 men; and on the 11th of July marched towards Orangeburg,

with the intention of attacking the British army in its camp: but on

arriving there next day, found it so strongly posted that he did not

venture to make any attempt on it. While there, General Greene was

informed that Ninety-Six was evacuated, and that Lieutenant-Colonel

Cruger was on his march to Orangeburg ; but the river, which for 30

miles was passable at no point except that commanded by Lord liawdon's

position, presented an insuperable barrier to any attempt on Cruger.

General Greene therefore retreated over the Congaree, and marched to

the high hills of Santee. In order, however, to alarm Lord Rawdon for

his lower posts, he, on the L3th, when leaving the vicinity of Orange-

ached Sumpter, Marion, and Lee towards Monk's Corner and

Dorchester. Those officers proceeded by different routes, took a numbei
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of wagons with provisions and baggage, and some prisoners; but, after

hard fighting, the main body of the British effected their retreat.

The weather now became extremely warm ; and in that climate the

intense heat of summer as effectually stops military operations as the

rigor of winter in higher latitudes. In that interval of inaction, Lord

Rawdon availed himself of leave of absence, obtained some time before

on account of ill health, and embarked for Europe. On his departure,

the command of the troops at Orangeburg devolved on Lieutenant-

Colonel Stuart.

General Greene reached the high hills of Santee on the 16th of July,

und remained there till the 22d of August. For six months his army

had been incessantly employed in marching and lighting; and though he

had gaiued no victory, had been beaten in two battles, and repulsed with
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Battle or Eutaw

slaughter from one siege, yet he had not only kept the field, hut had

compelled the British to abandon all their posts in the interior parts of

the country. The activity, prudence, courage, and perseverance of

General Greene had been of incalculable value to the cause in which he

was engaged.

After the retreat of General Greene, Colonel Stuart marched to the

Congaree and encamped near its confluence with the Wateree. Greene,

being reinforced, so that his army amounted to 2500 men, left the hills

of Santee on the 22d of August, and proceeded towards the British

encampment. On the approach of the Americans, Stuart retired about

•40 miles and took post at Eutaw Springs. (iO miles north of Charleston,

where he was reinforced. On the 7th of September, Marion, with his

detachment joined Greene about seven miles from Eutaw Springs, and it

was resolved to attack the enemy next day.

At four on the morning of the 8th of September, the Americans ad-

vanced towards the British encampment in two lines; the first composi 1

of North and South Carolina militia, commanded by Generals Pickens

and Marion, formed the first line ; the second was composed of the Con-

tinentals. The legion of Lee covered the right flank, and the South

Carolina state troops covered the left. The reserve was composed of

\Va-hington's cavalry and Kirkwood'e infantry. Colonel Stuart was

first convinced of the approach of the A an attack upon a

party out in quest of provisions. He drew up his army obliquely across
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the road on the height near the Eutaw Springs. The British light

parties were driven in upon the main body, and the militia, many of whom

were "Marion's men," attacked with great bravery. As they Blowly

gave way the Continentals advanced to support them, and the conflict

became general and obstinate. Colonels Williams and Campbell were

ordered to charge with trailed arms. The British were unable to with-

stand the impetuosity of the Americans. They broke and Bed, leaving

their artillery in the hands of the enemy. As the Americans eagerly

pursued, and took a large number of prisoners, Colonel Stuart ordered

a detachment to take possession of a three-story brick building and the

garden attached to it. The Americans made vigorous exertions to dis-

lodge the enemy, but failed. Finding it impossible to dispossess

the enemy of this stronghold, Greene drew off his men, and retired

with his wounded and prisoners, to the ground he had left in the

morning.

In this well-fought battle, the forces engaged were nearly equal. The

loss on both sides was great. About 550 of the Americans were killed.

wounded or missing. Among the number were Colonel Campbell and

many other valuable officers. The British loss was about 700 men.

Although the Americans were compelled to retire, they left a strong

picket on the field, and it was apparent that all the consequences of

victory were in their favor. On the evening of the next day, Stuart left

70 of his wounded and 1000 stand of arms, and retreated towards

Charleston. General Greene, for his good conduct in the action,

received the thanks of Congress, a gold medal and a British standard.

HE battle of Eutaw Springs closed the

national war in the Carolinas. The

Americans retired to the high hills of

the Santee, and, towards the close of the year,

moved down into the lower country. About

the same time, the British abandoned their

outposts, and retired, with their whole force,

tr??J~!e&l**' to the quarter-house on Charleston Neck. Hence-

~C. forth, their aim was merely to secure themselves in

the vicinity of the capital. A few small enter-

prises were undertaken, but nothing was accomplished of more general

consequence than the loss of property and of individual lives. At the

commencement of the campaign, the British were in possession of the

quarter part of South Carolina; at its close, they could scarcely vent tin

twenty miles from Charleston. General Greene had opened the campaign

with gloomy prospects and an unpaid and half-naked army.



CHAPTER XXXIX.

CAMPAIGN OF 1781, IN VIRGINIA AND THE NORTHERN STATES.

ORD CORNWALLIS was at Wil-

mington, in North Carolina, on

the 7th of April. There he re-

mained eighteen days to refresh

his exhausted troops, and to de-

liberate in regard to his future

movements. Having resolved to

proceed northward, and attempt

the reduction of Virginia, he set

out from Wilmington on the 25th

of the month. He met with little

opposition in his march of 300

miles, and reaching Petersburg

on the 20th of May. he took command of all the British forces in

Virginia. He felt confident of success, as the American army, com-

manded by tin Marquis de Lafayette, was so much inferior to his own.

Lafayette was posted at Richmond, with 1000 regulars, 2000 militia,

and 60 dragoons. On the 24th of May, CornwaUis left Petersburg,

crossed Jamfs Km or at Westover, and being joined by a body of troops
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from Now York, marched. at the head of upwards of 4000 troops, towai Is

Richmond. But Lafay
i suated thai town mi the 27th, retired to

the back country, and inclined hi- march toward the north, so that he

might easily form a junction with General Wayne, who, with 800 men,

was hastening to reinforce him. Cornwallis rapidly pursued him a- far

ns the upper part of Hanover county, but finding it impossible either to

overtake him or prevent his junction with General Wayne, he at length

altered his course, and turned his attention to more attainable objects.

In his progress, he destroyed much private property, as well as the

public stores. Taking the horses from the -tables of gentlemen, he

formed an efficient cavalry, so that he could move considerable detach-

ment-^ with great rapidity. Tarleton, with a body of cavalry, was sent

against Charlottcville, where the legislature was in session. He marched

with speed, but the members of the legislature escaped to Staunton, be-

yond the Blue Ridges. The public stores at Charlottcville were destroyed.

Colonel Simcoe, with about 500 men, was despatched to surprise Baron

Steuben, who, with a small body of militia, was posted on the south side

of the Fluvanna. Steuben, apprised of the approach of the British,

retreated during the night about 30 miles from Point of Port.

Lafayette effected a junction with Wayne's detachment on the 7th of

June, and immediately repassed the Rappahanock, and advanced against

the British army. Cornwallis was now between the Americans and their

public stores at Albemarle Court-house, on the south side of the Fluvanna.

The possession of these stores was an object of importance to both armies,
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ind, early in June, the British commander directed his march towards the

place where they were deposited. By a rapid and sudden movement,

Lafayette appeared in its vicinity, passed the British army unobserved,

and Cornwallis found him strongly posted in front of the magazines.

The British commander, having 1 d baffled in his movements, retreated,

and entered Williamsburg on the 25th of June.

Lafayette followed him at a cautious distance. On the 19th, he was

joined by Baron Steuben, with his detachment, which increased the

American army to 4000 men, of whom 2000 were regular troops. A
number of skirmishes took place between the light parties of the Americans

and the rear guard of the British army, in which both parties suffered

considerable loss. While the British remained at Williamsburg, the

Americans occupied a strong encampment twenty miles from that place.

About the time the British reached Williamsburg, Cornwallis received

intelligence from Sir Henry Clinton, setting forth that New York was

threatened with a combined attack by the French and Americans, and

requiring a detachment from the Virginia army, if it n Qgaged in

any important enterprise. As this requisition made it necessary for

Cornwallis to select a good defensive station, he determined to retire to

smooth. Lafayette, conceiving this to be a favorable opportunity for

acting on the offensive, advanced against the British army. General

Wayne, relying on the intelligence that the main body of the enemy
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General Wnynr's Chargt "" (he British Main Body.

had crossed the river, pushed forward, with Sl||
> light troops, to harass

their rear. Contrary to expectation, be found the whole British army

drawn up to oppose him. In this perilous situation, he assumed a bold

countenance, and attacked the enemy with great spirit. After a severe

conflict, he fell back, and Cornwallis, suspecting an ambuscade, did not

pursue. By this hold and skilful manoeuvre, Wayne escaped with little

loss.

After crossing the James River, Cornwallis marched towards Ports-

mouth. The troops required by Clinton were embarked, hut before they

sailed the order was countermanded. Yorktown and Gloucester Point

were selected as places to be fortified, to give protection to the British

vessels of war. The British army proceeded up the York River in trans-

ports, and took possession of the two places; Yorktown. on the south,

and Gloucester Point on the north side of the river. There the whole

British force was concentrated on the 22d of August.

On the 30th of August, Count de Grasse, with a fleet of 28 sail-of-the-

line and several frigates, entered the ( 'hesapeake ; and about the same;

time, intelligence was received that the combined French and American

armies were marching southward. Count de Grasse moored the principal

part of his fleet near the mouth of the ('hesapeake. and sent three huge

ships and several frigates to block up York River. Three thousand two

hundred troops, under the Marquis de S 3 i, were disembarked, and
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formed a junction with the American troops, under Lafayette. The

whole force took post at Williamsburg.

Gomwallie intended to attack the combined armies, but was diverted

from his purpose by letters from Sir Henry Clinton, informing him that

he would do his utmost to reinforce the royal army in the Chesapeake,

;ind that Admiral Digby was expected on the coast. The British com-

mander resolveil to maintain his posts, and this resolution was fatal.

Admiral Graves attempted to relieve him : but his fleet was encountered

by De Grasse, an indecisive action ensued, and Count de Barras, with

eight line-of-battle-ships, arriving soon after, the French appeared so

decidedly superior that Graves sailed away.

It is necessary for a clear understanding of the cause which led to the

subsequent great events in Virginia, that we should glance at the previous

state of affairs in the north and abroad. The fall of Charleston, in May,

17 s ". and the complete rout of the American southern army, in August

following, together with the increasing inability of the Americans to

carry on the war, gave a serious alarm to the friends of independence.

In this low ebb of their affairs, a pathetic statement of their distresses

was made to their illustrious ally, the king of France. To give greater

efficacy to their solicitations, Congress appointed Lieutenant-colonel John
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Laurens their special minister, and directed him, after repairing to the

court of Versailles, to urge the necessity of speedy and effectual succor;

and, in particular, to solicit a loan of money, and the co-operation of a

French fleet, in attempting some important enterprise against the common

enemy. His great abilities as an officer had been often displayed, but,

on this occasion, the superior talents of the statesman and negotiator

were called into action. Animated as he was with the ardor of the

warmest patriotism, and feeling most sensibly for the distresses of his

country, his whole soul was exerted to interest the court of France, in

giving a vigorous aid to their allies. His engaging manners and in-

sinuating address procured a favorable reception to his representations.

He won the hearts of those who were at the helm of publie affairs, and

inflamed them with zeal to assist a country whose cause was so ably

pleaded, and whose sufferings were so pathetically represented.

The American war was now so far involved in the consequences of

naval operations, that a superior French fleet seemed to be the only

hinge on which it was likely soon to take a favorable turn. The British

army, being parcelled in the different sea-ports of the United States, any

division of it, blocked up by a French fleet, could not long resist the

superior combined foi which might be brought ;iL_r :iinst it. The Marquis

de Castries, who directed the marine of France, with great precision cal-

culated the naval force which the British could < centre on the coast

of the United States, and disposed his own in such a manner as insured

him a superiority. In conformity to these principles, and in subserviency

to the design of the campaign, De Grasse sailed in March, 1781, from

Brest, with twenty-five sail-of-the-line, several thousand troops, and a

large convoy, amounting to more than two hundred ships. A small part

of this force was destined for the East [ndies; but De Grasse, with the

greater part, sailed for Martinique. The British fleet, then in the West

Indies, had been previously weakened by the departure of a squadron for

the protection of the ships which were employed in carrying to England

the booty which had been taken at St. Eustatia. The British admirals,

Hood and Drake, were detached to intercept the outward bound French

fleet, commanded by De Grasse; but a junction between his l'orce and

eight ships-of-the-line, and one of fifty guns, which were previously at

Martinique and St. Domingo, was nevertheless effected. By this combi-

nation of fresh ships from Europe with the French fleet previously in

the West Indies, they had a decided superiority. Count de (irasse, hav'ng

finished his business in the West Indies, sailed, in the beginning of

August, with a prodigious convoy. After seeing this out of danger, he

directed his course for the Chesapeake, and arrived there, as has been
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related, on the 30th of tin- sam< rath. Five day8 before his arrival in

the Chesapeake, the French fleet sailed from Rhode Island for the same

place. These fleets, notwithstanding their original distance from the

scene of action and from each other, coincided in their operations in an

extraordinary manner, far beyond the reach of military calculation. They

all tended to one object, at one and the same time, and that object was

neither known nor suspected by the British, till the proper season for

Counteraction was elapsed. This coincidence of favorable circumstances

extended to the marches of the French and American land forces. The

plan of operations had been so well digested, and was so faithfully exe-

cuted by the different commanders, that General Washington and Count

de Rochambeau had passed the British bead-quarters in New York, and

were considerably advanced on their way to Yorktown, before Count de

Grasse had reached the American coast. This was effected in the

following manner.

ONSIEUR DE BARRAS, appointed to the com-

mand of the French squadron at Newport, arrived

at Boston with despatches for Count de Rocham-

beau. An interview soon afterwards took place,

at Weathersfield, between generals Washington,

Knox, and Du Portail, on the part of the Ameri-

cans, and Count de Rochambeau, and the Chevalier

Chastellux, on the part of the French. At this interview, an eventual

plan of the whole campaign was fixed. This was to lay siege to New

fork, in concert with a French fleet, which was to arrive on the coast in

the month of August. It was agreed, that the French troops should

march towards the North River. Letters were addressed by Washington

to the executive officers of New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut,

and New Jersey, requiring them to fill up their battalions, and to have

their quotas of 0200 militia in readiness, within a week of the time thev

might be called for. Conformably to these outlines of the campaign, the

French troops marched from Rhode [sland in June, and, early in the

following month, joined the American army. About the time this junc-

tion took place, Washington marched his army from their winter encamp

meat near Peekskill to the vicinity of Kingsbridge. General Lincoln

fell down the North River with a detachment in boats, and took possession

of the ground where Fort Independence formerly stood. An attack was

made upon him, but was soon discontinued. The British, about this time,

retired with almost the whole of their force to York [sland. Washington

hoped to be able to commence operations against New York about the

middle, or, at furthest, the latter end of July. Flat-bottomed boats.
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sufficient to transport 5000 men, were built near Albany, and brought

down tlit Hudson River, to the neighborhood of the American army, near

New York. Ovens were erected opposite to Staten Island, for the use of

the French troops. Every movement was made which was introductory

to the commencement of a siege. It was not a little mortifying to Wash-

ington to find himself, on the 2d of August, only a few hundreds stronger

than he was on the day his army first moved from their winter quarters.

To have fixed on a plan of operations with a foreign officer at the head

of a respectable force ; to have brought that force from a considerable

distance, in confident expectation of reinforcements sufficiently large to

commence effective operations against the common enemy ; and, at the

same time, to have engagements, in behalf of the states, violated in direct

opposition to their own interest, and in a manner derogatory to his per-

sonal honor, was enough to have excited tempests in any mind less calm

than his. He bore this hard trial witli his usual magnanimity, and con-

tented himself with repeating his requisitions to the states; and, at the

same time, urged them by every tie to enable him to fulfil engagements,

entered into on their account, with the commander of the French troops.

That tardiness of the states, which at other times had brought them near

the brink of ruin, was now the accidental cause of real service. Had

they sent forward their recruits for the regular army, and their quotas of

militia, as was expected, the siege of New York would have commenced

in the latter end of July, or early in August.

On the 14th of August, Washington received information that De

Grasse would shortly sail for the Chesapeake. The plan of operations

was immediately changed. The two commanders agreed to proceed to

Virginia with all their disposable force. Measures were adopted to make

Clinton believe that an attack upon New York was still intended, and

the two armies crossing the Hudson at King's Ferry, marched by different

routes to Philadelphia and thence to the head of the Elk. Washington

and Rochambeau preceded the army, and arrived at Williamsburg on the

14th of September.

Transports were despatched to the head of the Elk to bring down the

French and American troops, and for the purpose of concerting measures,

Washington and Rochambeau held a conference with the Count de Grasse

on board his flag-ship, at Cape Henry. All the forces being assembled,

the American and French generals marched from Williamsburg, and

completely invested Yorktown, on the 80th of September.

The Americans were posted on the right, and the French on the left,

in a semicircular line, each wing resting on York River. The works at

Gloucester Point were invested by Lauzun's Legion, marines from the
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fleet, ami Virginia militia, commanded by Brigadier-General de Choisy.

The royal army strained every nerve to strengthen their works and im-

pede the operations of the besiegers. Their artillery constantly played

upon the enemy. On the 9th and 10th of October, the French and

Americans opened their batteries. They kept up a brisk and well-directed

fire, from heavy cannon, mortars and howitzers. The Charon, of 44

guns, and a transport ship, were burned by the shells of the besiegers.

On the 10th, a messenger arrived with :i despatch from Sir Henry Clinton

to Cornwallis, which stated various circumstances, tending to lessen the

probability of relief being afforded by a direct movement from New York.

On the 11th of October, the besiegers commenced their second parallel,

200 yards from the works of the besieged. Two redoubts, advanced on

the left of the British, greatly impeded the progress of the combined

armies. It was therefore resolved to storm them. To excite a spirit of

emulation, the reduction of the one was committed to the French, and

the other to the Americans. The latter, led by Colonels Hamilton and

Laurens, marched to the assault with unloaded muskets, and the redoubt

was carried in a few minutes, with the ln-s of nine killed, and 33 wounded.

Forgetting recent provocations, they spared every man who ceased to

resist. Eight of the British were killed, 120 captured, and > few escaped.

The French were equally successful. They carried the redoubt ; but

stopping to cut away the abattis, and being opposed by a stronger force,

their loss was nearly 100 men. They were led by the Baron Viominel.

These redoubts were included in the second parallel.

On the 16th of October, Colonel Abercrombie, with 400 men, sallied

from the works, forced tun redoubts and -piked eleven pieces of cannon.

Yet no essential advantage was obtained. The cannon were soon un-

spiked and fit for service. The besiegers soon had nearly 100 pieces of
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heavy ordnance in operation, and the works of the British wire so much

damaged that they could scarcely show a single gun. Cornwallia had

but one hope left, lie resolved to attempt an escape. Boats were pre-

pared to receive the troops in the night and to transport them to Glou-

cester Point. After one detachment had crossed, a violent storm dis-

persed the boats, and frustrated the whole design.

With the failure of this scheme the last hope of the British expired;

and Cornwallia therefore wrote ;. letter to Washington, requesting a

cessation of arms for 24 hours, ami that commissioners might lie

appointed to arrange articles of capitulation. The request was granted.

The posts of Yorktown and Gloucester were surrendered on the 19th of

October, by a capitulation signed at Moore's house, the principal articles

of which were as follows :—The troops to be prisoners of war to < long

and the naval force to France ; the officers to retain tin ir side-arms and

private property, but all property obviously belonging to the people

of the United States to be subject to be reclaimed; a portion of the

officers to be allowed to proceed to New York or Europe on parole, the

rest to remain in Virginia with the troops. The honor of marching out

with colors flying, was refused to Cornwallis as it had been refused to

General Lincoln at Charleston ; and that American genera] was appointed

to receive the submission of the royal army. The Bonitta .-doop-of-war

was permitted to pass unexamined to New York, by which many ob-

noxious tories escaped the vengeance of their countrymen.

The troops of every kind that surrendered prisoners of war exceeded

7000 men; but so great was the number of the sick and wounded, that
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there were only 3800 capable of bearing arms. The combined armies

amounted to more than 16,000 men, of whom 4000 were militia. The

loss of the combined armies during the siege amounted to about

300 killed and wounded. The British loss in killed and wounded

was 552 men. The French and American engineers and artillery

received the highest applause, and brigadier-generals Du Portail and

Knox were promoted to the rank of major-generals. Congress honored

Washington, Rochambeau, De Grassc, and the officers of the different

corps, and the men under them, with thanks for their services in securing

the glorious triumph. A British fleet and an army of 7000 men, destined

for the relief of Cornwallis, arrived off the Chesapeake on the "24th of

ber, but on receiving intelligence of his lordship's surrender, they

returned to New York. A view of the surrender of Cornwallis, Bplen

didly painted by Colonel Trumbull, adorns the rotunda of the Capitol at

Washington.

Such was the fate of that general whose previous successes had led

him to confidently anticipate the entire reduction of the Southern S

by the force of his arms. The capture of his army, which had Bp

such desolation through Virginia and the Carolinas, occasioned transports

of joy in the breasts of the people. The termination of the war was
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thought to be at hand. Congress, on receiving the official account ofjihe

great event, resolved to go in procession to church and return thanks to

God for the advantages they bad gained. The new- spread rapidly

throughout the states, and all was exultation.

While the combined French and Americans were marching southward

towards Yorktown, Sir Henry Clinton strove to divert their attention, by

sending Arnold, with a sufficient military and naval force, on an expedition

against New London.

Arnold passed from Long Island, and on the forenoon of the 6th of

September landed his troops on both sides of the harbor; those on the

New London side being under his own immediate orders, and those on

the Grotou side commanded by Lieutenant-Coluncl Eyre. As the works

;it New London were very imperfect, no vigorous resistance was there

made, and the place was taken possession of with little loss. But Fort

(Jriswold, on the Groton side, was in a more finished state, and the small

garrison made a desperate defence. The British entered the fort at the

point of the bayonet; when, though opposition ceased, a murderous

carnage ensued. Few Americans had fallen before the British entered

the works, but, tf-
r
> wore killed, <><i wounded, most of them mortally, and

the remainder, 70 in number, were made prisoners. The loss of the

British was considerable. A great quantity of valuable property was

destroyed, and the town much injured.

The capture of Cornwallis being considered as the termination of the
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campaign, it became necessary to place the forces in winter-quarters.

General St. Clair, with a Pennsylvania brigade, marched southward to

reinforce General Greene. The greater part of the American army pro-

ceeded northward to the Hudson. Count Roehambeau, with the French

forces, remained in Virginia. On the -7th the troops of St. Simon em-

barked to return to the West Indies; and early in November Count de

Grasse sailed for that quarter. Washington proceeded to Philadelphia,

and Lafayette returned to Europe.

While Washington was marching against Cornwwallis, the loyalists of

North Carolina, under M'Neil and M'Dougall, took possession of Hills-

borough and made a number of prisoners. M'Neil and some of his

followers were killed in a rencontre with the friends of Congress.

M'Dougall was pursued, but effected his escape, with the prisoners, to

Wilmington.

Late in October, Major Ross, with 500 men, made an incursion into

the Mohawk country. Colonel Willet, with an equal force, met him at

Johnstown. An engagement ensued, and the British were compelled to

retreat. Willet, with a party of picked men, pursued, and on the morn-

ing of the 30th, overtook their rear on Canada Creek. He immediately

attacked, killed a number of them, araonir whom was the notorious Walter

Butler, and put the rest to flight. These desultory encounters closed

the campaign.

Artlun between the fleets <>l Count i]a Gross? and Admiral tirarem.
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EVENTS OF IT 1'-'. \M> TIIF CONCLUSION OF A TREATY OF PEACE.

I-' the effects of the surrender at

Yorktown were great in America,

they were not less so in Europe.

'l'lic government of Britain en-

tertained the most sanguine hopes

from the operations of the army in Vir-

ginia. The expense of the war was heavy,

and the people murmured under the load.

But they were encouraged to bear with

patience, by the hope of being soon re-

lieved, and reimbursed by the exclusive

trade of the conquered provinces. It was

confidently anticipated that the campaign in Virginia would annihilate

the power of Congress. The news of the surrender at Yorktown arrived,

and struck the ministry and the people with dismay. Their towering

hopes were crushed, and they were filled with apprehensions of greatei

disaster should the war continue. Public opinion was completely changed,

and the further prosecution of the war was generally reprobated.

Parliament met on 1 lie 27th of November. In the king's speech, the

disasters in America were not concealed, but urged as a further motive

for a vigorous prosecution of the war. Addresses were moved in the

usual form, ami carried through both house-;, after a violent opposition.

About the same time, Mr. Henry Laurens, who had been detained a close

prisoner in the Tower, was released. Though the ministry carried the
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address by triumphant majorities, yet the popular feeling became Btrongei

against the continuance of the war. The House of Commons began to

waver, and, on the 27th of February, the opposition carried an address

against the prolongation nf the war in America.

Daring the winter, the states labored to prepare for another campaign

;

but, owing to the exhausted condition of the country and the indifference

of the people, preparations went on slowly. Notwithstanding the brilliant

success which had attended the American arms the people were disinclined

to rigorous exertion. The troops were few in number, and destitute of

almost every necessary for active operations in the field. Fortunately,

the people of Britain clamored so loudly, that it was found expedient to

change the ministry. The new ministers wen- disposed to conciliation
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On the 24th of March, Captain Iluddy, who commanded the troops in

i block-house on the river Tom, in New Jersey, was attacked and made

prisoner by a party of loyalists from New York. A few days afterwards,

they led him out and hanged him with a label on his breast, declaring

that lie was put to death in retaliation for some of their number, who had

suffered the same fate. Washington took the matter in hand, submitted

it to a council of officers and Congress, and demanded of the British

general that the perpetrators of the deed should be given up. Clinton

inquired into the case, and disavowed the crime. The council of officers

decided that retaliation was necessary, and a Captain Asgill was chosen

by lot as the person who should suffer. But, through the intervention of

Washington, who was influenced by the Count de Vergennes and the

mother of Captain Asgill, he was set at liberty by Congress. Retaliation

may sometimes be a matter of necessity, but in this case it was not

demanded.

j|IB GUY CARLETON having been appointed to

i i supersede Clinton, arrived at New York early in

May, and took command of the British army, lie

was empowered, in company with Admiral Digby,

L?^ to treat for peace. Carleton addressed a pacific

letter to Washington, and checked the operations

of the tories and Indians upon the frontier. The

powers to treat were communicated to Congress, but that body declined

to negotiate, except in conjunction with Fiance, and at Paris.

From December, 1781, General Greene had possession of all the state

of South Carolina, except Charleston and its vicinity. A number of

skirmishes took place between foraging parties, in one of which Colonel

John Laurens, highly esteemed for his amiability and talents, was mortally

wounded. He was much lamented. After the surrender of Cornwallis,

Greene, being reinforced, was enabled to detach General Wayne, with a

part of the southern army, to Georgia. The British withdrew from their

outpost- as Wayne approached, and confined themselves to Savannah.

Colonel Brown, at the head of a considerable force, marched out of the

garrison with the apparent intention of attacking the Americans. Wayne,

by a bold manoeuvre, got in his rear, attacked him in the night, and routed

his whole force. In the course of the same night, a large body of Creek

Indians, headed by British officers, made a furious attack upon Wayne's

infantry. A close and bloody conflict ensued. The Indians displayed

uncommon bravery, but were at length completely routed. Shortly after-

wards, the British evacuated Savannah, and Georgia was in complete

possession of the Americans. The British did not evacuate Charleston
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until the 14th of the following December. The Southern States were

then entirely free from the control of the enemy.

A naval victory of considerable importance was achieved in the early

part of this year. This was the capture of the General Monk, 18, by

the American vessel Hyder Ali, mounting 16 six-pounders. The Hyder

Ali was equipped by the merchants of Philadelphia. She was commanded

by Lieutenant Joshua Barney, who entered on the service of convoying

a fleet of merchantmen to the Capes, and protecting them from the priva-

teers. While near the Capes, he was attacked by two ships and a brig

belonging to the enemy, which attack he coolly sustained while the convoy

was sailing up the bay. One of the enemy's ships employed herself in

attempting to follow them, another captured one of the vessels which

grounded, whilst Barney waited for the brig. When near her, the Hyder

Ali poured in a heavy broadside, and. by a naval stratagem, secured a
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position which enabled him to rake the enemy. Twenty broadsides wem
fired in twenty-six minutes, when the General Monk was compelled to

strike. She had 20 killed and 33 wounded, whilst the Ilyder Ali lost

4 killed and 11 wounded. Barney followed his convoy up to Philadelphia,

bringing along the prize. Soon after, he captured a refugee schooner,

which had done much injury to Philadelphia commerce.

The long-desired consummation was at length achieved. The com-

missioners for negotiating peace on the part of the Americans, were John

Adams, Benjamin Franklin, John Jay and Henry Laurens; on the part

of Great Britain, Mr. Fitzherbert and Mr. Oswald. After a tedious and

intricate negotiation, in which the American commissioners displayed the

skill and penetration of veteran diplomatists, preliminary articles of peace

were signed on the 30th of November, and the news of a general peace

reached the United States early in April, 1783. A line running through

the middle of the great lakes and their connecting waters, and from a

certain point on the St. Lawrence to the bottom of the Bay of Fundy,

was agreed to as the northern boundary of the States, and their western

frontier was to rest on the Mississippi. It was stipulated that British

creditors should be allowed to recover their debts in the United States,

that Congress should recommend to the several States the restoration of

the property of real British subjects, which bad been confiscated during the

war; and that no further confiscations should be made.

On the 19th of April, 1783, the day which completed the eighth year

of the war, the cessation of hostilities was, by order of Washington, pro-

claimed in the American camp. Soon after, an interview occurred be-

tween General Washington and Sir Guy Carleton, concerning some

negroes, said to have belonged to the Americans. On the 25th of

November, the British troops evacuated New York, and an American

detachment, under General Knox, with Washington, Governor Clinton,

and a number of other civil and military officers, then entered the city

;

and thus the Americans gained complete possession of the States.
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FROM THE TREATY OF PEACE, TILL THE ORGANIZATION OF GOVERNMENT.

HE independence of the United States had

been achieved, and peace with Great Britain

established. But Congress found itself in a

trying and perilous situation. In October,

1780, a season of danger, that body promised

half-pay to the officers on the conclusion of

peace. Now that the end had been attained,

they were not able to fulfil their promise.

The officers and soldiers were in a high state

of discontent and irritation. In the month

of December, 1782, soon after going into

winter-quarters, the officers presented a memorial and petition to Con-

gress, and deputed a committee of their number to call their attention

to the subject. Large arrears were due them for their services, and there

was but little prospect that they would ever be paid. A gloomy future

seemed about to open before them, and penury and destitution the only

reward they could expect for their toils and sacrifices. While in this

irritated mood, an eloquent address, purporting to be written by one of

their number, wa< circulated through the army, inviting a general meeting

of the officers at a given time and place.
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The sagacious Washington clearly saw the danger which might arise

from this meeting, and prohibited it. But deeming it better to direct

and weaken the current than to oppose it, he appointed a similar meeting

on a subsequent day. General Gates, as the senior officer of rank, pre-

sided. General Washington, who had been diligent in preparing the

minds of the officers for the occasion, strongly combated the address,

and by his sound reasoning and influential character, succeeded in dissi-

pating the storm.

S a soothing measure, Congress agreed to advance a

sum equal to five years' full pay. To disband an army

in a state of irritation, and to which large arrears were

due, many of whom had not money to supply their

most pressing wants, or to defray their expenses on t tie

way home, was a dangerous experiment; but it was

ultimately executed without any outbreak.

Washington's military career was about to close

;

and, on the 4th of December, he met the principal officers of the army

at Francis's Tavern, New York. Bis emotions were too strong to be

concealed. Filling a glass, and addressing the officers, he said, " With a

heart full of love and gratitude, I now take leave of you, and devoutly

wish that your latter days may be as prosperous and happy as your

former ones have been honorable." Having drunk, he added, "I cannot

come to take each of you by the band, but *hall lie obliged to you if each

of you will come and take me by the band.'' In the midst of profound

silence, and with unequivocal manifestations of sensibility and affection,

each of the officers took him by the hand, and at the close of the cere-

mony, they accompanied him to Whitehall, where a barge was in

readiness to carry him across the river. Having embarked, (leniial

Washington turned round to his late companions in arms, took off his

hat, respectfully bowed to them, and bade them a silent farewell. They

returned the compliment, and went back in mute procession to the ['lace

where they had assembled.

Congress Was then sitting at Annapolis, in Maryland; and thither,

General Washington proceeded, for the purpose of resigning that power

which he bad so nobly exercised. On the 23d of December, in the

presence of a numerous company of spectators, he resigned his com-

mission into the hands of Congress. After receiving their thanks and

congratulations, he retired to his patrimonial mansion at Mount Vernon.

Such was his influence among the people, that he might have easily

secured the dignity of a sovereign for himself; yet in the fulness of his

patriotism, republicanism and wisdom, he preferred to give up the authority
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he had exercised for tlie good of his country and retire to the shades of

private life. What nobler, brighter example for imitation does the

records of history present?

T will now be necessary to take a short but com-

prehensive view of the state of affairs in regard

to the government of the States. There was

no constitution, except the " Articles of Con-

federation," which were felt to be insufficient;

and considerable reluctance was observed among

the people to form or permit a national govern-

ment. The first subject which pressed upon

the attention of Congress was the debt incurred

during the war. To revive the national com-

merce was the first step towards the revival of prosperity. Yet Congress

found itself without sufficient powers to conclude commercial treaties with

foreign nations which would be binding upon the several States. An
address was sent to the States, praying them to make provision for the

national creditors. But the petition produced little or no effect.

Jefferson and Adams labored in Europe to open markets for their

countrymen. They concluded treaties with Portugal, Sweden and divers

other powers, but did not succeed with France and England, because the

power of Congress was not considered sufficient to enable that body to

negotiate for all the States. In 1784, Congress demanded powers to

exclude generally the vessels of all countries not having treaties of com-

merce with America. Delays and difficulties intervened, but most of the

States acceded to the demand. Other causes of difficulty arose. Not-

withstanding the express stipulation of the treaty, the British creditors

remained unpaid; and the ministry refused, in consequence, to evacuate

the military posts within the northwestern territory.

The necessity of giving more authority to Congress, or of framing an

efficient government for the whole country, was now apparent. It was in

vain that Congress formed treaties, and passed resolutions for raising funds

or regulating commerce. The State legislatures were jealous of their

right-, and considered the acts of Congress as mere recommendai

which it was optional with them to adopt. The public credit was naught,

trade was at a -land, and the progress of the country effectually checked.

Virginia and Maryland had united in a prohibitory system ; and the

beneficial effects of this being apparent, Mr. Madison proposed that the

other States should send commissioners to agree upon making it general.

In September, 1 "*»'>, a convention of delegates from five States met at

Annapolis. This assembly saw that the only possibility of agreeing as
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to a common tariff was to frame an efficient constitution. Before they

separated, the delegates agreed as to the expediency of calling a more

general and solemn meeting of delegates from all the States, to meet in

the following year at Philadelphia.

Before the convention which framed the Constitution met, the two great

parties, which afterwards assumed the names of Federalists and Democrats,

arose, and commenced the contest which afterwards became so violent as

to endanger the union. At the end of the war, the officers of the army

had formed themselves into a society, called the Cincinnati ; Washington

being its president. The members were united by periodical meetings,

common funds, and what was still more suspicious, it had been proposed

to make its distinctions hereditary. This instantly caused an outcry, and

was stigmatised as an attempt at aristocracy.

As distress was general among the body of the people, consequent upon

the exhausted state of the country and the depression of trade, they

eagerly seized upon any opportunity to vent their discontent, and to throw

the blame of it upon the shoulders of those who were obnoxious to them.

In the Eastern States, armed mobs arose and attempted to compel the

State governments to accede to their demands. In Massachusetts, par-

ticularly in the early part of September, matters seemed hastening to an

alarming crisis. The General Court passed several conciliatory acts, but

the large body of the people were »0t appeased. Congress, alarmed at

the threatening aspect of affairs, v< vod to enlist 1300 men to sustain the

government of Massachusetts. B.v.t the insurrection had shown its head

before these troops could be raised.

ANIEL SHAYS, at the head of more than a thousand

armed men, tooK possession of Worcester, and effectually

prevented the Supreme Court from holding its session

in that town. (Dec. 25th.) The same purpose was

effected at Springfield. Governor Bowdoin called out

4000 militia to serve for thirty days, and gave the com-

mand to General Lincoln. About 2000 of the rebels

advanced towards the arsenal at Springfield, but Captain Shepherd, who

commanded a small body of militia, dispersed them with the loss of three

killed and one wounded. In the middle of a severe winter, Lincoln

marched from Boston towards Amherst. As he approached, the rebels

retreated. At Hadley, the insurgents offered to disperse on condition of

a free pardon. Lincoln had no authority to grant it, and they retreated

towards Petersham. Lincoln marched in pursuit, accomplished a march

of forty miles during a stormy night, and entering Petersham in the

morning, took 150 prisoners. The rest fled to the neighboring States.
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Several skirmishes followed, but, by the vigorous measures of the General

Court, the rebellion was soon crushed. Many persona were tried, fourteen

sentenced to death, but none executed. Harsh measures were deemed

impolitic, as about one-third of the people sympathized with the insurgents.

These violent outbreaks excited great interest throughout the Union,

and tended to confirm the opinion that an efficient general government

was demanded. The people of the States, Rhode Island alone excepted,

elected their delegates to the proposed convention.

Accordingly, on the 25th of May, 1787, the delegates from twelve

States assembled at Philadelphia, in the State-House, where independence

had been declared. Washington was chosen president. By the rules of

proceedings, the doors were to be closed, and an injunction of secrecy

was placed upon the debates. Each State had one vote. The convention

was composed of the ablest men in the country, and a conservative senti-

ment generally prevailed. Hamilton, Madison, Franklin, Randolph,

Pinckney, and Gerry, took a leading part in the debates. The extent of

the powers of the Convention was a matter which gave rise to considerable

discussion. A State-rights party was formed principally from members
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of the smaller States, who were apprehensive that if the Convention was

empowered to alter the entire system of confederation, State sovereignty

would be destroyed. After a discussion of four months, a federal consti-

tution was framed, which, while leaving all matters of local government

to the several States, created an efficient and powerful national govern-

ment for the control and administration of all affairs of general interest.

I HE Constitution had been laid before Con-

gress with a letter and resolutions

from the framers, recommending its

reference to State Conventions to

be called bv the State Legislatures.

The recommendation was complied

with on the 28th of September

;

but the ratification was for a long

time doubtful. The State rights

party was active and determined

in the several State conventions.

Patrick Henry employed his giant powers in opposition to the constitution,

and an outcry was raised that it was deficient in guarantees for civil

liberty. A series of articles, entitled the "Federalist," written by

Hamilton, Madison and Jay, in which the new Constitution was de-

fended and explained with great ability, made their appearance in New
York, and being circulated throughout the country, exerted a pow-

erful influence. Delaware was the first to adopt the Constitution.

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Georgia, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Mary-

land, South Carolina, and New Hampshire followed in the order named.

In New York and Virginia the opposition was violent. But as the

agreement of nine States had been already obtained, it was rendered

certain that the Constitution would not be absolutely rejected in those

States. Virginia led the way and New York followed, adopting the

Constitution, with a number of amendments. North Carolina hesitated,

and in Rhode Island no convention was held. But this was no obstacle

to the organization of the government.*

Congress appointed the first Wednesday of January, 1789, for the

choice of presidential electors, and the 4th of March as the time, and

New York as the place for the organization of the government under the

new Constitution. Washington received the unanimous vote of the

electors and thus became president elect, and John Adams, receiving the

* Hildratb.
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next highest, became vice-president elect. Senators and representatives

were also chosen by the eleven ratifying States.

As the day approached for the new system to go into operation, the

old Continental Congress, than which a more remarkable body is not to

be found in history, gradually dissolved without hearing any expressions

of regret, or receiving any thanks for its services. Its members had

daringly assumed the reins of power, some portion of it being first granted

them by the people, and conducted the country through a bloody revolu-

tion. All thought of it was now lost in the apprehension concerning the

new government.

Monk
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CHAPTER XLII.

WASHINGTON'S ADMINISTRATION. —FIRST TERM.

N the 30th of April, 1789, Washington took the oatL

of office in a public and solemn manner, and delivered

to the two branches of Congress his inaugural address.

In the address, after expressing his deep sense of the

magnitude of the trust confided to him, and a conscious-

ness of his deficiencies, he declared his intention to

devote his best energies to the discharge of his duty,

and fervently supplicated the guidance and assistance

of that overruling Providence, whose supremacy he had always acknow-

ledged. He gave notice to Congress that he should accept no other

compensation for his services than such as would be necessary to defray

the expense of his household and other charges incident to his public

station.

Congress at once proceeded to the consideration of what most pressed

upon its attention— the revenue. Mr. Madison proposed a tax upon

imported goods and tonnage. This, in principle, was objected to by

none ; but as the tonnage duty was intended to operate at the expense of

foreign shipping, it excited opposition. But the measure was carried

through both houses, after the two great parties had displayed the violence

of their opposition. To complete the machinery of government, depart-

ments were erected— of the treasury, of war, and of state— the latter

including foreign and domestic relations. The heads of these departments
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were to be appointed by the president, by and with the advice and con-

sent of the senate ; but the President had the power to remove them at

his discretion, without consulting that body.

OLONEL HAMILTON was appointed to the office of

secretary of the treasury ; General Knox, secretary of war
;

and Mr. Jefferson, secretary of state. As Mr. Jefferson was

the principal leader of the State-rights, or Democratic party,

his appointment to the State department is an evidence of the

conciliatory disposition of Washington. Edmund Randolph

was made attorney-general. A national judiciary was

established by Congress, and Washington appointed Mr. Jay chief justice.

Thus the government was completely organized.

Immediately after the close of the session of Congress, in September,

Washington undertook a journey through the New England States, in

every quarter of which he was welcomed with most affectionate enthusiasm.

Nor could this tribute be paid to his person without, in some degree,

procuring a share of such feeling for his office. North Carolina, in the

recess, gave up her opposition, and her legislature declared her adhesion

to the Union.

At the opening of the next session of Congress, the secretary of the

treasury brought forward a plan for funding the public debt. He pro-

posed to raise a loan equal to the amount of the whole debt. To this

the opposition objected, wishing to pay foreigners the entire of their

demand, but the American holder of paper money the price at which he

bought it ; but the measure received the sanction of Congress. Another

part of the general plan remained. This referred to the debts incurred

by each State for carrying on the war. Hamilton proposed that Congress

should pay these, and throw them into the common fund. After a long

struggle, this measure also was adopted. To raise a revenue to meet the

interest on the newly-funded debt, a bill was passed raising the impost

upon wine, tea, and other commodities, and imposing a duty upon spirits

distilled within the country. This was foil. .wed by another measure which

was considered by Hamilton as necessary to complete his own commercial

and moneyed system, and looked upon by the State-rights party as his

boldest crime. This was the proposal to establish a national bank.

The anti-federalists asserted that a national bank would be unconstitu-

tional, and the discussion of the measure was long and violent. Upon
this question, Hamilton and Jefferson widely differed. Both submitted

their written opinions to the consideration of the president, after the bill

passed Congress; and after some rime. Washington decided in favor of

the establishment of the bank : thus Hamilton's system was triumphant.
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Settlers attacked >>v Indians

One great cause of expenditure, a standing army, was avoided by the

(
T
nitcd States. The only foes who called for military resistance were

the Indians. In the south, the Creeks, against whom several expeditions

had been undertaken in the course of the revolutionary war. harassed the

frontiers of Georgia. They were instigated by the Spaniards of Florida,

and commanded by Gilivray. a chief of white descent. The president

directed his attention to bringing about an accommodation with them, but

the first attempt faded. In 1790, Gilivray was induced to proceed to

New York and conclude a treaty.

On the northwestern frontier, the Miamis, Shawnee-, and other tribes,

cherishing vengeance for pasl outrages upon them, carried on a desultory

and destructive warfare ; burning ami plundering detached settlements,

and constantly growing bolder, a- they saw there was no military force
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strong enough to resist them. They were generally commanded by Little

Turtle, a Miami chief, brave, active, and skilful. Washington earnestly

pressed Congress to increase the regular army ; but the republican party

viewed any such increase with an extremely jealous eye.

At length, in 1790, some troops and supplies were voted, and in the

autumn of the year, an army about 1500 strong, under General Harmer,

marched up the Wabash into the Indian country. A party of the regulars

was cut off by the Indians, and although Harmer burned some Indian

villages, Little Turtle compelled him to retreat with small honor and a

severe loss.

The Indians now became bolder than ever in their depredations. The

frontiers were in a deplorable situation. Congress sanctioned the raising
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of an additional regiment; and the president was Authorized to raises

body of -000 men for six months. St. Clair, then governor of the north-

western territory, was appointed to the chief command of this force.

The troops were not assembled at Fort Washington until the month "f

September, 1790.

The object of the expedition was to destroy the Indian villages on the

Miami; to expel the savages from that country, and to connect it with

the Ohio by a chain of posts. The regulars, proceeding northward from

the Olii". established, at proper intervals, two forts, one named Hamilton

and the other Jefferson, as places of deposit and security. The main

body of the army, about 2000 men, commenced its march through the

wilderness on the 24th of October.

At this time t'ne commander-in-chief, whose duties through the summer

had been very severe, was Buffering from an indisposition which was by

turns in bis stomach, lungs and limbs; provisions were scarce, the mads

wet and heavy, the troops going with "much difficulty," seven miles a

day; the militia deserting 60 at a time. Thus toiling along, the army,

rapidly lessening by desertion, sickness, and troops sent to arrest de-

serters— on the 3d of November, reached a stream, twelve yards wide,

which St. Clair supposed to be the St. Mary of the Maumee, but which

was in reality a branch of the Wabash, just south of the head water

the stream for which the commander mistook it. Upon the hanks of this

creek the army, now about 1400 strong, encamped in two lines.

The right wing— says St. Clair, in his letter to the Secretary of War,

after the battle—composed of Butler's, Clark's, and Patterson's battalions,

commanded by Major General Butler, formed the first line, and the left

wing, consisting of Bedinger's and Gaither's battalions, and the second

regiment, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Darke, formed the second line,

with an interval between them of about 70 yards, which was all the ground

would allow. The right flank was pretty well secured by the creek ; a

steep bank, and Faulkner's corps, some of the cavalry, and their pickets,

covered the left flank. The militia were thrown over the creek, and

advanced about one quarter of a mile, and encamped in the same order.

There were a few Indians who appeared on the opposite side of the creek,

but fled with the utmost precipitation, on the advance of the militia. At

this place, which I judged to be about fifteen miles from the Miami village,

I determined to throw up a slight work, the plan of which was concerted

that evening with Major Ferguson, wherein to have deposited the men's

knapsacks, and everything else that was not of absolute necessity, and

to have moved on to attack the enemy as soon as the first regiment was

come up. But they did not permit me to execute either: for, on the 4th,
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(says St. Clair in his despatch to the Secretary of War,) about half an

hour before sunrise, and when the men had just been dismissed from

parade, (for it was a constant practice to have them all under arms a

considerable time before daylight,) an attack was made upon the militia.

Those gave way in a very little time and rushed into camp through Major

Butler's battalion, (which, together, with a part of Clarke's, they threw

into considerable disorder, and which, notwithstanding the exertions of

those officers, was never altogether remedied,) the Indians following close

at their heels. The fire, however, of the front line checked them : but

almost instantly a very heavy attack began upon that line; and in a few

minutes it was extended to the second likewise. The great weight of it

was directed against the centre of each, where the artillery was placed,

and from which the men were frequently driven with great slaughter.

Finding no great effect from our fire, and confusion beginning to spread

from the great number of men who were falling in all quarters, it became

necessary to try what could be done by the bayonet. Lieutenant-Colonel

Darke was accordingly ordered to make a charge with part of the second

line, and to turn the left flank of the enemy. This was executed with

great spirit. The Indians instantly gave way, and were driven back 300

or 400 yards ; but for want of a sufficient number of riflemen to pursue

this advantage, they soon returned, and the troops were obliged to give

back in their turn. At this moment they hail entered our camp by the
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left flank, having pushed back the troops that were posted there. An-

other charge was made here by the second regiment, Butler's and Clarke's

oattalions, with equal effect, and it was repeated several times and always

with success: but in all of them many men were lost, and particularly

the officers, which, with so raw troops, was a loss altogether irremediable.

In that I just spoke of, made by the second regiment and Butler's bat-

talion, Major Butler was dangerously wounded, and every officer of the

second regiment fell except three, one of which, Mr. Greaton, was shot

through the body.

OUR artillery being now silenced, and all the

officers killed except Captain Ford, who was

very badly wounded, and more than half of

the army fallen, being cut off from the road,

it became necessary to attempt the regaining

it, and to make a retreat, if possible. To this

purpose the remains of the army was formed

as well as circumstances would admit, towards

the right of the encampment, from which, by

the way of the second line, another charge was

made upon the enemy, as if with the design to turn their right flank, but

in fact, to gain the road. This was effected, and as soon as it was open,

the militia took along it, followed by the troops; Major Clarke, with his

battalion, covering the rear.

The retreat, in those circumstances, was, you may be sure, a very pre-

cipitate one. It was, in fact, a flight. The camp and the artillery were

abandoned ; but that was unavoidable ; for not a horse was left alive to

have drawn it off, had it otherwise been practicable. But the most dis-

graceful part of the business is, that the greatest part of the men threw

away their arms and accoutrements, even after the pursuit, which con-

tinued about four miles, had ceased. I found the road strewed with them

for many miles, but was not able to remedy it ; for, having all my horses

killed, and being mounted upon one that could not be pricked out of :i

walk, I could not get forward myself; and the orders I sent forward

either to halt the front, or to prevent the men from parting with their

arms, were unattended to. The rout continued quite to Fort Jefferson,

twenty-nine miles, which was reached a little after sun-setting. The

action began about half an hour before sun-rise, and the retreat was

attempted at half an hour after nine o'clock.*

The particulars of this narration are confirmed by other testimony.

* Perkins's Western Annals.
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There can be no doubt that General St. Clair did all that a orav* and

skilful officer could to prevent a defeat, and that he was afterwards

subjected to a vast amount of undeserved censure. The defeat was the

most disastrous since the overthrow of Braddock, at the Monongahela. Of

1400 troops, 894 were killed, wounded, or captured. Among the slain

were the brave General Butler and other valuable officers. The number

of the Indians engaged is unknown ; it has been conjectured that it in-

cluded the united force of the northwestern tribes, commanded by Blue

Jacket, Little Turtle and the famous ranger, Captain William Wells.

The red men never fought more bravely than in this battle.

This disaster gave rise to a proposal from the President to raise the

military force of the country to 5000 men. Notwithstanding the urgent

nature of the case, the Republican party strenuously resisted. But a

majority enabled the President to raise the proposed force, and General

Wayne was appointed to command it, St. Clair having resigned his com-

mission in the army.

The savages had now complete command of the frontier, and with their

customary celerity and cruelty, spread massacre pnd desolation far and
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wide. The settlers were driven from their homes to the block-houses,

which were well garrisoned, and secured from surprise by the vigilance

of BCOQta thoroughly acquainted with Indian warfare, and as daring as

the best warriors of the wilderness. Of these forest rangers, Simon

Kenton, Lewis Whetzel, and Joshua Fleehart, were most famous for

courage and skill. Their exploits and escapes have much of the attrac-

tion of the wildest romance, and furnish abundant material for the novelist

and poet. The following narrative from Hildreth's Pioneer History will

give a clearer conception of border warfare than the most swelling periods

of general history.

"Some Indians being discovered in the vicinity of the settlement of

Marietta, on the Ohio, a party was soon mustered, made up of five or six

of the rangers, ten volunteer citizens, and twelve United States soldiers

from the company stationed at "the point.' The men went up in canoes

to the mouth of Duck creek, where they left their water craft. The

more experienced rangers soon fell upon the trail, which they traced
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across the wide bottoms on to the Little Muskingum. At a point about

half a mile below where Conner's mill now stands, the Indians forded the

creek. In a hollow between the Kills, about a mile east of the creek,

they discovered the smoke of their camp-fire. The rangers now divided

the volunteers into two flanking parties, with one of the spies at the head

of each, and three of their number to act in front. By the time the

flankers had come in range of the camp, the Indians discovered their

pursuers by the noise of the soldiers who lagged behind, and were not so

cautious in their movement. They instantly fled up the run on which

they were encamped. Two iof their number leaving the main body, as-

cended the point of a bill, with a ravine on the right and left of it.

^•^^"jHE rangers now began to fire,

while the Indians, each one

taking his tree, returned the

shot. One of the two Indiana

on the spur of the ridge was

wounded through the hips by

one of the spies on the right,

wlio pushed on manfully to

gain the flanks of the enemy.

The men in front came on

more slowly, and as they be-

gan to ascend the point of

the ridge, Ned Henderson, who was posted on high ground, cried out,

' Ham ! Ham ! there is an Indian behind that white oak, and he will kill

some of you.' Kerr instantly sprung behind a large tree, and Peter

Anderson, who was near him. behind a hickory too small to cover more

than half his body, while John Wiser jumped down into the ravine. At

that instant, the Indian fired at Anderson, and as John looked over the

edge of the bank to learn the effect of the shot, he saw Peter wiping the

dust of the hickory bark out of his eyes. The ball grazed the tree just

opposite his nose, and glancing off, did him no serious harm, but

filling his eyes with the dust, and cutting his nose with the splinters. At

the same time, Henderson, with others, fired at the Indian, and be fell

with several balls through his body. The brave fellow who was killed

lost his life in a noble effort to aid his friend, who had been wounded

through the hips, and could not spring up on to the little bench, or break

in the ridge, where he was standing.

"While occupied in this labor of love, the rangers on his flanks had so

far advanced, that the shelter of the friendly tree could no longer secure

him from their shots, as it had done while his enemies were more in front
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of him. The wounded Indian escaped for the present, although it is pro-

bable he died soon after. The other five Indiana, there being seven in the

party, seeing that their enemies outnumbered them so greatly, after firing

a few times, made a circuit to the right and came up in the rear of the sol-

diers, who were occupying themselves with the contents of the kettle of hog

meat and potatoes which the Indians, in their hurry, had left boiling over

the fire. The first notice they had of their danger was the report of

their ritles. It made a huge uproar amongst the musqueteers, who,

taking to flight, ran in great alarm for protection to the rangers. As it

happened, the Indians were too far off to do much harm, and no one was

injured but one poor fellow, who was shot through the seat of his trowsers,

just grazing the skin. He tumbled into the brook by the side of the

camp, screaming at the top of his voice, ' I am kill'd, I am kill'd,' greatly

to the amusement of the rangers, who were soon at his side, and dragging

him out of the water, searched in vain for the mortal wound. The dead

Indian was scalped, and his rifle and blanket taken as the legitimate

plunder of a conquered foe. The other five retreated out of reach of

the rangers, after their feat of frightening the soldiers. They returned

to the garrison, well pleased that none of their men were killed, but much

vexed with the soldiers, whose indiscretion had prevented their destroying

the whole of the Indians, had they encircled them as first arranged by

the leaders of the party. It served as a warning to the Indians not to

approach too near t lie Yankee garrison, as their rangers were brave men,

whose eyes and ears were always open."

In the spring of 1791, Washington made a tour through the Southern

States; on which occasion, stopping upon the Potomac, he selected,

according to the powers entrusted to him, the site of the future capital

of the Union. He was greeted, throughout his progress, with an affec-

tionate welcome. A new Congress met at Philadelphia, in the latter end

of October. In his opening speech, the president alluded to the great

success of the bank scheme, to the operation of the excise law, and the

frontier warfare. In the early part of the session occurred the first in-

stance of the exercise of the veto power. A bill passed both houses,

after much debate, and by a small majority, to increase the number of

representatives in the House. This Washington considered as a violation

of the constitution, and therefore put his negative upon it.

The breach between Hamilton and Jefferson, the recognised leaders of

the two great parties, daily widened. They could agree upon but few

points of foreign or domestic policy. Hamilton was desirous of conciliating

England, and Jefferson htdd that there was a natural connexion between

the United States and France. The limits between the two department*
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not being well defined, Jefferson complained that Hamilton drew all influ-

ence and affairs within his own jurisdiction. The president leaned to

Hamilton's views, yet strove to allay the bitterness of party strife.

As the four-years' duration of the presidential and vice-presidential

offices was about to expire, there was an opportunity for the discontented

party to try its force. Against Washington, however, there were none

so bold as to propose a competitor. The difficulty was to persuade the

great chief to continue to undergo the fatigues of the presidential office.

Upon considering the consequences should he refuse, he was induced to

occupy the chair of state for another term. The opposition bent all their

energies to displace Adams. George Clinton was set up as his competitor :

but Adams succeeded in obtaining a majority of votes.
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N the 4th of March, 1793, Washington

commenced his second term of office as

president of the United States. The con-

federacy now included fifteen States—
Vermont and Kentucky having been ad-

mitted into the Union at the preceding

session of Congress. It was fortunate for

the Union that Washington was again in-

duced to bear the fatigues of the office of

chief magistrate. The French revolution

and other great events which had occurred in Europe, began to be felt in

America, and all his wisdom and firmness were required to support the

national government amid the strife of factions. A large body of the

American people sympathised with the French democrats, and were

anxious to aid them in securing their liberties, without consulting the true

interest of their government. Washington saw that the safety of the

nation demanded the maintenance of a neutral position, amid the conten-

tions of the powers of Europe, and this neutrality could be maintained

without a violation of national faith or national honor. On the 22d of

April, the president issued a proclamation, warning the citizens to avoid

all acts tending to contravene the neutral disposition which it was declared

it was the duty of the United States to maintain. The wisdom of this

measure soon became obvious.

After France became a republic, Mr. Genet was sent, as minister to

the United States, in place of Mr. Fernant, appointed by the king.

i reached Charleston, South Carolina, on the 8th of April, where
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he remained some weeks; and from thence went hy land to Philadelphia.

In an interview with the President, he assured him, that France did not

expect the United States to hecome a party in the war. But he had

secret instructions to take such steps as would induce the American

government finally to make common cause with France. He was also

instructed to solicit the American government for the payment of the

debt due to France, though the time stipulated for the reimbursement had

not yet expired. A correspondence between the President and the new

French minister ensued, in which Genet claimed the right of arming

vessels in our ports, and of enlisting American citizens to cruise against

nations with whom the United States were at peace. He acknowledged

that he had fitted out privateers in the port of Charleston, and that these

vessels had brought prizes into the American ports. The President and

• secretary of state asserted the right and duty of the national government

to prohibit such proceedings, and the courts of the United States mado

inquiry and took cognizance of prizes thus made. The French minister

loudly complained of this conduct, and he seemed determined to set the

law and the government at defiance. At Philadelphia, under the eye

of government, he caused a vessel, taken from the British, to be armed,

and despite the remonstrances of the President and the governor of Penn-

sylvania, ordered her departure. He even threatened to appeal from the

President to the American people. Societies in imitation of the Jacobin

clubs of Paris, were formed in different parts of the United States,

ostensibly for the purpose of securing liberty, but really for the purpose

of opposing the administration, and supporting the cause of France. But

the mass of the people were indignant at the violent conduct of Genet.

N this state of affairs, Congress met on the 3d of December,

1793. Never since the period of the Revolution, had the

affairs of the United States been in a more critical situa-

tion. The President in his speech to both houses, informed

them of the course he had pursued under difficulties which

were new to him, and recommended that the country should

be placed in a competent Btate of defence. Dissensions still

continued in the cabinet. Jefferson not only combated the sentiments

of Hamilton, but counteracted his policy. Washington held the balance

even, but thought it unfair that Jefferson should support his clerk in

editing a paper which reviled not only the measures of the government,

but the person of the President. The Secretary of State determined to

retire, which he did after drawing up an elaborate report upon the com-

merce of the country, and its foreign policy. Edmund Randolph suc-

ceeded Jefferson as the head of the State department.
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Exciting debates occurred in Congress upon propositions to suspend all

commercial intercourse with Great Britain until restitution should be made

for the constant spoliation of American property by vessels of that nation.

On the 16th of April, the President nominated Mr. Jay as minister ex-

traordinary to the British court; and to prepare for the worst, meaaureE

were adopted by Congress for placing the country in a better state of

defence. The principal ports and harbors were directed to be fortified, a

detachment of 80,000 militia was required from the several States, to be

ready at a moment's warning, and other precautions taken. A committee

having been appointed to investigate the conduct of the Secretary of the

Treasury, they made a report, highly honorable to the talents and

integrity of that great financier.

This was a critical conjuncture in the affairs of the United States.

There was a strong tendency on the part of many citizens to mingle in

the affairs of contending European powers. The sagacious Washington

clearly foresaw that such an interference would be impolitic and highly

injurious, even though its justice were perfectly obvious. It required all

his popularity to restrain his countrymen, and to keep them in the strict

path of honorable neutrality.

At the solicitation of the President, Genet was recalled in February,

L794, ami M. Kanchet was appointed his successor. The party which

had sent Genet to America had been supplanted by that of Robespierre

and Danton. Fanchet had special orders to send him back to France,

and to use force if necessary. But through the firm resistance of \\ ash-

ington, Genet was saved, perhaps, from the guillotine.

While the President exerted himself to prevent a foreign war, he was

threatened with a civil war at home. For about three years, the inhabi-

tants of the counties of Pennsylvania, lying west of the Alleghany

mountains, had opposed the execution of the laws imposing duties upon

domestic spirits. The revenue officers in attempting to do their duty,

were threatened with the extreme vengeance of the citizens. In the

summer of 17'J4, the marshal of the district was attacked by an armed

force, and fired upon, but without receiving any injury. He was soon

after compelled, under fear of instant death, to resign his functions. The

house of the inspector, near Pittsburg, was attacked, but defended with

such spirit that the assailants were forced to retire. But another attack

was made by a larger force, several men were killed and wounded, and the

marshal and inspector escaped down the Ohio. Symptoms of open oppc

sition to the excise law appeared in some of the othei Mate-, and tho

lent, compelled either to surrender the government to an armed

mob or compel obedience by military force, nsolved upon the latter. Be
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issued a proclamation stating the necessity of the case, and requiring all

good citizens to aid him in suppressing the insurrection. Requisitions

were made upon the governors of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland

and Virginia, for their quotas of about 15,1)00 men, to inarch at a minute's

winning. Before resorting to military coercion, the President appoint,- J

a committee to wait upon the insurgents and offer them forgiveness for

the past, upon condition of future submission to the laws.

EETINGS were held in various places throughout the

district, and it was even proposed by the more daring

to seize the fort at Pittsburg. Bradford, one of the

leaders, recommended the most violent measures.

Finding persuasive means insufficient, the President

ordered Governor Lee, of Virginia, with a large body

of militia, to march to Bedford. Having reviewed

the troops, and seeing that everything was in readiness, he gave written

instructions to Lee, and returned to Philadelphia. The Secretary of War
accompanied the army to Pittsburg. The result was more fortunate than

had been expected. No resistance was attempted, and no blood was shed.

To preserve quiet, and secure what had been gained, a body of troops

remained in the disaffected district, under the orders of General

Morgan.

During the summer of this year, General Wayne obtained a complete

victory over the Indians on the Miami. General Wayne had, in the

progress of the winter, by detachment, reoccupied the ground lost by

General St. Clair, and there built Fort Recovery, on a stream of the

Wabash.

Intelligence was brought to him in May. thai a party of British and

Indians were posted on the .Miami, near the villages at the rapids, and

there building a fort of considerable dimensions.

In June, Fort Recovery was invested by a strong party of Indians,

who, after a violent assault with small-arms, kept up the fire for about

twenty-four hours ; but sustaining some loss, they withdrew, and abandoned

the enterprise. About the middle of July, General Scott, who commanded

the Kentucky militia, had assembled 1600 volunteers, being the full

number called for, or more. It is believed, that those Kentuekians who

had seen General Wayne's army the year before, gave a very different

description of it from that which had been given of the army of General

St. Clair; which had removed much of the reluctance felt the preceding

year to serve or fight with regulars. From Georgetown, the general

rendezvous, the troops marched for head-quarters. On the 26th of the

month, the general, with the first division, joined the regular army, at
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that time consisting of 1600 effectives, well appointed, trained, and dis-

ciplined, to the entire satisfaction of their commander.

N the 28th, General Wayne put the united forces in

motion for Fort Recovery, and thence to St. Mary's, by

an obscure route, with the view of surprising the Indians
;

but arriving the 9th of August, he found only deserted

villages. The more effectually to ensure the success of

his projected coup de main on this place, he had caused two roads

to be cleared out from Greenville, in that direction, in order to

attract and divide the attention of the enemy, while he inarched

by neither. All this generalship was, however, rendered of no

avail by Newman, a Kentucky volunteer, who deserted on the

march, and conveyed intelligence to the Indians, that the army was ap-

proaching, in time for them to evacuate the towns. At this place a fort

•was built, and named St. Mary's, probably, which occupied some days—
in the meantime, the residue of the Kentucky troops came up. On the

12th of August, several prisoners were brought to the general-in-chief

;

from these he learned, that the Indian forces occupied a camp near the

British garrison, at the rapids of the Miami. And having in his camp a

man by the name of Miller, who had been long a prisoner with the Indians

of those regions, and who very well understood their languages and cus-

toms, General Wayne determined to send him with a flag, and once more

to offer them peace, with the friendship and protection of the United

States, if they would be at peace ; if not, war and destruction, for which

they might prepare themselves.

•ILLER did not like the mission. It was his

opinion, from what he had observed, that

the Indians were unalterably determined

on war ; that they would not respect a

flag, but probably kill him : in short, he

declined being the ambassador. General

Wayne, however, could think of no other

as well qualified; and being anxious to

make the experiment, he assured Miller

that he would hold the eight prisoners then

in his custody as pledges for his safety, and that he might take with him

whoever he desired. Thus encouraged, Miller consented to go and deliver

the message. To attend him, he selected from the prisoners, one of the

men and a Bquaw. With these he left camp at four o'clock, P. M. on the

18th, and next morning, at daybreak, reached the tents of the hostile

chiefs, being near together, and known by his attendants, without being
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previously discovered. He immediately displayed his flag, and proclaimed
himself " a messenger." Instantly, he was assailed on all sides with a
hideous yell, and a call to "Kill the runner! kill the Bpy!" Bat he,

accosting them in their own language, and forthwith explaining to them
the nature of his mission, they suspended the blow, and took him inlo

custody.

He showed and explained the general's letter ; not omitting the positive

assurance, that if they did not send the bearer back to him by the 16th
of the month, he would, at sunset of that day, cause every prisoner
in his camp to be put to death: Miller was closely confined, and a council
called by the chiefs. On the 15th, Miller was liberated, and furnished

with an answer to General Wayne, Btating, "that if he waited where he
was ten days, and then sent Miller for them, they would come and treat

with him
;
but that if he advanced, they would give him battle." The

general's impatience prevented his waiting the return of his minister.

On the 16th, Miller came up with the army on its march, and delivered

the answer
; to which he added, " that from the manner in which the

Indians were dressed and painted, and the constant arrival of parties, it

was his opinion that they had determined on war, and only wanted time
to get in all their friends." The general very well knew how to improve
on this intelligence, and he continued his march. The 18th. he halted
his army, and built Fort Deposite, about seven miles from the British

garrison. Early in the morning of the 20th, he resumed his march in

that direction, and about ten o'clock his spies, a mile in advance, were
fired on. The army was then halted, and put into an order of battle.

General Wayne, with his regulars, took the right, resting its right on the
Miami, which he had crossed, and descended from the junction with the
Auglaze. One brigade of the Kentucky troops, commanded by General
Todd, was on the left; the other, commanded by General Barbee, was
placed in the rear, as a reserve. Major Price, who commanded the ad-

vanced battalion, finding the enemy posted in a thick brushwood, eneum
bered with fallen timber, the effect of a hurricane, and in great force,

extending a right angle from the river, returned with the intelligence to

General Wayne, to whom he suggested that he had reason to believe that

the enemy were formed into several lines, which were extensive. Tin'

general-in-chief then ordered General Barbee to join Todd; and General
Scott, who commanded both, was directed to extend the mounted volun-

teers far to the left, make a circuit, and turn the right of the enemv.
The legion was then placed in two lines, while Captain Campbell, who
commanded the cavalry, was ordered to the bank of the river ; which he
was to trace, until he penetrated and passed the Indian left. These dis-

»
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General Wayne defeating the Indians.

ions having been made, and Major Price sent to General ^n,\t. the

enemy still keeping his position, the march was resumed. The front line

of the legion, a small distance in advance, was ordered to move with arms

trailed, and to rouse the savages from their cover with the bayonet, before

a shot was fired ; then to deliver a full fire, and press the bayonet, so as

not to permit the fugitives to recharge their pieces. Rapid was the ad-

vance on the enemy—while these orders, strictly executed, and the first,

supported by the second line, inclining to the left, the enemy were inter-

cepted in an attempt to turn the left of the legion ; and the whole routed,

put to flight, and pursued, with such spirit and promptitude, by the front,

that but a part of the second line were engaged: while the Kentucky

volunteers, taking a circuit rather larger than necessary, were but very

partially engaged, if at all. In less than an hour, the enemy had passed

the British fort, and General Wayne halted in sight of it; where lie en-

camped the army. No action has been more decisive. The loss of the

legion, in killed and wounded, amounted to 107 ; among the former, were

Captain Campbell and Lieutenant Towles. The loss of the Indians,

probably, did not exceed that of the United States troops, who freely

KXposed themselves, but the enemy as little as possible.

General Wayne continued to occupy his camp for three days. While

in camp, a correspondence ensued between General Wayne and Majoi

Campbell, commandant of the British garrison ; the latter inquired of

the former, by what authority he approached so near his cannon, and in-

sulted his command? In reply from the general, he was referred to the
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discharges of his fire-arms, and the retreat of the Indians, who had taken

refuge behind his fortification : to this was subjoined an inquiry, by what

authority he had erected a garrison, under a foreign flag, within the

territory of the United States? adding further, that Major Campbell

ought -to withdraw. While the major, in return, declined all discussion

of the question of right— announced his authority from his Britannic

Majesty— and his determination to maintain his post, until otherwise

ordered by his superiors.

[ENERAL WAYNE, having sent another flag to

the Indians, again offered them peace, and in-

vited them to a friendly meeting ;then, showing

some disrespect to the assumed jurisdiction of

Major Campbell, broke up his camp, and re-

turned to Fort Deposite, which he strengthened,

and called Fort Defiance. From this place, he

moved the army to the main forks of the river,

and built Fort Wayne. The Indians having

signified their pacific disposition, were invited to

Greenville, where a treaty of peace was concluded.*

In the president's speech to Congress, he detailed the important events

of the past year, recommended a reform in the militia system, and ad-

vised that some plan should be adopted for redeeming the public debt,

which now amounted to about seventy-six millions of dollars. The Secre-

tary of the Treasury reported a scheme for enlarging the sinking fund,

for the diminution of the public debt. The scheme gave rise to much

debate, but was, at length, approved and carried into operation. Before

the end of the session, Hamilton resigned the office of Secretary of the

Treasury, and General Knox that of Secretary of War. Oliver Wolcott

ami Timothy Pickering succeeded to the vacant posts.

On the 19th of November, 1794, Mr. Jay concluded and signed, with

Lord Grenville, " a treaty of amity, commerce and navigation between

his Britannic majesty and the United States." It was received by the

President on the 7th of March, 1795, and in June submitted to the

senate, convened for its consideration. On the 2-lth of June, that body

advised its ratification, with the exception Of the 12th article, relative to

the West India trade. By this treaty, the United States gained many

important advantages. A reciprocal and perfect liberty of commerce was

established between the countries, the British government reserving the

right of countervailing the American foreign duties. The treaty gave

* Marshall.
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great offence to the French government, and excited a violent opposition

in the United States. The President, firmly adhered to his approval of

the treaty, in defiance of the thunders of partisan papers, and the

salumnies of demagogues.

On the 19th of August, Mr. Randolph resigned the office of Secretary

of State, and Mr. Pickering was appointed to succeed him, James

M'Henry was appointed Secretary of War, and Charles Lee, Attorney-

General. The foreign relations of the United States had begun to assume

a more favorable aspect. Treaties were negotiated with Spain and

Algiers, by which the free navigation of the Mississippi was secured from

the former, and the release of prisoners who had suffered in bondage for

years, from the latter. The President congratulated both houses, at the

opening of the session of Congress, upon the improved state of affairs.

But the British treaty was destined to be the cause of still further

agitation. The House of Representatives adopted a resolution, calling

for the instructions which the President had given to Mr. Jay, and the

correspondence and other documents relating to the negotiation. The

President refused, as the House bad nothing to do with treaties with

foreign nations. After a violent opposition, thp laws necessary for the
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fulfilment of the treaty were adopted. As Mr. .Monroe, the minister at

the French court, had not given a correct expression to the views of the

American government, he was recalled, and Charles C. Pinckney appointed

to succeed him.

The second term of Washington's administration was about to expire,

and no consideration could tempt him to admit his re-election. Indepen-

dent of his age and fatigue, popular clamor had of late, passed all decent

limits, in vituperation. Besides, he thought one person had ruled long

enough for a republic. His intention of retiring, Washington announced

to the people in a farewell address which is cherished as a valuable

monument of his wisdom and patriotism by all Americans. It is re-

markable for the truth and profundity of its views and maxims, and the

clearness and force of its language. The two houses came together in

December. 17!M>. and Washington met them for the last time.

Little was done during the session. Public attention was engrossed

with the novelty of a presidential election. When the votes of the

electors were opened and counted in the presence of both houses, it

appeared that John Adams was chosen president, and Thomas Jefferson,

having the next highest number of votes, vice-president. Washington

remained at Philadelphia to see his successor inaugurated, and then re

tired to his estate at .Mount Vernon. (March, 1797.) We cannot see

this illustrious patriot thus retire from the public service without reflecting

upon the contrast he presented to those men of great talents who have

served their countries only to enslave them. Perhaps no man ever pos-
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8essed the heart of his people in so great a measure. To his gigantic

exertions and unquailing resolution, that people were indebted for a

righteous termination of their struggle for independence. They knew

this, and they were grateful— perhaps grateful enough to resign their

liberties to his will. But Washington was deaf to all suggestions of a

monarchy. With his eyes Bteadily fixed upon an ideal of a patriot, he

heeded not the bickerings of selfish gratification. Like Epaminondas of

old, he received power only when the people called for his wisdom and

firmness, and having relieved his country, he was content—nay, proud to

be called one of her free citizens. Such truly great and generous spirits

seldom appear in history ; but when they do rise, thej' shed a never-dying

lustre upon the land of their birth and demantl the tribute of admiration

from every freeman.



JOHN ADAMS



CHAPTER XLIV.

AKMIXISTRATION OF JOHN ADAMS.

HE President who was chosen to succeed

Washington, was revered by the majority

for his patriotism and revolutionary ser-

vices. Yet being a firm and consistent

advocate of the doctrines held by the

federalists, it was expected that the mea-

sures of his administration would meet

with a strong opposition. In his inaugural

address, Mr. Adams unfolded his political

views, and expressed his determination to

endeavor to carry out the principles and policy of his illustrious pre-

decessor.

The first subject which engaged the attention of the government was a

difficulty with France. The French directory announced to Mr. Pinckncy

their determination not to receive another minister plenipotentiary fiom

the United States until after the redress of grievances demanded of the

American government, which the French had a right to expect from it.

Mr. Pinckney was afterwards ordered to quit the territories of France.

American vessels were captured wherever found ; and. under the pretext
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of their wanting a document, with which the treaty of commerce had been

uniformly understood to dispense, they were condemned as prizes.

The President convened Congress on the 15th of June, when in a firm

and dignified speech, he stated the hostile movements of the French

government, and, while desiring an accommodation upon honorable terms,

expressed the opinion that decisive and spirited measures should at once

be adopted, to convince the French that the Americans knew and would

maintain their national rights.

In order to see what could be effected by negotiation, three envoys

extraordinary, at the head of whom was General Pinckney, were ap-

pointed to proceed to France. On the 7th of July, an act was passed to

declare the treaties heretofore concluded with France no longer obligatory
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on thp United States. In the

spring of 1798, despatches were

received from the American envoys,

announcing the total failure of their

mission. Talleyrand, the French

minister of Foreign Affairs, de-

manded money, as an antecedent

condition, not only of the recon-

ciliation of America with France,

but of any negotiation on the sub-

ject of differences. The envoys

refused, and two of them were

ordered to quit the territories of

the republic. The despatches ex-

cited great and universal indig-

nation. Throughout the States,

the language was, " Millions for

defence ; not a cent for tribute."

Congress caught the spirit of

the people, and adopted vigorous

measures. It was resolved to or-

ganize a considerable regular army.

The President was authorized to

raise twelve additional regiments

of infantry, and one of cavalry, to

serve during the continuance of

the difficulties with France. He
was also authorized to organize

volunteer corps, the persons com-

posing which were not to receive any pay, unless called into actual

service. In June, Congress authorized the defence of the merchant

vessels of the United States against French depredations. In July, the

President appointed George Washington lieutenant-general and com-

mander-in-chief of the defensive array. Washington, though wishin

enjoy the Bweets of retirement, accepted the appointment, upon condition

that lie should be allowed to appoint the officers immediately subordinate

to him. He selected Alexander Hamilton and Charles Cotesworth

Pinckney for major-generaN. and Henry Kii<>\ for inspector-genoral.

Or. all sides was heard the bustle of preparation for invasion,

navy department was created. An alien bill, for getting rid of the French

emissaries, and a sedition bill, were passed, after a violent opposition from
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the democrats, or republicans. Happily, the gloom of a threatening m
waa dispelled. Talleyrand explained away his former conduct, and l'n

ilent Adams, anticipating a reaction in favor of peace, appointed Mr.

Ellsworth and Mr. Murray plenipotentiaries to the French republic.

Napoleon had succeeded the directory as the ruling power; and as he

had no interest in prolonging a state of hostility, and had other objects to

engage his attention, he gave the American envoys a favorable reception.

The creation of the American navy and a few of its achievements were

the most remarkable events of this short contest. In the early part of

1799, the navy consisted of 42 vessels, carrying 950 guns The defence

of the American commerce in the West Indies was entrusted to Commo-

dore Truxtun, in the frigate Constellation, 38 guns. Such was Truxtun's

vigilance and activity, that the French privateers were compelled to re-

main in port. On the 9th of February, the Constellation fell in with
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the French frigate L'Insurgente, one of the fastest sailers in the French

navy. This being the first time since the revolutionary war that an

American ship had encountered an enemy in any manner which promised

a contest, the officers and men were eager for the engagement ; and the

enemy were not inclined to avoid it. The ships neared, until the Con-

stellation, after having been thrice hailed, opened a fire upon her antagonist.

A fierce cannonade ensued, while the American was drawing ahead. She

suffered much in her sails and rigging, and the foretopmast was nearly

cut off by a shot. This was, in some degree, remedied by Mr. David

Porter, a midshipman, who being unable to communicate the circumstance

to others, himself cut the stoppers and lowered the yard, and thus pre-

1 the fall of the mast with its rigging. In the meantime, their

superior gunnery gave the action a turn in favor of the Americans, who

were at last enabled to decide the contest by two or three raking broad-

sides, after a combat of an hour, when the Americana wore round, and

would again have raked her with all their guns, had she not prudently

struck. The prize was greatly damaged, and had lost in all seventy men.

The Constellation was also much damaged in her rigging, but lost only

three men—wounded—one of whom— Mr. Jam.'s M'Donough—had hii
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foot shot off. The Insurgente carried forty guns, and 409 men. The

American vessel carried thirty-eight guns, and 309 men.

It was half-past three, in the afternoon, when the Insurgente struck,

and Mr. Rodgers, the first lieutenant of the Constellation, was sent, to-

gether with Mr. Porter and eleven men, to take possession and have the

prisoners removed ; but, ere this could be effected, the darkness and a

rise of wind separated the ships.

The situation of Rodgers, at this period, was unpleasant in the extreme.

No handcuffs were to be found, and the prisoners seemed disposed to

rebel. Fortunately, Rodgers was well calculated to act with decision in

such circumstances, and Porter and the men were prompt in executing

his orders. The prisoners were sent into the lower hold, and a sentinel

stationed at each hatchway, with orders to shoot any one who should

attempt to come upon deck without orders. Thus he was obliged to

spend three days, at the end of which time he arrived at St. Kitts,

where the Constellation had already arrived.

The American cruisers, which generally sailed singly, for the better

protection of commerce, made many captures, and became very formi-

dable to the French privateers and commercial vessels. Captains Murray

and Barry, and lieutenants Bainbridge and Decatur, acquired the first

of those laurels, to which they afterwards made such great additions.

After the capture of L'Insurgente, the Constellation sailed for the

United States to refit. In the early part of 1800, she returned to her

iruising ground, still under Truxtun's command. On the 1st of February,
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Captain Barry.

ho descried a ship off the island of (ruadaloupe, to which he gave chase,

as she proved to be a French man-of-war. On the evening of the 2d,

Truxtun came up with her, and a desperate tuttle followed, continuing

from 8 o'clock until half-past one, when the enemy made sail to escape.

Tnixtun's vessel was too much crippled to follow, and the French vessel,

which proved to be the Vengeance, reached Curacjoa in a sinking condition.

The Vengeance carried 52 guns, a crew of between 400 or 500 men, and

was commanded by Captain Pitot. Her loss was reported at 50 killed,

and 110 wonnded. She would have certainly been captured, but for the

of the Constellation's main-mast. The American ship hail 14 men

killed, and 25 wounded. Congress awarded a gold medal to Truxtun for

his good conduct, and he was soon afterwards promoted to the comn

of the President, 44. The whole number of French vessels captured

during the war was 308. This conferred great honor on the infant navy

and its daring cruisers.

Negotiation adjusted the differ n the United States and the

French republic, and a treaty was concluded at Paris, on the 30th of

September, 1800; but was not finally ratified by both parties until July,

1801. Hostilities, however, had censed, long before.
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The latter part of 1799 was marked by a melancholy event, which

threw a deep gloom over the United States, and caused the deepest

regret among many enlightened individuals in every country of the

world. George Washington, the father of his country, and a model,

whether viewed as a general, a statesman, a patriot, or a man, died on

the 14th of December, in the 68th year of his age, after an illness of

twenty-four hours. The nation mourned deeply and sincerely the loss

of the great chief. Congress adopted various resolutions expressing

their respect for his memory, and the members resolved to wear black

during the remainder of the session. Elegies were written, and orations

Old Tomb of Wuhingtoo
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delivered throughout the country, and no panegyric was considered too

lofty for the man who was " first in war, first in peac •. and first in the

hearts of his countrymen.*

During 1799, treaties were concluded between the United States and

Tunis, and the United States and Prussia. The latter was negotiated by

John Quincy Adams, afterwards President of the United States. During

the interval between the sessions of Congress, the seat of government

had been removed from Philadelphia to Washington, and in 1800 Con-

gress met for the first time at that place. President Adams, in his

regular address, congratulated the people upon having a permanent seat

of government, and implored the blessing of the Supreme Being upon it.

The term of Mr. Adams, as president, being about to expire, a new

election was held. Several of the measures of the administration had

proved unpopular, and when the result of the election was ascertained,

Mr. Adams was completely in the minority. It was found that Thomas

Jefferson and Aaron Burr each had the same number of votes. The

choice, therefore, was to be made by the House of Representatives.

There, also, Jefferson ami Burr had the same number of votes ; and it

was not until the thirty-fifth ballot that the friends of Jefferson succeeded

in electing him president. Burr became vice-president. (March, 1801.)

* After remaining many years in the original family tomb, the remains of Wash-

ington were transferred to a new, more secure and more elegant tomb. At a still

•ater period, mey were inclosed in a marble sarcophagus.

\i w I omb "i Wubiogto
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CHAPTER XLV.

JEFFERSON'S ADMINISTRATION.

RESIDENT JEFFERSON stood high in the favor of a

majority of the people of the Union, and even those

who opposed his doctrines, admitted his political talents.

During the Revolution, he rose to eminence as a states-

man and patriot, and had ever since continued to serve

his country in a civil capacity. In his inaugural ad-

dress, the president summarily stated what he deemed

the " essential principles of our government, and consequently, those

which ought to shape its administration." These principles were, gene-

rally, those which the republican party had advocated, and which he bad

ever maintained.

The president proceeded at once to make the changes in matters undei

the control of the executive, which he had long recommended. Through

his exertions, the army and navy were reduced; some portion of the

taxes which had become odious were abolished ; the levees of the president

were omitted, and future communications from the executive to Congress

were to be made in writing. The most violent of his political opponents

were removed from office. The abolition of internal taxes enabled him

to do away with a great number of offices, and by taking measures for

gradually paying the debt, Jefferson led the way towards undermining

the great patronage and influence of the treasury department.
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A difficulty with the French government now occurred, and threatened

to end in a war. Napoleon, having effected a treaty of peace with

Britain, was directing his active mind to the recovery of that colonial

force which had heen lost during the war. An expedition was fitted out

to recover St. Domingo from the insurgent blacks. After its conquest,

the army was t" take possession of Louisiana, and these united would

give France a preponderance in the West Indies, as well as the full com-

mand of the Mississippi and the Gulf.

The president, informed of these schemes, wrote to the envoy at Paris,

to represent there the inexpediency of them, and the dangerous conse-

quences of interrupting the good feeling of the people of all nations.

The people of the Western States, deprived hy the Spanish authorities

of the right of having a depot at New I cleans, determined to assert their

claim by force of arms ; and had not fortune favored Jefferson at this

time, he would have been involved in a war with France at once : but the

expedition against St. Domingo failing of success, and the breach between

France and England widening, every day, Napoleon's scheme became im-

practicable, and he offered to sell Louisiana to the United States govern-

ment. The offer was accepted, and the immense tract of Louisiana was

purchased for the sum of 15,000,000 dollars.

The State of Ohio was admitted into the Union on the 28th of April,

1S02. In 1803, it contained 76,000 inhabitants. Public attention was

now directed to another subject which had long caused uneasiness. The

piratical states of Barbary, especially Algiers and Tripoli, had been

committing constant depredations on American commerce.

On the 14th of May, 1801, the bashaw of Tripoli formally declared

war against the United States, in consequence of the refusal of the

government to grant him subsidies. Though there was no certainty of

war in the United States, and intelligence of the declaration of it by the

bashaw had not yet reached the government, still the character of the

Barbary States was such as to render that event highly probable, and it

was resolved to send out a squadron to protect our commerce. The

frigates President, Captain James Barron ; Philadelphia, Captain Samuel

Barron ; Essex, Captain William Bainbridge ; and the schooner Enter-

prise, Lieutenant-Commandant Sterret, composed the squadron, the whole

of which was put in command of Commodore Dale. He set sail on the

1st of June, and arrived off Gibraltar on the 1st of July, where he

found the high-admiral of Tripoli at anchor, in a ship of 20 guns, nine

mil six-pounders, 260 men, and a brig of 16 guns, with 160 men. The

Tripolitan stated that he had been out thirty-six days, was not at war

with America, and had not captured any prizes. From all the informa-
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Commodore Dale,

tion Commodore Dale could obtain at Gibraltar, Tripoli was at war with

the United States. Leaving a sufficient force to blockade the port, Dale

sailed for Algiers, where lie delivered to Mr. O'Brien the cloth and linen

which he had brought out as part of the annual present for the Dey ; and

from thence he sailed to Tunis, where he met Mr. Eaton, the United

States consul, who expressed his opinion that the appearance of the

American fleet would have a good effect upon the action of the govern-

ments of Algiers and Tunis. He then commenced a blockade of Tripoli,

when the bashaw opened a correspondence with him, ami endeavored to

explain away the differences between him and the United States; but this

was productive of no satisfactory results, and the blockade was continued

for some time.

In August, the United States schooner Enterprise, Captain Sterret,

fell in with one of these cruisers, off Malta. A desperate engagement

ensued, which was, without intermission, continued nearly two bonis, when

the Tripolitarj hauled down his colors. The crew of the Enterpi

ceasing to fire, cheered upon their victory ; when the perfidious corsair

again attacked, hoisting his colors, and renewi with increased

desperation, but to little effect. A volley of small-arms from the Enter-
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prise swept the deck of the enemy, and the cruiser was ordered under het

quarters. The treacherous disposition of these buccaneers was again

manifested; for, on gaining this position, they renewed, from below, the

contest a third time, by pouring a broadside into the Enterprise, hoisting

the bloody flag, in token of extermination, and using every effort to

board. The crew of the Enterprise were now animated to a high pitch

of resentment, and resolved to wreak a signal vengeance on their treach-

erous opponents. Such a position was taken, that the corsair was raked

fore and aft. A well-directed fire carried away the mizzen-mast, and

drove the enemy from their quarters. The commander, perceiving im-

pending destruction to the remainder of his crew, threw his colors into

the sea, and, bending over the side of his vessel in an attitude of suppli-

cation, implored mercy. Captain Sterett instantly arrested the work of

carnage, and, setting a noble example of the triumph of civilization and

generosity over barbarism, orden A every attention to be paid to the

wounded Tripolitans thai humanity could dictate. The masts of the

cruiser were cut down, Captain Sterrett's instructions not permitting him

to make a prize of her; the guns thrown into the sea ; and a spar being

erected as a substitute for a mast, to which a tattered sail was attached,

the surviving crew were thus sent into Tripoli, with an admonition not to

expect tribute from a nation determined to pay it only in powder and ball.

screen his own impolicy, the

bashaw ascribed the defeat to

cowardice in the captain of his

vessel, whom, though wounded,

he ordered to be mounted on an

ass, paraded through the town,

as an object of public scorn, and

afterwards to receive five hun-

dred stripes with the bastinado.

Captain Sterrett was honored

with the special notice of the

president of the United States,

who, in a message to the two

houses of Congress,recommended

this achievement to their particular attention. They unanimously passed

resolutions expressive of their approbation of the gallantry of the com-

mander, officers, and crew of t he Enterprise; and voted a gold medal,

with suitable emblems, to Captain Sterrett, swords of value to his officers,

and one month's extra pay to the non-commissioned officers, seamen, and

marines.
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In the year 1802, Commodore Murray, in the Constellation, sailed for

the Mediterranean. While cruising off the port of Tripoli, and happening

to be becalmed, his situation was perceived, and the whole of the Tripoli-

tan gun-bouts in the harbor came out to engage him. The low construc-

tion of this kind of craft, and their moveability in calm weather, render

them formidable, in proportion as the advantages of larger vessels are

counteracted, when the want of wind prevents their being steered. A
man-of-war then presents the fairest mark ; and accordingly, at point

blank distance, the Constellation was exposed to a galling, incessant fire,

for more than an hour. A breeze, however, fortunately springing up,

the commodore dashed in among them, and obliged the whole to retire in

dismay and confusion. Several of the boats were sunk ; others upset in

the surf; and numbers of the crews were killed, wounded, or drowned.

HE year 1802 elapsed without any other oc-

currence of interest. Early in 1803, the

United States determined on vigorous mea-

sures against Tripoli. A squadron of seven

sail was fitted out, consisting of the Consti-

tution of 44 guns, Philadelphia 44, Argus

18, Syren 16, Nautilus 16, Vixen 16, and

Enterprise 14, the command of which was

given to Commodore Preble.

At this time, our situation with respect to

Morocco and Tunis was critical, and in

regard to Tripoli, had been hostile for more than two years. The

American administration had proposed to adopt the same policy towards

these powers as that submitted to by most of the governments of Europe
;

that is, to give them presents or annuities, in conformity to their preju-

dices and habits, but to make an occasional display of force in their seas,

with a view to keep down their demands and expectations. The former

part of the system, however, had been practised upon, at least, till after

the year 1798, without the aid of the latter. The opposition in Congress

to the building of vessels of war till that period, withheld from the

government the means of employing force to lessen the amount or secure

the effect of presents.

Great sums had been paid in specie and articles of war, especially to

Algiers. The new bashaw of Tripoli, who had deposed his elder brother,

wishing to gratify his subjects— thinking to sell his friendship to us al a

high rate, and perhaps expecting the co-operation of one or more of the

African governments, sent out his cruisers against our trade. The United

States' squadron, first under Commodore Dale, and next under Commo-
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dore Morris, had Furnished protection to our commerce and seamen by

convoys: and had annoyed Tripoli by blockading her principal cruiser in

Gibraltar, and by attacking and dismantling another. Still the bashaw

had not received such an impression of our ability and determination to

make the war distressing to him. as to be inclined, on admissible terms,

to discontinue his piracies. " Specks of war," and symptoms of insolence

in the other Barbary States, rendered it important they should have a

stronger conviction of the inconvenience and danger of refusing to be at

peace with the United States. The commanders before Mr. Preble, had

urged the necessity of an increase of our force in those seas, and, if

Tripoli was to be blockaded with effect, had recommended that a larger

proportion of the Bqnadron should be small vessels, which might easily re-

in \r each other. The last suggestion, not the former, appears to have

been regarded by the government in the armament now in readiness.

Notwithstanding the most strenuous exertion, the commodore was not

ready to sail with the Constitution till the 13th of August. The wages

in the merchant service being higher than on board public ships, it was

found difficult to get this frigate manned at all, and still more with

native American sailors.

N his passage to Gibraltar, he brought-to

and visited, 7th September, the fri

Maimona, 30 guns and 150 men, belong-

ing to the Emperor of Morocco. After

three several examinations of her papers, which were

fair, he dismissed her, though he afterwards believed

she was authorised to capture Americans. lie ar-

rived at Gibraltar 12th September, and immediately

found work to fill his hand in the position of our

affairs with Morocco. Captain Bainbridge had, on

the 26th August, captured the Moorish ship Mirboka, of 22 guns and

100 men. This ship had sailed from Tangier August 7th. Among her

papers was an order to cruise for Americans. It was not signed, but

declared by the captain to have been delivered to him sealed, with a di-

rection to open it at sea, by Hashash, governor of Tangier. She had

taken the American brig Celia, Captain Bowcn, which was then in com-

pany, and which Captain Bainbridge retook and restored to the owner.

The last of May, Captain Rogers had detained the Mishouda, a Tripolitan

vessel under Morocco colors. She had a passport from the American

consul, with a reserve for blockaded ports. She was taken attempting tc

go into Tripoli, which Captain Rogers, in the John Adams, was known

to be blockading. On board her were guns and other contraband articles
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njt in her when she received her passport at Gibraltar ; also 20 Tripolitau

subjects taken in at Algiers. The appearance was that she had been

talien under the imperial Hag for the purpose of being restored to oar

enemy. The emperor denied authorising the attempt of the Mishouda,

and said it' she was given up the captain should be punished. The

governor Hashash, on learning the capture of the Mirboka, at which time

the emperor was absent, declared she acted without authority, and that

war was not intended. At the same time, her captain certified that this

governor gave him his orders. Hashash was, and continued to be in the

confidence of Muley Soliman. He had said " do what, you please, and I

will support you."

HE next day after his arrival, Com-

modore Preble wrote to the consul,

Simpson, at Tangier, desiring him to

assure the Moorish court, that the

United States wished peace with his

majesty, if it could be had on proper

terms— that he could not suppose

the emperor's subject would dare to

make war without his permission;

but as their authority was disavowed by the governor, he should punish

as a pirate every Moorish cruiser who should be found to have taken an

American.

Commodore Rogers, on whom the command of the former squadron

under Morris devolved, and who was under orders to return to the United

States with the frigates New York and John Adams, agreed to remain a

few days on the station, and to join Commodore Preble in Tangier bay,

to assist in effecting an adjustment.

On the 17th. taking into his ship the principal Moorish officers of the

two prizes, he appeared, with the Constitution and John Adams, in Tan-'

gier bay, hoisting the white flag in token of peace, but having the men

at quarters. Mr. Simpson, however, was not permitted to come on board,

nor to write except on an open slip of paper ; being confined to his house,

with two sentinels at his door, by order, as was said, of the governor of

Tangier. The governor was at Tetuan, and the emperor was absent at

Fez, and not expected for several days.

Another act of hostility had been done at Mogadore, by an oider to

detain all American vessels, and the actual seizure of the brig Hannah,

of Salem, Joseph M. Williams master.

The commodore was confirmed in the propriety and benefit of a high

tone and vigorous measures ; accordingly, he took a decided course. He
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gave orders to his squadron to bring in for examination all vessels belong-

ing to the emperor and his subjects ; despatched three vessels to cruise

off Mogadore, Salee, and Zarach, and one off Tetuan, and entered the

bay of Tangier at several times. That the Tripolitans might not think

they were forgotten, he despatched the Philadelphia and Vixen to lie

before Tripoli.

HE consul, Simpson, made representations to

the emperor, who was absent, before and after

the arrival of Commodore Preble, explaining

our hostile movements. The answers received

were general, but showed that if he had au-

thorised war, he was now prepared to disavow

it ; and if the orders for the capture and de-

tention of American vessels had been the acts

of his governor, given under a general discretion, he would refuse his

sanction.

On the day assigned, the llth, the commodore, accompanied by Colonel

Lear, Mr. Morris, as secretary, and two midshipmen, landed at Tangier

fin- an audience with the emperor. He believed there was no danger in

landing ; but he expressed his desire, that if he should be forcibly detained,

the commanding officer on board would not enter into treaty for his

release, or consider his personal safety ; but open a fire upon the town.

They were ushered into the castle and the presence of the sovereign

through a double file of guards. The commodore at the entrance was

requested, according to Moorish custom in such cases, to dispose of his

side-arms. lie said he must comply with the custom of his own country,

and retain them, which was allowed. On coming into the imperial pre-

sence, our officer and the consul were requested to advance near the em-

peror, with whom they conversed by an interpreter. He expressed much

sorrow and regret that any difference had arisen, for he was at peace with

the United States. He disavowed having given any hostile orders ; said

he would restore all American vessels and property detained in consequence

of any act of his governors, and renew and confirm the treaty made with

his father in 178(5. The commodore and consul, on the part of the

United States, promised that the vessels and property of the emperor

should be restored, and the orders of capture revoked. They proceeded

to an interview with the minister, where the details were settled. The

mutual stipulations were forthwith executed, the Mirboka being appraised

with a view to the indemnification of the captors by our government.

The commodore received a formal ratification of the treaty of 1786, and

a letter of friendship and peace to the president, signed by the emperor
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Having thus adjusted the difficulties that had been started by the

equivocal and crooked policy of the Emperor of Morocco towards the

American government, the commodore directed his attention against

Tripoli. The Philadelphia, Captain Bainbridge, being despatched, pre

viously, to reconnoitre, standing five leagues to the eastward of that town,

descried a sail in-shore, to which chase was immediately given. When it

was seen that no efforts could prevent her escape, the Philadelphia, in

beating off, was found to be in only seven fathoms water, and almost im-

mediately struck. Every effort was exerted to lighten her, but in vain.

The greatest depth of water was ascertained to be astern. All sails were

laid aback ; the top-gallant-sails loosened ; three anchors thrown away

from the bows ; the water in the hold started ; and all the guns thrown

overboard, excepting a few aloft, to defend the ship against the Tripolitan

gun-boats, then advancing upon her : the foremast was cut away ; but

every attempt proved ineffectual. The Philadelphia, deprived of the

power of resistance, was compelled to strike to superior numbers of the

enemy, who, with their gun-boats, covered the sea. The Tripolitans took

possession of the frigate ; and her officers and crew, to the number of

three hundred, were made prisoners. Subsequently, on a change of wind,

the Tripolitans got off the frigate, and towed her into harbor.

IAPTAIN BAINBRIDGE and his

fellow-prisoners were carried before

the bashaw, and thence conducted to

the house previously occupied by Mr.

Cathcart, the American consul. The

officers were placed on parole, with a guarantee,

from the bashaw's minister, for their security

and forthcoming.

Shortly after, Commodore Preble captured a

schooner, off Tripoli, having on board the pre-

sents of the bashaw to the Grand Signior, and several distinguished

officers. It was expected that so opportune a capture might, if it did not

facilitate a peace, at least afford the means of procuring a release of the

crew of the Philadelphia. The commodore immediately proffered an

exchange. The bashaw returned an answer, with indirect proposals for

peace ; but the terms consisted of inadmissible principles, viz., the ransom

of the officers and crew, for five hundred dollars each, and the payment

of an annual tribute from the United States, as the price of peace. Be-

yond this, he offered to restore the Philadelphia for the schooner. On
the rejection of these terms, the bashaw varied his position, and offered

an exchange of the American officers and men for the Tripolitan prisoners,
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man for man, as far as they would go; a delivery of the remainder for

four hundred dollars each; an exchange of the frigate for the captured

schooner ; ami a ratification of peace, but with an annual tribute. These

were, in like manner, rejected.

Captain Bainbridge,* who had been captured in the frigate Philadelphia,

and still remained a prisoner in Tripoli, continued, by writing with sym-

pathetic ink, to hold a correspondence with Commodore Preble, ami his

suggestions were of the highest importance to the success of the expedi-

tion. By the assistance of Mr. Nissen, the Danish consul to Tripoli,

who was unwearied in his acts of kindness to the American prisoners,

he transmitted a letter to Commodore Preble, in which he informed him

that he thought it practicable to destroy the frigate Philadelphia at her

moorings in the harbor of Tripoli. He added, that all the enemy's gun-

boats were hauled up on shore, and from the ramparts he had observed,

in addition to the castle, only one small battery with a few awkwardly

mounted guns. To accomplish the object, he suggested the following

plan :

••/QUARTER a sm all merchant schooner,

\J and have her commanded by fearless

and determined officers. Let the vessel

enter the harbor at night, with her men

secreted below deck—steer her directly on

board the frigate, and then let the officers

and men board, sword in hand, and there

was not a doubt of their success, and

without any very heavy Joss. It would

be necessary to take several good row-

boats, in order to facilitate the retreat,

after the enterprise had been accomplished. The frigate, in her present

condition, is a powerful auxiliary battery for the defence of the harbor.

Though it will be impossible to remove her from her anchorage, and thus

restore this beautiful vessel to our navy
;

yet, as she may, and no doubt

will be repaired, an important end would be gained by her destruction."

Commodore Preble highly approved of the plan suggested, which he

submitted to several of his confidential officers. By the first opportunity,

he wrote to Captain Bainbridge, that concurring with him as to the prac-

ticability of destroying the frigate Philadelphia, he was making prepara-

tions for that purpose, and that his friend, Lieutenant Stephen Decatur,

nad volunteered to command the enterprise.

* Harris's Life of Bainbridge.
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On the 15th of February, 1804, about midnight, Captain Bainbridge

and the other American officers imprisoned al Tripoli, were suddenly

awakened by tbe rapid discharge of heavy artillery from the Iripolitan

batteries. They sj rang to the windows, and were delighted to observe

the frigate Philadelphia, the boasted trophy of the bashaw, wrapt in de-

vnui'iii:' Haines. This spectacle was particularly gratifying to Captain

Bainbridge, as he witnessed in it the accomplishment of his own scheme,

which he had submitted some time before to Commodore Preble, and .-aw

removed, at the same time, the vessel which he daily grudged to behold

in the possession of the enemy.

HIS brilliant enterprise wa8 achieved by

Lieutenant Stephen Decatur and his brave

followers. After Commodore Preble had

received Captain Bainbridge's letter, con-

taining his plan for the destruction of the

ifife captured frigate, lie submitted it to Lieu

tenant Decatur, who promptly offered to

command the expedition. The crew of the

United States frigate were piped on deck for the purpose of obtaining

volunteers. As usual 'on such occasions on board United States vessels,

twice the number volunteered that were required. Of these, seventy

broad-shouldered, gallant-looking fellows were selected, and were ordered

to hold themselves in readiness for service.

A Tripolitan ketch which Decatur had captured a few days before, and

which was now called the Intrepid, was fitted out to carry them to the

harbor of Tripoli. The officers selected for the enterprise, were Lieu-

tenant James Lawrence and Joseph Bainbridge, with Midshipmen Charles

Morris and John Henley. The Intrepid, in company with the brig Syren,

Lieutenant Charles Stewart, sailed from Syracuse on the 3d of February,

and, after a tempestuous passage of twelve days, arrived about twilight

off their destined harbor. The hour of ten was assigned to meet the

boats of the Syren, which were to accompany the expedition ; but, in

consequence of the change of wind, the two vessels became separated six

or eight miles. As there was danger in delay, Decatur resolved to gain

the inner harbor. Accordingly, at nine o'clock be increased his sail ; but,

owing to the lightness of the wind, three hours were lost in passing three

miles. When within about a hundred yards, he was hailed from the

frigate, and threatened with being fired into, unless he immediately came

to anchor. A Maltese pilot, who was on board, was directed to say that

the anchors were lost. The ketch, when within fifty yards of the Phila-

delphia, being completely becalmed, Lieutenant Decatur ordered a rope
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to be earned out in a boat, and fastened to tbe forechains of the frigate

This point being gained, the craft was quickly warped alongside, before

her true character was suspected by the Tripolitans. Decatur immediately

sprang on board, with the gallant midshipman Morris by his side, quickly

followed by the other officers and men. Though a short interval elapsed

before the crew succeeded in mounting after them, such was the conster-

nation of the Turks, that they took no advantage of this delay. The

brave commander, with his gallant followers, now rushed, sword in hand,

on the enemy, who were crowded together on the forecastle, and soon

overpowered them ; but not until a large proportion of them were killed,

wounded, or thrown overboard.

EING prepared with matches and combustibles,

each officer ran to such points of the ship as

had been assigned him by previous arrange-

ment, and thus fired her in a number of places

at the same time. In a few seconds, she was

enveloped in flames. It required great exer-

tions to save the Intrepid from destruction—
she was attached to a vessel in a state of fearful conflagration—was fired

upon by the water-battery and the castle at the same time, and had it

not been for a favorable breeze which at that juncture sprang up, escape

would have been impossible. In this gallant enterprise, none of the

Americans were killed, and only four wounded.

Nothing could exceed the rage of the bashaw at the loss of his valuable

prize. He ordered the prison to be immediately surrounded by guards,

and interrupted all intercourse between the officers and men of the Phila-

delphia. On the 1st of March, they were conducted under a strong guard

to the castle, and confined in a cold and damp apartment, with only one

opening at the top, which was grated with iron. Through this aperture

alone they received light and air. In this place they were entombed

during the remainder of their captivity. The condition of the prisoners

was, however, in no small degree, alleviated by the unwearied attentions

of Mr. Nissen, the benevolent Dane.

On the 12th of July, 1804, Commodore Preble appeared off Tripoli

with a small squadron. On the 3d of August, at 3 P. M., commenced a

tremendous fire between our men-of-war, and the Tripolitan castle, bat-

teries, and gun-boats. Shot and shells were thrown into every quarter

of the city, causing the greatest consternation among the inhabitants.

The firing attracted the attention of the officers to the high grated window

of the prison, from which they observed with unspeakable pride, three

of the American gun-boats bear down, in gallant style, on the enemy's
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eastern division, consisting of nine vessels of the same class. As our

vessels advanced, a few well-directed rounds of grape and musketry were

fired, and as soon as the vessels came in contact, our gallant countrymen

boarded sword in hand, and, after a fierce contest of a few minutes, they

captured three of the Tripolitan gun-boats : the other six precipitately

fled. At the moment of victory, Captain Decatur was informed that his

brother, Lieutenant James Decatur, had been treacherously shot by a

Tripolitan commander, after he had boarded and captured him. The

fearless Decatur immediately pursued the murderer, and, succeeding in

getting alongside just as be was retreating within the enemy's lines, he

boarded with only eleven followers. Decatur immediately attacked the

Tripolitan commander, who was armed with spear and cutlass. In the

contest, which for a time appeared doubtful, Decatur broke his sword near

the hilt. He seized his enemy's spear, and, after a violent struggle, suc-

ceeded in throwing him on the deck. The Turk now drew from his belt

a dirk, and, when in the act of striking, Decatur caught his arm, drew

from his pocket a pistol, and shot him through the head. During the

continuance of this terrible struggle, the crews of each vessel impetuously

rushed to the assistance of their respective commanders. Such was the

Damage in this furious and desperate battle, that it was with difficulty

Decatur could extricate himself from the killed and wounded by which

he was surrounded.

In this affair, an American sailor, named Reuben James, manifested
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the most heroic self-devotion. Seeing a Tripolitan officer aiming a blow

at Decatur's head, while he was struggling with his prostrate foe, and

which must have proved fatal, had not the generous and fearless tar, wh.

had been deprived of the use of both his hands, by severe wounds, rushed

between the sabre and his commander and received the blow on his head,

by which his skull waa fractured.*

The boat commanded by Lieutenant Joseph Bainbridge received a shot

that carried away her lateen-yards, by which all his exertions to get

alongside of the enemy were rendered altogether unavailing. Being

within musket-shot, however, he directed a brisk fire, which did great

execution. Unable to manage his boat without sails, she grounded near

the enemy's batteries; but, by courage and great exertions, she was ex-

tricated from her perilous situation.

Captain Somers, being unable to beat to windward, in order to co-ope-

rate with Decatur, bore down with his single boat, on the leeward division

of the enemy, and attacked, within pistol-shot, five of the Tripolitan

vessels. He maintained the action with great spirit until the other

division of the enemy was defeated, when this also precipitately fled

within their harbor.

The enemy's boats again rallied, and attempted to surround Un-

American gun-boats and prizes. This bold enterprise was defeated,

however, by the advance of Commodore Preble, in the frigate Constitu-

tion, which, by a few spirited broadsides, effectually covered the retreat

of the brave little squadron, which had so signally triumphed. The

frigate Constitution, bomb-vessels, &c, created great alarm and confusion

in the city, by throwing shot and shells. The frigate was several times

within three cables' length of the batteries, and each time silenced those

against whom her broadsides were directed. These advantages, however,

the gallant commander was unable to secure without more assistance, for,

so soon as he changed his position, the firing recommenced at the points

of the fort, from which the men had been driven.

Availing themselves of the land-breeze, which commenced to blow

between four and five in the afternoon, the squadron retired from the

action. The damages sustained by the Americans were quite inconsid-

erable, when compared with the apparent danger to which they were ex-

posed. The loss of the enemy was very great. The three boats captured

from the Tripolitans contained 103 men, of whom 47 were killed, and 26

wounded. Three of their boats were sunk, and the crews buried in the

waves. A number of guns in the batteries were dismounted, the city was

* Harris's Life of Bainbridge.
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considerably injured, and many of tin- inhabitants killed. A great pro-

portiim of the inhabitants, and all the foreign consuls fled from the

city, with the exception of the benevolent Mr. Nissen.

I hi the 7th, the squadron repeated their attack, conducted with ability

and effect, surpassing, if possible, the former one; and on the 2i*th, a

mosl desperate engagement took place. One hundred and twenty rounds

were fired by the American squadron, which did extensive injury to the

town and batteries. One polacre, and several gun-boats, were sunk on

the part of the enemy. The Constitution frigate anchored within pistol-

shot of the principal shore-battery, and received twelve shot in her hull.

The Tripolitans on this occasion, mustered very strong; and their

batteries, mounting 115 guns, were well served. Forty-five thousand

Arabs defended the town, in addition to the ordinary population ; and the

harbor was flanked by one brig, two schooners, and nineteen gun-boats.*

On the 4th of September, the ketch Intrepid, fitted up as an explosion

vessel, was sent in, filled with 100 barrels of powder, and 300 shells, to

burn the Tripolitan vessels in their own harbor, which service was en-

trusted to Lieutenant Somers, accompanied by Lieutenants Wadsworth

and Israel, and ten men, with orders to approach as near to the town and

batteries as possible. The party took with them two fast-rowing boats,

wherein they were, after applying the matches, to escape to the Syrea

Ramsaj 'a United S
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which followed to receive them. Two of the enemy's galleys, containing

100 men each, rowed up at the critical moment, and lying alongside,

the explosion suddenly took place, with the most awful effect, and blew

them with their contents into the air. It was generally supposod that

the lamented and undaunted Somers, perceiving all means of escape cut

off, and preferring loss of life to ignominious slavery, set fire to tin-

powder with his own hand, and consigned to destruction himself, his

comrades, and all of the enemy who surrounded him. About 100 shells

fell into the town and castle, spreading consternation in every direction.

Commodore Preble had gained, during the whole of his command, the

uninterrupted esteem and affection of his officers, who addressed him, on

his taking leave, in the warmest terms of regard and friendship. On his

arrival in the United States, he was greeted with the liveliest acknow-

ledgements of a grateful nation. Congress voted him their thanks for

his signal services to his country, and requested the president to bestow

on him an emblematical gold medal. Commodore Preble was the first

officer who received the thanks of the citizens of the United States, by

their representatives and senators in congress assembled, since the adop-

tion of the federal constitution, and the institution of the present form

of government.

It was ascertained that the crew of the Philadelphia, captives in Tripoli,

were treated with the most barbarous cruelty. They were compelled to

submit to the extremities of weather, fatigue, privations, and stripes.

They were chained to loaded carts, and, like oxen, obliged to drag them

through the town. Every remonstrance of Captain Bainbridge in behalf

of his suffering men was unheeded, and all his efforts to mitigate their

misfortunes were rendered unavailing.

A fresh enterprise, novel in its character, but, romantic as it may ap-

pear, wisely planned as to its object, was now determined upon, in con-

nexion with a naval armament, with a view to the liberation of the

prisoners, and the compulsion of the enemy to make peace. This was

an expedition concerted with Hamet, the ex-bashaw of Tripoli, who had

been unjustly deprived of the government, and expelled by his brother,

the reigning bashaw.

To General William Eaton, this important mission was confided, who
proceeded forthwith to make arrangements for its execution. Eaton, in

his share of the bold and arduous undertaking, acquitted himself with

distinguished lustre, under all the trying circumstances in which he was

placed. After great difficulties, which perseverance and patience, almost

unexampled, alone enabled him to surmount, he effected an interview with

the ci-devant bashaw, then an exile in Upper Egypt, and commanding an
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army of Mamelukes, at war with the Turkish government. Hamet

highly approved the scheme, anil appointed the general to the command

of the forces destined for its accomplishment.

On the 6th of March, 1805, General Eaton, accompanied by Hamet,

commenced his march from Alexandria, at the head of a respectable force

3f well-mounted Arabs, and other partisans of Hamet, with about seventy

Christians. After accomplishing a route of one thousand miles, a parallel

to which, in peril, fatigue, and suffering, can hardly be found but in

romance, he arrived before Dcrne, on the 25th of April, 1805. The

views of the expedition had been discovered by the reigning bashaw, and

he advanced an army for the defence of the province, within one day's

march of Derne, when the general arrived before it. No time was, there-

fore, to be lost. On the morning of the 26th, a flag was sent to the

governor, with overtures of friendship, on condition of his immednit*

surrender of the city, and his future allegiance to Hamet. He returned

for answer :
" My head, or yours !"

On the 27th, Derne was assaulted, and, after a contest of two hours

and a half, carried with the bayonet. The assault was supported by part

of the American squadron, which bad previously arrived in the bay, as
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agreed upon. The governor and his adherents fled ; some to the desert,

and others to the advancing Tripolitan army. The Christians suffered

severely in the action
;
placing themselves in the van to encourage their

allies, they were peculiarly exposed, ami nearly one-third of them were

killed or wounded. The general himself was wounded in the wrist by a

musket-ball.

The army was now employed in fortifying the captured city. Ilamet,

the new ally of the United State-, opened his divan in the palace of the

late governor ; and his authority was universally submitted to by the in-

habitants and surrounding country.

On the 18th of May, the Tripolitan army advanced, and attacked the

city ; but, after a contest of four hours, with various success, the assailants

were forced to retire precipitately beyond the mountains. The issue of

this contest revives, in the recollection, all that is recorded in history and

romance, of the feats of Sir William Wallace and his valorous partisans.

The Christians engaged the barbarians in the proportion of tens to hun-

dreds, and actually put them to flight.

Several minor skirmishes took place between the contending parties,

about the skirts of the city, until the 10th of June, when a general battle

was fought, which terminated in the repulse of the assailants. The
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/easels in the harbor co-operated most effectually, and by their well-

directed fire, checked, in every instance, the advance of the Tripolitans.

On the following day, the Constitution frigate arrived in the harbor of

Derne. Her appearance communicated fresh terror to the enemy, who

fled in great confusion to the desert, leaving behind the greater part of

their baggage.

The operations of General Eaton, which had been, and were likely to

be, marked with the most brilliant successes, were now suspended, by the

conclusion of a treaty between the reigning bashaw and Tobias Lear,

Esq., on the part of the United States, in June, lsi),">.

This treaty, among the provisions for terminating the existing misun-

derstandings, and regulating the intercourse between the United States

and Tripoli, stipulated the release of all the American prisoners, for the

sum of 60,000 dollars. It also engaged, thai the Americans, i;i with-

drawing their forces, should use their influence to induce Bamel to retire.

The frigate President Bailed from Syracuse on the 7th of July, 1805, and

arrived in the United States on the fith of August, having on board the

released prisoners. Thus terminated the first war in the Mediterranean.

In the summer "f 11S04. a difficulty arose between Colonel Burr, the
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vice-president, and General Hamilton, distinguished for Ins civil and

military services. A duel was the result, and Hamilton was mortally

wounded. He was greatly lamented, even by those who had been his

bitterest opponents while in power, as he possessed the highest ability,

energy, and purity of character.

At the end of 1804, another presidential election was held; and Mr
Jefferson's course being approved, he was again elected to the office of

chief magistrate. Burr, who had disgusted all parties, was thrown out,

and George Clinton, of New York, a decided democrat, was chosen to

fill the office of vice-president.

During 1805, several treaties were concluded with the Indians, on the

northwestern and southwestern frontiers, by the United States, which thus

became secure in the possession of a vast tract of country. 'J'he presi-

dent sent Captains Lewis and Clarke to explore the far-western territory,

and to discover the best communication between the Missouri River and

the Pacific Ocean. These adventurers succeeded in reaching the Pacific.

The ever-restless and ambitious Colonel Burr, seeking some avenue to

distinction, became, about this time, involved in a scheme which nearly

cost him his life. In September and October, 1806, Jefferson learned

that mysterious operations were proceeding along the Ohio, and he had

reason to believe these preparations were set on foot by Burr, and their

object was the violation of the neutral laws of the United States, by

revolutionizing Mexico, or the western part of the Union. General Wil

kinson, the military commander at New Orleans, intimated that proposi-

tions of a daring and dangerous character had been transmitted to him.

Burr's proceedings were conducted with such secresy, that when he was

arrested and tried, nothing of a treasonable nature could be ascertained.

He assembled between 60 and 100 men, and sailed down the Mississippi

River ; but finding no support in Louisiana, and unable to resist the force

under General Wilkinson, his followers dispersed and he was arrested

while endeavoring to escape to Mobile. He was tried for treason ; but

after a long course of proceedings, was acquitted of the main charge.

Burr went to Europe, and never again appeared upon the political stage.

About this time the foreign relations of the United States began to

assume a threatening aspect. The contest between France and England

had become the contest of all the powers of Europe. Napoleon's rapid

victories gave him the mastery on land. But England was equally

triumphant upon the sea. The United States derived important com-

mercial advantages from this warlike position of Europe. The only

neutral maritime power, she kept an extensive shipping employed in the

carrying trade. But a severe reverse was felt when American vessels
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could not appear in foreign seas without being liable to capture. The

British government claimed the right to search American vessels for

British deserters, and having the power to enforce this supposed right,

the Americans could only complain to their own government, and ask for

redress. It was alleged that of those claimed as British deserters, by

far the greater portion were native Americans.

On Mr. Fox's accession to power in 1806, he informed Mr. Monroe,

the American ambassador, that the practice of impressment would be

suspended. Jefferson, encouraged to hope for the maintenance of peace,

added Pinckney to the embassy, with a view to conclude a final arrange-

ment. Fox dying soon after, Lord Grenville succeeded to the post of

premier. Lords Holland and Auckland were named commissioners to

carry on the negotiation. They stated that the right of impressment

could not be formally conceded, but would be exercised with greater

caution. The American commissioners signed the treaty upon this basis,

but Jefferson refused to sanction it.

The estrangement between the people of the two countries was aggm
vated by a tragical event. Admiral Berkeley, then commanding on the
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coast of the United States, learning that several men belonging to hi

squadron, were on board the American frigate Chesapeake, gave orders

for their seizure to Captain Humphreys of the frigate Leopard. The

Chesapeake was met soon after she left Hampton Roads. Humphreys
sent a boat's crew on board of her, asking permission to search for the

British deserters. Barron, the captain of the Chesapeake, replied that

he could not allow his men to be mustered by any other than himself.

The boat returned, and the Leopard instantly opened a fire upon the

Chesapeake. The latter vessel was totally unprepared for action. Barron

endeavored to get some of his guns to bear, but without success, and

three of his men being killed and 18 wounded, he struck. The British

officer came on board, took four men, whom he claimed as deserters, and

departed. This affair caused a general clamor throughout the country;

and Jefferson issued a proclamation, excluding British ships of war from

all the waters of the United State-.

In the meantime, Mr. Canning had succeeded to the post in England,

which had been occupied by a member of the party more favorably dis-

posed to America. He refused to negotiate with the American ambassa-

dors after the rejection of the treaty by Jefferson. He disavowed the

action of Admiral Berkeley, in the affair of the Chesapeake, and offered

to give ample compensation. But Jefferson was resolute not to treat up >n

that subject, unless in conjunction with a prohibition of all future impress-
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ment. Canning despatched Mr. Rose to Washington to treat especially

upon the affair of the Chesapeake; but a^ .lefferson would not entertain

that matter singly, the British envoy returned without effecting his

object.

The Berlin ami Milan decrees, issued by Napoleon to injure the British

commerce, placed the American vessels in a double danger, they being

liable to be captured by either belligerent. To obtain some redress for

the injury thus done to American commerce, -lefferson proposed, and, by

the aid of bis party, carried an embargo act. This measure caused a

great display of party feeling and animosity, and, singularly enough, from

those who suffered most from the decrees of Napoleon. At length, in

February, 1809, Congress determined upon non-intercourse with the

belligerents, and allowance of trade with other countries. In the same

month, an election for president and vice-president was held, the terms

of Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Clinton being about to expire. The democratic

party was again triumphant, and James Madison was elected to fill the

office of president. George Clinton was re-elected to the office of vice-

president.

Mr. Jefferson, whose retirement from the office of president clcsed his

active political career, was in person tall and well formed; his counte-

nance was bland and expressive ; his conversation fluent, imaginative,

various, and eloquent. Few men equalled him in the faculty of pleasing

in personal intercourse, and acquiring ascendency in political connexion.

lie was the acknowledged head of the republican party, from the period

of its organization down to that of his retirement from public life. The

unbounded praise and blame which he received as a politician must be

left for the judgment of posterity. His name is one of the brightest in

the revolutionary galaxy. Mr. Jefferson was a zealous cultivator of lite-

rature and science. As early as 1781, he was favorably known as au

author, by bis '-Notes on Virginia." He published, also, various essays

on political and philosophical subjects, and a " Manual of Parliamentary

Practice," for the use of the Senate of the United States. In the year

1800, the French National Institute chose him for one of its members.

His posthumous works, chiefly letters, fill several large volumes.
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CHAPTER XL VI.

THE FIU .ST TERM OF MADISON'S ADMINISTRATION.

KKSIDENT MADISON had long supported

the measures of the party of which Mr. Jef-

ferson was the acknowledged head. He was

known to possess extraordinary abilities, and

great legal and political information. As a

diplomatist and a legislator, and as secretary

of state, he had been distinguished beyond

the majority of his contemporaries, and his

integrity of purpose was undoubted.

On the 1st of March, the embargo, which

had called forth so much complaint and opposition, was repealed ; but

Congress passed an act, interdicting all trade with France and England.

On the 23d of April, Mr. Erskine, minister plenipotentiary from England,

pledged his court to repeal the anti-neutral decrees by the 10th of June,

ind, in consequence of an arrangement now made with the British

minister, the president proclaimed that commercial intercourse would be

renewed on that day. But this arrangement was disavowed by the British

government. Mr. Erskine w:is recalled in October, and was succeeded

by Mr. Jackson, who soon giving offence to the American government,

all farther intercourse with him was refused, and be was recalled.
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On the 23d of March, 1810, the Rambouillet decree, alleged to be de-

signed to retaliate the act of Congress which forbade French vessels to

enter the ports of the United States, was issued by Napoleon. By this

decree, all American vessels and cargoes arriving in any of the ports of

France, or of countries occupied by French troops, were ordered to be

seized and condemned.

The non-intercourse act expiring in this year, Madison again summoned

the two European powers to remove their restrictions. To this Napoleon

replied by an amicable advance, intimating, through his minister, that his

decrees should be suspended. An appeal was mow made to the English

ministry, to follow the example of France. They hesitated, and feeling

that the demand was accompanied with menace, refused to accede, more

from pride than policy. In vain did the American envoy offer proof that

Napoleon was sincere in his declaration to coii-idi-r his decrees no lon_r>r

in force. Reply was evaded, and, at length, Mr. Pinckney demanded his

audience of leave, determined to put an end to a mission that was hope-

less.

In this doubtful connexion between the United States and England, an

event occurred tending to inflame and widen the existing differences. An
English sloop-of-war, the Little Belt, commanded by Captain Bingham,

fell in with the American frigate President, under Captain Rogers. The

President bore down upon the sloop-of-war, and both commanders hailed

about the same time. Without waiting for a reply, a gun was fired from

the Little Belt, and broadsides were then given and returned. The Little

Belt had 11 killed and 21 wounded. The President had only one man
wounded.

In the spring of 1811, Mr. A. J. Foster, the British envoy, arrived in
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the United States, and made another attempt to negotiate. Reparatioi

was made for the attack on the Chesapeake, and the men who had heen

taken from that vessel as deserters were restored to the American service.

Mr. Foster had no power for stipulating the repeal of the orders in

council, and his mission was not, therefore, productive of much good.

The message of the President to Congress indicating an apprehension

of hostilities with Great Britain, the committee >f foreign relations in

the House reported resolutions, fur filling up the ranks of the army ; for

raising an additional force of 10,000 nun ; for authorizing the President

to accept the services of 50,000 volunteers, and for ordering out the

militia when he should judge it necessary; for repairing the navy: and

for authorizing the arming of merchantmen in self-defence. These reso-

lutions, were, in the main, sanctioned. A bill from the Senate for raising

25,000 men, after much discussion, was agreed to by the House.
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A new spirit of hostility had begun to display itself among the north-

western tribes of Indians. The leaders of many powerful tribes had

banded together, and, it is asserted, wore stimulated to commence

hostilities by British agents. The celebrated Tecumseh and his brother,

the Prophet, made use of every means of persuasion to induce the Indians

to unite, and wage war against the invaders of their lands. They turned

the superstition of the red men to account, and induced them to believe

that the Prophet had been specially commissioned by the Great Spirit to

restore the dominion of the Indian, and exterminate the white race.

By various acts, the designs of Tecumseh became more and more

evident; but in August, he having visited Vincennes, to see Governor

Harrison, a council was held at which the real state of affairs was clearly

ascertained. Tecumseh furiously denounced the whites of the " Seventeen

Fires" for cheating the red men, and but for a display of firmness and

decision by Harrison the council might have had a bloody termination.

Governor Harrison had made arrangements for holding the council on

the portico of his own house, which had been fitted up with seats for the

occasion. Here, on the morning of the fifteenth, he awaited the arrival

of the chief, being attended by the judges of the Supreme Court, some

officers of the army, a sergeant and twelve men, from Fort Knox, and a

large number of citizens. At the appointed hour, Tecumseh, supported

by forty of his principal warriors, made his appearance, the remaindei
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of his followers being encamped in the village and its environs. When

the chief had approached within thirty or forty yards of the house, he

suddenly stopped, as if awaiting some advances from the governor; an

interpreter was sent, requesting him and his followers to take seats on the

portico. To this Tecumseh objected— he did not think the place a suit-

able one for holding the conference, but preferred that it should take

place in a grove of trees—to which he pointed—standing a short distance

from the house. The governor said he had no objection to the grove,

except that there were no seats in it for their accommodation. Tecumseh

replied, that constituted no objection to the grove, the earth being the

most suitable place for the Indians, who loved to repose upon the bosom

of their mother. The governor yielded the point, and the benches and

chairs having been removed to the spot, the conference was begun, the

Indians being seated on the grass.

Tecumseh opened the meeting by stating, at length, his objections to

the treaty id' Fort Wayne, made by Governor Harrison, in the previous

year: and in the course of his speech. boldly avowed the principle of his

party to be that of resistance to every cession of land, unless made by

all the tribes, who, he contended, formed but one nation. He admitted

that he bad threatened to kill the chiefs who signed the treaty of Fori

Wayne, and that it was his fixed determination not to permit the village

chiefs, in future, to manage their affairs, but to place the power with

which they had been heretofore invested, in the hands of the war chiefs.

The Americans, he said, had driven the Indians from the sea-coast, and

WOttJd soon push them into the lakes; and. while he disclaimed all inten-

tion of making war upon the United States, he declared it to he his un-

alterable resolution to take a stand, and resolutely oppose the further

intrusion of the whites upon the Indian lands. He concluded by making

a brief but impassioned recital of the various wrongs and aggressions

inflicted by the white men upon the Indians, from the commencement

of the revolutionary war down to the period of that council ; all of which

was calculated to arouse and inflame the minds of such of his followers

as were present.

The governor rose in reply, and in examining the right of Tecumseh

and his party to make objections to the treaty of fort Wayne, took

-ion to say the Indians were not one nation, having a common pro-

perty in the lands. The Miamis, he contended, were the real owners of

the tract on the Wabash, ceded by the late treaty, and the Shawanees

had no right to interfere in the case; that upon the arrival of the whites

on this continent, they had found the Miamis in possession of thi- land,

the Shawanees being then residents of Georgia, from which they had
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Itch driven by the Creeks, and that it was ridiculous to assert that the

red men constituted but one nation ; for, if such had been the intention

of the Great Spirit, he would not have put different tongues in then

heads, but have taught them all to speak the same language.

The governor having taken his Beat, the interpreter commenced ex-

plaining the speech to Tecumseh, who, after listening to a portion of it.

sprang to his feet and began to speak with great vehemence of manner.

The governor was surprised al his violent gestures, but as lie did not

understand him, thought he was making some explanation, and Buffered

his attention to be drawn towards Winnemac, a friendly Indian, lying

the grass before him, who was renewing the priming of his pistol, which

he had kept concealed from the other Indians, but in full view of the

governor. His attention, however, was again directed towards Tecumseh,

by hearing General (iib.-on, who was intimately acquainted with the

Shawanee language, say to Lieutenant Jennings, " those fellows intend

mischief; you had better bring up the guard." At that moment, the

followers of Tecumseh seized their tomahawks and war-clubs, and sprang

upon their feet, their eves turned upon the governor. As soon as he

could disengage himself from the armed chair in which he sat, he rose,

drew a small-sword which he had by his side, and stood on the defensive.

Captain G. R. Floyd, of the army, who stood near him, drew a dirk, and

the chief Winnemac cocked his pistol. The citizens present were more

numerous than the Indians, but were unarmed ; some of them procured

clubs and brick-bats, and also stood on the defensive. The Rev. Mr.

Winans, of the .Methodist church, ran to the governor's house, got a gun.

and posted himself at the door to defend the family. During this singular

scene, no one spoke, until the guard came running up, and appearing to

be in the act of firing, the governor ordered them not to do so. He then

demanded of the interpreter an explanation of what had happened, who

replied that Tecumseh had interrupted him, declaring that all the governor

had said was false, and that he and the Seventeen Fires had cheated and

imposed on the Indians. The governor then told Tecumseh that he was

a bad man, and that he would hold no further communication with him
;

that as he had come to Vincennes under the protection of a council-fire.

he might return in safety, but he must immediately leave the village.

Here the council terminated.

The frontier settlers being alarmed by indications of the commencement

of Indian warfare, Governor Harrison, with a body of militia, and the

4th United States regiment, moved towards the Prophet's town, on the

Wabash, to check their threatened hostilities. On the Gth of November,

he approached within a few miles of the town, and the chiefs coming out
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to meet him, requested him to encamp for the night, and a council would

be held in the morning. Harrison suspected treachery, and prepared his

men tor a night-attack. About four on the morning of the 7th, the

camp was furiously assailed, and a bloody battle ensued. The Indians

were repulsed and pursued a considerable distance. On the part of the

United States troops, 62 were killed, and 126 wounded. Among the

killed were Colonel Davies, and other valuable officers. The loss of the

Indians was much greater. Governor Harrison, having destroyed the

Prophet's town, and erected forts, returned to Yincennes.

On the 3d of April, 1812. Congress passed an act, laying an embargo

on all vessels then in port, or afterwards arriving, for 90 days. An act

was soon after passed, to prohibit the exportation of specie, goods, wares.

and merchandise, during the continuance of the embargo. On the 1st of

June, the President, in a message to Congress, stated the hostile acts of

(treat Britain, and submitted the question " Whether the United States

shall continue passive under these progressive usurpations, and these

accumulated wrongs; or, opposing force to force, in defence of their

national rights, shall commit a just cause into the hands of the Almighty

Disposer of events." On the 3d of June, the committee on foreign re-

lations, to whom the President's message was referred, presented to the

House of Representatives a report or manifesto of the causes and the

reasons of war against Great Britain, which concluded with a recom-
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mendation of an immediate appeal to arms. The next day, a bill declaring

war against Great Britain passed the House. The Senate sanctioned it,

and on the 19th of June, the President issued a proclamation of the war.

The federalists generally opposed the declaration of war, and the minority

of the House of Representatives entered a protest against it, on the

ground that the British orders in council were about to be repealed. A
large majority, however, supported Madison, and in Baltimore the office

of a newspaper opposed to the war was torn down. General Lingan

killed, and several others killed or wounded. The majority were resolved

upon war, and the popular feeling could not be restrained.

General Dearborn, a veteran of the revolution, was created commander-

in-chief of the army. Thomas Pinckney was appointed major-general,

and took command of the southern department. Preparations were im-.

mediately made for the invasion of Canada, it being supposed that the

people of that province were prepared to rebel against the government

of Great Britain. General William Hull, with about 2000 men, was
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soon upon the northwestern frontier. Crossing the Maumee River, into

Canada, he took possession of the town of Sandwich, tw ill'- below

Detroit. The British and Indians, numbering about 1100 men, com-

manded by General Brock and Tecumseh, were posted at .Mullen. On

the 1 12 1 1 1 of July, General Hull issued a proclamation to the people of

Canada, couched in the loftiest and most boastful terms, offering them

security, if they submitted to the American arms, and destruction, if

they opposed them.

Meantime, upon the 29th of July, Colonel Proctor bad reached Maiden,

and perceiving instantly the power which the position of that post gave

him over the supplies of the army of the United States, he commenced

a series of operations, the object of which was to cut off the communica-

tions of Hull with Ohio, and thus not merely neutralize all active opera-

tions on his part, but starve him into surrender, or force him to detail bis

whole army in order to keep open bis way to the only point Irdm which
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supplies could reach him. A proper force on Lake Erie, or the capture

•t' Maiden, would have prevented this annoying ami fatal mode of war-

fare; but the imbecility of the government, ami that of the general,

combined to favor the plans of Proctor. Having by his measures stopped

tin' stores, on their way to Detroit, at the river Raisin, he next defeated

the insufficient hand of 200 men, under Van Some, sent by Hull to

escort them; ami bo far withstood that of 500, under .Miller, as to cause

Hull l" recall the remnant of that victorious ami gallant band, though it

had completely routed the British and Indian-. By these means, Proctor

amused the Americans until General Brock reached Maiden, which he

did upon the 13th of August, and prepared to attempt the conquest of

Detroit itself. And here again occurred a most singular want of skill on

the part of the Americans. In order to prevent the forces in Upper

Canada from being combined against Hull, General Dearborn had been

ordered to make a diversion in his favor at Niagara and Kingston; but

in place of doing this, he made an armistice with the British commanders,

which enabled them to turn their attention entirely to the more distant

west, and left Hull to shift for himself. On the 14th of August, there-

fore, while a third party, under McArthur, was despatched by Hull to

open his communications with the river Raisin, though by a new and im-

practicable road, General Brock appeared at Sandwich, ami began to

erect batteries to protect his farther operations. These batteries Hull

wonhl not suffer any to molest, saying that if the enemy would not lire

on him, he would not on them ; and though, when summoned to surrender
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upon the 15th, he absolutely refused, yet upon the 16th, without a blow

struck, the governor an<l general crowned his course of indecision and

unmanly fear by surrendering the town of Detroit and territory of

Michigan, together with 1400 brave men longing for battle, to 300

English soldiers, 400 Canadian militia disguised in red coats, and a band

of Indian allies.

For this conduct, he was accused of treason and cowardice, and found

guilty of the latter. Nor can we doubt the justice of the sentence.

However brave he may have been personally, he was as a commander a

coward ; and, moreover, he was influenced, confessedly, by his fears as a

father, lest his daughter and her children should fall into the hands of

the Indians. In truth, his faculties seem to have been paralyzed by fear;

fear that he should fail, fear that his troops would be untrue to him, fear

that the savages would spare no one if opposed with vigor, fear of some

undefined and horrid evil impending. McAfee accuses him of intempe-

rance, but no effort was made on his trial to prove this, and we have no

reason to think it a true charge ; but his conduct was like that of a

drunken man, without sense or spirit.

But the fall of Detroit, though the leading misfortune of this unfortu-

nate summer, was not the only one. Word, as we have stated, had been

sent, through the kindness of some friend under a frank from the Ameri-

can Secretary, of the Treasury, informing the British commander at St.

Joseph, a port about forty miles from Mackinac, of the declaration of

war ; while Lieutenant Hanks, commanding the American fortress itself,

received no notice from any source. The consequence was an attack upon

the key of the northern lakes, on the 17th of July, by a force of British,

Canadians, and savages, numbering in all 1021 ; the garrison, amounting

to but 57 effective men, felt unable to withstand so formidable a body,

and to avoid the constantly threatened Indian massacre, surrendered as

prisoners of war, and were dismissed on parole.

Less fortunate in its fate was the garrison of Fort Dearborn at Chicago.

General Hull sent word to the commander at that fortress, (Captain

Heald,) of the loss of Mackinac, and directed him to distribute his stores

among the Indians, and retire to Fort Wayne. Heald proceeded to do

this, but it was soon evident that the neighboring savages were not to be

trusted, and he, in consequence, determined not to give them what they

most of all wanted, the spirit and the powder in the fortress. This they

learned, and this it was, aa Black-hawk asserted, which led to the cs

trophe. On the 16th of August, all being ready, the troops left the fort,

but befoie they had proceeded a mile and a half, they were attacked bv
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the Indians, and two-thirds of them (from 50 to 60) massacred at

once.*

The surrender of Detroit excited surpri.se and indignation throughout

the country : but it roused the spirit of the people of the west to greater

exertions. A large body of Kentucky and Ohio volunteers was soon in

the field, and the command was given to Harrison, the hero of Tippecanoe,

and the favorite leader in the west. Upwards of 2000 men collected at

Sackett's Harbor ; and, throughout the north and west, the most active

and patriotic exertions were made to bring volunteers into the service.

The success of the American cruisers, and the serious injury they in-

flicted upon British commerce, compensated for ill-fortune upon bind.

Privateers were fitted out in almost every port of the States, and they

seldom failed to make prizes. Several of the larger frigates were soon

at sea, and despite the presence of a British squadron on the coast, com-

mitted great depredations upon merchant-vessels. At length, a regular

naval battle and victory occurred, which created much exultation in

America.

* Perkins' Western Annuls.
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The frigate Constitution, Captain Isaac Hull, during a short cruise, in

which she eluded the vigilance of the Hritish squadron, fell in with the

British frigate Guerriere, Captain Dacres, on the 20th of August. A.fter

an action of about an hour, the Guerriere being reduced to a wreck.

Dacres surrendered. As his vessel was too much cut up to be brought

into port, it was blown up. This naval triumph was hailed with rejoicings

E*ca[* , .on firm a llntii.li Sqiiadrwj
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throughout the United States. The navy which had been deemed in-

vincible, lost much of the terror of its name. Before this action took

place, Captain Hull had won great honor by his escape from a large

British squadron, in which his seamanship and the superior sailing of the

Constitution were exhibited, to the admiration of the British commanders

themselves.

The raising of troops in the west continued, and such were the Ameri-

can preparations for the field, that the fears aroused by Hull's surrendei

were allayed. General Harrison used every means to equip and discipline

his men, and his energy and courage inspired every one with confidence

On the 5th of September, a large party of Shawnees attacked Fort

Harrison, garrisoned by about twenty soldiers, under the command of

Captain Taylor. The defence was desperate and successful. The Indians

were repulsed with considerable loss. Fort Madison was attacked on the

same day, but after losing several men, the Indians retired.

On the 15th of September, twenty-five British boats passed Madrid

up the St. Lawrence, laden with military stores and munitions of war.

About 140 of the militia from Ogdcnsburg and Hamilton, with one gun-

boat, posted themselves on an island to obstruct their passage. The

enemy, approaching the head of the river, brought himself immediately

in front of this island, when a rapid and well-directed fire made him ply

for the opposite shore, where he took shelter in the woods. The militia

had no small boats to pursue the flying squadron, and the British had

time to rally, to procure assistance, and to return to a contest. This they
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did with little delay, ami after an action of three hours, they were rein-

forced by two gun-boats and a large body of men from Prescott. The

militia being thus outnumbered, their ammunition nearly exhausted, and

their loss one man killed and two wounded, abandoned the enterprise and

retreated to their respective quarters. The injury sustained by the

enemy has never been known.

Captain Forsyth, of the rifle regiment, being at the garrison of Ogdens-

burg, projected an expedition against a small village in the town of Leeds,

in Canada, called Gananoque. In this village was the king's storehouse,

containing immense quantities of arms and ammunition, and Captain

Forsyth was resolved on its destruction. In the night of the 20th instant,

therefore, a number of boats being provided, he embarked with 70 of his

own men and 34 militia-men. Before daylight of the 21st, they reached

the Canadian shore, and landed unobserved at a little distance from the

village. The enemy soon after discovered them, and they were fired on

by a party of 125 regulars and militia. Forsyth drew up his men, and

returned their fire with such effect, that the British retreated in disorder

and were pursued to the village, where they rallied and resolved on mak-

ing a stand, and disputing the passage of a bridge. An action took place

here, which resulted in the same manner as the former. The enemy

again fled, making his escape over the bridge, and leaving ten of his

number killed, eight regulars and several militia-men prisoners, and the

village and storehouse in possession of the American party. Captain

Forsyth lost one in killed and one wounded. After releasing the militia

prisoners on their parole, and taking out a quantity of arms, fixed ammu-

nition, powder, flints, and other articles of public property, and setting

fire to the storehouse, he returned to Cape Vincent with these and the

eight regulars prisoners.

In retaliation for this daring exploit, the enemy determined on attack-

ing and destroying the town of Ogdensburg. Opposite to this is situated

the Canadian village of Prescott, before which the British had a strong

line of breastworks. On the 2d of October, they opened a heavy can-

nonading on the town from their batteries, and continued to bombard it,

with little intermission, until the night of the 3d; one or two buildings

only were injured. On Sunday, the 4th, having prepared forty boats,

with from ten to fifteen armed men in each, they advanced with six pieces

of artillery to storm the town. General Brown commanded at Ogdens-

burg in person, and when the enemy had advanced within a short distance,

he ordered his troops to open a warm fire upon them. The British,

nevertheless, steadily approached the shore, and kept up their fire for

two hours, during which they sustained the galling fire of the Americans,
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until one of their boats was taken, an 1 two others much shattered, when

they retreated.

In the beginning of October, there were assembled at Black Rock and

Buffalo 1300 newly enlisted recruits under General Smyth, 500 militia at

the same place, 2900 militia near Lewistown : six companies of field and

light artillery, amounting to 300 men. and <SI »<) infantry at Fort Niagara,

making an aggregate of ;">SOii, ami composing what General Smyth in

his proclamations denominates the army of the centre, extending the

length of the Niagara frontier. The whole of this force was under the

command of Major-General Van Rensselaer, of the Albany militia. On

the opposite side of the river was General Brock, with a force at Fori

George, and other posts extending to and including Fort Erie, of -I'M)

men, consisting of the veterans of the list, and 49th regiments, and

Canadian Hank companies, and 400 Indians.

On the 8th of October, two British armed brigs, the Detroit ami Oale

donia, came down the lake from Maiden, and anchored under the gun-

of Fort Erie. Lieutenant Elliott, of the navy, had then jusl arrived at

Black Rock, with 50 seamen, to superintend the naval operations in that
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quarter. On tin' evening of 9th, with his seamen and a detachment

of fifty volunteers from General Smyth's brigade, he passed ever from

Black Rock, boarded, and took the brigs. But t lie wind not favoring,

they drifted down the current and grounded. The Detroit, which was

formerly the American brig Adams, and surrendered by Hull at Detroit,

after being divested of most of her military stores, was abandoned and

burnt. The Caledonia, being near enough to be protected by the guns

at Iihiek Rock, was saved: she was laden with furs to the value of

$150,000. Thi> brilliant achievement was effected with the loss of only

killed, and four wounded.

The general tenor of the congressional debates, and the publications

and the conversation of the day, had induced a settled belief, that the

lis would be a certain, easy, and almost a bloodless conquest; that

upon the appearani f a respectable force, at any point on the frontier,

the Canadians in great numbers would tlock to the American standard,

and as-ist in the object. Impressed with these ideas, the militia and

volunteers who had come out but fur a short period, were impatient to

a descent on Canada. They insisted on being permitted to attack

and drive the British from the Niagara peninsula, and return to their

homes; and many threatened to leave the camp, unless led to immediate

action. The success of Lieutenant Elliott had induced them to believe

that the conquest was an easy one ; and that thej had only t" show them-

selves to the enemy in order to conquer them. In compliance with their
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Near View of Fort Niagara.

wishes, General Van Rensselaer decided on making the attempt. The

principal British force was at Fort George; but they had made an es-

tablishment, and erected batteries on the heights above Queenstown

;

against these batteries, the efforts of the American troops were to be first

directed. Batteries were erected on the American shore, to protect the

passage and landing of the troops. The regular forces, under Colonel

Fenwick and Major Mallary, were ordered up to Lewistown ; and thirteen

boats, being all that could be procured at the time, were provided for

crossing. The van of the troops destined for the attack, consisted of

militia, under the command of Colonel Solomon Van Rensselaer, aid to

the general ; a part of the 13th infantry, under Colonel Christie ; a de-

tachment of the 6th and 9th, under Major Mallary ; the whole amounting

to 400 men. At three o'clock, on the morning of the 13th. they pro-

jeeded from the camp at Lewistown to the place of embarkation. Colonel

Van Rensselaer, to whom the chief command of the expedition was

mtrusted, with 100 men, crossed over and effected a landing. A grape-

shot from a battery below Queenstown which enfiladed the passage,

wounded Colonel Christie in the hand; his pilot became confused, his

boatmen frightened, and he was obliged to return. The boats with Major

Mallary were carried by the violence of the current below the landing

place, two of them were taken, and the others returned. In ascending

the bank, Colonel Van Renselaer received four wounds. Captains Arm-

strong, Wool, and Malcolm, were also wounded ; and Lieutenant Valleau

and Ensign Morris, killed. A party of British troops having issued from

an old fort below Queenstown, were fired upon by the Americans and
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Rattle of Queenstown.

compelled to retreat. The firing from the batteries on the heights, soon

obliged the Americans to take shelter under the bank. To Colonel Van

Rensselaer, who lay on the bank severely wounded, application was made
for orders. He directed the batteries to be immediately stormed. The

men were rallied, and 160, under the command of Captain Wool, mounted

the rocks on the right of the batteries, and took them. The guns were

ordered to be turned upon the enemy, but were found to be spiked. The

remainder of the detachment now joined Captain Wool. Both parties

were considerably reinforced, and the conflict grew severe at various

points. Many of the British took shelter behind a guard-house, from

whence a piece of ordnance was briskly served, but the fire from the

ries on the American side soon silenced it. The British then retired

behind a large stone-house, but were soon routed and driven from the

hill in every direction. General Brock rallied the troops at Queenstown,

and with reinforcements, led them round the hill in rear of the batteries ;

Capt:i iii Wool, discerning this, detached 160 men to inert them; these

were driven back. Being reinforced, they returned to the attack, and

were again driven by the British to the precipice which forma the bank

of the Niagara above Queenstown. Here the British pressing upoD them

with double their numbers, and no opportunity of retreating, an officer

placed a white handkerchief upon the point of a bayonet, and raised it as
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a flag, with intention to surrender: Captain Wool immediately tore it off,

rallied his men, and returned to the charge. The British troops were in

turn routed.

General Brock, in endeavoring to rally them, was struck by three halls,

and instantly killed. His aid, Colonel M'Donald, the attorney-general

of Upper Canada, was mortally wounded by his side. By ten o'clock,

the British were completely driven from the heights. The American line

re-formed, and flanking parties were sent out. The victory now appeared

complete, and General Van Rensselaer proceeded to take measures to

secure the conquest. At two o'clock, General Wadsworth of the militia,

with Colonels Scntt, Christie, and Major Mallary. crossed over and took

the command. Captain Wool was directed to retire, and have his wounds

dressed. Il<- crossed the river for that purpose, and soon returned to the

field. About three o'clock a large party of Indians appeared pouring

put of Chippewa, and with their savage veils, commenced a furious

attack. The Americans at first gave way, but were soon rallied, and

charged the savages, who directly fled to the woods, leaving ~ne of their

chiefs a prisoner, and several dead on the ground. Scarcely had this

battle ended, when a large reinforcemenl with artillery arrived from Fort

George, and the battle was renewed with increased severity.

Most of the events of the day were in view of Lewistown. The militia
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who had not crossed over, had now seen enough of war. Their zeal for

the Canadian conquest had abated. They had discovered that the con-

stitution did not require them to go beyond the limits of the United

States. Several boat-loads which had embarked, returned, and no more

could be induced to go. General Van Rensselaer returned t<> the American

side, and by every means <>F persuasion and authority, promising and

threatening, endeavored to bring them over to secure the victory, but to

Dfect. Twelve hundred, whose presence only on the opposite bank,

would have decided the fortune of the day, Stood on the American shore,

inactive spectators of the slaughter and capture of their brethren. The

regular troops, under General Smyth, who bad been ordered down from

Black Rock, had not arrived; ami the Americans on the heights were

left to protect themslves. At this time < lencral Van Rensselaer addressed

a note to General Wadsworth, informing him that it was out of his power

to send him succors, and advising him to retreat to the river, where

boats should be provided to take them over. The gallant band fought

their way to the river against thrice their numbers, but on arriving there
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no boats were to be found. The same panic had struck the boatmen

;

not a boat could be manned to bring them off, and the whole were obliged

to surrender.

Three hundred and eighty-six regulars, and 368 militia were made

prisoners ; the number killed was not exactly ascertained, but supposed

to be about 90. The whole loss in killed, wounded, prisoners, and missing,

was estimated at 1000. General Brock was conveyed to Fort George,

and interred on the 15th with military honors ; the guns of Fort Niagara,

as well as those of Fort George, firing during the ceremony.

Most of the militia, who were not made prisoners, were discharged,

and on the 24th of October, General Van Rensselaer resigned the com-

mand to General Smyth, and retired from the service. On the 10th of

November, General Smyth issued his first proclamation to the citizens of

New York, informing them that one army had been lost by the precipitate

attempt to pass over at the strongest point of the enemy's lines with most

incompetent means ; that the commanders in that expedition were des-

titute of theory and experience in the art of war; that in a few days

the troops under his command would plant the American standard in
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Canada; and calling upon thorn to join him on horseback or on foot, in

companies, half-companies, in pairs, or singly, and assuring them of the

most brilliant success. This proclamation was seconded by an address

from General Peter B. Porter, of Black Rock, to the men of the counties

of Ontario and Genessee, calling upon them to join him in the expedition,

and assuring them that he should join General Smyth ;
" and that a

vigorous campaign of one month would relieve their brethren on the

frontier from the calamities incident to those who are placed near the

seat of war* palsy the savage hand that was then wielding the scalping-

knife, restore peace to that section of the state, and redeem the tarnished

reputation of the country." These applications to the valour and

patriotism of the citizens of the western section of the state of New York

were not made in vain.

On the 27th of November, the military force collected at Black Rock,

under General Smyth, prepared for the invasion of Canada, amounted to

4500 effective men, consisting of New York volunteers under General

Porter, and regulars and volunteers from Pennsylvania and Baltimore.

Eighty-five boats were prepared for crossing the river, capable of trans-

porting at once the necessary artillery and 3500 men. On the night of
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the 27th, two parties were Ben) over, mic under Colonel Bocrsthr. and

and the other under Captain King, assisted by a company of marines,

under Lieutenant Angus, to destroy the British batteries. They

effectually accomplished this obji t, routed the enemy, spiked their guns,

and drove them from the shore. Captain King, in attempting to return,

was captured, with two boats belonging to Ins party. Colonel Winder,

with a party of 250 men, in attempting to land at a difficult point on the

river, was prevented by the rapidity of the current, and obliged to return

to the American side. The general embarkation commenced on the

morning of the 28th, but was not completed until after n. They then

moved up the stream from the navy-yard to Black Rock, and were

ordered by General Smyth to disembark and dine. After dinner, the

expedition was post] id to a future day. This attempt gave the enemy

full notice of the plans of the American general. The two following

days were employed in preparations for a second attempt. At three

o'clock on the morning of the l-i of December, the embarkation com-

menced a second time; the regulars on the right, (Icneral Tanehill's

brigade in the centre, and the New York volunteers on the left. General

Porter, accompanied by Majors ('hapin and Macomb, Captain Mills of

the cavalry, and Adjutant Chace, with two pilots, took his station in the

front boat, hoisted his flag, and advanced to the head of the line to lead

the expedition.

The troops, in fine spirits and in eager expectation, awaited their orders

from General Smyth, when, after considerable delay, they were given,
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QOt to proceed to the Canada shore, bul to disembark and go into winter-

quarters. Nothing could exceed the chagrin and disappointment of the

troops upon this occasion ; disorder and insubordination ensued; General

Smyth's life was threatened, and in imminent danger; the militia dis-

banded anil went home; ami General Smyth finding that the Canadas

were not to be taken by proclamation, and being disinclined to make use

of more powerful means, retired from the service.

The American cruisers continued successful at sea, and committed vast

injuries upon Briti>h commerce. On the 25th of October, the frigate

United Stat.-, I laptain Decatur, fell in with the British frigate Macedonian.

Carrying 49 guns. After an action of an hour and a half, the Macedo-

nian surrendered. During the greater pari of the action, the advantages

of wind and swell were upon the side of the British. Their loss was 86

killed ami 68 wounded. That of the Americans was five killed and seven

wounded. Decatur gained new laurels by this brilliant achievement. On

the L8th of October, the United Stale- sloop-of-war Wasp, Captain Jones,

fell in with the British sloop-of-war Frolic, Captain Winyates. Along

and well-fought Contest ensued, ending in the capture of the Krolk.

ISoth vessels were much cut up, and the Frolic »as a complete wreck.
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Capture of the Frolic.

The British loss was about 30 killed, and 45 wounded ; that of the

Americans was only five killed, and five wounded. Soon after the en-

gagement, the Wasp and her prize were captured by the British ship

Poictiers.

In the course of November, several expeditions against the Indian

towns were undertaken, and those in which General Hopkins and Colonel

Russell had command were successful. The Prophet's Town and several

Kickapoo villages were destroyed, together with the adjacent corn-fields.

On the 18th of November, General Harrison sent Lieutenant-Colonel

•T. B. Campbell with a detachment of 600 men on an expedition against

the Indians of the Miami tribes, residing in the Mississinewa towns. On
the morning of the 17th December the detachment charged on the first

of those towns, drove the Indians across the Mississinewa River, killed

seven warriors, and took 37 prisoners. During this contest a part of the

detachment was sent to the other towns, which were immediately evacuated

by the inhabitants, and soon after destroyed by the detachment, which

then returned to the ground first occupied. On the morning of the 18th,

at daylight, the camp was attacked by a number of Indians, of the Miami

and Delaware tribes, amounting to about 300. The attack commenced
on the right of the line, which was occupied by Major Ball's squadron

of horse, who gallantly contended against them for one hour, and sus-

tained almost the whole conflict. The Indians then fell back and were

courageously charged by Captain Trotter at the head of his company of

Kentucky dragoons.
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In this charge Captain Trotter was wounded in the hand: the Indians

fled with great velocity, and were pursued as far as was thought prudent.

Captain Pierce, of the Zanesville troop, was killed whilst charging the

foe. Lieutenant Waltz was shot through the arm, but being resolved on

losing no share of honor, he remounted his horse, and in that act was

killed by a shot through the head. He was of the Pennsylvania volun-

teers. Captains Markle and M'Clclland of the Same corps, and Captains

Garrard and Hopkins were complimented by the commanding general.

Lientenant-Colonel Simmerall, Major M'Dowell, and Captains Ilite and

Smith, are said to have distinguished themselves with persevering bravery :

and the whole detachment exhibiting throughout a great degree of patience,

fortitude, and coolness, rendered the victory more honorable to the

American arms, by respecting the high and inestimable principles of
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humanity, and rendering them aa they ever ought to !><•. inseparable from

bravery. The general's orders, on their departure, were to that effect,

and the most rigid obedience was paid to them.

The battle being ended, and the object of the expedition completely

accomplished, Colonel Campbell took up liis march for < Irceneville on his

return, having first forwarded an express for reinforcements, Teeumseh

being reported to be in the neighborhood with 500 warriors, and the name

of Tecumseh had now become terrible. If the detachment should be

intercepted an obstinate engagement must follow, and by the morning

report of the 24th, 303 of the men were rendered unfit for duty by being

frost-bitten ; an attack from a superior body of Indians could not there-

fore be BUStained with any prospect of success. The detachment reached

Greeneville, however, without being once molested, and the citizens re-

ceived the troops with marks of approbation for their gallantry, and for
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the lustre which they had thrown upon the northwestern army. In the

destruction of the first town the American loss was one killed, and one

wounded; in the action of the following morning, eight killed, and 25

wounded; the Indian loss in killed was known to be forty, the number

of wounded could not be ascertained. The prisoners were brought away

by the detachment. It has been thought to be unaccountable that the

Indians did not attack the detachment in its retrograde movement, but

this circumstance may be attributed to the loss of their prophet, who, it

is supposed by many, was killed in the second engagement.

HOUGH the season was already so far ad-

vanced, and the difficulties in marching

against the enemy were every day increasing,

General Harrison was too steadily deter-

mined mi the recovery of Michigan, and the

subjugation of Maiden and the country sur-

rounding it, to be put aside from bis views

by any such obstacles. Every implement

was provided which might possibly be

necessary, the military stores and trains of

artillery were already at the different depots, and the troops from Penn-

sylvania being at Mansfield, those from Virginia at Delaware, and those

from Ohio at Fort M'Arthur, the purposed concentration could be almost

immediately effected. General Winchester, with the left wing, moved

from Fort Winchester to the Rapids, in conformity with the previous

order of General Harrison, who was now commissioned a major-general

in the army of the United States, and appointed to the command of the

northwestern army. A line of posts was to be established, and strong

fortifications erected as intermediate places of rendezvous, at equal dis-

tances between Defiance and Detroit ; and that he might with more con-

venience superintend the building of these, the commander-in-chief fixed

his head-quarters at Upper Sandusky.

A brigade of Kentuckians had been sent into the Indiana territory,

under General Samuel Hopkins, with instructions to attack every settle-

ment on the Wabash, and then to fall on the Illinois. On the 11th of

November they marched from Fort Harrison with a view to the destruction

of the Prophet's Town. Seven boats, with provisions, forage, and

military' stores, commanded by Colonel Barbour, accompanied the expe-

dition, and the troops marched on the east side of the Wabash to protect

them, until the 19th, when they reached the town, and were engaged three

days in the destruction of it and a large Kickapoo village adjoining,

while General Butler, with 300 men, surrounded and destroyed the
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Winnebago town on the Ponce-passu creek : each of these towns had

been abandoned by the Indian warriors, and a small party was sent out

to reconnoitre the surrounding woods and to seek out their hiding-places.

Several Indians showed themselves, fired on the party, killed one man

and compelled the others to retire. Tins occurrence was no sooner made

known fj the troops than 60 horsemen offered to proceed to the ground

to bury their companion and to encounter the enemy. When they

attained the point, near the Indian encampment, they were fired upon

from nil ambuscade and eighteen of the party were killed and wounded,

among them several promising young officers. The enemy had taken

possession of a strong defensive position, in which there was no hope of

effectually assailing him, having a deep rapid creek in its rear in the form

of a semicircle, and being fronted by a high and almost perpendicular

bluff of 100 feet, which could only be penetrated by three steep ravines.

The death of these gallant young men excited a spirit of revenge among

the troops, and they moved forward under a heavy fall of snow, deter-

mined to attack the enemy in his stronghold at every risk. But on

arriving at the place, they found that the Indians had evacuated it and

crossed over Ponce-passu on their retreat. There being now no certain

point to which the operations of the troops could be directed, General

Hopkins gave orders for their return to Fort Harrison, where they

arrived after an absence of sixteen days, having in that time traversed

100 miles of a county of which, to use the words of their commander,

they had no cognizance.

Meantime, the opposition to the measures of the government made by

the federal party, found violent expression in New England. They

criticised and protested against the war with England, and maintained

that it was unconstitutional and illegal to employ the militia of the states

in offensive warfare. Massachusetts and Connecticut refused to furnish

their contingent of troops for the invasion of Canada. The presidential

election took place in the autumn of this year. Mr. Madison was re-

elected without difficulty, whilst Mr. Gerry became vice-president. The

friends of the administration were in a great majority.

Congress met in November. The president, in his message, frankly

stated the ill success of the operations on the northern frontier, but men-

tioned with just pride the victories of the American cruisers. His request

for a more efficient organization of the army was granted. The pay of

the troops was increased, and twenty additional regiments of infantry were

ordered to be raised.
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HE news of another naval triumph

was the first cause of rejoicing in

the Union, at the opening of 1813.

On the 27th of December, the fri-

gate Constitution, Captain Bain

bridge, fell in with the Briti-h

frigate Java, of 40 guns, Captain

Lambert, off" the northern coast of

Brazil. At fifty minutes past one

P. M. the enemy bore down with an intention of raking the Constitution

which she avoided by wearing. Much manoeuvring took place on both

sides, the object of the enemy being to rake, and of the Constitution to

avoid being raked, and to draw the enemy from the neutral coast. At

two P. M., the enemy was within half a mile of the Constitution, and to

windward, having hauled down his colors, except the union jack, which

was at the mizzen-masthcad. A gnn was then fired ahead of him, to

make him show his colors : but this gun was answered by a whole broad-

Bide. The enemy's colors were then hoisted, and the action began with

round and grape ; but he kept at so great a distance that the grape had

little effect, and to bring him nearer would expose the Constitution to
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severe raking. At thirty minutes past two, both ships were within good

canister distance, when the Constitution's wheel was shot away. At forty

minutes past two, the fore and mainsail were set, and Commodore Bain-

bridge being now determined to close with him, luffed up for that purpose,

and in ten minutes after, the enemy's jibboom got foul of the Constitu-

tion's mizzen rigging, ami in another ten minutes, his bowsprit and jibboom

were shot away. At five minutes past three, his main-topmast was shot

away just above the cap. This was followed by the loss of his gaff and

spanker boom, and soon after, his mainmast went nearly by the board.

At five minutes past four, the enemy was completely silenced, and his

colors at the main being down, it was thought he had surrendered. The

Constitution therefore shot ahead to repair damages, which being done,

and the enemy's flag being discovered to be still flying, she wore, stood

for the enemy in handsome style, and got close athwart his bows in an

effectual position for raking, when his mainmast having also gone by the

board, and seeing that further resistance would be useless whilst he lay so

unmanageable a wreck, he struck his colors. The Constitution had 9

men killed and 25 wounded. The Java 60 killed and 170 wounded.

In the wert and northwest the American arms were unfortunate. The
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left wiug of the northwestern army was commanded by General .lames

Winchester. Receiving intelligence that the British and Indians were

posted at French Town, on the river Raisin, Harrison ordered this detach-

ment to proceed against them, if its commander thought it practicable.

Winchester immediately detached an efficient force, under Colonel Li

which made a rapid march, and reached the vicinity of French Town on

the 18th of January. The enemy were prepared to receive them: but

the Americans advanced with Buch impetuosity that the enemy were dis-

d from their works, and driven to the distance of two miles. The

battle lasted from three o'clock in the afternoon until dark. The Ameri-

can detachment then encamped on the spot from which it had driven the

enemy. Tin- loss of lie' British and Indians "as verj That of

the Americans was 1 1' killed and 55 wi.unded. General Winchester, with

about 300, arrived at French Town on the 20th.

<>n the morning of the 22d, the Americans were surprised and attacked

by a greatly superior force of British and Indians, commanded by Colonel
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Massacre on the River RaiShL

Proctor. The action was warmly contested for about a half hour, when

the enemy's fire becoming too galling, Winchester ordered his men to form

on the north bank of the river: but they gave way, and could not be

rallied. The Indians gained their rear, and thus borne down by numbers,

General Winchester, '65 officers, and 487 noncommissioned officers and

privates, surrendered themselves prisoners of war. Before the troops

surrendered, the British commander promised them protection from the

ferocity of the Indians: but the promise was made to be broken. At

break of day. the next morning, the savages were suffered to commit

every depredation they pleased. An indiscriminate slaughter of all who

were unable to walk ensued
; many were tomahawked, and many were

burned alive in the houses. Evei \ species of private property remaining

in the tents was appropriated by the Indians. The whole detachment

was captured or destroyed. The loss of the British and Indians was not

ascertained, but must have been severe, since, for a time, the Americans

fought with the fury of desperation. There is no doubt that this disaster

was owing to Winchester's want of caution.

On the 24th of February, the sloop-of-war Hornet, Captain James

Lawrence, fell in with the British brig Peacock, Captain William Peake.

The forces were about equal ; but after an action of about twenty minutes,

the Peacock surrendered, being then in a sinking condition. The crew

of the American vessel made every exertion to remove the wounded and

prisoners from the sinking wreck ; but she went down with thirteen of her
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own crew and throe noble seamen belonging to the Hornet. The loss on

board the Hornet during the action was only one killed and three wounded.

Of the British, Captain Peake and five men were killed, and about thirty-

three men wounded.

Early in April, preparations were made by the American General

Dearborn for an attack upon the British post at York, Upper Canada.

Commodore Chauncey had succeeded in equipping an efficient naval force

on Lake Ontario. He received on board his squadron, at Sackett's Har-

bor, 1700 men, commanded by General Dearborn, ami sailed, on the 25th

of April, for York. On the morning of the 27th, the troops were landed

about a mile below the principal fori of the enemy. The British, posted

in a thick w 1, received the Americans with a galling fire; hut the latter

attacked the enemy vigorously, and compelled them to retreat with con-

siderable loss. The Bquadron opened an effective fire upon the principal

work of the enemy; and the troops, under the command of Brigadier-

general Pike, attacked and carried two redoubts. As they approat

the principal works, the enemy blew up their magazine, which killed or
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wounded about 100 of the assailants. General Pike was among the slain.

His talents and daring activity had endeared him to his troops, and his

Death of Genera] I'ike.
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fall was much lamented. The Americans pressed on, however, and took

possession of York. The loss of the British during the action was much

greater than that of the assailants. A considerable quantity of military

stores fell to the victors.

After the defeat and capture of General Winchester and his army at

the river Raisin, General Harrison established his advanced post at the

foot of the Miami rapids, enclosing about eight acres with strong pickets,

and establishing batteries at the most commanding points. This position

«a> selected as being convenient for keeping open a communication, and

receiving reinforcements and supplies from Kentucky, and the settled

parts of the state of Ohio ; and, at the same time, affording the best

station for protecting the borders of Lake Erie, re-capturing Detroit, and

carrying the war into the British territories: it was denominated Fort

Meigs, in honor of the zeal and talents of the governor of Ohio. The

Miami of the Lake is formed by the St. Mary's, which comes from the

math, and the St. Joseph's, which rises in the Indiana territory. These

rivers unite at Fort Wayne, near the west line of the state of Ohio : from

this point the river assumes the name of Miami, and runs a north-easterly
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direction, about fifty miles to Fori Winchester, formerly Fort Defiance,

where it receives the waters of the Auglaize from the south. Thence it

continues the same course forty miles further to the rapids, and after

passing a short distance below Fori Meigs on the left, and the ruins of a

small village on the right, and embracing a large island, falls into the

Miami bay, opposite the site of an old British fort, eighteen miles from

Lake Erie. The rapids terminate at Fort Meigs, three miles above the

head of the bay. On the breaking up of the ice in Lake Erie, General

Proctor, with all his disposable force, consisting of regulars and Canadian

militia from Maiden, and a large body of Indians under their celebrated

chief Teeumseh, amounting in the whole to 2000 men, laid siege to Fort

Meigs. To encourage the Indians, hi' had promised them an easy con-

quest; and assured them that General Harrison should be delivered up to

Teeumseh. On the 26th of April, the British columns appeared on the

opposite bank of the river, and established their principal batteries on a
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commanding eminence opposite the fort. On the 27th, the Indians

crossed the river, and established themselves in the rear of the American

lines. The garrison, not having completed their wells, had no water

except what they obtained from the river, under a constant firing of the

enemy. On the 1st, 2d, and 3d of May, their batteries kept up an in-

cessant shower of bulls and shells upon the fort. On the night of the

3d, the British erected a gun and mortar battery on the left bank of the

river, within two hundred and fifty yards of the American lines. The

Indians climbed the trees in the neighborhood of the fort, and poured in

a galling fire upon the garrison. In this situation General Harrison re-

ceived a summons from Proctor for a surrender of the garrison, greatly

magnifying the means of annoyance : this was answered by a prompt

refusal, assuring the British general that if he obtained possession of the

fort, it would not be by capitulation. Apprehensive of such an attack.

General Harrison had made the governors of Kentucky and Ohio minutely

acquainted with his situation, and stated to them the necessity of rein-

forcements for the relief of Fort Meigs. His requisitions had been

zealously anticipated, and General Clay was at this moment descending

the Miami with 1200 Kentuckians for his relief.

T twelve o'clock in the night of the

4th, an officer arrived from General

Clay, with the welcome intelligence

of his approach, stating that he

was just above the rapids, and

could reach him in two hours, and requesting

his orders. Harrison determined on a general

sally, and directed Clay to land 800 men on

the right bank, take possession of the British

batteries, spike their cannon, immediately re-

turn to their boats, and cross over to the American fort. The remainder

of Clay's force was ordered to land on the left bank, and fight their way

to the fort, while sorties were to be made from the garrison in aid of these

operations. Captain Hamilton was directed to proceed up the river in a

mger, land a subaltern on the left bank, who should be a pilot to

conduct General Clay to the fort; and then cross over and station his

periauger at the place designated for the other division to land. General

Clay, having received these orders, descended the river in order of battle

in solid columns, each officer taking position according to bis rank. Colonel

Dudley, being the eldest in command, led the van, and was ordered to

take the men in the twelve front boats, and execute General Harrison's

orders on the right bank. He effected his landing at the place designated,
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without difficulty. General Clay kept close along the left bank until he

came opposite the place of Colonel Dudley's landing, but not finding the

subaltern there, he attempted to cross over and join Colonel Dudley; this

was prevented by the violence of the current cm the rapids, and he again

attempted to land on the left bank, and effected it with only fifty men, amid

a brisk fire from the enemy on shore, and made his way to the fort, re-

ceiving their fire until within the protection of it* guns. The other boats,

under the command of Cohmel Boswcll, were driven further down the

current, and landed on the right to join Colonel Dudley. Here they were

ordered to re-embark, land on the left bank, and proceed to the fort. In

the meantime, two sorties were made from the garrison, one on the left,

in aid of Colonel Boswcll, by which the Canadian militia and Indians

were defeated, and he enabled to reach the fort in safety, and one on the

right, against the British batteries, which was also successful.

|OLONEL DUDLEY, with his detachment

of 800 Kentucky militia, completely suc-

ceeded in driving the British from their

batteries, and spiking the cannon. Having

accomplished this object, his orders were

peremptory to return immediately to his

boats, and cross over to the fort ; but the

blind confidence which generally attends

militia when successful, proved their ruin.

Although repeatedly ordered by Colonel Dudley, and warned of their

danger, and called upon from the fort to leave the ground ; and although

there was abundant time for that purpose, before the British reinforce-

ments arrived ; yet they commenced a pursuit of the Indians, and suffered

themselves to be drawn into an ambuscade by some feint skirmishing,

while the British troops and large bodies of Indians were brought up, and

intercepted their return to the river. Elated with their first success, they

considered the victory as already gained, and pursued the enemy nearly

two miles into the woods and swamps, where they were suddenly caught

in a defile, and surrounded by double their numbers. Finding themselves

in this situation, consternation prevailed ; their line became broken and

disordered, and huddled together in unresisting crowds, they were obliged

to surrender to the mercy of the savages. Fortunately for these unhappy

victims of their own rashness, General Tecumseh commanded at this am-

buscade, and had imbibed, since his appointment, more humane feelings

than his brother Proctor. After the surrender, and all resistance had

ceased, the Indians, finding 500 prisoners at their mercy, began the work
•»f massacre with the most savage delight. Tecumseh sternly forbade it,
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Defence of Kort Stepbenson.

.Hid buried his tomahawk in the head of -one of his chiefs who refused

obedience. This order, accompanied with this decisive manner of enforc-

ing it, put an end to the massacre. Of 800 men, only 150 escaped. The
residue were slain or made prisoners. Colonel Dudley was severely

wounded in the action, and afterwards tomahawked and scalped.

Proctor, seeing no prospect of taking the fort, and finding his Indians

fast leaving him, raised the siege on the 9th of May, and returned with

precipitation to Maiden. Tecumseh and a considerable portion of the

Indians remained in service; but large numbers left it in disgust, and

were ready to join the Americans. On the left bank, in the several sorties

of the 5th of May, and during the siege, the American loss was 81 killed,

and 189 wounded. General Harrison having repaired the fort, and com-

mitted its defence to General Clay, repaired to Franklinton to organize

the new levies, and systematize a plan of defence for the Erie frontier.

At Lower Sandusky, he met Governor Meigs, at the head of a large body

of Ohio volunteers, pressing on to his relief, and gave him the pleasing

intelligence that the siege was raised. The volunteers were there dis-

charged with the warmest acknowledgments of the governor ami general

for their promptness and zeal in marching to the relief of Fort Meigs.

Having raised the siege of Camp Meigs, the British sailed round into

Sandusky Bay, while a competent number of their savage allies marched

across through the swamps of Portage River, to co-operate in a combined
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attack on Lower Sandusky, expecting, no doubt, that General Harrison's

Attention would be chiefly directed to Forts Winchester and Meigs.

The general, however, had calculated on their taking this course, and had

been careful to keep patroles down the bay, opposite the mouth of Portage,

where he supposed their forces would debark.

Several days before the British had invested Fort Meigs, General

Harrison, with Major Croghan and some other officers, had examined the

heights which surround Fort Stephenson ; and as the hill on the opposite

or south-east side of the river was found to be the most commanding

eminence, the general had some thoughts of removing the fort to that

place, and Major Croghan declared his readiness to undertake the work.

But the general did not authorize him to do it, as he believed that if the

enemy intended to invade our territory again, they would do it before the

removal could be completed. It was then finally concluded that the fort,

which was calculated for a garrison of only "_'Otl nun, could not be de-

fended against the heavy artillery of the enemy; and that if the British

should approach it by water, which would cause a presumption that they

had brought their heavy artillery, the fort must be abandoned and burnt,
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provided a retreat could be effected with safety. In the orders left with

Major Croghan, it was stated—" Should the British troops approach you
in force with cannon, and you can discover them in time to effect a retreat,

you will do so immediately, destroying all the public stores."

"You must be aware that the attempt to retreat in the face of an
Indian force would be vain. Against such an enemy your garrison would
be safe, however great the number."

ON the evening, of the 29th, General

Harrison received intelligence, by ex-

press, from General Clay, that the enemy
had abandoned the siege of Fort Meigs;

anil as the Indians on that day had swarmed

in the woods round his camp, he entertained

no doubt that an immediate attack was

intended either on Sandusky or Seneca,

lie therefore immediately called a council

of war, consisting of M'Arthur, Cass, Ball,

Paul, Wood, Hukill, Holmes and Graham, who were unanimously of the

opinion that Fort Stephenson was untenable against heavy artillery, and that

;is the enemy could bring with facility any quantity of battering cannon

against it, by which it must inevitably fall, and as it was an unimportant post,

containing nothing the loss of which would be felt by us, that the garrison

6hould therefore not be reinforced, but withdrawn, and the place destroyed.

In pursuance of this decision, the general immediately despatched the

order to Major Croghan, directing him immediately to abandon Fort

Stephenson, to set it on fire and repair with his command to head-quarters

—cross the river and come up on the opposite side, and if he should find

it impracticable to reach the general's quarters, to take the road to Huron,

and pursue it with the utmost circumspection and despatch. This order

iras sent by Mr. Conner ami two Indians, who lost their way in the dark,

and did not reach Fort Stephenson till 11 o'clock the next day. When
Major Croghan received it, he was of opinion that he could not then

retreat with safety, as the Indians were hovering round the fort in con-

siderable force. He called a council of his officers, a majority of whom
coincided with him in opinion that a retreat would be unsafe, and that

the post could be maintained against the enemy, at least till further

instructions could be received from head-quarters. The major therefore

immediately returned the following answer: "Sir, I have just received

yours of yesterday, 10 o'clock, P. M., ordering me to destroy this place

and make good my retreat, which was received too late to be carried into

execution. We have determined to maintain this place, and by heavens
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we can." In writing this note, Major Croghan had a view to the pro

Lability of its falling into the hands of the enemy, and on that account

made use of stronger language than would have otherwise been consistent

with propriety. It reached the general on the same day, who did not

fully understand the circumstances and motives nnder which it had

dictated. The following order was therefore immediately prepared and

sent with Colonel Wells in the morning, escorted by Colonel Ball, with

his corps of dragoons.

11 July 30, 1813.

" Sir—The general has ju-t received your letter of this date, informing

him that you had thought proper to disobey the order issued from this

office, and delivered to you this morning. It appears that the informa-

tion which dictated the order was incorrect ; and as you did not receive

it in the night, as was expected, it might have been proper that you should

have reported the circumstance and your situation, before you proceeded

to its execution. This might have been passed over ; but I am directed

to say to you, that an officer who presumes to aver that he has made his

resolution, and that he will act in direct opposition to the orders of his

general, can no longer be entrusted with a separate command. Colonel

Wells is sent to relieve you. You will deliver the command to him, and

repair with Colonel Ball's squadron to this place. By command, &c.

A. II. BOLMES, Assistant Adjutant General."

Colonel Wells being left in the command of Fort Stephenson, Major

Croghan returned with the squadron to head-quarters. He there ex-

plained his motives fur writing such a note, which were deemed satisfactory

;

and having remained all night with the general, who treated him politely,

he was permitted to return to his command in the morning, with written

orders similar to those he had received before.

A reconnoitring party which had been sent from head-quarters to the

shore of the lake, about 20 miles distant from Fort Stephenson, discovered

the approach of the enemy, by water, mi the evening of the 31st of July.

They returned by the fort after 12 o'clock the next day, and had passed

it but a few hours, when the enemy made their appearance before it.

The Indians showed themselves first on the hill over the river, and were

saluted by a six-pounder, the only piece of artillery in the fort, which

soon caused them to retire. In half an hour the British gun-boats came

in sight, and the Indian forces displayed themselves in every direction,

with a view to intercept the garrison, should a retreat be attempted.

The six-pounder was fired a few times at the gun-boats, which was returned

by the artillery of the enemy. A landing of their troops with a five and
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a half-inch howitzer was effected about a mile below the fort ; and Major

Chambers, accompanied by Dickson, was despatched towards the fort with

a flag, and was met on the part of Major Croghan by Ensign Shipp, of

the 17th regiment. After the usual ceremonies, Major Chambers observed

to Ensign Shipp, that he was instructed by General Proctor to demand
the surrender of the fort, as he was anxious to spare the effusion of human
blood, which he could not do, should he be under the necessity of reducing

it, by the powerful force of artillery, regulars and Indians under his

command. Shipp replied, that the commandant of the fort and its

garrison were determined to defend it to the last extremity ; that no force

however great could induce them to surrender, as they were resolved to

maintain their post, or to bury themselves in its ruins. Dickson then

said that their immense body of Indians could not be restrained fiom

murdering the whole garrison in case of success, of which we have no

doubt, rejoined Chambers, as we are amply prepared. Dickson then pro-

ceeded to remark, that it was a great pity so fine a young man should fall

into the hands of the savages—Sir, for God's sake, surrender, and prevent

the dreadful massacre that will be caused by your resistance. Mr. Shipp

replied, that when the fort was taken, there would be none to massacre.

It will not be given up while a man is able to resist. An Indian at this

moment came out of an adjoining ravine, and advancing to the ensign,

took hold of his sword and attempted to wrest it from him. Dickson

interfered, and having restrained the Indian, affected great anxiety to get

him safe into the fort.

enemy now opened their fire from their six.

pounders in the gun-boats and the howitzer on

shore, which they continued through the night

with but little intermission and with very little

effect. The forces of the enemy consisted of

500 regulars, and about 800 Indians com-

manded by Dickson, the whole being com-

manded by General Proctor in person. Te-

YimtHV W cumseh was stationed on the road to Fort

Meigs with a body of 2000 Indians, hoping to

intercept a reinforcement which was expected

to advance by that route.

Major Croghan through the evening at intervals, fired his six-pounder,

at the same time changing its place occasionally to induce a belief that

he had more than one piece. As it produced very little execution on the

enemy, and he was desirous of saving his ammunition, he soon discontinued

his fire. The enemy had directed their fire against the northwestern
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angle of the fort, which induced the commander to believe that an attempt

to storm his works would be made at that point. In the night, Captain

Hunter was directed to remove the six-pounder to a block-house, from

which it would rake that angle. By great industry and personal exer-

tion, Captain Hunter soon accomplished this object in secrecy. The em-

brasure was masked, and i he piece loaded with a half-charge of powder,

and double charge of slugs and grape-shot. Early on the morning of

the 2d, the enemy opened their lire from their howitzer and three im-

pounders, which they had landed in the night, and planted in a point of

woods, about 2~>0 yards from the fort. In the afternoon, about 4 o'clock,

they concentrated the fire of all their guns on the northwest angle, which

convinced Major Croghau that they would endeavor to make a breach and

storm the works at that point; he therefore immediately had that place

strengthened as much as possible with bags of flour and sand, which were

so effectual that the picketing in that place sustained no material injury.

Sergeant Weaver, with five or six gentlemen of the Petersburg volunteers

and Pittsburg blues, who happened to be in the fort, was intrusted with

the management of the six-pounder.

Late in the evening, when the smoke of the firing had completely

env-eloped the fort, the enemy proceeded to make the assault. Two feints

were made towards the southern angle, where Captain Hunter's lines were

formed ; and at the same time a column of 350 men was discovered ad-

vancing through the smoke, within 20 paces of the northwestern angle.

A heavy galling fire of musketry was now opened upon them from the

fort, which threw them into some confusion. Colonel Short, who hei

the principal column, soon rallied his men, and led them witli great

bravery to the brink of the ditch. After a momentary pause he leaped

into the ditch, calling to his men to follow him, and in a few minutes it

was full. The masked port-hole was now opened, and the six-pounder, at

the distance of 30 feet, poured such destruction among them that but few

who had entered the ditch were fortunate enough to escape. A precipi-

tate and confused retreat was the immediate consequence, although some

of the officers attempted to rally their men. The other column, which

was led by Colonel Warburton and Major Chambers, was also routed in

confusion by a destructive fire from the line commanded by Captain

Hunter. The whole of them fled into the adjoining wood, beyond the

reach of our fire-arms. During the assault, which lasted half an hour,

the enemy kept up an incessant fire from their howitzer and five six-

pounders. They left Colonel Short, a lieutenant and twenty-five privates,

dead in the ditch; and the total number of prisoners taken was twenty-

six, most of them badly wounded. Major Muir was knocked down in
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the ditch, and lay among the dead, till the darkness of the night enabled

him to escape in safety. The loss of the garrison was one killed and

seven slightly wounded. The total loss of the enemy could not be less

than 150 killed and wounded.

When night came on, which was soon after the assault, the wounded in

the ditch were in a desperate situation. Complete relief could not be

brought to them by either side with any degree of safety. Major Croghan,

however, relieved them as much as possible— he contrived to convey to

them water over the picketing in buckets, and a ditch was opened under

the pickets, through which those who were able and willing, were encour-

aged to crawl into the fort. All who were able, preferred, of course, to

follow their defeated comrades, and many others were carried front the

vicinity of the fort by the Indians, particularly their own killed ami

wounded; and in the night about 3 o'clock, the whole British and Indian

force commenced a disorderly retreat. So great was their precipitation

that they left a sail-boat containing some clothing and a considerable

quantity of military stores: and on the next day, seventy stand of arms

and some braces of pistols were picked up around the fort. Their hurry

and confusion were caused by the apprehension of an attack from General

Harrison, of whose position and force they had probably received an

exaggerated account.

T was the intention of General Harrison,

should the enemy succeed against Fort Ste-

phenson, or should they endeavor to turn

his left and fall on Upper Sandusky, to

leave his camp at Seneca and fall back for

the protection of that place. But he dis-

covered by the firing on the evening of the

1st, that the enemy had nothing but light

artillery, which could make no impression on

the fort ; and he knew that an attempt to storm

it without making a breach, could be successfully repelled by the garrison
;

he therefore determined to wait for the arrival of 2.50 mounted volunteers

under Colonel Rennick, being the advance of 700 who were approaching

by the way of Upper Sandusky, and then to march against the enemy

and raise the siege, if their force was not still too great for his. On the

'2d, he sent several scouts to ascertain their situation and force; but the

woods were bo infested with Indians, thai none of them could proceed

sufficiently near the fort to make the necessary discoveries. In the night

the messenger arrived at head-quarters with intelligence that the enemy

were preparing to retreat. About 9 o'clock, Major Croghan had ascer-
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cained from their collecting about their boats, thai they were preparing to

embark, and had immediately sent an express to the commander-in-chief

with this information. The general now determined to wait no longer

for the reinforcements, and immediately set out with the dragoons, with

which he reached the fort early next morning, having ordered Generals

M'Arthur and Cass, who had arrived at Se ieca several days before, to

follow him with all the disposable infantry at that place, and which at

this time was about 700 men, after the numerous sick, and the forcf

necessary to maintain the position, were left behind. Finding that tho

enemy had fled entirely from the fort, so as not to be reached by him,

and learning that Tecumseh was somewhere in the direction of Fort

Meigs, with liOOO warriors, he immediately ordered the infantry to fall

back to Seneca, lest Tecumseh should make an attack on that place, or

intercept the small reinforcements advancing from Ohio.

In his official report of this affair, General Harrison observes that—
''It will not be among the least of General Proctor's mollifications, that

he has been baffled by a youth, who has just passed his twenty-first year.

He is, however, a hero worthy of his gallant uncle, General George It

Clarke."

Captain Hunter, of the 17th regiment, the second in command, con-

ducted himself with great propriety : and never was there a set ol hner
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young fellows than the subalterns, viz.: Lieutenants Johnson and Baylor

of the 17th, Meeks of the 7th, and Ensigns Shipp and Duncan of th6

17th. Lieutenant Anderson of the -4th was also noticed for his good

conduct. Bring without a command, he solicited Major Croghan for a

musket and a post to fight at, which he did with the greatest bravery.

"Too much praise," says Major Croghan, "cannot be bestowed on the

officers, non-commissioned officers and privates under my command, for

their gallantry and good conduct during the siege." The brevet rank

of lieutenant-colonel was immediately conferred on Major Croghan, by

the president of the United States, for his gallant conduct on this occa-

sion. The ladies of Chillieothe also presented him an elegant sword,

accompanied by a suitable address.

In the meantime, the operations of the Americans directed against

the British posts on Lake < Intario, were successful. Fort George on the

Canada shore, was one of the most important of these posts. Troops

were assembled, the Ontario squadron prepared, and the 27th of May

fixed for tie- attack upon the fort. Commodore Chauncey made judicious

arrangements for silencing the enemy's batteries near the point of landing.

The light troops, commanded by Colonel Scott and Major Forsyth, landed

first and were followed by the remainder of the army. The landing was

warmly and obstinately disputed by the British forces : but the impetu

of the Americans soon compelled them to give ground. Fort George was

rendered untenable, and the enemy, after firing a few guns, and exploding
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the magazines, rapidly retreated. In this brilliant aflair, the Americans

had 17 killed and 45 wounded. The enemy had 00 killed, ltlO wounded,

and about 100 taken prisoner-.

On the 29th of May, the British squadron, with about 1000 regular

troops on board commanded by Sir George Prevost, made an attack upon

Sackett's Harbor. The American force at that post was commanded by

General Jacob Brown.

The movements of the enemy indicated his intention to land on the

peninsula called Horse Island. General Brown, therefore, determined on

resisting him at the water's edge with the Albany volunteers, under

Colonel Mills, and such militia as could be instantly collected. Alarm

guns were therefore fired, and expresses sent out for that purpose.

Lieutenant-Colonel Backus, of the 1st regiment United States dragoons,

was to form a second line with the regulars. The regular artillerists

were stationed in Fort Tompkins, and the defence of Navy Point was

committed to Lieutenant Chauncey.

On the 28th, the Wolfe, the Royal George, the Prince Regent, the
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Earl of Moira, and one brig, two schooners, and two gun-boats, with 33
flat bottomed boats and barges, containing in all 1200 troops, appeared
in the offing, at five miles distance. They were standing their course for

the harbor, when, having discovered a fleet of American barges, coming
round Stony Point, with troops from Oswego, the whole of their boats

were immediately despatched to cut them off. They succeeded in taking

twelve of them, after they had been run on shore and abandoned by their

crews, who arrived at the harbor in the night. The remainder, seven in

number, escaped from their pursuers, and got safely in.

"p=i HE British commanders, being then under

an impression that other barges would be

sailing from Oswego, stood into South

Bay, and despatched their armed boats

to waylay them. In this they were dis-

appointed; and during the delay which

was caused by this interruption of their

intended operations, the militia from the

neighboring counties collected at the

harbor, and showed great eagerness to

engage in the contest with the invading

enemy. They were ordered to be sta-

tioned mi the water side, near the island on which Colonel Mills was

posted with his volunteers. The strength at that point was nearly 500

men. But the whole force, including the regulars, effectives, and invalids,

did not exceed 1000.

The plan of defence had been conceived with great skill, and if the

conduct of the militia had proved to be consistent with their promises, it

would have been executed with equal ability. Every thing being ordered,

General Brown directed his army to lay upon their arms, whilst he con-

tinued personally to reconnoitre the shores of the harbor, during the

whole night of the 2Sth. At the only favorable point of landing, he had

caused a breastwork to be thrown up, and a battery en barbette, to be

erected. Behind this most of the militia were stationed.

At the dawn of the 29th, the enemy was discovered with his vesseis

drawn up in line, between Horse Island and Stony Point; and in a few-

minutes all his boats and barges approached the shore under cover of his

gun-boats, those being the heaviest of his vessels, which, in consequence

of the lightness of the wind, could be brought up. The troops with which

the boats were filled, were commanded by Sir George Prevost in person.

Commodore Yeo directed the movements of the barges. General Brown

1 his orders, that the troops should lie close, and reserve
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their fire until the enemy should have approached so near that every shot

might take effect. This order was executed, and the fire was so destruc-

tive, that the enemy's advance boats were obliged to make a temporary

pause, and numbers of their officers and men were seen to fall.

Encouraged by the decided effect of the first fire, the militia loaded

their pieces with the utmost quickness, and the artillery was ordered to

be opened at the moment of their second. But, before the second round

had been completely discharged, the whole body of the militia, none of

whom had ever seen an enemy until now, and who were entirely unaccus-

tomed to subordination, though they were well protected by the breast-

work, rose from behind it, and abandoning those honorable promises of

noble daring which they had made but a little while before, they fled with

equal precipitation and disorder. A strange and unaccountable panic

seized the whole line, and with the exception of a very few, terror and

dismay were depicted in every countenance. Colonel Mills, vainly en-

deavoring to rally his men, was killed as he was reminding them of the

solemn pledges which they had given ; but the fall of this brave officer
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served rather to increase their confusion than to actuate them to

revenge it.

General Brown seeing that his plan was already frustrated, and fearing

his inability to execute any other, without the vigorous co-operation of th>»

militia, hastened to intercept their retreat, and finding one company of

about 100 men, who had been rallied by the active and zealous conduct

of Captain M'Nitt of that corps, he brought them up and ordered them

to form in line with the regulars and volunteers who had continued to

keep their ground.

N the interval which had thus elapsed, the

enemy had effected his debarkation with

little opposition, and drawing up his whole

force on Horse Island, he commenced his

march for the village; on the road to which

he was met by a small party of infantry,

under Major Aspinw all, and a few dismounted

dragoons under Major Laval, who opposed

him with much gallantry. Two of the gun-

boats ranged up the shore and covered the

field with grape. This handful of troops

then gradually retired from an immense su-

periority of numbers, and occupied the intervals between the barracks.

Lieutenant-Colonel Backus, with his reserve of regulars, first engaged

the enemv. when the militia company of Captain M'Nitt was formed on

his flank, and in the vigorous fight which then followed, this company

behaved with as much gallantry as the bravest of the regulars. The

whole force was compelled to fall back, however, by the superior strength

of the enemy's column, and resorting to the barracks for what shelter

they could afford, they posted themselves in the unprotected log-houses

and kept up an incessant and effective fire. From these, the most violent

assaults, and the repeated and most energetic efforts of the British were

incompetent to dislodge them. Colonel Gray, the quartermaster-general

of the enemy's forces, advanced to the weakest part of the barracks at

the head of a column of regulars, and after exchanging shots with an

inferior party of militia and regulars, led his men on to the assault. A
Bmall boy, who was a drummer in Major Aspinwall's corps, seized a

musket and levelling it at the colonel, immediately brought him to the

ground. At that moment Lieutenant Fanning, of the artillery, who had

been so severely wounded by the explosion at Little York, and was yet

considered unable to do any kind of duty, leaned upon his piece whilst it

was drawn up, and having given it the proper elevation, discharged three
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rounds of grape into the faces of the enemy, who immediately fell back

in disorder. At this instant Lieutenant-Colonel Backus fell severely

wounded.

Whilst the battle was raging with its greatest violence, information was

brought to Lieutenant Chauncey of the intention of the American forces

to surrender. He therefore, in conformity to his previous orders relating

to such an event, fired the navy barracks, and destroyed all the property

and public stores which had previously belonged to the harbor, as well as

the provisions and equipments which had been brought from New York.

The destruction of these buildings, and the conflagration which was thence

produced, was thought to have been caused by the troops of the enemy,

and although the undisciplined militia and volunteers, and the invalid

regular-, were suspicious of being placed between the fire of two divisions

of the enemy, they continued to fight on, regardless of their inferiority

or the consequences of their capture.

KN'KRAL Brown was all this time

actively superintending the opera-

tions of his little army. He now

determined on making a diversion in

its favor, which if it should be suc-

cessful, would be the only means of saving the

place, or of relieving his exhausted troops.

Having learned that the militia who had fled

from their stations in the early part of the en-

W gagement had not yet entirely dispersed, and

that they were still within a short distance of

the scene of action, he hastened to exhort them to imitate the conduct

of their brave brethren in arms. He reproached them with shameful

timidity, and ordered them instantly to form and follow him, and threatened

with instant death the first man who should refuse. His order was obeyed

with alacrity. He then attempted a stratagem by which to deceive the

enemy with regard to the forces against which he was contending.

Silently passing through a distant wood which led toward the place at

which the enemy had landed, General Brown persuaded the British

general of his intention to gain the rear of his forces, to take possession

of the boats and effectually to cut off their retreat.

This was done with such effect, at the moment when the fire of Lieu-

tenant Farming's piece had caused the destruction in the British line,

that General Sir George Prevost was well convinced of the vast superiority

of the American force to his own. He gave up all thoughts of the cap-

ture of the place, and hurrying to his boats, put off immediately to the
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British squadron. He was not pursued, because if the real number of

the American troops had been exposed to his view, he would have returned

to the contest, might easily have outflanked, and in all human probability

would still have captured the army and the village.

But the precipitation of this flight was such, that he left not only the

wounded bodies of his ordinary men upon the field, but those of the dead

and wounded of his most distinguished officers. Among these were

Quartermaster-General Gray, Majors Moodie and Evans, and three cap-

tains. The return of his loss, as accurately as it had been ascertained,

amounted to three field officers, one captain, and 25 rank and file found

dead on the field; two captains and 20 rank and file found wounded ; and

two captains, one ensign, and 32 rank and file made prisoners. In addition

to which, many were killed in the boats, and numbers had been carried

away previously to the retreat. The loss of the Americans was greater

in proportion, as the number of the men engaged were less. One colonel

of volunteers, twenty regulars, privates, and one volunteer private were

killed ; one lieutenant-colonel, three lieutenants, and one ensign of the

regulars, and 79 non-commissioned officers and privates were wounded

;

and 26 non-commissioned officers and privates were missing. .
Their

aggregate loss was 110 regulars, -1 volunteers, and twenty-five militia;

making a total of 156. It was severe, because of the worth, more than

of the number of those who fell. The injury in public stores sustained

at Sackett's Harbor, though not by any act of the invading enemy, was

extensive ; but the gallantry of several individuals prevented its being

more so.

The courage and skill displayed by General Brown in this important

defence won him the applause of his countrymen, and the appointment

of brigadier-general in the regular army. His subsequent achievements

equalled the promise of his first, and showed that the confidence of the

government in his talents for command was not misplaced.

On the 5th of June, a detachment of the American army, commanded

by General Winder, marched against the British post at Stony Creek,

near the head of Lake Ontario. The advanced body of the enemy was

driven in, and the Americans pursued. The latter then returned and

rested on the field during the night. Before daylight the next morning,

the British attacked the Americans, captured Generals Winder and

Chandler, and for a while had a decided advantage. The detachment,

however, rallied, and drove the foe from the field with a severe loss. The

Americans, under Colonel B'irn, then returned to the main army. Their
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loss in the action was small. That of the enemy in killed, wounded and
prisoners, was about 250 men.

HE naval triumphs of the Americans had

given them confidence in the skill of their

commanders and the quality of their cruisers.

But this career of victory now experienced

some interruptions. The United States fri-

gate Chesapeake, Captain Lawrence, being

anchored in President's Roads, the commander

of the British frigate Shannon, Captain

Broke, sent a challenge to the American

commander to meet him in equal combat

frigate to frigate. Although the Chesapeake

was not in a condition for action, the chivalrous Lawrence accepted the

challenge, and met the Shannon on the 1st of June. The action com-

menced within pistol shot, both crews suffering greatly from the broadsides.

The principal officers of the Chesapeake, including Captain Lawrence,

were disabled early in tin- action. After a desperate and bloody combat,

the Americans having lost nearly all their officers, the enemy gained

complete possession of the ship. On board the Chesapeake, 47 men

were killed and 98 wounded. The loss of the British was 26 killed and

58 wounded. Captain Lawrence, even after the enemy had boarded his

ship, exhorted his men to keep their colors flying. He was greatly

lamented in the United States. The victory caused much exultation

among the British, though it was rather the result of unavoidable

accidents than of their superior skill and bravery.

The brig Argus, 20, Captain Allen, performed a very successful cruise

in the course of the year, capturing about twenty British vessels, and

committing great depredations upon the commerce of the British seas.

At length, on the 14th of August, the Argus was encountered by the

British brig Pelican, 21, and after an action of forty-seven minutes, cap-

tured. The Pelican was a much larger vessel. The Argus had 11 men

killed and 12 wounded. Among the slain was the gallant Allen. The

British stated their loss at seven killed and wounded.

On the 5th of October, the brig Enterprise, 14 guns, Lieutenant

Burrows, encountered the British brig Boxer, of about the same force.

The action was close and bloody. Captain Blythe, of the Boxer, and

Lieutenant Burrows both fell. The enemy was out-manoeuvred and cut

up by the raking fire of the Enterprise, and at length surrendered. The

prize was brought into Portland, where the remains of the two commar.iers

were buried with military honors.
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About this time, the American privateers were floating in every direc-

tion on the ocean. They cruised before the entrances of most of the

British colonial ports, and relying on the swiftness of their sailing, many

of them had ventured into the chops of the British Channel. The alarm

which was. in consequence, excited among the merchants of Great

Britain, and the vast number of captures which were making by these

vessels, induced the English government to fit out several sloops-of-war

for the protection of their coast. The brig Charybdis, of 18 thirty-two-

pounders, and the Opossum sloop-of-war, were ordered to cruise for several

privateers which were then known to be in the neighborhood of the coast,

and which it was confidently expected would be brought in by one or the

other of these armed vessels. The Charybdis fell in with the prn

Blockade of New York, of eight guns; and after an obstinate engage-

ment of one hour and twenty minutes, in which the Charybdis lost 28 of
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her officers and men killed and wounded, and the Blockade eight mer,

only, the latter was carried and taken into port. The Opossum encoun-

tered the " Orders in Council," a small privateer, who fought her until

they had exchanged seven broadsides, when, finding the enemy's force to

be too powerful, she abandoned the contest and effected her escape.

The privateer Tom, Captain Wilson, of Baltimore, on the 23d of

November descried a sail, gave chase, overhauled and brought her to an

action, which terminated in the surrender of the enemy, with the loss of

her captain and four men killed, and several wounded. She proved to be

the British packet Townsend, M'Coy, from Falmouth for Barbadoes. Her
mail had been thrown overboard, but was picked up by the Tom's boats,

and after being ransomed, she was suffered to proceed.

The Bona privateer, of Baltimore, having discovered a British ship of

800 tons and 22 guns, then on a voyage from Madeira, ran up and en-

gaged her, when the great gun bursted, and Captain Dameron put 29

officers and men into his boats, and despatched them to board her. After

a severe fight upon her decks, they carried her with little loss. Two
strange sail at this moment coming up in chase, the Bona left the prize

in possession of those on board, and bore away to draw the chasing

vessels after her.

The privateer Dolphin, Captain W. S. Stafford, of 10 guns and 60

men, also of Baltimore, being off Cape St. Vincent, engaged a ship of

16 guns and 40 men, and a brig of 10 guns and 25 men, at the same

instant, and after a long and gallant action made prizes of both. The

Dolphin had four men wounded; the enemy 19 killed and 10 wounded,

among them the captain of one of the vessels. Instances of the bold
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and daring intrepidity of the crews of the private armed vessels of the

United States are so numerous, that the recital of them would swell this

work very far beyond the limits which have l>ccn assigned to it. The

enemy's commerce was every where assailed by them, and the British

government was obliged to protect their merchant ships by large convoys

of vessels of war.

The declaration of war against Great Britain was no sooner made

known at that court, than its ministers determined on sending into their

provinces of Canada the veteran regiments of their army, ami adopted

effectual measures to forward to the coast of the American states a naval

force competent to blockade its principal bays and rivers. Incensed at

the successes of the American naval arms over the frigates and sloops-of-

war of their nation, they hastened the departure of their different fleets,

and in retaliation for the invasion of their provinces by the American

troops, instructed their commanders to burn and otherwise to destroy, not

only the coasting and river craft, but the towns and villages on the navi-

gable inlets ; and more particularly in the southern department of the

Union. Early in the spring of 1813, detachments of these fleets arrived

at the mouth of the Delaware, and at the entrance to the Chesapeake

Bay. Others were to rendezvous at Bermuda, and thence to proceed to

the reinforcement of the blockading squadrons.

N the month of March, the Poictiera

\ seventy-four, Commodore Beresford

;

the frigate Belvidere, and several

smaller vessels of war entered the bay

of Delaware, and destroyed great num-

bers of small trading vessels. In the

course of that month, they were re-

peatedly repulsed in their attempts to

capture others which lay near the

shore, by the militia of Delaware; and

several instances occur of sharp fight-

i?hich tended to improve the discipline of the volunteers of that

state, and to inspire them with confidence.

Among other expedients for obtaining supplies, a demand was made

upon the people of Lewistown for a supply of provisions for the blockading

Bquadron, which being spiritedly refused, on the 6th of April, Sir John

P. Beresford directed Captain Myron to move as near the town, with the

dere, as the waters would permit him, and, having first notified its

inhabitants, to bombard it until his demand- were complied with. On

night of the 6th, the bombardment accordingly took place. The shells
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did not reach the town; the rockets passed over it: but the thirty-two

pounders injured several of the houses.

On the 10th of May, the same squadron proceeded from their anchorage

to a place seven miles distant from Lewistown, and sent out their barges

to procure water from the shore. Colonel Davis immediately despatched

Major George Hunter, with 150 men, to oppose their landing, which the

irajor did with much gallantry, and compelled them to return to their

shipping. The Poictiers and the Belvidere then sailed out of the bay for

Bermuda; and the militia took up the buoys, which had previously been

set in the river by the enemy.

The Spartan frigate having entered the Delaware soon after the de-

parture of this squadron, attempted, on the 31st of the same month, to

• land about 60 of her men near Morris's river, on the Jersey side, with a

view to obtain provisions. A small party of the militia of that state,

however, hastily collected and drove them off before they had an oppor-

tunity of visiting the farmers' houses.

N the month of June, the frigate Statira and

the sloop-of-war Martin reinforced the enemy,

and had captured many large merchant vessels

bound up the Delaware. The whole trade be-

tween the capes and Philadelphia, and many of the in-

termediate places, was liable to be intercepted ; and,

unless they were protected by a convoy, the small

vessels usually employed on the river did not attempt

to sail. On the 23d, a squadron of nine gun-boats and two armed sloops,

under Lieutenant-Commandant Angus, of the navy, convoyed three sloops

laden with timber for a forty-four, then building at Philadelphia, under

the eye of the enemy. The gun-boats engaged the two frigates, whilst

the sloops effected their passage, and the Statira and Spartan moved from

their anchorage to a situation out of reach of annoyance.

A merchant sloop having entered the bay on the 22d of July, on her

return from sea, was cut off by the Martin sloop-of-war, which had just

reappeared in the Delaware. The sloop ran aground to avoid capture

;

and although she was afterwards attacked by a tender and four barges

well manned and armed, a hasty collection of militia, with one field-piece,

under Lieutenant Townsend, drove off her assailants, and saved the

sloop.

A detachment of the gun-boat flotilla, being at this time but a few

miles off, were apprized of the attack made by the sloop-of-war, and

Captain Angus immediately proceeded down the bay, with eight gun-boats

and two block sloops. On the 29th, he discovered the Martin, grounded
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slightly on the outer ridge of Crow's shoals, and determining to attack

her in that situation, he anchored his squadron within three-quarters of

a inile of the enemy, and opened a fire from the whole line. The Junon

frigate came up to the assistance of the sloop-of-war, and anchored within

half a mile below her. Between both of the enemy's vessels, mounting

in all 69 guns, and the gun-boat squadron, a cannonade followed, and

continued about one hour and forty-five minutes ; in all which time,

scarcely a shut struck either of the gun-boats, whilst at almost every fire

the latter told upon the hulls of the sloop and frigate. This difference

of effect in the firing being discovered by the British, they manned their

launches, barges, and cutters, ten in number, and despatched them to cut

oft* the boats on the extremity of the line.

[0. 121, a boat commanded by Sailing-

master Shead, which, by some accident,

had fallen a very great distance out of tin-

line, and was prevented from recovering

its situation by a strong ebb, and the wind

dying away, became the object of attack

from the enemy's barges. Eight of them,

mounting among them three twelve-pound

carronades, assailed the gun-boat at one

time. Mr. Shead continued, nevertheless,

to sweep her toward the squadron, and to discharge his twenty-four

pounder alternately at one or the other of the pursuing barges, until they

gained so fast upon him, that he resolved to anchor his boat, and receive

them as warmly as the disparity of numbers would permit him. He then

gave them a discharge of his great gun with much effect, though to the

injury of the piece, which being fired a second time, and the carriage

breaking down, it became necessary to oppose the enemy, who were clos-

ing fast, by the boarders. With these Mr. Shead resisted them, until his

deck was covered with men, and the vessel entirely surrounded by the

barges. Such was the impetuous fury of the English sailors, that the

Americans were driven below, and the authority of the enemy's officers

could scarcely protect them from violence. The flag was struck, and

the boat carried oft' in triumph to the men-of-war.

In this assault the British lost seven killed and twelve wounded. On
board the boat, seven men were wounded, but none killed. The squadron

was all this time firing at the enemy's ships, who retired after capturing

Mr. Shead, the Martin having been extricated from her situation on the

shoal. On board the flotilla, not a man was injured, and but one of the

boat's rigging cut ; this was No. 125, commanded by Sailingmaster
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Moliere. The engagement continued nearly two hours, and was the last

affair of any consequence which occurred in the Delaware during this

year.

In and along the shores of the bay of Chesapeake, where the block-

ading squadron consisted of four seventy-fours, several frigates and large

sloops of war, and a number of tenders and barges kept for the purpose

of navigating the smallest inlets, depredations of every kind, and to a

very extensive degree, were carried on with unremitted activity. The

various farms, bounded by the different creeks and rivers, tributary to the

bay, became the scenes of indiscriminate and unjustifiable plunder. The

stocks of many of them were completely destroyed: the slaves of the

planters allured from their service, armed against their masters' defence-

less families, and encouraged to the commission of every kind of pillage.

Along a coast of such an extent it was almost impossible to station troops

to resist every incursion, or to draw out, and transfer from one point to

another with sufficient celerity, even the neighboring militia. But many

instances occurred, notwithstanding, in which the invaders were opposed,

and sometimes severely repulsed, by a handful of militia, collected without

authority, and frequently without a leader.

N the shores of the Rappahannock, one of

two divisions of the enemy was beaten and

routed with loss, by a small party of Vir-

ginia militia. In the neighborhood of

Easton (Maryland) they took possession of

several islands. From Sharp's, Tilgh-

man's, and Poplar Island, thej obtained

provisions for the fleet, and attempted many

incursions to the opposite shores, their

success in which was prevented by bodies

of cavalry and infantry, which the spirited citizens of Maryland had

arranged at different rendezvous along the shores of the bay, in anticipa-

ation of a visit from the blockading fleet.

The commanding officer of the fleet, Sir John B. Warren, was at this

time in Bermuda, making preparations for its augmentation ; and the

vessels then in the bay were commanded by Rear Admiral George

Cockburn. About the latter part of April, this officer determined on

attacking and destroying the towns most contiguous to the head of the

bay; and for this purpose, on the 29th, he led a few hundred of his

marines in the barges of his ship, the Marlborough, to the attack of

Frenchtown, a place containing about six houses, two storehouses, and

leveral stables ; and important only because of being a place of interme-
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diate depot, between Baltimore and Philadelphia. A party of militia

from Elkton, too inferior to the invaders to justify an attempt at resist-

ance, retired on their approach, and Admiral Cockburn landed his marines

and destroyed the storehouses, in which were deposited a quantity of

goods belonging to merchants of those cities, of immense value, and a

splendid architectural drop curtain and other paintings, belonging to the

Philadelphia and Baltimore theatres. The marines being no professed

admirers of the arts, these were destroyed without much hesitation. The

private houses were saved by the interference of some respectable citizens

;

and after plundering the others, and setting fire to two vessels lying in

the harbor, the British returned to their shipping.

The town of Havre de Grace, situated on the west side of the Suscpue-

hanna, about two miles from the head of the bay, and through which the

great post-road passes, was the next object in the plan of the admiral's

operations. On the morning of the 3d of May he proceeded to its assault

with nineteen barges, and when within a short distance of the town com-

menced a tremendous bombardment, accompanied by the firing of cannon

and the discharge of numerous rockets. In expectation of an attack

from the enemy, the people of Havre de Grace had made preparations

for the defence of the place, and a battery had been erected of two six-

pounders and one nine.

At the time of the assault the inhabitants were in their beds, and there

being no sentinels, the first notice they had of the approach of the enemy
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was from the discharge of one of his pieces. The battery had been

assigned as a place of rendezvous in the event of an attack; but such

was the Burprise which the presence of the enemy excited, and so inces-

sant his discharges of shells and rockets, that five or six men only were

fearless enough to repair to their breastwork and resist the approaches

of the British barges. This small party kept up a fire from the battery

until the enemy's advance commenced its debarkation; when all, except

O'Neill, an old citizen of Havre de Grace, abandoned their posts, and

following the militia, who had fled with shameful precipitation, left the

women and children of the place to the mercy of the invaders. O'Neill

continued, with great difficulty, to discharge one of the six-pounders,

until in recoiling it ran over bis thigh and rendered him incapable of

further resistance in that way. But collecting all his strength, he armed

himself with two muskets, and retreating from the battery to the rear of

the town, vainly endeavored t" retard the flight of the militia.

ps N the meantime the whole body of the enemy

had landed, ami were actively engaged in de-

stroying the houses. They set fire to those

which had not been injured by their shells,

broke the furniture, and cut open the bedding

of the citizens to augment the flames ; de-

stroyed the public stages, maimed the ho

cut to pieces the private baggage of the pas-

sengers, tore the clothing of some of the in-

habitants from their backs, and left to others

those only which they wore. Women and

children, flying in every direction to avoid a

relentless foe, and to seek protection from their

own countrymen, were insulted by the morose

seamen and marines ; and the only house

which vet remained entirely uninjured, was

sought by one and all as an asylum. In this, which was a spacious and

elegant private mansion, several ladies of the first distinction had taken

refuge, and among them the wife of Commodore Rodgcrs. An officer,

who had just before made prisoner of O'Neill, was entreated to suffer this

house, at least, to escape the general conflagration : but as he was obeying

the orders of Admiral Cockburn, the most he could do was to suspend his

purpose until those unprotected women could prevail upon the admiral tG

countermand them. The only act partaking of the least degree of hu-

manity which the admiral could boast of on this occasion, was his com-

pliance with these earnest entreaties.
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Having spread desolation through the whole town, and destroyed the

doors and windows of a handsome church contiguous to it, the admiral

divided his party into three sections, one of which remained in the town

to give notice of the approach of danger : the second proceeded on the

road leading toward Baltimore, plundering the houses between Havre de

Grace and Patterson's Mills, and robbing private travellers on the high-

way of their money and apparel; and the third went six miles up the

river to a place called Cresswell's Ferry, whence, after committing many

acts of outrage, they returned to concentrate their force at the place of

landing. Here the admiral ordered them to re-embark, and having crossed

the Susquehanna, the whole squadron of his barges made round the point

which is formed at its entrance, and shaped their course three miles

further up the bay, where the party relanded, repaired to those important

and valuable works, Cecil furnace, where lay upwards of fifty pieces of

newly-cast cannon, the only legitimate object of destruction which the

invaders had yet met with. These they spiked, stuffed the muzzles with

clay and broken pieces of iron, and knocked off the trunnions. Not

content, however, with demolishing them and destroying other implements

of war, they battered down the furnace, which was private property, set

tire to the stables belonging to it, and as the last act of atrocity with'

which this expedition was destined to be marked, they tore up a small

bridge constructed over a deep though narrow creek, and over which

travellers of every description were obliged to pass, or venture through a

wider channel at the imminent hazard of their lives.

AVING attained all the objects of this

enterprise, the British sailors and marines

returned to their shipping in the bay ; and

on the 6th they sailed from the neighbor-

hood of Havre de Grace, to the great joy

of its distressed and ruined inhabitants.

O'Neill, who had dared to resist them in

the early stage of their proceedings, was

taken on board the blockading fleet, and

detained there several days. Such of the

inhabitants as were not left entirely desti-

tute, were deprived of those articles of property which could relieve

others; and it became necessary to apply for assistance to the principal

and most opulent town of Maryland. The citizens of Baltimore relieved

sufferers, and preparations were soon after made to rebuild the houses.

In the relation of such scenes as those which occurred at Havre de

Grace, it Beldcm happens that an account is t<> I"- given of the killed and
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wounded in an action. In the slight resistance which was made by

O'Neill and his companions, however, the enemy had three men killed

and two wounded. Of the inhabitants, one man was killed by the explo-

sion of a rocket.

Fraught with the immense booty that he had brought away from Havre

de Grace, and finding his sailors and marines to be elated at the facility

which the prospect of an attack on other equally defenceless towns held

out of enriching themselves, the rear admiral contemplated an early as-

sault upon such as he should discover to contain the most valuable spoil.

The treachery of some citizens of the republic, and the easy intercourse

which he kept up with his appointed agents, such as are employe'! by

officers on all stations, enabled him to discover the situation of those towns

and villages along the bay shore, with as much readiness as he could be

wafted by his ships from one point of assault to another. On the river

Sassafras, emptying itself into the bay, at a short sailing distance from

the admiral's anchorage, and separating the counties of Kent and Cecil,

stood nearly opposite each other, the villages of Georgetown and Frede-

ricktown, containing, either of them, about twenty houses. These had

attracted the attention of Admiral Cockburn, and he determined on the

possession of the property of the inhabitants. On the 6th, he therefore

entered that river, with eighteen barges, each carrying one great gun,

and manned altogether by 600 men.

f / REDERICKTOWN was his first object. At this

place, one small cannon had been mounted, and

about eighty militia collected, under Colonel Veazy,

on the approach of the barges. The latter com-

menced a heavy fire, and having discharged an im-

mense number of langrage rockets, grape shot, and

musket balls within a few minutes, more than one-

half of the militia fled. Thirty-five only, under the colonel, stood their

ground, and worked the cannon with such skill, that the boats, whose fire

was principally directed at the battery, suffered very severely. The

invaders were gallantly resisted for more than half an hour, when they

effected a landing, and marching towards the town, compelled the militia

to retire. Colonel Veazy effected his retreat in excellent order. Admiral

Cockburn then marched at the head of his men to the village ; where,

after having plundered the houses of their most valuable moveables, he

set fire to every building in the town. The entreaties of the distressed

women and children availed not with the admiral ; and be would not quit

the place until he had entirely deprived them of every refuge. Whilst

the flames were raging in every part of Fredericktown, the admiral moved
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Boning ul Fmlerlcktown.

over Sassafras River to Georgetown, and demolished all the stone, and

burned the wooden buildings. The wretched inhabitants of the opposite

towns were left to console each other, and the enemy's squadron of barges,

glutted with fresh spoil, retired to their shipping.

Succeeding this affair, were several repulses of small parties of the

enemj from the shores of the bay. Many attempts were made to land

at the different farms, and the barge crews frequently assailed the planters'

houses, and took off provisions, clothing, money, and plate.

About this time, too, Admiral Warren issued a proclamation from Ber-

muda, declaring, besides the Chesapeake and Delaware, the ports of New
York, Chariest nn, Port Royal, Savannah, and the whole of the river

Mississippi, to lie in a state of rigorous blockade. From all these ports,

however, notwithstanding the efficiency of Admiral Warren's force, the

public ships of war of the United States, the private armed vessels, and

numerous merchantmen, were daily putting to sea. Prizes to these, which

had been captured at immense distances from the coast, were continually

sent into the harbors declared to be blockaded ; and neutral vessels did

not hesitate to enter and depart at the pleasure of those concerned in

them. Admiral Warren shortly after arrived in the Chesapeake with as

additional fleet, and a large number of soldiers and marines under General

Sir Sidney Beckwith. Between these officer- and Admiral Cockburn

various plans were designed for the attack of the more important assail-

able towns.
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By the capture of the bay craft, they were well supplied »ith tenders

to the different vessels of the fleet ; and the strength of their armament

enabled them to equip the craft in a warlike manner. The revenue

cutter Surveyor, Captain Travis, was assailed by the barges and tender

of the Narcissus frigate, on the 10th of June, near York River; and

after a gallant resistance, was captured by a force nine times superior to

her own. This cutter was transferred to the British service, and fre-

quently employed in penetrating the narrow passes and rivulets along t In-

shore. The depredations of the enemy received about this time, how-

ever, a salutary check from several private armed vessels which had been

hired into the American service to cruise along the bay.

N that quarter, the enemy's force consisted

of seven seventy-fours, twelve frigates, and

many smaller vessels ; and from their sus-

picious movements and menacing attitudes,

the citizens of all the surrounding towns

became apprehensive of an attack. Hamp-
ton and Norfolk were thought to be their

more immediate objects ; and preparations

were made at the latter to man all the works

which had been previously constructed. At Norfolk, the militia force

very soon consisted of 10,000 men. At Hampton, a force of not more

than 450 men had yet been organized.

On the 18th, three of the frigates entered Hampton roads, and des-

patched several barges to destroy the small vessels coming down James

River. Two or three gun-boats being in the vicinity of that river, obliged

the barges to retire, and communicated to the naval commander of the

station, Commodore Cassin, intelligence of the approach of the frigates.

The flotilla of gun-boats in Elizabeth River, on which Norfolk is situated.

was then commanded by Lieutenant-Commandant Tarbell. The frigate

Constellation was moored at the navy-yard opposite Norfolk, and it was

determined by Commodore Cassin to man fifteen of the gun-boats from

the crew of the Constellation, and to despatch them against that frigate

of the enemy which was reported to be three miles ahead of the others.

On the 19th, Captain Tarbell proceeded with his boats in two divisions
;

Lieutenant Gardner having command of the first, and Lieutenant R.

Henly of the second. The prevalence of adverse winds prevented his

coming within reach of the enemy until four P. M. of the 20th, at which

hour he stationed his divisions, and commenced a rapid fire at the distance

of three-quarters of a mile. The frigate opened on the boats, and the

Oannonade continued half an hour, to the great injury of the fri_
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(the Junon,) when the other frigates were enabled, by a fresh breeze, to

get under way to the assistance of their companion. Captain Tarbell

was then obliged to haul off to a greater distance, still, however, keeping

up a well-directed and incessant fire upon the enemy's whole squadron.

The first frigate was by this time so much injured that her fire was only

occasionally delivered ; and, between the others and the gun-boats, the

cannonade was prolonged one hour longer ; in which time, several heavy

broadsides were discharged at the flotilla. Captain Tarbell then with-

drew from the engagement, with the loss of one killed, Mr. Allison, a

master's mate, and three of the boats slightly injured. The enemy were

supposed to have suffered severely. The frigate first engaged was so much

shattered, that the vessels which came to her assistance were obliged to

employ all their hands to repair her. In this affair, the Americans had

15 guns ; the British 150 and upwards. Captain Tarbell's conduct, as well

as that of Lieutenants Gardner, Henly, and others, received the fullest ap-

probation of the surrounding garrisons, and of the citizens of Norfolk.

Ill'', tiring during this action being distinctly

heard by the enemy's fleet in the bay, and

liars being entertained by the admiral

about the safety of the three frigates, thir-

teen sail of the line-of-battle ships and

frigates were ordered to proceed to Hamp-

ton roads. In the course of the 20th, they

dropped to the mouth of James River,

where they learned the cause of the recent

cannonade, and determined on forthwith

reducing the forts and garrisons, on which

the defence of Norfolk depended.

An immense number of barges were ap-

parently preparing for an attack on Crany island, the nearest obstruction

to the enemy's advances. Captain Tarbell directed Lieutenants Neale,

Shubrick, and Saunders, each of the Constellation, to land one hundred

Beamen on that island, to man a battery on its north-west side, and dis-

pose the gun-boats so as to annoy the enemy from the other.

At the dawn of the -2d, the British approached the island with their

barges, round the point of Nansetnond River, to the number of about

4000 men, many of whom were Frenoh, from time to time made prisoners

by the English, and occasionally received into their service. The place

at which they had chosen to land was out of the reach of the gun-boats,

and when they had approached within a few hundred yards of the shore,

illant Lieutenant Neale, assisted by Shubrick and Saunders opened a
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galling fire from his battery, and compelled the enemy to make a momen-

tary pause. The battery was manned altogether by 150 men, including

Lieutenant Breckenridge and his marines. An eighteen-pounder which

was stationed at it, was fired with such precision, that many of the barges

were cut through the middle, and would inevitably have carried down th<3

crew, but for the immediate assistance rendered by the others of the

squadron. Every attempt to approach the shore having heretofore failed,

and the admiral's boat, the Centipede, upwards of 50 feet in length, and

filled with men, being pierced in so many places, that she sunk as soon

as she was abandoned, the enemy, whose seamen were falling in every

barge, determined on returning to his shipping with as little delay as

possible. But, even in his retreat, he suffered severely from the small

battery.

Whilst this gallant resistance was made to his approaches from the

water, by the naval division on the island, the enemy's troops, who had

landed on the main shore, and crossed a narrow inlet to the west side,

were warmly engaged with the Virginia volunteers. Previously to the

movement of the barges, upwards of 800 soldiers had been landed by the

enemy at the place above mentioned, and were already crossing the inlet,

which, at low water, is passable by infantry. Colonel Beatty, who com-

manded the military division on the island, made instant and judicious

preparations to receive the enemy. Under Major Faulkner, of the

artillery, two twenty-four-pounders and four six-pounders, had been drawn

up to resist them. One division of this battery was commanded by Cap-

tain Emmerson, and two others by Lieutenants Howl and Godwin. The

enemy's troops had not all landed when this cannon was opened upon

them with great address ; and those which had not crossed the gulf, were

compelled to retreat, by the velocity and precision of the fire. Those

which had already gained the island, fell back to its rear, and threw

several rockets from a house which stood there; but they were very soon

dislodged by one of the gun-boats, in which a twenty-four-pouiidcr was

brought to bear upon the house, and with great difficulty escaped from

the island ; when, joining the troops who had been previously repulsed,

they were all conducted back to the British fleet.

When that division of the enemy which was composed of his seamen

and marines, had been foiled in its attempt to land, Lieutenant Neale gave

directions to his intrepid sailors to haul up the boats which had been

sunk, and to assist the British Bailors and marines, who were making for

safety to the shore. The Centipede was accordingly drawn up, and a

small brass three-pounder, a number of small-anus, and a quantity of

pistols and cutlasses taken out of her. Twenty-two of her men came
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on the island with her, and surrendered themselves as deserters. In thib

warm and spirited engagement, in which 3000 British soldiers, sailors,

and marines, were opposed to 480 Virginia militia, and 150 sailors and

marines ; the loss on the side of the invaders in killed, wounded and

drowned, was upwards of 200, exclusive of 40 deserters ; on the side of

the invaded, not a man was killed or wounded.

Y the gallant services of the defenders of this island the

safety of the town of Norfolk was, for a time at least,

secured, and to the intrepid bravery and indefati

exertions of Lieutenant Neale and his companions,

Shubrick, Saunders, and Breckcnridge ; of Lieutenant-

Colonel Beatty and his officers, Major Faulkner, Cap-

tain Emmerson, and Lieutenants Howl and Godwin,

and two non-commissioned volunteers, Sergeant Young

and Corporal Moffit, and the valiant men who assisted in the de-

fence of the island, the gratitude of the citizens of Norfolk and the

surrounding towns, Portsmouth, Gosport, and others, has been frequently

manifested.

Immediately after this repulse of the British, a conference was held

between Admirals Warren and Cockburn, and Sir Sidney Beckwith ; the

result of which was a determination to revenge the loss they had sustained,

and to facilitate the success of their next attempt, by cutting off the com-

munication between the upper part of Virginia and the borough of Nor-

folk. This communication they supposed to be entirely commanded by

the small garrison at Hampton, an inconsiderable town eighteen miles

distant from Norfolk, and separated from it by Hampton roads. All

things being ready upon their part, they proceeded on the 25th, three

days after the late engagement, with upwards of 2000 men, in a large

Bquadron of their principal barges. Of these, the 102d regiment, two

companies of Canadian chasseurs, and three companies of marines com-

posed the advance, under Lieutenant-Colonel Napier. The remainder of

the troops consisted of royal marine battalions, under Lieutenant-Colonel

Williams, the whole commanded by Sir Sidney. A number of launches

and rocket-boats, filled with sailors, and covered by the sloop of war

Mohawk, Captain Pechell, were commanded by Admiral Cockburn, and

directed to take a station before the town to throw in the rockets and

keep up a constant cannonade, whilst the troops under Sir Sidney should

land at a distance of several miles below the town, and gain the rear of

the undisciplined American militia. The plan of operations being thus

arranged, the movement was commenced at the dawn of day. and with

this irresistible force and equipment the enemy proceeded to assault a
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garrison of 349 infantry and rifle, t>2 artillerymen, with four twelves and

three sixes, and 27 cavalry, making in all a force of 438 men.

N the approach of that division of the enemy

which was to attack from the water. Major

Crutohfield, the commandant at Hampton, im-

mediately formed his troops on Little England

Plantation, which was divided from the town

by a narrow creek, over which a slight bridge

had been previously constructed. The enemy's

barges were approaching this creek and keeping

up a fire of round shot, until they gained Black-

beard Point, when the four twelve-pounders

were opened upon them with so much effect,

that Admiral Cockburn thought it advisable

to draw back and shelter himself behind the

point. Thence he continued to throw bis

rockets, and twelves and eighteens, nearly an

hour, without doing the smallest injury to the

encampment ; his shot either falling short of

his object or going over it.

Meantime Sir Sidney had landed and was coming down the great road

on the rear of the Americans, when Major Crutchfield being apprised of

his inarch, had despatched a rifle company under Captain Servant, to

conceal themselves in a wood near which the invaders would be obliged to

pass. Captain Servant executed his orders with the utmost precision,

and annoyed the advancing British column with great severity. But his

force was too inefficient to sustain a contest of any length of time, and

Major Crutchfield seeing that the barges would not approach until they

knew of the arrival of Sir Sidney within the camp, drew out the infantry

forces to the aid of the riflemen, and to prevent the enemy's cutting off

his retreat. As this portion of the Americans were marching in column

near a defile which led to Celey's road, they were fired upon by the

enemy's musketeers from a thick wood at 200 yards distance. Major

Crutchfield immediately wheeled his column into line and marched to-

wards the thicket to return the fire and rout the enemy. He had not

advanced 50 yards before the British delivered him a fire from two six-

poundeis, accompanied by an unexpected discharge of rockets. Being

now apprized of the danger of proceeding in that direction against ord-

nance with so small a force, he wheeled again into column and attempted

to gain a passage through the defile in the woods, at the extremity of

which Captain Servant with bis riflemen had heretofore kept the British
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in continual check. His column, under the fire from the two sixes, was

not formed with as much celerity as it had been displayed, but he suc-

ceeded at length in putting it in marching order, and procei ded to the

defile. Captain Cooper, with the cavalry, was at this moment engaged

with the enemy's left flank, and notwithstanding the fatigue which his

troops had already experienced in patrolling, In- annoyed them so suc-

cessfully, that the British general, augmenting the strength of that flank,

issued a direction to cut him off. In this the enemy did not succeed, and

Captain Cooper, drawing up his troops in a charging column, effected his

retreat with great skill and intrepidity.

The column under Major Crutchfield had now gained, and wire passing

through the defile, under a constant fire from the enemy's six-pounders

It had just attained the wood, on the left of the riflemen, when a third

six-pounder opened upon it, and in conjunction with the others, threw

into confusion the different companies of which the column was composed.

Several platoons immediately took up their retreat : but those which were

nearer the head of the column, led on by Major Crutchfield and Major

Corbin, wheeled with great judgment into the wood, and forming on the

rifle corps, under their separate captains, Shield and Herndon, kept up

the action with an unflagging spirit, until it was deemed necessary for the

whole body to retreat. Captain Pryor, who had been left in the encamp-

ment with the artillery, to continue the fire upon the enemy's barges,

resisted their approaches until the sailors had landed in front of the town,

and the British troops were in his rear. They hail already advanced

within sixty yards of his battery: his corps were ready to yield them-

selves up as prisoners of war, ami the royal marines were preparing to

take them. They saw no possibility of escaping, until their gallant com-

mander gave an order to spike the guns and break through the enemy's

rear. Intrepid as himself, they executed his commands; and pressing

furiously through the British marines, whom they threw into a temporary

derangement, found their further escape obstructed by the creek. Cap-

tain Pryor, still determined on retiring beyond the enemy's reach, threw

himself into the creek, and commanding his men to follow, with their

carbines, effected the retreat of his corps in good order, and without an

individual loss. Such was the disparity of force, when the barge crews

and the troops of the enemy had effected a union, that the retreat of the

whole American detachment became indispensable, and Major Crutcl

gave an order to that effect. The British general pursued the retreating

column aboul two mil'-, without effecting any purpose, though the latter

frerjuently halted, formed behind fences, and delivered a .-mart fire.

The American loss in this action amounted to 7 killed, 1^ wounded, 11
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Sacking of Hampton

wissing, and one prisoner— total, 31. The British loss, by the acknow-

ledgment of many of their officers, amounted to 90 killed, and l"2n

wounded— total, 210. Among these were one colonel and one captain

of marines, killed ; and three lieutenants wounded. Admiral Warren's

official letter, however, allows but 5 killed, 33 wounded, and 10 missing

— total, 48.

The troops under Sir Sidney, and the sailors under Admiral Cockburn,

no sooner found themselves in possession of the town of Hampton, than

they indulged in a system of pillage not less indiscriminate than that

which had attended the visit of most of the same men to Havre de Grace.

To these acts of cruelty and oppression upon the unresisting inhabitants,

they added others of the most atrocious and lawless nature, the occurrence

of which has been proved by the solemn affirmation of the most respect-

able people of that country. Neither age, innocence, nor sex, could protect

the inhabitants, whose inability to escape obliged them to throw themselves

upon the mercy of the conquerors.

The operations of the army under the immediate command of General

Dearborn, though furnishing many instances of the triumph of American

bravery, had not given satisfaction to the people of the country. The

general himself was an invalid during the greater part of the time, and

a want of energy and enterprise was obvious. He was now superseded,

General James Wilkinson being appointed to the command of the northern

department. A new plan of operations was formed, Kingston, the prin-
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The Citadel of Kingstnn, from the itiv. r

c ,iul British naval station on the lakes, being the great ohject of attack.

The war department removed to Sackett's Harbor.

On the 24th of June, Colonel Boerstler, with 570 men, marching

against the British detachment at Beaver's Dams, was attacked when

within two miles of that place, surrounded, and after a brave resistance,

compelled to surrender.

The success of the new plan of operations depended upon gaining a

naval superiority upon Lake Ontario. The squadron commanded by

Commodore Chauncey was nearly equal in force to that of Sir James

Yeo, and the American commander sought an engagement : but Sir James

Yeo manoeuvred to avoid it. He preferred to harass the Americans by

night attacks. Sir George Prevost, commander of the British land forces,

etive and enterprising, but accomplished little. He threatened Fort

George frequently, and skirmishes occurred with parties from the garri-

son ; but he found the position too strong for his force.

The command of Lake Erie was also deemed necessary for the execu-

tion of the plan of operations formed by the American governi

Soon after the surrender of Detroit, Captain Oliver Hazard Perry had

been appointed to superintend the eonstrucl squadron sufficient

to cope with that of the British. The difficulties of such a sen ire may

easily be conceived.

p-builders, sailors, naval st is, and ammunition, wen- to be

transported by land overbad roads a distance of l (l" miles, either fY<>iu

Albany by the way of Buffalo, or from Philadelphia by the way of Pitts-
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Building of the ill ei qd Lake Erie.

burgh to the harbor of Erie. Under all these embarrassments, by the

first of August, 1813, Commodore Perry had provided a flotilla, consisting

of the ships Lawrence and Niagara of 20 guns each, and seven smaller

vessels, to wit, one of four guns, one of three, two of two, and three of

one ; in the whole, fifty-four guns. While the ships were building, the

enemy frequently appeared off the harbor and threatened their destruc-

tion, but the shallowness of the water on the bar, there being but five

feet, prevented their approach. The same cause, which ensured the

safety of the ships while building, seemed to prevent their being of any

service. The two largest drew several feet more water than there was on

the bar. The inventive genius of Commodore Perry, however, soon sur-

mounted this difficulty ; he placed large scows on each side of the two

largest ships, filled them so as to sink to the water edge, then attached

them to the ships by strong pieces of timber, and pumped out the water.

The scows then buoyed up the ships so as to pass the bar in safety. This

operation was performed on both the large ships, in the presence of a

superior enemy. Having gotten his fleet in readiness, Commodore Perry

proceeded to the head of the lake and anchored in Put-in-Bay, opposite

.u, and distant 30 miles from Maiden, where the British fleet lay under

the guns of the fort. He lay at anchor here several days, watching the

motions of the enemy, determined to give him battle the first favorable

opportunity. On the 10th of September at sunrise, the British fleet,

consisting of one ship of nineteen guns, one of seventeen, one of thirteen,

ono of ten, one of three, and one of one, amounting to si.xty-four, and

exceeding the Americans by ten guns, under the command of Com-
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modore Barclay, appeared off Put-ill-bay, distant about ten miles. Com-

modore Perry immediately got under weigh with a light breeze at snuth-

west. At 10 o'clock, the wind hauled to the south-east, which brought

the American squadron to the windward, and gave them the weathergage.

Commodore Perry, on board the Lawrence, then hoisted his union jack,

having for a motto the dying words of Captain Lawrence, " Don't give

up the ship!" which was received with repeated cheers by the crew.

!!< then formed the line of battle, and bore up fur the enemy, who at

the same time hauled his courses and prepared for action. The lightness

of the wind occasioned the hostile squadrons to approach eaoh other but

slowly, and prolonged for two hours, the solemn interval of suspense and

anxiety which precedes a battle. At fifteen minutes after eleven, a bugle

was sounded on board the enemy's head-most ship, Detroit, loud cheers
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burst from all their crows, and a tremendous fire opened upon the Law-

rence, from the British long guns, which, from the shortness of the Law-

rence's, she was obliged to sustain for 40 minutes without being able to

return a shot.

Commodore Perry, without waiting for the other ships, kept on his

course in Bach gallant and determined style, that the enemy supposed he

meant immediately to board. At five minutes before twelve, having gained

a nearer position, the Lawrence opened her fire, bul the long guns of the

British still gave them greatly the advantage, and the Lawrence was

exceedingly cut up without being able to do much damage in return.

Their shot pierced her side in all directions, killing the men in the berth-

deck and steerage, where they had been carried to be dressed. One shot

had nearly produced a fatal explosion : passing through the light room,

it knocked the snuff of the candle into the magazine: fortunately the

gunner saw it, and had the presence of mind immediately to extinguish

it. It appeared to be the enemy's plan at all events to destroy the com-

modore's ship; their heaviest fire was directed against the Lawrence, and

blazed incessantly from all their largest vessels. Commodore Perry,

finding the hazard of his situation, made all sail and directed the other

vessels to follow for the purpose of closing with the enemy. The tre-

mendous fire, however, to which he was exposed, soon cut away every

brace and bowline of the Lawrence, and she became unmanageable. The

other vessels were unable to get up; and in this disastrous situation she

sustained the main force of the enemy's fire for upwards of two hours,

within cannister distance, though a considerable part of the time not more

than two or three of her guns could be brought to bear upon her an-

tagonist. The utmost order and regularity prevailed during this scene

of horror ; as fast as the men at the guns were wounded, they were

carried below, and others stepped into their places; the dead remained

where they fell until after the action; at this juncture the enemy believed

the battle to be won. The Lawrence was reduced to a mere wreck, her

deck was streaming with blood, and covered with the mangled limbs and

bodies of the slain ; nearly the whole of her crew were either killed or

wounded; her guns were dismounted, and the commodore and his officers

helped to work the last that was capable of service. At two, Captain

Elliott was enabled by the aid of a fresh breeze to bring his ship into

close action in gallant style : and the commodore immediately determined

to shift his flag on board that ship : and giving his own in charge to

Lieutenant Yarnell, he hauled down his union jack and taking it under

his arm, ordered a boat to put him on board the Niagara. Broadsides

were levelled at his boat, and a shower of musketry from three of the
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enemy's ships. He arrived safe and hoisted his union jack, with the

animating motto, on board the Niagara. Captain Elliott, by direction of

the commodore, immediately put off in a boat to bring up the schooners

which had been kept back by the lightness of the wind. At this moment

the flag of the Lawrence was hauled down ; she had BUStained the prin-

cipal force of the enemy's tire for two hours, and was rendered incapable

of defence. Any further show of resistance would have been a useless

sacrifice of the remains of her brave and mangled crew. The enemy

were at the same time so crippled, that they were unable to take pos-

session of her, and circumstances soon enabled her crew again to In list

her flag. Commodore Perry now gave the signal to all the vessels for

close action. The small vessels, under the direction of Captain Elliott,

got out their sweeps, and made all sail. Finding the Niagara but little

injured, the commander determined upon the bold expedient of breaking

the enemy's line ; he accordingly bore up and passed the head of the two

ships and brig, giving them a raking tire from his starboard guns, and

also a raking fire upon a large schooner and sloop, from his larboard

quarter, at half-pistol shot. Having gotten the whole squadron into

action, he luffed up ami laid his ship alongside of the British commo

The small vessels having now got up within good grate and cannisti r

distance on the other quarter, enclosed their enemy between them and

the Niagara, and in this position kept up a most destructive fire on both

quartet's of the British, until every ship struck her colors.

The engagement lasted about three hours, and never was victory more

decisive and complete. More prisoners were taken than there were men

on board the American squadron at the close of the action. The principal

loss in killed and wounded was on board the Lawrence, before the o

Is were brought into action. Of her crew '2'2 were killed, and 60

wounded. When her flag was struck, but 20 men remained on deck fit

for duty. The loss on board of all the other vessels was only five

kill.-d, and 36 wounded. The British loss must have been much more

considerable. Commodore Barclay was dangerously wounded. He had

lost one arm in the battle of Trafalgar. The other was now rendered

useless, by the loss of a part of his shoulder-blade ; he received also a

ere wound in the hip.

General Harrison, with the main body of the American army, which

had been strongly reinforced by volunteers from Ohio and Kentucky under

command of Governor Shelby, and amounted to about 6000 men, lay

around Sandusky Bay and at Fort Meigs. As soon as he heard of Perry's

victory upon the lake, he prepared to cross to Canada and attack Prootor.

On the 27th of September, the army was embarked at Portage, and landed
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at Maiden. Proctor's array c insisted of nearly 700 regulars, and between

800 and 900 Indians, commanded by their great chief, Tecumseh. He
had abandoned Maiden and retreated as the Americans approached. As
Harrison rapidly pursued, the British commander determined to meet

him, and accordingly posted his army on the right bank of the river

Thames, near the Moravian Town>. Here he was overtaken on the 5th

of October, by Harrison. By the novel manoeuvre of charging a lit f

infantry with mounted riflemen, Harrison at once threw the enemy into

confusion, and they could not be rallied. The Indians, however, stood

firm, and a desperate contest ensued between them and the mounted K-n-

tuckians, commanded by Colonel Johnson. Tecumseh cheered "ii his

warriors until he was shot dead by an unknown hand. The enemy were

then completely defeated. Of the British troops, twelve were killed, 22

wounded, and 601 regulars taken prisoners. The Indians had more than

100 men killed and wounded. The loss of the Americans was seven

killed and 22 wounded. Eight pieces of artillery and a large quantity

of small-arms fell to the victors. Proctor, with a few dragoons, escaped,

This brilliant victory ended the war in this quarter in favor of the

Americans, and gained for General Harrison the applause of his

countrymen.

From the 2d to the 5th of October, the general had penetrated the

wilderness a distance of 80 miles ; overtaken and vanquished an enemy,

his equal in numbers, on their own ground ; and he returned to Detroit

by the 9th. The authors of the dreadful massacre at the Raisin were

now in the power of the friends of the slaughtered men, and the rules of

war would have justified retaliation. But the victors were too noble-
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,iaiit. afterwards Commodore Elliott.

minded to imitate a bad example or to slaughter unresisting men. Their

glory was bright and unspotted.

The American generals now formed a plan of operations, of which

Montreal was the principal object. Two armies were prepared to co-

operate in this enterprise; one of nearly 6000 men, under General

Hampton, from Lake Champlain ; ami the other, of nearly 881 mi men.

under General Wilkinson, from Grenadier Island, on Lake Ontario.

Hampton passed the frontier towards the end of October, but found the

J Jritish advanced body so advantageously posted on the river Chateguav.

that his progress was checked. Several vigorous attacks were made, but

the British repulsed them, ami Hampton, believing himself opposed by

the whole force of the enemy, retreated. Meantime, Wilkinson, having

jed Lake Ontario, entered the St. Lawrence. On the 11th of No-

vember, an American detachment, under Major-General Iiovd. landing

to clear the banks, was encountered by an inferior force, under Colonel

Morrison. A very obstinate conflict ensued, in which both parties claimed

the victory. Near Cornwall, Wilkinson receiveda despatch from Hampton,

informing him that he could not co-operate; and Wilkinson then con

ceived it necessary to _r 'M up. for the season, anj attempt upon Montreal.

The people t f Canada, he found, were attached to the British government

lie therefore placed his army in winter-quarters near French Mills,
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whence, however, he was compelled, bj want of provisions, to fall back

upon Plattsburg.

While the main army of the Americans was employed in this abortive

expedition, the British were enabled to resume the offensive on the Niagara

frontier. The American force in this quarter was not only small, but

commanded by General M'Clure, an officer of little enterprise. On the

advance of a strong British detachment, under Colonel Murray, M'Clure

fell back upon Fort George and then abandoned that post, having pre-

viously reduced the town of Newark to ashes. Murray, not content with

driving the Americans beyond the river, crossed it, surprised and stormed

Fort Niagara, taking above 400 prisoners, and a large quantity of anus

and stores. The British afterwards burned the villages of Lewistown,

Black Bock and Buffalo. Thus, in this quarter, the success of the British

compensated for their disasters elsewhere.

While the war was raging on the northern frontier, a destructive con-

test with the Creek Indians was being carried on in the south. This

powerful tribe had been stimulated to hostility by the efforts of Tecumseh.

In September, 117 Georgia volunteers were attacked near the Lachwaj

Towns by a superior force of Creeks, and defeated. General Andrew

Jackson, with*2500 Tennessee volunteers, was then sent against this

tribe, and succeeded in intimidating them. On the '•"th of August, 600

Indians, commanded by Weatherford, attacked about half their number

of settlers at Fort Miumis. near the Alabama. Tiny cut their way into
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the fort, drove the garrison into the houses and sot them on fire. Those

whom the flames spared fell victims to the tomahawk. Out of 'JOo men,

women and children, only seventeen escaped.

I >n receiving the news of this massacre, 3500 militia were raised in

Tennessee, and placed under the command of General Andrew Jackson

and General Cocke. On the 3d of November, General Coffee, with 000

militia, proceeded to the Tallushatchee towns. The Indians were prepared

to receive them, and a desperate contest ensued. The Indians were driven

into the town, but fought as long as they could stand, neither asking nor

receiving quarter. One hundred and eighty-six were killed, and the few

survivors who were wounded, together with the women and children, taken

prisoners. General Coffee had five men killed and 40 wounded.

General Jackson established his head-quarters at the Ten Islands, on

the Coosa, and fortified his position, giving it the name of Camp Strother.

ne evening of the 7th of November, a runner arrived from the

friendly Indians at Tallageda Fort, thirty miles below on the same ri

giving information that the hostile Creeks bad encamped in great

near that place, and were preparing to destroy it, earnestly soliciting im-

mediate assistance. General Jackson determined on commencing his

march the same night, and despatched a runm era! White, inform-

ing him of his movement, and urging him to hasten his march to Camp
Strother, to protect it in his advance. Be had previously ordered Genera]

White to form a junction with him as speedily as possible, and rec
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his assurances that he would be with him on the 7th. General Jackson

immediately commenced crossing the river at the Ten Islands, leaving his

baggage-wagons and whatever might retard his progress in the camp, and

halted at midnight within six miles of the Tallageda. Here a runner

arrived with a note from General White, informing him that he had altered

his course, and was on his march back to join General Cocke at the mouth

of the Chataga.

It was then too late for the general to change his plan of operations,

or make any new arrangements. He renewed his march at three o'clock,

and at sunrise came within half a mile of his enemy, whom he found

encamped a quarter of a mile in advance of the fort. He immediately

formed the line of battle ; the militia on the left, the volunteers on the

right, and the cavalry on the wings; and advanced in a curve, keeping

his rear connected with the advance of the infantry line, so as to enclose

the enemy in a circle. The advance guard met the attack of the Indians
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with intrepidity, and having poured upon them four or five rounds, fill

back to the main body. The enemy pursued, and were met by ili«' front

line. This line was broken, and several companies of militia retreat..!.

At this moment, a corps of cavalry under Lieutenant-Colonel Dyer, which

was kept as a reserve, was ordered to dismount and fill the vacancy.

The order was promptly executed, the militia soon rallied, and returned

to the charge. The fire now became general along the first line and the

contiguous wings. The Indians fled, and were met anil pursued in every

direction. The right wing followed them with a destructive fire to the

mountains, three miles distant. Two hundred and ninety of their war-

riors were found dead, and a large number killed in the pursuit, who were

not found. General Jackson lost 15 men killed, and IS wounded. In

consequence of the failure of General White to proceed to Camp Strother,

General Jackson was obliged to give up further pursuit, and immediately

return to his camp to protect his sick, wounded, and baggage.

In the meantime, General White, with a party of Tennessee militia,

attacked the towns of the Hillabee tribe, killed t.id warriors, and returned

with 2.">H prisoners. General White was ignorant of the fact, that these

Indians had offered to accept peace on any terms. On the 29th of No-

vember, General Floyd, with a party of Georgia militia, attacked the

Autosee towns, and after a contest of three hours, routed the Indians,

and killed about 200 warriors. His own loss was 11 killed and 54

wounded.

HE same troops were again

called into service early in

October, 1813, under General

Jackson, to oppose the Creeks.

After their return from the

battle "f Tallageda, they claim-

ed that their term of service

would expire on the 10th of

December, 1813, being twelve

months from the time of their

first rendezvous at Nashville.

General Jackson exhausted all

the arts of persuasion to induce them to continue in service a longer

period; he by no means admitted their claim to be discharged, contending

that they were lioiind to continue in actual service one year out of the

two, it' required; hut waiving that question, tie- disbanding the troops at

this period would expose the Mississippi territory, and the frontier in-

habitants of Tennessee and Georgia, to certain destruction. The Creeks,

HP"
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though severely chastised, were by do means Bubdued. They were then

collecting in large numbers, at various points in the territory, and when

they found this army disbanded, would renew their ravages with incn

fury. These considerations had but little effect; most of his army left

hiui on or soon after the 10th of December: their places, however, were

partially supplied by newly raised volunteers.

N the 17th of January, 1N14. General Jackson, finding

himself in a condition to commence active offensive

operations, marched from his encampment at Fort

Strother with 900 volunteers, who were 30on afterwards

joined by 300 friendly Indians, against an assemblage

of Creeks at the Gnat Bend of the Tallapoosa. On
the evening of the -1st, he fell upon a large trail, which indicated the

neighborhood of a strong force. At eleven o'clock at night, his spies

came in and informed him that there was a large encampment of Indians

at about three miles distance, who, from their war-whoops and dances,

appeared to be apprised of his approach, and would either commence a

night attack upon him, or make their escape. Saving received this in-

telligence, General Jackson put himself in readiness to meet an attack,

or pursue them as soon as daylight appeared.

At six o'clock in the morning, a vigorous attack was made upon his

left flank, which sustained it with bravery: the action continued to rage

at that point, and on the left of the rear, for half an hour. As soon as

it became light enough to pursue, the left wing was reinforced by Captain

Ferril's company of infantry, and led on to the charge by General Coffee.

The enemy was completely routed at every point; and the friendly In-

dians joining in the pursuit, they were chased about two miles with great

slaughter. The chase being over, General Coffee was detached t.> burn

their encampment, but finding it fortified, he returned to the main body

for artillery. Half an hour after his return, a large force appeared and

commenced an attack upon the right think. General Coffee was per-

mitted, at his own request, to take 200 men and turn the enemy's left,

but by some mistake, only .54 followed him : with these he commenced an

attack on their left; "200 of the friendly Indians were ordered to fall upon

the enemy's right, and co-operate with the general. The Creeks intended

this attack on Jackson's right as a feint, and expecting to find his left

weakened, directed their main force against that quarter; but General

Jackson, perceiving the object of the enemy, had directed that think to

remain firm in its position, and at the first moment of attack, they were

supported by the reserve under Captain Ferril. The whole line met the

approach of the enemy with vigor, and after a few fires, made a bold and
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decisive charge. The Creeks fled with precipitation, and were pursued

a considerable distance with a destructive fire. In the meantime, General

Coffee was contending on the right with a superior force ; the friendly

Indians who had been ordered to his support, seeing the enemy routed on

the left, quit their post and joined in the chase. That being over, Jim
Fife, with the friendly Indians, was again ordered to support General

Coffee ; as soon as he reached him, they made a decisive charge, routed

the enemy, and pursued him three miles. Forty-five of the enemy's shiin

were found. General Coffee was wounded in the body, and his aid,

Colonel Donaldson, and three others slain. The next day, General

Jackson commenced his return march to Fort Strother. His men and

horses were exhausted, and he was not furnished with either provisions or

forage for a longer stay. The enemy, supposing they had defeated the

general, hung on his rear ; and in the morning of the 24th, as he was on

the point of crossing Enotachopeo creek, the front guard having crossed,

with part of the flank columns and the wounded, and the artillery just

entering the water, an attack commenced on the rear. The main part

of the rear guard precipitately gave way, leaving only 25 men, under

Colonel Carrol, who maintained their ground as long as possible. There

then remained on the left of the creek to meet the enemy, the remnant

of the rear guard, the artillery company, and Captain Russell's company

of spies. Lieutenant Armstrong, of the artillery, immediately ordered

them to form and advance to the top of the hill, while he and a few of

his men dragged up a six-pounder, amid a most galling fire from mere

than ten times their numbers. Arrived at the top, they formed and

poured in upon their assailants a fire of grape, and at length made a

charge and repelled them. Lieutenant Armstrong, Captains Hamilton,

Bradford, and M'Govock, fell in this rencontre. By this time, a con-

siderable number had re-crossed the creek and joined the chase; Captain

Gordon, of the spies, rushed from the front, and partially succeeded in

turning the enemy's left flank. The Creeks now fled in the greatest con-

sternation, throwing off their packs, and every thing that retarded their

flight, and were pursued for more than two miles. Twenty-six of their

warriors were left, dead on the field. General Jackson's loss, in the

several engagements of the 22d and 24th, was 24 killed ami TO wounded.

After the battle of the 24th, General Jackson was enabled to return to

Fort Strother without further molestation.

The Creeks, encouraged by what they considered a victory over General

Jackson's forces in the battles of the 22d and 24th of January, continued

to concentrate their forces, and fortify themselves at the Great Bend of

the Tallapoosa. This river forms the north-eastern branch of the Ala-
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bama. Several miles above its junction with the Coosa, is a curve in the

river in the form of a horse-shoe, called by the whites the Great Bend,

and by the Indians Emuesau. The peninsula formed by the bend con-

tains about one hundred acres, and the isthmus leading to it is about forty

rods across : at the bottom of the peninsula is the village of Tohopisca,

containing about two hundred houses. On this peninsula, the Indians

from the adjoining districts had concentrated their forces, to the amount

of 1000 warriors, with ample stores of provisions and ammunition, and

had fortified themselves with great skill; having thrown up a breastwork,

consisting of eight tier of logs, with double port-holes across the isthmus,

so that an assailing enemy might be opposed by a double and cross fire

by the garrison, who could lie in perfect safety behind their works.

. . , ONSIDEKABLE reinforcements of volunteers

fcWwii°*iii#ffiBl \f ' f'' "1 Tennessee, and friendly Indians, having

reached General Jackson on the 16th of

febi ' March, he left Fort Strother with his whole

disposable force, amounting to about 3000 of every

description, on an expedition against this assemblage

of Indians. He proceeded down the Coosa about

sixty miles, to the mouth of Cedar creek, where he

established a post called Fort Williams, and proceeded, on the 24th, across

the ridge of land dividing the waters of the Coosa from the Tallapoosa;

and arrived at the Great Bend on the morning of the 27th, having the

three preceding days opened a passage through the wilderness of fifty-twe

miles. < In the 26th, he passed the battle-ground of the 22d of January,

and left it three miles in his rear. General Coffee was detached with 700

cavalry and mounted gunmen, and 600 friendly Indians, to cross the river

below the bend, secure the opposite banks, and prevent escape. Having

crossed at the Little Island ford, three miles below the bend, his Indians

were ordered silently to approach and line the bank of the river ; while

the mounted men occupied the adjoining heights, to guard against rein-

forcements, which might be expected from the Oakfusky towns, eight

miles below. Lieutenant Bean, at the same time, was ordered to occupy

Little Island, at the fording-place, to secure any that might attempt to

escape in that direction. In the meantime, General Jackson, with the

artillery and infantry, moved on in slow and regular order to the isthmus,

and planted his guns on an eminence one hundred and fifty yards in front

of the breastwork. On perceiving that General Coffee had completed his

arrangements below, he opened a fire upon the fortification, but found he

could make no other impression with his artillery than boring shot-holes

through the logs. General Coffee's Indians on the bank, hearing the
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roaring of the cannon in front, and observing considerable confusion on

the peninsula, supposing the battle to be nearly won, crossed over and

set fire to the rillage, and attacked the Creeks in the rear. At this mo-

ment, General Jackson ordered an assault upon the works in front. The

regular troops, led by Colonel Williams, accompanied by a part of the

militia of General Dougherty's brigade, led on by Colonel Russell, pre-

sently got possession of a part of the works amid a tremendous fire from

behind them. The advance guard was led by Colonel Sisler, and the left

extremity of the line by Captain Gordon, of the spies, and Captain

M'Marry, of General Johnson s brigade of West Tennessee militia. The

battle, for a short time, was obstinate, and fought musket to musket

through the port-holes ; when the assailants succeeded in getting posses-

sion of the opposite side of the works, and the contest ended. The Creeks

were entirely routed, and the whole margin of the river strewed with the

slain. The troops under General Jackson, and General Coffee's Indians,

continued the work of destruction as long as there was a Creek to be

found. General Coffee, ou seeing his Indians crossing over, had ordered

their places to be supplied on the bank by his riflemen; and every Indian

that attempted to escape by swimming the river, or crossing the Little

Island below, was met and slain by General Coffee's troops. The battle,

as long as any appearance of resistance remained, lasted five hours; the

slaughter continued until dark, and was renewed the next morning, when
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sixteen more of the unfortunate savages were hunted out of their hiding-

places and slain. Five hundred and fifty-seven warriors were found dead

on the peninsula ; among whom was their famous prophet Manahell, and

two others, the principal instigators of the war ; 250 more were estimated

to have been killed in crossing the river, and at other places, which were

not found. General Jackson's loss was 26 white men, and 23 Indians

killed ; and 107 white men, and 47 Indians wounded.

This was a decisive stroke. The power of the Creeks was crushed for-

ever, and the miserable remnant of the hostile party, under their bold,

eloquent, and indomitable chief, Weatherford, wandered about the country,

hunted like wild beasts. Soon after the victory, General Jackson retired

to the Hickory Ground, at which place terms of peace were settled,

Weatherford, by his dignified conduct, securing an unexpected degree of

favor for his people.

i Ioh



CHAPTER XLVIII.

TMK MILITARY AND NAVAL OPERATIONS OF 1814.

IN the winter of 1813-14, the British,

having gained possession of Fort Niag-

ara, and being in great force on the oppo-

site shore, the government determined to

remove the -cat of war to that frontier.

ial Brown, an officer of known enter

prise, courage and military skill, was

appointed to the chief command, and

Scott, Gaines. Miller, and other officers

of tried worth, were given subordinate

commands. General Brown and Ids

officers were fully sensible of the burden

which was imposed upon, and of what was expected from them; and it is

understood that they resolved to win a glorious fame, or a glorious grave.

The first success achieved by General Brow n, was the redaction of Fort

Erie, the garrison of which surrendered, after a short resistance. On

entering Upper Canada, Brown issued a proclamation, remarkable for the

contrast .'t presented to those of the former commanders. He substituted
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the sentiments ami principle* of an upright and determined man for thosi

empty threats ami boastings which hail cxi-ited the ridicule of the enemy.

General Brown, receiving information that the enemy were preparing

an expedition against Oswego, where an immense quantity of military

stores was deposited, detached Colonel Mitchell, with his battalion of

artillery, armed with muskets, to the defence of that place. The Colonel

marched 150 miles in four and a half days, reached Oswego and found

the fort unoccupied and much dilapidated. By great exertions, the guns

were re-proved, and the batteries got ready for action.

Sir James Yen ami Lieutenant-General Drummond resolved to Bail with

the whole fleet, and a competent number of troops to land and storm the

fort, and capture the valuable booty. Accordingly, on the 5th of May,

Sir James appeared before the fort, with four large ships, three brigs, and

a number of gun-boats, barges, and transports. The transports princi-

pally contained the troops of Lieutenant-General Drummond. The

successful issue of this expedition would have given to the British forces,

for a time at least, a decided superiority on the lake, and without knowing

that the stores had been previously removed from Oswego, they com-

menced an attack, which was kept up for nearly two days, the brilliant

and unusual resistance to which did not, however, avail the American

garrison. The fort mounted but five old guns, three of which were

almost useless, and had a shore battery of five more of smaller weight.

The schooner Growler, having on board Captain Woolsey and Lieutenant

Pearce of the navy, was at that time in Oswego creek, receiving the

cannon which had not yet been removed. The enemy were no sooner

discovered than the Growler was sunk to prevent the capture of the
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Attack on Oswegu

cannon, and all the tents in store were immediately pitched on the village

side of the creek, to persuade the enemy that the Americans were

numerous. Under Lieutenant Pearce the few sailors of the Growler

were added to the garrison ; the shore battery was commanded by Cap-

tain Boyle, who was seconded by Lieutenant Legate.

At about one o'clock fifteen large boats, crowded with troops, moved at

a given signal to the shore, preceded by several gun-boats which were

sent forward to cover the landing; whilst all the larger vessels opened a

heavy fire upon the little fort. The contest was kept up with great

vigor and equal vivacity ; the fort itself returned a very animated fire

;

and Captain Boyle succeeded twice in repulsing the debarking boats,

near the shore battery, and at length compelled them to retire to the

shipping. The whole squadron then stood off, ami anchored at a distance

from the shore ; one of their boats, being 60 feet in length, and carrying

36 oars and three sails, was so much shattered that her crew abandoned

her, and she fell into the hands of the American artillery.

Though the British were thus compelled to retire from the assault of

the fort, it was by no means to be supposed that they had relinquished

their intention of storming and possessing it. The immense superiority

of their force and means would not justify such a supposition, and Colonel

Mitchell was therefore particularly vigilant. He stationed picket guards

at the different points of debarkation, kept his men upon their arms during

the night, and negleoted no measure <>t' precaution. Mortified at so
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*uccessful a resistance, by a force known to be so much inferior, and pro-

tected by weak batteries, the enemy determined to effect a landing under

cover, as well of their large vessels, as of their gun-boats, and at daybreak

of the 6th they approached the shore again. They were early discovered

coming up under easy sail, and soon after the principal ship, the Wolfe,

and the other frigates resumed their position before the fort and battery,

whilst the brigs, schooner-, and gun-boats, proceeded higher up to cover

by their fire the landing of the troops. The Wolfe, and the frigates, kept

up the cannonade for three hours, whilst the land forces, to the number

of 1700, composed of one column of the De Watteville regiment, led by

Lieutenant-Colonel Fischer, on the left; a Beeond column of a battalion

of marines, under Lieutenant-Colonel Malcolm, supported by a detach-

ment of 200 se.unen under Captain Muleaster, the second officer of tin-

fleet, on the right, succeeded under a tremendous fire from the brigs and

schooners, in gaining the shore, where their advance was resisted by

Lieutenant Pearce of the navy, and a small party of seamen. The land-

ing being effected, Colonel Mitchell withdrew to the rear of the fort,

united with the sailors, two companies of artillerymen, under Captains

Romayue and Mclvin, and assailed the invading columns, whilst the com-

panies of Captains Mclntire and Pierce of the heavy artillery engaged

the enemy's flanks. Thus formed, he sustained a vigorous and desperate

conflict upwards of 30 minutes, in which great slaughter was made among

the enemy, and a severe loss experienced by the troops of the garrison.

A gainst a force, however, which amounted to ten times their own number,

it was found useless for the Americans longer to contend, and Colonel

Mitchell accordingly fell back 400 yards from the enemy, where he formed

his troops, and took up his march for the falls, thirteen miles in the rear

of the fort, upon Oswego River, to which place the stores had been pre-

viously removed. He retired in such good order as to be able to destroy

the bridges in his rear, not withstanding he was pressed by a numerous Foe.

The enemy then took possession of the fort and barracks, but for the

little booty which he obtained, consisting of a few barrels of provisions

and whiskey, he paid much more than an equivalent. His loss, in killed,

amounted to seventy, in wounded, drowned, and missing, 165, in all 235

Among these were Captain Ilahaway killed, and Captains Muleaster,

Popham, and Ledergrew, and two lieutenants and one master wounded.

In the noble and obstinate resistance which they made, the Americans

lost Lieutenant Blaney, an officer of high promise, and five men killed,

38 wounded, and -•"> missing, in all 69 men.

On the morning of the 7th, the enemy finding that the object of the

expedition, though prosecuted with a force, including the ships' crews, of
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3000 men, had not been achieved, evacuated the place after firing the

barracks, spiking some, ami carrying off others of the guns.

^-_jllK British now blockaded and threat-

'." ened Sackett's Harbor, with a view to

making a diversion in favor of the

British army on the Niagara frontier.

Colonel Mitchell was ordered to rein-

force that post. He left Major Ap-

pling in command at Oswego Kails.

Captain Woolscy, with the American

flotilla, was ordered to endeavor to

run by the blockading squadron in the

night, into Sackett's Harbor. Woolsey

escaped discovery until he r<

the mouth of Sandy Creek, when he

wa< observed by the seamen of the powerful British flotilla. 11. then ran

his boats, protected by riflemen, as far up the creek as practicable. The

next morning (30th of May) Captain Popham, with his gun-boats, ascended

the creek, confident of success against the slight force of the Americans.

As soon as the marines landed, Major Appling, with his unerring rifle-

men, advanced from the woods, and opened a fatal fire upon them. It

was returned, and the contest was warm. At length the enemy were

compelled to surrender, having lost 56 men killed and wounded, while

the Americans had but one man killed and two wounded. Two captains,

four lieutenants and 156 sailors and marines were made prisoners. Four

gun-boats and a large quantity of stores were taken. In daring and

completeness of execution, this achievement equalled the affair at Oswego,

and Major Appling received applause and promotion.

General Brown now resolved to move forward and attack the enemy at

Chippewa. General Scott, with his brigade and a corps of artillery, was

ordered to advance, and take care to secure a good military position

during the night. After some skirmishing, Scott selected a strong
;

tion on the plain near Chippewa. In the night, General Brown joined

him with the remainder of the army.

At 4 o'clock in the afternoon of the 5th of July. General Porter, with

the volunteers and Indians, moved forward through the woods, keeping

out of view of the enemy. He soon met their light parties, and drove them

in. As the whole British column was in order of battle, Brown ordered

Scott's brigade to advance, and meet them upon the open plain. This was

gallantly performed, and Scott soon, engaged in close combat. Porter's

command giving way, Scott's left flank was exposed. But his brigade
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and Towson's artillery maintained the conflict, advanced boldly upon the

enemy, and compelled their whole line to give way, before Ripley's brigade

could gain their rear. The Americans then retired to their camp, having

clearly driven the foe from the field. The loss of the two armies was nearly

equal. Three hundred and twenty-eight of the Americans were killed,

wounded or missing, and the loss of the enemy was about 400 men.

On the 20th of July, the American army encamped in the rear of Fort

George. General Scott, with the van, had some skirmishes with the enemy,

but they could not be brought to a general engagement. As the British

general received considerable reinforcements, and it was probable would

make a demonstration upon the Niagara frontier, Brown determined to

recall him from his object by moving towards Queenstown. General

Scott, accordingly marched with his brigade, Towson's artillery and some

dragoons in the van. On arriving at the falls, Scott found the enemy

in force directly in front, and after giving information of the fact to the

commanding general, advanced upon them. While the conflict was raging,

Brown ordered up reinforcements, and the action soon became general.

The enemy's artillery upon the heights gave them great advantages.

Jolonel Miller was asked if he could carry the height and seize the

cannon. He calmly surveyed the position, and replied " I will try !"

This afterwards became the motto of his regiment. The height was

carried in most gallant style. The fighting continued upon the right, the

enemy being every where else driven back. General Biall, the second

officer in command of the British army, was captured. At length, the

enemy having received reinforcements, attempted to regain their position,

but were thrice repulsed. Generals Brown and Scott, being both severely

wounded, the command of the Americans devolved on General Bipley,

under whose direction they returned to camp. General Brown ordered

General Ripley to prepare the army to march out at dawn on the next

day to give battle, feeling secure of victory. But the order was not

executed. The battle of Niagara, as this day's contest was termed, was

one of the most obstinate engagements ever fought. It raged for several

hours, the troops having no other light to direct their movements but the

vivid flashes of their artillery and musketry. Many instances of indi-

vidual heroism were displayed, but here, as at Chippewa, General Winfield

Scott was most conspicuous. The enemy, superior in numbers and com-

manded by Drummond and Riall, officers possessing skill and experience,

were driven from their positions. Their loss in killed, wounded and

prisoners was upwards of 1000 men. The loss on the American side was

somewhat less, but included many valuable officers. Generals Brown and

Scott were compelled to retire from the service for a time, in consequence

of severe wounds.
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The next scene of action was at Fort Erie, whither Gene-al Ripley,

with the main army, retired. Before the position had hern well seemed.

General Druinmniid, with 4500 regular British troops, appeared before

it ; and although the American general had not half that number of nun.

cautiously commenced the regular formalities of a siege. The Americans

threw up breastworks, and strengthened their position. On the 2d of

August, the British commenced their cannonade; '>ut as it continued ir-

regular, the Americans did not return it until the 7th. From this date

till the 15th, the firing was incessant and tremendous. General Gaines

now arrived, and took command of the American forces. On the morning

of the 15th, the British advanced to the assault in three columns. The

Americans received them with a tremendous fire, and checked their pro-

gress. The conflict at the three points was obstinate and bloody. The

assailants gained possession of a bastion of old Fort Erie, but the explo-

sion of some ammunition forced them to retire, and soon after, the whole

British force was driven oft', leaving on the field 222 killed, 174 wounded,

ar.d 186 prisoners. The slightly wounded were carried oft', while a huge

number of killed were allowed to float down Niagara. The loss of the

Americans did not exceed 100 men.

The British general was now compelled to wait for reinforcements, be-

fore attempting any further offensive operations. In the meantime, the

Americans, confident from success, strengthened their position. Four

days after the battle, the enemy re-appeared, and opened a brisk can-

nonade. The siege continued, with little variation, for thirty days.

General Gaines, being wounded by a shell, gave up the command to

General Brown, who. though Buffering from a wound, hastened to the

place where his services were wanted. A considerable reinforcement of

volunteers arrived in the American camp, and then General Brown deter-

mined to make an effort to release the army from its confinement. On

the 17th of September, two columns, commanded by Generals Porter and

Miller, tiled ,,ut and advanced upon the enemy. By skilful dispositions,

their whole line was carried, their guns spiked, and about 1000 men
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killed, wounded, or taken. The loss of the Americans was about 200

men killed or wounded. General Drummond broke up his camp on the

night of the 21st, and retired toward Chippewa. The operations had

been entirely in favor of the Americans, and reflected great honor upon

the energy and skill of General Brown ami his associate officers, and

upon the courage and steady discipline of his troops.

In the meantime, events occurred in other quarters of the I nion, no

less honorable to the American arms. Sir George Prevost. governor-

general of Canada, having collected all his disposable force for an inva-

sion of the Union as far as Crown Point, entered the country on the 1st

of the month, and occupied the village of Champlain. There he issued

proclamations tending to dissuade the people from their allegiance, and

inviting them to furnish the army with provisions for their further pro-

gress. General Macomb was then at Plattsburg, with about 2000 Ameri-

can troops, many of whom were militia. He made able dispositions of

his small force, and prepared for a determined resistance to the progress

of Prevost. Simultaneously with their operations on land, the enemy

prepared their fleet for action on Lake Champlain.

The American fleet, under Commodore M'Donough, lay at anchor in

Burlington Bay, on the right flank of the American lines, and two miles

distant. Great exertions had been made by both parties to produce a

superior naval force on this lake ; the Americans at Otter Creek,

and the British at the Isle aux Noix. On comparing their relative

strength on the 11th of September, the American fleet consisted of the

Saratoga, flag-ship, mounting 26 guns ; Eagle, 20 guns ; Ticonderoga, 17

guns ; Preble, 7 guns ; six galleys, of two guns each, 12 guns ; four of

one, 4 guns; making in the whole, 86 guns: and 820 men. The British

fleet consisted of the frigate Confiance, flag-ship, mounting 39 guns;
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Burlington Bay.

Linnet, 16 guns; Cherub, 11 guns; Finch. 11 guns: five galleys, of two

guns each. 10 guns; eight of one, 8 guns, making in the whole, 95 guns :

ami 10'20 men.

The British land forces employed themselves from the 7th to the 11th.

in bringing up their heavy artillery ; and strengthening their works on

the north bank of the Saranac. Their fortified encampment vrae on a

ridge a little to the west of the town, their right near the river, and their

left resting on the lake, one mile in the rear of the village. 11

determined on a simultaneous attack by land and water, they lay in this

position on the morning of the 11th, waiting the approach of their

fleet. At eight o'clock, the wished for ships appeared under easy Bail,

moving round Cumberland bead; and were hailed with joyous acclama-

At nine o'clock, they anchored within 300 yards of the American

squadron in line of battle; the Confiance opposed to the Saratoga, the

Linnet to the Eagle; thirteen British galley.- to the Ticonderoga, Preble,

and a division of the American galleys. The Cherub assisting the Con-

fiance and Linnet, and the Finch aiding the galleys. In this position,

the weather being perfectly clear and calm, and the bay smooth, the

whole force on both sides became at once engaged. About an hour and

a half after the commencement of the action, the starboard guns of the

Saratoga were nearly all dismantled. The commandant ordered a stern

anchor to be dropped, and the lower cable cut, by means of which, the

rounded to, and presented a fresh broadside to her enemy. The
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ConCance attempted the same operation and failed. This was attended

with such powerful effects, that she was obliged to surrender in a few

minutes. The whole broadside of the Saratoga was then brought to bear

on the Linnet, and in fifteen minutes she followed the example of her

flag-ship. One of the Britisb sloops struck to the Eagle: three galleys

were sunk, and the rest made off; no ship in the fleet being able to follow

them, they escaped down the lake. There was no mast standing in either

squadron, at the close of the action, to which :i Bail could be attached.

The Saratoga received 55 round shot in her hull, ami the Confianee I 11 "'.

The action lasted without any cessation, on a smooth sea, at close quarters,

two hours and twenty minutes. In the American squadron 52 were

killed, and 58 wounded. In the British, 8-1 were killed, and 110 wounded.

Among the slain was the British commandant, Commodore Downie. This
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engagement was in full view of both armies, and of aumerous spectators

collected on the heights, bordering on the bay, to witness the scene. It

was viewed by the inhabitants with trembling anxiety, as success on the

part of the British, would have opened to them an easy passage into the

heart of the country, and exposed a numerous population on the borders

of the lake, to British ravages. When the flag of the Oonfiunce was

-truck, the shores resounded with the acclamations 'it' the American

troops and citizens. The British, when they saw their fleet completely

conquered, were dispirited and confounded.

At the moment of the commencement of the naval action, the British,

from their works on shore, opened ; , heavy fire of shot, shells, and rockets,

upon the American lines. This was continued with little interruption

i ii til snn-set, and returned with spirit and effect. At -i\ o'clock, the Bring

on the part of the British ceased, every battery having been silenced by

the American artillery. At the commencement of the bombardment,

and while the ships were engaged, three desperate efforts were made by

'In Ibitish to pass the Saranac, for the purpose of carrying the American

lines by assault. With this view, scaling laddei es, and every

implement necessary for the purpose, were prepared. One attempt was

made to cross, at the village-bridge, one at the upper bridge, and one at

the ford-way, throe miles above the works. \t each point, they were

iii'i at the hank i>y the American troops and repulsed. \t the bridges,

the American regulars immediately drove them hack. The ford was
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guarded bj the volunteers and militia. Here a considerable body of

British effected a passage, and the militia retired into the neighboring

woods, where their operations would be more effectual. A whole company

of the 76th regiment was hen' destroyed, three lieutenants, and 27 men

taken, and the captain and the rest of the company killed. The residue

of the British were obliged to recross the river with precipitation and

considerable loss.

At dusk the British withdrew their cannon from the batteries; at nine,

sent off all the artillery and baggage fur which they could procure trans-

ports; and at two the following morning, the whole army precipitately

retreated, leaving their sick and wounded behind. Great quantities of

provisions, tents, entrenching tools, and ammunition, were also left.

Much was found concealed in the ponds and creeks, and buried in the

ground. Their retreat was so sudden, rapid, and unexpected, that they

arrived at Chazy, a distance of eight miles, before their departure was

known to the American general. The light troops and militia were im-

mediately ordered out in pursuit, but were unable to make many prisoners.
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Upwards of 300 deserters came in within two or three days after the

action, who confirmed the account of Prevost's precipitate flight, and

assisted in discovering the property they had concealed and left behind.

The American loss on land, daring the day, was 37 killed, and 82 wounded

and missing. General Macomb's official report estimates the British loss

in land and naval forces, since their leaving Montreal, in killed, wounded,

prisoners, deserters, and missing, at l!500.

The British army engaged in this expedition, consisted of 14,000 men.

The precipitate retreat of so numerous and well-apppointed an army from

before a force of 1500 regulars and 3000 militia, suddenly called together,

was unaccountable and wholly unexpected. General I'revost endeavored

to justify himself to his government, by imputing it to the loss of the fleet.

But no active co-operation was or could be expected from their respective

fleets by either army. The real ground was. that the valor if the

American troops in defence of their soil had convinced the Uritish general
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tli.u ;i 11 attempt to penetrate the country, and carry his original plana

into effect, would be attended with defeat and disgrace.

In the Chesapeake, great devastation was committed, in revenge, as

was stated, for outrages upon the Canadians. Early in the year the

general government had received information that a powerful armament

was preparing to make a descent upon the country in the vicinity Of the

Chesapeake—and measures for defence were taken. General Winder was

placed in command of the land forces, called into the field for the defence

of Washington, and Commodore Barney in command of a flotilla of gun-

boats in the bay.

In August, the British fleet, under Admiral Cochrane, conveying a

large army, under Major-General Ross, arrived at the mouth of the

Potomac. By great exertions, General Winder was enabled to collect at
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Bladensburg about 5000 men, 3">o of whom were regulars, a')'? several

bandred marines and seamen, from Commodore Barney's flotilla The
British troop-; were landed, and about noon on the 29th of August,

reached Bladensburg. An obstinate oontest ensued, in which the British

suffered a severe loss, but compelled the Americana to give way.

S the militia retired, the British regulars ad

/A\ vanced upon the main road, and coming iui-

7 V mediately in front of Commodore Harney's

flotilla, he opened an eighteen-pounder upon

them, which cleared the road, and for a time

disordered their column, and retarded their

approach. Two other attempts made by the

enemy to pass the battery were also repulsed,

and (ieneral Ross inarched a division of his

troops into an open field, with a determina-

tion to flank the commodore's right. This

attempt also was frustated by Captain

Miller, of the marines, with three twelve-

pounders, and the men of the flotilla acting as infantry. After being

thus kept in check about half an hour, (ieneral Ross began to outflank

the right of the battery, in large numbers; and pushed about SOD men

upon General Smith's brigade, which, after exchanging a shot or two. tied

as precipitately as the brigade of General Stansbury. In the panic pro-

duced by this disorderly retreat, the drivers of the ammunition wagons

fled also, and Commodore Barney's small command was left to contend

against the whole force of the enemy, with less than one complete round

of cartridge. To add to the general misfortune, and to increase the diffi-

culties even of retiring with credit, he had received a severe wound in his

thigh, and his horse had been killed under him— two of his principal

officers were killed, and Captain Miller and sailing-master Martin wounded,

The places of these could be promptly supplied from the men acting :i>

infantry, but the means of repulsing the enemy were expended, and the

British infantry and marines by this time completely in the rear of the

battery. Thus situated the commodore gave orders for a retreat, and

after being carried a short distance from the scene of his gallantry, he

fell exhausted by the loss of blood, and was soon after made prisoner by

General Ross and Admiral Cocklmrn, who put him on his parole, and

having first removed him to their hospital in Bladensburg, ordered the

immediate attendance of their surgeons to dress his wound.

Having thus obtained possession of the pass of the bridge, over the

eastern branch of the Potomac, the enemy marched directly upon the
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capital, and immediately proceeded to the destruction of all the spacious

and splendid edifices by which it was adorned. The senate house, the

representative hall, the supreme court-room, the president's house, with

all its exterior and interior decorations, and the buildings containing the

public departments, were very soon demolished, and BeveraJ private houses

bnrned to the ground. The plunder of individual property was prohibited,

however, and soldiers transgressing the order were severely punished.

The principal vengeance of Admiral Cockburn, on whom, if the safety

of the citizens' dwellings hail alone depended, if he is to be judged by

his former conduct, they would have rested on a slender guarantee, was

directed against the printing-office of the editor of a newspaper, from

whose press had been issued frequent accounts of the admiral's depreda-

tions along the coast.

The navy-yard, as well as a new first-rate frigate, and a sloop of war,

were destroyed by order of government, upon the approach of the enemy,

to prevent the immense public stores, munitions, and armaments deposited

there, from falling into his hands. The patent-office alone, in which were

collected the rarest specimens of the arts of the country, escaped the

insatiate vengeance of a foe, whose destroying arm was directed against

the most superb monuments of architectural skill and public munificence.

The public documents and official records, the flags and various other

trophies of the repeated triumphs of the American arms, and the specie

from all the banks in the district, had previously been placed beyond the

reach of the cupidity of the invaders, and they returned from an irrup-

tion which excited the indignation of all parties in the Union, and drew

forth the deprecations of the principal nations in Europe.

UK president and the heads of depart-

ments, all of whom had visited the ren-

dezvous of the troops at Bladensburg

the day before the battle, finding that

the force which had been hastily assem-

bled, did not amount to the number

called for by the requisitions upon the

adjacent states, returned to the metro-

polic to make arrangements for the

augmentation of General Winder's

army. This duty, which, in times of less danger, required the exercise

of great energy, could not be performed before the enemy had encoun-

tered and defeated the corps already collected. The capture of these

officers would have caused at least a temporary derangement of the

irovernment, and in order that its functions might be resumed immediately
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Blad«i

after the departure of the enemy, thej retired from the metropolis upon
his approach. General Winder had also withdrawn with the remnant of

his force to Montgomery court-house; the citizens were incapable of

opposing the hostile operations of the British commanders; and the

capital was therefore entirely at their mercy.

That division of the enemy's fleet which ascended the Potomac, con-

sisting of eight sail, upon which were mounted 173 guns, and commanded
by Captain Gordon, was directed t<> attack the city of Alexandria. As
they approached up tin- river, the commander of Fort Warburton, Cap-

tain Dyson, destroyed that post, aid retired with his artillerists, and

the British Bquadron passed up to the city without annoyance or impedi-

ment. The people of Alexandria surrendered their town, and obtained a

stipulation on the 29th of August, from the British commander, that their

dwellings should not be entered or destroyed. The condition upon wdiich

jtipulation was made, required the immediate delivery to tin' enemy

of all public ami private naval and ordnance stores : of : ,]| the shipping,

and the furniture necessary to their equipment, then in port ; of all the

merchandise of every description, whether in the town, or removed from

it since the 19th of the month: that such merchandise should he put on

board the shipping at the expense of the owner.-; and that all vessels

which might have been sunk upon the approach of the enemy, should be

raised by the merchants and delivered up, with all their apparatus.
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These hard ami ungenerous conditions were complied with, and on the

fith of September, Captain Gordon moved off with a Meet of prize vessels,

which, as well as his frigates and other vessels of war, contained cargoes

of booty. In descending the river he was warmly opposed, and received

considerable damage from two batierics, at the White House, and at

Indian Head, under the respective commands of Captains Porter and

Perry, of the navy—the former assisted by General Hungerford'a brigade

of Virginia militia infantry, and Captain Humphrey's company of rifle-

men, from Jefferson county; and the latter by the brigade of General

Stewart, and the volunteer companies of Major Peter and Captain Birch.

The batteries, however, not being completed, and mounting but a few

light pieces, could not prevent the departure of the enemy with his

immense booty, though they kept up an incessant tire, from the od until

the 6th of the month, upon the vessels passing down on each of those

days. Commodore Rodgers, too, aided by Lieutenant Newcombe and

sailing-master Uamage. made frequent attempts tn destroy the enemy's

shipping, by approaching him within range of musket-shot, with several

small fire-vessels. After the communication of the fire, a change of wind

prevented these vessels from getting in between the British frigates,

though they excited much alarm among the fleet, whose men were actively

employed in extinguishing the flames. These respective forces were

afterwards concentrated, and Commodore Rodgers took possession of

Alexandria, with a determination to defend it, notwithstanding its sur-

render, against another attempt of the enemy, whose fleet was not yet

out of sight of the nearest battery.

After the embarkation of the troops under General Ross, whose loss

at Bladensburg amounted to nearly 1000 men, in killed, wounded,

prisoners, deserters, and those who died of fatigue. Admiral Cochrane

concentrated the various detachments of his fleet, and made preparations

for an attack upon the city of Baltimore.

As the powerful armament approached, the alarm spread quickly

through the adjacent country, and a large volunteer force collected under

Major-General Smith. The troops intended for the land attack were

debarked upon North Point, fourteen miles below the city, and on the

morning of the 12th of September, nearly 8000 soldiers, sailors and

marines had effected a landing, while It! bomb-vessels and frigates pro

cecded up the river and anchored within two miles and a half of Fort

M' Henry.

General Smith detached General Strieker, with part of his brigade, on
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the North Point road, and Major Randal, with riflemen and musketry, to

the month of Bear Creek, to cheek the progress of the enemy. The

light parties of the Americans were driven in, and the force under General

Strieker was soon engaged with greatly superior numbers. After an

hour and twenty minutes' fighting, the Americans were compelled to

retire to the high grounds in their rear. The enemy did not pursue.

General Strieker was reinforced, and the Americans prepared their whole

line of intrenchments and batteries for their reception. On the 13th, the

British army came in sight of the main body of the Americans, and

manoeuvred in their front, driving in the vidcttes. Hut seeing tie' strength

of the defences, and the skilful dispositions of General Smith, they did

DOt attack. In the meantime, the British vessels 1 iharded Fort

M'Hemy, which was bravely defended by its garrison, commanded by

.Major Armistead. The vessels suffered considerably from the fire from

the American batteries. About midnight on the 13th, the British army

retreated to the point at which it landed, and re-embarked. The next

day the fleet dropped down the river. The British loss in the attack on

Baltimore, was between GOO and Too men, including killed, wounded and

missing. Among the slain was Maj il Ross, who was -hot by

some daring young Americans, while leading on his men. The lot

the Americans was about 175 men killed and wounded. The voluj

soldiery displayed great gallantry in the defence of their city.
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The operations of the Americans upon the ocean were attended with a

display of enterprise and heroism which added much to the reputation

which their navy had already won. The cruise of the frigate Essex,

Captain Porter, was one of the most remarkable in naval annals. She

sailed from the Delaware in October, 1812, took several valuable prizes ;

and, learning that several large vessels were in pursuit of her, Porter

steered southward, rounded Cape Horn, and cruised in the Pacific. There

he made great havoc among the British traders, and was particularly de-

structive to their whale fishery. One of the captured vessels he made a

store-ship, equipped her with twenty guns, and called her the Essex

Junior. From the extent of his depredations, he spread alarm throughout

all the Pacific ports, in which the British commerce was carried on.

Porter baffled pursuit by bis skilful and rapid movements. In December,

1813, while the Essex was in the port of Valparaiso, the British frigate

Phoebe, Captain Ilillyar, and the sloop-of-war Cherub, mounting together

86 guns and manned by 500 men. arrived. These vessels had long been

in search of the Essex, and were in perfect order. Tiny blockaded

Porter, who was unwilling to risk an action against such a superior force,

for about six weeks, when the American commander resolved to put to

sea. In the attempt, a squall struck his frigate, and compelled him to

put into a small bay, to repair damages. There he was attacked by the

British ships on the 28th of March, 1814, and in such a manner that he

was compelled to engage under great disadvantages. Never was a more

Porter - I'artfir
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obstinati- and—for the forces engaged—destructive battle fought. Twice

were the British vessels compelled to haul off to repair damages, while

the Essex was dreadfully cut up. Porter exhausted every expedient that

his fertile mind and his great experience could suggest, and surrendered

only when his vessel was on fire, a mere wreck, and the greater part of

his crew killed or wounded. One hundred and fifty-five men of the

Essex, were killed, wounded, or missing. The loss of the enemy was

very severe. Porter was sent to New York, and after refusing a parole,

escaped to his countrymen, by whom his deeds were admired and ap-

plauded.

On the 29th of April, the Peacock, Captain Warrington, fell in with

the British brig Epervier, Captain Wales. The vessels were of nearly

equal force, each mounting 18 large guns. After an action of 42 mii

the Epervier was captured, being reduced to a wreck, and having eight

men killed and 15 wounded. The Peacock suffered little, and had but

two men wounded.

The new sloop-of-war Wasp, Captain Blakely, mounting 20 guns, having

been completely equipped for a long crui A from Portsmouth on

the 1st of May 1814, between which time and the 6th of the following
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July, she captured seven merchantmen, and a brig-of-war, the Reindeer,

Captain Manners, of 18 guns, and one shifting gun, and 118 men. This

capture was made after an action of 19 minutes, in latitude 4s- :',t',' N

and longitude 11° 45' W. On that day, at fifteen minutes after four A. M.,

the Wasp being in pursuit of two sail before the lee beam, discovered the

Reindeer on the weather beam, and immediately altered her course, and

hauled by in chase of her. The pursuit continued until half-past meridian,

when the Reindeer, having previously hoisted an English ensign and

pendant, showed a blue and white flag at the fore, and fired a gun.

UECISELY at fifteen minutes pas! one, Captain

Blakely called all hands to quartets, and prepared

for action. At twenty-two minutes past one, he

tacked ship, and stood for the Reindeer, with an

expectation of being able to weather her. At fifty

minutes past one, the Reindeer tacked and Bt 1

from the Wasp. Fifty-six minutes past one, the

Wasp hoisted her colors, and fired a gun to wind-

ward, which was answered. The chase was kept up until thirty-two

minutes past two, when the Reindeer tacked for the Wasp, and the latter

took in her stay-sails, and furled the royals. Captain Blakely having

now discovered that the Reindeer would weather him, immediately tacked

ship, and at fifteen minutes past three, the Reindeer being on his weather-

quarter, at sixty yards distance, fired her shifting-gun, a twelve-pound

carronade, loaded with round and grape-shot.

At seventeen minutes past three, the same gun was fired again : at

nineteen minutes past three it was fired a third time; at twenty-one

minutes past three a fourth time; and at twenty-four minutes past three

a fifth time. The Reindeer not getting Sufficiently on the beam of the

Wasp, the latter was compelled to receive these repeated discharges

without being able to bring a gun to bear. Her helm was therefore put

a-lee, and at twenty-six minutes after three Captain Blakely commenced

the action with his after carronade, on the starboard side, and fired in

succession. The mainsail was then hauled up, and at forty minutes after

three, the Reindeer's larboard bow being in contact with the larboard

quarter of the Wasp, Captain Manners directed his crew to board her.

The attempt was gallantly repulsed by the crew of the Wasp, who several

times beat off the enemy ; and at forty-four minutes past three were

ordered to board in turn. Throwing themselves with great promptitude

upon the deck of the Reindeer, they succeeded in the execution of their

orders, and her flag came down at forty-five minutes after three. In a

line with her ports she was cut almosl to pieces ; her upper works, boats,
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and spare spars entirely destroyed, and on the following day her foremast

went by the board. Twenty-five of her crew were killed, and 42 wounded,

making a loss of 67 men.

On board the Wasp the injury sustained was not so material. Her

rigging was destroyed however in several places, her foremast was pierced

through by a twenty-four pound ball, and her hull struck by six round

shot and many grape, though not with sufficient force to penetrate far.

Her loss amounted to five killed, and twenty-one wounded, principally in

boarding. Among the latter. Midshipmen Langdon and Toscan, both of

whom expired some days after. Having received the prisoners and their

baggage on board the Wasp, Captain Blakely blew up the Reindeer on

the evening of the 29th, and sailed for L' Orient to provide for the disabled

part of each crew, whose wounds had become offensive in consequence of

the intense heat of the weather. He arrived at that port on the 8th of

July, and found that the damage could be repaired by the carpenters of

the ship in a few days.

In this action Lieutenants Bury and Reily, who had been in the en-

gagements with the Guerriere and Java, and of Lieutenant Tillinghast,

(2d) who was instrumental to the capture of the Boxer, maintained the

high credit which they acquired on those previous occasions. And Cap-

tain Blakely, whose reputation as a skilful seaman and an expert navigator

is not surpassed by that of any naval officer, bad his crew so well drilled

upon the principles of marine discipline, that they never despaired of van-

quishing in equal force of their enemy.

In the port of L'Orient, the Wasp was detained by head winds until

the "JTtli of August, having been anchored there 52 days. During this

time every attention was given to her officers and crew by the inhabitants.
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and their situation in a foreign port rendered particularly agreeable by
the assiduities of the American minister.

After leaving that place and capturing two valuable British merchant-

men, Captain Blakely fell in with a convoy of ten sail, on the 1st of Sep-

tember, under the protection of the Armada, seventy-four, and a bomb
ship. He stood for them, and succeeded in cutting out of the squadron

a brig laden with brass and iron cannon, and military stores from
Gibraltar; and after taking out the prisoners and setting her on fire, he

endeavored to cut out another vessel, but was driven off by the seventy-four.

N the evening at half past six, he discovered two vessels

on his starboard, and two on the larboard bow, and

hauled for that which was farthest to windward. At
seven she was made out to be a brig of war, making
signals with Hags which could not be distinguished,

owing to the darkness of the night ; and at twenty-nine

minutes past nine, she was under the lee-bow of the

Wasp. Captain Blakely ordered the twelve-pound

carronade to be fired into her, and received a return

from the stranger. The Wasp then ran under the lee-bow of the enemy

to prevent her escape, and immediately commenced an action, which con-

tinued until ten o'clock, when Captain Blakely, supposing his antagonist

to be silenced, ceased firing, and hailed to know if she had surrendered.

No answer being given to this demand, he recommenced firing, and the

enemy returned him broadside for broadside.

At twelve minutes past ten, the enemy having made no return to the

two last broadsides, was again hailed to know if he had surrendered.

Captain Blakely was informed that the vessel being in a sinking condition,

her commander had struck his colors. The Wasp's boats were imme-

diately lowered, when a second brig-of-war was discovered a little distance

astern, standing for her. The crew were instantly sent to their quarters,

and preparations made for another engagement. The Wasp was lying to

for the approach of the second stranger, when at thirty-six minutes past

ten, two other brigs were discovered standing also for her.

Under these circumstances, Captain Blakely was prevented from taking

possession of his prize, and keeping oft' the wind, with an expectation of

drawing the brig first discovered, after him, he ordered new braces to be

rove to replace those which had been shot away. His expectations were

not, however, answered, the brig-of-war continuing in pursuit only until

she wa3 near enough under his stern to give him a broadside, and return

to her companions. This she did, and cut the rigging and sails, and shot

away a lower main cross-tree of the Wasp.
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The name and force of the prize has since been ascertained. She was

the brig-of-war Avon, Captain Arbuthnot, of the same number of guns

as the Reindeer, and sunk immediately after the Castilian (the vessel

which chased the Wasp) had taken out her last man. According to the

enemy's account, her captain was wounded in both legs, the first lieutenant

and eight men killed, and the second lieutenant, one midshipman, and 31

men wounded.

niHE Wasp received in her hull four

thirty-two-pound shut, and in her main-

mast a number of grape-shot. Her sails

and rigging were much damaged, but her

loss in men amounted to two killed, and

only one wounded. She repaired her

damages on the succeeding day, and con-

tinued to cruise, in conformity with her

instructions from the navy department.

On the 21st of September, she captured

off the Madeiras, her thirteenth prize, the

British brig Atalanta, of eight guns, and

the only one which she sent into port. This vessel arrived at Savannah

in the beginning of November, under the command of Mr. Geisinger,

one of the officers of the Wasp, with despatches from Captain Blakely.

The Atalanta left the Wasp, at sea, on the 23d of September, without

knowing the destination to which her further cruise would convey her

;

and, since that time, no official accounts have been received from her.

Her cruise was theretofore most brilliant and unparalleled, her sailors all

young, athletic, brave, and enthusiastic, and her officers among the most

skilful in the service. She was never heard from after being hailed by

the Atalanta, and her loss was deeply deplored by the whole republic.

An affair highly honorable to the skill and courage of the American

seamen occurred on the 26th of September, 1814, when the American

privateer brig, General Armstrong, Captain Reid, came to anchor in the

port of Fayal, one of the Azores, a Portugue-r island in the Atlantic.

The same day the Plantagenet seventy-four, and the Rota and Carnation,

British ships-of-war, suddenly appeared in the roads. At dark, Captain

R i I warped his ship in under the guns of the fort for protection; at

eight o'clock he observed four boats from the ships filled with armed men

approaching him ; after warning them to keep oft', he fired into the boats,

killed seven men, and compelled them to return. At midnight, twelve

large boats armed with swivels, carronades, ami muskets, attacked the

brig, and after a severe action of forty minutes, the contest ended in a
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total defeat of the assailants, a partial destruction of the boats, and a severe

loss of men. Among the killed were the first lieutenant of the l'lan-

tagenet, the commandant of the party, and two lieutenants and one mid-

shipmen of the Rota. It was estimated by the spectators on shore, that

the boats contained 400 men, and that more* than half of them were

killed or wounded. Several boats were destroyed, two remained alongside

of the Armstrong, loaded with their dead and dying : only seventeen from

these two boats reached the shore. The British acknowledged a hiss of

120 killed. The sloops Thais and Calypso, were loaded with the wounded

and sent to England. Immediately after the first attack, Mr. Dobney,

the American consul, applied to the governor of Fayal, to enforce the

privileges of a neutral port in favor of the American ship. The governor

expressed his indignation at what hail passed, but was unable with his

means to resist such a force. His remonstrances to the British com-

mander were answered by an insulting refusal. On the morning of the

27th, one of the ships took a station Dear the shore, and commenced a

heavy cannonade on the brig. Captain Reid, finding further resistance

unavailing, partially destroyed the brig, and went on shore with his crew :

the British then set her on fire. In this attack not only the privileges

of neutrality, but the safety of the town were wholly disregarded. Several

of the inhabitants were dangerously wounded, and a number of houses

destroyed.

In December, 1814, the Constitution, having been refitted, proceeded
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on anew cruise, under the command of Captain Stewart. After taking

several prizes, Stewart, on the 20th of February, 181 •">. fell in with the

British ships Cyane, of 34 guns, and Levant, of -I guns. In spite of his

inferior force, he engaged both vessels ; and by skilful manoeuvres, secured

a raking position, by which the enemy were Boon compelled to strike their

colors. The action lasted forty minutes. The Constitution had three

men killed, and thirteen wounded. The British ships had 35 killed, and

42 wounded. The Levant was afterwards retaken by the British Bquadron

off Barbadoes, but the Constitution, with the Cyane, succeeded in reaching

Boston. Captain Stewart received high commendation and various

Battering testimonials of esteem from the people of the United States

for his brilliant exploits.

On the 23d of March, 1815, the sloop-of-war Hornet, Captain Biddle,

encountered the British brig Penguin, Captain Dickenson. The vessels

were of about equal force. After a well-fought action of about twenty-

two minutes, the Penguin surrendered, having 14 men killed, and 22

wounded.
. The loss of the American vessel was one man killed and 11

wounded. This was the last contest of the war. The Hornet made a

narrow escape from a British 71. and was forced to return to port.

The British had long contemplated an expedition against Louisiana, it

being expected that its capital, New Orleans, would be taken unprepared.

The secret, however, transpired, and General Andrew Jackson, commander

of the American forces in that district, exerted himself to prepare for

the attack.
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General Jackson had already displayed great energy and ability in the

reduction of the Creeks, and in breaking up a British establishment in

West Florida, by which the Indians were instigated to hostility. In the

early part of November he had entered Florida, on his own responsibility,

and captured Pensacola. Having completely attained his object, he

withdrew from the Spanish territory.

General Jackson arrived at New Orleans on the 1st of December. The

legislature of Louisiana had been for some weeks in session ; and, through

the governor's communication, had been informed of the situation and

strength of the country, and of the necessity of calling all its resources

into action; but, balancing in their decisions, and uncertain of the best

course to be pursued, to assure protection, they as yet had resolved upon

nothing promising certainty and safety, or calculated to infuse tranquillity

and confidence in the public mind. The arrival of Jackson, however,

produced a new aspect in affairs. His activity and zeal in preparation,

and his reputation as a brave man and skilful commander, turned all eyes

towards him, and inspired even the desponding with a confidence they

had not before felt.

HE volunteer corps of the city were reviewed,

and a visit, in person, made to the dif-

ferent forts, to ascertain their situations,

and the reliance that might be had on

them, to repel the enemy's advance.

Through the lakes, their large vessels

could not pass : should an approach be

attempted, through this route, in their

barges, it might be met and opposed by

the gun-boats, which already guarded

this passage; but if, unequal to the con-

test, they should be captured, it would,

at any rate, give timely information of a

descent, which might be resisted on the

landing, before an opportunity could be

had of executing fully their designs. Up the Mississippi, however, was

looked upon as the most probable pass, through which might be made an

attempt to reach the city ; and here were in progress suitable preparations

for defence.

Fort St. Philips was now resorted to, as the lowest point on the river

where the erection of works could be at all serviceable. The general had

returned to New Orleans, on the 9th, from a visit to this place, which he

had ordered to be repaired and strengthened. The commanding officer
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was directed to remove every combustible material without the fort ; to

have two additional platforms immediately raised ; and the embrasures so

enlarged, that the ordnance might have the greatest possible sweep upon

their circles, and be brought to bear on any object within their range,

that might approach either up or down the river. At a small distance

below, the Mississippi, changing its course, left a neck of land in the

bend, covered with timber, and which obstructed the view. From this

point, clown to where old Fort Bourbon stood, on the west side, the growth

along the bank was ordered to be cut away, that the shot from St. Philips,

ranging across this point of land, might reach an approaching vessel,

before she should be unmasked from behind it. On the site of Bourbon,

was to be thrown up a strong work, defended by five twenty-four-pounders,

which, with the fort above, would expose an enemy to to a cross fire, for

half a mile. A mile above St. Philips was to be established a work,

which, in conjunction with the others, would command the river for two

miles. At Terre au Bceuf, and at the English Turn, twelve miles below

the city, were also to be taken measures for defence ; where it was ex-

pected by Jackson, with his flying artillery and fire-ships, that he would be

able, certainly, to arrest the enemy's advance. This system of defence,

properly established, he believed would _ri\'' security from any attack in

this direction. Fort St. Philips, with the assistant batteries, above and

below, would so concentrate their lires, that an enemy could never pass,

without suffering greatly, and perhaps being so shattered, that they would
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fall an e:.sy prey to those still higher up the river. The essential diffi-

culty was to have them commenced, and speedily finished.

Upon lakes Borgne and Pontchartrain, an equally strong confidence

was had, that all would be safe from invasion. Commodore Patterson,

who commanded the naval forces, hail executed every order with prompt-

ness and activity. Agreeably to instructions received from the com-

manding general, to extend to all the passes on the lakes every protection

in his power, he had already sent out the gun-boats, under Lieutenant

Jones. • From their vigilance and capability to defend, great advantages

were calculated to arise
; added to which, the Rigolets, the communication

hetwecn the two lakes, was defended by Petit Coquille fort, a strong

work, under the command of Captain Newman, which, when acting in

conjunction with the gun-boats, it was supposed would be competent to

repel any assault that might here be waged. The prospects of defence

had been improved, by detachments sent out to fell timber across every

small bayou and creek, leading out of the lakes, and through which a

passage for boats and barges could be afforded ; and to increase the

obstruction, by sinking large frames in their beds, and filling them with

earth. Guards and videttes were out, to watch every thing that passed,

and give the earliest information.

Certain information was at hand, of an English fleet being now

off Cat and Ship Islands, within a short distance of the American lines,

where their strength and numbers were daily increasing. Lieutenant

Jones, in command of the gun-boats on Lake Borgne, was directed to

reconnoitre, and ascertain their disposition and force ; and, in case

they should attempt, through this route, to effect a disembarkation, to

retire to the Rigolets, and there, with his flotilla, make an obstinate re-

sistance, and contend to the last. He remained off Ship Island, until the

12th of December ; when, understanding the enemy's forces were much

increased, he thought it most advisable to change his anchorage, and

retire to a position near Malheureux Island. On the 13th, Jones dis-

covered the enemy moving off in his barges, and directing his way towards

Pass Christian.

A strong wind having blown for some days to the cast, from the lake

to the gulf, had so reduced the depth of water, that the best and deepest

channels were insufficient to float his little squadron. The oars were

resorted to, but without rendering the least assistance : it was immovable.

Recourse was now had to throwing every thing overboard that could be

spared, to lighten and bring them off; all, however, was ineffectual,

—

nothing could afford relief. At this moment of extreme peril and danger,

the tide coming suddenly in, relieved from present embarrassment, and
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lifting them from the shoal, they bore away from the attack meditated;

directed their course for the Rigolcts : and came to anchor at one o'clock

the next morning, on the west passage of Malheureux Isle; where, at

daybreak, they discovered that the pursuit had been abandoned.

At the bay of St. Louis was a small depot of public stores, which had,

that morning, been directed, by. Lieutenant Jones, to be brought off. Mr.

Johnston, on board the Sea Horse, had proceeded in the execution of this

order. The enemy on the retreat of Jones, despatched three of their

barges to capture him : but, unable to effect it, they were driven back.

An additional force now proc led against him; when a smart action

commenced, and the assailants were again compelled to retire, with Bome

loss. Johnston, satisfied that it was out of his power successfully to di

fend himself, and considering it hopeless to attempt uniting, in face of so

large a force, with the gun-boats off Malheureux, determined to blow up

his vessel, burn the stores, and effect his retreat by land. A prodigious

explosion, and flames bursting on bis view, assured Jones of the probable

step that had been taken. Early on the morning of the 14th, the

enemy's barges, lying about nine miles to the east, suddenly weighed

their anchors ; and, getting under nay, proceeded westwardly to the pass,

where our gun-boats still lay. The same difficulty they bad experienced

yesterday was now encountered. Perceiving the approach of the enemy's

flotilla, an attempt was made to retreat; but in vain. The wind was

entirely lulled, and a perfect calm prevailed: while a strong current,

ig to the Gulf, rendered every effort to retire unavailing. No
alternative was at hand ; but a single course was left;—to meet and fight

them.

ORTY-THREE boats, mounting as many cannon,

with 1200 chosen men, well armed, constituted

the strength of the assailants. Advancing in

extended line, they were presently in reach: and.

at half after eleven o'clock, commencing a fire,

the action soon became general. Owing to a

strong current setting out to the east, two of the

boats, number- 156 and 163, were unable to keep

their anchorage, and floated about 100 yards

in advance of the line. The enemy, coming up

with the two gun-boats, and relying on their

numbers atel supposed uperior skill, determined

to board. For this purpose, -everal of their barges bun- down on number

156, commanded by Lieutenant Jones, but failed in the attempt: they

were repulsed, with an immense destruction, both in their officers and
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crew, and two of their boats sunk ; one of them, with 180 men, went

down, immediately under the stern of number 15b'. Again rallying, with

a stronger force than before, another desperate assault was made, tv

board, and carry at the point of the sword, which was again repelled,

with considerable loss. The contest was now bravely waged, and spiritedly

resisted. Lieutenant Jones, unable to keep on deck, from a severe wound
he had received, retired, leaving the command with George Parker, who
no less valiantly defended his flag, until, severely wounded, he was forced

to leave his post. No longer able to maintain the conflict, and over-

powered by superior numbers, they yielded the victory, after a contest of

40 minutes, in which every thing was done that gallantry could do, and

nothing unperformed that duty required.

TIE great disparity of force between

the combatants, added to the ad-

vantages the enemy derived from

the peculiar construction of their

boats, which gave them an oppor-

tunity to take any position that

circumstances and safety directed,

while the others lay wholly unman-

ageable, presents a curious and

strange result ; that, while the

American loss was but six killed,

and 35 wounded, that of their

assailants was not less than 300.

Resistance on the lakes being at an end, no doubt was entertained, but

that the moment for action would be, as early as the enemy could make

his preparations to proceed. At what point, at what time, and with a

force how greatly superior to our own, were matters wholly resting in

uncertainty, and could not be known, until they actually transpired.

All the means for opposition were to be seized on, without delay.

Early on the loth, expresses were sent off, up the coast, in quest of

General Coffee ; to endeavor to procure information of the Kentucky and

Tennessee divisions of riflemen, which it was hoped were not far distant,

and to urge their speedy approach. In his communication to Coffee,

the general observes, "You must not sleep, until you arrive within

striking distance. Your accustomed activity is looked for. Innumerable

defiles present themselves, where your riflemen will be all-important. An

opportunity is at hand, to reap for yourself and brigade the approbation

of your country."

Coffee, having marched SO miles the last day, encamped, on the nigh*
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of the 19th, within fifteen miles of New Orleans, making, in two days, u

distance of 150 miles. Continuing his advance, early next morning, he

halted within four miles of the city, to examine the state and condition

of his arms; and to learn, in case the enemy had landed, the relative

position of the two armies.

[HE advance of Colonel Hinds, from Wood-
ville, with the Mississippi dragoons, was no

less prompt and expeditious ; an active and

brave officer, he was, on this, as on all other

occasions, at his post, ready to act as was

required. Having received his orders, he

hastened forward, and effected, in four days,

a inarch of 230 miles.

On the 16th, Colonel Hynes, aid-de-camp to General Can. ill. reached

head-quarters, with information from the general, thai he would be down,

as early as possible; but that the situation of the weather, and high

winds, greatly retarded his progress. The steam-boat was immediately

put in requisition, and ordered up the river, to aid him in reaching his

destination, without loss of time. He was advised of the necessity of

hastening rapidly forward ; that the lakes were in possession of the

enemy, and their arrival daily looked for: "But," continued Jackson,

'
I am resolved, feeble as my force is, to assail him, on his first lam

and perish, sooner than he shall reach the city."

Independent of a large force, descending with General Carroll, his

coming was looked to with additional pleasure, from the circumstance of

his having with him a boat, laden with arms, which, destined for the

defence of the country, he had overtaken on the passage. His falling in

with them was fortunate; for. had their arrival depended on those to

whom they hail been incautiously given, they might have come too late,

and after all danger had subsided ; as was indeed the case with others,

forwarded from Pittsburg, which, through the unpardonable conduct of

those who had been entrusted with their management and transportation,

did not reach New Orleans, until after all difficulty ttded. Great

inconvenience was sustained, during the siege, for want of arms, to place

in the hands of the militia. Great as it was, it would have been increased,

even to an alarming extent, but for the accidental circumstance of this

boat falling into the hands of the Tennessee division, which impelled it on,

and thereby produced incalculable advantage.

While these preparations were in progress to concentrate the forces

within his reach, the general was turning his attention to ward oil" any

blow that might be aimed, before his expected reinforcements should
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arrive. Every point, capable of being successfully assailed, was receiving

such additional strength and Becurity as could be given. Patrols and

ridettea were ranged through the country, thai the earliest intelligence

might be had of any intended movement. The militia of the state was

called out en masse; and, through the interference of the legislature, an

embargo declared, to afford an opportunity of procuring additional

recruits for the navy. General Yillery, because an inhabitant of the

country, and best understanding the several points on the lakes, suscep-

tible of, and requiring defence, was ordered, with the Louisiana militia,

to search out, and give protection to the different passes, where a landing

might be effected.

ACKSON'S arrangements were well con-

ceived, and rapidly advancing; but they

><-' Nv>^Q/ were still insullieieiit : and his own fore-

bodings assured him, that, to obtain secu-

rity, something stronger than had yet been resorted

to, required to be adopted. That there was an

enemy in the midst of his camp, more to be feared

than those who were menacing it from abroad, was

indeed highly probable; while a well-founded belief

that there were many resident foreigners, who,

feeling no attachment for the country, and having nothing to defend,

would not scruple to avail themselves of every opportunity to give in-

telligence of the strength, situation, and arrangement of his camp,

excited his fears, and induced a wish to apply the earliest possible corrective.

Believing that the emergency of the case required it, he brought to the

view of the legislature the propriety and necessity of suspending the writ

of habeas corpus. They proceeded slowly to the investigation, and were

deliberating, with great caution, upon their right and power to adopt such

a measure ; when the general, sensible that procrastination was dangerous,

and might defeat the objects intended to be answered, suspended their

councils, by declaring the city and environs of New Orleans under

'martial law.

With the exception of the Kentucky troops, which were yet absent, all

the forces expected had arrived. General Carroll had reached Coffee's

encampment four miles above the city, on the 21st, and had immediately

reported to the commanding general. The officers were busily engaged

in drilling, manoeuvring, and organizing the troops, and in having every

thing ready for action, the moment it should become necessary. No

doubt was entertained, that the British would be able to effect a landing

at some point ; the principal thing to be guarded against was not to pre
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vent it; for, since the loss of the gun-boats, any attempt of this kind

could only be regarded as hopeless: but, by preserving a constant

vigilance, and thereby having the earliest intelligence of their approach,

they might be met at the very threshold, and opposed. Small guard-

boats were constantly plying on the lakes, to watch, and give information

of every movement. Some of these had come in, late on the evening of

the 22d, and reported that all was quiet, and that no unfavorable appear-

ance portended in that direction. With such vigilance constantly exer-

cised, it is truly astonishing that the enemy should have effected an

invasion, and succeeded in disembarking so large a force, without the

slightest intimation being had, until they were accidentally discovered

emerging from the swamp and woods, about seven miles below the town:

why it so happened, traitors may conjecture, although the truth is yet

unknown. The general impression is, that it was through information

given by a small party of Spanish fishermen, that so secret a disembark-

ation was effected. Several of them had settled at the mouth of this

bayou, and supported themselves by fish they caught, and vended in the

market at New Orleans. Obstructions had been ordered to be made on

every itdet, ami the Louisiana militia been detached for that purpose.

This place had not received the attention its importance merited : nor was

it until the 22d, that general Yillery, charged with the execution of this

order, had placed here a small handful of men. Towards day, the enemy,

silently proceeding up the bayou, landed, and succeeded in capturing the

whole of this party, but two, who, fleeing to the swamp, endeavored to

reach the city ; but, owing to the thick undergrowth, and briars, which

rendered it almost impervious, they did not arrive, until after the enemy

had reached the banks of the Mississippi, and been discovered.

The approach of the enemy, flushed with the hope of easy victory, was

announced to Jackson, a little after one o'clock in the afternoon. There

were too many reasons, assuring him of the necessity of acting speedily,

to hesitate a moment, on the course proper to be pursued. Could he

1 them, and obtain even a partial advantage, it might he beneficial

—

it might arrest disaffection— buoy up the despondent— determine the

wavering, and bring within his reach resources for to-morrow, which

might wholly fail, should fear once take possession of the public mind.

He resolved, at all events, to march, and that night give them battle.

Generals Coffee and Carroll were ordered to proceed immediately fiom

their encampment, and join him, with all haste. Although four miles

e, they arrived in the city, in less than two hours after the order had

been issued. These forces, with the seventh and forty-fourth regiment-,

the Louisiana troops, and Colonel Hinds dragoons, constituted the
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strength of his army, which could be carried into action against an enemy,

whose numbers at this time could only be conjectured. It was thought

advisable to leave Carroll and his division behind ; for notwithstanding

there was no correct information of the force landed through Villery'e

canal, yet Jackson feared that this might be only a feint, intended to

divert his attention, while, in all probability, a much stronger and more

numerous division, having already gained some point, higher on the lake,

might, by advancing in his absence, gain his rear, and succeed in their

views. Uncertain of their movements, it was essential he should be pre-

pared for the worst, and' by different dispositions of his troops, be ready to

resist, in whatever quarter he might be assailed. Carroll, therefore, at

the head of his division, and Governor Claiborne, with the state militia,

were directed to take post on the Gentilly road, leading from Chef Men-

teur to New Orleans, and to defend it to the last extremity.

Colonel Hayne, with two companies of riflemen, and the Mississippi

dragoons, was sent forward, to reconnoitre their camp, learn their position

and their numbers; and, in the event they should be found advancing, to

harass and oppose them at every step, until the main body should arrive.

11 E general arrived in view of the enemy,

a little before dark. Having previously

ascertained, from Colonel Hayne, their

position, and that their strength was

about 2000 men. he immediately con-

certed the mode of attack, and hastened

to execute it. Commodore Patterson,

commanding the naval forces, with Cap-

tain Henly, on board the Caroline, had

been directed to drop down, anchor in

front of their line, and open upon them

from the guns of the schooner; which

being the signal, the attack was to be

waged simultaneously on all sides. The

fires from their camp disclosed their position, and showed their encamp-

ment, formed with their left resting on the river, and extending at right

angles into the open field. General Coffee, with his brigade, Colonel

Hinds' dragoons, and Captain Beal's company of riflemen, was ordered

to oblique to the left, and, by a circuitous route, avoid their pickets, and

endeavor to turn their right wing ; having succeeded in this, to form hia

line, and press the enemy towards the river, where they would be exposed

more completely to the fire of the Caroline. The rest of the troops,

consisting of the regulars, Plauche's city volunteers, Daquin's colored
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troops, the artillery under Lieutenant Spoots, supported by a company

of marines, commanded by Colonel M'Kee, advanced along the bank of

the Mississippi, and were commanded by Jackson in person.

HE enemy's pickets were next the swamp.

General Coffee ad\aneed beyond these,

and had neavlv reached the point to which

he had been ordered, when a broadside

from the Caroline announced the battle

begun. Pattei'smi had proceeded slowly,

giving time, as he believed, for the execu-

tion of those arrangements contemplated

on the shore. So sanguine had the

British been in the belief thai they would

be kindly received, and little opposition

attempted, that the Caroline floated by

the sentinels, and anchored before their

camp, without any kind of molestation.

On passing the front picket, she was hailed,

i*< a low tone of voice, but returning no answer, no further question was

made. This, adled to some other attendant circumstances, confirmed the

opinion that they believed her a vessel laden with provisions, which had

been sent out from New Orleans, and was intended for them. Having

readied what, from their fires, appeared to be the centre of their encamp-

ment, her anchors were cast, and her character and business disclosed from

her guns. So unexpected an attack produced a momentary confusion

;

but, recovering, they answered her by a discharge of musketry, and B

of congreve rockets, which passed without injury, while her grape and

pouring destructively on them. To take away the certainty

of aim afforded by the light of their fires, these were immediately ex-

tinguistied, and they retired 200 or 300 yards into the open field, if not

out of leach of the cannon, tit least to a distance, where by the dari

eight they would be protected.

Coffee had dismounted his men, and turned his horses loose, at a large

ditch, next the swamp, in the rear of Lorond's plantation, and gained, as

he believed, the centre of the enemy's line, when the signal from the

ite' reached him. He directly wheeled his columns in, and,

tending his line parallel with the river, moved towards their camp.

He had scarcely advanced more than ion yards, when lie ri

heavy fire, from a line formed in his front : this, to him, was an unex-

pected circumstance, as he BUppOSed the enemy lying principally at a

distance, and that the only opposition he should meet, until he approached
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towards the levee, would be from the advanced guards. The circumstance

of his coming up with them so soon, was owing to the severe attack of

the >ehooner, which had compelled them to abandon their c:unji. and form

without her reach. The rnoon shone, but reflected her light ton feebly

to discover objects at a distance. The only chance, therefore, of pro-

ducing certain injury, with this kind of force, which consisted chiefly of

riflemen, was not to venture at random, but only to discharge their pieces

when there was a, certainty of felling the object. This order being given,

the line pressed on, and having gained a position near enough to distin-

guish, a general fire was given ; it was too severe and destructive to be

withstood; the enemy gave way, and retreated,—rallied,—formed,—were

charged, and again retreated. These gallant men, led by their brave

commander, urged fearlessly on, and drove the foe from every position they

attempted to maintain. Their general was under no necessity to en-

courage and allure them to deeds of valour: his own example was suffi-

cient to excite them. Always in the midst, he displayed a coolness and

disregard of danger; calling to his troops that they had often said they

could fight—now was the time to prove it.

HE enemy, driven back by the

resolute firmness and ardor of

their assailants, had now reached

a grove of orange trees, with a

ditch running past it. protected

by a fence on the margin. It was

a favorable position, promising

security, and was occupied with

a confidence that they could not

be forced to yield it. Coffee's

dauntless yeomanry, strength-

ened in their hopes of success, moved on, nor discovered tin- advantages

of the enemy, until afire from the whole British line showed their defence.

A momentary check was given ; but, gathering fresh ardor, Coffee charged

across the ditch, gave a deadly and destructive fire, and forced them to

recede. Their retreat continued, until gaining a similar position, they

made another stand, and were again driven from it, with considerable loss.

Thus the battle raged, on the left wing, until the British reached tin'

bank of the river; here a determined stand was made, and further en-

croachments resisted : for half an hour, the conflict was extremely violent

on both sides. The American troops could not be driven from their

purpose, nor the British made to yield their ground ; but at length,

basing suffered greatly, the latter were under the necessity of taking
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refuge behind the levee, which afforded a breast-work, and protected them

from the fatal fire of our riflemen. Coffee, unacquainted with theii

position, for the darkness had greatly increased, already contemplated

again to charge them ; but Major Moulton, who had discovered their

situation, assured him it was too hazardous; that they could be driven DO

further, and would from the point they occupied, resist with the bay

and repel, with considerable loss, any attempt to dislodge them. A
further apprehension, lest, by moving still nearer to the river, he might

expose himself to the fire of the Caroline, which was yet spiritedly

maintaining the conflict, induced Coffee to retire until he could hear from

the commanding general, and receive his further orders.

HE right wing, under Jackson, during this time,

were no less prompt and active. A detachment

of artillery, under Lieutenant Spotts, supported

by 60 marines, formed the advance, and had

moved down the road, next the levee. On their

left was the seventh regiment of infantry, led by

Major Piere. The forty-fourth, commanded by

Major Baker, was formed on the extreme left :

while Plauche's and Daquin's battalions of city

guards were directed to be posted in the centre,

between the seventh and forty-fourth.

Instead of marching in column from the first

position, the troops were wheeled into an ex-

tended line, and moved off in this order, except

the seventh regiment, next the person of the

general, which advanced agreeably to instruc-

tions that had been given. Having sufiV

ground to form on at first, no inconvenience was

at the moment sustained: but this advantage

presently failing, the centre was compressed,

and forced in the rear. The river, from where

they were, gradually inclined to the left, and diminished the space

originally possessed: farther in, stood Lorond's house, surrounded by a

grove of clustered orange trees: this pressing the left, and the river the

right wing to the centre, formed a curve, which threw the principal part

'lauche's and Daquin's battalions without the line. This might have

remedied, but for the briskness of the advance, and the darkness of

the night. A heavy lire from behind a fence, immediately before them,

had brought the enemy to view. Acting in obedience to their orders,

not to waste their ammunition at random, our troops had pressed forward
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against the opposition in their front, and thereby threw those battalions

in the real-.

FOG rising from the river, which,

added to the smoke from the guns,

was covering the plain,— gradually

diminishing the little light shed by

the moon, and greatly increasing the

darkness of the night, no clue \\ ;is

left, to tell how or where the enemy

were situated. There was no alter-

native but to move on, in the direc-

tion of their fire, which subjected

the assailants to material disadvan-

tages. The British, driven from their first position, had retired back,

and occupied another, behind a deep ditch, that ran out of the Mississippi

towards the swamp, on the top of which was a high fence. Here,

strengthened by increased numbers, they again opposed the approach of

our troops. Having waited, until they had come sufficiently near to be

discovered, they discharged, from their fastnesses, a fire upon the ad-

vancing army. Instantly our battery was formed, and poured destructively

upon them ; while the infantry, coming up, aided in the conflict, which

was for some time spiritedly maintained. At this moment, a brisk sally

was made upon our advance, when the marines, unequal to the assault,

were already giving way. The adjutant-general, and Colonels Piatt and

Chotard, with a part of the seventh, hastening to their support, drove

the enemy, and saved the artillery from capture. General Jackson, per-

ceiving the advantages they derived from their position, ordered their

line to be charged. It was obeyed with cheerfulness, and executed with

promptness. Pressing on, our troops gained the ditch, and pouring across

it a well-aimed fire, compelled them to retreat, and abandon their en-

trenchment. The plain on which they were contending, was cut to pieces,

by races from the river, to convey the water. They were, therefore, very

soon enabled to take another situation, equally favorable with the i

whence they had been just driven, where they formed for battle, and, for

some time, gallantly maintained themselves; but were at length forced

to yield it, and retreat.

The enemy, discovering the firm and obstinate resistance made by the

right wing of the American army, and perhaps presuming its principal

strength was posted on the road, formed the intention of attacking

violently the left. Obliquing for this purpose, an attempt was made to

turn it. At this moment, Daquin's and the battalion of city guards wen
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marched up, and, being formed on the left of the forty-fourtli, met and

repulsed the British assailants.

HE enemy had been thrice assailed and

beaten, and made to yield their

ground for nearly a mile. They

had now retired, and. if found, were

to be again Bought for through the

dark. The genera] determined to

halt, and ascertain Coffee's position

and success, previously to waging

the battle further, for as yet no

communication had passed between

them. He entertained no doubt,

from the brisk firing in that direction,

that Coffee had been warmly en-

gaged; but this had now nearly

subsided; the Caroline, too, had

almost ceased her operations; it

being only occasionally, that the

noise of her guns disclosed the little

opportunity she possessed of acting efficiently.

The express despatched to General Jackson, from the left wing, having

reached him, he determined to prosecute the successes he had gained, no

further. The darkness of the night, the confusion into which his own

division had been thrown, and a similar one on the part of Coffee, all

pointed to the necessity of retiring from the field, and abandoning the

contest. General Coffee was accordingly directed to withdraw, ami tako

a position at Lorond's plantation, where the line had been first formed:

and thither the troops on the right were also ordered to In- marched.

From the experiment just made, Jackson believed it would be in his

power, on renewing the attack, to capture the enemy: he concluded,

therefore, to call down General Carroll with his division, and assail him

again at the dawn of day. Directing Governor Claiborne to remain at

Ins post, with the Loui-iana militia, for the defence of the Gentilly road,

he despatched an order to Carroll, in the event there had been no ap-

pearance of a force during the night, in the direction of Chef Menteur,

to hasten and join him with his command; which order was executed by

one o'clock in the morning. Previously, however, to his arrival, a dif-

ferent conclusion was taken.

Although very decided advantages had been obtained, yet they had

procured under circumstances that might not recur, in a contest
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waged in open day, between forces so disproportioned, and by undisci-

plined troops against veteran soldiers. Jackson well knew it was incum-

bent upon him to act a part entirely defensive : should the attempt to

gain and destroy the city succeed, numerous difficulties would arise, which

might be avoided, so long as he could hold the enemy in check, and halt

him in his designs. Prompted by these considerations,— that it was iin

portant to pursue a course calculated to assure safety; and believing it

attainable in no way so effectually, as in occupying some point, and by

the strength he might give it, make up for the inferiority of his numbers

;

he determined to forbear all further efforts, until he should more certainly

discover the views of the enemy, and until the Kentucky troops should

reach him, which bad not yet arrived. Pursuing this idea, at four o'clock,

having ordered Colonel Hinds to occupy the ground he was then leaving,

and to observe the enemy closely, he fell back, and formed his line behind

a deep ditch, that ran at right angles from the river.

MO present a check, and keep up a show of

resistance, detachments of light troops

were occasionally kept in front of the

line, assailing and harassing the enemy's

advanced posts, whenever an opportu-

nity was offered of acting to advantage.

Every moment that could he gained, and

every delay that could be extended to

the enemy's attempts to reach the city,

was of the utmost importance. The

works were rapidly progressing, and

hourly increasing in strength. The militia of the interior were every day*

arriving, and every day the prospect of successful opposition was

brightening.

The enemy still remained at his first encampment. To be in readiness

to repel an assault when attempted, the most active exertions were made

on the 24th and 25th. The canal, covering the front of our line, was

deepened and widened, and a strong mud wall formed of the earth, that

had been originally thrown out. To prevent any approach until his

system of defence should be in a state of greater forwardness, Jackson

ordered the levee to be cut, about 100 yards below. The river being

very high, a broad stream of water passed rapidly through the plain, of

the depth of 30 or 40 inches, which prevented any approach of troops on

foot. Embrasures were formed, and two pieces of artillery, under the

command of Lieutenant Spotts, early on the morning of the 24th, wen

placed in a position to rake the road leading up the levee.
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General Morgan, who, at the English Turn, commanded the fort on the

east bank of the river, was instructed to proceed as near the enemy's

camp as prudence and safety would permit, and, by destroying the levee,

to let in the waters of the Mississippi between them. The execution of

this order, and a similar one previously made, below the line of defence,

had entirely insulated the enemy, and prevented his march against either

place. On the 26th, however, the commanding general, fearing for the

situation of Morgan, who, from the British occupying the intermediate

ground, was entirely detached from his camp, directed him to abandon

his encampment, carry off what cannon might he wanted, and throw the

remainder in the river, where they could be again recovered, when the

waters receded; to retire to the other side of the river, and, after leaving

an adequate force, for the protection of Fort Leon, to take a position on

the right bank, nearly opposite to his line, and have it fortified.

S yet the enemy knew nothing of the position

of Jackson. What was his situation— what

was intended— whether offensive or defensive

operations would be pursued, were circum-

stances on which they possessed no correct

knowledge; still, their exertions, to have all

things prepared, to urge their designs, when-

ever the moment for action should arrive.

gj^? were unremitting. They had been constantly

engaged, since their landing, in procuring

from their shipping, every thing necessary for ulterior operations. A
complete command on the lakes, and possession of a point on the margin,

presented an uninterrupted ingress and egress, and afforded the opportu-

nity of conveying what was wanted, in perfect safety, to their camp.

The height of the Mississippi, and the discharge of water through the

openings made in the levee, had given an increased depth to the canal,

from which they had first debarked—enabled them to advance their [

much further, in the direction of their encampment, and to bring up,

with greater convenience, their artillery, bond's and munitions. Thus

engaged, during the first three days after their arrival ; early on the

morning of the 27th, a battery was discovered on the bank of the river,

which had been thrown up during the preceding night, and on which

were mounted several pieces of heavy ordnai ; from it a destructive

fire was opened on the Caroline schooner, lying under the opposite shore.

Bol ahot and bombs were fired at her with such effect that she was Bpeedily

ii fire, and her commander, being apprehensive that her magazine

might explode, gave orders to abandon her. All her people reaohed the
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sliore in safety, and the gallant little vessel Boon after blew up, and was

entirely destroyed.

At the moment that the British, in different columns, were moving up,

in all the pomp and parade of battle, the batteries opened, and halted

their advance. In addition to the two mounted on the works, on the

24th, three other heavy pieces of cannon, obtained from the navy depart-

ment, had been formed along the line ; these opening on the enemy,

checked their progress, and disclosed to them the hazard of the project

they were on.

From the river the greatest injury was done. Lieutenant Thompson,

who commanded the Louisiana sloop, which lay nearly opposite the line

of defence, no sooner discovered the columns approaching, than warping

her around, he brought her starboard guns to bear, and forced them to

retreat: but from their heavy artillery, the enemy maintained the conflict

with great spirit, constantly discharging their bombs and rockets, for

seven hours, when, unable to make a breach, or silence the sloop, they

abandoned a contest, after sustaining a severe loss.

Whilo this advance was made, a column of the enemy was threatening

an attack on our extreme left; to frustrate the attempt, Coffee was

ordered, with his riflemen, to hasten through the woods, and check their

approach. The enemy, although greatly superior to him in numbers, no

sooner discovered his movement, than they retired, and abandoned the

attack they had previously meditated.
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Frequent light skirmishes, by advanced parties, without much effect on

either side, were all that took place for several days. Colonel Hinds, at

the head of the Mississippi dragoons, on the 30th, was ordered to dis-

lodge a party of the enemy, who, under cover of a ditch that ran across

the plain, were annoying our fatigue parties. In his advance, he was

unexpectedly thrown between them, and became exposed to the fire of

a line, which had hitherto lain concealed and unobserved. His collected

conduct, and gallant deportment, gained him and his corps the approba-

tion of the commanding general, and extricated him from the danger he

was in. The enemy retired, and he returned to the line, with the loss

of five of his men.

HE British were encamped two miles below the

American army, on a perfect plain, and

in full view. Although foiled in their

attempt to carry our works by the force

of their batteries, on the 28th, they yet

resolved upon another attack, and one

which they believed would be more suc-

cessful. Presuming their failure to have

arisen from not having sufficiently strong

% batteries, and heavy ordnance, a more

enlarged arrangement was resorted to,

with a confidence of silencing opposition,

g^ and effecting such breaches in our en-

trenchment, as would enable their columns

to pass, without being exposed to any

considerable hazard. The interim between

the 28th of December and 1st of January, was accordingly spent in pre-

paring to execute their designs. Their boats hail been despatched to the

shipping, and an additional supply of heavy cannon landed through

Bayou Bienvenu, whence they had first debarked.

During the night of the 31st, they were busily engaged. An impene-

trable fog, next morning, which was not dispelled until nine o'clock, by

concealing their purpose, aided them in the plans they were projecting,

and gave time for the completion of their works. This having disap-

peared, several heavy batteries, at the distance of 600 yards, mounting

eighteen and twenty-four pound carronades, were presented to view. No

sooner was it sufficiently clear to distinguish objects at a distance, than

these were opened, and a tremendous burst of artillery commenced, ac-

companied with congreve rockets, that filled the air in all directions.

Our troops, protected by a defence, which, from their constant labors and
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exertions, they believed to be impregnable, unmoved and undisturbed,

maintained their ground, and, by their skilful management, in the end,

succeeded in dismounting and silencing the guns of the enemy.

HE British again retired to their

encampment. It was well under-

stood by Jackson, that they were

in daily expectation of considerable

reinforcements; though .he rested

with confidence in the belief, that

a few more days would also bring

to his assistance the troops from

Kentucky. Each of the opposing

parties, therefore, was busily and

constantly engaged in the task of

preparation, the one to wage a

vigorous ami final attack, the other

bravely to defend, and resolutely to oppose it.

On the 4th of January, the the long-expected reinforcement from

Kentucky, amounting to 2250 men, under the command of Major-General

Thomas, arrived at head-quarters; but so ill provided with arms, as to be

incapable of rendering any considerable service. The alacrity with which

the citizens of this state had proceeded to the frontiers, and aided in the

northwestern campaigns, added to the disasters which ill-timed policy or

misfortune had produced, had created such a drain, that arms were not to

be procured. No alternative was presented, but to place them at his

entrenchment in the rear; and by the show they might make, add to his

appearance and numbers, without at all increasing his strength. Infor-

mation was now received that Major-General Lambert had joined the

British commander-in-chief, with a considerable reinforcement. It had

been heretofore announced in the American camp, that additional forces

were expected, and something decisive might be looked for, so soon as

they should arrive. This circumstance, in connection with others, no less

favoring the idea, led to the conclusion that a few days more would, in

all probability, bring on the struggle, which would decide the fate of

the city.

During the 7th, a constant bustle was perceived in the British camp.

Along the borders of the canal, their soldiers were continually in motion,

marching and manoeuvring, for no other purpose than to conceal those

who were busily engaged at work in the rear. To ascertain the cause of

this uncommon stir, and learn their designs, as far as was practicable,

Commodore Patterson had proceeded down the river, on the opposite side,
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and, having gained a favorable position, in front of their encampment,

discovered them to be actively engaged in deepening the passage to the

river. It was not difficult to divine their purpose. No other conjecture

could be entertained than that an assault was intended to be made on the

line of defence commanded by General Morgan : which, if gained, would

expose our troops on the left bank to the fire of the redoubt erected on

the right : and in this way compel them to an abandonment of their

position. . An increased strength was given to this line. The second

regiment of Louisiana militia, ami 400 Kentucky troops, were directed

to be crossed over, to reinforce anil protect it. Owing to boi lelay and

difficulty in arming them, the latter, amounting, instead of 400, to but

lsii. did not arrive until the morning of the 8th. A little before day,

they were despatched to aid an advanced party, who, under the command
of Major Arnaut, had been sent to watch the movements of the enemy,

and oppose their landing. The hopes indulged from their opposition

were not realized: and the enemy, unmolested, reached the -bore.

I^OR eight days bad the two armies lain upon

the same field, and in view of each other,

without any thing decisive being on either

side effected. Twice, since their landing,

had the British columns essayed to effect

by storm the execution of their plans, ami

twice had failed—been compelled to relin-

quish the attempt, and retire from tin' con-

test. It was not to In' expected that things

could long remain in this dubious state.

Soldiers, the pride of England,—the boa-ted

conquerors of Europe, were there; distin-

guished generals were their leaders, who earnestly desired to announce to

their country, and the world, their signal achievements. The high ex-

pectations which had been indulged of the success of this expedition,

were to lie realized, at every peril, or disgrace would result.

The 8th of .January at length arrived. The day dawned; and the

signals, intended to produce concert in the enemy's movements, were

descried. On the left, near the swamp, a sky-rocket was perceived rising

in tie- air: and presently another ascended from the right, next the river.

They announced to each other, that all was prepared and ready, to pro-

ceed and carry by storm, a defence which had twice foiled their utmost

efforts. Instantly the charge was made, and With such rapidity, that our

soldiers, at the outposts, with difficulty lied in.

The British batteries, which had been demolished on the 1st of tho
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month, Lad been re-established during the preceding night : and heavy

pieces of cannon mounted, to aid in their intended operations. These

now opened, and showers of bombs and balls were poured upon our line

;

while the air was lighted with their congreve rockets. The two divisions,

commanded by Sir Edward Packenham in person, and supported by

Generals Keane and Gibbs, pressed forward ; the right against the centre

of General Carroll's command,— the left against our redoubt on the

levee. A thick fog, that obscured the morning, enabled them to approach

within a short distance of our entrenchment, before they were discovered.

They were now perceived advancing, with firm, quick, and steady pace,

in column, with a front of sixty or seventy deep. Our troops, who had

for some time been in readiness, and waiting their appearance, gave three

cheers, and instantly the whole line was lighted with their fire. A burst

of artillery and small arms, pouring with destructive aim upon them,

mowed down their front, and arrested their advance. In the musketry,

there was not a moment's intermission; as one party discharged their

pieces, another succeeded ; alternately loading and appearing, no pause

could be perceived,—it was one continued volley. The columns already

perceived their dangerous and exposed situation. Notwithstanding the

severity of our fire, which few troops could for a moment have withstood,

some of those brave men pressed on, and succeeded in gaining the ditch,

in front of our works, where they remained during the action, and were

afterwards made prisoners. The horror before them was too gr< -at to be

withstood ; and already were the British troops seen wavering in their

determination, and receding from the conflict. At this moment, Sir

Edward Packenham, hastening to the front, endeavored to encourage and

inspire them with new zeal. His example was of short continuance : he

soon fell, mortally wounded, in the arms of his aid-de-camp, not far from

our line. Generals Gibbs and Keane also fell, and were borne from the

field, dangerously wounded. At this moment, General Lambert, who was

advancing at a small distance in the rear, with the reserve, met the

columns precipitately retreating, and in great confusion. His efforts to

stop them were unavailing ; they continued retreating until they reached

a ditch, at the distance of 400 yards, where a momentary safety being

found, they were rallied, and halted.

The field before them, over which they had advanced, was strewed with

the dead and dying. Danger hovered still around ; yet, urged and en-

couraged by their officers, who feared their own disgrace involved in the

failure, they again moved to the charge. They were already near enough

to deploy, and were endeavoring to do so ; but the same constant and

unremitted resistance, that caused their first retreat, continued yet
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unabated. The batteries had never ceased their fire ; their constant dis-

charges of grape and canister, and the fatal aim of the muBketry, moweo

down the front of the columns, as fast as they could be formed. Sati

nothing could be done, and that certain destruction awaited all further

attempts, they forsook the contest and the field in disorder, leaving it

almost entirely covered with the dead and wounded, li was in vain their

officers endeavored to animate them to further resistance, and equally

vain to attempt coercion. The panic produced from the dreadful repulse

they had experienced ; the plain, on which they had acted, being covered

with innumerable bodies of their countrymen : while, with their most

eealous exertions, they had been unable to obtain the slightest advantage,

vere circumstances well calculated to make even the most submissive

soldier oppose the authority that would have controlled him.

HE light companies of fusileers; the forty-third

and ninety-third regiments, and 100 men from

the West India regiment, led on by Colonel

Rennie, were ordered to proceed, under cover

of some chimneys, standing in the field, until

having cleared them, to oblique to the river,

and advance, protected by the levee, against

our redoubt on the right. This work, It-

been but lately commenced, was in an unlin

state. It was not until the 4th, that Gri

Jackson, much against his own opinion, had

yielded to the suggestions of others, and per-

mitted its projection ; and, considering the

plan on which it had been sketched, it had not yet received that strength

necessary to its safe defence. The detachment ordered against this place,

formed the left of General Keane's command. Rennie executed his

orders with great bravery : and. moving forward, arrived at the ditch.

Hi- advance was greatly annoyed by Commodore Patterson's battery on

the left bank, and the cannon mounted on the redoubt :
but. reaching our

works, and passing the ditch, Rennie, sword in hand, leaped on the wall,

and. calling to his troops, bade them follow; he had scarcely spoken,

when he fell, by the fatal aim of our riflemen. Pressed bj the impetm

of superior numbers, who were mounting the ^all. and entering at the

embrasures, our troops had retired to the line, m re*ar of the redoubt.

A momentary pause ensued, but only to b<' interrupted with inert

horrors. Captain Beal, with the city riflemen, cool and .-elf-possessed,

perceiving the enemy in his front, opened upon them, and at every dis-

charge brought the object to the ground. To advance, or maintain the
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point gained, was equally impracticable for the enemy : to retreat or

surrender was the only alternative; for they already perceived the divi-

sion on the right thrown into confusion, and hastily having the field.

ENEKAI, JACKSON, being informed of the enemy's

success on the right, and their being in possession

of the redoubt, pressed forward a reinforcement,

to regain it. Previously to its arrival, tin

abandoned the attempt, and were retiring. They

were severely galled by such of our guns as could

be brought to bear. The levee afforded them con-

siderable protection
; yet, by Commodore Patterson's redoubt, on the

right bank, they suffered greatly. Enfiladed by this, on their advance,

they had been greatly annoyed, and now, in their retreat, were no less

severely assailed. Numbers found a grave in the ditch, before our line

;

and of those who gained the redoubt, not one, it is believed, escaped ;—
they were shot down, as fasl as they entered. The route, along which

they had advanced and retired, was strewed with bodies. Affrighted at

the carnage, they moved from the scene, hastily and in confusion. Our
batteries were still continuing the slaughter, and cutting them down at

every step : safety seemed only to be attainable, when they should have

retired without the range of our shot; which, to troops galled as severely

as they were, was too remote a relief. Pressed by this consideration,

tiny fled to the ditch, whither the right division had retreated; and there

remained, until night permitted them to retire

The efforts of the enemy to carry the line of defence on the left, were

seconded by an attack on the right bank, with 800 chosen troops, under

the command of Colonel Thornton. Owing to the difficulty of passing

the boats from the canal to the river, and the strong current of the

Mississippi, all the troops destined for this service were not crossed, nor

the opposite shore reached for some hours after the expected moment of

attack. By the time he had effected a landing, the day had dawned,

and the flashes of the guns announced the battle begun. Supported by

three gun-boats, he hastened forward, with his command, in the direction

of Morgan's entrenchment.

Colonel Thornton having reached an orange grove, about 700 yards

distant, halted; and, examining Morgan's line, found it to "consist of a

formidable redoubt on the river," with its weakest and most vulnerable

point towards the swamp. He directly advanced to the attack, in two

divisions, against the extreme right and centre of the line ; and having

deployed, charged the entrenchment, defended by about 1500 men. A
severe discharge, from the field pieces mounted along our works, caused
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the right division to oblique, which, uniting with the left, pressed forward

to the point occupied by the Kentucky troops. Perceiving themselves

thus exposed, and having not yet recovered from the emotions produced

by their first retreat, they began to give way, and very soon entirely

abandoned their position. The Louisiana militia gave a few fires, and

followed the example. Through the exertions of the officers, a momentary

halt was effected; but a burst of congreve rockets, falling thickly, and

firing the sugar-cane, and other combustibles around, again excited their

. and they moved hastily away ; nor could they be rallied, until, at

the distance of two miles, having reached a saw-mill-race, they were

formed, and placed in an attitude of defence.

|

OMMODORE PATTERSON, perceiving the right

flank about to be turned, had ceased his destructive

fire against the retreating columns on the other

shore, and turned his guns to enfilade the enemy

next the swamp ; but, at the moment when he ex-

pected to witness a firm resistance, and was in a

situation to co-operate, he beheld those, without

whose aid all his efforts were unavailing, suddenly thrown into confusion,

and forsaking their posts. Discovering that he could no longer maintain his

ground, he spiked his guns, destroyed his ammunition, and retired from

a post, where he had rendered the most important services.

The events of this day afford abundant evidence of the liberality of the

American soldiers, and show a striking difference in the troops of the two

nations. The gallantry of the British soldiers, and no people could have

displayed greater, had brought many of them even to the ramparts, where,

shot down by our troops, they were lying badly wounded. When the

firing had ceased, and the columns had retired, the troops, with generous

benevolence, advanced over their lines, to assist and bring in the wounded,

which lay under and near the walls ; when, strange to tell, the enemy,

from the ditch they occupied, opened a fire upon them, and, though at a

considerable distance, succeeded in wounding several. The humanity of

< i'-ueral Jackson was here displayed in the treatment of the wounded.

A communication, shortly after, from Major-General Lambert, on

whom, in consequence of the fall of Generals Paokenham, Gibbs, and

Iv me, the command had devolved, acknowledges having witnessed the

kindness of our troops to his wounded. He solicited of Genera] Jackson

permission to send an unarmed party, to bury the dead, lying I

lines, and to bring off such as were dangerously wounded. Jackson con-

sented that all lying at a greater distance than 3(Jn yard.-, should be

relieved and the dead buried : those nearer were, by his own men, to be
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Jackson relit'vint: the Wounded at New Orleans

delivered over, to !>e interred by their countrymen. This precaution was

taken that the enemy might not have an opportunity to inspect, or know

any thing of his situation.

General Lambert, desirous of administering to the relief of the wounded,

and to be relieved from the apprehensions of attack, proposed, about

noon, that hostilities should cease, until the same hour the next day.

General Jackson, greatly in hopes of being able to secure an important

advantage, by his apparent willingness to accede to the proposal, drew up

an armistice, and forwarded it to General Lambert, with directions to be

immediately returned, if approved. It contained a stipulation, thai

hostilities, on the left bank of the river, should be discontinued from it-

ratification, but not on the right; and, in the interim, no reinforcements

were to be sent across, by either party. This was a bold stroke at

stratagem; and, although it succeeded, even to the extent desired, was

yet attended with considerable hazard. But although the armistice con-

tained a request that it should be immediately signed and returned, it was

neglected to be acted upon, until the next day; and Thornton and his

command, in the interim, under cover of the night, re-crossed, ami the

ground they occupied was left to be peaceably possessed by the original

holders. The opportunity thus afforded, of regaining a position, on

which, in a great degree, depended the safety of those on 'he opposite

shore, was accepted with an avidity its importance merited.
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General Lambert hastened his preparations for departure from the

srrnr of his disasters, and slowly drew his forces toward the fleet. To

r his retreat, an attack upon Fori St. Philip was made. But thai

post sustained the severe bombardment and cannonade, and the armament

of the enemy sailed away.

The loss of the British army in the ;itt ;u-k on New Orleans, including

killed, wounded and prisoners, amounted to more than 3000 men; thai

of the Americans was '>'> men killed, 1
T '

> wounded and 93 missing. The

skill and bravery displayed by General Jackson and his associates, mei

the applause of the world. From New Orleans, the whole British fleet

proceeded to Mobile Bay, where they took possession of Fort Bowyer,

whirl) was garrisoned by 375 men— a'number so small as to make resist:

ance hopeless. The further prosecution of their Bchemes of conquest was

arrested, about this time, by the news of peace, which being .-non after

officially confirmed, the territory of the United States was evacuated by

the British.

A treaty of peace between the United States and Great Britain was

definitively agreed upon in December, 1814, arrived in the United States

on the 11th of February, and was ratified by the President and Senate

on the 17th. The commissioners who conducted the negotiations to the

desired i<sue were, John Quincy Adams. Henry Clay, Jonathan Russell,

and Albert Gallatin on the part of the United States, and Lord Gambier,

Henry Goulbourn, and William Adams, on the part of Great Britain.

They met at Ghent.

^^^HE parties began with mutual professions of a pacific dis-

position, after which the commissioners from Britain opened

their views. They did not aim at any extension of terri-

tory, but merely such an arrangement of boumlarh

might conduce to future security. Hence they desired the

entire command of the lakes, and beyond them a neutral

Indian territory to serve as a barrier. A more precise and a favorable

settlement of the boundary with Maine and Massachusetts was also de-

Bired. The present fishing privileges must be abridged, and the right of

impressment acknowledged. The Americans replied that they had no

authority to yield any portion of territory, and no idea that their govern-

ment would surrender their position on the lakes, or their claim- on the

Indian country. To it they looked as the n national growth;

they had purchased a large portion, and hoped soon to acquire the whole.

Nor could they agree to any abridgment of the fishery; and instead of

acknowledging the right of impressment, were instructed to demand its

renunciation, as well as that of extended blockade; likewise compensation
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for the injuries sustained by America from these measures. The parties

1 thus very wide of each other; and the Americans transmitted to

Washington unfavorable anticipations. It soon appeared, however, that

the terms were not meant to be peremptory on either side. In rela-

tion to the Indians, the British limited their olaim to the including of them

in the treaty: and when this was declared incompatible with the States'

sovereignty, offered to be satisfied with an agreement that this people

should in no shape be molested for the part they had taken in the war.

The question of the fishery might be passed over ; and in proof of a

strong conciliatory spirit, all mention of impressment would he omitted.

After these concessions, they proposed the uti possidetis, or state of actual

possession. The other party having repelled a basis by which they would

have lost considerable portions of Maine, were then asked to give in a

counter project. They delivered one. proposing the state before the war,

the protection of the Indians as desired by liritain, and the reference of

the disputed boundary to a friendly power ; adding their original demands

as to impressment, blockades, and compensation. The project was re-

turned to them with the last three articles expunged, as wholly inadmis-

sible. They had in fact been instructed that these could not now be

insisted upon as a sine qua non ; and therefore, as the other terms were

admitted, the treaty was finally agreed to, and signed on the 24th

December, 1S14. Considering that the failure at New Orleans was not

then known, the Americans may be considered as having gained conditions

fully as advantageous as they had reason to expect.

TREATY, regulating the commerce between the

Tinted States and Great Britain, was signed at

London, in July. 1S1">. and ratified by the Presi-

dent on the -L'd of December, and thus peaceful

relations were completely established between the

two nations. During the late war, the Dey of

Algiers, probably incited by the British govern-

ment, began to commit depredations upon the

American commerce in the Mediterranean, plun-

dering vessels and carrying their crews into

captivity. The government of the United States

was unable to compel reparation, until ii bad con-

cluded a peace with Great liritain, when war was

declared against Algiers. Commodore Decatur

ordered to proceed to the Mediterranean, with a squadron consisting

>f the Guerriere, Constellation and Macedonian frigates, the Ontario and

Epervier sloops-of-war, and the schooners Spark, Spitfire, Torch and

.
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Flambeau. Commodore Bainbridge was to follow, as soon as possible,

with another squadron.

On the 17th of June, L815, Decatur's squadron fell in with, and cap-

tun"! after an obstinate struggle, the Algerine frigate Mazouda, killing

30 men, including Admiral Hammida, and taking 406 prisoners. Pro-

ceeding to cruise in the Mediterranean, Decatur, on the 19th, captured

an Algerine brig of 22 guns. On the 28th, he arrived in the harbor of

Algiers, and so surprised and overawed the Dey by his force and the fame

of his deeds, that lie was induced, on the 30th, to sign a treaty of peace

and amity with the United States. By this treaty, the Dey agreed to

waive the tribute he had demanded from American vessels ; to give up

all American prisoners without ransom, and to make compensation for

property taken or destroyed. Decatur returned the vessel he had cap-

tured, to the Dey. lie then proceeded to Tunis, where he demanded

and readily obtained compensation for two American prizes which bad

been taken by a British vessel of war, while under the protection of the

Bey. From Tunis, Decatur sailed to Tripoli, at which place he arrived

on the 5th of August. He made the same demands of the Bashaw—
which he had made at Algiers and Tunis, and with the same success. Be

soon after relinquished his command to Commodore Bainbridge. That

officer succeeded in making every arrangement • for the security of

American commerce in the -Mediterranean, and satisfying the demands

of the honor and interest of his country.

The rapid growth and prosperity of the republic was indicated among

other things by the formation of the territory of Indiana into a State, and

its admission into the Union, in 1816; the progress of canals in various

states ; the institution of a national bank, with a charter of twenty years

;

and the arrival of many thousands of emigrants, chiefly from Great

Britain. The war with that great empire had demonstrated the power,

the capability, and the stability of the Union. In 1816, Mr. Mad
second term of office being about to expire, .lanes Momoe was elected to

succeed him. and ei tered upon the duties of his office, March 4th 1817.

Daniel D. Tompkins, of New York, was chosen to the office of Vice-

President.
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CHAPTER XL I X.

MONROE'S ADMINISTRATION.

RESIDENT MONROE, in his inaugural address, spoke of

the evidences of the increasing prosperity of the country,

and the means of maintaining the Union safe from the

designs of ambitious men. The policy of the administra-

tion differed, in no respect, from that of Madison's. Mr.

Monroe had been a strenuous supporter of the political

doctrines of Jefferson, and, with but few exceptions, he

now excluded federalists from office.

In 1817, Mississippi was admitted into the Union. In the summer of

the same year, the President made a tour through the Northern St)

being everywhere welcomed with the warmest demonstrations of a

sovereign people. The depredations of a party of smugglers in the Gulf

"f Mexico, was the first matter of importance that awakened the attention

of the government. The smugglers under the command of one Amy,
seized upon Amelia Island, which was made their rendezvous. Their

conduct becoming outrageous, the executive resolved to employ force to

suppress them. The ship-of-war John Adams, with a battalion of art;.

toe ordered to expel the intruders from the island. On the - : '"1 of

December, the forces came into i(uiet possession of it: Amy and his

party left in February.

Before the end of the year, General Jackson was ordered to inarch

against the Seminole Indians, Who had, for some time, been committing
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depredations in the southern part of Georgia. The border region was

under the immediate command of General Gaines, who had built Fort

Scott, Fort Gaines, and Fort Crawford, at different favorable positions.

Jackson proceeded to organize his army, which consisted of 4300 men.

Marching was the only active service performed by the Americans, and

Jackson denominated the expedition a " war of movements." Hitherto

the general had been prohibited from crossing the boundary of the

Spanish possessions. But an attack upon a party of wounded soldiers,

and women, proceeding under the conduct of Lieutenant Scott, and the

massacre of most of them, induced the executive to give Jackson ample

and general powers of action. He inarched to the Spanish fort at St.

Marks, of which he took possession, sending the Spanish garrison to

Pensacola. Here he captured a Scotch trader, named Arbuthnot, accused

of instigating the Indians to hostilities, and hung two Indian chiefs. Soon

afterwards, Jackson captured Robert C. Ambrister, a British officer.

This man and Arbuthnot were tried for charges never clearly ascertained,

found guilty, and executed on the same day. This summary proceeding,

in the territory of a friendly power, caused a great sensation throughout

the United States. But as General Jackson was ably defended by John

Quincy Adams and others in Congress, he was acquitted of all blame.

After this transaction, Jackson marched to Pensacola, to arrest some

fugitive Seminoles. The Spanish governor remonstrated against this

movement ; but the general entered the town, and the governor and

garrison took refuge in the fortress of Barancas. After a three days'

bombardment, the place surrendered. General Gaines captured St.

Augustine, and then the territory was in the military possession of the

United States.

Congress re-assembled on the 15th of November, 1818. During this

session, much important business was transacted. Illinois was admitted

into the Union as a State. On the 22d of February, 1819, a treaty was

concluded between Spain and the United States, by which Florida was

ceded to the latter country. In October of the same year, a treaty was

concluded with Great Britain, by which the securities of peace were much

strengthened.

The sixteenth Congress assembled on the 6th of December. The gr< at

subjects of the tariff, bank, and improvements, were fully and ably dis-

cussed. After these, the question respecting the admission of Missouri

as a slave State arose, and for a while threatened the dissolution of the

Union itself. It was settled by a compromise in 1821. On the 5th

of March, 1821, Mr. Monroe was again inaugurated President of

the United States, having been elected by a large majority. Daniel

-
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D. Tompkins was chosen Vice-President. A convention of navigation

and commerce was concluded between our country and France, in 1822.

In the next year, Congress passed resolutions, providing for the protection

of home industry and for internal improvements. From this time until

the end of the administration, no measures of general inter

adopted by that body.

The choice of a successor to Mr. Monroe now became the absorbing

national event. The principal candidates were General Andrew Jackson,

John Q. Adams, William II. Crawford and Henry Clay. Although

Jackson had the highest number of votes in the electoral college, there

was no choice, and the election was referred to the House of Representa-

tives. In that body, Mr. Adams received the votes of thirteen states, on

the first ballot, and was declared elected. John C. Calhoun became

Vice-President. The last year of Mr. Monroe's administration was

signalized by the visit to the United States of the Marquis de Lafa;

their enthusiastic friend in the Revolutionary War. He was everywhere

received in a manner worthy of a grateful people and his great services.
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CHAPTER L.

ADMINISTRATION OF JOHN QUINl'\ LOAMS.

"R. ADAMS was inaugurated, March 4th,

1825. His inaugural address was greatly

eulogised in Europe as well as in America,

for its enlarged views and eloquent expres-

sion. In his first message. Mr. Adams

expressed his entire approbation of the

general features of the policy of his pre-

decessor, and avowed his determination to

adhere to it in as great a degree as was

consistent with the varying phases of future

events. Henry Clay was appointed Secretary of Sta

One of the prominent topics of public interest during the year 1 >:!•>,

was the controversy between the national government and the executive

of Georgia, concerning the removal of the Creek Indians. During the

year of Mr. Monroe's administration, a portion of the (.'recks had

1 a treaty, agreeing to sell their lands to the United 5 The

majority of the tribe were opposed to the Bale, and the prominent Mgners

of the instrument were put to death by them. Governor Troup now

demanded that the zovemment of the United States should enforce the

execution of the treaty. This Mr. Adams refused to do, satisfied that

it had not been properly and justly concluded. His firm tone overawed
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the clamorous executive of Georgia, and the matter was soon after settled

by compromise.

rpilK Marquis de Lafayette had now spent a

year in America. During that time,

he had visited all the principal cities.

He was present at the laying of the

corner-stone of the Bunker 1 1 ill mon-

ument, where he listened to an eloquent

address from the mouth of Daniel

Webster. On his departure from

Washington. 7th of September, the

President expressed to him the happi-

ness the nation had experienced in

receiving such a guest ; its attachment

to him ; the grateful remembrance of.

his valuable services ; and in behalf of the nation, he bade him an

affectionate adieu. A new frigate, named the Brandywine, in memory
of the battle in which Lafayette was wounded, was deputed by govern-

ment to convey him to his native land, where he was followed by the

benedictions of thousands, who would gladly have detained him in

America.

The Congress which assembled this year, was composed of elements

inconsistent with harmony and entirely opposed to the administration

from personal motives. Mr. Adams was sustained by the Senate. In

the course of the year, a treaty of commerce was concluded between the

United States ami Colombia. In the following year, important com-

mercial treaties were concluded with Denmark and the republics of

South America.

On the 4th of July, 182(3, John Adams and Thomas Jefferson closed

their eventful careers, the one 91 years of age, and the other 83. The

death of these two men—main pillars of their country's independence in

the "trying time"— on the same day, and just a half century after

signing the Declaration of Independence, is one of the most striking

coincidences in our national history.

In 1828, Congress passed a bill imposing duties on imports, the ratea

being graduated with a view to the encouragement of domestic manu-

factures. The measure excited much and bitter discussion, and threats of

disunion were uttered by the politicians of the South. The law, however,

continued in force.

The presidential contest occurred in the fall of 1828, and excited a

party feeling unprecedented in American affairs. The most strenuous
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exertions were made by both parties. General Jackson received a large

majority of the electoral votes cast for President, and Mr. Calhoun

became Vice-President. The final message of Mr. Adams was an able

paper, reviewing the affairs of the country. His political principles were

clearly defined. Upon the subject of the tariff he -aid he hoped "that

the exercise of a constitutional power intended to protect the great

interests of the country from hostile foreign legislation would never be

abandoned."
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ANDREW JACKSON'



C II A I'TER LI.

JACKSON'S AD M IMS T It A T I N

N the 4th of March, 1829, General Andrew

(Ci/^\ Jackson entered on his duties as President

m of the United States. Martin Van Buren,
'if New York. was appointed Secretary of

State, and the other members of the cabinet were

selected from among the most distinguished opponents

of the preceding administration. A general system

of removal from office was commenced, the IV.

being determined on a general removal of his political

opponents. The administration was denounced, as

pursuing a course contrary to the spirit of the institutions of the country

— proscribing all who did not agree with him in his political opu

The policy of the administration in regard to the tariff and internal

improvements, was understood to be similar to that of tie' preceding

but on the question of the currency— the existence of the national bank,

it was known to be essentially different. In his G wage, the

President recommended several amendments to
| tution, which

Congress neglected to consider, and it was soon apparent that there was

a want of harmony between the President, his cabinet, and many of

those who aided him iii reaching his high office.

In tie- onal debates of Imj'.i. the advocates of nullification,

who had been gradually gaining strength in consequence of tie
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of their opponents, sustained a complete defeat. The principal advocate

on the side of the Union was Daniel Webster of Massachusetts. His

adversary was Robert Y. Eayne, of S.>nth Carolina. The legislature of

South Carolina protested against the passage of a new protective tariff.

But no resort was had to more violent measures. By an act of Congi

in Mav, 1830, a provision was made for reviving the trade with the

British ports in the West India Islands, which had long been prevented

by the measures of the British government.

IIKN President Jackson came into power, a

majority in Congress were liis friends and

fully intended to support his administration.

But the extraordinary character of his

measures, and the difficulties which occurred

between himself and prominent statesmen,

alienated the larger portion of them, and he

now could command but a small and ineffi-

cient minority. In consequence of some misunderstanding of the designs

of the President, the members of the cabinet tendered their resignations.

In the summer of 1831, the cabinet was re-organized. Edward Livingston

of Louisiana, was appointed Secretary of State. This cabinet was much

superior to the former one in talent and energy.

In December, 1831, the directors of the United States Bank applied

to Congress for a new charter, the term of their former one being about

to expire. The bill for that purpose passed both houses of Congress;

but the President returned it with his veto, and the Senate refusing to

reconsider it, the bill was lost. The President's course of action excited

much violent discussion in every part of the United States. He was

applauded by the majority of those who had no interest in the existence

of the bank.

In the latter part of 1832, the legislature of South Carolina took

measures for resisting the execution of the new tariff law within the

limits of that State. This brought matters to a crisis. The President

issued a proclamation, plainly and forcibly stating the nature of the

American confederacy and the supremacy of the federal authorities, and

expressing his determination to execute the laws at all hazards.

The foreign relations of the country were conducted with ability and

energy by President Jackson. Treaties were concluded and ratified with

the government of Mexico, and a treaty between the United States and

France, respecting claims for depredations on American commerce, was

signed at Paris, in July, 1831. Treaties were also concluded with Austria.

Naples, and Turkey. The manner in which the government conducted
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affairs abroad and at home, was calculated to make it popular, in spite
of the clamorous opposition of the moneyed interest.

President Jackson had formerly expressed himself in favor of one
presidential term, but his friends now persuaded him to accept the nomi-
nation for a second. Marti.. Van Buren was nominated as the candidate
of the same party for the rice-presidency. Henry Clay and John Ser-
geant were the principal opposition candidates. General Jackson received
a large majority of votes in the electoral college, as did Martin Van Buren.

HE second session of the twenty-second Congress

commenced in December, 1832. < In the

28th of December, John ('. Calhoun re

signed the office of \ ice-Presidenl and
was elected a Senator from South Carolina

in place of Mr. Hayne. The exciting

discussions in regard to the tariff' and
nullification were renewed in Cons

The legislatures of several Southern States adopted resolutions disap-

proving of nullification, but condemning the protective tariff' as unconsti-

tutional. South Carolina was almost unsupported in her clamorous

opposition to the power of the general government. In that State,

munitions of war were provided and a single spark only was necessary to

kindle the blaze of civil war. Fortunately, a compromise bill was passed

by Congress, and a collision between the general and State governments

prevented.

The second presidential term of General Jackson commenced on the

4th of March, 1833. At first it seemed as if this second term « i

be as tranquil a3 the former one had been turbulent. But the removal

of the government deposits from the bank of the United States by order

of the President was a new cause of excitement. The Secretary of the

Treasury, Mr. Duane, had refused to perform this service without the

sanction of Congress. He was removed, and Roger B. Taney linn- ap-

pointed in his place, the demand of the President was satisfied. The

hostility of the government to the bank induced tin directors to adopt

a general system of retrenchment from which much commercial distress

ensued.

The administration was supported by a majority in the Souse of

Representatives, but could command only a minority vote in the Senate.

The removal of the deposits was censured in the lower house, and a some-

what angry correspondence ensued between the President and that body.

In June. L884, several changes were made in the cabinet. .John Forsyth,

of Georgia, became Secretary of State, Mahlon Dickerson, of New ,1,
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General Clinch.

Secretary of the Navy, and Levi Woodbury, of New Hampshire,

Secretary of the Treasury.

At the first session of the 23d Congress, various acts for internal im-

provements were passed, together with one regulating the coinage of gold.

The State elections evinced that the administration had lost much of its

strength, but its friend-, known by the party name of "Democrats,"

were still numerous and active. On the 19th of July, a party of Semi-

nole Indians crossed their hounds, near the Ilogstown settlement, for the

purpose of limiting. They separated, and agreed to meet on a certain

day. I In that day five of them were met together, when a party of white

men came by, and commenced flogging them with their whips. Two other

Indians came up and fired upon the whites, who returned the fire. Three

whites were wounded, and one Indian killed .and one wounded. On the

6th of August, Daltoii. a mail-carrier, was murdered, and the Indians

refused to deliver up the murderers. In September, a party of Micka-

suckees. headed by Osceola, waylaid and shot Charley Omatha, a powerful

friendly chief. General Clinch, who commanded a small force in this

section of country, now commenced operations against the Indians.
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Pursuit of the Florida Indians

On the 24th of December, L835, a force of 100 men, and eight officers,

with a field-piece under the command of Major Dade, commenced their

march. On the morning of the 18th, when it had proceeded four miles

from the encampment of the previous night, this force was attacked by

the Indians, whose first volley was very destructive, Major Dade with

almost every man of the advanced guard falling dead. The Indians were

repelled by the troops under Captain Gardner, upon whom the command

then devolved, and the Americans proceeded to throw up breastworks;

but before they could raise them high enough for efficient protection, the

Indians attacked them again. The Americans brought their field-piece

into play, but the breastworks not being high enough, the Indians shot

down every man that attempted to work the gun. All the officers, and

more than two-thirds of the American troops had fallen, when the

survivors found that all their ammunition was expended. The Indians,

perceiving this, rushed in, and, with the exception of two men, who,

although severely wounded, contrived to conceal themselves, and ultimately

to make their escape: not one of the whole detachment was spared.

The force of the Indians ig supposed to have amounted to from ->50 to

400. The contest lasted six hours: and it must be admitted that nothing

could he mine gallant than the defence which was made by the t.

against such a superior force. < >n the afternoon of the same day, the

Americans had to lament the loss of General Thompson, the Ind

at Fo I King. Imprudently strolling out about 300 yards from the fort,

he w:m attacked by the Indians, who laid in ambush for him, and with

Lieutenant Smith and three other | , g to the fort, waa shot

dead. This party of Indians was headed by Osceola, who warned Gencril
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Thompson that the white men should suffer for their treatment of him.

His peculiar and shrill war-yell was given as the Indian party retreated,

to let the whiles know to whom they were indebted for the massacre.

General Clinch having been reinforced at Fort Brooke, where he had

^00 regular troops, with 500 volunteers under the command of General

Call, now moved with the whole force of 700 men. On tin- 30th of

December, as they were passing the Ouithlacooch.ee River, the Indians

watched their opportunity, and when a portion of the troops had gained

ilie opposite side, commenced an attack, which was vigorously and suc-

cessfully resisted; the Indians, in little more than an horn-, were beaten

off. The battle was, however, severe, and the Americans sustained a

loss of 63 killed and wounded. The Indian force is supposed to have

amounted to TOO men.

But independent of these conflicts with the militia and regulars, the

ges of the Indians over the whole country are stated to have

most fearful. Women and children were murdered, and the hearth made

desolate in every portion of the country. In the more settled parts near

St. Augustine, the sugar-cane plantations, with the expensive works

ittached to them, were destroyed, and in many cases the slaves who were

on the plantations were either carried off, or voluntarily joining the

Indians, increased the strength of the enemy. More than 100 estates

were thus laid waste, the average loss upon each estate, being computed,

independent of the ]>>" of the negroes, at A;"i0,000.

On the 13th Februry, L836, Genera] Gaines, having arrived at Fort
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Brocke. reviewed the force, which amounted to between 1100 and 1200

men, and commenced his march to relieve Fort Kin-, at which post he

arrived on the 2d February, without falling in with any of the Indians.

The general then made a detour in pursuit of the enemy. On the 27th,

when the force was crossing the Ouithlacoochee River, it was assailed by

the Indians, under Micanope, who retired after a skirmish of thrce-

quarters of an hour, the Americans' loss being very trifling. On the

- s th. when again fording the river, the Indians made another attack,

which was continued for nearly four hours, and the Americans had t"

lament the loss of Major l/.ard. who »a- killed, and two other officers

also wounded. <»u the 20th, the Indians again attacked, with a

force of at least 1000 men, with a view of forcing the American troops

from the breastwork which they had thrown up; the Indians, after about

two hours' fighting, set fire to the high grass; but unfortunately for them,

the wind suddenly changed, and. instead of burning out the American

troops, all their own concealed positions were burnt up and exposed, and

Opelled to retire. The 1083 On the Indian side was not

known, but Supposed to be heavy: that on the part of the Am ans

amounted to :j-2 killed and wounded.

On the evening of the 5th of March, the Indian interpreter came in
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from the Seminoles, stating that they wished to hold a council, and did

not want any more fighting. On the 6th a truce was held, when Osceola

and other chiefs made their appearance, saying that if the Americans

would not cross the river, they would remain on their own Bide of it, and

not commit any more ravages. This was in fact nothing hut the iriginal

proposal of the Indians, that they should remain upon the land which had

been assigned to them at the treaty of Camp .Moultrie. The reply of

General Gaines was that he was not authorized to make a treaty with

them ; their arms must be given up, and they must remain on the other

side of the river, until the American government sent them away west

of the Mississippi.

General Gaines, who had heard that General Scott had been appointed

to the command in Florida, now resigned that authority to General

Clarke, and on the 11th the troops arrived at Fort Diane. It hardly

need be observed that the treating with the Indians ended with nothing.

General Scott, having assumed the command, arrived at Fort Drane on

the 13th March, 1836. He had previously to contend with heavy rains

and almost impracticable roads, and was encumbered with a heavy baggage

train; his whole force amounted to nearly 5000 men. This he divided

into a centre and two wings, so as to scour the whole country, and force

the Indians from their retreat ; but in vain. The Indians being on the

flanks of each division, occasional skirmishes took place; but when the

troops arrived at the place where the Indians were supposed to be, not a

man was to be seen, nor could they discover the retreat of their families.

Occasionally the Indians attacked the outposts with great vigor, and were

bravely repulsed; but the whole army of 5000 men did not kill or

capture more than 20 Indians.

During a portion of this administration, an Indian war raged on the

northwestern frontier, in which the famous chief Black Hawk was the

principal actor. The difficulty grew out of a treaty made with the Indians

at Prairie-du-Chien, in 1823. An article in this treaty provided that any

of the Five Nations concerned in it, visiting the United States, shoufd

be protected from all insults by the garrison. Notwithstanding this, in

the summer of 1827, a party of 24 Chippeways on a visit to Fort Snelling,

were fallen upon by a band of Sioux, who killed and wounded eight of

them. The commandant of the fort captured four of tie Sioux, and

delivered them into the hands of the Chippeways, who immediately shot

them. Red Bird, the Sioux chief, repaired to Prairie-du-Chien with

three companions, desperate as himself, about the first of July, and I

killed two persons, wounded a third, and without taking plunder, retired

to Bad-axe river. Here, soon after, he waylaid two keel-boats that haJ
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been conveying some Missionaries to Fort Snelling, in one of which, two

persons were killed, the others escaped with little injury.

Not loug after, General Atkinson marched into the Winnebago country,

and captured some hostile Winnebagoes and Red Bird, who died Boon after

in prison. The Indians, who were imprisoned for the murder at Prairie-

du-Chien, were discharged, and Black Hawk and two others, who had

been imprisoned for the attack on the boats, before mentioned, were also

discharged.

The foregoing account shows that Black Bawk was imprisoned on sua-

d, perhaps justly, but this was no( bis u I' complaint. Hi~

friend Bed Bird had died in prison. India icecuted formurd

whites, but it did not appear that whites were treated in Like manner for mur-

dering Indians. These causes had long been producing a feeling of
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disaffection among the northern and western tribes. Hence, it is not

singular that the whites of the frontier of Illinois believed the Indians,

from Canada to Mexico, more hostile than at any period since the war

of 1812.

The Sacs, who had served Great Britain against the Americans, were

tin- most conspicuous in their enmity. This band of Sacs rendezvoused

at their chief village on the Mississippi, where they had collected such

of their neighbors as wished to engage in the war.

/H ENERAL GAINES marched to, and

possessed himself of this village, on

the 26th of June. This he did

without opposition, for when the

Indians discovered the army, they

fled across the river, and displayed

a flag for parley. Meantime, their

associates had abandoned them,

and the Sacs were left to manage

affairs in the best manner they could.

They, therefore, made peace with

due submission, and General Gaines

was of opinion they were as com-

pletely humbled as if they had been

chastised in battle, and were less disposed to disturb the frontier than if

that event had taken place. Previous to this, he had declared his belief

that whatever might be their hostile feelings, they would abstain from

the use of tomahawks and fire-arms, except in self-defence.

About the same time, a difficulty seems to have arisen between the

Sacs and Menominies, in which 28 of the latter bad been murdered.

Agreeably to an article of the treaty before mentioned, the United States

obliged themselves to interpose between thesr and other western tribes,

in cases of trouble. But these murders were not all the Sacs had done.

They had re-crossed the Mississippi, and occupied the country on its

east bank, which they had the year before ceded to the United States.

Black Hawk was the alleged leader in both cases. Therefore, General

Atkinson set out on an expedition, hoping to make prisoner of Black

Hawk, who was said to be the fomenter of all these disturbances. It

was also alleged that he had little respect for treaties, and that he had, in

former negotiations, so far overreached our commissioners, as to make

peace on his own terms. This is the first acknowledgment of that chiefP

talents in matters of diplomacy.

General Atkinson was at a place on Rock River called Dixon's Ferry,
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May 15th, when he received Dews, that a force which had marched to

Sycamore Greek, 30 miles in advance of him, had met with a total defeat.

This detachment had been Bent forward on account of the great number
of murders which had been committed in that vicinity. Among the

sufferers in that neighborhood, were the family of a Mr. Hall, whose fate

had created much sympathy; bis two daughters, one eighteen, and the

other sixteen, having been carried into captivity, after having Been their

mother tomahawked and scalped, and twenty others murdered in the same

waj at Indian Creek. These young women were humanely treated

during their captivity, and afterwards restored to their friends.

'^1IK force that marched to Sycamore

Creek, was about ~~~> strong, under

tin mmand of Major Stillman. When

the news of the massacre at Indian

i 'ieek arrived, they obtained leave of

General Whiteside-, to march to the

scene of murder. On Monday, the

14th df May, they came upon a few

Indians, whether enemies or not, it is

not probable they inquired, for their

march was that of revenge; therefore two of them it, and two

more captured. The same day. at evening, when the army had arrived

at a convenient place to encamp, and were making some preparations for

that purpose, a small hand of Indian- was di-.co-.ered bearing a white flag.

sompany of men went out to meet them, hut soon discovered they

were only a decoy. How they ascertained tin- fact, we are not informed.

'l'iii- company of discoverers, therefore fell hack upon the main body,

which, by this time, had remounted, and as Btrange a- it is true, this mis-

guided hand rushed forward, regardless of all order for several mile-, till

they crossed Sycamore Creek, and wen- completely in the power of the

Indians. What follows, equals a similar affair at Pawtucket. The

Americans hail crossed the creek man by man. a- they came t" it. and

all the Indians had to do. was to wait till a goodly number had

within their grasp. It was moonlight when the fight began, and afl

few struggles, the whites tied in greater disorder, if possible, than they

came. The Indians, after making tl iset with their guns, fell on

them with knives and tomahawks, and had not the night, ami situation

of the country, favored their flight, nearly all the army must have been

cut off.

The Indians were supposed to he nearly -< "
_\ and it was

twelve of them were killed. Of the whites, only thirteen are rep
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killed. Their flight equalled that of General St. Clair's army. Fourteen

hundred men, immediately after, marched to the seei f action to bury

the dead, and their account of the barbarities committed on the bodies

of the slain, quite equals any thing before recounted.

The cholera, the following July, raged among the troops opposed to the

Indians, so severely that several companies were entirely broken up, and

many among them perished, in a manner too revolting to be described.

Of one corps of JON men. hut nine were left alive, General Hodge sur-

prised a party of twelve Indians at (jalena, and cut them off to a man;

the wdiites scalped the slain, that they might not be outdone in these, or

any other barbarities, by their foes. Black Hawk assembled his forces,

at a point between Rock and Ouisconsin Rivers, where he expected to

meet the whites in a general battle. His warriors amounted to 1000 or

more. General Atkinson had nearly double that number of men, and

resolved to meet him as soon as possible, (neat hopes were entertained,

that in such an event, a finishing blow would be put to the war. But

Black Hawk was too wary, thus to expos,, himself to utter and irre-

trievable ruin, and accordingly made g 1 bis retreat into an interminable

wilderness.

GENERAL ATKINSON made his way to

Cashkoning, through woods, swamps and

defiles, almost impassable, and constantly

exposed to the danger of an ambuscade. On

his arrival at this place, he was, apparently, no

nearer his enemy, than at the commencement
"3 of this perilous march. Indeed, fair open

battle, seemed to be a most unlikely thing to

invite Black Hawk, as his numbers were greatly

inferior to the American-. Therefore, no hope

of bringing him to terms, seemed left, un

it could be effected by some stratagem.

While General Atkinson was making this fruitless march, General

Dodge was about 40 miles from Fort Winnebago, following the trail of

some Indians, who proved to bo a living, and nearly starved band, capable

of offering little or no resistance. But, as they were attacked in the

evening alter, sixteen were butchered ; the rest escaped. To form some

idea of their sail condition, we have only to read the accounts of the

American commander to the War Department, in which he states, that

they found many dead, as they marched along, very much emaciated, and

having died, evidently, of starvation.

It became a matter of question to the two commanders where they
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should seek their enemy. From tin- supposition that they mighl have

descended the Ouisconsin, and so escaped across the Mississippi, that way;

Genera] Dodge recommended a cannon should be placed on the river to

cut them oft'; and General Atkinson marched for the Blue Mounds, with

an army, consisting of regular troops and mounted men, to the number

of 1600.

The steam-boat Warrior was s i after senl up the Mississippi, with a

small force on board, in hopes they might somewhere . 1 i

-<-.
. \

<
-i the savages.

Upon the arrival of the boat at Prairie-du-Chien, the last of July, she

was despatched to Wapashaw village, l-!0 miles higher on the river, to

inform the inhabitants of the approach of the Sacs, and to order all the

Friendly Indians down to Prairie-du-Chien. On the return of the steam-

boat, they met one of the Sioux hands, who told them their enemies were

encamped on Bad-axe River to the number of 400. The Warrior here

stopped to take in some wood and prepare for action. They discovered

the enemy about four o'clock on the afternoon of the 1st of August, who,

as they approached, raised a white Bag, which being looked upon as a

decoy, no attention was paid to it. They declined sending a boat on

board when ordered.

FTER giving them a few minutes to remove their women

and children, \a piece of courtesy somewhat rare in our

border wars,] the boat fired a six-pounder, loaded with

cannister, and followed by a severe fire of musl

The battle continued for about an hour, when she weighed

anchor and proceeded to Prairie-du-Chieu. Twenty-three

Indians were killed and many wounded. The Americans lost

tjK" none. Before the steam-boat could return to the battle-field, next

morning, General Atkinson and his army had engaged the Indians.

The Warrior joined the contest ; the army this day lost eight

or nine killed, and seventeen wounded, whom the Warrior took to Prairie-

du-Chien at night, and also, captives to the number of 36, women and

children. The spot where this battle took place was about 40 miles above

Prairie-du-Chien, on the north side of the Mississippi, opposite the mouth

of the Iowa. It was very fortunate for the whites, that they were able

to co-operate on land and water at the same time.

General Atkinson having formed a junction with General Dodge, the

army crossed the Ouisconsin on the 28th of duly, and -
i after dis-

covered the route of the Indian-, who were Hying from the Beer

action. The country through which the army had to march, was a con-

tinual series of mountains, covered with a thick growth of heavy timber,

and much underwood. The valley- were BO deep as to make them almost
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as difficult to cross; but nothing could damp the ardor of the troops

as they pressed on to overtake Black Hawk, before he should be able to

escape across the Mississippi.

The place where the Indians were overtaken, was very favorable for

them, as may be judged by their being able to maintain a battle of more

than three hours, in the wretched and nearly famished condition they

were in, and when their whole force only amounted to 300 warriors.

They were discovered in a deep ravine at the foot of a precipice, over

which the army had to pass. Notwithstanding the misery of their con-

dition, nothing but the bayonet's point routed them. Old logs, high

grass, and large trees covered them until the charge was made, and as

they were driven from one covert, they readily found another, and thus

protracted the contest. At length, General Atkinson disposed his forces

so as to come upon them from above, below, and in the centre. No chance

now remained to the Indians, but to swim the Mississippi, or elude the

vigilance of their enemy by land, who had nearly encompassed them.

Many therefore adventured to cross the river; but as the slaughter was

greatest there, few escaped. However, a considerable number succeeded

in escaping by land. One bundled and fifty of them were supposed to

have been killed in this battle.

(LACK HAWK was among those who es-

caped, but in such haste as to leave e.ven

his papers behind him, one of which was a

certificate from British officers, that he had

served faithfully, and fought valiantly for

them, in the late war against the United

States. The prisoners taken at this battle,

stated that at the one which occurred at

Ouisconsin, between their army and that

under the command of General Dodge,

they lost 68, besides many wounded.

It was now believed the Sacs would be glad to make peace on any

ti this. Accordingly, General Atkinson determined to order Keokuk to

demand a surrender of the remaining principal men of the hostile party.

From the battle-ground, the commanders went down the river to Prairic-

du-Chien (Fort Crawford I, in the Warrior, and the army followed by

land. On their way they killed and captured a few Sacs.

The desperate fortunes of the hostile Indians, induced many of their

countrymen to volunteer to hunt them down. One hundred Sioux obtained

permission to seek them, and were followed by a small band of the same

nation ; they overtook the enemy, and killed about 120. About this
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time, Keokuk, the friendly Sac chief, above mentioned, found a nephew

of his had been accused of the murder '>i'a man named Martin ; lie gave

him up to be dealt with according to the pi f >f his crime-, which took

place in Warren County, Illinois.

Illaek Hawk, hunted like the wild deer of the forest, from place to place.

after many wanderings and much suffering, was at last captured, and

delivered up to General Street al Prairie-du-Chien. His companion in

his flight and captivity was the Prophet. They si.. .wed a proper Bense

of self-respect by appearing before the commander in full dress, which

consisted of tanned white deer-skin. One of the Winnebagoes wh i

tared them, delivered a speech in the occasion to General Street, desiring

the fulfilment of the promises made to those who should capture and bring

ulive these men into the hands of the whites.

N reply to this Bpeech, the general said.

that he wished the captors and the pris-

oners tO gO to Rock Island, where the

Presiden: aad desired General Scott, and

the governor of Illinois, to hold a council.

Both the Indians, who had taken these

prisoners, seemed desirous that rewards

for the deed should be given to their tribe

rather than to them personally. Eleven

chiefs of the Sacs and Poxes, besides

Black Hawk and the Prophet, were sen!

to Jefferson Barracks, and there put in

irons. In September, a treaty was made by the United States, with the

Winnebagoes, and also with the Sacs and Foxes. The Winnebagoes

ceded all their lands south of the Ouisconsin, and east of the Mississippi,

amounting to l,600,00n acres of valuable land. The treaty with the

and Poxes gave to the government 600, I ores more, of a quality

not inferior to any between the same parallels of latitude, and abounding

with lead ore.

By this same treaty, Black Hawk, his two sons, the Prophet Ncopope,

and five other principal warriors of the hostile band, were to remain in

nds of the whites, as hostages, during the President's pleasure.

Black Hawk and his sou were taken to Washington to visit the Presi-

dent. At different [daces on Ins route, he received many valuable

presents, and was looked upon with great curiosity and interest. They

returned bj way of Detroit, and nrrived it Fori Armstrong in August,

1838.

In May. 1835, the National Democratic convention mel at Baltimore,
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I Richard M J":

and unanimously nominate<l .Martin Van Buren for the presidency.

General Jackson was decidedly in favor of the nomination. Richard Id.

Johnson, of Kentucky, was the administration candidate for the Vice-
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Presidency. The greater portion of tl pposition supported General

William ll. Harrison, of Ohio, for the Presidency. I5ut several other

candidates were in the field. The result of the election was a majoril

of electoral votes for Van Buren. No candidate for Vice-President re-

ceiving a majority, the election was referred to the Senate, by which h tdj

Richard M. Johnson was chosen.

The last administrative measure of President Jackson was to veto n

bill designating and limiting the funds receivable for the revenues of the

United States. He then issued a farewell address to his countrymen,

which is generally considered as embodying his political views, and

having remained at Washington to witness the inauguration of his

successor, retired to his residence in Nashville, Tennessee. Whatever

opinion may he entertained of the wisdom of the policy of Jackson's

administration, all will agree that that policy was definite, and firmly

and energetically pursued.





CHAPTER LI I.

V AN liUBEN'S ADMINISTRATION.

HE inauguration of Martin Van P.uren,

as the eighth President of the United

States, took place at Washington, on

the 4th of March, 1837. The lan-

guage of the inaugural address, the

assurances of the government official

journal, and other declarations, satis-

fied the people that the administration

would follow out the policy of the

previous one. The cabinet was com-

posed of the same members as were

comprised in that of General Jackson.

Early in L837, indications were perceived of an unexampled money

pressure. The smaller banks had been much embarrassed in their opera-

tions by the measures of President Jackson, and the evil const

were now apparent. The banks in all the principal cities suspended

specie payments. The mercantile classes were everywhere embarrassed*

Hundreds of failures occurred. The President was petitioned to Call an

extra session of Congress to remedy the distressing state of affairs.

Accordingly Congress was convened on the 4th of September, 1

The session continued 43 days. The message of the President promised

no relief to the business community. It advanced the doctrine that the

government could not be expected to interfere in the monetary concerns
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of the people. The most important recommendation <>f the message waj

the sub-treasury scheme, by which the funds and business of the govern-

ment were entirely separated from those of the banks. The sub-treasury

bill passed the Senate, but was rejected in the House.

When Congress again met in December, the sub-treasury bill was again

pressed upon its attention, and again rejected. Various important

for internal improvement were passed. During 1838, a serious rebellion

against the colonial government occurred in Canada, and many of the

citizens of the United States prepared to join the insurgents. The President

issued a proclamation, warning all persons from engaging in any enter-

prise which would violate the neutral laws of the United States. General

Scott was ordered to the frontier, with a portion of the New York troops.

But in the meantime, an affair occurred, which caused much ill feeling

for a time in the States. A party of the patriots had made a rendezvous

on Navy Island, in the Niagara River, opposite to which, on the American

side, was the small village of Fort Schlosser. On the night of the 28th

of December, a small steam-boat called the Caroline was moored there
;

and Colonel M'Nabb, commander of the Canadian militia, suspecting her

of carrying ammunition and supplies to the patriots, resolved to destroj

her. This he effected, setting the boat on fire, and sending it down the

Falls of Niagara. Several persons were killed in the preceding affray.

This circumstance caused an angry correspondence between the Secretary

of State and Mr. Fox, the British minister. After a long debate, a bill

for the preservation of neutrality was passed by Congress, and the matter

dropped.

UT few acts of general interest were passed during

the third session of the 25th Congress. The

most important were those relating to the Semi-

nole difficulties in Florida. The desultory con-

test with these Indians was continued during

several years, and large sums were expended in

maintaining it. Able generals were baffled, and

many lives sacrificed in the harassing and ex-

hausting service which the army had to perform.

Generals Gaines, Scott, and Jessup were in turn intrusted with the

conduct of the war, but none of them succeeded in bringing the enemy

to a decisive engagement. The last named commander resorted to a

Btratagem to gain possession of the master spirit among the Seminoles.

Osceola was known to be a brave and sagacious warrior, and was at this

time the principal chief. lie was viewed as the great director of all the

hostile bands of Seminole warriors. It was deemed, therefore, a great
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achievement by the American general to get him into his power. General

Ji ssup found means to communicate to the Indians that it was his wish

to have the chiefs come in ami hold a talk, in order to come to some

mem. White Bags were displayed on the fort. On the 20th of

October, 1^17. Osceola, accompanied by other chiefs and a few warriors,

came in agreeably to the invitation ; he carrying a white flag in his hand,

and relying on the honor of the commanding general, pnt himself in his

power; hut instead of being received as was expected, they were imme-

diately Bnrroanded by bayonets, made prisoners, and confined in the

Whether General Jessup was alone accountable for this ad of treachery,

or whether he acted under orders from the President, is nol known; but

government having afterwards approved of the measure, it bei

a national act.

Osceola was kept there a prisoner for some time, when he wan, by
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order of the government, conveyed nnder a Btrong guard to Sullivan

[sland, in the harbor of Charleston, S. C, and confined in the fort. Bis

proud and independent spirit conld not bear the confinement, and ho

gradually pined away and died in prison. Thus fell another brave Indian

chieftain, not in fair fight, but in a manner that will ever be a stigma

upon onr national honor.

Other chiefs were kidnapped in the same treacherous manner; bul

severe as the loss must have been to the Indians, it did not appear to

discourage them. The war was still carried on ! v those who wore left,

in a desultory manner. The ranks of the Indians are said to have

been filled up by runaway slaves, and some of the Creels Indians who
had not yet quitted Georgia.

On the 24th of December, 1837, Colonel Taylor succeeded in lu-ii.

the Indians to a general engagement at Okeechobee. The action was a

severe one, and continued from half past twelve until after three P. M.,

a part of the time very close and severe. The troops suffered much,

having 26 killed and 112 wounded, among whom were some of the most

valuable officers. The runny probably suffered equally, they having left

ten dead on the ground, besides, doubtless, carrying off many more, as is

customary with them when practicable.

Taylor'.- column, in six weeks, penetrated 150 miles into the enemy-

country, opened roads, and constructed bridges and causeways, when

necessary, on the greater portion of the route, established two depots,

and the necessary defences for the same, and finally overtook and beat

the enemy in his strongest position. The results of which movement and

battle were the capture of -'JO of the enemy, the coming in, and surren-

dering of more than 150 Indians and negroes, mostly the former, inclu-

ding the chiefs Ou-la-too-chee, Tus-ta-nug-gee, and other principal men,

apturing and driving out of the country 'iOO head of cattle, upwards

of 100 head of horses, besides obtaining a thorough knowledge of the

country through which the troops operated, a greater portion of which

-.'.as entirely unknown, except to the enemy.

Colonel Taylor's conduct in the battle of Okeechobee was duly appre-

ciated by the government. The Secretary of War, Mr. Poinsett, gave

him the warmest commendation in his report to Congress; and he was

immediately promoted to the brevet rank of Brigadier-General, with the

chief command in Florida. Hi- head-quarters were in the neighbor

of Tampa Bay. From this point, he directed the "war of movements."

SO difficult and discouraging to an ardent officer, until 1840, when he was

relieved by General Armistead, who was ordered to take the command in

Florida.
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The Seminoles had eluded pursuit for a long time previous to May,

1841, when the conduct of the war was entrusted to Colonel Worth.

Sickness among the men impeded his operations, but lie was soon abl

compel the surrender of several considerable detachments of hostile

Indians; and on the 19th of April, 1842, he succeeded in com]

large body of [ndians to fight at a place called Palaklaklaha. The result,

as might have been anticipated, was a complete defeat of the enemy,

which was soon after followed by the surrender of one of the leading

chiefs of the [ndians with his band.

When the twenty-sixth Congress m ilitical parties were equally

balanced in the Bouse : ind as there were a few coi

excitement occurred. After eleven ballotings, Robert M. T. Hut

of Virginia, a conservative opposition member, was elected Speaker. On

the 4th of December, 1839, a national convention of the Whig, or 0]

ration party, was held at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. General William II.

Harrison, of Ohio, was nominated for the presidency, and John II. T

of Virginia, for the vice-presidency. The administration party re-ni

Dated Mr. Van Buren and Richard M. Johnson.

In July. 1840, the bill establishing the sub-treasury, pass

after much debate. The elections for State-officers indicated the triumph

of the- Whigs at the approaching presidential election. The contest was

the most anient and exciting ever witnessed in the United - The

result was the election of Harrison and Tyler by the largi si yority of

electoral votes received by any candidates since the time of Washington.
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Till-: ADMINISTRATION of BARRIS ON AND TVLEK

HE inauguration of General Harrison, which

took place on the 4th of March, 1841, was

attended bj many demonstrations of joy ami

.satisfaction, ami was witnessed by a larger con

course of people than hail ever been assembled

in Washington, 'flic patriotism and military

services of General Harrison had endeared him

to the nia.-ses, ami many who were opposed to

his political principles believed in his honesty

of purpose.

The m-w cabinet was ,• posed of the following

members— Daniel Webster, of Massachusi

Secretary of State: Thomas Ewing, of Ohio,

Secretary of the Treasury; John Bell, of Ten-

,iy of War: George •'. I!adger, of North Carolina, Secre-

tary of the Navy: Francis Granger, of New York, Postmaster-General;

John J. Crittenden, of Kentucky, Attoi ral. These gentlemen

had all been distinguished opponents of the measures oi
'

:

\ an Buren

administration.

On the 17th of March, the President issued his proclamation, calling

ati extra session of Congress, principally to consider the financial con-

cerns of the nation, to be held on the 81s( of May fill., wing. But the

r><2>.
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President was not destined to witness the enacting of remedial measures.

He was seized with a fever, which baffled all medical skill, and terminated

his virtuous and illustrious life on the 4th of April, just one month after

his inauguration. He had reached the 08th year of his aire. The whole

nation put on mourning for its chief magistrate. He was the first Pi

dent who had died while in office, and the event struck the people witl

surprise and dismay. All party feelings were forgotten, and throughout

the Union, funeral honors and other testimonials of sorrow wen' paid to

the memory of the illustrious dead.

By the provisions of the Constitution, the office of President devolved

on the Vice-President, Mr. Tyler. The members of the cabinet, who

had been appointed by General Harrison, were retained by Mr. Tyler.

The retention of this cabinet, distinguished for ability and energy, and

possessing the confidence of the Whig party, tended to confirm the

feelings of hope and confidence inspired by the new President's inaugural

address.

The majority in favor of the administration, in the 27th Congress, was

seven in the Senate, and about 50 in the House. The message of the

President, though cautiously worded on the subject of a National bank,

was well received by the friends of the administration. The establishment

of a national bank, upon a new plan, was considered necessary to restore

the financial concerns of the country to a healthful state. The bill ef

tablishing such a bank passed both houses, but was vetoed by the President.

This reto caused considerable excitement among the Whigs. Tint desirous

of maintaining harmony in their ranks, they proposed and succeeded in

carrying another bill, which, it was thought, would meet the views of the

President. This also was vetoed. The course of the President thus

disappointed his friends, and showed them that they had elected a man

whose political views were different from their own. He was everywhere

denounced by them, and applauded by the Democrats.

In the meantime, the sub-treasury law was repealed, and a uniform

bankrupt law passed. The latter measure had been called for by an im-

mense number of petitions from all parts of the Union. The first effeots

of the President's bank veto were felt at the seat of government. On
the Nth of September, 1841, all the members of the cabinet, except Mr,

Webster, feeling that confidence between the President and themselves

was gone, resigned. It was now expected that the President would select

the members of his cabinet from the ranks of the Democratic party ; but

he promptly made his appointments of the following distinguished Whigs

and conservatives— Walter Forward, of Pennsylvania, Secretary of the

Treasury; John M'Lean, of Ohio, Secretary of War; Abel P. Upshur,
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of Virginia, Secretary of the Navy. Charles A. Wickliffe, of Kentucky,

Postmaster-General ; Hugh S. Legare, of Soutli Carolina, Attorney-

General. By this organization of the cabinet, the hopes of the Demo-

erata were Bomewhat dampened.

ONSIDERABLE excitement prevailed in th<

United States during 1841, in consequent

of the arrest and trial of Alexander Ml, 1,

at the circuit court, at Utica, in the State of

New York. He was charged with having

murdered an American named Amos Du

on the 29th of December, 1
s; m. at which

time an American steam-boat, called the

Caroline, was destroyed by a party from

Canada, on the American side of the Niagara

River. Happily, M'Leod was acquitted and

discharged, and thus a vexed question between

the National anil State governments, and be-

tween the United States and Great Britain,

was amicably settle. 1.

The second session of the -7th Congress

commenced on the 6th of December, 1841,

and continued till the 31st of August, 1842. a period of -<>9 days. More

important business was transacted during this session than at any previous

one, since the formation of the government. The leading measure was a

new tariff law ; by which ample provision was made for the public revenue,

and protection afforded to various branches of American industry.

An important treaty "a- negotiated in L842, at Washington, between

ihe United States and Great Britain, by which the northeastern boundary

question was definitely settled, in a manner satisfactory to both parties.

Lord Ashburton acted as the special agent of Great Britain, and Mr.

Webster, on the part of the United States. Mr. Webster resigned the

office of Secretary of State in May, 1843. Hugh S. Legare was ap-

pointed to SU< ed him : but was soon after taken ill and died. In July,

Mi. Tyler re-organized his cabinet, as follows— Abel P. Upshur, of

Virginia, Secretary of State; John C. Spencer, of New York, Secretary

of the Treasury; James M. Porter, of Pennsylvania, Secretary of War;

David Henshaw, of Massachusetts, Secretary of the Navy; Charles A.

Wickliffe. of Kentucky, Postmaster-General; John Nelson, of Maryland,

Attorney-t reneral.

In consequence of a melancholy accident on board id' the United States

ateamer Princeton, on the -8th of February, 1844, the Secretary of State
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and the Secretary of the Navy lost their lives. The President then up-

pointed John C. Calhoun Secretary of State, and .loin, V. Mason Secre

tary of the Navy.

A treaty of annexation was concluded between the United States and

the Republic of Texas, at Washington, April L2th, 1844. But the

Senate refused to ratify it. It soon became evident that the annexation

of Texas would be made a party question at the approaching presidential

election. A large majority of the Democrats were in favor of immediate

annexation, while the Whigs were generally opposed to it. The National

party conventions met in the spring of this year. The Whigs nominated

Henry Clay, of Kentucky, for the presidency, and Theodore Freling-

huyscn, of New Jersey, for the Vice-Presidency. The Democrats nomi-

nated James K. Polk, of Tennessee, and George M. Dallas of Pennsyl-

vania, for the same high stations. The result of the election was tin-

success of Messrs. Polk and Dallas, by a majority of 65 vote- in tin-

electoral college.

Joint resolutions for annexing Texas to the United States passed Con-

gress, and were sanctioned by the President, on the 1st of March, 1845.

Among the important acts passed by Congress during the same Bession

were the following—To establish a uniform time for holding election

electors of President and Vice-President, in all the States in the Union
;

for the admission of Iowa and Florida into the Union, and various

measures for internal improvement. Mr. Tyler retired from his high

office, without the regret of either of the great political parties. Hi-

course of action had alienated one without gaining the confidence of the

other. Yet his administration was distinguished for energy and ability.

bis cabinet being composed of some of the ablest men the country could

furnish.
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POI. K'S A DM [NISTB VTION.

^tffr AMES K. POLK was inaugurated on the 4th of March.'

/ <£ 1845. Iii his inaugural address, assurances were given

that the political doctrines of the Democrat ic part;

would, as far as possible, be carried into operation. Upon
the * tregon boundary question, the President expressed

\VQ^s^^r the opinion that the .title of the United States to the

whole territory was clear and unquestionable. Be was

known to be in favor of the immediate annexation of Texas. The cabinet

was immediately organized as follows—.lames Buchanan, of Pennsylvania,

Secretary of State: Robert J. Walker, of .Mississippi, Secretary of the

Treasury: William L. Many, Secretary of War; George Bancroft of

Massachusetts, Secretary of the Navy; Cave .Johnson, of Tennessee,

Postmaster-General: John Y. Mason, of Virginia, Attorney-General.

When Congress met on the 1st of December, an active and exciting

session was anticipated. The annexation of Texas and the prospect of a

war with Great Britain upon the vexed Oregon question, it was expected,

would give rise to much discussion. Early in 1846, the bill annexing

Texas to the Unite! States was pa 1 by both bouses of Congress, and

received the signature of the President. Soon after, the Oregon dispute

was s v a treaty between the United States and Greal Britain.

The 49th parallel of north latitude h I the boundary line.

The amicable adjustment of this difficulty was a matin of congratulation

on both Bides of the Atlantic.
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Mexico continued unwilling to acknowledge the independence of Texas,

and put forth repeated threats of a design to re-conquer it. Occasional

attacks upon the frontier settlers of that State, were made by parties of

Mexicans, and Indians, who acted under their control. A detachment

of United States troops, under the command of General Taylor, was

ordered to take a position at Corpus Christi, west of the Neuces, as early

ns August, 1845— some months before the annexation of Texas to the

United States— and to repel any invasion of Texan territory by the

Mexicans. This Army of Occupation, as it was called, remained at

Corpus Christi until the 11th of March, l
s l<>. when General Taylor was

ordered to move westward and take position on the Rio Grande, which

was claimed to be the western boundary of Texas. On the 20th of March,

the army readied the river Colorad", where some disposition to resist its

progress was shown by a .Mexican force up. mi the opposite bank. General

Taylor notified the Mexicans that if any attempt was made to check his

progress he would cross the river and attack them, (ieneral Mejia, aid

td the Mexican commander, brought a letter to (Ieneral Taylor, apprising

him that if the American army should cross the Colorado, it would be

considered as a declaration of war, and would be the signal for actual

hostilities.

Notwithstanding this declaration, the crossing did take place, and tbat,
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too, at a point where the best chance was presented for a successful

opposition. On the 22d, the army advanced in the direction of Matamoras,

situate. 1 upon the west bank of the Rio Grande; but hearing that thi

Mexicans held Point [sabel, the only point at which stores could be landed

from large vessels, General Taylor left the army under the command of

General Worth, and, with his dragoons, advanced and took possession of

that place. There he received a quantity of supplies for the army. <*n

the 28th of March, the '-army of occupation" arrived mi the east lank

of the liio Grande, opposite Matamoras. General Worth and his staff

were ordered to cross the river to .Matamoras. bearing despatches from

General Taylor to the Mexican commander. The reception of the des-

patches was declined by the Mexican general, and an interview with the

American consul was demanded and refused. General Worth then

returned.

General Taylor commenced throwing up entrenchments, while tie-

Mexicans were showing signs of hostility. It being known that there

were a numbev of naturalized foreigners in the "army of occupation." a

proclamation was circulated among them by General Ampudia, inviting

them to join the standard of Mexico. Some few who suffered themselves

to be lured by the promises of this proclamation, were detected in the .

act of deserting, and were shot.

(hi the 5th of April, a small intrenchment was raised for the reception

of the cannon expi cted from Point Isabel : while the main intrenchment.

afterwards called Fort Brown, was in progress of erection. This main

intrenchment was large enough bo accommodate six regiments of infantry.

On the Phh, Colonel Cross, the deputy quartermaster-general, was mur

dered by the Mexicans while taking a ride near the American camp.

lli> body was not found till the 21st.

I »n the 11th of April. General Ampudia sent a despatch under a flag

to General Tayl »r, requiring him, in the nest pompous language, to break

up his .-amp within twenty-four hours and retire to the east hank of tin'

Neuces River, until the pending dispute between the two governmi

could be settled. General Taylor replied at once that the instructions

tinder which h I
not permit him to retrograde from his

position.

A party of ten men. under Lieutenant Porter, was di I. >>n the

17th in pursuit of the murderers of Colote On the 18th, they fell

in witu a party of 150 Mexicans, ami firing upon them, put them to th.

and took possession of their camp and horses. On their return, this

little band was attache. 1 by a party of Mexicans in the night, ami Lieu-

tenant Porter was kill
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On the 19th of April. General Taylor intercepted two vessels bound

into Matamoras with supplies for the Mexican army, by Bending the

United States brig Lawrence and the revenue cutter Santa Anna in pur-

suit of them. General Ampudia immediately sent a communication to

General Taylor, remonstrating against the seizure of the vessels, and

declaring them to be the property of the vice-consuls of Spain and Great

Britain. He also demanded their immediate return to the owners, on the

alternative of active hostilities. General Taylor answered this commu-

nication in a despatch, which is generally considered a masterly piece of

composition and as giving a clear view of the relative state of the parties

up to that period. We quote:—
SbaD-QuABTEBS A i:\iy .it OOOUPATTOH, 1

Camp sear Matamoras, Texas, April 22, 18-1G. j

Sir : I have had the honor to receive your communication of this date,

in which you complain of certain measures adopted by my orders to close

tlir mouth of the Rio Bravo against vessels bound to Matamoras, and in
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which you also advert to the case of two Mexicans supposed to be detained

as prisoners in this camp.

After all that has passed since the American army first approached tho

Rio Bravo, I am certainly surprised that you .should complain of a

measure which is no other than a natural result of the state of war so

much insisted upon by the Mexican authorities as actually existing at

this time. You will excuse me for recalling a few circumstances to show

that this state of war has not been sought by the American army, but has

been forced upon it, and that the exercise of the rights incident to such

a state cannot be made a subject of complaint.

On breaking up my camp at Corpus Ghristi, and moving forward with

the army under my orders to occupy the left bank of the Rio Bravo, it

was my earnest desire to execute my instructions in a pacific maimer: to

observe the utmost regard for the personal rights of all citizens residing

on the left bank of the river, and to take care that the religion and cus-

toms of the people should suffer no violation. With this view, and to

quiet the minds of the inhabitants, I issued orders to the army, enjoining

a strict observance of the rights and interests of all Mexicans residing

on the river, and caused said orders to be translated into Spanish, and

circulated in the several towns on the Bravo. These orders announced

the spirit in which we proposed to occupy the country, and I am proud to

Bay that up to this moment the same spirit has controlled the operations

of the army. On reaching the Arroyo Colorado I was informed by a

Mexican officer that the order in question had been received in Matainoras;

but was told at the same time that if 1 attempted to cross the river it

would be regarded as a declaration of war. Again on my march to

Frontone I was met by a deputation of the civil authorities of Matainoras,

protesting against my occupation of a portion of the department of T .-

maulipas, and declaring that if the army was not at once withdrawn, war

would result. While this communication was in my hands, it was dis-

covered that the village of Frontone had been set on fire and abandoned.

I viewed this as a direct act of war, and informed the deputation that

their communication would be answered by me when opposite Matamorafl,

which was done in respectful terms. On reaching the river I despatched

in officer, bigh in rank, to convey to the commanding general in Mata-

inoras the expression of my desire for amicable relations, and my willing-

ness to leave open to the citizens of Matainoras the port of Brazos San-

tiago until the question of boundary should be definitively settle. 1. This

officer received for reply, from the officer Belected to confer with him,

that my advance to the Rio Bravo was considered as a veritable act of
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war, and lie was absolutely refused an interview with the American

consul, in itself an act incompatible with a state of peace.

Notwithstanding these repeated assurances on the part of the Mexican

authorities, and notwithstanding the most obviously hostile preparations

on the right bank of the river, accompanied by a rigid non-intercourse, I

carefully abstained from any act of hostility— determined that the onus

of producing an actual state of hostilities should not rest with me. Our

relations remained in this state until I had the honor to receive your

note of the 12th instant, in which you denounce war as the alternative

of my remaining in this position. As I could not, under my instructions,

recede from my position, I accepted the alternative you offered me, and

made all my dispositions to meet it suitably. But, still willing to adopt

milder measures before proceeding to others, 1 contented myself in the

first instance with ordering a blockade of the Rio Bravo by the naval

forces under my orders—a proceeding perfectly consonant with the state

of war so often declared to exist, and which you acknowledge in your

note of the 16th instant, relative to the late Colonel Cross. If this

measure seem oppressive, I wish it borne in mind that it has been forced

upon me by the course you have seen lit to adopt. I have reported this

blockade to my government, and shall not remove it until I receive in-

structions to that effect, unless indeed you desire an armistice pending the

final settlement of the question between the governments, or until war

shall be formally declared by either, in which case I shall cheerfully open

the river. In regard to the consequences you mention as resulting from

a refusal to remove the blockade, I beg you to understand that I am pre-

pared for them, be they what they may.

In regard to the particular vessels referred to in your communication,

I have the honor to advise you that, in pursuance of my orders, two

American schooners, bound for Matamoras, were warned off on the 17th

instant, when near the mouth of the river, and put to sea, returning pro-

bably to New Orleans. They were not seized, or their cargoes disturbed

in any way, nor have they been in the harbor of Brazos Santiago to my
knowledge. A Mexican schooner, understood to be the "Juniata," was

in or off that harbor when my instructions to block the river were issued,

but was driven to sea in a gale, since which time I have had no report

concerning her. Since the receipt of your communication, I have learned

that two persons sent to the mouth of the river to procure information

respecting this vessel, proceeded thence to Brazos Santiago, when they

were taken up and detained by the officer in command, until my orders

could be received. I shall order their immediate release. A letter from
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one of them to the Spanish vice-consul is respectfully transmitted

herewith.

In relation to the Mexicans said to have drifted down the river in a

boat, anil to be prisoners at this time in my camp, I have the pleasure to

inform you that no such persons have been taken prisoners or are now
detained by my authority. The boat in question was carried down empty

by the current of the river, and drifted ashore near one of our pickets

and was secured by the guard. Some time afterwards an attempt was

made to recover the boat under the cover of the darkness ; the individuals

concerned were hailed by the guard, and tailing to answer, were fired

upon as a matter of course. What became of them is not known, as no

trace of them could be discovered on the following morning. The officer

of the Mexican guard directly opposite was informed next day that the

boat would be returned on proper application to me, and I have now only

to repeat that assurance.

In conclusion, I take leave to state that I consider the tone of your

communication highly exceptionable, where you stigmatise the movement

of the army under my orders as " marked with the seal of universal

reprobation." You must be aware that such language is not respectful

in itself, either to me or ray government ; and while I observe in my own

correspondence the courtesy due to your high position, and to the magni-

tude of the interests with which we are respectively charged, I shall

expect the same in return.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

Z. TAYLOR,
Brevet Brigadier-General U. S. A., Commanding.

Sr Gen. D. Pedro ue Ampcdia, Commanding in Matamoras.

Another attempt to seduce American soldiers from their allegiance was

made by General Arista, the commander-in-chief of the army of Mexico
;

but with little success. Point Isabel having been made the depot of

military stores for the "army of occupation," the Mexicans crossed the

Rio Grande and cut off the communication between that post and Fort

Brown. Captain Walker, of the Texan Bangers, went out from Point

Isabel on the 28th, to reconnoitre, but was driven back with the loss of

some of his men. But notwithstanding the known number of Mexicans

upon the route between the two posts, Captain Walker volunteered to

carry a message to Major Munroe, at Fort Brown, and. starting on the

29th, succeeded in reaching his destination, after many "hair-breadth

'scapes."

On the 1st of May, 1846, General Taylor, with the main body of the
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Captain Walker

army, marched for Point Isabel, leaving a regiment of infantry and two

companies of artillery at Fort Brown, under command of Major Brown.

The Mexicans opened their fire upon the fort, on the 3d of May. The

fire was returned and a battery silenced in twenty minutes after the

Americans commenced firing. Another attack was made soon afterwards,

and a serjeant of the Americana was killed. On the 5th of May, Fort

Brown was attacked in the rear by a strong battery which the Mexicans

had planted during the night, and at the same time the fire was renewed

from Matamoras. Thus surrounded, the gallant band in the fort main-

tained themselves till the 8th of May, when the news of the victory

at Palo Alto silenced the bombardment. On the 6th, Major Brown, who

commanded the fort in so gallant a manner, was mortally wounded by a

shell from the Mexican batteries, and the command devolved on Captain

Hawkins.

The situation of the small force of General Taylor was extreme!]

critical. Divided into two portions, there was every probability that both

would be cut oft'. But the commander was equal to the emergency. He
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determined to march from Point Isabel to Fort Brown, and to fight any
force of the enemy that might oppose his progress. He put his com-
mand ,n motion on the evening of the 7th of May, and on the 8th, at two

"

o clock, found the Mexicans in position in front of a chapparal lyinfi
oppose to the timber of a stream called Palo Alto. According to
General Taylor's official despatch, his whole strength was about 2300
men, with artillery consisting of two eighteen-pounders and two batteries
of light artillery. The force of the Mexicans was about 6000 men with
seven pieces of artillery and 800 cavalry. The action lasted during five
hours. The Mexicans were dislodged from their position, and General
Taylor encamped upon the field. This brilliant victory of the American.,
over an enemy three times as strong in numbers and placed in a favor-
able position, was principally owing to the splendid manner in which the
art.llery was managed. The light artillery, especially, did great execu-
tion The loss of the Mexicans in this battle is not accurately known;
but General Taylor thought it must have been at least 100 killed, and it
.s surmised, about 200 wounded and missing. The loss of the American
army was trifling in number, but included some valuable officers. It con-
sisted of four killed, three officers and 37 men wounded -several of the
latter, mortally. Major Ringgold and Captain Page were wounded, and
d.ed soon after the battle. The first mentioned was considered one of
the best art.llery officers in the army. The light artillery corps had been
organized and trained under his orders.

The Mexican force having fall,,, back, it was thought that they had
crossed the K.o Grande. The next day, the Mth of May, General Taylor
determined to push on; and throwing a body of light infantry in advance,
he started at two o'clock. About three miles from Fort Brown, the ad-
vance discovered that a ravine crossing the road had been occupied by
tin. Mexicans, with artillery. General Taylor immediately ordered a
battery of field-artillery to sweep the position, bringing up the infantry
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regiment9 to sustain it. A heavy fire of artillery and musketry was kept

up for some time, until finally the enemy's batteries were carried in

succession by a squadron of dragoons, under Captain May, and the

regiments of infantry that were upon the ground. The Mexicans were

driven from their position, and pursued to the river by the dragoons and

light infantry. The victory was complete. Eight pieces of artillery,

with a great quantity of ammunition, three standards and about 100

prisoners were taken. General La Vega, and several other officers were

among the captured. The loss of the Americans in this battle was three

officers and 36 men killed, and nine officers and 60 men wounded. The

loss of the Mexicans was not ascertained, but it is conjectured that there

were at least 150 killed. More than 100 of these were buried by the

Americans, on the field of battle. The scene of the conflict was called

Resaca de la Palina.

On the morning after the battle, General Taylor, with characteristic

humanity, sent to Matamoras for Mexican surgeons to attend their

wounded, and for men to bury their dead. On the 11th of May, an

exchange of prisoners was effected ; and General Taylor went to Point

Isabel to have an interview with Commodore Conner, commander of the

American squadron in the Gulf of Mexico. The main body of his army

took up its former position opposite Matamoras.

The 13th and 14th of May were spent by General Taylor in organizing

and despatching a force to capture Barita, a town near the mouth of the

Rio Grande, on the Mexican side, where the enemy were said to be con-

centrating their force. That place was quietly taken on the 15th, the

inhabitants fleeing on the approach of the Americans.

The next thing to be done was to capture Matamoras. On the 17th,

General Ampudia requested General Taylor to grant an armistice.

General Taylor replied that the time for granting an armistice was past,

and he directed attention to the position of his cannon. General

Ampudia then wished to know if, in giving up the town, he would be

allowed to except the government property. General Taylor replied that

he would not, and that the town would be taken the next day, at 8, A. M.

Ampudia then retired, and General Taylor commenced crossing the river

at daylight on the 18th of May. No resistance was made by the Mexi-

cans, on the bank of the river. A number of Mexican officers met

General Taylor after he had crossed, and wanted to know if they could

retain the government property. The general replied that he wanted

"all the town." The American army then inarched into the place, and
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took possession of the fort without firing a gun. Arista was found to

have departed with all his forces, leaving only a mounted battery. A
sufficient force was placed in the fort, and then the main body withdrew

from the city and encamped in the vicinity. A portion of the retreating

Mexicans were overtaken by a party of Americans sent out to reconnoitre,

and 22 of them made prisoners. Arista retreated to Reynosa, where he

determined to encamp until he received a reinforcement from Paredes.

Though in possession of Matamoras, General Taylor had not the means

of transportation, nor a sufficient number of troops to enable him to

advance into the enemy's country. In the early part of June, his whole

force did not exceed 9000 men, including 750 stationed at Barita and

500 at Point Isabel. Reinforcements came in slowly from the different

States, and though he anticipated the arrival of a force sufficient to war-

rant his advance against the strongly-fortified city of Monterey, where

the enemy began to concentrate their force-, his want of means caused a

delay which he much regretted.

Before the end of June, General Taylor was strongly reinforced by

the arrival of numerous bodies of volunteers. The Texan Rangers,

under Captain M'Culloch, seized successively the Mexican posts of

Reynosa, Camargo and Afier, without opposition. Ii «raa not till the 5th
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General TwiggB.

of August, three months after the battle of Resaca <le la Pal ma, that

General Taylor was enabled to take up his line uf march from Matamoras

to Camargo. General Twiggs was left in command of Matamoras, and,

on the arrival of the main body at Camargo, General Worth was sent to

San Juan and a small force occupied Reynosa. Towards the end of

August, General Worth was ordered to advance to Seralvo, and there

await further orders. From this place he sent information to General

Taylor that Monterey had been reinforced by a detachment under Am-

pudia. This determined General Taylor to advance immediately and

attack that important post, ere the garrison became too strong.

Accordingly, on the 7th of September, the army left Camargo, and

marched to Seralvo. On the 11th of September, the American camp at

Seralvo was busy with preparations for the ensuing march to Monterey.

In the evening the order of march was read to the companies. The

pioneers were united into one party, under command of Captain Craig,

and covered by M'Culloch's rangers, and a squadron of dragoons. A day

intervened between the march of each division, the 13th being appointed

for the movement of the first one. Eight days' rations and 40 rounds
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of ammunition were given to each soldier, and ample arrangements made

to provide for casualties and other events incident to a military move-

ment. The sick and wounded were left behind, together with a garrison

of two companies from the Mississippi regiment.

Early on tl.3 12th of September, the advance party marched for Marin.

It was composed .it' M'Culloch's rangers, Captain Graham's squadron of

(

dragoons, and eighty pioneers—the whole commanded by Captain Craig.

After proceedinir about thirteen miles, they encamped for the night, at a

small stream, whose cool, clear water fori 1 a delicious relief after

marching under a burning sun. At one o'clock of the following day,

the party reached Papagayo. Eere the enemy appeared in considerable

force, and Captain Craig, feeling his party inadequate to resist an attack,

sent a despatch to hurry on the first division.

On the following day, Captain M'Culloch, with 40 rangers, was sent

on a scouting expedition towards the town of Ramas. <>n the road, he

had occasional skirmishes with parties of the enemy, and finally overtook
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a party of 200, at about a quarter of a mile from the town. A spirited

firing commenced on botl. Bides, when M'< 'ulloch, observing some wavi

among the enemy, charged them at full speed. Both parties passed

directly through the town, and the ohase continued for six miles. One

of the enemy was killed, one wounded, and one captured. The rai

then cautiously retraced their steps, and rejoined the advance, where they

found General Taylor with the first division, he having effected a forced

inarch during the previous twenty-four hours.

The march of the second division from Seraivo to Monterey, is

graphically described by Reid. With some few alterations, his account

\s inserted.

" Worth's division had just placed their personal clothing and accoutre-

ments in convenient condition for packing, yesterday evening, when they

were called out for inspection— orderlies, servants, and all, leaving their

tents unattended. Just as General Worth appeared on the field, a heavy

rain, accompanied with wind, commenced, and prostrating many of the

tents, soaked everything in camp. At two o'clock this morning, [Sep-

tember 14] the reveille" beat, and the poor fellows, with their clothes still

wet, prepared to march. The tents were struck and packed, wagons were

brought up to receive the tent-poles, camp-kettles, &c, private mule- and

pack-horses were harnessed, camp-women, with children at the breast,

and of all sizes, packed themselves and little ones on Mexican mules and

ponies, and by daylight the column was in motion. The rear-guard did

not get oft' until eleven o'clock. The day has been exceedingly warm.

We have marched twelve miles over a country different in every respect

from any I have ever before seen. The shrubbery and plants are entirely

new to me, with the exception of the cactus, which grows throughout

Mexico in a hundred varieties. The wild olive, and a white, round-leafed

slirnl), with pink blossoms, cover the mountains and table-lands. We
have crossed five or six clear cool streams to-day, and are now encamped

upon the brow of a ravine, down which runs a spring brook.

"We are now (morning of the 15th) about fourteen miles from Marin.

We passed a few moments since a rancho which had just been deserted

in great haste— the cows, goats, and chickens having been left behind.

We left camp this morning at four o'clock. Our way was led along the

foot of a mountain, which rises on our right to a height of 2500 to 3000

feet. We likewise have a mountain on our left, of nearly the same

height. These two mountains converge before us, and descend at the

same time to about the level of the table-lands upon which we now are.

But far in the distance before us rises the Sierra Madre, higher and more

majestic than any we have before seen. Our march to-day has been
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over a very jad road—up hill and down—over rocks and pebbles, ravines

and mines. The whole country over which we have to-day travelled is

covered with aged ' Spanish bayonet' trees—a species of palm, each leaf

of which is pointed with a sharp thorn. Some of these trees are from

two and a half to three feet in diameter, and must be from 150 to 200

years old. As we reached this camping place, an express came in from

General Taylor, directing this division to join him at Marin by a forced

march. We are therefore bivouacked ready to march at a moment's

warning. It seems that the Mexicans are assembled in force between

here and Monterey, and it is rumored that Santa Anna himself is in the

field. There is no doubt about there being a strong force at Monterey,

and General Taylor therefore directs that the first and second divisions

shall join to-morrow, and march before the town General

Worth keeps his division always in readiness, so that he could hardly be

surprised by night or day. Last night a sort of stampede occurred in

camp, and we shall probably have another to-night. I cannot help

thinking that if an alarm were to take place to-night, a most singular

scene would follow. We are bivouacked in a thicket of trees, or large

shrubs, all of which have thorns. To walk through them without

stooping and dodging about to avoid the thorns is impossible. Horses

and mules are tied by long lassoes in every direction. The whole thicket,

as well as the road for half a mile, is filled with men stretched out on

blankets, chatting about the probabilities of a fight. * * * * General

Taylor arrives at Marin to-night, and will there consolidate his little

army."

Before sunrise on the 15th of December, the army commenced its

march for Marin. At ten o'clock the advance reached a hill overlooking

the town, from whence could be seen a large body of the enemy's cavalry,

ranged in the principal street. As the Americans numbered bui

their captain, M'Culloch, ordered a halt, and the men scattered thetn-

along the brow of the hill, in order to avoid any shot which the enemy

might throw from the town. The place afforded every opportunity for

the concealment of troops, the great plaza being hidden from sight by

the church and adjoining buildings. After waiting for some time, the

captain observed the lancers moving slowly off towards Monterey, and

soon after his command took undisputed possession of the town.

Marin is situated on elevated table-land, from which mountains soar up

to a great height. It contains a church of white stone, and some hand-

some buildiugs. The former is surrounded with turrets and a steeple.

A small stream of water runs through the south side of the town, but the

inhabitants are supplied mostly by deep will.-, in which the water is con-
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stantly cool and clear. The scenery is perhaps equal to that of any part

of Mexico. "When within about a mile of Marin," says Reid, "the

scene that presented itself was magnificent in the extreme. On our right

rose the tall peaks of the Sierra Alvo, about 3000 feet high, running nearly

and west, while before us were the towering peaks of the Sierra Madre.

ranging north and south, of all shapes, forming battlements, leaning towers,

obelisks, and steeples, which seemed almost to pierce the heavens. Again,

on our left, another chain of mountains reared their lofty summits towards

the blue sky, the whole composing as it were a semicircle, and presenting

a scene of grandeur and surpassing beauty, which filled one with involun-

tary awe and admiration, while the soul became enwrapped and lost in

contemplating the masterly works of nature."

On the 18th, the army reached the town of San Francisco, about 80

miles from Monterey ; and on the next day arrived at the Walnut Springs,

three miles from that city. Here General Taylor halted and prepared

for one of the most remarkable sieges which it has ever fallen to the lot

of the historian to record.

On the morning of the 19th of September, the American army en-

camped at Walnut Springs, within three miles of the city of Monteroy.

This place was naturally and artificially defended in the strongest manner.

It is situated in a valley surrounded on the north, west and south by lofty

mountains, and open to a plain on the east. It was fortified on this side

with thick stone walls, with all the apparatus of ditches and bastions,

well defended with cannon. The flat-roofed stone houses of the city itself

had been converted into fortifications. Every street was barricaded and

every house-top bristling with musketry. On one side of the town was

the Bishop's Palace, a strong fortification, and on the northern side, the

approaches were defended by a strong redoubt.

General Taylor, after having made a reconnoissance of the position and

principal works of the enemy, as well as circumstances would permit, saw

with the quick observation and discernment of a skilful and scientific

chess-player, the assailable points of the enemy, and determined at once

upon the plan of attack. The city was so thoroughly fortified on the

east side, that it became necessary to gain the enemy's rear, and attack

and carry the almost impregnable pusitions on the west side in the reverse.

in order to break the concentrated force of the Mexicans, and thus givt;

to the American army two chances of success; whereas by making an

attack in the front, or eastern side, we had scarcely any at all. Noble,

magnanimous, and generous in heart; calm and collected on the field of

battle ; though his iron determination, and the rapid revolution of military

movements in his mind made him the stern warrior, and which, when
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Geueral Butler.

thwarted, caused his impetuous blood to rise at inaction, delay, or failure

;

yet the commander-in-chief ever held in view the comfort of his soldiers,

and no one ever appealed to him in vain for the redress of grievance

wrongs.

Preparations were accordingly made to gain the S.iltillo road, and for

this important object General Taylor generously confided the expedition

to the command of Genera] Worth, who had been prevented by circum-

stances from participating in the late battles of " Palo Alto" and " Rcsaca

de la Pahna." With all the impetuosity and eagerness of a war-steed

chafing under the curb which held his progress in check, he had longi 1

for the hour to come when he should once more take the field against the

foe. That hour hail arrived, and with a brave and gallant spirit had

trust been reposed. Orders wer< given to General Worth to

proceed with his division. l>y a circuitous route, around the hill of the

Bishop's palace, and carry the heights or detached works in the enemy's

rear. For the sake of accuracy, we will the force of

this division. The First Brigade, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel
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Stanifurd, consisted of Lieutenant-Colonel Duncan's battery of horse-

artillery, Lieutenant-Colonel Chilli's artillery battalion, composed of the

following companies: Company K, of the 2d regiment, companies A and

B, of the 3d regiment, and companies G, H, and I, of the 4th regiment,

acting as infantry ; and the 8th regiment of the infantry, under Captain

Scriven. The Second Brigade, commanded by Brigadier-General P. F.

Smith, (colonel of rifles,) was composed of Lieutenant Maekall's battery

of horse-artillery, the 5th Infantry, to which was attached Captain

Blauchard's company of Louisiana volunteers, under Major Martin Scott

;

and the 7th Infantry, under Captain Miles. Colonel Hays' regiment

of mounted Texan Rangers also accompanied the division, numbering in

all about 2000 effective men.

At two o'clock P. M., on the 20th, General Worth advanced. It was

discovered that the movement hail been perceived by the enemy, and that

they were throwing forward reinforcements to the Bishop's Palace. To

draw off the attention of the Mexican commander, the divisions under

General Twiggs and General Butler were displayed in front of the town.

Arrangements were made to raise a battery near the main work of the

enemy on the night of the 20th, so as to open a fire on the next day.

General Worth reached and occupied for the night a defensive position

without range of the battery above the Bishop's Palace.

Taylor's column halted at the mortar-battery, situated on an eminence

in front of the city, about three-quarters of a mile distant ; while the

dragoons, under Brevet-Lieutenant-Colonel May, and Colonel Wood's

regiment of Texan Rangers, under General Henderson, took position on

the right to make an impression on the upper part of the city, as well as

to support Worth, in ease of necessity. Colonel Garland was then ordered

to proceed with the ^d Infantry, commanded by Major Lear, numbering

about 240 men, and the 1st Infantry, commanded by Major Abercrombie,

with the battalion of Washington and Baltimore, commanded by Lieu-

ti'iiaut-Colonel Watson, the former numbering 180, and the latter 229

men, composing the brigade under Lieutenant-Colonel Wilson— making

in all a force of 649 men, accompanied by Captain Bragg's battery

of light artillery, towards the eastern or lower part of the town, with

orders to make a strong demonstration, and, if practicable, to carry some

one of the enemy's advanced works at the point of the bayonet, if it

could be done without too heavy loss. Major Mansfield, of the engineers,

accompanied this command to make a reconnoissance, and was charged

with its direction, and to designate the points of attack ; assisted also by

Captain Williams and Lieutenant Pope, of the topographical engineers,

and Colonel Kinney of Texas.
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To account for the small numbers of the regiments of regulars, we will

state, that, after the battle of Resaca, the regiments were reduced to six

companies, which generally contained not over 50 men. We will alsc

remark, that, from the low and concealed position of the forts and

redoubts at the lower end of the city, they could not well be seen, and it

was impossible to approach close enough to make a reconnoissance without

drawing forth a murderous fire from the Citadel fort. The object of

General Taylor, by the manoeuvre ordered to be executed by Colonel

Garland, was to draw the attention of the enemy from General Worth

—

at the same time to carry any of the outer works, if it could be done

without too great a sacrifice, and without bringing on a general engage-

ment with the enemy.

THE mortar, which was served

by Captain Ramsey of the

ordnance, and the howitzer

i^ battery, under Captain Web-

ster of the 1st Artillery, had

now opened their fire upon

the Citadel, and drew forth

a steady response from that

work. The command of

Colonel Garland moved off

to a safe position towards the

lower end of the city, when

Major Mansfield despatched Lieutenant Pope for two companies to sup-

port him in making a reconnoissance. Colonel Garland ordered the ad-

vance company, commanded by Lieutenant Ilazlitt, and the company oi

Captain Field, both of the 3d Infantry, to be detached for that purpose.

The detachment had proceeded about a quarter of a mile, when the enemy

opened their fire from the battery of four guns, in the redoubt. At the

same time, a large body of Mexican lancers showed themselves, and a

fire of musketry was immediately opened on both sides. Colonel Gar-

land was now ordered to advance with his whole command in line of

battle, to support the detachment. On rushed the men in double-quick

time, encountering a deadly fire of artillery from the redoubt, as well as

an enfilading fire from the Citadel. Lieutenant R. Dilworth, of the ls(

Infantry, here fell mortally wounded by a twelve-pounder. Passing the

redoubt by a flank movement 200 yards to the right, they soon i

within range of the enemy's musketry, and entered the narrow lanes of

the suburbs, in the rear of the first redoubt, aboul 200 yards distant.

Captain Bragg's battery having been sent for, the gallant captain came

I
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down 'at a lull gallop, exposed for Dearly half a mile to the fire of the

heavy guns of the Citadel, and soon brought bis battery into action in

one of the harrow lanes in the outskirts of the city, direi is fire

towards the barricades, but with little effect. The command now sus-

tained a most terrible and appalling fire. Winged messengers of death

flew in all directions, and our ranks thinned on every side. Peal after

peal of the enemy's artillery from the Citadel and from the batteries

Numbers 1, 2, 3, sent forth their deadly missiles of round-shot, grape,

and cannUter, while a heavy fire of musketry from the houses and covers

was kept up without cessation. Captain Bragg's battery, doing but little

execution, was ordered to move to a place of greater security. The

infantry, however, pressed forward amid this storm of destruction, and,

although officers and men were falling beside them, they fought on with

the most determined perseverance, when, being repulsed on all sides,

they were ordered by Major Mansfield, who was wounded, to retire to

another position, which they did in good order. In this desperate conflict,

the od regiment lost nearly all its officers. Its commander, Major W. W.

Lear, fell mortally wounded at the head of his regiment, and the brave

and gallant Major Barbour, with Captain G. 1'. Field, and Lieutenant

D. S. Irwin, the adjutant, were killed. Lieutenant J. C. Terret, of the

1st Infantry, and the accomplished Captain Williams of the topograph-

ical engineers, were also mortally wounded.

ARLY on the morning of the 21st the ranger- in

advance of General Worth's division gained a

position on the Saltillo road, routing the light

troops of the enemy. The 22d of September

passed without active operations in the lower part

of the city. The fire from the citadel was directed

to the parties exposed to its range, but little

damage was done. In the upper part of the scene

of operations the most important success was obtained. At dawn of day

the height above the Bishop's Palace was taken, and about noon, the

Palace itself was stormed, and carried. Its guns were turned upon the

fugitive garrison. Then the gallant division of General Worth having

accomplished its object, concentrated around the palace, and prepared to

attack the town next day. The capture of the Bishop's Palace is thus

related by Mr. S. C. Reid, one of M'Cullooh's rangers:

—

"It was now about ten o'clock, A. M., when the 5th Infantry, under

Major Martin Scott, and Blanchard's Louisiana Volunteers, were ordered

to descend from their position on Federation Hill, where they had re-

mained since the afternoon of the 21st, and cross to that of Independence.
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General Worth

While crossing the river .San Juan <le Monterey, or the Arroyo. Tvj,a, the

regiment was opened upon with shot and shell from the Palace, doing no

more injury, however, than causing Major Scott's horse to stumblo, and

gpilliiig the major into the rapid stream.

At the same time. Lieutenant J. F. Roland, of Lieutenant-Colonel

Duncan's battery, was ordered from the main camp with a twelve-pound

howitzer, assisted by the brave and energetic Captain Sanders, of the

engineers, (to select the route most practicable,) with 50 men of the line,

under Lieutenant D. II. M'Phail, of the 5th Infantry— that gallant and

enterprising officer succeeded, in less than two hours, in placing his gun

in position, having ascended a steep and rugged acclivity of nearly 700

feet ! Lieutenant Edward Deas, of the artillery, also assisted in this

enterprise. A fire was immediately opened from the howitzer, upon the

Palace and the outer works, about 400 yard- distant, with terrible effect.

Half-way down the ridge, between the summit and the oastle, was : i posi-

tion partially covered by rocks and bushes from the enemy's fire at which

point the advance had been posted. The advance was now increased to
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six companies, and Captain Vinton was ordered to take charge of this

position. For four or five hours, a fire was kept up by the skirmishers,

without any material effect. Captain Vinton now, by a ruse, sought to

draw forth the enemy to sally upon our line, when we might hope not

only to repulse his charge, but to cany the Palace by a coup-domain.

Orders preparatory to such a movement, were then given by him to the

troops. Captain Blanchard's company of Louisiana volunteers was then

ordered to take position on the left declivity of the hill, near Walker's

Texians, with orders to fall hack upon it whenever the signal should be

given. On the same left declivity, was stationed a company of 8th

Infantry, under Captain Bomford, and one of the 3d Artillery, under

Lieutenant Ayres. On the right-hand slope were two companies of the

5th Infantry, under Captains .Men-ill and Chapman, and one of the 4th

Artillery, under Lieutenant Bradford, — all deployed as skirmishers.

Captain Vinton again issued his orders, that in the event of a sortie by

the garrison, a signal would he given, when the companies on the right

and left would close in at the top of the ridge, unite their flanks on this

centre, and thus facing to the front, present to the enemy a strong firm

line of bayonets, which it would not be easy for him to force.

The critical moment was at hand. Large reinforcements of cavalry

and infantry were seen ascending the road from the city to the Bishop's

Falace, and every thing indicated that some strong movement was about

to take place. Don Francisco Berra, general commanding, finding no

other resource left, determined to save the Palace by making a desperate

effort to drive us from the summit. Orders were given for Blanchard's

company to fall back on the alignment, while the Texan Hangers kept

their covered position on each side of the slope of the mountain. This

movement, apparently retrograde, was soon after followed by one from

the enemy, which realized the very hopes that Captain Vinton had BO

warmly cherished. Battalions of infantry formed in front of the P

their crowded ranks and glistening bayonets presenting a bold and fear-

less front, while squadrons of light-horsemen, with lances bright and flutter-

ing flags, and heavy cavalry, with carbines and broadswords gleaming in

the sun, richly contrasting with the gaudy Mexican uniforms, made a most

imposing sight. Their bugle notes now echoed forth the charge. Onward

they came, in proud array, prepared for desperate strife— nearer and

nearer they approached, their troopers dashing up the slope with fierce

and savage air, until the clang of their arms rang wildly on the ear—
then, when within twenty yards of our position, the appointed signal

being given, out rushed our gallant troops and formed a serried line of

bayonets which suddenly rose before the enemy, like an apparition, to
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oppose their progress. Most bravely were they met; one volley from

that long line, with a deadly fire from the Texians, made them reel and

stagger back aghast, while above the battle-cry was heard the hoarsi

command to 'charge.' On, on, rushed our men, with shouts of triumph,

driving the retreating enemy horse and foot, who fled in confusion down

the ridge, past the Palace, and even to the bottom of the bill, into the

streets of the city. The victory was won— the Palace ours; and lung,

long did the cheers of the victors swell on the air, which made the valley

below ring with the triumph of our arms.

A short struggle ensued with those inside the Palace, but being soon

overpowered, they surrendered. We here made some thirty prisoners,

and captured four pieces of artillery, which were immediately turned and

opened upon the enemy. An officer was also taken, who, it was said, was

caught in the act of attempting to fire the magazine. Our loss in this

encounter was some six killed and fifteen -wounded, while, upon the part

of the enemy, upon the hill and in the streets, some 180 were killed and

wounded. Our force amounted to nearly 800 troops; that of the enemy
which defended the Palace, and opposed us, was :M00. Lieutenant G. W.

Ayres of the 3d Artillery was among the first to enter the castle, and

hauled down the enemy's flag from the Palace, while Lieutenant-Colonel

Walker of the Texan Rangers, with one of M'Culloch's men, cut down

the blue and yellow signal flags from the cross in front of the works.

Lieutenant Roland immediately run his gun down to the Palace, and was

soon under fire. Lieutenant-Colonel Duncan's battery, which had been

doing good execution below at the gorge, directed by Lieutenants W.

Bays, and H. F. Clarke, during the operation of the howitzer on the

hill, now came up at a gallop to the slope below the Palace, where, in

conjunction with Mackall's battery, an effective fire was opened on that

part of the town below, driving the enemy from their strong intrench-

ments as far as their guns would reach, even past Arista's _• the

Plaza la Capella, where stood the church and cemetery, sweeping down

the retiring masses that filled the streets, with fearful slaughter. The

whole command of General Worth, with the baggage and ammunition

train, now moved up to the Palace for the night, with the exception of

the Texan rangers, who occupied the ranchos, near the junction of the

roads, where we quartered the night before, and the 5th Infantry, which

re-crossed the river to support the Tth, on Federation Hill. It was now

about four o'clock, P. M., and the remainder of tie was employed

in removing the wounded to the Bishop's Palace, that of the enen

well as our own, to our honor be it said, being equally cared for. While

on the contrary, there were many cases on General Taylor's side where
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our wounded were inhumanly put to death by the Mexican lancers. Poor

Gillespie and Thomas were removed to some jacales, mar the quarters

of the Texians, that they might receive the attention of tlioir comrade-.

We sat up the greater part of the night with the latter, ami left him with

hopes of recovery. He hail been our messmate, and a more kind, noble,

and generous heart was never sacrificed for his country. They both

died the next day, ami were buried on Independence Hill, where they fell.

with the mountain for their grave, ami the Palace for their monument."

During the night of the 22d, the Mexicans evacuated nearly all their

defences in the lower part of the city. General Quitman was instructed

to enter the town under cover of the houses ami walls, ami to advanc

far as he deemed prudent. On the morning of the 23d, Quitman's

brigade entered the town, and successfully forced its way towards the

principal plaza. General Henderson, with the Texas mounted volunti

and Captain Bragg"s battery, was ordered to support General Quitman ;

and after firing for some time at the Cathedral, they moved on into the

city. The advance was conducted vigorously, but with due caution. The

troops pushed on from house to house ami from square to square, until

they reached a street but one square in the rear of the plaza, in and neai

which the enemy's force was concentrated.

In the meantime, the division of General Worth had entered the city

upon the upper side, and though exposed to a galling fire from the house-

tops and from cannon planted to rake the street along which they moved
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they forced their way to within a Bhort distance of the principal plaza

—

there night overtook them, but they continued their fire, doing consider-

able execution with a mortar which Genera] Taylor had sent to the

division. General Quitman's troops having been on duty the previous

night, were withdrawn to the evacuated works until morning. General

Worth was ordered to suspend his advance until he could have an inter-

view with General Taylor in the morning.

ARLY on the 24th, Colonel Moreno
came with a communication from

General Ampudia to General Tay-

lor, proposing to evacuate the town.

A cessation of hostilities until twelve

o'clock was arranged. Commis-

sioners were appointed to agree

upon the terms of a capitulation,

and General Ampudia wishing a

personal interview with General

Taylor, it was granted, and Gene

ral Taylor, with a number of offi-

cers, proceeded i" the house at which the interview was to be held. A
brief confer nee between the two commanders showed their views and

demands to be directly opposite, and little hope of an amicable adjust-

ment was entertained. General Taylor would not delay to receive any

such proposition as Ampudia indicated. At length, one of Ampudia's

officers suggested the appointment of a mixed commission. This was

agreed to, and Generals Worth and Henderson, and Colonel Davis were

appointed by General Taylor. Generals J. La Ortega, T. Requena, and

or, the governor, M. la Llans were appointed by General Ampudia.

The terms of the capitulation may be briefly stated. The city, the

fortifications, cannon, the munitions of war, and all other public property,

with some few exceptions, was to be surrendered to the American com-

mander. The commissioned officers were allowed to retain their side-

arms; the infantry, their arms and accoutrements; the cavalry, their arms

and accoutrements; the artillery, one field-battery, not to exceed si.x

pieces, with twenty-one rounds of ammunition. The Mexican forces

to retire, within seven days, beyond the line formed by the pass of the

Rinconada, the citj of Linares ami San Fernando do Resas. The citadel

was to be evacuated on the day after the surrender, and the American

forces were not to enter the city until the -Mexican troops had left it.

The American forces were not to advance beyond the pass of the Rin-

conada, until the expiration of eight weeks. The Mexican Bag, when
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struck, was to be saluted by it- own battery. These terms liave been

considered too liberal, under the circumstances, and General Taylor has

been censured for binding himself not to pass a certain line until the ex-

piration of eight weeks. But the censure is evidently unjust. The

number of troops under General Taylor was too small to warrant his

further advance into the country, until reinforced, and in agreeing to

keep to the east of the pass of the Rinconada, he but bound himself to

do what he should have done without the agreement. Besides the

promptings of humanity to adopt these terms, which seemed to the

Americans all that a further prosecution of hostilities could have secured,

they were considered just and reasonable by till the principal genera

officers engaged in the capture of the city.

\ FTER a great deal of hesita-

tion and evasion. ( rem

ral Ampudia signed the

terms of capitulation,

and soon after, the city

was evacuated by the

Mexican forces. The

works were found to be

defended by 4- pieces

of cannon, well supplied

with ammunition, and

manned by at least 7000

troops of the line, and

from 2000 to 3000 irreg-

ulars. The whole force under the orders of General Taylor was 125

officers and 6220 men. His artillery consisted of one ten-inch mortar,

two twenty-four pound howitzers, and four light field-batteries of four

guns each— the mortar was the only piece fit for the work of a siege.

The whole loss of the Americans during the siege was twelve officers and

108 men killed, 31 officers and ; e>7 men wounded. The loss of the

Mexicans is not known, but it is thought to have been greater than that

of the besiegers. In whatever light this memorable siege is viewed, it

appears to have been a mighty undertaking and a glorious achievement.

Few generals would have dared, in the full knowledge of the strength of

Monterey, to have laid siege to it, but fewer could be found who, having

besieged it, could have conducted the work to a successful termination.

The skill of the general who planned and directed the attack was equalled

by the daring and determined spirit of those who executed Ids directions.

Every individual of the army seemed alike animated with the heroic
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spirit that is determined to conquer, let the obstacles be as numerous and

formidable as they may.

After the Mexicans had evacuate I the city, Genera] Taylor established

his head-quarters there, and made use of all the means in his power to

make his wounded comfortable and to refresh his exhausted troops. In

order to control as much of the country as possible. General Worth, with

1500 men and eight field-pieces, was despatched to Saltillo, ami General

Wool, with ^400 men, to Parras. The places were both taken without

resistance. At Parras, the Americans received more than usual favor

from the people. The sick were attended to, many wants of the Boldiers

supplied ami many indications given that the people were not dissatisfied

with the change of affairs.

During the retreat of the Mexicans from Monterey, they destroyed

every thing upon the route which might be of use to the enemy upon the

expected invasion. The wells and streams were Btopped or filled up. ami

all provisions carefully removed. Nothing daunted by the loss "f Mon-

terey, they made great efforts to raise ami equip a large army in t\w
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interior, ami hoped, by placing an almost impassable desert between their

foes and themselves to retrieve the condition of things.

It was the expectation of General Taylor that the terms of the capitu-

lation of Monterey would be endorsed by the government of the United

States. But the Cabinet at Washington were opposed to the armistice

agreed upon by the two generals. Orders were despatched to General

Taylor to recommence hostilities. The general immediately notified

Santa Anna, who had been appointed iieneral-in-chief of the Mexican

forces, that the armistice was at an end. ami requested him to release

some prisoners detained at San Luis Potosi, as the general had done so

with some of the Mexicans who had fallen into his hands. Santa Anna

replied, acknowledging the conclusion of the armistice and releasing the

prisoners.

Santa Anna soon found himself at the head of more than 20,000 men,

and he was thought by his own people to be invincible. Throughout the

Mexican nation, there was an universal sentiment of hatred of the invaders

of their country, and the press displayed tin- greatest enthusiasm in her

cause. The Mexican soldiers had everything to inspirit and rouse them

to action.

In December, 1840, General Taylor received information that the
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Maxican general, Urrea, waa near Victoria, with a large force of cavalry.

He therefore left Monterey, on the L5th of December, and proceeded in

the direction most favorable for encountering the enemy. Santa Anna
was near Saltillo, and threatened an attack on that place. Gen

Taylor ordered General Quitman, with a field-battery, to join General

Patterson at Saltillo, while he, himself, retired to Monterey. II

ved ;i reinforcement, under General Wool, Taylor again marched for

\ ictoria, which he entered on the 30th of December. There he received

a letter from General Scott, the commander-in-chief of the army of

United States, requesting a large detachment of his troops, to join in

the attack upon Vera Cruz and the Castle of San Juan de Dlloa, which

was about to be undertaken by General Scott in person. These troops

were the flower of General Taylor's army, and the veterans of all his

victories, and he parted from them with much sorrow. After their de-

parture, the general fixed his head-quarters at Monterey, where he re-

mained until February. Some volunteers, who arrived in that month

Bwelled his command to about 5400 men. lie then marched from Mon-

terey, determined to meet the enemy on their own ground.

t or some time it was doubtful whether Santa Anna intended to meet

General Taylor or to march towards Vera Cruz : but it was soon settled.

He left San Luis Potosi on the ild of February, at the head of a large

army, consisting of 15,000 infantry, and 6000 cavalry, with about 30

pieces of artillery. Besides these troops there were other detachments

in the field, under Generals Jurera, Minon and others. On the 7th of

February, they reached Matelmala, between San Luis and Saltillo. The

troops were in the greatest distress for want of food, water and clothing.

No supplies had been received from the government, and it became

necessary7 for Santa Anna to make great exertions to keep his army from

disbanding. lie pledged all his private estate for security for loans suffi-

cient to enable his commissary-general to supply food and clothing to his

troops.

On the 20th of February, General Taylor reached Agua Nueva, 18

- below Saltillo. But he retired on the approach of Santa Anna,

and awaited the threatened attack near Buena Vista, a few miles from
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Sal till o. On the 21st, the Mexicans attacked and defeated a small

mounted force, which was covering the removal of some public stores.

At 11 o'clock, on the 22d, Surgeon Leidenburg of the Mexican army, came

to ( reneral TayloT with a white flag anil a summons to surrender. General

Taylor declined, of course. Towards evening, the Mexicans attacked the

extreme left of the Americans, under Colonel Marshall, and skirmishing

and manoeuvring were kept up until dark. A new order of battle waa

formed during the night, and the troops slept on their arms without fires.

Early on the 23d, the fight began again on the left. Several attempts

were made to dislodge Colonel Marshall, but without success. The attacks

were coolly sustained ami the enemy repulsed each time. About 8 o'clock,

a large body of cavalry advanced to attack the same point. These were

dispersed by the battery of Captain Washington, but the main body,

aided by infantry, bore down all opposition, routed the second Indiana

regiment, repelled the Illinois, and drove back Captain O'Brien, who was

forced to leave two of his guns. The Mexicans then poured large bodies

of infantry and cavalry along the base of the mountain.

Up to this time, General Wool had conducted the battle upon the part

of the Americans, General Taylor being at liuena Vista. Just as the enemy

were concentrating in the rear, General Taylor arrived upon the field.

He immediately ordered the Mississippi regiment, under Colonel Davis,

to the left, and brought up the second Kentucky regiment and a section

of Bragg's battery to their support. This timely aid restored the fortune

of the day, and with the rallied Illinois regiment, under Colonel Hardin,

drove back the enemy and recovered a portion of the lost ground. They

soon returned, however, and then the conflict raged with violence and

obstinacy. Captain Bragg, with his artillery, fought within pistol-shot,

and the Mississippi riflemen could distinguish the faces of their foi

each discharge of their rifles. The artillery did tremendous execution

among the cavalry, and, at length, they were thrown into confusion. A
portion of the first dragoons, under Colonel Rucker, was sent to cut off"

their retreat to the main body ; but meeting with a severe loss, they

returned.

In the meantime, a large force of the Mexicans concentrated to make

a descent upon the hacienda of Buena Vista. Colonel May was ordered

to support this point, with two pieces of artillery, under Lieutenant

Reynolds. Before these arrived, the enemy had been met by the Ken-

tucky and Arkansas cavalry. The Mexican column then divided, one

portion sweeping by the depot, under a destructive fire from the dispersed

Indiana regiment, the other reaching the opposite mountain. At this

point, the situation of the Mexicans was very critical. They had gained
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the rear, and would have been cut oft' but for a ruse of Santa Anna.

General Taylor received a flag of truce from the Mexican commander, de-

siring to know what he wanted. The delay attendant upon answering

this enabled the detached cavalry to join the main body. At the conclu-

sion of the truce, the cavalry of General Minon, which had been hovering

near Saltillo, all day. were so roughly handled by the American artillery,

that they did not reappear.

Now came the tug which decided the day. The Mexican general

seemed to confine his efforts to the protection of his artillery. The Illinois

and second Kentucky regiments were overwhelmed by the masses that were

poured upon them. The artillery was also driven back. Captain O'Brien,

with two pieces had sustained the charge until every man and horse was

killed or wounded, and had left his guns upon the field. General Taylor

ordered Captain Bragg into battery, and without any infantry support,

he came rapidly into action when the Mexica within a few yard?

of his pieces. After three discharges, the enemy were in a confused flight

The second Kentucky regiment rushed forward BO far, that the pursued

cavalry suddenly wheeled and drove them back. In this disastrous charge,

Colonels Hardin and M'Kee, and Lieutenant-Colonel Clay were killed.
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But for the assistance of Washing lattery, the regiment would have

been cut to pieces.

This was the last effort of the Mexicans, and as they were driven back,

the exhausted little band of Americans >;mL to rest upon the battle-field,

among the dead and dying, without fires. The officers removed the

wounded to Saltillo, and made everything ready for an attack the next

morning. I Ju r when the nexl morning came, the enemy had disappe -

HE victory in this hat tit- was claimed

by both commanders, although the ad-

vantages of a victory were all upon

the side of General Taylor. Santa

Anna alleged that his subsequent re-

treat was necessary on account of the

starving condition of his troops. But,

however that may be, the victory must

be conceded to General Taylor. He
had maintained his position, with only

about 4500 nun, against 21,000 disci-

plined troops, under the best general

in the Mexican army. It is evident

from the account of the battle, that

the victory ".is almost entirely owing

to the skilful management of the ar-

tillery. Thrice during the conflict,

when all seemed lost, did this artillery,

under the command of Captains Bragg, O'Brien, Thomas, Sherman

and Washington, restore the confidence of the soldiery by driving back

the masses of the enemy, and sweeping whole ranks to the earth. The

fearless spirit of emulation which existed among the different regiments

of volunteers, and their hearty co-operation in sustaining the attack, was

another cause of the result of the battle. The officers were always in

advance of their troops, and their terrible loss proves how well they were

fitted to command. Sixty-five commissioned officers, or one-fourth of the

number on the field, were either killed or wounded. This is a proportion

almost unparalleled. Hut the principal cause id' the victory, whatever may

have been the conduct of officers or men, must be found in the skill and

bravery of the commanding general. The qualities displayed by General

Taylor on that field rank him among the first commanders of his time. The

choice of a position was the first instance of his skill. The arrangement

of the line of battle was the next. Coolness and a spirit determined to

conquer marked his conduct during the battle. When he came upon the
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field, triumph was upon the side of the Mexicans, in spite of the efforts

unci conduct of General Wool. Having the full confidence of his officers

and men, his presence gave them aey spirit. It is only truth to asf

that the generals who could have triumphed under such circumstances as

reneral Taylor did, are, in history, "few and far between."

The whole loss of the American army, in the battle of Buenn Vista,

was 267 killed, 450 wounded, and 23 missing—746, in all. The lo

the Mexican army could not be ascertained. Santa Anna states it to

have been more than L500 men. Aboul 500 of their killed were left

upon the field.

After the retreat of Santa Anna, no important evenl occurred until

the 2d of March, when about 200 Americans, commanded by Major (iid-

dings, accompanied by 150 wagons, were attacked by General Drrea, with

1500 Mexicans. The first onset was repulsed; but the cavalry, attacking

the wagon train, drove the teamsters from their horses, and separated

the whole into two bodies. A summons to surrender was sent to the

smaller division, but the Americans refused, and Boon after, cutting their

way through the enemy, the two parties unite. 1 and forced them to retire.

The Americans lost fifteen teamsters ami two soldiers. The Mexicans

left more than 40 men on the field. Sunn alter this, General Taylor

Started in pursuit, of drrea, with about 1500 infantry, cavalry, and two

pieces of artillery. On reaching Caidereta, it was ascertained that 1

had escaped beyond the mountains. General Taylor fell hack upon

Monterey, and then fixed his head-quarters at. Walnut Springs. General

Wool was encamped at Buena Vista, with about 5000 troops. This

the close of active operations in this quarter.
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CUAl'TEH LV.

l'lll'. MARCH OF GENERAL KEARNY AND ('(INQUEST OF CALIFORNIA.

N order to carry out an important part of

the plan of operations resolved upon by

the government of the United States.

the President ordered General Kearny,

an officer of tried ability and energy, to

raise a sufficient number of volunteers,

not to exceed 300<L which, being united

with the regulars at Fort Leavenworth,

on the Missouri River, were to be called

the "Army of the West." With this

force, lie was to cross the prairies and

lake possession of New Mexico.' General

Kearny was also authorized to proceed

to California, aftersecuring possession of

New .Mexico.

Carrying out these orders, the Governor of Missouri was called upon

fur 1000 volunteers—one battalion to serve as light artillery and the rest

as mounted riflemen. No difficulty was experienced in procuring volun-
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teers; indeed, it was ;i service for which there was a general rush. Each

man had to provide himself with a horse and every thing except his arms.

After numerous delays, on the :50th of June 1846, the "army of the

west" started from Fort Leavenworth, and on the 29th of July arrived

at Bent's Fort, a distance of 564 miles having 1 n traversed. Finn:

Bent's Fort to Santa Fe, the capital of New Mexico, tin' distance is 809

miles. At the fort was found the remainder of the troops which hail

been ordered to join Kearny. His whole force then numbered about

1750 men. On the 31st of July, General Kearny issued a proclamation

to the inhabitants of New Mexico, according to instructions.

On the 3d of August, the army pushed forward, and. in ten days,

during which, the men suffered from had water and the almost intolerable

hot winds, and the horses suffered severely for want of grass, they 1"

io ascend the Rocky Mountains. Information was received that Armijo,

governor of New Mexico, would oppose the entrance of the Americans
;

and scouts were frequently captured, and, after being showed the full

strength of the army, were sent back to Armijo. On the 15th of August,

General Kearny arrived at the Lower Moro village, and here addressed

the people. He made the alcaldes swear allegiance to the United States,

and hailed the people as citizens of that country. His address was

received with satisfaction by the inhabitants.

Proceeding mi his march, General Kearny came to the village of San

Miguel, on the 16th of August. Here he made another speech to the

people, being in substance the same as thai made al the Lower Moro

village. On leaving San Miguel, General Kearny learned that General

Salazar had been sent t<> command the troops destined to oppose his

march. The next day. the son of Salazar was taken prisoner, and he

informed the general that the Mexican troops had all returned to their

homes. On the 18th of August, the Americans arrived at the canon,

where, a day or two before, a Mexican force of 3000 men had been

assembled. But they had fled on the approach of Kearny. The army

marched into the plaza of Santa Fc. and they were received by the a

governor and other dignitaries— Armijo having made hi- escape. The

American flag was hoisted in the plaza, and General Kearny addri

the people, giving assuran :es of protection, and taking possession of the

country for the United States. He als i proclaimed himself governor.

On the 2d of September, Ge<> . known as the propri

Bent's Fort, was appointed civil governor of New Mexico, and General

Kearny started on a reconnoissance down the Bio Grande, with 750 men.

He was every where upon the route favorably received, and the Indians
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manifested the most friendly disposition. 1 hiring the latter part of Sep

tember, the Apache tribe, so formidable to the Mexicans, sent their chief

to Santa Fe, and he there concluded a treaty of peace with the Americans.

Arrangements were made for improving the civil government of the

country, and a code of laws was promulgated, which was drawn up by

Colonel Doniphan and Willard P. Hall.

On the 25th of September, being informed of the approach of the

Missouri regiment, under Colonel Price, General Kearny left Santa Fe"

with 300 men, to march across the country to Upper California. Soon

after leaving Santa Fe. the general received information of the conquest

of California by Conn lore Stockton and Colonel Fremont : this news

induced him to send back a portion of his men. He then marched for-

ward, a distance of 1000 miles through an unknown country, with only

100 dragoons as an escort. The remainder of the "army of the west"

was posted at different places in New Mexico.

With the object of opening a communication with General Wool, at

Chihuahua, Colonel Doniphan left Valverde, with about 500 men; and

after a three days' journey, through a desert country, arrived near the

town of El Paso. Near this place, they encamped on the road. Jusl

when they had all dispersed, and when the rear-guard was six miles

behind, they were attacked by a large body of Mexicans, with cavalry

and artillery. Doniphan's men had not time to saddle their horses, but
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Ballle of Braalo.

drew up rapidly in front of their encampment, determined to liirlit on

foot. A black flag, with skull and cross-bones upon it, was sent to the

American commander, and an intimation given that there would be no

quarter. They then opened their fire and charged handsomely, but they

were driven back. A few of Doniphan's men then ran up to the Mexican

line and secured their cannon. This desperate act made the Mexicans

"perplexed in the extreme." They then knew the character of their

foes. .More of the Americans coming up, the Mexicans were soon put to

flight. Their whole- force numbered 1200 men, and they lost about 200

iu killed and wounded. Doniphan's force was 500 men, all of whom
were not engaged, and he only had seven men wounded— none killed.

The arms, provisions and stores of the Mexicans fell into the hands of

the victors. This, the first battle of the "army of the west," was called

the battle of Bracito, from the bend of a river near which it was fought.

Colonel Doniphan entered El Paso on the 27th of December, and met

with no opposition. He despatched a messenger to hasten a company of

artillery, which had been previously ordered from Santa Fe ; and he de-

termined to await its arrival. Rumors kept reaching him of anticipated

resistance at Carrizal— a fortified place some distance on this side of

Chihuahua. At last, he found that regular carriers were Bent from here

to that place; and circumstances led him to suspect Ortis, the priest, of

being the agent of the correspondence. A small scouting party was sent,
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one night, to try to catch him in the act ; and there is no doubt lie would

have been so caught, had it not been for the bad management of the

officer in charge, who, instead of waiting to seize the messenger after he

might have started, and to try to find despatches upon him, only surrounded

the house, went up and politely knocked at the door, in front of which a

horse was standing, ready saddled and bridled. Of course, no papers

were found, but the priest and two gentlemen were brought up to the

colonel's quarters. Ortis was upbraided with treachery ; but he remarked

that he did not call the delivering his country from a foreign enemy, by any

means whatever, treachery. He said he was the enemy of all Americans,

and never could be otherwise ; and that he should use every endeavor to

free his country from them— but that it would be by fair combat, and

that he should not attempt to incite an insurrection, knowing that to be

worse than useless. Colonel Doniphan told him that he admired his

sentiments, but would take care that he should have no opportunity to

carry them into effect, by keeping a strict watch over him ; and that, as

he had seen how Mexicans could fight on ground of their own selection

—

meaning Bracito, where Ortis was— he would take him with him as he

went southward, in order that he might observe the Mexicans attacked

and made to fight on ground of his, Doniphan's, selection. This the

colonel did, taking him to Chihuahua.

N the 1st of February, 1847, the artillery arrived.

This increased the whole force under Doni-

phan's command to 1000 men. On the 11th of

February, the army set out for Chihuahua. After

marching 145 miles, information was received that

General Wool was not at Chihuahua. This in-

telligence was disheartening, for it was fully ex-

pected that a junction could there be made with

the forces of that commander. A council of war was convened, to de-

liberate on this difficulty, and it was decided to go forward. The march

from the place where the council of war was held, was one of the most

difficult and dangerous ever made. Fire on the prairies which they

crossed, and long journeys without meeting with water, together with the

continual expectation of attack, were the most prominent sources of the

difficulties and dangers of the army.

On the 27th of February, it became clear that a battle would be fought

on the following day. Colonel Doniphan had received information that

the enemy were posted in the neighborhood of the Sacramento, and

everything prepared for battle.
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The battle-ground extended along intrenchments which were on the

brow of a ridge between two small rivers, one the Sacramento, a tributary

of the Rio Grande. Ii was necessarj bo capture these fortifications befon

it was possible to reach Chihuahua. The intrenchments consisted of a

line with intervals, composed of circular redoubts, Erom three to five

hundred yards in extern, the interval of fortified places between each

covering batteries, partly masked bj cavalry. These redoubts had artil-

lery or field-pieces, and were supported by infantry, while cavalry in

force were stationed in front. These various positions of the Mexicans

were ascertained by the American officers coming up within six hundred

yards, and carefully examining all the points with field-glasses.

This battle was unique in its true backwoods style. The Mexican

cavalry, as the Americans advanced, fell hack across the river. The
Missourians foughl each man as he listed ; when they crossed the river

they found the enemy behind the intrenchments jusi mentioned. The
latter held their ground for awhile: meantime some of the assailants

were riding round the enclosure seeking a place to force an entrance,

while others, having dismounted, were creeping up to pick off the

defenders. In one instance the mounted volunteers stormed a batter}

which crowned a hill, ami carried everything before them. It si

strange that in such desultory fighting so few of the assailants were

killed and wounded—not more than a dozen

—

while the Mexicans l"-t in

all about three hundred. The latter were completely routed, and tied in

great confusion, leaving the way open to the invader-.

Though he had gained a victory, Doniphan was reallj in perilous cir-

cumstances. He had only about 850 men, and the city of Chihuahua

numbered nearly 30,000 inhabitants, a number surely sufficient to over-

whelm him after In- had entered the city. In Chihuahua were a large

number of American merchants, mosl of whom were wealthy, and their

influence had been such as to incline the inhabitants to receive the

invaders more kindly than otherwise.

The day after the battle, the army halted to mend their ragged clothes

ami prepare for a triumphal entry into Chihuahua, which took place the

next day. At that place, a council was held to deliberate upon the best

course to pursue. They had been twice disappointed in not finding

General Wool, and some wished to stay at Chihuahua a short time to rest

from the fatigues of their great march. An express was sent to General

Taylor to know whether they should join him or return home. It re-

turned in a short time with orders to join him by way of Puna- and

Saltillo. On the 25th of April, the army left Chihuahua for Saltillo, a

distance of 900 miles, which they accomplished in forty-five days, and

arrived at Saltillo on the 22d of May. Many offers were made to induce

them to enlist again, their term of service having expired ; but the tempta-

tions of home were irresistible, and even the call to glory was inefficient
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in comparison with this Btrong natural feeling. They returned to the

United States, and were received with applause and rejoicings.

In the meantime, important events hail been taking place in California.

Before the war began, in 1846, the territory of Upper California formed

the northwestern portion of the Republic of Mexico. The chief portion

of its inhabitants were Indians, on account of whose hostility the interior

of the country was little known. The settlements of the descendants of

the Spaniards and Mexicans, were situated upon the coast of the Pacific,

or near it. These small towns had grown up around the missions estab-

lished at different places by the Jesuits at an early period. Portions of

the country, situated in the valley of San Jose" and in the vicinity of

Los Angelos, were very fertile. But the greater part of the territory

was thought to be only fit for grazing purposes, and consequently, the

population increased very slowly. Intelligence of the commencement of

the war upon the Rio Grande, having reached the Pacific Ocean on the

2d of July, Commodore Sloat, commander of the squadron on that station,
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Capture ot Monterey.

arrived at Monterey, and on the 7th, the American flag was hoisted over

that town amid the cheers of the Americans and a salute from the ships

in the harbor. Commodore Sloat then issued a proclamation to the

people of California. On the 8th the American flag was hoisted at San

Francisco, by Montgomery, commander of the sloop-of-war Portsmouth.

jATTAIN FREMONT, who had arrived in

California by an overland journey, with a

party of about 170 men, took possession

of Sonoma, one of the most northerly posts

in the territory, and, leaving a small garri-

son at that place, marched for the mission

of San Juan, about 30 miles east of Mon-

terey. He arrived there and took posses-

sion of the mission without opposition. A
considerable quantity of stores was found

The fortification of Monterey was com-

menced immediately after raising the United

States' flag. On the 23d, 'Commodore

Sloat sailed in the Levant for the United States, leaving Commodore

Stockton in command of the Pacific squadron. Immediately after, the

Cyane, Commandant Dupont, with Captain Fremont and volunteers on
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board, sailed for San Diego, and the frigate Congress, Commodore Stock-

ton, sailed for San Pedro, the port of Los Angeles, the capital of Cali-

fornia. The frigate Savannah remained at Monterey, and the sloop-of-

war Portsmouth at San Francisco. Thus all the ports of the territory

were secured.

On the 17th of August, Commodore Stockton issued a proclamation,

declaring California in the full and peaceable possession of the United

States, and authorizing the election of civil officers throughout the

country. Colonel Fremont soon afterwards went north, with only 40

men, intending to recruit and return immediately. Early in September,

Commodore Stockton withdrew all his forces, and proceeded with the

squadron to San Francisco. Captain Gillespie was left in command of

Pueblo de los Angeles, with about 30 riflemen; and Lieutenant Talbot in

command at Santa Barbara, with only nine men. Scarcely had Commo-

modore Stockton arrived at San Francisco, when he received information

that all the country below Monterey was in arms, and the Mexican flag

again hoisted. He immediately returned, took command of the sailors,

and dragging by hand six of the ships' guns, marched towards Los

Angeles. At the ranche Sepulinda, the Californians were prepared to

meet him, but in the battle which ensued, they were routed with great

loss. By this victory, Commodore Scockton acquired a sufficient number

of horses, mounted his men, and organized his force for land operations.

N the 23d of September, the City of the Angels was

invested by an army of Californians, whose over-

whelming numbers caused Captain Gillespie to sur-

render that place. He returned with his 30 riflemen

to San Pedro, and there embarked for Monterey. The

California!! chief, Manuel Gaspar, then led 200 of his

men against Santa Barbara, where they were braved

by Lieutenant Talbot and his insignificant force for

ten days. This youthful commander, who had won the esteem of Colonel

Fremont in his former expeditions, now proved himself worthy of holding

the post of danger. He held the town until he was completely besieged,

and then refusing to surrender, forced his way through the enemy to the

mountains in the vicinity, where he remained eight days, suffering from

cold and hunger. The enemy made several attempts to induce him to

surrender, which he rejected. One detachment of 40 men advanced to

take him, but was driven back. They then offered to permit him to retire

if he would promise neutrality during the war, but he told them that he

preferred to fight. At length finding that neither force nor persuasion

would cause him to leave his position, they set fire to the grass and brush
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around him and burned him out. He then retreated with his nine men

to Monterey, 500 miles, mostly on foot. The brave fellows were welcomed

as from the grave, the fears of their companions that they were slain

having been confirmed by a report of the Californians to that effect.

Colonel Fremont had made an attempt to go from San Francisco to the

relief of Captain Gillespie, but after being at sea twenty-nine days, he

was compelled to put back to Monterey by bad weather. A day or two

after the arrival of Lieutenant Talbot, a party of -7 Americans, under

Captains Burrows and Thompson, were attacked by the Californians, 80

in number. Captain Burrows and three Americans were slain. Three

of the enemy also fell, but they kept the Americans shut up at the mission

of St. Johns, until Major Fremont marched to their assistance. The

whole party left St. Johns on the 26th of November, ami arrived at San

Fernando on the 11th of January.

URING the progress of these events in Cali-

fornia, General Kearny was on his march

thither from Santa Fe. On the 6th of Oc-

tober, he met Carson, with fifteen men,

coming as an express from the City of the

Angels, with an account of the conquest of

that country by Fremont and Stockton.

With the devotion to the public service for

which he has always been characterized, he

complied with the request of General Kearny

to allow some one else to take his despatches to Washington, and, giving

up his hopes of seeing his family, he turned his face again towards the

Pacific as a guide. General Kearny then sent back a part of his forces

and continued his march with 100 men, well equipped. On the 15th of

October, they left the Rio Grande, and commenced the march across the

mountains.

On the 5th of December they were met by a small body of volunteers,

under Captain Gillespie, who had come from San Diego for the purpose

of giving them information concerning the state of the country. Captain

Gillespie informed them that there was an armed party of Californians,

with a number of extra horses, encamped at San Pasqual, three leagues

distant. General Kearny determined to march upon them, in the double

hope of gaining a victory and a remount for his pour soldiers, who had

completely worn out their animals in the march from Santa F6, 1050

miles. Captain Johnston led tie- advanced guard of twelve dragoons,

mounted on the best horses in the company, then came twenty volunteers,

under Captains Gibson and Gillespie, and in the rear two mountain
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Battle of San Pasgual.

howitzers, with dragoons to manage them, mounted on sorry mules. The

rest of the army were ordered to follow on the trail of this detachment

with the baggage. At daybreak on the 6th of December, they en-

countered the enemy, who was already in the saddle. Captain Johnston

made a furious charge upon them, with the advance guard, and was well

supported by the dragoons. He fell almost in the very beginning of the

fight, but the action did not flag, and the enemy were forced to retreat.

Captain .Moore led off rapidly in pur-uit, but the mules of the dragoons

could not keep up with his horses, and the enemy seeing the break in the

line renewed the fight, ami charged with the lance. They fought well,

and their superiority of numbers had well nigh proved fatal to the little

band; but the dragoons came up and they finally fled from the field,

carrying off most of their dead with them. They had kept up a constant

lire in the first part of the fight, and used their lances with great dexterity

at its close, and the American loss was heavy. Captain Johnston,

Captain Moore, Lieutenant Hammond, two Serjeants, two corporals,

eleven privates, and a man attached to the topographical department,

were slain. General Kearny was wounded in two places, Captain Gil-

lespie had three wounds, Lieutenant Warner, of the topographical

engineers, three, and Captain Gibson and eleven others were also wounded,

most of them having from two to ten wounds from lances. The howitzers
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*ere not brought into action until near its close, when the mules attached

to one of them got alarmed, broke from their drivers, and ran away with

it, directly into the enemy's lines. The severe wounds of the Boldiers

Caused a halt in the inarch until the 10th of December, when the march

was resumed, and on the 12th the army reached San Diego.

The arrival of General Kearny at San Diego was opportune ; and

Commodore Stockton and he now laid a plan for putting an end to the

war. On the 29th of December, the little army, composed of 60 die-

monnted dragoons, 50 California volunteers, and about 400 marines and

sailors, starteil from San Diego to march to Los Angeles. They had

proceeded 110 miles to the Rio San Gabriel, when they met the enemy

in i strong position, with 600 mounted men and four pieces of artillery,

prepared to dispute the passage of the river. January 8, 1847, the

necessary preparations for a battle having been made, the Americans

waded through the water under a galling fire, dragging their guns after

them, and reserving their fire until they reached the opposite bank. Bore

they repelled a charge of the enemy, and then charged up the bank in

the most gallant manner, and succeeded, after fighting an hour and a

half, in driving the enemy from the field. The Americans encai

there over night, and on the next morning resumed their march. On the

plains of the Mesa the enemy made another effort to Bave their capital.

They were concealed in a ravine, with their artillery, until the Amerieans

came almost within gun-shot, when they opened a brisk fire with their

field-pieces upon the right Hank, and at the -ame time charged both on
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.ne front and rear. They fell back as the Americans advanced, and

finally retired, after concentrating their forces, and making one more

charge on the left flank. In the afternoon the army reached the banks

of the Mesa, and encamped three miles below Los Angeles. On the 10th

they entered the city without opposition. The loss in these two battle,

was very -light, one private being killed, and Captain Gillespie, Lieuten

ant Rowland, of the navy, and eleven privates wounded. The enemy

carried off their dead and wounded, so that the extent of their loss it

unknown. General Kearny says that it must have been considerable, and

Commodore Stockton estimates it at between 70 and 80 men.

WO or three days previously to the battle

of the 8th of January, Jose Maria Flores,

the commander of the Californians, had

sent two commissioners to Captain Stock-

ton, with proposals for making a treaty

of peace. The commodore replied that

he could not recognize Flores, who had

broken his parole, as an honorable man.

or as one having rightful authority, or

worthy to be treated with : that he was a rebel in arms, and that if he

caught him he would have him shot. After losing the battles of the 8th

and 9th, they met Colonel Fremont on his way to Ciudad de los Angeles.

Jose Maria Flores had fled, leaving the command to Don Andres Pico,

who made propositions of surrendering his forces to Colonel Fremont,

which the latter, being ignorant of the occurrences of the few days pre-

vious, agreed to accept. The articles of capitulation were signed on the

13th of January. The terms did not treat the Californians either as

rebels or citizens of the United States, and did not exact oaths of alle-

giance until a definitive treaty of peace should be made between Mexico

and the United States. Present obedience to the American authorities

was required, and the occurrences of the past were forgotten. Commo-

dore Stockton approved of this agreement, though he was sorry to have

lost the opportunity of punishing the officers for breaking their parole.

The territory again became quiet.

Colonel Fremont joined the forces of Kearny and Stockton at Los

Angeles on the 15th. Here the misunderstanding arose between General

Kearny and Commodore Stockton, as to their relative prerogatives, which,

in the end, lost to the country the valuable services of one of the most

talented and enterprising of her military officers. Commodore Stockton

had been deeply impressed with the bravery, activity, and zeal displayed

by Colonel Fremont in the conquest of the country. Without meu or
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money, he had succeeded, by his untiring personal efforts, in raising from
the widely scattered little settlements a force of 450 men, well mounted,
and supplied with every equipment of war. They formed one of the

most curious collections of men ever found in one army. They were
representatives from almost every nation of the civilized world, and
Indians from many different tribes of North America, all speaking dif-

ferent tongues
;
yet he had succeeded in disciplining them into a very

efficient corps, and had led them with constant success wherever they were
needed, although he had always a force of Californians hovering around
his flanks watching to take advantage of the first false move, or the least

decline of vigilance.

In return for his services, before leaving the coast, Commodore Stockton
appointed him governor of California.

—-. r
\

l=5p N January, 1847, Commodore Shu-

U brick arrived at Monterey, and

VI) assumed the command of the

j|I naval forces on that station.

^— Lieutenant-Colonel Cookejoined

General Kearny at San Diego with the

Mormon battalion, in fine order, good health,

and high spirits. They were posted at the

mission of San Luis Rey, to prevent any

reinforcements of troops entering California

from the department of Sonora. General Kearny sailed to Monterey.

Captain Tompkins arrived early in February, with his company of UniteJ

States artillery, and was stationed at Monterey, and on the 6th of March,

Colonel Stephenson arrived, with 250 of the New York California

volunteers at San Francisco. The remainder of his regiment arrived

soon after. He was soon afterwards ordered to occupy Monterey with

four companies, and Lieutenant-Colonel Burton, with three comp:i

took post at Santa Barbara. The emigrants who had formed the Cali-

fornia battalion were discharged, and began to establish themselves. New
settlements were made in all directions. On the 16th of July, 1847, the

time of service of the Mormon battalion expired, when the military force

of the country consisted of Colonel Stephenson's regiment, one company
of dragoons, and one of light artillery. This army, with the co-opera-

tion of the navy, has proved amply sufficient to preserve order in the

country, from which the most cheering accounts are continually arriving.

The last act of General Kearny was to order Lieutenant-Colonel Burton

to sail to La Paz in Lower California, and take possession of that country.

The occupation of the province waa male without much difficulty, but
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when the fleet left the Gulf of California, to avoid the severity of 'lie

winter months, the people rose upon the several garrisons, and a number

of minor battles and sieges occurred, the particulars of which have not

been received in any authentic form. The Americans generallv main-

tained their positions, and in defending them evinced a high-toned bravery

and determination which would have won For thorn unfading laurels on a

more extensive field.

IEUTENANT-COLONKL BURTON
gained a brilliant victory at La Paz,

over 300 of the enemy, killing and

wounding 50 of their number, with

the loss of only three men. The
ili fence of San Jose, the most south-

ern port of California, was very

creditable. Some 30 sailor-soldiers,

and "JO California volunteers, under

Lieutenant I lev wood, having been

surrounded and besieged for 30 days

by nearly 400 of the enemy, they

maintained their post, despite of

thirst and famine, and the vigorous assaults of the Californians, until

they were relieved by the United States' ship Cyane, the crew of which

landed and put the enemy to flight. A series of small fights and skir-

mishes also took place on the Pacific coast of Mexico. The town of

Guaymaa was bombarded in October, 1847, by the Congress and the

Portsmouth, the garrison of 800 men driven out, and the town taken.

Commander Selfridge, of the United States' sloop Dale, landed near

Sinaloa, with 88 men, and routed a force of 400 of the enemy, killing

and wounding 40 of their number.

In February, 1847, General Kearny had received instructions, issued

from the war department in the preceding year, and, in consequence,

assumed the direction of operations on the land, and the administrative

functions of government over the people and territory of California. A
proclamation announcing this fact was issued by him and Commodore

Shubrick, on the 1st of March, 1847. As soon as Colonel Fremont was

apprised of this action, he started, on the 21st of March, from Los An-

geles, attended by a colored man and two Californian gentlemen, Don

Andres Pico, and his brother, Don Jesus Pico. Both of these owed their

lives to Colonel Fremont; he having granted that of the first in the

capitulation of the 13th of January, and pardoned the other, at the

solicitation of his wife and children and friends, when he was taken and
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tondemned to death, in December 1846, in consequence of his having

broken his parole.

Colonel Fremont, when informed of the commission from the govern-

ment as commander-in-chief, and of the orders with which General

Kearny arrived in California, declined to obey his military orders, and

continued to act as "governor and commander-in-chief of California."

under the appointment of Commodore Stockton, on the ground that the

authority conferred on General Kearny had become obsolete by the force

of events, not looked to by the government as to happen until after the

arrival of General Kearny in the territory. The principal of these w;i^

the conquest of California, which, he alleged, had been achieved by Com-

modore Stockton and himself, before the arrival of General Kearny and

the troops under his command. At the end of May, General Kearny

left the country to return home, having appointed Colonel Mason gov-

ernor of California. Colonel Fremont accompanied him, bringing back

his original engineering party. They reached Fort Leavenworth in 66

days, their march for the last 57 days averaging 81 miles daily. At Fort

Leavenworth, formal charges (of mutiny, disobedience of lawful commands

of his superior officer, and conduct to the prejudice of good order and

military discipline) were preferred by General Kearny against Colonel

Fre'mont, who asked for a speedy trial. He was subsequently tried in

Washington, before a court-martial, which found him guilty of all the

charges. With reference to the peculiar circumstances in which he had

been placed, "between two officers of superior rank, each claiming to

command-in-chief in California, circumstances in their nature calculated

to embarrass the mind and excite the doubts of officers of greater expe-

rience than the accused, and in consideration of the important professional

services rendered by him previous to the occurrence of the acts for which

he was tried," the officers of the court recommended him to executive

clemency. The President was of opinion that the charge of mutiny was

not sustained, but approved of the sentence of the court, which was

"dismissal from the service," on the ground of the accused being guilty

of the other two charges. He however remitted the sentence, and

directed Lieutenant-Colonel Fremont to be released from arrest and

report for duty. He was ordered to join the rifle regiment, of which he

held his commission as lieutenant-colonel, in Mexico; but he was not con-

scious of having done any thing to merit the finding the court against

him, and he would not seem to admit its justice by accepting executive

clemency. He therefore resigned his commission.

Soon after the departure of Colonel Doniphan for Chihuahua, an in-

surrection broke out in the northern part of New Mexico, which appeared
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lo have for its object the massacre of all American residents, and such

of the Mexicans as had taken office under the government established by

General Kearny. A conspL-acy was first formed under a number of

prominent Mexicans, headed by Thomas Ortiz and Diego Archaleta.

The postponement of their scheme from the time first fixed for its accom-

plishment led to its discovery, and its leaders fled. Their doctrines, how

ever, continued to be disseminated among the people, and gave anxiety

to the authorities. Governor Bent issued an ably written proclamation

on the 5th of January, calculated to do away with the false impressions

which had been made upon the people by their infatuated leaders, and

exhorting them to remain quiet and enjoy the protection and security

offered them. This paper seemed to have had the desired effect, and con-

fiding in the apparent tranquillity, the governor went to Taos, unattended,

on some private business. On the 19th of January, a party of Pueblo

Indians came to the village, demanding the release of two of their com-

rades, who were confined in prison for crime. Stephen L. Lee, the

sheriff, was about to give them up, when Vigil, the Mexican prefect, for-

bade it. The Indians then killed both Vigil and Lee, and released the

prisoners. Then being joined by the Mexicans, they marched towards

the house of Governor Bent, but being informed of their approach, he

rose from his bed, dressed himself, and seized his pistols. A woman in

the house advised hira to fight, but he said it was useless to oppose such

a crowd of savages, and he would endeavor to gain assistance or escape.

There was a window opening from his house into that of another, through

which he was passing, when he received two arrows from the Indians,

who had covered the house-tops. He made his way to the door and asked

assistance from some of the persons present, but they refused to aid him,

telling him he must die. The Indians by this time had obtained an en-

trance into the house, and they shot him through the body and killed

him. One Tomas then took the governor's pistol and shot him in the

face. They then scalped him, stretched his body on a board with brass

nails, and paraded it through the streets. The district attorney, Mr.

Leal, they treated in a more brutal manner, scalping him alive, and killing

him by shooting arrows into his body a little way at a time. Two others

fell victims to their barbarity. They then sent messengers all over the

country, informing the people that a blow had been struck, and inviting

their aid in prosecuting the revolt. On the same day, several Americans

were murdered at the Arroyo Honda, and two others on the Rio Colorado.

Colonel Price heard of these events on the 20th of January, and at

the same time learned that the insurgents had collected an army and were

advancing to fight him. He prepared an expedition against them, and
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met them on the 24th of January, with a force of 353 rank and file, and
four howitzers.

j
HE Mexicans were about 1500

r strong, in the valley bordering

«a v
the Rio del Norte, in possession

of the heights commanding the

mad to Cumada. They saw that

the train of Colonel Price's com-

mand was sonic distance in the

rear, and attempted to cut it off.

In this they were foiled, and the

battle was regularly commenced.

In a few minutes they were dis-

lodged from every one of their

positions, and flying in all directions. Colonel Price lost two killed and

six wounded. The enemy left :>(! dead on the field, and carried off

their wounded. They retreated so rapidly that they could not be over-

taken. On the 29th of January, Colonel Price learned that some 60 or

80 of them were posted on the gorge leading to Embudo, and he des-

patched Captain Burgwin, with 1>>0 men, to fight them. The road to be

travelled would not admit of the passage of artillery or baggage wagons.

Captain Burgwin found them 000 strong, posted on the precipitous

sides of the mountains, where the gorge would only admit the passage of

three men abreast. There could scarcely be a better position for a de-

fence than that they held, yet Captain Burgwin drove them from it, with

the loss, on their part, of 20 killed and 60 wounded. He had only one

man killed and one wounded, lie marched through the pass and cni

Embudo. From thence he marched to Trampas, where he met Colonel

Price, and the whole army marched over the Taos mountains, breaking a

road through the snow which covered it for the passage of their artillery.

The enemy were found to have fortified Pueblo de Taos, a place of

great strength, surrounded by adobe walls and strong pickets, every part

of which was flanked by some projecting building. He opened his

batteries on the town on the od of February, but in a little time retired

to await the concentration of his forces. On the 4th at nine o'clock in

the morning, the fire was again opened, and at eleven, finding it was im-

possible to make a breach in the walls with the howitzers, the colonel

determined to storm the church, which was in the north-western angle of

the tewn. Captain Burgwin led the attack. His parly established them-

selves under the western wall of the church, and attempted to breach it

with axes, while the roof was fired by the help of a temporary ladder
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In this emergency, the gallant commander exposed himself fatally to the

enemy. Captain Burgwin left the shelter afforded by the flank of the

church, and penetrating into the corral in front of that building, en-

deavored to force the door.

Burgwin, in this daring effort, received a wound which caused bis death

on the 7th of February. Several other officers had accompanied him to

the church door, but they were noi able to force it, and therefore retired

behind the wall; while they bad been thus engaged, some small holes had

been cut in the wall, and shells were thrown in by hand, doing good

execution. A Bix-pounder was now brought around by Lieutenant Wilson,

who poured a heavy fire of grape into the town from the distance of 600

yards. The enemy had maintained a steady and heavy fire upon our

troops during the whole fight. At half past three, ten rounds of grape

were fired within GO yards, into the holes that had been cut in the church

wall with the axes, and a practicable breach was thus made. The gun

was then run up to ten yard-' distance, a shell was fired, and three more

rounds of grape followed.

IEUTENANTS DYER, Wilson, and

Taylor then entered and took pos-

session of the church, feeling for

the foe in the smoke which filled it.

The capture of the town was then

speedily effected. Many of the

enemy endeavored to escape towards

the mountains, but were intercepted

by Captains Slack and St. Vrain,

who killed bl of them. They then

sued for peace, and to obtain it gave

up towns, the Indians who had been

concerned in the murder of Governor

Bent, and much of the property of the murdered Americans. The people

of Moro, a town on the east side of the mountains, had risen on the 19th

of January, and massacred eight Americans residing there. Captain

Henley being near the town at the time, attempted to take it, but was re-

pulsed with the loss of his life. Captain Morin reinforced the assailants,

and took and burned the town. The Indians begged for peace, giving

up those who had excited them to hostilities. The active participants in

the rebellion were tried, and many who were convicted and condemned

were promptly executed. For his zeal and gallantry in these movements,

Colonel Price was rewarded by promotion to the rank of brigadier-

general.
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The Cainanche, Arapaho, and Kiawa tribes of Indians, with othere

inhabiting the country from Missouri to Santa, Fe" and California, kept up

such a series of hostilities and outrages, that it was found necessary to

send a battalion of troops thither, under Colonel (iilpin. That energetic

officer speedily succeeded by his judicious measures and his great ai tivity,

in bringing the country into quietness and order, and the Santa l-Y trader

and the government trains pass unmolested. .Many of the Indians have

fled to a distance from the route, and we may reasonably expect soon tc

see this region of country under the safe guardianship of the hardy

western pioneer and his trusty rifle.

Shields.



CHAPTER L V I

.

CAMPAIGN OF GE NEKAL SCOTT.

JRDERS were given to General Winfield Scott, commander-

in-chief of the army of the United States, to proceed to

Mexico, and. if he deemed it practicable, to set on foot an

expedition against the Gulf coast. In the order of the

Secretary of War, the line of operations was nearly indi-

cated, all the details being left to Scott's prosecution

according to his own judgment. In pursuance of these orders, the gene-

ral sailed from New York on the 80th of November, and reached the Rio

Grande on the 1st of January.

Preparatory to this movement a small squadron was placed in the

Gulf early in 1846, under the command of Commodore Conner. This

nflieer, after assisting General Taylor during his operations on the Rio

Grande, sailed in the direction of Tampico. On the 7th of August, he

made an attempt on the town of Alvarado, but failed. On the loth of

the same month, the bri<: Truxtun, commanded by officer Carpender, ran

aground on the bar of Tuspan. On the 17th she was abandoned by all
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Tampico.

the officers and men, except Lieutenant Hunter, with a boat's crew. The

latter succeeded in regaining the squadron, but the others were captured

by the enemy, and subsequently exchanged for General La Vega, and his

fellow prisoners. The Truxtun. being utterly ipimovable, was burnt.

On the 15tb of October, Commodore Conner made a second attack upon

the town of Alvarado. 1 1 is force was three steamers, three gun-boats,

and two schooners. The first division crossed the bar and engaged with

:i Mexican battery of seven guns, placed at the entrance of the river.

The second division, however, was prevented frmn crossing by the

grounding of a steamer. The commodore finding it would be folly to

proceed with the first division, withdrew his vessels and abandoned the

attempt.

On the 16th of October, C modore Perry sailed from the aqua I

to attack. the town of Tabasco, having with him two steamers and seven

mere. Crossing the bar on the 23d, be took, without resistance, the

.-mall town of Frontera, capturing all the vessels in port, including two

steamers. On the following day he commenced the ascenl of the river

leading to Tabasco. Beaching a fort which commanded a difficult
|

he forced the enemy to evacuate it. and then spiked the guns; and a:

noon on the 25th, all his vessels were anchored in front of the town.
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After a slight engagement, it was spared at the earnest stlicitation of the

fori ign merchants. In this expedition, Commodore Perry captured or

destroyed all the vessels in the river, comprising two steamers and eleven

sail of ships, and put a stop to a trade by which munitions were intro-

duced from Yucatan to Mexico. On the 12th of November, Tampico

surrendered to Commodore Conner without resistance.

On the night of November 20, Lieutenant Parker, Midshipmen I!

and Hynson, and six men, rowed in a small boat to the Mexican brig

Creole, and succeeded in burning her under the guns of San Juan de

Ulloa. So daring a feat reflects great credit on the lieutenant and his

little company.

The first great object of the new army was an attack upon Vera Cruz

and the castle of San Juan de Ulloa. It was arranged, that the fleet in

the Gulf was to aid the army. The squadron, under Commodore Conner,

was in readiness for the attack : but the forces of the general were not

sufficient to justify it, until a large number of troops had been detached

from General Taylor's army. These reached General Scott in February,

1847, and augmented his army to about 12,000 men.

The city of Vera Cruz is situated upon the exact spot where Cortes

landed on the 21st of April, 1519. It is very strongly fortified— being

surrounded by a stone wall, defended by nine towers. All of these

towers can mount 100 pieces of cannon of various sizes, and save those

of the middle ones, their fires all cross in front of the guard-houses, the

external walls of which form part of the wall surrounding the town.

One portion of the wall is washed by the Atlantic, and the shore on the

opposite side is a dry, sandy plain.

The castle of San Juan de Ulloa is one of the strongest and most

noted fortresses in the world. Its construction was commenced in 1582,

upon a bar or bank in front of Vera Cruz, at the distance of 1000 Castilian

varas, or yards, from the town. It is entirely surrounded by watei

The fortress is constructed in the shape of a polygon, and its walls art

from four to five yards thick. The material used in its construction is

Madrepora Astrea, a species of coral which abounds in the neighboring

islands ; the exterior being faced with a harder stone. Its full equipment

is 370 cannon. This castle was considered by the Mexicans as impregnable.

The two commanding officers of the land and naval forces landed ai

Anton Lizardo, a Mexican port upon the Gulf, anil from thence proceeded,

in a steamer, to make a reconuoissance. The beach due west from the.

island of Sacrificios was selected by them, as the most suitable point to

land the troops. Accordingly, all the vessels used for transportation

having arrived, the landing took place on the 9th of March. No enemy
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offered any opposition, and no accident occurred during the transfer "f

the troops to the sandy beach. Four thousand men, under General

Worth, were landed almost simultaneously, and occupied the neighboring

heights before sunset. Same shot and shells were fired from the town

and castle, as the troops advanced, but without effect.

On the 22d, the lines around the town having been formed, and a suffi-

cient number of mortars l>eing in battery, General Scott sent a summons

to surrender to the governor of the city. At the end of two hours, the

time limited by the bearer of the flag, the refusal of the governor was

received, and General Scott ordered the mortars to be opened upon the

city. At the same time, the smaller vessels of the squadron, according

to previous arrangement, approached the city to within about a mile, and

being partially covered from the castle, opened a brisk fire upon the city.

This was continued until the next morning, when Commodore Perry, who

had succeeded Commodore Conner, prudently called them from their

daring position. New batteries were opened upon the city, and it was

evident they did great execution. The fire was returned from the castle

and city, but with little effect—only one officer and one man being killed

and four or five wounded. The most terrible fire w a- kept up on the

city from the 22d until the 26tb of March, when propositions for a

capitulation were received from Genera! Llandero, commander of the

Mexican forces in the city and castle. During the siege, Colonel Harney,
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Harney's Dragoon I'lclit

with a party of American dragoons defeated a superior Force of Mexican

lancers, killing or wounding about I'll ( of them.

Commissioners were appointed by the two commanding generals, to

arrange the terms of the capitulation : and every thing being satisfactorily

agreed upon, the surrender of the city of Vera <Yii7. took place on the

29th of March. The following were the terms of the surrender:—
1. The whole garrison or garrisons to be surrendered to the arm- of

'.he United State-, as prisoners of war, the 29th instant, at ten o'clock,

A. M.; the garrisons to be permitted to march out with all the honors of

war, and to lay down their aims to Buch officers as may be appointed by

the general-in-chief of the United State- armies, and at a point to be

agreed upon by the commissioners.

2. Mexican officers shall preserve their arms and private effects, in-

cluding horses and horse-furniture, and to be allowed, regular and irregular

officers, as also the rank and file, live days to retire to their respective

homes, on parole, as hereinafter prescribed.

3. Coincident with the surrender, as stipulated in article I, the Mexican

flags of the various forts and stations shall be struck, saluted by their

own batteries; and, immediately thereafter, Forts Santiago and Concep-

tion, and the castle of San Juan de CJlloa, occupied by the forces of the

United States.

4. The rank and file of the regular portion of the prisoners to be disposed

of after surrender and parole, as their general-in-chief may desire, and the

irregular to be permitted to return to their homes. The officers, in respect
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to all arms and descriptions of force, giving the usual parole, that the said

rank and file, as well as themselves, shall not Berve again until iluly

exchanged.

5. All tli«' in, it, rid of war, and all public property of every description

found in the city, the castle id' San Juan de I'lloa. and their depi ndei

in belong tn the United State-
;
hut the armament of the Bame (not injure

nr destroyed in the further prosecution of the actual war) may he con-

sidered as liable to be restored in Mexico by a definitive treaty of [-

6. The sick and wounded Mexican- tn he allowed to remain in the

city, with such medical officers and attendants, and officers of the army,

as may be necessary to their care and treatment.

7. Absolute protection is solemnly guarantied t., persons in the i

and property, and it is clearly understood that no private building or

property is to be taken or used by the forces of the United States, without

previous arrangement with the owners, and lor a. fair equivalent.

8. Absolute freedom of religious worship and ceremonies is solemnly

guarantied.

On the 20th of March, the Mexicans evacuated both city and castle,

marching to an open plain behind the city, stacking their arms, and then

proceeding towards the interior. Women and children accompanied them,

hearing heavy burdens, and exhibiting the melancholy consequent

the assault. After their flag was struck, the Americans entered the city

amid the strains of national music, the shouts of the overjoyed soldiery,

and the loud booming of cannon from both fleet and castle. General

Twiggs was appointed governor, and soon restored quiet and confidi

An immense quantity of guns, ammunition, and other military stores

were captured.

Ever keeping in mind the instructions of government— to conquer a

peace—General Scott used every effort to conciliate the Mexican popula-

tion, and convince them that so far from entertaining hostile feelings

towards them, the American government regarded them in a spirit of

amity and forbearance. A proclamation was issued, solemnly promising

them protection in the enjoyment and exercise of all their rights, -
. il

and rcdigious ; while at the same time they were exhorted to remain

neutral, and avoid every thing which might foster a spirit of distrust

and retaliation between themselves and the American soldii

A few days before the commencement of the assault upon Vera Cruz,

Commodore Conner had been superseded in the command of the Gulf

squadron by Commodore Perry, who had charge of the licet during tie

whole siege. On the 21st of March a detachment, under Lieutenant

Hunter, appeared before the town of Alvarado anil demanded its sur-
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render. This was complied with, and thus the place which had been a

desired object to the Americans for nearly a year, was attained without

bloodshed. Hunter was subsequently called to account for exceeding his

orders, and after being severely reprimanded by the commodore, was dis-

missed from the squadron; but, on reporting himself at Washington, he

was ordered on other duty.

News of the taking of Vera Cruz was received in the United States

with the wildest demonstrations of joy. Thanks and tokens of esteem

wore voted to Scott and his army, and public illuminations were held in

most of the great cities. It was indeed a great feat, that, with the loss

of only a few men killed and wounded, our troops should subdue a for-

tress considered by all the world as impregnable.

On the 8th of April, the army under General Scott left Vera Cruz,

and began its march for the city of Mexico. All were in high spirits,
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and knowing thai Santa Anna was in the neighborhood, with a large force,

all were eager for the fray. After liis repulse at Buena Vista, Santa

Anna, by great efforts, succeeded in gathering a large force, with which he

advanced to meet the Americans. As General Scott approached, he

marched towards the Jalapa road, and took a strong position at Cerro

Gordo, where he awaited the onset of the Americans.

The position of the Mexican army was one of immense strength. The

road from Vera Cruz, as it passes the Plan del Kio. which is a wide, rocky

bed of a once large stream, is commanded by a series of high cliffs, which

were completely covered by forts and batteries. These cliffs extend along

the road for several miles, rising one above another. The road then

debouches to the right, and curving round the ridge, passes over a high

cliff which was also completely commanded by forts and batteries. The

Cerro Gordo commanded the road, on a gentle declination, for nearly a

mile ; therefore an approach in that direction was impossible. A large

force would have been cut to pieces. But the Mexicans confidently

believed that the Americans would attack them in front, both because of

the known desperate valor of the assailants, and the supposed Strength

of their position on the right and left. This strong position was defended

by at least 14,006 of the best soldiers in the Mexican army, under the

command of Santa Anna; and they had with them about thirty-five

pieces of cannon.

OOTT, with the eye of a skilful general, perci

the folly of a front attack, and determined to

avoid it. He bad a road cut to the right, so as to

escape the front fire from the Sierra, and turn

the position on the left flank. This was made

known to the enemy by a deserter from our camp,

and in consequence, a large force, under General

La Vega, was sent to the forts on the left. On

the 17th of April, in order to cover his Hank

movement--. General Scott ordered General Twiggs

to proceed against the fort on the steep ascent a little to the left of the

Sierra. This was an undertaking of the greatest difficulty. Colonel

Harney commanded the troops that were to perform tie service. At the

head of them he pushed up the ascent amid the most tremendous storm

of grape and musketry. The work was soon carried, hut with a -

loss. Having secured this position near the enemy's strongest fortifica-

tion, and having raise. 1 one of his large guns to the top of it. General

Scott proceeded to follow up his advantage-. A demonstration was made

from this position against another strong fort in the rear, near the Siena
;
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hut tile undertaking was given up, on account of the strength of the

enemy.

Before daylight, the entire division of Twiggs was roused to storm tin

height. As the loud cannon opened on each side, Shields hurried on

against the fort to the west, so as to carry it and gain the Jalapa road.

As light gradually spread among the mountains, the long lines of American

soldiery could be seen clambering up the precipitous ascent, in direct

route for the main height. Colonel Harney, assisted by Colonel Childs,

led the assault, while the commander-in-chief fixed bis anxious eye upon

the movement. Although for some time protected by the steep ledges,

the assailants came at length within range of the opposing fire, and the

front ranks melted away before its withering showers. Thundering tones

sbook all the mountain heights, echoing and breaking among the gorges,

with terrific grandeur; while answering them went up the shouts of man

and officer, the firm, clear words of command, and the quick clashing of

arm-. The gallant Harney, regardless of personal danger, cheered on

bis men. rushing along their front, through showers of death that rained

on every side. Animated by his voice and example, the troops breasted

the murderous storm, reached the parapet ami leaped over among their

enemies. Then the cannon ceased, and there were a few moments of

terrible silence, succeeded by the ringing of bayonets, ami the groans of

the dying. The struggle was short. Dismayed by the impetuous charge,

the enemy either threw down their arms or broke and fled down thf
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southern ascent to the main road. Generals Santa Anna. Canalizo, and

Almonte, escaped to Jalapa. Twiggs's division, headed by Barney and

Childs, continued in close pursuit of the fugitives, until late in the

afternoon.

So conspicuous was the conduct of Colonel Harney, during the whole

of this terrible charge, that immediately after the enemy's works had been

carried, and while all around was confusion and wild pursuit, General

Scott rode up to the colonel and exclaimed, "Colonel Harney, 1 cannot

now adequately express my admiration of your gallant achievement, but

I shall take pleasure in soon thanking you in proper terms.'' With

characteristic modesty, Harney replied that the praise was due less to

himself than to his officers and men.

Meanwhile General Shields, with his volunteer-, had stormed and

carried the height to the west, and marching down rapidly into the road,

IF the retreat of the fugitives fron Gordo. In the commence-

ment of the action, the general was paralyzed by a musket-ball which

passed through his lungs. Colonel Baker then took command of his

division, and conducted the pursuit.

At the same time General Pillow had attacked the strong positions of

the enemy, situated on the plateau. General La Vega received him with

a galling tire, but without being able to check Ins advance. The column

was led by Haskell's regiment of Tennessee volunteer.-, followed by the
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other regiments of the brigade. When near La Vega'a position, the

advance suddenly received a heavy fire from a masked battery, which

drove it back with great loss. Pillow restored his line and again ordered

it forward. The troops advanced with spirit; but the Mexicans, animated

by their former success, poured forth so terrible a discharge from all their

batteries, that they again drove back the assailants. At this time the

American flag was observed on Cerro Gordo, and judging it useless to

resist further, General La Vega surrendered. The force of the Americans

at Cerro Gordo was about 8500 ; their loss was 33 officers and 398 men

—

total 483 ; of whom 63 were killed. The loss of the enemy in killed ami

wounded was never known, but during the battle it no doubt equalled that

of their antagonists, and in the retreat was greatly augmented by the

slaughter committed among the fugitives by Harney's dragoons. The

amount of ammunition, arras, military stores, and prisoners captured was

so great, that in General Scott's language, the victors were "embarrassed

with the results of victory,— prisoners of war," says the commander,

"heavy ordnance, field batteries, small-arms, and accoutrements. About

3000 men laid down their arras, with the usual proportion of field and

company officers, besides five generals, several of them of great distinc-

tion,—Pinzon, Jarrero, La Vega, Noriaga, and Abando. A sixth general.

Vasquez, was killed in defending the battery (tower) in the rear of the

whole Mexican army, the capture of which gave us those glorious results."

As the great number of prisoners was an insupportable burden to the

army, General Scott released them all on parole, except a few officers,

who chose to remain under the good treatment of the American govern-

ment. All the private effects were restored to their owners, and the small

arms and some ammunition destroyed. The duty of receiving the paroles

of the Mexican officers was intrusted to Colonel Hitchcock, inspector-

general of the army, who also furnished provisions for the prisoners.

On the same day that the victory of Cerro Gordo was achieved, the

town of Tuspan was captured with but slight resistance by a portion of

the Gulf squadron. On the following day Twiggs entered Jalapa, in

pursuit of the flying enemy. On the same day and the following, th«
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Mexicans abandoned the strong post of La Hoya ; and on the 22d,

General Worth entered the strong town ami rastle of Perote. This

fortress is one of the most formidable in Mexico. It contained 54 pi

of cannon, bronze and iron mortars, 11,000 cannon-balls, 14,000 bombs.

and .">00 muskets, all of which fell into the hands of the American-.

On the 15th of May, General Worth, who led the advance division,

took possession of the city of Puebla— Santa Anna at the head o\

3500 men, retreating as the Americans advanced. At Fuebla, Worth

halted, until the commander-in-chief, with the main body, came up.

After the fall of Vera Cruz, the Mexican government authorized the

organization of small bands of citizens and villagers, armed and mounted.

They were termed "guerrilla parties," and being composed mostly of

..utlaws ami robbers— the dregs of the population— they entered upon

the campaign with the avowed determination to extend no quarter to any

who might fall into their hands, but to rob and murder as often as occa-

sion offered. Spreading themselves over the country through which the

route of the Americans extended, they seized the mountain fastn

and strong passes, attacked scouting parties, intercepted communication-.

and even entered garrisoned cities at night, ami murdered all American

stragglers within their reach. Some of their attempts were so daring

and serious, as to be deserving of particular record.
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Early in May, a party of infantry were attacked near the National

Bridge, and obliged to fall back upon the wagon train. Here they rallied,

and charged on the guerrillas who were dispersed with considerable loss.

One American was killed. <)n the same day, no less than -1 bodies were

found on the road, of those who had been murdered by the rancheros.

Not long after, some unknown persons of General 'Taylor's army entered

a rancho near Seralvo, and hung nearly 40 Mexicans. Generals Taylor

and Wool made the most strenuous exertions to discover the perpetrators

of this outrage, but without success. On receiving news of the murder,

General Oanales issued a proclamation declaring the whole eastern

ci imtry under martial law. and that no quarter should be extended to any

American.

On the 22d of May, Colonel Sower- reached Vera Cruz with despatches

from General Scott, then approaching Puebla. On the same day, with

an escort of five men and Lieutenant M'Donnell, lie set out for Santa

l'V, hoping to find Captain Wheat there, from whom he expected further

reinforcements. Being disappointed, he set out with two additional men,

but was attacked on the road by the guerrillas, and himself and six men

murdered. The survivor escaped to carry the sad news to Vera Cruz.

About the same time, Captain Walker, with 800 men, while escorting a

wagon train, was attacked by a body of rancheros, whom he charged, cap-

turing six, killing ten, and pursuing the remainder as far as the darkness of
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National Bridge.

night would admit. The 2d dragoons, who accompanied Walker, had six

killed and eleven wounded, a loss which induced them to Bhoot the

prisoners taken by Walker.

On the night of June 4th, 800 men, under Colonel M'Intosh, started

from Vera Cruz for Puebla, with a train of 150 wagons, and 600 mules.

He had with him 225,000 dollars in specie. On Sunday, tie' 6th of

June, the advance guard, consisting of Captain Ford's Indiana dragoons,

was suddenly attacked by a large body nt' Mexicans, who killed t«<> and

wounded five or six others. This threw the American fr i con-

fusion, and enabled the enemy to follow up their success by capti

several horses and a large quantity of baggage The troops were just

recovering from this unexpected assault, when in about half an hour the

rear of the train was attacked, and before the guard, who were unfor-

tunately too far behind, could get tip, they had lost a large number of

pack mules, and several wagons were robbed of their contents. The

assailants then retired into the neighboring chaparral, where it was im-

possible to pursue them.

The train was now arranged in order, tin- mounted drag a placed as

a rear guard, and the whole again moved forward. At sunset they

reached a low part of the road, bordered on the left by an open chaparral,

and on the right by a Held, set with thickets, and commandod on the
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farther end by a small fort situated on a hill. The stillness of this lonely

spot was suddenly broken by heavy discharges of musketry, while from

the fort, the hill in its rear, and the rows of chapparal, blazed forth sheets

of blinding flame. Although the Americans were mostly raw recruits,

they received the enemy's fire with coolness, and poured forth in return

a volley from their rifles. After this had continued for some minutes,

they charged upon the chaparral in the rear of the adjoining field, and

after a short but exciting struggle, silenced the Mexicans' fire, and drove

them from the thicket. At the Bame time the dragoons rushed down

upon the fort on the hill, entered it amid loud shouts, and compelled the

garrison to flv in confusion over the neighboring heights.

Throughout the whole of this affair the Mexicans behaved with more

than usual skill anil bravery. During the confusion incident to the first

attack, they avoided the American troops as much as possible, and fell

upon the wagons and mules, which extended over a distance of four miles,

and having the guard of 400 men weakened by extension. They were

thus enabled to capture 28 wagons, and nearly 200 pack mules. The

loss -of the Americans during this week, in specie alone, was more

than $50,000. Thirty men were killed. Colonel M'Intosh halted at

Paso de Obijas. and despatched a courier to General Cadwallader, at

Vera Cruz, for supplies.

This action encouraged the guerrillas to such an extent that they spread

/hemselves between Vera Cruz and General Scott's head-quarters, cut
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off the communication, and occupied all the strong positions in the

vicinity. Strong bodies entered Vera Cruz at night, and drove off num-
bers of horses :

scouting parties were attacked, and sometimes murdered ;

while it became almost impossible to travel with a train without its ! eing

accompanied by a large escort.

On the 8th, a small recruiting party of Americans, with some citizens

and disbanded soldiers, numbering in all 150, left Puebla fir Vera Cruz.

It was conducted by Captain Bainbridge of the 3d artillery. On ap-

proaching Cerro Gordo, two officers were fired upon from the chaparral

in the rear of the train, and soon after the Captain was informed thai

the pass was guarded by WOO .Mexicans. After halting at tin- mouth of

the pass, and organizing, the party passed through without meeting the

enemy, and arrived that evening at tlie National Bridge. The troops

were now so much fatigued as to be unable to furnish a guard : hut,

while preparing to bivouac, they receive. 1 information that some persons

were barricading the bridge. About the same time signal-lights were

distinctly observed on the ridges and cliffs near Cerro Gordo. In order

to prevent surprise, a few men wen- placed between the bridge ami the

encampment, but no attempt was made on them during the night.

Before daylight the sick and wounded were removed to a place of

safety, and two parties despatched towards the bridge, one of which

cleared it without meeting the enemy. These were followed soon after

by the main body. Every thing appearing safe, Lieutenant M'Williams

and a Mr. Frazer were sent to bring the train across the bridge. While

on their way, they were fired at by about 25 Mexicans posted on a ridge.

The wagon-master and four others were killed, and a wagon captured.

Immediately after a party of lancers appeared on the bridge, and pre-

pared for a charge ; but on perceiving that Captain Bainbridge's party

were ready to receive them, they hastily retired. Placing his troops in

order, the captain resumed his march, followed by several hundred hmeers,

who hung upon his rear and flanks until he arrived at the pass, where

Colonel M'Intosh was awaiting reinforcements. The .Mexicans were a

portion of the same party that had attacked the colonel and cut off his

train, and during the whole night they kept up a continual fire upon the

camp, often approaching very near to tin- American Bentin

On the following day Bainbridge's party resumed its march t" Vera

Cruz, in company with Captain Duperu'e dragoons, who returned to

obtain their horses. It had been owing to the bravery of this company

that M'Intosh's command was not entirely cut off or dispersed during the

fierce attack of the lancers. On arriving at Santa l'V, the dragoons

halted in order to protect a large return train, at that time threatened :
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and meanwhile Captain Bainbridge pushed on to Vera Cruz, where he

arrived in safety. The threatened assault upon Duperu's command was

made; but, although the enemy were greatly superior, he succeeded in

driving them back with loss, and arrived safely at Vera Cruz.

On the day that Captain Bainbridge'a command left M'Intosh's camp,

General Cadwallader reached it with 800 men, and two howitzers. The

two commands, numbering about 1000 men, were then joined, and moved

forward towards the National Bridge. General Cadwallader led his troops

over the heights from which the enemy had made their attack, so as to

be on even ground with the Mexicans in case of a second assault. The

Americans were not long in suspense. A heavy fire from all the neigh-

boring ridges and chaparral, soon announced that a large force had

collected to dispute his passage. The command was halted, and the two

howitzers placed in a position to rake the thickets. A furious action

ensued, which lasted several hours, and was terminated only by a charge

into the chaparral. After a short struggle, the Mexicans retreated, leaving

behind them, in killed and wounded, about l 1 ' 11 men. The loss of the

Americans was thirteen killed and between thirty and forty wounded.

Cadwallader passed the bridge, and proceeded on his way to Jalapa.

Colonel De Russy, with 128 men, was sent on the 7th of July, from

Tampico, by Colonel Gates, commandant at that place, to lluejutla, to
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ask of the Mexican general, Garay, the liberation of some prisoners of

war entitled to release. On reaching a point eight miles from Tantayuca,

and one mile from the Calabosa River, he mel a Mexican Indian, from

whom information was received that General Garay was in force at that

river, and meditated an attack upon the party. Nearly at the same mo-

ment, shots were heard in advance, the Mexicans having tired upon and

killed Captain Boyd, leader of the pioneer party, and six of his men.

HE main body of the Americans then charged tin

enemy in three columns, driving them from their left

and right, to the opposite side of the river, where

they formed in one body. In this position the battle

continued for an hour, Captain Wyse gallantly serving

the only piece belonging to the company, and acting

with the greatest coolness throughout the whole en-

gagement. The enemy were finally beaten off, and the Americans com-

menced their retreat to Tantayuca. The Mexicans were now reinforced

by numerous small parties of citizens and guerrillas, and a running fight

ensued, which was maintained until the Americans had regained their

magazine— a distance of twelve miles. On arriving at Tantayuca they

dispersed a portion of the enemy stationed there, and entering the town,

provided themselves with arras and ammunition, and also stripped it of

provisions and other sto

At nine o'clock in the evening, a summons for capitulation arrived from

General Garay. The demand was refused ; but an agreement was made

to meet the general in the plaza at ten o'clock. Captain Wyse repaired

to the place at the time appointed, and waited until midnight without

receiving any intelligence of the Mexican officer.

At two o'clock on the morning of the 13th, the Americans left their

camp, and marched for the Panuco road amid a heavy rain. At ten

A. M., tiny were pursued by the Mexicans, and a running action com-

menced, and was continued over a space of 50 miles. The loss of the

Americans, during the whole affair, was fifteen killed, ten wounded, and

three missing ; that of the enemy is unknown. In the latter end of June,

eight of the prisoners confined by General Garay made their

the American quarters.

In July, General Pierce left Vera Cruz to join Scott's army, having

with him 2500 men, 150 wagons, 700 mules, and $1,000,000 in specie.

At the National Bridge he was attacked by 1 »«»i Mexicans, and a severe

battle ensued, which terminated in the defeat of the enemy. Their loss

was 15U— that of the Americans, 30 killed and wouuded. After returning

to Vera Cruz for artillery and reinforcements, the general marched
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forward, and reached Puebla on the 6th of August, one day previous to

Scott's march upon the capital.

On the 10th of August, a party of Americans, under Major Lally,

whs attacked, near the National Bridge, by the guerrillas. The skirmish

was severe, the major being assailed in front and rear, and losing many

men. He maintained his ground, however, with vigor, and finally drove

off the enemy. A short time previous to this, an engagement had taken

place between Captain Ruff's cavalry and the guerrillas, it which he was

eminently victorious, not losing a man.

IIESE attacks of the guerrillas kept the

region between Vera Cruz and Puebla in

B ~;ite of constant alarm, and rendered

travelling, except with a strong escort.

in the highest degree dangerous. The

most active and d;iring of these partisans was

the celebrated Father Jarauta, a priest, who had

organized most of .the parties, and who seems to

have been considered as their general leader.

Vigilant exertions were made to capture him by Captain Walker, and

General Patterson, who was then stationed at Vera Cruz, but without

success; and, until the close of the war, he continued to arm and

different hands, whose rapid and fearless movements rendered his name a

terror in that neighborhood.

( >n the 8th of August, the march of Scott's army towards the capital

was resumed. After passing round Lake Chalco, by an unfreqin

road, for the purpose of avoiding the strong fortress of El Penon. the

troops reached San Augustin, a village twelve miles south of the cit\ of

Mexico, on the 18th of August. A reconnoissance of the fortress of San

Antonio was made on the following day, during which, Captain Thornt on

was killed. San Augustin was situated in a broken valley, near its

northern extremity. On the rocks which border the western side of the

valley, was situated the strong post of Contreras, which the Mexicans had

carefully fortified and furnished with a large garrison.

In conformity with the orders of General Scott, General Twiggs left

his wagon train at San Augustin, and proceeded with his division, on the

morning of the 19th, across the rough road which leads to Contreras.

On arriving within sight of that place, a rifle regiment was ordered for-

ward as skirmishers, to clear the ground. This was done safely and

quickly. The enemy's pickets were driven to within 300 yards of their

works, and then Magruder's battery, a mountain-howitzer and a rocket-

battery were placed in position for service. The Mexicans opened a heavy
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fire with their large guns, and the Americans returned it with effect.

For several hours a cannonade was kept up, which was most destructive

to Twiggs's troops. So great was the loss of artillerymen and officers

that the batteries were withdrawn and placed under cover, General

Smith's brigade was then ordered to gain a position in the rear of the

enemy, and turn the position of San Antonio. The troops advanced

fields of lava, scarcely passable by single individuals, until within i

<>f the Mexican batteries on the San Angel road. These opened their

fire, and the situation of the Americans became one of great danger.

The strong fortress of Oontreras was erected on the edge of a ravine : it

mounted 22 guns and was garrisoned by 7000 troops. Reconnoit

General Smith found he was advancing by the only path that crossed the

broken bed of lava, and on which the enemy were prepared to receive

him. The guns could be dragged no further, and the infantry would be

exposed to a terrible fire without knowing whether the crossing of the

ravine was possible. In this dilemma, Smith resolved to abandon the

direct march and try one of the enemy's flanks.

To cover this movement, Captain Magruder opened his fire in front,
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while a select corps passed behind his pieces, and filed off to the Mexican

right. After crossing a rock nearly a mile in length, the troops descended

to the village of Encelda, near Contreras. Here they saw an immense

body of troops approaching the fort from the capital. These formed on

the slope of the ravine, on the opposite side of the village. Instead of

pausing, the Americans continued their march, crossed two streams, and

entered the village. There they met four regiments of Pillow's division,

under General Cadwallader, who placed himself under the orders of

General Smith.

General Smith drew up Cadwallader's troops on the outer edge of the

village, facing the enemy, placed the infantry and rifles on the right flank.

garrisoned a church, and secured the rear with a regiment, under Major

Dimmick. In this position lie awaited the onset of the enemy. While

the Mexicans were getting ready to advance, Colonel Riley, who had been

sent by Twiggs to favor Smith's movement, arrived with his brigade.

With this accession of strength, General Smith determined to become the

assailant. Riley's troops were placed in column on the left, and Cad-

wallader's on the right. But night and a severe storm set in before the

k could be made. The bivouac of the night was one of the most

distressing that the army of Scott experienced. The troops were without

i overing from the storm, no fires were kindled, and the air was piercing cold.

Besides this, they were surrounded, except in the rear, by at least 18,000

men, with nearly 30 pieces of cannon, and including in their force, 6

cavalry. Smith's whole force numbered but 3300 men, without cavalry

or artillery.

?N the desperate situation in which he was placed, General

Smith resolved to attack Contreras before daylight. A
reconnoissance of the ravine in the rear of the fort indi-

cated that an attack in that direction with infantry was

practicable, and it was resolved to make it. Three

o'clock, on the morning of the 20th, was selected as the

time of marching. In the meantime, Captain Lee

volunteered to return to the general-in-chief and inform him of their

situation. But an unexpected aid arrived: General Shields appeared on

the other side of the ravine with the New York and South Carolina

volunteers. Being the superior oflicer, Shields could have taken the

command, but he generously let General Smith follow out his own plan,

and contented himself with defending the village during the attack upon

Contreras.

At three o'clock, on the 20th, the troops, cold, wet and hungry, com-

menced their march. Riley's brigade formed the van, followed by Cad-
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wallader, while Smith's own brigade brought up the rear. The road was

one of great difficulty, being jagged by stones and pointed rocks, the

interstices filled with mud and water. At daylight, the van entered the

ravine cautiously, until it reached a point from whence a charge might be

made upon the rear of the works. Here it halted, and the rear <

up. Forming into two columns, preparatory to an assault, Riley's men

marched forward amid the crags and gulleys of the ravine, until he stood

in full front of the Mexican rear, but sheltered from its fire by an acclivity.

There they again halted, re-formed and pushed up the eminence. The

Mexicans then opened their fire from the fort, and in the rear. This was

the critical moment. Throwing forward bis two divisions as skirmishers,

Riley shouted to his men to follow, and rushed towards the fort, supported

by his whole command. This charge was one of the most brilliant of the

whole war. The remainder of Smith's troops could hardly be restrained,

such was their enthusiasm. Through a tremendous storm of the enemy's

cannon, Riley hurried his shatttered column, until he reached a cross

ravine close to the fort. Across this, under the brow of the slope, the

rifles and, engineers had been thrown to check the detachments outside.

iring for a decisive struggle with the bayonet, Riley's men rushed

forward and were soon upon the enemy's works. Cadwallader mi

rapidly to his support; and Smith's brigade, under Major Dimmick, ad-

vanced in the same direction, but arriving opposite the fort, a large body

of the enemy were observed upon its 'eft think. Major Dimmick was
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ordered to charge and rout it, which he did in the finest style. A portion

of this regiment mounted the bank of the first ravine, rushed down the

second, and met the enemy outside of their works, just as Riley's brigade

poured upon it. Riley's charge was irresistible. Every battery in the

fort was silenced, and the masses of the enemy were driven from the

walls and were soon flying from the gates in confusion. The cavalry ont-

side of the gates were attacked by Major Dimmick, with the bayonet, and

both men ami horses overwhelmed in irremediable slaughter. Thousands

leaped headlong from the walls, and rushed across the fields and up the

ravine. The rout was complete. Riley's colors were placed upon the

works, and the artillery companies seized upon the cannon. Among the

captured guns were two taken by Santa Anna at Buena Vista. General

Scott arrived soon after the capture, and joined in the shouts of the

victorious troops.

I^HE promptitude of General Shields in

cutting off the enemy's retreat, which he

accomplished by a line stratagem, con-

tributed in no little degree to the complete

ess of Smith's plan. The assault took

place "not more than half a mile," says the

latter officer, "off the garden and house

occupied by a part of General Shield's

brigade, placed there to intercept the enemy.

This skilful and gallant officer, when we

.^-^S^" marched, bad -spread his men over the line

we had occupied, and directed them to make

fires towards daylight, as though preparing their breakfast. The enemy

in front had, during the night, placed batteries along their line, and in

the morning moved detachments forward to take in flank the attack he

saw we were meditating the night before, which he was preparing to meet,

supposing, from the indications he found, that we were still in force in

the village. When, after daylight, he saw a column moving on Contreras,

(the intrenched camp,) and already prepared to turn it, he musl have

supposed we had been strongly reinforced ; for his movements to and fro

indicated great perplexity. His doubts were BOOD resolved, however, by

the loss of Contreras, (the camp,) and he immediately commenced a hasty

retreat along the top of the hill, inclining towards the San Angel road.

Shields's force (five or six hundred men) having, under his skilful direc-

tion, thus disposed of one enemy, he turned to the other, who, in their

Right, found themselves intercepted at the garden, and, under the sure

!' the South Carolina regiment, broke away over the opposite fields.
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and taking shelter in the ditches and ravines, escaped, many of them, to

the rocks. Two squadrona of cavalry, either by chance or a wise design,
in a narrow part of the road between the wall and dike, laid down their

arms, and so choked the way thai pursuit was interrupted for upwards
of twenty minutes; which sufficed (we having no cavalry) for the safety

of many of the fugitives. A large body escaped upwards towards the

mountains."

HIS gallant conduct of General Shields was

not unattended with danger to his own com-
mand. In Bpeaking of the event of the

battle, he thus describes his own operations,

commencing with the time when, on the

afternoon of the 19th, he marched to sup-

port General Smith.

"Directing my march upon the village

near Contreras, the troops had to pass over

ground covered with rocks and crags, and

filled with chasms, which rendered the road

almost impassable. A deep rugged ravine,

along the bed of which rolled a rapid stream, was passed,

after dark, with great difficulty and exertion; and to

rest the wearied troops after crossing, 1 directed them
'" to lie upon their arms until midnight. While occu-

pying this position, two strong pickets, thrown out

ly my orders, discovered, fired upon, and drove back a

/^ body of Mexican infantry moving through the fields in

/ *Y a direction from their position towards the city. I

- J/ have since learned that an attempt had in like manner

been made by the enemy to pass the position on the

main road occupied by the 1st regiment of artillery, and with a like want

of sueeess. About midnight I again resumed the march, and joined

Brigadier-General Smith in the village already referred to.

" General Smith, previous to my arrival, had made the most judicious

arrangement for turning and surprising' the Mexican position about day-

break, and with which I could not wish to interfere. This cast upon my
command the necessity of holding the position to be evacuated by General

Smith, and which was threatened by the enemy's artillery and infantry

on the right, and a large force of his cavalry on the left. About day-

break the enemy opened a brisk fire of grape and round shot upon the

church and village in which my brigade was posted, as also upon a part

of our own troops displayed t'> divert him on bis right and front— evi-
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dently unaware of the movement in progress to turn his position by the

left and rear. This continued until Colonel Riley's brigade opened its

fire from the rear, which was delivered with such terrible effect, that the

whole Mexican force was thrown into the utmost consternation.

" At this juncture, I ordered the two regiments of my command to

throw themselves on the main road, by which the enemy must retire, to

intercept and cut off his retreat ; and although officers and men had

suffered severely during the march of the night, and from exposure with-

out shelter or cover to the incessant rain until daybreak, this movement

was executed in good order, and with rapidity. The Palmetto regiment,

crossing a deep ravine, deployed on both sides of the load, and opened a

most destructive fire upon the mingled masses of infantry and cavalry ;

and the New York regiment, brought into line lower down, and on the

roadside, delivered its fire witli like effect. At this point many of the

enemy were killed and wounded; some 365 captured, of which 25 were

officers, and amongst the latter was General Nicolas Mendoza.

N the meanwhile the enemy's

cavalry, about 3000 strong,

which had been threatening

our position during the

morning, moved down to-

wards us in good order, and

as if to attack. I immedi-

ately recalled the infantry,

to place them in position to

meet the threatened move-

ment ; but soon the cavalry

changed its direction and

retreated towards the capi-

tal. I now received an

order from General Twiggs

to advance by the main road towards Mexico ; and having posted Captain

Marshall's company of South Carolina volunteers and Captain Taylor's

New York volunteers, in charge of the prisoners and wounded. 1 moved

off with the remainder of my force, and joined the positions of the 2d

and 3d divisions, already en route on the main road. On this inarch we

were joined by the general-in-chief, who assumed command of the whole,

and the march continued uninterrupted until we arrived before Churubusco."

According to the reports of the Mexican generals, there were in and

about Contreras, about 7000 men, under General Valencia, and 12,000

in front of Encelda, under Santa Anna. Their loss was 700 killed, a
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large number wounded, and fifteen prisoners, including several generals.

The victors captured 22 pieces of brass ordnance, a large number of mules

and horses, and an immense quantity of shells, ammunition and small

arms. The latter were destroyed. In this battle, about 3000 men with-

out guns or cavalry, drove twice their number from a fortress considered

impregnable, provided with every requisite for defensive warfare and
seconded by a reserve of 10,000 troops. The plan was the work of

General Smith ; the execution, that of officers and men, unsurpassed for

skill and undaunted courage.

ANTA ANNA, in his official report of the action,

imputes the whole blame to the commandant,

General Valencia, whom he had ordered to evacuate

Contreras, on perceiving that the American army
had safely eluded El Penon and Mexicalzingo.

This, Valencia neglected to do, relying on the

strength of his position, and the known superiority

of his garrison in point of numbers. But for this

disobedience of orders, the difficulties of the Ameri-

cans would have been seriously augmented. Even

after so severe a blow, dispiriting as it was to the remainder of Santa

Anna's army, the fortress of Churubusco was defended most obstinately;

and the addition of 7000 troops, led by Santa Anna, with twenty pieces

of cannon, and the immense stores of Contreras, previous to the occur-

rence of an enervating defeat, would have thrown a degree of energy

into the defence of the first position which would have required more than

the exertions of Smith's and Shield's commands to carry it. " Had Va-

lencia," says an eye-witness, " obeyed the order of Santa Anna, sent to

him on the 18th August, and fallen back to Coyoacan or Churubusco,

with his 7000 veteran troops, 22 large cannon, and his vast stores of am-

munition, it would have so strengthened Santa Anna, that we doubt if

General Scott could ever have carried this latter position. As it was,

our army encountered a fierce and destructive opposition, which cost us

1000 killed and wounded. Our army, too, but for the victory of Con-

treras, would have exhausted its supply of ammunition, before it could

have made an impression on the enemy's strong position at Churubusco.

But the capture of Contreras supplied the whole army with abundant

stores of ammunition, and doubled the strength of our artillery.

"The result proved the sagacity of Santa Anna: for had Valencia

obeyed the order to evacuate his position, we doubt if our army would

now be occupying it.

" The victory of Contreras opened to our army the road to the capital.
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General Qintniun.

It is emphatically the great battle of the war. Had it been a defeat,

disgrace and ruin, or utter annihilation, would have been the fate of our

army."

The language of this extract is, perhaps, in a few places, rather strong
;

since there can be little doubt that even in the event of a repulse before

Churubusco, the genius of General Scott would have surmounted every

difficulty, and cut his way into the capital. It shows, however, the light

in which the victory of Contreras was regarded by the army, and as the

writer justly observes, proves the sagacity of Santa Anna.

During the assault upon Contreras, the divisions of Worth and Quit-

man were marching to Smith's assistance. But the battle was over

before they appeared, and General Scott immediately ordered them to

their former positions. These two divisions, with Shields's brigade, were

placed under the command of Major General Pillow, and ordered to march

towards Churubusco. General Worth, by skilful and daring movements,

forced the position of San Antonio, and then joining Pillow, marched

through ditches and swamps towards the next grand centre of attack.
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HE hamlet of Churubuseu, besides

the fortified convent, presented a

strong field work, with regular bas-

tions and curtains, at the head of a

bridge over which the road passes,

from San Antonio to the capital.

The whole remaining force of

Mexico— about 27,000 men — was

now collected in, or on the flanks

of those works, and seemed resolved

to make a last, desperate stand to

Bave the capital. The move-

ments of the assailants were neces-

sarily of an intricate nature, and cannot be

described in detail. We shall only give an out-

line of the principal attacks, ami the general

progress of the battle.

General Twiggs received orders to move

forward with his division and attack the fortified

convent upon the right of the enemy's works.

General Pillow was ordered to assault, with

Cadwallader's brigade, the tete de font, a

strong fort on the bridge, to the left. General Worth's division ad-

vanced to attack the same post from another direction, and the two de-

tachments joined. The fields to the right of the bridge were filled with

standing corn which masked large bodies of the enemy and enabled them

to deliver a very destructive tire. But a portion of the troops crossed

over these and engaged the regular line of the enemy. A regiment of

infantry moved forward and attacked the work in front. But being

exposed to a raking fire of grape, cannister and musketry, it was checked

for some time. Two other regiments, under a terrible fire, crossed the

deep ditcli which surrounded the fort, carried it by the bayonet and turned

the captured cannon upon the enemy posted in the town. Then the

church or convent, which formed the citadel of Churubusco, hard pressed

by Twiggs on one side and Worth upon the other, became the object of a

general attack. Twenty minutes after the capture of the t,tc de pont,

signals of surrender were thrown out of it on all sides, but not until the

infantry had cleared the way by fire and bayonet, and had entered the

work. A large number of prisoners were taken, including three gcneials.

The following account of the termination of the battle is from General

Scott's lucid despatch:—
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"Pierce's brigade, followed closely by that of the volunteers— both

under the command of Brigadier-General Shields—had been detached to

our left to turn the enemy's works ;
— to prevent the escape of the garri-

sons ;
— and to oppose the extension of the enemy's numerous corps, from

the rear, upon and around our left.

" Considering the inferior numbers of the two brigades, the objects of

the movement were difficult to accomplish. Hence the reinforcement (the

rifles, &c.) sent forward a little later.

jN a winding march of a mile around to the right, this

temporary division found itself on the edge of an open

wet meadow, near the road from San Antonio to the

capital, and in the presence of some 4000 of the enemy's

infantry, a little in the rear of Churubusco, on that road.

Establishing the right at a strong building, Shields ex-

tended his left, parallel to the road, to outflank the enemy towards the

capital. But the enemy extending his right, supported by 3000 cavalry,

more rapidly, (being favoured by better ground,) in the same direction,

Shields concentrated the division about a hamlet, and determined to

attack in front. The battle was long, hot, and varied ; but ultimately,

success crowned the zeal and gallantry of our troops, ably directed by

their distinguished commander, Brigadier-General Shields. The 9th,

12th, and 15th regiments, under Colonel Ransom, Captain Wood, and

Colonel Morgan, respectively, of Pierce's brigade, (Pillow's division,) and

the New York and South Cafolina volunteers, under Colonels Burnett

and Butler, respectively, of Shields's own brigade, (Quitman's division,)

together with the mountain howitzer battery, now under Lieutenant Reno,

of the ordnance corps, all shared in the glory of this action— our fifth

victory in the same day.

" Brigadier-General Pierce, from the hurt of the evening before—under

pain and exhaustion — fainted in the action. Several other changes in

command occurred on this field. Thus Colonel Morgan being severely

wounded, the command of the 15th infantry devolved on Lieutenant-

Colonel Howard ; Colonel Burnett receiving a like wound, the command

of the New York volunteers fell to Lieutenant-Colonel Baxter ; and, on

the fall of the lamented Colonel P. M. Butler— earlier wounded, but

continuing to lead nobly in the hottest part of the battle— the command

of the South Carolina volunteers devolved— first on Lieutenant-Colonel

Dickson, who being severely wounded, (as before in the siege of Vera

Cruz,) the regiment ultimately fell under the orders of Major Gladden.

"Lieutenants David Adams and W. R. Williams, of the same corps;

Captain Augustus Quarles, and Lieutenant J. B. Goodman, of the 15th,
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and Lieutenant E. Chandler, New York volunteers— all -gallant officer*,

nobly fell in the same action.

"Shields took 380 prisoners, including officers; and it cannot be

doubted that the rage of the conflict between him and the enemy, just in

the rear of the tete de pont and the convent had some influence on the

surrender of those formidable defences.

"As soon as the tete de pont was carried, the greater part of Worth's

and Pillow's forces passed that bridge in rapid pursuit of the flying

enemy. These distinguished generals, coming up with Brigadier-General

Shields, now also victorious, the three continued to press upon the fugi-

tives to within a mile and a half of the capital. Here. Colonel Harney,

with a small part of his brigade of cavalry, rapidly passed to the front,

and charged the enemy up to the nearest gate.

HE cavalry charge was headed by Captain

Kearny, of the 1st dragoons, hav-

ing a squadron, with his own troop,

that of Captain M'Rcynolds, of

the 3d— making the usual escort

to general head-quarters : but.

being early in the day at i

for general service, was now under

Colonel Harney's orders. The

gallant captain not hearing the recall that had been sounded, dashed up

to the San Antonio gate, sabreing, in his way, all who resisted. Of the

seven officers of the squadron, Kearny lost his left arm ; M'Rcynolds and

Lieutenant Lorimer Graham were both severely wounded, ami Lieutenant

R. S. Ewell, who succeeded to the command of the escort, had two horses

killed under him. Major F. D. Mills, of the 15th infantry, a volunteer

in this charge, was killed at the gate.

" So terminated the series of events which I have but feebly presented.

My thanks were freely poured out on the different fields— to the abilities

ami science of generals and other officers—to the gallantry and pro

of all—the rank and file included. But a reward infinitely higher—the

applause of a grateful country and government— will. I cannot doubt, be

accorded, in due time, to so much merit, of every sort, displayed by this

glorious army, which has now overcome all difficulties—distance, clii

ground, fortifications, numbers."

The victory of Chmubusco was as complete and gloiious as any ever

obtained in the history of war. Defences which had cost the great* st

general of Mexico incessant labor, and which were regarded as impreg-

nable, were, in a few hours, demolished or captured. The results of the
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battle may be summed up as follows: Eight thousand five hundred men

defeated 32,000 posted in an almost impregnable position ; made about

3000 prisoners, including eight generals, and 205 other officers ; killed

or wounded 4000 of all ranks, besides entire corps dispersed or dissolved
;

captured 37 pieces of ordnance, with a large supply of small arms and

ammunition. Among the prisoners taken, were about seventy deserters

from the American army, who had been of great service to the Mexicans.

The loss in killed and wounded of the invading army, was thirteen officers

and 336 of the rank and file.

Notwithstanding the worn-out condition of the American troops, they

were eager to enter the capital during the night of the 20th of August.

But General Scott wisely resolved to recruit his troops before attempting

such a thing. The men had been marching, watching, fasting and fighting

for 36 hours, and Scott was fully aware that the heights of Chapultepec

and the garitas were still before them, capable of making a strong defence.

On the evening of the 20th, General Scott received a flag of truce from
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the enemy, asking for an armistice long enough to appoint oommissionera

to negotiate. The armistice was granted, but it was made terminable in

48 hours.

COMMISSIONERS were at once appointed

by Generals Scott and Santa Anna, to agree

upon a cessation of hostilities. Generals

Quitman, Smith ami Pierce were the American

commissioners, and Ignatio de Mora y Villamil

.' and r.cnito Quijano, the Mexican. On the 22d

J
of August, these officers met at Tacubaya, and,

I after considerable discussion, agreed upon the

following articles :
—

1. Hostilities shall instantly and absolutely

cease between the armies of the United States

of America and the United Mexican States, within thirty leagues of the

capital of the latter states, to allow time to the commissioners appointed

by the United States, and the commissioners to be appointed by the

Mexican republic, to negotiate.

2. The armistice shall continue as long as the commissioners of the

two governments may be engaged on negotiations, or until the comuir

of either of the said armies shall give formal notice to the other of the

cessation of the armistice, and for 48 hours after such notice.

3. In the meantime neither army shall, within 30 leagues of the city

of Mexico, commence any new fortification or military work of offence

or defence, or do anything to enlarge or strengthen any existing work or

fortification of that character within the said limits.

4. Neither army shall be reinforced within the same. Any reinforce-

ments in troops or munitions of war, other than subsistence now approach-

ing cither army, shall be stopped at the distance of 28 leagues from

city of Mexico.

5. Neither army, nor any detachment from it, shall advance beyond the

line it at present occupies.

6. Neither army, nor any detachment or individual of either, shall pass

the neutral limits established by the last article, except under a flag of

truce, bearing the correspondence between the two armies, or on the

business authorized by the next article, and individuals of either army

who may chance to straggle within the neutral limits, shall, by the oppo-

site party, be kindly warned off or sent back to their own armies under

flags of truce.

7. The American army shall not by violence obstruct the passage, from

the open country into the city of Mexico, of the ordinary supplies of
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food necessary to the consumption of its inhabitants, or the Mexican

army within the city; nor shall the Mexican authorities, civil or military,

do any act to obstruct the passage of supplies, from the city or the

country, needed by the American army.

8. All American prisoners of war remaining in the hands of the

Mexican army, and not heretofore exchanged, shall immediately, or as

soon as practicable, be restored to the American army, against a like

number, having regard to rank, of Mexican prisoners captured by the

American army.

9. All American citizens who were established in the city of Mexico

prior to the existing war, and who have since been expelled from that

city, shall be allowed to return to their respective business or families

therein, without delay or molestation.

10. The better to enable the belligerent armies to execute these articles,

and to favor the great object of peace, it is further agreed between the

parties, that any courier with despatches that either army shall desire to

send along the line from the city of Mexico or its vicinity, to and from

Vera Cruz, shall receive a safe conduct from the commander of the

opposing army.

11. The administration of justice between Mexicans, according to the

general and state constitutions and laws, by the local authorities of the

towns and places occupied by the American forces, shall not be obstructed

in any manner.

^-. Persons and property shall be respected in the towns and places

occupied by the American forces. No person shall be molested in the

exercise of his profession ; nor shall the services of any one be required

without his consent. In all cases where services are voluntarily rendered,

a just price shall be paid, and trade remain unmolested.

13. Those wounded prisoners who may desire to remove to some more

convenient place, for the purpose of being cured of their wounds, shall

be allowed to do so without molestation, they still remaining prisonei 3.

14. Those Mexican medical officers who may wish to attend the wounded,

shall have the privilege of doing so if their services be required.

15. For the more perfect execution of this agreement, two commis-

sioners shall be appointed, one. by each party, who, in case of disagree-

ment, shall appoint a third.

16. This convention shall have no force or effect unless approved by

their excellencies, the commanders respectively of the two armies, within

twenty-four hours, reckoning from 6 o'clock, A. M., of the 22d day of

August, 1847.

I In the presentation of this instrument to General Scott, he addressed
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the following note to Santa Anna and the commissioners :
—" Considered,

approved, and ratified, with the express understanding that the word

'supplies,' as used the second time, without qualification, in the seventh

article of this military convention— American copy— shall be taken to

mean, (as in both the British and American armies,) arms, munition,

clothing, equipments, subsistence, (for men,) forage, and in general all

the wants of an army. The word 'supplies,' in the Mexican copy, is

erroneously translated ' viveres,' instead of ' recursos.'
"

ANTA ANNA replied to this in the following note:

—

" Ratified, suppressing the 9th article, and explaining the

fourth to the effect that the temporary peace of this

armistice shall be observed in the capital, and 28 leagues

around it; and agreeing that the word 'supplies' shall be

translated ' recursos,' and that it comprehends every

thing which the army may need except arms and

ammunition."

These conditions were ratified by General Scott, and the corrected

copies of the armistice signed by both commanders.

Immediately after the conclusion of this meeting, commissioners were

appointed by the civil government of Mexico, to open negotiations with

Mr. Trist for a permanent treaty of peace. They met on the 25th.

Both parties were evidently anxious for peace ; but unfortunately the

question of boundary—always a vexed one—arose, in its most aggravated

form, that of a cession by Mexico of the disputed territory in Texas to

the United States. The substance of Mr. 'Prist's proposal was. that the

boundary line of the two republics should run up the middle of the Rio

Grande to the limits of New Mexico, then turning to the westward, take

the course of the Gila and the Lower Colorado, and through the mouth

of the latter river down the middle of the Californian Gulf into the

Pacific. This would have brought the southwestern boundary line of the

United States about ten degrees farther south, depriving Mexico of all

Upper and Lower California, as well as of the districts on the Rio Grande,

and leaving her the Gila for her northern boundary, at the point where

the present frontier of Sonora marks her settled territories. For the

region thus acquired by the United States, Mr. Trist offered a liberal

sum, to be paid to Mexico at such time as might afterwards be agre< d

upon. To all this the Mexican commissioners consented, excepting the

clause relating to the Rio Grande as the western boundary. It will be

remembered that, immediately previous to the conclusion of the annexa-

tion treaty, by which Texas became a part of the United States, Mexico

had declared her willingness to acknowledge the independence of her
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rebellious province on condition that the latter would remain a BOvereign

state, and take measures for settling the disputed boundary question.

< hi this subject the Mexicans had always evinced a jealous tenacity ap-

proaching to infatuation. They claimed the whole territory as far as the

Nueces, or none. It is highly probable that, had the United States

offered them this river as a boundary after the victory of Cerm Gordo,

or even of Vera Cruz, it would have been accepted. It was on this rock

that the hopes of the friends of peace were destined again to split. The
lands of California, and the fine harbors of the Pacific, were incalculably

more valuable than the Bandy wastes along the Rio Grande; yet, notwith-

standing this, and in the face of the humbling proofs of the nation's

inability to obtain more by force, Mexican pride remained inflexible and

uncompromising, choosing rather to stake all upon the apparently

hopel< ie of war, than consent to the dismemberment of her

ancient territory.

NOTWITHSTANDING the many difficulties between the

commissioners, negotiations were continued until the

lid of September, when Mr. Trist handed in his ulti-

matum, or final propositions, and the negotiators

adjourned to meet on the 6th. Meanwhile the subject

was referred to the supreme Mexican authorities, for

their decision. Before the second meeting of the

commissioners, circumstances, not connected with their deliberal

occurred, whieh hastened the resumption of hostilities. In the early part

of September, some infractions of the truce, respecting supplies from the

city, were committed, followed by apologies from the enemy. T

were overlooked by (Jeneral Scott. Hut, on the 5th, the American

general learned that, as soon as the ultimatum had been considered in a

grand council of ministers and others, Santa Anna had, on the 4th and

5th, actively commenced the strengthening of his military defences.

This information was continued on the 6th, in consequence of which

General Scott addressed to the .Mexican commander the following note,

dated on the same day:

"The 7th article, as also the 12th— that stipulates that trade shall

remain mi molested— of the armistice, or military convention, which I

had the honor to ratify and to exchange with your excellency the 24th

ultimo, have been repeatedly violated, beginning soon after date, on the

part of Mexico; and I now have good reason to believe that, within the

last 48 hours, if not earlier, the third article of that convention has been

equally violated by the same party.

" These direct breaches of faith give to this army the most perfect
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r*ght to resume hostilities against Mexico without any notice whatever;

but, to allow time for possible explanation, apology, and reparation, I now
give formal notice, that, unless full satisfaction on those allegations should

be received by me before 12 o'clock, meridian, to-morrow, I shall consider

the said armistice at an end from and after that hour."

N his reply, (dated the same day, but not delivered till

the 7th.) Santa Anna expressed his astonishment at

the reception of such accusations, denying impera-

tively that the civil or military authorities had

obstructed the passage of provisions, and affirming

that the few eases where difficulties of the kind had

occurred, had been owing to the imprudence of the

American agent. In return, he accused General Scott of preventing the

owners and managers of grain mills in the vicinity from furnishing any

flour to the city. The remaining part of his letter contains the following

strung, and. considering the condition of the Mexican nation at the time,

remarkable language:

" It is false that any new work or fortification has been undertaken,

because one or two repairs have only served to place them in the same

condition they were in on the day the armistice was entered into; acci-

dent or the convenience of the moment having caused the destruction of

the then existing works. I had very early notice of the establishment

of the battery behind the mud wall of the house called Garay's, in the

town occupied by you, and did not remonstrate, because the peace of two

great republics could not be made to depend upon things grave in them-

selves, but of little value compared to the result in which all the friends

of humanity and of the prosperity of the American continent take so

great an interest.

• It is not without great grief, and even indignation, that I have

received communications from the cities and villages occupied by the army

of your excellency, in relation to the violation of the temp: rated

to the worship of God, to the plunder of the sacred vases, and to tin-

profanation of the images venerated by the Mexican people. Profoundly

have I been afflicted by the complaints of lathers and husbands, of the

violence offered to their daughters and wives; and these same cities and

villages have been sacked, not only in violation of the armistice, but of

the sacred principles proclaimed and respected by civilized nations. 1

have observed silence to the present moment, in order not to obstruct tin-

progress of negotiations which held out the Dope of terminating a scanda-

lous war, and one which your excellency has characterized so justly as

unnatural.
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" But I shall desist offering apologies, because I cannot be blind to the

truth, that the true cause of the threats of renewing hostilities, contained

in the note of your excellency, is, that I have not been willing to sign a

treaty which would lessen considerably not only the territory of the

republic, but that dignity and integrity which all nations defend to the

last extremity. And if these considerations have not the same weight in

the mind of your excellency, the responsibility before the world, who can

easily distinguish on whose side is moderation and justice, will fall

upon you.

" I flatter myself that your excellency will be convinced, on calm re-

flection, of the weight of my reasons. But if, by misfortune, you should

seek only a pretext to deprive the first city of the American continent

of an opportunity to free the unarmed population of the horrors of war,

there will be left me no other means of saving them but to repel force by

force, with the decision and energy which my high obligations impose

upon me."

The accusations cuutained in this answer. General Scott pronounced

as " absolutely and notoriously false, both in recrimination and explana-

tion." The correspondence closed, and all hope of a satisfactory adjust-

ment of the subjects of dispute being at an end, both parties prepared

for another appeal to arms.
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General Cadwiillader.

On the day previous to the termination of the truce, the American

general learned that a great number of church-bells had been sent from

the capital to a foundry called Casa Mata, to be cast into two guns, and

that large stores of ammunition had arrived at the same place. As soon

as the truce ended, General Scott resolved to attack that place, and de-

prive the enemy of the means necessary to complete their defences. The

execution of this plan was given to Major-General Worth.

A daring reconnoissance was made on the 7th of August, by Generals

Scott and Worth, but on account of the defences of Molino del Rey being

skilfully masked, but an imperfect idea of their strength was obtained.

On the same day, a large body of the enemy was seen hovering near the

works, but they did not venture an attack, and Scott would not derange

his plans by offering battle. Worth's division was reinforced by General

Cadwallader's troops, and the whole command then numbered ''>'200 men.

The orders of General Scott were that the division should attack and

destroy the lines and defences between the Casa Mata and Molino del

Rey, capture the enemy's artillery, destroy the machinery and material
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in the foundry, but on no account to attack Chapultepec. The communi-

cation between Chapultepec and Molino del Rey was cut off by posting

Garland's brigade on the right of the latter. Artillery was placed upon

a ridge 500 or GOO yards from the enemy's works, to play upon them and

cut off the connection between the castle and the other works. The

assaulting party consisted of 500 picked men and officers, commanded by

Major Wright, and they were* to be Btrongly supported. The whole plan

of attack displayed the skill of the commanding general.

At '< o'clock, A. M. of the 8th of August, the division marched by

columns, each taking a different route. Such was the accuracy of the

arrangement, that notwithstanding the darkness of the night, and the

broken character of the ground, the troops were in their different positions

preparatory to the attack, before daylight. Soon after, the artillery upon

the ridge opened a heavy fire upon the works of Molino del Key, and

thus gave the signal for the attack. So heavy were the discharges, that,

in a very short time, masses of masonry fell with tremendous noise and

the whole line of entrenchments began to shake. The enemy returned

the fire and soon unfolded the unsuspected strength of their works. In

the meantime, all being in readiness, .Major Wright dashed down the hill

upon which he was posted, followed by the whole assaulting party, amid

the shouts of the whole division. At the same moment, the central

batteries, which had been masked, opened their terrible fire upon the

assaulting party, and great slaughter ensued. But amid the storm of

musketry and cannister, Wright rushed on with his gallant hand, and

carried the works, drove infantry and artillery at the point of the bayonet,

seized the large field battery and turned its guns upon the retreating foe.

BVBRTHELESS, the battle was not yel de-

cided. After falling back a short distance, the

.Mexicans suddenly halted; and seeing the

smallness of the force by which they were

attacked, they returned to the conflict. The

little assaulting party were overwhelmed by

the numbers of the enemy, and suffered a

fearful loss. Seeing the party was thrown

into confusion, General Worth ordered the

right wing of Cadwallader's brigade to its support. These troops reached

the shattered remnant of Major Wright's command ut a seasonable mo-

ment. The struggle was close, but short. The enemy were again routed

and their central positions fully carried and occupied.

The assault upon the left of the defences was intrusted to Garland's

brigade, with Drum's artillery. The struggle at that point was obstinate
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and bloody. The artillery did great execution on both sides. The loss

of the assailants was heavy, but they succeeded in driving the Mexicans

from their guns; and then, as the garrison tied towards Chapultepec,

turned the fire of their own guns upon them till they were out of reach.

.IMULTANEOUS with this assault, Duncan's

battery opened upon the righl of the enemy in

order to mask an assault by Colonel M'lntosh.

The whole field was soon in an uproar, the battle

raging throughout the entire line of defei

The command of M'lntosh moved steadily to the assault,

maring the Casa Mata, it was found to be a strong stone

citadel, with bastioned entrenchments ami impassable ditches. The

difficulty of tlic assault proved ten times greater than had been sup-

pos 1. The batteries of the enemy kept silent until the Americans were

within musket-shot, when they poured their destructive storm upon the

advancing party. The rank, united away beneath such a fire, and all the

principal officers of the assaulting party were either killed or wounded.

This created confusion, and the troops fell back to Duncan's battery.

Colonel Duncan had, in the meantime, been arduously engaged. A
large cavalry force had appeared at the extreme left of the American

line, and against this, Duncan, supported by Cadwallader's voltigeurs,

advanced. The wdiole battery opened upon them, and with great i

Major Sumner, with his dragoons, moved to the aid of the artillery, under

a destructive fire from the Casa Mata, of which he was within pistol

range. As he advanced the cavalry of the enemy retired ; but the n

held his position upon the left Hank throughout the action. The repulse

of the brigade of M'lntosh enabled Duncan to open Ids battery again

upon the Casa Mata, which the Mexicans, after a Bhort tire, abandoned.

The Americans rushed into the works witli loud cheers, seized the cannon

and turned them upon their former owners, who were now retreating in

every part of the field. The Casa Mata was blown up, and all the cannon

moulds destroyed. There were about 14,000 men, commanded by Santa

Anna in the works when assaulted. Ahout 3000 of them, including two

generals, were killed, wounded or captured. The los> of the victors was

about 800 men killed and wounded, among whom were many valuable

officers.

Immediately after this victory, the American engineers commenced a

series of daring reconnoissances on the castle of Chapultepec and the

works of the capital preparatory to commencing that brilliant

achievements called by General Scott, the Battle of Mexico. The city

stands on a slight swell of ground, surrounded by a ditch of great breadth
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and depth and entered by eight gates, each of which was very strongly

fortified and manned. An approach to the city by the northern side, as

Scott at first intended, might have been achieved, but with great loss

:

and that general, as humane as he was brave and skilful, changed his

plan of attack. A feint was to be made at the north, while the real

attack was to be made on the south and southwest.

The first step in the new movement was to carry Chapultepec. Besides

a numerous garrison, here was the military college of the republic, with

a larjre number of sub-lieutenants and other students. Those works wire

within direct gunshot of the village of Tacubaya, and, until carried, we

oould not approach the city on the west without making a circuit too wide

and too hazardous.
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City of Mf the convent of San Cosmo.

"In the course of the night of the 11th," says General Scott, " heavy

batteries within easy ranges, were established. No. 1, on our right, under

the command of Captain Drum, 4th artillery, (relieved the next day, foi

some hours, by Lieutenant Andrews, of the 3d,) and No. 2, commanded

by Lieutenant llagner, ordnance—both supported by Quitman's division.

Nos. 3 and 4, on the opposite side, supported by Pillow's division, were

commanded, the former by Captain Brooks and Lieutenant S. S. Ander-

son, 2d artillery, alternately, and the latter by Lieutenant Stone, ord-

nance. The batteries were traced by Captain Huger and Captain Lee,

engineer, and constructed by them, with the able assistance of the young

officers of those corps and the artillery.

" To prepare for an assault, it was foreseen that the play of the batteries

might run into the second day ; but recent captures had not only trebled

our siege pieces, but also our ammunition ; and we knew that we should

greatly augment both by carrying the place. I was, therefore, in no

haste in ordering an assault before the works were well crippled by our

missiles."

The disposition of forces thus sketched should be borne in mind while

taking a survey of the subsequent operations. The whole army was

divided into two great sections, each performing duties distinct from the

other, yet essential to the success of the final operations. One of these
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amused the enemy, and prevented him from employing, to raucli effect,

bis strongest forces; the other conducted the assault at numerous points

of the western defences. The former duty was intrusted to General

Twiggs, with Riley's brigade and two batteries; while Smith's brigade

remained as a supporting reserve. At the same time, the divisions of

Quitman and Pillow marched by night from the neighborhood of the

southern defences, and joined General Scott at Tacubaya, preparatory to

the assault upon Chapultepec. This hill lay between Twiggs's station

and the western portion of the city, whither General Scott designed to

make his attack. To pass between it and the city wall was impossible;

and to march around on the opposite side would have consumed so much

time as to unfold the stratagem to the enemy, and thus defeat one im-

portant object of it. There remained, therefore, DO alternative but to

storm the fortress, since, by so doing, the enemy would be still in the

dark as to the ultimate point of attack, and might easily be induced to

believe that, in case of capturing it, the Americans would resume their

station near the southern gates. Subsequent disclosures proved that they

labored under this delusion.

The two batteries of Captain Drum and Lieutenant Ilagner, supporting

Quitman's division, and those of Captain Brooks and Lieutenant Stone,

supporting Pillow, opened on the castle, early on the 12th. The bom-
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bardment and cannonade were superintended by Captain Huger, and

continued during the whole day. During the continuance of this dreary

work, Twiggs was actively plying bis guns on the southern side, in order

to prevent the arrival of reinforcements at Chapultepec. The bombard-

ment at length became so Bevere, that all the garrison, excepting a num-

ber sufficient to manage, abandoned their works, and formed mi a Becure

position of the hill, where they could easily return in case of an assault.

As night approached, the fire of the assailants necessarily ceased : but it

was observed that a good impression had been made upon the castle and

its outworks.

No changes of position were made during the night of the 12th, sc

that early on the following morning the guns re-opened on the castle.

A i the s:imc moment those of Twiggs were heard battering the gates of

\ntonio and Piedad. The Mexicans were again observed upon the

hill, holding themselves in readiness for an assault.

UT in the meantime the general-in-

chief was actively preparing to

storm the work. The force de-

signed for this service consisted of

two columns, acting independently

and on different Bides of the hill.

The first was led 1>\ General Pil-

low, the second by General Quit-

man — the commands of these

officers being reinforced by corps

from other divisions. On the

previous evening, Worth had re-

I orders to designate a party

from his division to assist Pillow,

and immediately organized a command of 260 men. with ten officers,

under Captain M'Kenzie. He was also advised to take position with the

remainder of his division and support Pillow, in case that officer should

test his aid. He accordingly chose a favorable position and reported

himself to Pillow. At the same time Smith's brigade was ordered to

proceed towards the hill and support Quitman's column. These troops

arrived on the following morning, after marching over an exposed road

two miles in length. Twiggs also supplied a Quitman's

storming column, about equal in number to that from Worth's division,

and commanded by Captain Casey.

The signal for the march of the storming parties was the momentary

ition of fire from the heavy batteries. At about eight o'clock on the
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morning of the 13th, General Scott despatched an aid to General Pillow,

and another to Quitman, to inform them thai this waa about to be given.

Immediately the whole field was covered with the troops of the assailing

parties, moving into position. At the same moment a number of Mexican

soldiers outside the fort, rushed into it and prepared to resist the assault.

General Pillow, in the morning, had placed two field-pieces of Magru-

der's field-battery inside the Molino del Key, to clear a sand-bag breast-

work which the enemy had constructed without the main wall Burronnding

Chapultepec, so as to annoy any party assailing the principal works.

Through the houses and walls of the mills, he had also placed a howitzer

battery, to aid in driving the enemy from a strong intrenchment which

extended nearly across the front of the forest and commanded the only

approach to Chapultepec on that side. At the same time he placed in

position four companies of the voltigeur regiment, under Lieutenant-

Colonel Johnstone, with instructions to advance by a rapid movement on

the outside, and enter the inclosure after it had been gained by the

storming parties. Four other companies of voltigeurs were placed under

Colonel Andrews, at a narrow gateway opening from the rear of the

mills, with orders to advance in front, and uniting with Colonel John-

stone's command, to deploy as skirmishers and drive a body of the enemy

from some large trees among which it had taken shelter.

VERYTHING being now in readiness, the heavy batteries

were silenced, and immediately the storming columns

rushed forward to the attack. Knowing too well the

object of this movement, the Mexicans opened all their

batteries, the fires from which swept every approach and

glared in front of the advancing troops like a volcano.

On they rushed driving the enemy from the woods, and

reaching the hill, commenced the ascent. At this moment, General

Pillow was struck from his horse by a grape-shot, and the command de-

volved on Cadwallader. The former general would not leave the field

;

but employed some of his men to carry him up the hill, in order that he

might be a witness of the result. Under command of the intrepid

officer from Pennsylvania, the troops entered the enemy's drizzling fires,

and laboured over the steep rocks. " The broken acclivity," says the

general-in-chief, while describing Cadwallader's advance, " was still to be

ascended, and a strong redoubt midway to be carried, before reaching the

castle on the heights. The advance of our brave officers, though neces-

sarily slow, was unwavering, over rocks, chasms, and mines, and under

the hottest fire of cannon and musketry. The redoubt now yielded to

resistless valor, and the shouts that followed announced to the castle the
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/ate that impended. The enemy were Steadily driven from shelter to

shelter. The retreat allowed not time to fire a single mine without the

certainty of blowing up friend and foe. Those who at a distance

attempted to apply matches to the long trains were shot down by our

men. There was death below as well as above ground. At length the

ditch and wall of the main work were reached; the Bcaling-laddera were

brought up and planted by the storming parties ; some of the daring spirits

first in the assault were cast down— killed or wounded; but a lodgment

was soon made; streams of heroes followed; all opposition was overcome,

and several of our regimental colors were flung out from the upper walls,

amidst long-continued shouts and cheers, which sent dismay into the

capital. No scene could have been more animating or glorious."

Conspicuous in this charge was the gallant Colonel Ransom, of the 9th

infantry, who met a soldier's death while leading his troops up the

summit to the castle He was shot in the forehead. Major Seymour
succeeded him, and on arriving before the walls, mounted the ladderb,

leaped upon the parapet, and tore down with his own hands the Mexican

colors.

Simultaneously with this attack, General Quitman's troops approached

the fortress on the opposite side. At early dawn he had opened his

batteries with much effect, and commenced preparations for the assault.

Ladders, pick-axes, and crows were placed in the hands of a pioneer

storming party of 120 men, selected from all corps of the division, and

commanded by Major Twiggs. At this time, General Smith arrived with

his brigade, and was instructed to move in reserve, on the right flank of

the assaulting column, to protect it from skirmishes or more serious

attacks, and if possible, cross the aqueduct leading to the city, and cut

off the enemy's retreat.

These dispositions being completed, the whole command at the pre-

concerted signal, moved forward with confidence and enthusiasm. At

the base of the hill constituting part of the defences, and directly across

the line of advance, were strong batteries, flanked on the right by equally

strong buildings, and by a heavy stone wall, about fifteen feet high,

which extended around the base of the hill, towards the west. The

troops were, however, partially covered by some dilapidated buildings at

about 200 yard-' distance. Between these and the wall, extended a low

meadow, whose long grass concealed a number of wet ditches, by which

it was intersected ; and to this point the command, partially screi

advanced by a Hank movement, having the Btormin in front, who

Bustained a heavy fire from the enemy's fortress, batteries, and bn

works. Here, under partial cover of the ruins, the advance was halted,
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and upon the appearance of the New York and South Carolina regiments,

General Shields was directed to move them obliquely to the left, across

the low ground to the wall at the base of the hill. Encouraged by the

presence of the man who had led them to victory at Churubusco, these

tried regiments waded through deep ditches, while the water around them

was foaming with the enemy's shot, and rushing forward together effected

a lodgment at the wall. Similar orders were given to Lieutenant-Colonel

Geary, and executed by his regiment with equal alacrity and success.

While cheering on his men, General Shields was severely wounded in the

arm ; but no inducement could persuade him to leave his command, or

quit the field. About the same time, the esteemed Lieutenant-Colonel

Baxter was mortally wounded, Lieutenant-Colonel Geary disabled, and

Captain Van O'Linda killed.

During this advance, Brigadier-General Smith was driving back skir-

mishing parties of the enemy on the left; Lieutenant Benjamin, at the

first battery, was pouring shot after shot into the fortress and woods on

the slope, while Lieutenant Hunt, having obtained a favorable position in

the rear, also threw shells and shrapnell shot into the enemy's lines flitb
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good effect. At this moment, General Quitman ordered the Btorming

parties to the assault. Led by their gallant officers, they rushed on in

one unbroken tide, while the batteries from behind continued to pour

shells and shot over their heads into the enemy's fortress. The Mexican

fire was tremendous; but without pausing for a moment, the Americans

swept on until they reached the outer breastworks. Here, for a slim I

time, the contest was terrible. Hand to hand the fierce antagonists met

each other's strokes, while, as though pausing for the result, died away

the loud noise of opposing batteries. Swords and bayonets were cr

rifles clubbed, and friend and foe mingled in one confused struggling

mass. Resistance, however, to the desperate iralor of the assailants was

vain. The batteries and strong works were swept, and the ascent to

Chapultepec laid open on that side. Seven pieces of artillery, 1000

muskets, and 550 prisoners were the trophies of victory. Among the

prisoners were 100 officers, including a general and ten colonels.

>APTAIN CASEY, the gallant leader of the storming

party of regulars, having received a severe wound when

directly in front of the batteries, the command devo

on Captain Paul, who, during the remainder of the day,

distinguished himself for his bravery. The storming

party from the volunteer division also lost its commander, the

lamented Major Twiggs— and was led, during the remainder of

the attack, by Captain James Miller.

At the same time the volunteer regiments on the left, ani-

mated by a generous enthusiasm, were ascending the hill on the

south side. Fighting their way through every obstacle, these brave men

fell in with their comrades of General Pillow's division; and side by ride,

amid the storm of battle, the colors of the two commands were seen

struggling together up the steep ascent. At this moment the American

batteries, which had continued their fire upon the castle over the heads

of the assailants, ceased ; and immediately after the troops gained the

summit. The short but obstinate struggle has been described. The

in Mexican, General Bravo, with a number of other officers, was

captured, by Lieutenant Charles Brower, of the New York regiment. In

the assault upon the worksr Lieutenant Steele, with a portion of the

storming party, had advanced in front of the batteries, towards the left,

scaled the outer wall through a breach near the top, ascended a hill in

front, and was among the first upon the battlements.

A f'ter giving the necessary directions for the safe-keeping of the prisoners,

General Quitman ordered his troops to form near the aqueduct, and

hastily ascended the hill, for the purpose of reconnoitering the enemy's
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position iu front of the city. There he met with Major-Genera] Pillow,

who, as formerly Stated, had been carried by his troops to the castle, in

order to enjoy the triumph of the occasion.

In >[ieaking of this brilliant affair, General Pillow says:— "We took

about 800 prisoners, among whom were Major-General Bravo, Brigadier-

Generals Monterde, Monega, Doramentas, and Saldana ; also, three

colonels, seven lieutenant-colonels, 40 captains, 24 first, and 27 second

lieutenants.

M MEDIATELY after the capture of Chapul-

tepec, General Scott made active preparations

for following up his success by an attack upon

the capital: There are two routes from Cha-

•pec to the city, one leading to the Belen gate,

^p?"^ ^v' .
,

l ' 10 otner '° tne 8ate °^ ^an Cosme, both of which were

rongly fortified. Worth advanced along the Sin

Cosme road, and Quitman by that of Belen. Both

these generals were strongly reinforced with troops and heavy siege guns.

As the San Cosme gate was judged to be the least difficult of entrance,

Scott intended that Quitman should merely manoeuvre while Worth made

the main attack. But Quitman pressed on, under flank and direct fires,

and carried the Belen gate after a desperate struggle and severe loss.

Worth advanced, preceded by skirmishers and pioneers with axes to force

windows and doors, and by eight o'clock in the evening had carried two

batteries and driven the enemy into the heart of the city. The American

troops in the city were sheltered during the night. About four o'clock

in the morning, a deputation from the city authorities reached General

Scott, reported that the Mexican army had fled', and demanded terms of

capitulation. General Scott, knowing his forces to be already in posses-

sion of the city, would not listen to any terms dictated by the authorities

;

and about daylight, ordered General Quitman to advance and take

possession of the Grand Plaza and government buildings. Quitman

immediately executed the order, and soon the star-spangled banner was

floating over the National Palace. As the remainder of the army entered

Mexico, the troops were fired upon by about 2000 liberated convict*,

posted on the tops of houses and at the corners of streets. This unlawful

warfare lasted 24 hours, and was not suppressed until many officers and

men were killed or wounded. The convicts were punished. General

Quitman was appointed military governor of the city.

Thus in less than one month, 8000 men fought eight important battles,

stormed castles, towns and redoubts, garrisoned with three times the

number of assailants ; defeated o2,000 Mexican veterans, killing 7000,
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and capturing 3700, and thirteen generals, of whom three were ex-presi

dents; taking move than 20 Btandards, 122 cannon, 20,000 small arms,

with an immense quantity of shot, shells, &c. ; and finally ein

in triumph a capital where every wall was a fortification, every house a

fort, and which contained a population of nearly 200,000 souls.

The next great event, after the capture of Mexico, was the Biege of the

city of Puebla by Santa Anna. The garrison was small, and encumbered

with 1800 sick. The commander of it was Colonel fluids. A tremen-

dous fire was opened upon the works of the Americans, but it was

effectively returned. On the 25th, Ghilds was summoned to surrender,

but he declined. The fire of* the Mexicans then increased, and the small

garrison were forced to endure t he greatest fatigue and privation. Hut

they nobly maintained then ind after giving the enemy many in-

oe8 of their bravery and skill in various sortie- Lnna withdrew

tc oppose the march of General Lane, from Vera Cruz, with reini

ments. The bombardment and cannonade continued until the 12th of
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October, when General Lane arrived, and relieved the wearied garrison.

The siege of Puebla lasted 40 days, and was the longest single military

operation of the war.

General Lane had met with considerable hard fighting on the road to

Puebla. Rumors of the enemy's designs upon Puebla, and of large

parties infesting the road leading to that city, reached Vera Cruz in the

latter part of September. In consequence of the information, General

Lane left the latter place with a considerable force, and marched for the

interior. He was not long without sight of an enemy. At the hacienda

of Santa Anna, near the San Juan River, he came up with a party of

guerrillas. Captain Lewis's company of mounted volunteers was sent

in pursuit, and a portion under Lieutenant Lilly succeeded in overtaking

them. A short skirmish ensued, in which the lieutenant behaved with

great bravery, and finally drove the Mexicans from their position. After

this slight interruption, the whole command proceeded until it reached the

Paso de Ovejas, where the rear-guard was fired upon by a small guerrilla

force, and Lieutenant Cline, an efficient young officer, killed.

HIS march was unusually fatiguing to the troops, on

T"' account of the heat of the weather, and nature of the

road. Occasionally but a part of the general's force

could move forward ; and frequently the artillery was

greatly delayed amid ravines, passes, and other natural

obstructions. Meanwhile rumors continued to multiply,

concerning a large Mexican force concentrating between

Perote and Puebla. On arriving at the former place,

General Lane received confirmation of these reports,

with the additional information that they numbered 4000 men, with six

pieces of artillery, and were commanded by Santa Anna in person. At

the hacienda of San Antonio Tamaris, he learned from his spies that the

enemy were then at Iluamantla, a city but a few miles off. He promptly

determined to march thither, and if possible, give their army battle.

In order to execute this as speedily as possible the general left his

train packed at Tamaris's, under charge of Colonel Brough's regiment

of Ohio volunteers, Captain Simmons's battalion, and a battery under

Lieutenant Pratt, and moved forward with the remainder of the command,

consisting of Colonel Wynkoop's battalion, Colonel Gorman's regiment of

Indiana volunteers, Captain Heintzelman's battalion of six companies,

Major Lally's mounted men, under Captain Walker, and five pieces of

artillery, under Captain Taylor. After marching as rapidly as the nature

of the ground admitted, the column came in sight of the city at one

o'clock on the 9th of October. The troops being halted, the advance
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guard of horsemen, under Captain Walker, was ordered to move forward
to the entrance of the city, but not to enter if the enemy were in force,

until the arrival of the infantry. When within about three miles, Walker
observed parties of horsemen riding over the fields towards the city; and
lest he might be anticipated, his men were put to a gallop. His progress

was anxiously watched by General Lane, until owing to a hedge of thick

maguay bushes on each side of the road, his movements were concealed from
view. In a few minutes, firing was heard from the city. About the same
time a body of 2000 lancers were seen hurrying over the neighboring

hills, and General Lane ordered Colonel Gorman to advance with his

regiment and enter Huamantla from the west, while Colonel Wynkoop
moved towards the east.

APTAIN WALKER, on arriving at the entrance

of the city, had discovered about 500 of the enemy
drawn up in the plaza. He immediately ordered a

charge. Dashing among the Mexicans, his handful

of men engaged hand to hand with three times their

number, and after a close and bloody conflict, drove

them away and captured three guns. A vigorous

pursuit commenced, in which many feats of daring

were performed, among which was the capture of Colonel La Vega and

Major Iturbide, by Lieutenant Anderson, of the Georgia volunteers.

The former was a brother of General La Vega, and the latter a <nn of

the unfortunate emperor of Mexico. Anderson narrowly escaped with

his life. A Mexican lieutenant was also taken.

After pursuing the enemy some distance, Walker's men imprudently

dispersed, and returned to the square in small parties. This was in con-

sequence of a belief that the enemy's whole force had been routed.

Suddenly a company of lancers charged upon the plaza, and succeeded

in separating the Americans into bodies. A desperate fight took place,

in which the Mexicans behaved with unwonted courage; but by skilful

euvring. Walker succeeded in uniting his forces, and entered the con-

vent yard, where the command was dismounted. Another action now

took place, in which the lancers were assisted by both artillery and

infantry. Here, while directing the movements of his little band, Cap-

tain Walker fell mortally wounded, and soon afterwards expired^- The

enemy were driven hack.

The exact manner in which Walker met his death is uncertain. The

popular account is that lie was lai 1 during the final charge by a Mexican

whose son he had just -lain. Authority equally reliable, state- that he

was shot from a house in which was displayed a white Hag. Few men
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wore ever more sincerely lamented. When the cry "Captain Walker is

dead " rang through his company, the hardy soldiers hurst into tears

;

and throughout the United States the profoundest emotions of sorrow

were exhibited at the news. He was one of the best officers in the ser-

vice ; and the fame of hie exploits on the Rio Grande, was not only

spread over America, but throughout the most important countries of

Europe. He had been one of the leading spirits of the Texan revolution,

and " by a strange coincidence, he fell in the neighborhood of the castle,

where he once pined in captivity, but not in his former unhappy condition,

as one of a few ragged, dispirited, half starved prisoners, jeered at by

the dastard Mexicans, but in a glorious battle, heading the charge of the

resistless rangers and in the arms of victory."

Meanwhile the main column of the American forces arrived at the city,

and opened their fire upon masses of the enemy. Gorman, with the left

wing of his regiment, proceeded towards the upper part of the town,
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where the enemy still were, and succeeded in dispersing them. At the

same time Colonel Wynkoop's command bad assumed position ; but before

they could open their batteries, the Mexicans had fled.

In this hard-fought action, the loss of the Americans was thirteen

killed and eleven wounded. They succeeded in capturing one six-pounl.r

brass gun, a mountain howitzer, numerous wagons, and a large quantity

of ammunition. The Mexicans lost in killed and wounded 150 men.

After this battle, General Lane marched to the relief of Colonel Childs.

He remained at Puebla with his whole force until the evening of the

18th of October, when information was received that the Mexican general,

Ilea, was at Atlixco, 30 miles distant, in considerable force. Lane im-

mediately ordered his troops to be ready for marching the next morning,

at eleven o'clock. At that time he left Puebla with nearly the same force

that had entered it, and after a forced march of five hours' duration,

cane in sight of the enemy's advance guard, near Santa Isabella. Here

a halt was made, until the cavalry could come up from their examination

of a neighboring hacienda. Meanwhile, small parties of the enemy came
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to the foot of the hill, and opened a straggling fire, which did no execu-

tion. On the arrival of the cavalry, Lane put his whole force in motion

;

but as signs of confusion appeared among the Mexicans, he hurried on

the cavalry to charge the enemy, and keep them engaged until the

infantry could come up. As the Americans approached, the Mexicans

retired, until at a small hill, about a mile and a half from their first posi-

tion, they halted and fought severely. The action was continued until,

by a forced march, the American infantry arrived, when the for again fled,

pursued by the cavahv. Another running fight of about four miles took

place, during which many of the fugitives were cut down. When within

less than two miles of Atlixco, the enemy's main body was observed posted

on a side hill behind rows of chaparral hedges. Without stopping to

ascertain their numbers, the cavalry dashed among them, dealing death

on all sides, and forcing them within the thickest part of their shelter.

Then dismounting, the assailants entered the chaparral, hand to hand with

their foe. Here the struggle was long and terrible, scores of the enemy

falling beneath the heavy blows of the Americans. This continued until

the arrival of the infantry, who for the last six miles had been straining

themselves to the utmost to join the cavalry, notwithstanding the previous

fatiguing inarch of 16 miles. The road being intersected by numerous

gullies, prevented the artillery from advancing faster than at a walk ; and

so worn out were the cavalry, both through exertion and the heat of the

weather, that they could pursue the enemy no farther. The column con-

tinued, however, to press forward towards the town, but night had already

set in, when it reached a hill overlooking it. But the moon shone with a

splendor which afforded a fine view of all the surrounding country, and

enabled the American general to continue his operations with perfect

certainty.

S the Americans approached, several shots were

fired upon them ; and deeming it imprudent

to risk a street fight in an unknown town at

night, General Lane ordered the artillery to

be posted on a hill overlooking the town, and

to open upon it. This was speedily put in

execution, so that in a very short time the

terrified inhabitants beheld flaming balls and

shells hurled into their town, with a precision

and effect to which their own system of war-

fare afforded no parallel. Every gun was served with the utmost rapidity;

and amid the stillness of a Mexican night scene, the discharges of artil-

lery pealed for miles around, while at intervals the crashing of walls and
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roofs afforded a strange and distressing contrast. This bombardment

continued for nearly an hour, with great effect ; the gunners being enabled

by the moonlight to direct their shot to the most populous parts of the

town.

The firing from the town had now ceased, and wishing to obtain, if pos-

sible, its surrender, Lane ordered Major Lally and Colonel Brough to

advance cautiously with their commands into the town. On their entering,

the general was met by the aytmtamiento, or city council, who desired

that their town might be spared. Quiet was accordingly restored, and

on the following morning Lane disposed of such ammunition as could be

found, and then commenced his return to Puebla.

"General Rea," says Lane, "had two pieces of artillery; but as soon

as he was aware of our approach, he ordered them with haste to Mata-

moras, a small town eleven leagues beyond. The enemy state their own

loss in this action to be 219 killed and 300 wounded. On our part, we

had one man killed and one wounded. Scarcely ever has a more rapid

forced march been made than this, and productive of better results.

Atlixeo has been the head-quarters of guerrillas in this section of the

country, and of late the seat of government of this state. From hence

all expeditions have been fitted out against our troops. So much terror

has been impressed upon them, at thus having war brought to their own

homes, that I am inclined to believe they will give us no more troul

EACHING Cholula, on his return, General Lane

found that the Mexicans had just finished two pieces

of artillery at Guexocingo. These he resolved on

*^ destroying; and proceeding to the town with 450

men, he commenced a thorough search. The pieces

had been removed, but their carriages were found

and destroyed. A party of the enemy were ob-

served in the vicinity, who retreated precipitately; ami the next morning,

without further accident, Lane entered Puebla.

About the same time that the battle of Atlixeo was fought, Captain

Lavallctte [October 15-16] entered the port of Guaymas, a small town

on the Gulf coast, with part of the American squadron, consisting of the

frigate Congress, the sloop of war Portsmouth, and the bri^r Argo. On

the 18th, the latter vessel anchored between the islands of Almagre

Grande and Almagre Chico, on each of which a mortar was planted.

The other vessels had already taken their stations. A Bag was despatched

to the authorities, through Mr. Willia m. who, on being conducted

to the governor, explained to him the object of the Americans, and

advised a surrender. He was answered, that to surrender the town would
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be entirely incompatible with the honour both of the governor and Mexi-

can nation. Mr. Robinson then returned to the Argo.

On the 19th, the Congress and Portsmouth took up their positions of

attack. At the same time, the place was formally summoned to surrender,

but the Mexicans artfully eluded an answer until night. Then, favored

by the darkness, the commandant marched silently to a position, three

miles distant, where he had previously placed a battery of fourteen guns,

to resist the Americans, should they attempt to penetrate into the interior.

At six o'clock on the morning of the 20th, the fire of the assailants

opened from both vessels of war, and two mortars, and continued for

more than an hour. Five hundred shells and shot were thrown into the

town, killing one English resident, and destroying several houses. Being

abandoned by their garrison, the citizens signified their willingness to

listen to terms, when a party of American sailors and marines landed and

ran up the national flag on a fort defending the Casa Blanca hill. At the

same time, Lavallette issued a proclamation, claiming the town and port

for the United States, ordering the surrender of all public property, and

establishing a civil and military police. The Mexican authorities were

invited to continue in office, religion and church property were placed under

the American protection, and the customary routine of business was ordered

to be resumed. Mr. Robinson was made collector of the port.

About the same time another portion of tin- squadron captured the port

of Mazatlan, also on the Gulf coast.

The operations of General Lane, at Atlixco ami Huamantla, were fol

lowed by a successful attack upon the town of Matamoras, which had been
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for a long time a principal rendezvous for guerrillas. After a slight

skirmish, a party of Mexican lancers were defeated with loss, and the

general took measures to hinder his being in future disturbed by them.

In the month of November, events of the most unhappy kind occurred

at Mexico, tending to cast a shade over the proud enthusiasm of the

officers, who had so heroically followed their leader to the conquest of the

famed city of Montezuma. By an article in the military code, " private

letters or reports, relative to military marches and operations," being

•'frequently mischievous in design, and always disgraceful to the army,'

are strictly forbidden ;
" and any officer found guilty of making such

report for publication, without special permission, or of placing the writing

beyond his control, so that it finds its way to the press, within one month

after the termination of the campaign to which it relates, shall be dis-

missed from the service." Some time after the victories of August 1"

and 20, extracts from private letters, dated "Tacubaya, Mexico, August

24, 1847," purporting to be an original account of the battles of Contre-
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ras and Churubusco, appeared in the Pittsburg Post. By some means

this Account, copied in a Tampico paper, together with a similar one, from

a New Orleans paper, fell into the hands of the general-in-chief, who

immediately issued an order, denouncing the letters as despicable and

scandalous, and intimating the general's sormisinga of their authors. On

the following day, Lieutenant-Colonel Duncan addressed a card to one

of the leading Mexican papers, avowing his connection witli the Pittsburg

letter, and endeavoring to exculpate the generals suspected by the com-

mander, from all blame. He and General Worth were the same day

placed under arrest. Subsequently General Pillow was also arrested for

contempt of his superior. On receiving news of this transaction, govern-

ment suspended the general-in-chief himself, on specified charges, pre-

ferred in part as an appeal by General Worth, ordered a court-martial to

try him with the other officers, and placed the army under the command

of Major-General Butler.

'^X^^- ENERAL TOWSON, paymaster-general, was ap-

pointed president of the court. The other mem-

bers, first named by President Polk, were Brigadier-

General Caleb Cushing, and Colonel E. G. W.

Butler. Lieutenant Hammond was named as

chief advocate. Subsequently Colonel Butler was

relieved, and brevet Colonel Belknap appointed in

his place. In like manner, Captain S. C. Ridgely succeeded Lieutenant

Hammond, as judge advocate and recorder. Perote was first named as

the place of meeting, but this was afterwards changed to Puebla.

On the 18th of February, 1848, this body met at the last named city.

After remaining in session there for some time, it was removed to

Fredericktown, Maryland. All the officers accused were present, and the

deliberations occupied the attention of the court, until after the close of

the war. The proceedings, as they transpired, were published daily, both

in the United States and Mexico. They excited but one feeling through-

out the country— that of regret, that the gallant men who had carried

themselves so nobly through the trying scenes of a two years' war,

should, at its close, be involved in such unfortunate and unsatisfactory

difficulties.

After the fall of the capital, General Twiggs had been ordered to

Jalapa, to organize a train, for the main army, and keep in check the

neighboring guerrillas. On the 19th of November, he left that city, with

a considerable force, and marched for Mexico. About the same timo

General Butler also entered the capital, with a train and supplies.

General Patterson, during all that part of tb« campaign following
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Scott's march trom Puebla, had been stationed at Vera Cruz, endeavoring

to keep open the communication with the advancing army, aa well as to

chastise the guerrillas who swarmed in that vicinity. These roaming

hands were organized and encouraged by the famous Padre Jarauta, an

ecclesiastic, who, abandoning his sacerdotal duties, or rather combining

them with those of the soldier, had thrown the whole weight of his influ-

ence against the friends of peace. Troops armed and furnished by him

went forth as to a crusade, and became far more troublesome to the

Americans than Santa Anna's army. The padre's followers were as

daring in their efforts to cut off the American trains, as they were un-

scrupulous in the use of what victory threw into their hands. Frequently

they approached within pistol-shot of their opponents' camp, and on

several occasions, as has been previously mentioned, actually entered at

night into Vera Cruz, and carried away mules or horses. During the

operations before the capital, they committed frightful depredations be-

tween that city and Vera Cruz, and cut off all communication between

these two portions of the army. The mails were frequently stopped and

plundered by them, and such delay caused to those which escaped, that

frequently more than a month transpired after the usual time of delivery.

From this cause General Scott's reports of the battles of August did not

reach Washington until the middle of November. To the partial success

of the guerrillas may be attributed the obstinacy of the Mexicans in

refusing to listen to terms of peace.

General Patterson, in the fall of 1847, left Vera Cruz with his division

and a large train, and advanced by easy marches to Jalapa. The com-

mand of the former place was intrusted to Colonel Wilson. On the 25th

of November, Patterson left Jalapa with tiOOO men, en route for the

capital. Before his departure (November 23d) he had hung two Americau

teamsters for the murder of a Mexican boy, and on the following day

shot two Mexican officers, Garcia and Alcade, for violation of parole.

This proceeding caused so much excitement among the people that an

open insurrection seemed for awhile inevitable; and the neighboring

guerrilla bands exerted themselves to the utmost to revenge their coun-

trymen. After suppressing these demonstrations of revolt, Patterson

recommenced his journey, and reached the city of Mexico on the 6th ot

December.

About the middle of December, a body of Americans were attacked

near Mazatlan, by some guerrillas, led by an officer named Mijares. Be

was killed, and his men repulsed with considerable loss. A similar en-

gagement, farther to the north, also resulted in victory to the American

arms. On the night of the 21st, an expedition was sent to Cholula, to
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apprehend some American officers. A fight took place, in which three

of the enemy were killed and three wounded.

ARLY in January, the Mexican general, Valencia,

was captured by a party especially organized for

the purpose. The particulars are given by a mem-

ber of the army. " Colonel F. M. Wynkoop, of the

1st Pennsylvania volunteers, having learned by a

, Mexican friend, that Padre Jarauta and General

W^j "§D j3<yi Rea were at Tlalnepanatla, about five leagues from

the city of .Mexico, applied to General Scott for

permission to take 20 men and capture them. Permission being granted,

the colonel set off on the 1st January, with 38 Texan Rangers under

command of Lieutenants Daggerts, Burkes, and Jones. Upon arriving

at, and charging Tlalnepanatla, ami finding no one there, they learned

that Rea and Jarauta had left for Toluco, a few hours previous to our

arrival. Colonel Wynkoop here learned that General Valencia and his

staff wore at a hacienda some six leagues distant. He immediately set

off with his party, and arrived at the hacienda, which he surrounded.

Admittance into the house was demanded by the party, but for a time

refused, when Colonel Siba, a wounded Mexican officer on parole, opened

the door and assured Colonel Wynkoop that General Valencia had de-

parted that day for Toluco ; hut this not being credited, lights were

demanded to search the building. Colonel Siba then proposed to deliver

General Valencia the next day, if the party would leave. To this the

colonel would not assent, but proposed to send an officer and eight men

with him to await their return. This proposition completely disconcerted

Colonel Siba, thus convincing Colonel Wynkoop that Valencia was really

in the house. Search was accordingly made, but he could not be found.

The colonel then declared that he would not leave the hacienda without

him; that if Valencia would give himself up, he would be perfectly safe,

but that he could not answer for his life should he attempt an escape.

At this moment a person stepped up and said, ' 1 am Valencia.' lie then

said that it was against the usages of civilized warfare to attack a man in

the peace and qui<'t of his family in the dead hour of night. The colonel

answered that ir was the only way he could he captured. Colonel Arrera

was taken in the same hacienda mi that night."

About a week after, another capture of officers took place, in the

neighborhood of Santa l'V. Aboul 50 guerrillas, under Colonel Zenobia,

charged and dispersed by Colonel Dominguez, after which the latter

proceeded to the plains of Salva, where he received a communication from

the neighboring haciendas, requesting his assistance in liberating the in-
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habitants from the tyranny of General Torrejon. On the 6th, Domin-
guez charged the Mexican party, and after a Bhorl skirmish dispersed it.,

capturing Generals Torrejon, Miuon, Guana, 50 cavalry, and two deserters.

The Mexican general had with him 150 men, being on his way to join

some forces at San Andres, and proc 1 thence to < >rizaba. The Ameiiai)

force was 70 men.

HESE losses only tended to render the

guerrillas more daring and revengeful.

About the 1st of January, a large train,

composed of many wagons, and carrying

;i great amount of specie, set out for the

interior, under the direction of Colonel

Miles. The rear portion of the train was

unable to leave until the morning of the

4th. In moving over the heavy 3and, the train and pack mules became

so scattered, that a company of mounted riflemen, under Lieutenant

Walker, were thrown seven miles behind the main body of the wagon

train. At nine o'clock, word was received that a guerrilla party at Santa

Fe, had captured some of the packs scattered along the road. At this

information, Lieutenant Walker left ten men with some wagons which had

not been able to keep up, and moving towards Santa Fe, came in Bight

of the enemy, drawn up in order of battle. A charge was ordered, when

the guerrillas scattered in different directions, and opened a heavy fire

upon the lieutenant's little company. All communication with the main

party was thus cut off, and Walker Bent iuick to Vera Cruz for assistance.

The enemy's fire so frightened the horses of the rifle company, that they

were obliged to dismount and fight on the open prairie. Five of his men

were killed and ihe wounded. The Mexicans captured 300 pack mules,

ami about £100,000 in spe>

On the 12th of January, Colonel Hays, with 100 rangers and a few

Illinois volunteers, rea eotihuacan, t\\< _ues north-east of

Mexico, in pursuit of Jaraut.i. Here, while the party were reposing at

a hacienda, with their horses unbridled and unsaddled, the padre came

suddenly upon them with a party of guerrillas. With wonted pre

of mind, the colonel instantly rallied his men, when a most severe battle

took place, the rangers being on foot. Unfortunately for the assailants,

their shot were fired too high, and consequi atly produced no effect

Eight of their number were killed. The padre himself is said to have

been severely wounded, and one of his men made prisoner.

About this time the towns of Serma, T 1 Pachuca, were occu-

pied by different portions of the American army, principally from the
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command of General Cadwallader. Orizaba was also taken by a detach-

ment of 500 cavalry under General Lane.

On the 14th of January, a train of 2000 wagons, escorted by a

Bquadron of cavalry, two companies of dragoons, a voltigeur corps with

six pieces, and some battalions of infantry—the whole under Major Cad-

wallader, of the voltigeurs—left the city of Mexico on the 14th, en route

for Vera Cruz. Great efforts were made by the guerrillas to cut off por-

tions of this train, hue without success. It arrived safely on the coast,

January 27th, bringing with it a number of officers.

In the same month, Colonel ChiMs intercepted certain letters of a

treasonous nature at Puebla. A conspiracy had been formed there by

General Rea, and some of his associates, to assassinate Don Raphael

Ismizu, the Mexican governor, ami murder such of the inhabitants as

were in favor of peace with the United States. The object of this

movement was to abolish the existing government, and proclaim Rea

dictator. Colonel Childs immediately took efficient measures to prevent

the execution of this diabolical plot, and issued a proclamation ordering

all spies to leave the city, and rendering it penal for any of the inhabi-

tants to hold communication with the guerrillas. No attempt was made

to carry the plan into execution.
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|X the 7th of February, two large trains left

Vera Cruz, one for Orizaba, and the other

for the city of .Mexico. The first was

escorted by 1600 men, under Colonel

Bankhead, who, since the 16th of De-

cember, had been civil and military

governor of Vera Cruz. Both trains

arrived safely at their destination,

although keenly watched by the guerrillas.

A Bhort time previous to this, (December

12, 1847,) General Scott bad issued an

order against the guerrillas, by which

every American post established in Mexico was authorized to push daily

detachments as far as practicable upon the roads, in order to protect them

from the marauding parties. "No quarters," -ays the order, "will be

given to known murderers or robbers, whether called guerrillas or ranche-

ros, and whether serving under Mexican commissions or not. They are

equally pests to unguarded Mexicans foreigners, and small parties of

Americans, and ought to be exterminated. Offenders of the above

character, accidentally falling into the hands of the American troops,

will be momentarily held as prisoners, that is, not put to death without

due solemnity. Accordingly they will be reported to commanding officers,

who will, without delay, order a council of war for the summary trial of

the offenders, under the known laws of war applicable to such cases.

" A council of war may consist of any number of officers not less than

three nor more than thirteen, and may, for any flagrant violation of the

laws of war, condemn to death, or to lashes, not exceeding fifty, on satis-

factory proof that such prisoner, at the time of capture, actually be-

longed to any party or gang of known robbers or murderers, or had

actually committed murder or robbery upon any American officer or

soldier, or follower of the American army."

This order called forth active operations from the different portions of

General Scott's army, and several guerrilla parties were entirely broken

up, or driven from the neighborhood. Yet such was the recklessness of

these marauding bands, that the roads continued to be infested, and

travellers or stragglers from the American army to be murdered. Arrests

were made, and the prisoners executed, until the close of the war.

The fruitless attempts of Mr. Trist to obtain peace after the battles

of Contreras and Churubusco, did not end his mission as a negotiate]

with the Mexican government. Efforts were made from time to time by

oiinself and General Scott to bring about the desired result; and they
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were at length crowned with success. In January, 1848, General Scoti

laid before the Mexican authorities the basis of a treaty, similar to the

one which had been rejected. They appointed Luis G. Cuevas, Bernardo

Conto and Miguel Atristain, as commissioners; Mr. Trist represented the

United States. The negotiations were opened at Guadalupe Hidalgo,

and after the commissioners communicated their respective powers, they

arranged and signed a "treaty of peace, friendship, limits and settlement,

between the United States of America and the Mexican Republic." In

February, this treaty arrived in Washington, and was laid before thi

American Senate. After a secret session of several days, the Senate

agreed to it with some amendments on the 10th of March. On the 14th.

Mr. Sevier was appointed envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary

to present the treaty as amended, to the Mexican congress. In the latter

body, the treaty was ratified after a stormy debate. The news of peace

was received by the great body of both nations with every manifestation

of satisfaction.

_ REPARATIONS were made Immediately for the

/^("^(^ ^v\ evacuation of Mexico by the United States'

troops, in accordance with the spirit of the

treaty. The duty of superintending the neces-

sary arrangements devolved on General Butler

—

^JjyBg^^^ujj General Scott having left the city of Mexico

&. JMb ^t« *""" ;l ' ,t
'

1

' his suspension, and returned to the

r^^f *If United States. The army left Vera Cruz by

-^JtmBKSttm^^ detachments, and the greater part arrived at

New Orleans by the middle of June, 1848.

Thus closed a war in which the arms of the United States had met

with an uninterrupted career of victory; a war in which the skill and

science of the commanding generals were only equalled by the daring

enthusiasm and unconquerable spirit of the soldiery, a large number of

whom had been peaceful citizens before the blasts of war called them to

aid in supporting the flag of their country. The vigorous " rough and

ready" campaign of General Zachary Taylor, and the scientific, rapid

and decisive campaign of General Winfield Scott, are worthy of the

highest place in the military annals of their native land. By the treaty

of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the United States obtained the extensive terri-

tories of New Mexico and Aha California, and secured Texas, to the

Rio Grande.

The history of the United States during Mr. Polk's administration,

was very eventful, and the business of the government consequently

arduous. The measures of the Democratic party were fully carried out
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The tariff was considerably reduced, which produced a great deal of

violent discussion in the national councils. Among the other measures
of the administration, the annexation of Texas was finally consummated,
and the sub-treasury and warehousing systems established.

N the latter part of 1848, intelligence was received

at Washington, of the discovery of great quan
of gold in the territory of Upper California,

which, by the treaty of peace, had been ceded to

the United States. Colonel Mason, governor of

the territory, in his official despatch to the govern-

ment, expressed the opinion that there was more

gold in the region of the Sacramento and San

Joachim rivers, than would pay the cost of the

Mexican War a hundred times over. The existence of the gold in the

beds of the streams was discovered by Mr. Marshall, in May, 1848, while

digging a mill race near Sutter's Fort, on the American fork of the

Sacramento. The news spread with startling rapidity, and rumors of the

discovery reached the Atlantic States before the official despatch was

received ; but they were not generally believed. Colonel Mason's

despatch, however, resolved all doubts. A new impetus was given to all

kinds of trade and business, and emigrants crowded every road to the

gold region. Great quantities of merchandise were shipped to the newly

found El Dorado. In a few months after the news of the discovery of

the gold reached the States, San Francisco, the principal port of Aha
California, became a large city, and its great harbor was filled with vessels

of all nations. Cities and towns sprang up as if by magic in the vicinity

of the mines. Prices of all kinds of merchandise rose to an enormous

height, and there seemed to be little prospect of a diminution. Gold

was the universal object, and quite as much of it was obtained by shrewd

traders and speculators as by digging and washing for it. The whole

territory was changed in its aspect. From a poor grazing country, it

became a commercial point to which the eyes of the world were turned.

In November, 1848, the Presidential election occurred. The candidates

of the Democratic party were General Lewis Ca t, and

General William 0. Butler, for Vice-President. The candidates of the

Whig party were General Zachary Taylor, and Millard Fillmore, of New

¥ork, for the same offices. Another party was formed in the north in

favor of prohibiting the extension of slavery by congressional enactment,

and other reform measures. The candidates of this party were Martin

Van Buren and Charles F. Adams. General Taylor and Millard Fillmore

were successful— each receiving 160 votes in the electoral coll _
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CHAPTER LVII.

TAYLOR'S ADMINISTRATION.

ON the 4

upon i

th of March, 1849, General Taylor entered

the duties of his high office. His inaugural

address was very short, but lucid and eloquent.

•' A Whig, but not an ultra Whig," by his own

declaration, the President selected the members of

his cabinet from the ranks of that party, but

choice men who were not distinguished as ultra

partisans. John M. Clayton, of Delaware, was

appointed Secretary of State. A new department

had been created during the Congressional session of 1848—9, to relieve

the Secretaries of the State and Treasury departments of a portion of

their arduous duties. This was called the Home Department, and Thomas

Ewing, of Ohio, was selected to fill the office. William M. Meredith, of

Pennsylvania, was appointed Secretary of the Treasury.

Congress met on the 1st Monday of December, 184'.'. There was an

administration majority in the lower house, but an opposition majority in

the Senate. Most of the President's appointments, however, were

.ntified in the latter body. The message to Congr. short, but

characteristic of the chief magistrate, and sufficiently indicated the

moderate course which he intended to pursue. The question of the pro-

hibition of slavery in the territories was the Cause of a great deal of

exciting discussion. The subject of slavery waa introduced into every
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debate. The bills providing territorial governments for California and

New Mexico were defeated.

ITER the adjournment of Congress, a caucus

of the southern members was held in Wash-

ington, and an address, prepared by John C.

Calhoun, was issued to the people of the

Southern States, complaining of various acts

of aggression upon the rights of southern

shiveholding people, and exhorting these

people to resist while they could. The effect

of this address was clearly felt in the in-

creased excitement upon the slavery question,

and threats of disunion were freely and

boldly made.

Congress assembled in December, 1850.

By the preceding Congressional election, parties had become equally

balanced in the House of Representatives. A few members had been

elected in the Northern States as " free soil" men, or men pledged to

oppose the extension of slavery ; and these held the balance of power.

The contest for the speakership continued six weeks. Howell Cobb, of

Georgia, and Robert C. Winthrop, of Massachusetts, were the principal

candidates. The former was elected to the office by a small majority.

The choice of a speaker did not end the excitement. The ultras on

both sides of the slavery question introduced the subject into every

dobate. The people of California, feeling the necessity of a more certain

and efficacious form of government than had been provided by the

national authorities, met in convention and adopted a State constitution

;

and by the prefixed declaration of rights, slavery was forever prohibited

in California. Application was made for admission into the Union, but

the clause relating to slavery excited the violent opposition of the southern

members of Congress. Other seeds of excitement and bitter feeling were

sown. The government of Texas put forth a claim to the territory of

New Mexico ; the question of the abolition of the slave trade in the

District of Columbia was agitated ; and it soon became clear, that no

business could be done in Congress until the subject was settled by

compromise.

On the 19th of April, on motion of Mr. Foote, of Mississippi, the

Senate elected by ballot a select committee of thirteen, known as the

Compromise Committee. Henry Clay was elected chairman. On the

6th of May, this committee reported the " Omnibus Bill " to the Senate.

The aims of this bill were to restore harmony to the national councils,
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and to calm the public excitement. It provided for the admission of

California; giving territorial governments to New Mexico and Utah;
paying Texas to relinquish her claim upon New Mexico; the abolition

of the slave trade in the District of Columbia. The discussion of this

great measure drev forth a display of talent and statesmanship unsur-

passed in the annr\ s of the republic. Able men were ranged on both

sides of tVie questio \.

BOUT the middle of May, an expedition which had

been in preparation in the southern ports for some

time, destined to attempt to revolutionize Cuba,

arrived oft' Yucatan. About GOO men, commanded

by General Lopez, were on board of the steamer

Creole. On the 19th of May, the Creole reached

Cardenas, Cuba, and the men were disembarked.

Skirmishing ensued, and the town surrendered.

The invaders held possession of the place during

the day. and in the evening, after another slight

skirmish, went on board the Creole, and left the

island. The loss of the invaders was about 40

men killed or wounded. That of the Cubans was

much larger. The Creole, after disembarking her

men at Key West, was seized by the United States revenue officers. This

expedition was generally condemned by the people of the United States,

and several distinguished persons, who were charged with aiding or

abetting it, were arrested and tried for violating the neutral laws of their

country; but discharged for want of evidence.

The discussion on the " Omnibus Bill" lasted about two months. The

Senate was nearly equally divided upon the merits of the bill. Some of

its provisions were generally acceptable; but their combination with other

obnoxious measures was condemned. By successive amendments, the

bill was reduced to the provision of a territorial government for I tah.

While the public mind was busy with the discussions on the Compromise

measures, the sudden death of the President threw the nation into

mourning. General Taylor died on the 9th of July, after a brief ill'

and at the age of 6b years. His last words expressed the character of

bis life. "I have endeavored to do my duty," are words which call to

mind a man of that sublime simplicity of character, which belongs only to

the best of earth.
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CHAPTER LVIII.

FILLMORE'S ADMINISTRATION.

*er HE Vice-President, Mr. Fillmore, became President,

according to the provision of the Constitution, and

was inaugurated immediately after the death of

General Taylor. The members (if the cabinet at

once tendered their resignations to the new chief

magistrate, and they were accepted. A new cabinet

was then organized. Daniel Webster, of Massachu-

setts, was appointed Secretary of State, and the

remaining departments were placed under the super-

intendence of men from the various sections of the Union who wen

tinguished as Whigs and in favor of the compromise measures. These

measures having been brought forward separately, were not so strenuously

opposed as before, and at length passed both houses. This consumma-

tion was hailed with rejoicings by the friends of the Union, north and

°outh.

As President Fillmore had long been identified with the Whig party,

the policy of his administration could not be doubted. In his first annual

message to Congress, the principles of union, compromise, domestic pro-

tection, and foreign neutrality were lucidly and forcibly rec
:

d as

necessary for the maintenai ad safety of the country.

During General Taylor's administration, the foreign relations of the

country had occupied a great share of the attention of the government.

Difficulties had occurred with England, France. Spain and Portugal, all
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of which, however, were amicably adjusted. Mr. Webster succeeded in

itiating a treaty with the British minister, by which a route across

Nicaragua, in Central America,was opened to both nations.

URING the Hungarian struggle for indepen-

dence, the government of the United

jm States had sent an agent to that country,

to ascertain exactly the position of affairs,

so that, if it was probable the indepen

dence of Hungary could be maintained,

its government might be recognised. In

the month of December, 1850, a racy

correspondence concerning this agency

occurred between Secretary Webster, and

Chevalier Hulsemaim. the Austrian minister to the United States. The

reply of Mr. Webster to the letter of the minister was a noble vindica-

tion of the conduct of the government, and worthy the character of the

age, and the peculiar position of America.

In the spring of 1851, another Cuban expedition was resolved upon by

those who had made the former attempt to revolutionize that island. In

several southern ports men and supplies were collected, and the bustle of

preparation indicated to the officers of the general government what was

afoot. The President issued a proclamation, announcing his determination

to uphold the neutral laws, and notifying those who violated them, that they

would place themselves beyond the protection of the government. Never-

theless, the steamer Pampero, with more than 400 men on board, under

the command of General Lopez, sailed for Cuba, in August. The troops

were landed at Bahia Honda ; but none of the inhabitants joined them,

as they had been taught to expect. A detachment under Colonel Crit-

tenden, being left in charge of the baggage, while General Lopez, with

the main body proceeded into the interior, was attacked by a greatly

superior force of Spaniards, and after a desperate resistance, dispersed.

Colonel Crittenden and 51 men, attempting to escape in boats, were

captured, taken to Havana, and shot. In the meantime, General Lopez

was attacked by the Spanisli troops; he repulsed them with slaughter at

Erst, but they were reinforced, and returning to the attack, compelled ihe

Americans to disperse. Most of them were killed or captured. General

Lopez was taken, and sent to Havana, where he was put to death by the

garctte, a favorite instrument of execution among the Spaniards.

In June, 1852, the national convention of the Democratic party assem-

bled at Baltimore. Resolutions, embodying the principles of the party,

were adopted, and after forty-nine ballotings, Franklin Pierce, of New
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Hampshire, was nominated for the Presidency of the United States.

William R. King, of Alabama, was placed upon the same ticket as the

democratic candidate for the office of Vice-President. Soon after the

adjournment of this meeting, the national convention of the Whig
party assembled in the same city. A "platform" of principles was

adopted. On the fifty-third ballot, General Winfield Scott, of New Jer-

sey, received the nomination of the convention for the office of President

of the United States. William A. Graham, of North Carolina, was the

nominee of the convention for the Vice-Presidency. 1! itb of these na-

tional conventions sanctioned, in express terms, the "compromise mea-

sures." In August, a "free soil" convention was held at Pittsburg.

John P. Hale, of New Hampshire, and George W. Julian, of Indiana,

were nominated for the Presidency and Vice-Presidency. Other candi-

dates were nominated in various sections of the Union.

Previous to the Presidential election, public attention was absorbed by

the intelligence that the Hon. Daniel WEBSTER had died, after a few

weeks' illness, at Marshfield, in Massachusetts, on the "JTth of October,

1852. Whatever our political views may be. the universal feeling is,

and was, that his death created a great void in our public councils.

On the 29th of June, 1852, Henry Clay died at Washington. His

departure was mourned as a national calamity. His public services had

been of the most important kind, and they were duly appreciated by the

nation. No statesman has ever exerted so great an influence, and for so

long a period, over the intellectual and reflecting portion of the commu-

nity, as Henry Clay.
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ij^g^^-v^ T the election, held on the 2d of November, 1852, the

candidates of the Democratic party received- majorities

in all but four States— Massachusetts, Vermont, Ken-

tucky, and Tennessee. Franklin Pierce and William

R. King were consequently elected. On the 7th of

March, succeeding, the lately elected President nominated the

f
following gentlemen as members of his Cabinet:—Wm. L. Many,

Secretary of State; James Guthrie, Secretary of the Treasury;

Robert McClelland, Secretary of the Interior; Jefferson Davis,

Secretary of War; James C. Dobbin, Secretary of the Navy; .1

Campbell, Postmaster-General, and Caleb Cushing, Attorney-General.

Previously, however, the Vice-President elect—Wm. R. King—had fallen

ill with a pulmonary complaint, of which he perished on the 18th of

April, 1853. Mr. Atcheson, of Missouri, President of the Senate,

became, according to the provision of the Constitution, his successor in

office. The closing proceedings of 'Congress were not marked by special

interest. A bill was passed erecting a new territorial government out

nf part of Oregon, to be called the Territory of Washington.

In October, quite an interest was excited throughout the country, by

the publication of a correspondence between Secretary Maroy and Che-

valier Bulsemann, the Austrian Minister to the United States, in relation

to the case of M. Koszta, a Hungarian refugee. ' >n the 29th of August,

M. llulsemann addressed a note to Mr. Marcy, Btating that the Austrian

Consul-General at Smyrna, exercising the right guaranteed by treaties,
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had caused Koszta to be arrested, and that Mr. Brown, the United

States Charge, had demanded his release, on the ground of his having

taken the preliminary steps to become an American citizen. This de-

mand. Captain Ingraham, of the United States corvette St. Louis, had

enforced by threatening to fire into the Austrian brig-of-war in which

Koszta was confined, unless he should be surrendered within a given

time. Representing this action as a serious violation of international

law, M. Hulsemann called upon the American government to reprimand

the conduct of its agents, and to tender to Austria the fullest satis-

faction.

this letter Mr. Marcy replied in a long and elabo-

rate dispatch, elucidating clearly and stating

firmly what were the rights of protection claimed

by the United States for the citizens abroad

;

showing that, by the rules of international law,

any person who acquires a domicil in any country

becomes clothed with its national character, and

is entitled to its protection. The Secretary stated

that Koszta's case fell clearly within this principle, inasmuch as he had

resided in the United States nearly two years, and declared his intention

to make it his future abode. He had not lost his right of domicil by

leaving the country, because he had left it only temporarily and on

business. The agents of Austria, therefore, Mr. Marcy contended, had

committed the first aggression in seizing M. Koszta. Captain Ingra-

ham's conduct, then, instead of being an act of war, as complained of

by M. Hulsemann, was fully justifiable. Consequently the United States

government neither could nor would censure the acts of its agents, and

declined to tender any satisfaction to Austria, or to authorize the sur-

render of M. Koszta. Subsequently, Congress awarded to Captain

[ngraham a medal for his prompt rescue of Koszta.

HILE this correspondence was going on, our rela-

tions with Mexico began to assume a troubled

aspect, in regard to the proprietorship of a tract

of territory on the southern border of New
Mexico, known as the Mesilla Valley. Claimed

both by the United States and Mexico, it had

been assigned by a joint Boundary Commission

to the latter country. But, on the 13th of March,

1853, Governor Lane, of New Mexico, upon hi.s

own responsibility, issued a proclamation taking

provisional possession of the disputed tract, the

inhabitants of which, he said, claimed the protec-
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tion of the United States and solicited the re-annexation of the territory

to New Mexico, from which it, had been illegally wrested by the State

of Chihuahua. The Governor of Chihuahua immediately issued a

counter proclamation, and the Mexican government dispatched troops to

take military possession of the territory in dispute. For a while affairs

threatened to result in a collision between the United States and Mexico;

but, in the course of the following year an amicable adjustment of the

dispute was arranged, by the adoption of what is commonly known as

the "Gadsden Treaty." By this treaty, our government received, for

the sum of $10,000,000, the greater portion of the Mesilla Valley,

authority to construct a railway across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. and

the free transportation over the proposed road of mails, troops, and mu-

nitions of war.

During the year 1853, several annoying occurrences took place in

Cuba between our citizens and the Spanish authorities, and, in the spring

of 1854, considerable feeling was excited by the seizure at Havana of

the steamer Black Warrior, then on her way from New Orleans to New
York. The officers of the port noticed that she had cotton on board,

although her manifest certified that she had no cargo. The owners of

the steamer urged that it had never been usual for the manifest to men-

tion cargo not intended for Havana, and that, if there was an error in

it, they should be allowed the usual privilege of twelve hours to correct

it. The Spanish official, however, declared the cargo confiscated, where-

upon the captain of the steamer hauled down the United States flag, and

surrendered his vessel also to the government.

N the receipt of intelligence of this affair,

propositions were at once brought for-

ward in Congress to repeal the neutrality

laws, so far as Spain was concerned, and

President Pierce immediately instructed

our Minister at Madrid to demand in-

demnity, to the amount of §300,000, for

the seizure of the ship. The Spanish

h government at first attempted to justify

the conduct of the Cuban authorities.

But finally, in June, 1855, the affair was

arranged to the satisfaction of all parties,

though not before undoubted preparations had been made by a portion

of our citizens to invade Onba, from which they were only deterred by

the official proclamation of President Pierce
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1. ANW'llILE interesting intelligence had been received

from the American fleet under command of Commodore

Perry, who, in 184:2, was sent out by President Fill-

more to endeavor to cultivate a friendly intercourse with

Japan, a country which, by the reserved policy of its

people, had been long excluded from relationship with

the rest of the world. Apart from the attraction which Japan

offered to American commercial enterprise, it had engaged the

attention of our Government in consequence of its lying in the

course from California to China, and of its being possessed of

coal mines, upon which depended the development of our trade with the

Chinese and other eastern nations. The result of this expedition proved

singularly important. After considerable delay and hesitation, the Ja-

panese and American Plenipotentiaries signed, on the 31st of March,

1854, a treaty of peace and amity between their respective governments.

By the terms of this instrument, the Japanese ports of Sinmda and

Hakodadi were opened for the reception of American vessels, where

they could be supplied with wood, water, provisions, and coal. Safety

and protection were also guaranteed to such American seamen as might

be thrown by shipwreck upon the shores of Japan, and a burial-ground

was ordered to be set apart at Kakizaki for Americans, where their

graves and tombs were to be respected.

During the summer of 1854 two other important treaties were nego-

tiated; one providing for commercial reciprocity between the United

States and the British provinces, and a second, with Russia, in which

that government agreed to recognise, as a doctrine of international law,

the American principle that free ships make free goods, and that the

property of neutrals, excepting contraband of war, shall be respected,

even if found on board enemies' vessels.

ATE in June of the same year, in-

telligence was received of the de-

struction of the town of San Juan,

or Grey town, on the Mosquito Coast,

by a United States ship of war, un-

der circumstances which gave the

act considerable importance. Some

months previously, it was alleged,

property had been stolen from the

Accessory Transit Company, and

removed to San Juan. The Com-

pany's agent having demanded its
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restoration from the authorities of the town, was informed that, after

diligent inquiry, no trace of the missing property could be discovered.

Upon this, the Company claimed damages from the town, to the amount
of $16,000.

Moreover, in 1853, the Company hired of the authorities a site on
Point Arenas, agreeing to vacate it when required to do so. The requi-

sition was soon afterwards made, and refused l>y the Company, upon
which a wooden building they had erected on the spot was removed by
officers of the town. For this the Company presently laid claim t..

damages to the amount of $6000. To these claims, the town authorities

paid no attention, denying any complicity in the affair of the Btolen pro-

perty, and protesting against the exorbitance of the demand for the

removed building.

The ill-feeling thus excited was presently greatly aggravated by the

shooting of the negro captain of a river boat by a person named Smith,

commander of a steamer plying on the river. A warrant was issued by

the Mayor of San Juan for Smith's arrest ; but the officer sent to exe-

cute it was resisted by the passengers, headed by Mr. Borland, our

Minister to Nicaragua, who justified his conduct by stating that he had

been instructed not to recognise the authority of Greytown in any way.

Mr. Borland subsequently went on shore, where an attempt was made
to arrest him. This was resisted, and in the conflict that ensued Mr.

Borland received a blow on the face from a bottle thrown by some un-

known person.

On the 10th of June, the United States ship Cyane, under Commander
Ilollins, was sent to San Juan, to demand indemnity for the Transit

Company's property and a prompt apology for the insult offered to Mr.

Borland. Receiving no reply to this, Commander Hollins declared, on

the 12th of July, that if his demands were not immediately complied

with, he would bombard the town. Lieutenant Jolley, commanding the

British ship Bermuda, at once protested against the threatened bombard-

ment, saying that a large amount of property belonging to British sub-

jects would be destroyed, which it was his duty to protect; hut. as the

force under his direction was insufficient for its protection against the

Cyane, he could only enter his protest. Replying that he was but

cuting the orders of his government, Captain Hollins "regretted ex-

ceedingly that the force under Lieutenant Jolley's command was not

doubly equal to that of the Cyane," and, at nine o'clock on the morning

of the 13th opened his batteries upon the town. The cannonade ma
kept up at intervals until tour in the afternoon, when a party was

on shore to complete the destruction of the town, by setting the houses

on fire.
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FTER the town had been thus de-

stroyed, Lieutenant Jolley declared

it under hie protection, and pro-

claimed martial law. But, though

the affair created an intense excite-

ment, and was strongly complained

of by some foreign powers, the

difficulties it threatened to produce

were happily prevented.

Meanwhile a dispute had arisen

between the United States and

Great Britian respecting the pro-

per interpretation of what is com-

monly known as the Clayton and

Bulwer Treaty, concerning British

settlements in Central America. On the 11th of January, 1854, Mr.

Cass stated in the Senate, that when he voted in favor of confirming

that treaty, he supposed it excluded the British from all parts of Central

America, being at the same time ignoranl thai a declaration had been

explicity assented to by the governments of the United States and Great

Britain, to the effect that the treaty was not to apply to the British set-

tlement at Honduras and the protectorate of the Mosquito Indians.

The following day, Mr. Clayton replied, maintaining that the declara-

tion, referred to, did not modify the treaty in the least, and that England

was, by the terms of the agreement, effectually excluded from Central

America. The British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, the Karl

of Clarendon, had said that the Mosquito Indians were still under the

protection of his government, and that if either Honduras or Nicara

should interfere with them, it would be at their peril. Believing that

Great Britain had systematically violated all her treaties concerning

Central America, Mr. Clayton declared that in the event alluded to, he

would introduce a bill, placing the military and naval force of the country

at the command of the President, to resist the aggression of the British

government.

The discussion of this affair created no little excitement, both in the

United States and Great Britain. The government of the latter country

offered to submit the interpretation of the treaty to the arbitration of

some third power. This President Pierce declined doing; but, in May.

1856, sent a dispatch to Mr. Dallas, the American Minister at the Court

of St. James, to propose new negotiations.



CHAPTER LX.

PIERCE S ADMINISTRATION CONTINUED.

IIILP] matters connected with our foreign re-

lations were thus agitating the

public mind, a far more distract-

ing subject of debate had been

introduced into Congress, with

slavery question.

On the 23d of January. 1854,

Mr. Douglass, from the Senate

Committee on Territories, brought

forward a liill in the Senate, providing for the establishment of two ter-

ritories, to be respectively called Kansas and Nebraska, and declaring

the act of 1820, commonly known as the Missouri Compromise, inopera-

tive and void. The discussion that ensued, not only in Congress, bat

throughout the country, was of the bitterest character. The Senate,

however, on the 3d of March, passed the bill by a vote of 37 to 14. and,

on the 22d of May following it received the concurrence of the Mouse

of Representatives, 113 member- voting in its favor, and 100 against it.

The passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act was the signal for extreme

sectional agitation. The members of Congress opposed to it. who were

mostly ''Free Soil " men from the North, issued a protest against the

measure, and in the ensuing State elections in the free States the ques-

tion of its repeal formed the ground-work of a large and influential |">li-

tical organization, named the Republican party.

On the 30th of March, 1855, pursuant to the proclamation of Gov
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Andrew H. Reeder, of Pennsylvania, an election was held in Kansas for

members of the territorial legislature. The candidates in favor of the

introduction of slavery received a decided majority of the votes east.

By the terms of the proclamation ordering the elect inn, the right of

voting was restricted to those who had taken up a permanent residence

in the territory. It was alleged, however, by the defeated, or "Free
" party, that this restriction was wholly disregarded, and that a

huge number of votes had been cast by citizens of Missouri, who had

entered Kansas merely for the purpose of voting.

OON afterwards, Governor Reeder, of Kansas,

visiting the East, stated, in reply to a congratu-

latory address at Easton, Pennsylvania, that, in

the recent Kansas election, the principle of the

bill and the right of suffrage had been trampled un-

der foot. As Governor Reeder had been appointed

by an Administration favorable to the Kansas-

Nebraska Act, his condemnation of its results

occasioned much excitement. Party feeling even

produced bloodshed in the territory of Kansas.

On the 30th of April the residents of Leavenworth held a meeting, in

which a portion favored and the remainder opposed, an extension of the

time for the registration of lands. An angry discussion ensued. The

opponents came to blows, and Malcolm Clark, a "Free State" man, was

shot by a lawyer named M'Crea. An attempt was made to lynch the

latter, but the commanding officer at Fort Leavenworth rescued him.

Thereupon the anti-slavery settlers in Kansas complained that their

neighbors of Missouri had seized upon their rights and selected for them

their rulers. The other party— asserting that slavery had been recog-

nised in the territory— denounced any attempt to overthrow the insti-

tution.

N July following, Governor Reeder sum-

moned a meeting of the Legislature at

Pawnee. Its first act was to declare the

legality of the votes by which its mem-

bers had been elected. A bill was then

passed removing the seat of government

temporarily to the Shawnee Mission.

This bill the Governor immediately

vetoed, but it was re-passed by a two-

thirds vote, and the legislature adjourned to the place designated.

Several bills were at once introduced. Among them were acts author-
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izing the confinement of criminals in the jails of the State of Missouri;

requiring all immigrants to take an oath to execute the Fugitive Slave

Law, and declaring infamous any person convicted of propagating aboli-

tion sentiments. These acts the Governor refused to sanction, on the

ground that the Legislature was not lawfully assembled. The Li

lature then appointed a Committee to draft a memorial to the President,

requesting the removal of Governor Reeder.

Meantime steps had been taken at Washington, leading to the same

result. On the 12th of June, Secretary Many wrote to Mr. Reeder

that certain charges had been preferred against him in connection with

an alleged illegal purchase of lands on the Indian reservation in Km
and that unless these charges wire disproved be would be removed from

office. The Governor denied that he had made any such purchase, stat-

ing that he ou\y agreed to buy the lands if the bargain should be approved

of by the President. The Executive refusing to sanction it, Mr. Reeder

was informed by the State Department that his explanations were un-

satisfactory, and that his functions and authority as Governor of Kansas

were terminated. Wilson Shannon, of Ohio, was presently appointed

his successor.

Meanwhile, the Territorial Legislature had passed laws forbidding any

person conscientiously opposed to holding slaves, or denying the right to

hold slaves in Kansas, from acting as a juror in any case connected with

slavery, and prescribing the penalty of death for inciting slaves to

rebellion, by speaking, writing, or printing, or for enticing or assisting

them to escape from their masters.

HE ill-feeling between the "Pro-Slavery"

party and the "Free State" men now

gave serious evidences of its depth and

strength. Meeting at Big Springs, on

the 5th of September, a Convention

of persons friendly to the exclusion of

slavery from the territory, adopted re-

solutions declaring that Kansas should

be a Free State ; that they would re-

sist all non-resident voters at the polls

from Missouri, or elsewhere, and that

tin' Legislature lately in session had

been forced upon them, and was utterly

unauthorized to make laws for the Ter-

ritory. Stating their determination to submit to those laws only until

they could resist them successfully, they called upon the people to pre-
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pare for armed resistance. The 9th of October was fixed ur *n as the

day for electing a delegate to Congress. Governor Reeder received and

accepted the nomination as their candidate. In the meantime, the

Legislature had fixed upon the 1st of the same month for a similar

object.

At the latter of these canvasses, the pro-slavery party alone voted,

and their candidate, Mr. Whitfield, received 2760 votes. At the farmer,

tin' Free-State men voted, and claimed to have polled a larger number

of votes for Reeder than had been given to Whitfield. The question

of election was now left to the decision of the National House of Repre-

sentatives.

While the newly-formed Territory had thus been agitated, the topics

by which its people were disturbed had been excitedly discussed through-

out the several States of the Union. Both in the East and in the South,

strenuous efforts had been made by the friends of the opposing parties in

Kansas to strengthen their respective numbers, by means of emigrant

associations, in aid of which large amounts of money were subscribed.

Most of the companies thus sent out carried arms with them, in the

expectation of coming into warlike collision.

In the meantime, besides the public questions started by the Ka;

Nebraska Act, and which had arrayed against the Democratic party the

formidable opposition of the Free Soil or Republican organization, an-

other element had been introduced into the politics of our country.

ORMED in 1854, a secret political combina-

tion, designated as "Know-Nothings," and

mainly directing its action against the elec-

tion to office of citizens of foreign birth,

spread with extreme rapidity throughout the

lnion. Uniting in some instances with the

Republicans, and in others preserving a dis-

tinct organization, they were enabled, in the

Congressional elections of 1855, to obtain

the balance of power in the House of Repre-

sentatives, and, with the Free Soil members, constituted a large majority

opposed to the Administration. Consequently, when the House met in

December, an exciting contest ensued with regard to the election of

Speaker. The struggle lasted for upwards of two months, and gave rise

to much public alarm. But, on the 2d of February, 1856, the plurality

rule was adopted, and Mr. N. P. Banks, Republican Know-Nothing,

from Massachusetts, was elected Speaker.

To the House thus organized, was submitted the subject in dispute
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between Whitfield and Reeder, the former of whom, under protest from

the latter, had taken his seat as delegate from Kansas. After a long

and heated discussion, a special committee, composed of two pei

opposed to the Nebraska bill and one in favor of it. was sent to K.i

with full powers to inquire into any fraud or force alledged to have been

practised in any of the territorial elections. Returning, the commiitr,.

presented a majority and a minority report— one ascribing the disturb-

ances in Kansas to the illegal action at the polls of the pro-slavery party,

and the other throwing all the blame upon the " Free State men" The
House of Representatives, however, finally voted that neither Whitfield

nor Reeder was entitled to a seat.

HILE our national Legislature was

thus occupied, affairs in Kansas

become more and more entangled.

Meeting at Topeka on the 27th of

October, 1855, a Convention of Free

State men drew up a State Consti-

tution, declaring that slavery .-

not exist in the Territory after the

4th of July, 1857. If this Consti-

tution slmuld he approved of by the

people, an election for Stati

was to be held in the January fol-

lowing. On the other hand, the

pro-slavery party, in November, 1855, held a "Law and Order'' Con

vention at Leavenworth, Governor Shannon acting as President. De-

claring that the recent Legislature was a legal body, to refuse obedience

to the laws of which would be treason, he characterised Governor Ree

der's election to Congress as a revolutionary movement, and said that

the Free State men, in calling a convention to form a Constitution, had

taken the initiatory steps toward civil war. He urged the pr<

vention to adhere to the ground they occupied, and assured them that

they would he sustained by the Administration. Resolutions, embodying

similar sentiments, were then adopted.

In January, 1856, events of the most axciting nature took place in

Kansas. Near Hickory Point, a quarrel occurred between a man named

man, and one Charles AY. Dow, in which the latter, who belong!

the ''Free State" party was killed. At a public meeting, held •

qnently in the neighborhood, Coleman, who had fled to Missouri, was

denounced as a murderer.
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OME persons returning late at night

from this meeting, encountered an-

other parly, headed by the Sheriff of

Douglass County, having in custody a

Free State man named Branson. They
called to Branson to come to them,

which he did, in despite of the Sheriff's

opposition. Exaggerated versions of

this affair spread like wildfire through-

out the Territory, and fanned to an

alarming height the flames of parti-

san and sectional discord. Excited

by reports that a large band of Free

State men had rescued from the legal

authorities a person accused of murdering a Pro-Slavery man, and that

this same band were destroying and burning down the houses of peaceful

citizens, the Missourians crossed the borders in great force to protect the

Pro-Slavery people, and, as they threatened, to attack the town of Law-

rence, unless the rescuers of Branson were given up. The citizens of

that place prepared to defend themselves ; but, though a large body of

Missourians encamped for several days in the neighborhood, no attack

was attempted.

Meanwhile, Governor Shannon had issued a proclamation calling out

the militia, and asked permission from the President to summon to his

assistance the United States troops stationed at Fort Leavenworth.

Visiting Lawrence, however, he concluded an agreement with its citizens,

by means of which the fearful consequences of an armed collision were

averted. They protested that they had no part in Branson's rescue,

and that if any one in the town had participated in that affair they

would aid in the execution of legal process against him. Governor

Shannon, on his part, promised that any persons arrested in Lawrence

or its vicinity, while a foreign force remained in the Territory, should be

examined only before a United States District Judge, and that all per-

sons arrested, without legal process, should be set at liberty and remune-

rated for any damages they might have sustained. Hostilities were

thereupon suspended, and the Missourians returned home.

Affairs in Kansas nevertheless continued to present a very critical

aspect. Many isolated acts of violence occurred, though no general

struggle took place. On the 11th of February, 1856, President Pierce

issued a proclamation stating that combinations had been formed within

the Territory to subvert by violence all legal authority ; that persons
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residing without the Territory, but on its borders, contemplated armed
intervention in its affairs; that the people of remote States were collect-

ing men, money, and .inns for the same purpose; and that combinations
within the Territory were endeavoring to induce individual States to

intervene in its affairs, in violation of the national compact. Deela
that the execution of such plans from within would constitute men-
tion, and from without invasion, he commanded all persons engaged in

them to desist, and ordered the United States troops at Forts Leaven-
worth and Riley to hold themselves in readiness to obey the requisitions

of Governor Shannon, in maintaining the peace and repelling invasion.

^ii^J^FB^^^^K.'- i

^ ^' C mcant 'n)e
>
m accordance with the pro-

visions of their Constitution, the Free

State men had elected a Governor, Lieu-

tenant-Governor, and a State Legislature,

the latter of which met at Topeka on the 4th of March,

but subsequently adjourned to Lawrence. Governor

Reeder and General Lane were elected to the United

States Senate.

On the -Oth of April Mr. Jones, the Territorial

Sheriff, attempted to arrest two inhabitants of Lawrence, and called upon

a number of citizens to aid him. These refused to comply ; but three

days later he returned with a small detachment of United States troops,

by whom a number of arrests were made. The same evening, Sheriff

Jones was wounded by a shot from some unknown person. Great ex-

citement ensued throughout Kansas and the adjacent portions of Mis-

souri. A detachment of government troops was posted in the neighbor-

hood of Lawrence, and Colonel Sumner, the commander, urged the

authorities of the town to detect and apprehend the person who had

fired upon the Sheriff. To this answer was returned that the oitizens of

Lawrence wholly disavowed the offence, being assured that Sheriff

Jones had been obeying the authority of the general government.

Meanwhile, the Territorial grand jury, acting under the instructions

of Judge Lecompte, found indictments for treason against the re-

elected Free State Governor, Mr. Robinson, as well as againsl Reeder

and others. Robinson left the Territory, but was subsequently arresti d.

Reeder, declaring that as a claimant to a seat in Congress he was not

liable to arrest, at first resisted the authority of the Court ; but, soon

afterwards, thinking himself in peril, fled, and made hi

On the 11th of May, Mr. Donaldson, the United States Marshal, de-

claring that resistance had been made to the execution of Government

writs, and that further attempts, it was believed, would be made to i
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them by the people of Lawrence, summoned the assistance of the "law-

abiding" citizens. A large force soon assembled near Lawrence, among

which was an organized company from the South, who had first entered

the Territory.

a LARMED by these proceedings, the inhabitants of

Lawrence asked for the protection of the United

States troops. Governor Shannon answered that

if they submitted to the territorial laws, they

would receive adequate protection ; but so long

as they maintained a military organization to

resist those laws, they would have to suffer the

consequences. To a similar application to Colonel

j=p Sumner, answer was given that the forces of the

United States could interfere only by the direc-

tion of Governor Shannon. Declaring themselves

law-abiding citizens, pledged to aid in the cxecu-

tion of any legal process, the people of Lawrence

then wrote to Marshal Donaldson, claiming the

protection of the constituted authorities. They also complained that a

large party of armed men, whom they requested the Marsal to recognise

as his ])088e, had collected near Lawrence and committed numerous

depredations. The Marshal replied that strict inquiry would be made

for all offenders against the law, and they would be duly punished ; but

he could not hold himself responsible for persons of whose names, even

he was ignorant.

Meanwhile the forces about Lawrence continued to increase. On the

21st of May, Mr. Jones, the Sheriff who had been wounded a month

previously, entered Lawrence at the head of a large party, and demanded

the surrender of all the cannon and rifles in the place. He then an-

nounced that the hotel and printing office were to be destroyed, by order

of the grand jury, as nuisances. Less than two hours afterwards this

threat was fulfilled. The house of Governor Robinson was also burned,

and numerous murders and robberies wen- subsequently committed in

other parts of the Territory by ill-disposed persons, who represented

themselves as Free State or Pro-Slavery men, as best suited their maraud-

ing designs.

In the national House of Representatives a bill was now reported for

the immediate admission of Kansas as a Stitp, with the Topeka Constitu

tion. At first rejected by a majority of one, it was, after a reconsidera-

tion of the vote, passed by a majority of two. The Senate, however,

rejected it.
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IM'AT personal asperity was exhibited in the de-

bates which the discussion of this measure occa-

sioned. In the Senate, on the 20th of May,

Mr. Sumner, of Massachusetts, in ooncludin i

long and elaborate speech on the question, com-

mented with much severity upon the course of

Mr. Butler, of South Carolina, who had taker

an active part in favor of the Kansas-Nebrasks

Act. On the morning of the 2"Jd, after the

adjournment of the Senate, while Mr. Simmer was seated at his

desk, he was accosted by Mr. Preston S. Brooks, nephew of Mr.

Butler, and member of the House of Representatives from South

Carolina, who said that the Senator from Massachusetts bad libelled his

(Mr. Brooks's) native State and aged relative, and t!
i

• tc

chastise him. These words he followed by repeated blows from a cane,

by which Mr. Sumner was so severely injured, that for several days his

condition was extremely critical.

The next morning, committees were appointed by both Houses to in-

vestigate the matter. The Senate Committee reported that that body

had no power to punish a member of the other House. The majority

of the House Committee presented a report, declaring that the assault

by Mr. Brooks was a breach of the privileges tot only of the Senate,

but of the Senator assailed and of the House, and in direct violation

of the Constitution. They therefore submitted resolutions expelling Mr.

Brooks. Very exciting debates ensued. Though the resolution to expel

Mr. Brooks failed to receive the requisite majority of two-thirds, he

immediately resigned his seat, but was presently re-elected.

ISTURBANCES had meanwhile broken out

again in Kansas, the prolific source of so

much sectional animosity. Companies of

emigrants from the Free States were pre-

vented from entering the Territory by way

. if Missouri. The Pro-Slavery men had also

established several strong forts, from which.

however, their opponents, not without con-

siderable loss, finally dislodged them,

teen prisoners were captured by the a

ints, and carried to Lawrence, where, by an arrangement with Governor

Shannon, they were exchanged for five captives in the hands of the Pre

Slaverv men. These proceedings caused an intense excitement in tin
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adjacent parts of Missouri, and large companies assembled in arras to

oppose the "Army of the North," as the military organization of the

Free State settlers was termed. Hostile bands traversed the Territory

in every direction, and numerous murders, rapes, robberies, burnings,

and other outrages, were committed by both parties.

On the 1st of September, 1856, an outbreak took place at Leaven

worth, in which two of the Free State party were killed, and many
others driven from the town. These disturbances were renewed on sub-

sequent days.

On the 11th, John W. Geary, of Pennsylvania, who had been appointed

Governor, in place of Mr. Shannon, removed, arrived in Kansas, and

issued a proclamation, announcing his determination to uphold the organic

law of the Territory, which guaranteed the right of self-government to

the people. Declaring that he would do justice at all hazards, knowing

no party or section, he commanded all bodies of men, armed and equipped

without authority from the Government, instantly to disband, or suffer

the consequences of their unlawful acts. The election for members of

the Territorial Legislature and for a delegate to Congress was appointed

to be held on the 6th of October. United States troops were to be

posted at all points where disturbances were expected. At that election,

Mr. Whitfield was chosen delegate to Congress, the Free State men re

fusing to vote at all.

Meanwhile, the prompt and energetic measures of Governor Geary

had apparently almost entirely put an end to the anarchy so long pre-

valent. Many of the disturbers of the peace left the Territory. An
armed party of Free State emigrants, 240 in number, who had just en-

tered, were arrested and disbanded. They were released from arrest,

however, upon surrendering such of their arms as were not claimed as

individual property.

In January, 1857, two Legislative assemblies met in Kansas, to one

of which Governor Geary presented his message. The other, composed

of "Free State" men, met at Topeka. The latter had scarcely com-

menced its sessions, when writs were served upon its principal members,

who were arrested and conveyed to Tecumseh, and the Assembly ad-

journed to meet on the second Tuesday of June following. The regulp

Legislature adjourned after having passed a number of important act.

Among these was one defining and punishing the crime of rebellior

against the territorial laws ; and another providing for a Convention t

form a State Constitution, to meet in September. Governor Gea-v

vetoed this bill, but it was passed over his veto by a unanimous vote.
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ENDING this disturbed state of our internal

affairs, several difficulties had arisen

with foreign governments. In April,

1855, President Pierce gave notice

to tin Danish Government that the

treatj of commerce of 1826, by
winch the right to levy 'lues on ves-

sels
]
assing through the sound con-

necting the North Sea with the Bal-

tic, would be terminated at the end

of a year. Denmark, in reply to

this notification, complained of its suddenness, and thai the termination

of the treaty would deprive her of revenues which she greatly needed.

She also requested a suspension of definite action, in order that negotia-

tions with other European powers for the same purpose might not thereby

be embarrassed. This request was acceded to by the United States, on

condition that the duties paid between June, 1856, and June. 1857,

should he paid under protest, subject to future adjustment. After con-

siderable delay, the controversy was finally settled early in 1 *•">". entirely

to the satisfaction of our government.

In the fall of 1855 a trial took place at Philadelphia, in the District

Court, of two persons named Hertz and Perkins, charged with bavins

violated the neutrality laws of the United States, in endeavouring

enlist recruits in this country for the allied armies in the Crimea. It

was clearly proved during the trial that such attempts had been n

under the direcl sanction and authority of the British Minister, Mr.

Crampton. Hertz, one of the accused, was convicted; Perkins was

acquitted. The complicity of Mr. Crampton in the matter was made

the subject of remonstrance from our own government to that of Great

Britain, and his recall was demanded.

HIS demand excited no little indignation in

England. Lord Clarendon, at the opening of

Parliament, declared that the Government

was perfectly satisfied with the conduct of

Mr. Crampton. being fully convinced that

he had neither intentionally nor accidentally

violated any law of the United S

Meanwhile quite a sharp correspondence had

been carried on between the two govern-

ments : which, however, was brought to a

close, on the 27th of May, 1856, by the dis
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missal of Mr. Crampton and the British Consuls at New York, Phila-

delphia, and Cincinnati. Though, daring the progress of the whole

affair a warlike termination to it seemed almost inevitable, there was

happily such a spirit of firmness on the part of the United States, and

of moderation on that of Great Britain, as finally led to an amicable

adjustment of the difficulty,

IN the meantime, Indian wars and civil violence had dis-

f~ tracted our possessions on the Pacific Coast. In July,

_ 1855, several miners were murdered by Indians, in

Rogue River Valley, California. A volunteer company

of 120 men was sent in pursuit of the offenders. A
general fight ensued, and the Indians were defeated

with a loss of forty. Twelve of the volunteers were

wounded, and one slain.

A general combination among the savages against tr '

whites in California, and Orecv <md Washington Te--

ritories, now became apparent. Major Haller while on an expedition,

was surrounded by an immense number of Indians, in Yakima Cjunty.

Reinforcements were sent to his aid, but before they reached hi:n, as liis

position was becoming desperate, his troops fought the savages for fifty

hours, and finally succeeded jn breaking through their lines, and reaching

the Dalles. Nearly one-fifth of his force was either killed or wounded,

and he lost all his animals, provisions, and camp-equipage.

I
M BOLDENED by these partial successes,

the Indians now renewed their depreda-

tions. Whole families were massacred, and

the settlers were thrown into the utmost

consternation. Several serious encounters

took place between them and the troops,

and though they were defeated, with much
loss in killed, wounded, and prisoners, they

evinced no disposition to come to terms.

in Washington Territory an attempt was

made upon the town of Seattle by seven hundred Indians. The place

was defended by the inhabitants and a d'tachment of men from the

of-war Decatur. The guns of the vessel were at last brought to

bear upon the assailants, who finally retreated, with a loss of thirty-five

killed and thirty-six wounded. Two only of the whites were slain. On
iln 23d of February, 1856, a large party of T ndians again attacked the

settlers on Rogue River, California. Twe\.ty or thirty whites were
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killed, and many dwellings burned. In Oregon the disturbances had
become still more general.

On the 25th of March, a body of Bavages, cumbering about 800,
attacked the Cascades, and burned every building in the town. Thej
also burned the steamer Mary, and killed many citizens. In the neigh-

borhood of Vancouver, they laid waste the whole country. In Wash-
ington Territory, on the 10th of March, a fight took place between the

Indians and a party of volunteers, in which twenty-five or thirty of the

«ormer were slain. The volunteers had only three or four wounded.
During the summer following, the contest between our settlers on the
Pacific and the savages continued with more or less violence, but in his

report to Congress in December, the Secretary of War was enabled to

announce its conclusion.

HE civil violence previously alluded to,

took plaee in California. The immediate

-asion of it was the murder of Mr.

James King, editor of the San Frai

Bulletin, by James P. Casey, editor of the

Sunday Times. Casey, previously te his

coming to Califon ia, had been an ininaV.

of the State Pri* n of Sing Sing, No*
York. King, uaving referred to this in

his paper, was shot in the street by Casey,

and soon afterwards died. An intense

excitement was aroused, and in the course

of two or three days thousands of tlv

leading citizens of San Francisco had

armed themselves and organized what they

termed a "Vigilance Committee." Tl ey then proceeded to the prison

where Casey, together with one Cora, a notorious gambler and muni

was confined, and compelled the officers to surrender them. Immediately

trying their prisoner-, the " Committee ' sentenced them to death.

forthwith carried the sentence into execution. They next proceeded, in

he exercise of their usurped authority, to clear the city of the iittin

rowdies and desperadoes by which it was infected, fore

and arresting and <-rnfining others for trial. The opponents of

organization presently held a mass meeting, hut public Bentimenl was

evidently adverse to them. T .illa-

tion, calling out the militia to suppress insurrection.

This r.,1] was faintly responded to, while the forces of the Committee
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were largely augmented. Their rooms wen- converted /nto m fortress,

known as Fort Vigilant, and a regular system of discipline was esta-

blished. Pledging their sacred honor t" defend and Bustain each other,

they declared that they had no desire to interfere with the details of

government farther than was necessary to punish and expel those who

had outraged the peace of society and thwarted the ends of justice.

This work of '•reform," they said, they would continui

able or forcible means, and. when it was accomplished, resign their power

into the hands of the people from whom it was received.

On the 19th of June, the Committee received intelligence t hat a

quantity of arms belonging to the State were coming from Benioia on

board of a schooner. An expedition was fitted oul to intercept the ves-

sel. This was successful, and the arms fell into the hands of the Com-

mittee. Among those engaged in conveying the arms was one Maloney.

By direction of the Committee his arrest was ordered. Resistance was

offered, and Stephen A. Hopkins, the officer appointed to make the

arrest, was stabbed by Judge Terry.

Terry, along with others, retreated to the armory of the San Francisco

Blues. This was immediately surrounded, and those within compelled

to surrender. Their arms were also taken. Many persons, among

whom was Judge Terry, were made prisoners. Some twenty-five or

thirty notoriously bad characters were likewise driven from the State.

On the 28th of July two more executions took place.

N the 18th of August, however, the San

^TfOV Francisco Vigilance Committee was form-

ally disbanded. The occasion was cele-

brated by a grand parade of its military

forces, more than five thousand in number. Judge

Terry was liberated, but at the same time requested

to resign his seat on the bench. Thus ended what

at one period threatened to be the most serious

affair of the kind that had ever happened in the

United States.

The National Democratic Convention assembled at Cincinnati, June

the 2d, 1856. Resolutions were passed condemning all political organi-

zations based upon religious belief or accidental birth-places, and recog-

nizing and adopting the principles embodied in the Kansas and Nebraska

Bills as the only safe solution of the slavery question. On the seven-

teenth ballot for a Presidential nominee, James Buchanan was declared

the unanimous choice of the Convention. John C. Breckenridge, of

Kentucky, was nominated for the Vice-Presidency.
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REVIOUSLY. on the 22d of February, *!;e Nationa

Nominating Convention of the " Know-Nothing," or

Native American organization met at Philadelphia.

The principles of this party, which had sprung into

powerful existence with almost magical rapidity, have

,r,.c-ady been explained. The first formal ballot of

the Convention resulted in the nomination of Millard

Fillnwe, of New York, for the Presidency. Andrew

Jacknjo Donelson, of Tennessee, was chosen as the candidate for the

office of Vice-President.

On the 17th of June, the Convention of the Republican Party assem-

bled at Philadelphia, in accordance with a call addressed to "the people

of the United States, without regard to past political differences or divi-

sions, who are opposed to the repeal of the Missouri Compromise; to

the policy of the present administration ; to the extension of slavery into

free territory ; and in favor of the admission of Kansas as a Fr°e

State." At the first formal ballot, John C. Fremont, of California,

received a large majority of the votes cast, and was thereupon unani-

mously declared the choice of the Convention as the Presidential candi-

date of the Republican Party. Win. L. Dayton, of New Jersey, was

nominated for the Vice-Presidency.

The canvass that ensued after these nominations was a spirited one. The
election, on the 4th of November, resulted as follows:— Ruchanan and

Rreckenridge received 174 electoral votes; Fremont and Dayton, 114;
and Fillmore and Donelson, 8. James Ruchanan and John C. Rreckin-

ridge, were, consequently, elected President and Vice-President of the

United States.
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1 X l ^'->1. James Buchanan
was bora in Franklin

County, Pennsj Ivania.

Educated for the law,

he entered earl\ upon

his profession, and at

the age of twenty-three he "as sen! to the L> -

gislatnre. Prom thai time forth lie was en paired

in public affairs, being a member of the House
nt' Representatives ai Washington during five

terms, then Benl by Presidenl Jackson as United

States Minister to Russia ; on his return he be-

came a United Slates Senator, which office he

held till called (1845 i" serve as Secretarj of

State under President Polk; then (in 1853),

under Presidenl Pierce, he was Minister to

Great Britain, where he remained until he was

nominated for the Presidency. Scarcely am of

our statesmen have had as much experience in public affaire as .Tames

Buchanan.

lie announced in his inaugural that he would not be a candidate for

ml term, and that his only motive would be to Berve

the interests of his country faithfully. He appointed the

926
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Chamber, 1HGO.

chap lxi Eollowing gentlemen members of his Cabinet: Lewis Cass.
185r

of Michigan, Secretaryof State; Bowel! Cobb, of Georgia,

Secretary of the Treasury ; John B. Floyd, of Virginia, Secretarj of War;
[saac Toucey, of Connecticut, Secretarj of the Navy; Jacob Thompson,
of Mississippi, Secretary of the Interior: Jeremiah S. Black, of Penn-

sylvania. Attorney General, and Aaron Y. Brown, of Tennessee, Post-

master General.

For a number of years the Mormons in Utah Territory had denied the

authority of tin- National Government, and had gone so far in their

rebellion as to drive oil' by violence Judge Drummond, who hail been

sent by the President bo administer justice in the Territory. Brigham

Young, who had been appointed Governor byaformer President (Fill-

more), assumed absolute control, as he was not only governor, hut the

head of I hi' M i innoiis. and. as their religious chief, claimed to derive his

authority by inspiration from the Almighty. His power was. therefore,

absolute both in church and state. The President sent an arnix of

2,500 men. under General Albert Sidney Johnston, to bring the Mor-

mons into subjection and maintain order. The latter prepared vigor-

OUsl] t" repel this force, bul as the army wa.s so much delayed that

it did not reach Salt Lake City till the following spring,
IM^S " ©I ©'

the ardor of the belligerent governor had time to cool, and

through the intervention of friends, offers of pardon were accepted and
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granted. The United States troops remained in the Tend- chap. lxi.

tory two years longer, to enforce the laws, if necessary, and

to preserve order.

The incoming President congratulated the country on the probable

settlement of the slavery question. This was to be done by the adjustment
of the subject in the Territories, each one of which, as it became a State,

could come into the Union free or slave, as its constitution permitted, or,

in other words, by the vote of the people themselves. The President and
the people were both disappointed

; the question became still 1 -e exciting.

A decision had been given in the Supreme Court of the United States

in the trial known as the " Dred Scot) Case." The substance

of this decision was that negroes, slave or free, were vir-

tually foreigners, and not citizens of the United States. In view of

this decision, it was though! thai persons of color could not obtain

justice in the United States courts, or conic into them as plaintiffs.

This decree reopened the whole subject of slavery, for its advocates

claimed that the Court had decided against every ordinance restricting

slavery in the Territories. This excited ureal opposition, and the whole

land rang with the discussion. In order to protect the negroes in their

rights, and prevent fugitive slaves from being sent back illegally to bond-

age, several of the free States passed what were termed Personal Liberty

Bills. These were also designed to prevent free colored persons from

being kidnaped, which had been done more than once.

John W. Geary resigned the governorship of Kansas; he left- the Ter-

ritory in a quiet and prosperous condition compared with what it was

when he assumed office. The troubles of the people, however, were by

no means ended. The Presideni appointed Boberl .1. Walker
1857

Governor. In October an election was held, ami the Free-

State men. by a majority of two to one, chose their candidates —a, dele-

gate to Congress and the members for a Territorial Legislature.

In the previous June an i lection had been held for choosing delegates

to a convention to form a State constitution, preparatory to admission

into the Union as a State. At this election the Free-State men did not

vote : they deemed the call for the convention null and void, because the

Legislature which issued the call was illegally chosen by armed men

Coming from Missouri. The election was held, however, and none hut

pro-slavery men voting, the delegates chosen to the convention were of

similar sentiments. This convention met at Lecompton, and framed a

constitution which adopted Blavery, and a proviso that the constitution

could not he amended till L864, and then only by the concurrenl majority

of two-third- of both bouses of the Legislature. The Free-

State men consistently refused to vote on the ratification of

this constitution. The pro-Blaverj men voted for the ratification, and tin

constitution was as such Beni to Congress, as if passed upon by the entire
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oiif i.xi peopli "i K hi i Tho conditions on which tho convention

submitted the constitution to the people for ratification were

\,-r\ nun nil in i the) were permitted to vote on tho whole, hu I

onl) "M tho olftu q adopting laver) . and secondly, each roter, before

tie] • in ballot, was required to bake on oath binding him i<> up

port the con titution when ratiflod, Thi pr i n of this oon

i inn w .1 i in ..I in i f exciting debates in Congre | Qnallj the majority

ordered the whole instrumonl to bo submitted to the people of Km
in iir voted upon. '

I

' 1 1

1

\ imposed m al oondil fir t, if the

people ratified the constitution, thej hould have certain public land

for tho benefll of tho Btato ; and iocond, if thej failed to ratify, thej

could noi enter tho Unioi til thej had u population of 93,000, the

number al thai time required to entitle n State to a member of I or

Notwith tanding thi bribe and throat, the | pie ol Km <

i. I'n od bo ralifj 1

1

tul bj o ver) largo majority.

In Ootober, I860, tho » hole o r) tn al tempi to

.M. iii an in urrection ng tho lave ol \ irginia, with the intoi n

..I ultimate!) oboli inn' lavory, Tho prime mover

John Brovi ii. ii mil ivo oi Vln nohu ol i
. bul recenl I) a re i

ili'iii ..I Km .i . whore lie bad boon u prominent Free Btato man. He

looked n| laver) with abhorrence j n u orimo against Qod and bu

in.
j ; and »'ii n no! foi I Boxiblo character and devotion towhal

lir doomed right, wo would suppo o him to have boon i ra od He had

ondurod almo i untold liorr i Kan u .ii tho hands of tho pro slaver)

I'.n i \ ; two of 1

1

had I "'i 'i i murdorod in tho I'Yoo-Stiito struggle, his

proport) de troyod, hi hou o burned, and Ins famil) eattcrod. Simple

in Ins manners, bj nature truthful, ho believed himsoli in tho path of

duty, from which no throat, nol even death itself could make him

Hrorvo, His whole projeel we visionary in the extreme. Wiih onl)

twent) ono oompa ns ho ontored upon the Bchoi »f freeing tho Blaves

l>\ violence. Tho attompl «.! made al Harper's Perry, in Northern

Virginia, ho having seized the United States arsenal al that place, and

dofondod himself with greal bravery, Bul al length ho was overpowered,

mill |innl the forfeil of his roshncsi and hi ill-advised enthu is m
\.i doubl he thoughl he was in the lino oi his duty, bui ii Is strange

thai his bettor judgment did nol doter him from the undertaking. He

paid tho ponalt) of tho lav «nh his life, oting douth in
"- '

ly,!l
i , i

' . i i

iln mosl horoio manner. Si\ »\ ins part) were captured

.mil oxooutod, tli irtoon perished in the struggle, and two osouped.

\ treat) having I n made with Japan, the Government of that

oountrj sont, in tho summer of I860, an imposing embassj to bring ii

in the United States. Tho ombu y, composed of persona

nl various rank . consisted in nil "I Bovont) one persons.

The) wore received and treated us the gue I of the nation, and in o
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quonoeof this treatj importanl oommoroial relations have ox oiuf i.xi

iated MiiiT then between the United States and thai oountry.

Tw iw State were admitted into the Union, Minnesota in L858,

and On 11 in 1859, and we maj anticipate and state thai Kansas,

after man; struggles, was also admitted to the CJnion as n free Stole

in 1861.

The Eighth Con u ol the United States, lakon in 1800, w .
> as Pol-

lows: ontire population, 31,443,700; of tin- number 3,053,620 were

glavea.

Tin' question of the extension of ilavorj into the Territories oontinued

to agitate the public miud during this admini In n, and when the

time drew near (o nominate candidates for the Presidency, tho linos wore

olearh drawn. In no instance in tho liistorj of tho country I n I the

people read u much "n the subject and discuss ii among them olvc .

and tako so decided a stand. The bond of parly affiliation wore much
ned, and tens of thousands of intolligonl voters throw off the shackles

nl' mere pari isauship.

The Democratic party wu the Plrsl m> Imlil their nominating oonven

tion. This met at Charleston, S. C. , on Vpril J3, 1800. The di (Ton

of opinion were o greal thai tho members could nol acl in harmony, and

the convention adjourned withoul making n nomination. Ono sootion,

tho extremists or disunionists, mel June lltli al Richm I, Va., and

tho conservatives mel ' 18th al Baltimore. John O. Brockonridgo,

of Kontucky, \\n> nominated bj tho former, and Stephen A. Dougl i

Illinois, i'\ the latter. The Republican party i inated Abraham Lin-

coln, of Hi . and another party, former]} known n the American,

calling themselves the " Con titutional Unionists," nominated John Hell,

of Tenm ci ; thus there were four caudidah in tho field, [n the ele<

tion Mr. Lincoln was cl n, »iih n i Mamlm. oi«-, Nov "
\1 i me, i Vici l ret laont.

The candidate received the following doctoral votot Mr, Lincoln,

L80 : Mr. Breckenridge, 12 \ Mr. Bell, 30 : and Mr. Dougla . 18, Of tho

popular vote Mr. Lincoln had 1,857,010; Mr. Douglas, 1,3 Mr.

Breckenridge, 847,953; and Mr. Boll, 500,031. Owing to the system of

electing bj States, Mr. Lincoln had u majority "I the olootoral vote,

while he had onlj a plurality of tho popular vote, and Mr. Dougla had

i .nl \ I.' oleotoral votes to Mr. Breckonridgo's ;*.'. While the fonnei

irity over the latter was more than half n million.

When tho result of the election was known, the Southern leaden pro-

d to carrj oul tlioir plan ol ece ion, dovi od beforehand ii Mr.

Lincoln should bo chosen President, Smiili Carolina taking the lend.

A State convention assembled al < harloston within a shorl

time, and declared thai "The I nion before existu

tween South Carolina and othei States, ler th< name of the United

59
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Banner itf s.miiIi Carolina Convention.

chap lxi. States iif America, was dissolved." This measure was hailed

with satisfaction by the sympathizers with the movement in

i in cotton States, and telegrams came pouring in from these parties,

con-ia! u hit inir Smith Carolina. These demonstrations were designed

to influence puhlio opinion, as by no means were the mass of the people

in these States in favor of such hasty measures. They urged modera-

tion, saying : •'Wait till Mr. Lincoln is inaugurated, and commits the

OVerl act." These Counsels were unheeded, and the leaders hastened
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matters so rapidly, that by the first of February the Stales chap. lxi.

of Mississippi, Florida. Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and
Feb - 1 - 1881 -

Texas had passed ordinances of secession From the Union, and some

of their representatives and senators lefl their seats ill the National Con-

gress. Only the people of South Carolina voted directly on the question

of secession ; in the other States they did not have a fair opportunity.

In accordance with a pre-arranged plan, delegates from six of the

seceding States soon met at Montgomery, Alabama, and

established a form of government under the title of the

"Confederate States of America." The delegates elected Jefferson Davis,

of Mississippi, pro\ isional president, and Alexander II. Stephens, of tleor-

gia, vice-president. The Latter had been a consistent Union man up to

this time, and bad labored hard to restrain the extremists, bu1 as his

own Stale had passed an ordinance of secession, be thought it his dutj to

go with her. This was the case, afterward, with thousands who were

thus drawn into the movement. This result maybe traced to the ex-

treme views of the doctrine of State rights impressed upon the Southern

mind.

While these measures were in' progress in the seeeded States, the

National Government at Washington seemed to be almost paralyzed, if

not in actual sympathy with the secessionists. The President held the

doctrine that lie could not •• coerce " a Staler this same sentiment was

proclaimed by those specially interested in having the movement suc-

ceed. Lieutenant-General Winfield Scott, the venerable commander-in-

chief of the army, urged the President repeatedly to throw a sufficient

of men into the United States forts in the seceding States, thai

they mighi be maintained in spite of an\ force brought against them.

But the vacillating Presidenl could not be induced to act. Meanwhile

the ships of war had been scattered over the globe, as if with the express

purpose of having them beyond call when needed. United States arms

in the arsenal in Charleston were delivered to the State authorities, lesl

tlicv might be sei/cd by the mob ! Said the Mobile Register: " During

the first year (1860) 135,430 muskets have been transferred from the

Northern arsenal ai Springfield, Massachusetts, alone, to those of the

Southern Stales . . . enough to arm all the militiamen of Alabama

and M ississippi."

The Secretary of War. John B. Floyd, a few days before be resigned

bis office, sen! an order to the commandant ai the Alleghany Arsenal,

Pennsylvania, "to ship 78-guns to Newport, near Galveston,
1 '

Dec 20. I860.

Texas, and 46 guns to ship Island, near Balize, at the

mouth of the Mississippi River." These forts were Ear from being

finished, and could not use the guns; the motive was to get them into

the hands of the secessionists. The good | pie of Pittsburg protested

in the strongest terms and the President was induced to countermand the
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chap, lxi order, and someot the largest and fineel guns in the country
1860 • •

*—ten and eight-inch columbiads were <;i \ <•<! to the Union.

Meanwhile Congress assembled, and the President sent in his Annual

Message December 3, I860. In ilii> be gave hisviewa on the state of

the country, attributing the preseni difficulties to the " violent agital ion

> the slaverj question throughout the North for the lasl quartet i

century, which bad al length produced its malign influence on the slaves,

and inspired them with Rome vague notions of freedom." Be took occa-

sion to give his opinion thai the recent election of Mr. Lincoln afforded

no ju>t cause for dissolving the Union, and that when he became I

dent he could not interfere with Blavery even if he wished.

Hall "f the House of Representatives.

But what was most consoling to the disunionists, was I be statement that

he, as President, had no authority under the Constitution to "coerce"

a Slate: yet lie denied the right of a State to secede. For the tune

being that is, to the end of his term of office this was all the conces-

sion the secessionists wanted.

The members of Congress introduced measures and discussed them,

but nothing efficient was done: and even it' the members bad been

lie in opposition to the disunionists, they could have accomplished

little in consequence of the apathy of the Executive. A

Peace Congress of patriotic gentlemen assembled in Wash-
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ington. The delegates came from twenty-one States; they chap. lxi.

proposed amendments to the Constitution, bui Congress « 1 * 1

nut adopt them, and if they had, the amendments could not have been

incorporated into the organic law of the land in less Mian a year or two.

Meantime, the insurgent States were moving on; they had seized Forts,

arsenals, and arms, and navy yards, having assumed the name of an organ-

ized government— •• The Confederate States of America." The army was

scattered throughout the country and at frontier posts. Thai portion in

Texas, under the command of General Twiggs, was treacherously surren-

dered to the Confederates, with all the property belonging to the 1 aited

States Government under his control. Officers in the Union army, of

Southern birth, were permitted in great numbers to resign, in order to

enter the service of the Confederacy, but

I here were main others of the same birth

who remained true to their flag. Mean-

while effective means were used in l he

-.c.ded States in crush opposition to the

measures of the leaders. Self-constituted

"Committees of Vigilance" patrolled

the countrj in many portions to put

down all opposition, and great numbers

el' men and women, because of their

Northern birth, were driven oil'.

In the midst of the gloom of halfway

loyalty at Washington, a gleam of light John x Dlj

suddenly Hashed, in an order from Gene-

ral John A. Dix, who had succeeded Howell Cobb as Secretarj of the

Treasury, to an officer at New Orleans in command of a United States

revenue cutter, of which the secessionists wished to get possession.

General Dix telegraphed to this officer, Lieutenant Caldwell: "If any

man attempt- to haul down the American flag, shoot him

on the spot."

Major Robert Anderson, who was in command of Port Moultrie and

others in Charleston harbor, dismantled the fort, and after spiking the

eruns, transferred his force- and munitions of war to Port
Dec. 27. 1860.

Sumter. He did this in self-defense, being compelled to it

ii\ the threatening aspect of affairs after the secession of the State three

days before. Be had only about 80 men. X" reinforcements had been

sent him. while the insurgents would not permit -hips to bring him

either Boldiere or provisions the vacillation of President Buchanan had

left him to the mercies of the disunionists. As soon as he left Port

Moultrie the State militia occupied that fort and Castle I'ineknev. a

fortification nearer the city, ami 1,000 negroes, seni by their masters,

wen. at once put at work to mount the guns ami repair damages. The

Jan. 19
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chap, lxi- ;n oncemenl bad been made bj some of the leaders : "Our
young: iiicn will do tin- storming and escalading; our Blaves

will raise the crops ami make our ditches and earthworks lor our de-

fense." The advantages conferred by the slaves upon the Confederates

daring the Rebellion were immense. They carefully cultivated the

fields and faithfully guarded the families of their masters " bile the latter

were in the army fighting to destroy the Nation's life. To them is <\nv

the gratitude of their former masters, hecause that they, poor and ignorant

as they were, did not. when their owners were absent, subject the whole

Country to rapine and pillage. These slaves had learned the storj how

the freedom of the Israelites from Egyptian bondage was accomplished,

and thai it came from God, and outside their own exertions. They
seemed never to acl on their own behalf, hut to wait for their Moses to

lead them on!.

The Confederate Constitution was I leled after thai of the United

Slates; in one article, however, il reads: "No bill of attainder or ex

post facto lair or law denying or im-

pairing the righl of property in negro

slaves shall be passed." Their ablesl

stale-nian and vice-president, Alexan-

der II. Stephens, in an address said :

"This stone [slaver] |, which Was re-

jected by the firs! builders [alluding

to Eramers of the United States Con-

siitut ion ]. is become the chief stone of

the corner in our new edifice."

At the close of Buchanan's adminis-

tration the country was in a distract-

ed condition: uncertainty and doubt

rested upon the minds of the people.

There was needed some important ac-

tion to influence those who were as yet undecided as to what pari thej

should take in this great controversy. Within six weeks this decisive

action occurred.

Alexander H. Stephens
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^HE inauguration of Abraham Lincoln, President

of tin- United Siatcs. (iiuk place on the 4th of

March. 1861. He was one of the
, , . ,

, , . March 4. 1861.

people ; horn m hunihlo circum-

stances, he hail risen by his own merit to the

position be now occupied—one of the few men
that seem to be equal to even emergency thai

may arise—a man of kindly instinct.-, hut cool

and determined in the path of duty. Ee bad

studied law. and was successful in its practice;

had also served in public office, having been a

member of the Illinois Legislature and also of

the House of Representatives in Washington.

When the Republican party was formed, he took an active part, becom-

ing an influential leader.

II is inaugural was decided, hut quiel in tone, saying: "The power

confided to me will be used to hold, occupy, and possess the property and

places belonging to the Government, and collect the duties and imposts."

936
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CHAP LX1I

1861.

Belves i he aggr< ssoi -.

To the disunionists he said: "The Government will ool

assail yon
;
you ran have do conflicl without being your-

Mr. Lincoln appointed William II. Seward, of New fork, Secretary of

State; Salmon P. Chase, oft thin. Secretary-of the Treasurj ; Simon Came-
ron, of Pennsylvania (succeeded within a .war bj Edwin M. Stanton, of the

same State'). Secretary of War ; Gideon Welles, of Connecticut, Secretary

of the Navy; and Montgomery Blair, of Maryland, Postmaster General.

1 orl Sumt< r in I860.

March 11.

The day after the inauguration of Mr. Lincoln, commissioners from

Charleston arrived at Washington to treai with the Governmenl in respect

to the property belonging to the United States, which had been Beized by

the Confederates, six days later they applied for an un-

official interview with Mr. Seward, the Secretary of State,

hut the requesi was denied. Then they seni a communication, asking

for the designation of an earlj day to present their credentials to the

President as commissioners from an independent nation. This ras also

courteouslj denied, and the commissioners as courteously reminded that

the United States Government did not recognize the seceded States as an

independent nation, and therefore could not. as such, treat with their

agents.

The Confederate authorities professea to have assurances that Port

.Sumter would be evacuated, but the Union Government, on the other
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cbap. lxu hand, determined to provision the garrison, though neeo-
1861

tiations were Baid to have been going on for some huh- be-

tween the late Administration and the Confederate authorities in respecl

t<> the evacuation of the fort President Lincoln informed Governor

Pickens, of South Carolina, that he should Bend provisions to the fort,

but he would not reinforce the garrison. A merchant vessel had been

sent with provisions, but being Bred upon bj the batteries placed around

the harbor, was forced to return without accomplishing the object. The
steward of the garrison, meantime, was in-

formed bj i he authoril iee of I Charleston

that he could obtain no more fresh provi-

sions in their market.

Immediately on Major Anderson's occu-

pying Fort Sumter, the Confederate au-

thorities co| enced to crCCi baltorie<

threatening the fort and ati\ vessels that

should enter the liarlior. .Major Anderson

had orders not to interfere with these hos-

tile demonstrations, and these fort ili eat ions

were t brown up unmolested.

When Governor Pickens learned that

provisions were to he sent to the fort, lie

communicated (he faci to General <;. T. Beauregard, who was in com-

mand of the fortifications just mentioned. The latter at once tele-

graphed the information to Jefferson Davis, at Montgomery. After

Mime delay, several messages having passed lieiween the parties, Davis

authorized Beauregard, if Anderson would not evacuate the fort, to

exercise his judgment and reduce it as speedily as possible. To the

demand to surrender, a Degatiye answer was sent, Inn An-

derson said lie would give up the fort by > n on the 15th

if he did not receive provisions or further orders from bis Government.

J'.ut the Confederates were eager to take the responsibility of commencing

the assault, and on the following morning, at 4.20 a.m.. the

attack began. There was no necessity for the assault, as tin

fort would have been evacuated within three days. An incessant bom-

bardment lasted ill hours; the fort was but partially finished, ami the

timbers and debris 'were set on fire by the red-hot shot fired from Fort-

Moilllrie. The men fought bravely ; relays were appointed so as to take

turns at the guns, but the impatient soldiers of the second relay would

mil wait, but insisted in joining in the fight. Even the Irish laborers,

who were employed on the works of the fort, pleaded to join in, and a

party of them of their own accord mounted to the parapet, from which

the regulars had been withdrawn because of the exposure, and fired the

heavy guns that were loaded; John Carmodj was the first to mount the

April 11.

April 12
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parapet. As the officer, who was attracted by the noise, CHAP Lm
came up to see the cause, one of the laborers shouted in great

glee, "I hit it square in the middle," alluding to the floating battery,

in which he had planted a shot. (See Captain Doubleday's Account.)

The soldiers named them the "Irish Irregulars." The surrender being

made, the garrison was transferred to a steamer lying at the mouth of

the harbor, and taken to New York.

No one, it is said, of either party,

was killed in the encounter. Major

Anderson reported to the Secreta-

ry of War, saying :
" The troops

marched out with colors flying and

drums beating, bringing away com-

pany and private property, and sa-

luting their Hag with fifty guns."

In the harbor of Pensacola a

similar scene was enacted. Lieu-

tenant Slemmer, who was in com-

mand of Fori McRae, abandoned it

and moved all his stores and ammu-
nition to Fort I'ii kens. lie. hy great

exertions, and with the aid of marines from vessels in the harbor, rendered

the latter fort impregnable to any attack likely to be brought against it.

The ell'eet produced upon loyal men by this attack upon one of the

Sumter Medal.

F'irt Sumter '

forts of the United States and the flag of the Nation, can only be ima-

gined. It roused a feeling that seemed to have been held in abeyance :

tens of thousands in tin Era S '-• bo had been in theory and political

affiliation and sympathy with the insurgents, now were indignant at the
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chap. lxii. insult offend the Nation : they had hoped and feU sure I

difficulties would in sonic way be arranged, perhaps l>\ a

compromise, as similar ones had been in the past. This act paralyzed

t lie efforts of their friends to procure a reconciliation. This was mani-

fested by the marvelous and almost universal uprising of the peopli

in the loyal States at the call of President Lincoln for 75,000 men. to

serve three months, for the purpose of enforcing the

laws.

To this call for volunteers to sustain the authority

of the National Government came also responses

from .-lave States thai had not yet formally p

ordinances of secession. These "ere Virginia, North

Carolina, Tennessee. Kentucky, Arkansas, and Mis-

souri, the Governors of which all refused to send

men, and. on the other hand, some of them threaten-

ing to resist the Government if it attempted to

"coerce" the States in rebellion. These (iovcrnitrs

were individually disunionists, and tiny did not

represent the united will of the people they hap-

pened to rule.

One object of the attack on Sumter was attained :

it was the occasion of hastening certain State* to

join the Confederacy. Pour days after the surren-

der, Virginia passed an ordinance of secession ; Ar-

kansas on the 6th of May. North Carolina on the

; ._., -J \!<J| li "I' [ he -.line inoiii li.

s,,,-M,,n !;,,-,:•,.
:u "' Tennessee on the

8th of June. The bor-

der States, .Maryland and Missouri, were

saved to (he Union by the exertions of loyal

men—the latter specially by Captain Na-

thaniel Lyon. Kentucky had at first seme

idea of remaining neutral, hut that was im-

po i I .If under the circumstances, and her

loyal men afterward fought bravely to sue
i he Nation's life.

Meantime, troops poured into Washing-

ton j
tie' lirst to arrive was a Pennsylvania

regiment, then two from Massachusetts; the

men of this Stale, within a few hours after

the telegram bringing the call was received,

wei'.' fully ready and equipped for the pur-

pose, and in less than 21 hours were on the march. Two regiments went

by sea to Hampton Roads and garrisoned Portress Monroe, thus saving

JOT DAWS, Frest.
I

.'

I

" *

AJISTETHENS,VitIlMtJ

Washington Artillery.
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it from a contemplated attack b] the Virginians. In pass- chap. lxii.

ing through Baltimore, the Pennsylvania regii I vae at-
Apri1 19, 1861

tacked by a mob in the intere I of secession, and the assault was con-

nived at by those in authority. A daj or two after, a similar mob
attacked with special violence the Sixth

Massachusetts, and killed three men—the

first blood shed in this war — as it was

passing through the city. Other troope

went to Washington by way of Annapolis,

and a sufficient number arrived to render

the capital safe.

Meanwhile the insurgents were not idle
;

they bad seized no less than sixteen forts

within their States, and taken or obtained

by surrenders more than 1,200 cannon of

caliber, to be used against the Na-

tional authority. The Virginians

seized Harper's Ferry, where the

Government had an arsenal under the care

of Lieutenant Jones, who, having only 50

men, blew up the magazine and destroyed

all the arms and machinery he could, and

retreated to Carlisle, Pennsylvania Two
days later the Confederates took possession of the Navy Yard at Gosport,

a suburb of Norfolk, Virginia. Most of the property had been destroyed;

the ships of war were sent I led and "burned. It has never been fully

explained why this destruction was made. A large number of heavy

guns fell into the hands of the Confederates. The value of the pro-

perty destroyed is estimated at 7,000,000 dollars.

April 18.

M^^SzZ:
•MP1***.

sixih Maasachnsette Regiment.

'..'-[M.rt \':ny Yard.
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chap. lxii. The alarm in respect to the safety of Washington was
18S1

" reasonable if we credit the boasts and threats of the insur-

gents; they seemed to be orazed in t lie excess of their joy at the capture

of Sumter. Their newspapers announced that within a few weeks the

National Capital would be captured, and the Confederate Secretary of

War predicted that their flag would soon wave even over Faneuil Hall,

in Boston. At this very time troops were on the march northward from

the cotton States. These extravagant boastings served to muse the people

of the loyal States.

The National Capitol.

The bankers came forward and offered loans of money to the Govern-

ment, and in less than a month the amount in actual gifts to the nation

was more than 23,000,000 dollars, and. in addition, volunteers were

offering far in advance of the number required, and about 40,000,000

dollars were subscribed for the benefit of the cause.

In Missouri, the Governor, Claiborne F. Jackson, after his refusal to

furnish troops at the requisition of President Lincoln, took measures to

play into the hands of the Confederates. But the people themselves

were resolved to counteract the effort, and under spirited leaders, Frank

P. Blair and B. Grata Brown, they raised Id. 0(H) men in two months.

Meanwhile a camp was formed by persons in the interests of the

Confederacy, and named Jackson, in compliment to the Governor.

Here, under the pretense of preserving the peace of the State, a large

number of men had been drilling for weeks, with arms that had been

taken from the United States arsenal at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and
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Jane 3.

sent secretly to Missouri. Captain Lyon, of the Union chap, lxil

army, who was stationed at St. Louis, suddenly surrounded
M,y 10

'
1881-

this camp and compelled the mm to surrender both themselves and
their arms. This gave a crushing blow, for a time, to the secc

element in Missouri. The large Ger-

man population of that State stood

firm for the Union. Indeed, we owe

a debt of gratitude to our citizens

of foreign birth for their zeal in the

cause of preserving the nation. The
Irish element, also, did well and nobly

in the cause.

Stephen A. Douglas, whom we have

seen as the popular candidate for the

Presidency of the Northern wing of

the Democracy, at once threw his great

influence in aid of President Lincoln

in resisting the effort to destroy t lu-

nation. After a few weeks of great

exertion in enforcing this duty of patriot-

ism, he was suddenly taken ill

and died, universally lamented.

The portion of Virginia west of the moun-

tains held hut few slaves, and the people

there bad become freer in their notions of

individual rights, and more attached to the

Union than those who lived in the eastern

section. The extreme views of State Rights

had not pervaded their minds, and when the

eastern part of the State, in which were

nearly all the sla\e-, passed an ordinance of

ession, they refused to follow, but, in-

stead, took measures to redress grievances. Thej elected delegates to a

convention which met tit Wheeling. The convention pro-

posed to separate from the old Dominion and form them-

selves into an independent State. This movemeni was a source of great

annoyance to the disnnionists of the eastern pari of the State, and

Governor Letcher sent a force to put it down, hut was ansuco

The tallies were turned, and Virginia, who had j'ub! taken upon herself

to secede from the United State-, was greatly outraged that the Union

men of her western portion should attempl to secede from

her. The Work went bravely on. and a second convention

formed a provisional government, and tunned Thomas II. Pierpont

temporary Governor. They also passed an ordinance authorizing the

Douglas tying in stale

May 13
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chap. lxii. forming a separate Suite; this document was submitted

to the people, who n d it by an almost unanimous
vote. A constitution was afterward formed excluding Blaverj

; this was
i> the people on the 3d of May, 18G2, ami Weal Virginia was

admitted to the Union June 3, 1863. Meanwhile there were quite a

number of military conflicts within the bounds of the new State; these

will be noticed farther on.

The first force sent by the Governor of Virginia was soon driven out

of the western portion of the State by one seni across the Ohio under

General George B. McClellan. The latter issued a proclamation promis-

ing protection to the lives and property of the Union nun.

The Confederates were reinforced, and made a stand at Grafton, the

junction of the Baltimore and Ohio Railway with the branch thai leads

to Wheeling or Northwesl Virginia. These fell back at the

advance of the Union forces, destroying the railroad, bridges,

and culverts behind them. At the village of Philippi, twenty miles dis-

tant, they made another stand, but

after a spirited tight were routed,

while their ammunition was cap-

tured. The Confederates dow con-

centrated at Rich Mountain: here

General Rosecrane attacked them

vigorously, and though they were

intrenched, they evacuated their

lines and hastened out, intending to

join their main force tit Laurel Hill

under General Garnet : but they be-

came embarrassed in the woods, and

the Union forces hedging them in.

000 of their number sur-

rendered unconditionally.

When Garnet heard of this disaster

he fell back rapidly, abandoning the greater portion of his baggage,

meantime impeding his pursuers as much as possible by destroying

bridges and felling trees across the roads, ne passed up (heat River,

hoping to pass over the mountains into the valley of the Shenandoah.

The Union soldiers pushed on night and day. and overtook the retreat-

ing foe at Oarrick's Ford, an important strategic point on the route.

Here Garnet made a stand on a hill, the base of which was thickly

wooded, with 2,000 men, Inning also in his rear a reserve of o.OOO.

Rosccrans made a demonstration in front; meanwhile two divisions,

right and left, were groping their way up the hill to the flanks of the

enemy. The plan was successful ; attacked in front and on both flanks

almost at the same time, the Confederates, after a spirited struggle,

William S. Rosccrans.
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were routed. General Garnet, their brave commander, chap. lxh.

being killed, they seemed to be panic-stricken, and Ealling
June12 ' 1861 -

back rapidly, threw the reserve into confusion, and the whole army
(led except a Georgia regiment, which made a brave stand till ovi r-

powered. The prisoners were treated kindly, and on taking the oath of

allegiance to the United States, were dismissed. In these various con-

lliets the Confederates lost in killed, wounded, and prisoners about 1,500

men. while the Federal loss was 20 killed and (10 woiin

While these events wen' transpiring in West Virginia, active prepara-

tions were going on around Washington and also in Eastern Virginia.

General B. P. Butler had been transferred from

Baltimore, where he held command, to Port-

ress Monroe. A plan was devised to capture

two positions of the Confederates at Little

Bethel and 15ig Bethel. The troops set oni

in the night, expecting to surmise the enemy
at daylight, but by some mistake two of the

regiments came in collision and fired into each

other; this gave the alarm to the Confede-

rates and prevented the surprise. The at-

tack was, however, made, and as might have

been expected, was in the main un-

successful. Two promising officers

of the Union forces were Blain, Lieutenant

Greble, of the regular army, and Theodore

Winthrop, aid and secretary to General But-

ler. The latter was a promising author, and

his death elicited sorrow not only in hi- own

country but in England.

From certain indications it was evident the Confedi re aboul

to seize Arlington Heights, opposite Washington. This movement Gene-

ral Scott anticipated by Bending 10,000 troops in three divi-

sions to seize the same heights and fortifj them. This was

neatl} done, the troops passing over the Potomac at \! a.m.. and without

special opposition accomplishing the work. The] captured a train on the

Orange ami Manassas Railroad, on which were 300 Confederate soldiers.

(>n this occasion Colonel Elmer Ellsworth, of the Zouave--, entered the

ball House in Alexandria to seize a secession Hag tha; b<*fl oflen

ayed from it- roof purposely as a taunt to the White Bouse, as from

that poinl the Bag could be een, Ellsworth secured the Hag. and as

he was descending he was shol bj the proprietor of the bouse, who was

himself -hot a; once bj a companion of Ellsworth. This incident cr

quite an excitement at the time.

A large army was concentrated in and around the National Capital.

60

Ellsworth Zoi

Miy 24.
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chap. lxii. On the upper Potomac was stationed General Robert Pat-

terson with abonl 33,000 men — Pennsylvania volun

On the west, to come in on the extreme right, wei l 1 McClellan'e

forces in West Virginia, while under General Irvin McDowell was an

army of 45,000 men, extending along the Potomac opposite Washington.

The plan of General Scotl was, ultimately, to advance these armies and

encircle Richmond.

During the first days of the war it was expected thai slaves who ran

away from their homes to the Union
armies would lie returned to their

masters. Multitudes of slaves came

to Butler's army at Fortress Mon-

roe, and when their former owners

demanded their return, that shrewd

officer took the ground that these

runaways were " contraband of

war." and therefore it was not pro-

per for him to deliver them up.

This decision covered the entire

position, for it was well known the

slaves in great numbers were al

this time laboring on the fortifica-

tions around Richmond and on the

James and elsewhere throughout the Confederacy, and in other respects

they were of great service in the cause of the rebellion.

On the 4th of July, in accordance with the call of the President, Con-

gress assembled at Washington in extra session. The President, in a

age, laid before that body a clear statement in respect to the condi-

tion of the country. The Secretaries of War and the Navy sent in their

reports. Congress acted promptly in the crisis, sanctioned by law all

that the Presidenl had done in calling out the troops, and in the mea-

sures inaugurated to put down the rebellion Congress authorized the

enlisting of 500,000 men and appropriated .".oo, 000,000 dollars.

The Secretary of War stated that "the Government presented the

striking anomaly of being embarrassed by the generous outpouring of

volunteers to sustain its action." The total force in the field was about

230,000 men, not including the 80,000 that had enlisted for tl

months, whose terms were about expiring. The repori of the Secretary of

the Navy was not so favorable, for the ships of war had, apparently, been

sent on foreign stations, as if to aid the expected secession movements.

Only two frigates of 100 guns each were available ; eleven sloops of war

carrying 232 guns; and one screw frigate of 12 guns ; five steam sloops,

in all !K> guns, with other vessels of more or less importance
;
altogether

of all kinds were 45 vessels and 555 earns. "The navy vessels had a

Benjamin P. Butler.
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Fortress Monroe in 1661.

July 9.

complement, exclusive of officers and marines, of about 7,G00 chap. lxh.

men, nearly all of whom were on foreign slat ions." Mr.

Welles was doing all thai was possible under the circumstances to increase

the navy and to strengthen it by ironclads and floating batteries.

Congress passed a join! resolution declaring, in .substance, that the

war was not waged in a spirit of oppression, or for conquest

or subjugation, nor of interfering with the rights and estab-

lished institutions of the insurgent States, but to maintain the existence

of the Union and its < lonstitution inviolate, and when these objects were

attained the war would cease. This was the general sentiment of the

people in the free-labor Stal

At the commencement of this conflicl the custom was introduced of

the officer in chief command, when he invaded a district, issuing a pro-

clamation to those arrayed against the Government. Thus General

Irvin McDowell proclaimed to the effect "thai all private property taken

or ased for Government purposes was to be paid for . . . thai

tice might be done alike to private citizens and the Government." 1

under the circumstances, appears c| ory. General Beaure-

gard, in command of the Ton federates, issued a counter proclamation,

in which he said :
" A reckless and unprincipled tyrant has invaded your
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William II Siwartl.

chap. lxii. soil. Abraham Lincoln, regardless of all moral, legal, and
186L

constitutional restraints, has thrown his Abolition hosts

among yon, who are murdering and impressing your citizens, confiscat-

ing and destroying your property, and committing other acts of violence

and outrage too shocking and revolting

to humanitj to be enumerated." This

manifesto was issued before any conflict

had occurred between (lie armies .if these

commanders.

Mr. Seward, the Secretary of State, an-

nounced to foreign Governments the po-

sition of the United States in respeci to

their intervention in the premises. To

Charles Francis Adams, at the British

Court, he wrote :
" You will in

no case listen to any suggestions

or compromises by this Government un-

der foreign auspices with its discontented

citizens." To Mr. Dayton, .Minister to

France, he « rote : "The Presidenl neither

expects nor desires any intervention, nor even any favor, from the Gov-

ernment of France or any other, in this emergency." He then sum- ap

b\ declaring thai if the several European States should combine in thai

intervention, thai the preservation of the Onion would be deemed bj the

United States worth the sacriliee of a eonllict with all the world.

The monarchical Governments of Europe were nol partial to the Be-

public of the United States, and, in consequence, they were in sympathy

more or less with the leaders of the se-

cession movement. The only exception

to this was the Empire of Russia, which

had always been on friendly and even

cordial terms with the United States.

The most, wounding to the feelings of

the friends of the Union was the atti-

tude of unfriendliness assumed by the

English Government. For long years il

had been the custom of certain parties in

England to censure the people of the

Union, especially those of the free-labor

States, and that unsparingly, because

thej did not by some means even thai of force, gel rid of the crying

evil of slavery, whose honor- they never wearied of depicting. They

iiave scarcely any credil to the people of the North Eo fiffo Bof

moral suasion in the matter, as the question was involved in the prin-

Seal of State Department.
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ciplcs of the organic law of the land by which Congress chap. lxii.

could not interfere with the system of shivery within the
1881 '

States. Bu1 now, when a war was commenced to perpetuate and extend

slavery and break up the Union, the governing class, with bul few excep-

tions, hailed the occasion with alacrity to show their sympath] for those

who were in rebellion.

Within three weeks after the fall of Sumter, indeed, almost as soon as

the news came, a nioiion was brought forward in the House
of Commons to recognize the independence of the ('on-

federate Slates. This motion was entertained to a certain extent, hut

not passed. Bul a few days later the Queen, or rather her

Council, issued a proclamation of neutrality, putting the

Confederates as belligerents on the same footing as the established Gov-

ernment of the United States. This was issued "ii the same day that Mr.

Adams, the Minister jus! appointed by President Lincoln, arrived at

London. Be had telegraphed from Liverpool his arrival there, and
asked the Government to delay action until he could lay before them his

credentials and certain documents, but this request was disregarded, and
the proclamation issued. This recognition, as evidently designed, was a

great gain to the Confederacy : seventeen days later an Order
in Council prohibited i he disposal of Confederate prizes in

British ports. The British proclamation of neutrality was followed by a

similar one by Napoleon, as the two Governments appeared to act in

concert

.

The Confederates were in force at Ma-

nassas June ion, on the < Grange and Alex-

andria Railway, where it joins another

road through Thoroughfare Gap to the

Shenandoah Valley. This junction is

about 27 miles south of wesi Erom Wash-
ington. An attempt was ucn to he made
to attack them in this chosen position;

they had, however, moved to another

point between the junction ami the Capi-

tal, on tin banks of a small stream known
as Bul] Run. in the mid-t <>{ rough and

wooded hill-. Strong guard- were placid

at the Eords of ti u . Kim. General Joseph
E. Johnston was in command of a Con-

federate force in the north end of She-

nandoah Valley, and General Patterson

Was Ben! by orders from Washington to

hold Johnston in check, but the former seemed to be al a loss what to do,

having first crossed tin' Potomac, then after a daj i r two recrossed i" the

bdP

!

Black hon*c Cavalry.
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chap Lxn. Maryland Bide, though he stated in hi- reporl that he did

no1 act- wit 1 1 ( ) 1 1 1 orders.

General McDowell advanced toward CentreviUe, where were the out-

posts of the enemy, who fell hark Erom that position. The main advance

made thr© , and a severe battle ensued. The
' a arm) had the advantage al severa] points, though the

army, owing to the want of discipline, did not move in perfect con

severa] divisions not moving at the time ordered. McDowell had planned

in Bank the enemy, and make the a: lack in front more a feint than real.

Beauregard soon discovered this, and divining the reason, prepared i"

attack or resisl rigorously the movement on his Hank. The Confederates

were driven nearly two miles, and the

Federals though! the victory won. They
had been in motion and lighting for about

thirteen hours, and had halted to rest,

when they were attacked suddenly by

about 5,000 fresh troops. The latter wen'

the command of Johnston, who had

eluded Patterson, and his nun had

brought on the railway, only within a

short distance of the battle-field. In ad-

dition was another force of 4,000 men.

under General E. Kirby Smith, just ar-

rived from the Shenandoah Valley by the

Manassas Gap Railway. This sudden at-

tack encouraged the Confederates, thai

had been discomfited, and thej renewed

the tight, while it had the contrary effect

upon the Federals, who -rem to have be-

come almost panic-stricken, and began to retreat in disorder until it

became a flight ; some regiments, however, fought Btubbornly, while

others fled in confusion. Thus ended the first great battle of the civil

War. The loss on the Union side, as given by General McDowell : 481

killed, 1,011 wounded, and 1,400 prisoners; that of the CoiilVder

269 -lain, 1. .">:;:; wounded, and between two and three hundred pris-

oners.

The Confederates weir BO much exhausted that they did not continue

the pursuit, and the Union forces, in a rather disorganized manner, found

their way hack to the fortifications around Washington. Great disappoint-

inenl was felt at the N'ai ional I 'apital, ami apprehensions were felt for its

safety. The resull of this battle taught the loyal people thai this insur-

rection could not he put down without hard righting ami much expense.

After the firsl emotions of chagrin subsided, they nerved themselves

more Btrenuouslj than ever for the task of saving the Onion. The Con-

Ncw Jersey State Militia.
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federates were unusually elated, but their il ghtful men chap. Lxn.

(says Childe in his Life of Lee), such as General Robert E.
1M1 -

Lee and Joseph E. Johnston, ceased not to warn the Southern people
that the conflict must be a severe one.

When we reflect that nine-tenths, perhaps, of the men on both sides

were volunteers, and went into battle for

the first time, it is not strange that it should

have ended in one side or the other becom-

ing panic-stricken. Many of (lie regiments

displayed great bravery and coolness. The
Sixty-ninth, N. Y., pushed far to the front,

and were at last overwhelmed by numbers,

and lost by capture their colonel. Michael

Corcoran. In after battles of this war, we
have seen the same men standing on both

3 to their guns in far mine terrible con-

flicts, and displaying coolness and courage

never excelled.

The authorities at Washington relieved

(ieiieral McClellan of his command
in West Virginia, and ordered him

to report to the Secretary of War ; within a

few days the President appointed him to the

command of the Army of the Potomac. General Etosecrans was left in

command in West Virginia.

After the capture of Camp Jackson by Captain Lyon, the recent Gov-

ernor left I he capital of the State, ami

went up the Missouri in steamers,

carrying with him the State ordnance.

Lyon was soon in pursuit, having

chartered steamboats for the occa-

sion. When he arrived at Jefferson

City, the capital, he established a

military governor, Colonel Boerstein,

and eonl inued his pursuit of th< re-

treating Governor, who had collected

quite a force, and in concert with

ag Price, .'i former < l-overnor of

the Slate, had formed and in I renched

a camp. Captain Lyon landed his

men some three miles below, and

commenced his march to assault the camp, when he met the < 'onfederates,

who were on their way to intercept him ; but Lyon making

a spirited attack, routed them, pursued them, seized their

Sixty-ninth Regiment, N. Y.

Michael Corcoran.

Jam 17.
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chap, lxil camp, ami sent the insurgents flying in all directions. The
Confederates lost about 40 killed, and a great number of

prisoners, while Jackson and Price both fled toward the south with their

remaining force.

Ere long it was rumored that Confederate troops were on the march

from Arkansas and Texas to gain over the State of .Missouri if possible
;

that these were under Ben. McCullongh,

the famed Texas Banger. To these forces

Jackson and Price joined themselves.

The energetic Lyon was doing all he

could, but he was crippled for want of

soldiers, so many had been sent to pro-

tect the National Capital, yet he moved

toward the south to save that portion of

the State. Colonel Franz Sigel was with

a detachment of the Federal forces in

the vicinity of Carthage, in the extreme

southwestern part of the Stair, when the

cm my approached that place. The Con-

federates had about ">,500 men. and Sigel

I, and eight guns : yet he did not

hesitate to attack, as he had confidence in the men who were to handle

his field-pieces. The conflict was sharp and decisive; the center of the

Confederates was broken repeatedly from well-directed -hots

from the Federal artillery. But as the enemy was soon

largely reinforce-!, especially by cavalry, Sigel was compelled to fall back,

which he did in good order, holding his pursuers at bay. For this well-

conduetcd retreat he was much commended.

July 5.
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Franz SigeL

After tin- disaster at Bull Ran, Captain, now General chap. lxh.

Lyon, found that he could receive no mon rcements,
18fl1-

and mnsl be thrown upon his own resources alone. Ho learned that the

Confederates were concentrating at Wilson's Creek, ten miles south of

Springfieli
I etermined, though his

force was comparative!3 small, to attack

them. Eis plans were admirably made
and carried oul as io time, and one of

the fiercest battles of the war re-

sulted. The Confederates num-
bered about 23,000 men, and the Fede-

rals about o n c- I'n i! r t b the number.

The Confederates were twice broken in

front and dri tm the field, hut

they bravely rallied and returned to the

charge ; now the Iowans were placed

upon a rise of ground in the prairie, and

they lying Hal "" the earth. lei the enemy

approach within forty feet, and then re-

pulsed them by well-directed shots once or twice. Lyon was present,

and he directed them, after their next fire, to charge bayonet : the Con-

federates approached again, bui the fire was so deliberate and bo well-

directed, that the enemj fired once only, and then fell hack farther than

re. For this reason no charge was made with the bayonet, yet that

last volley killed General Lyon, one of the most efficient officers in the

Union army. One incident may be mentioned. On their march across

the prairie to the bat-

tle-field, the Iowans

beguiled the time in

singing the patriotic

songs of the times.

Genera] Lyon, on

hearing them, ex-

d his doubts

whether they would

fight as well as they

sung, yi I thes

men coolly and cour-

msly bore the

brunt of the fight.

General Sigel was

.1 in his pari of the field, notwithstanding the numbers

fled to him. The Federals were too few in number to take advan-

of any repulse given their enemy. It mighl be called a drawn
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Oct. 10.

John c, Fremont

chap, lxil battle. The Onion forces lost 263 killed, an.l ; 13 wounded
;

the Confederates, 421 .-lain, ami more than 1,000 wounded.

As they were nol able i<> cope with the enemj bo superior in numl
the Union army retired, under Major Sturgis, to Springfield, and finally

to Rolla, then a terminus of a railroad. In consequence, the whole of

Southern Missouri was overrun by Confederate cavalry, ami the Union
men driven from their homes. Ster-

ling Price pushed his way up to

Lexington, on the Missouri River,

which place he captured Here was

made a brave resistance by

( lolonel Mulligan, who had

only 2,640 men. while his
I

had 20,000. It was a useless vic-

tory, as Price was compelled to re-

treat south a Ecw weeks later—Gen-

eral Sigel coining with an army car-

ried over the < tsage River in a single

flat-boat, much to the surprise of

the Confederates.

General John C. Fremont was

put in command of this depart-

ment on the 20th of July, and was superseded by General Halleck, No-

vember 2, 1861.

Meantime the navy was being put in readiness, and an expedition

under Commodore Stringham, consisting of three frigates of

fifty guns each, twenty steam vessels and tugs, and a land

force under General

15. P. Butler, cap-

tured, after a severe

bombardment, the

fortsat Hatteras In-

let—the entrance to

Pamlico and Albe-

marle Sounds, N.

Carol i n a. These

forts, Eatteras and

Clark, surrendered

unconditionally, as

they were much
shattered by the
heavy shot and shell

from the steam war-vessels. More than COO prisoners were taken, and the

Union forces lost not a man. This expedition was designed to break ap the

Aug. 29.

A Bow Gun.
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Flat-boata pwd fur Landing Ti

English blockade running into these ports. For some days chap. lxu.

the Federals amused themselves in capturing these worthies.

About two months later Commodore Duponl and General Thomas W.

Sherman conducted an expedition against Port Royal, South Carolina.

This was equal ly success-

ful. Thisexpedi-

i ion consisted of

i
', vessels of nil classes

;

of these onlj one was a

steam frigate the Wa-

bash. The vessels nsed as

i ransports wen- nearly all

loaned bj shipping mer-

chants. In this bombard-

ment i In- vessels, from i be

position of the forts on the channel, were i oabled to move in an ellips .

and as they passed thefortsthey poured

in their broadsides. \- thej kept al-

ternately moving in and out of range

of the guns of the forts, thej were

seldom struck. In four hours the

forts were abandoned, and fortj guns

of large c a 1 i b e r and an immense

amount of ammunition fell into the

hands of the Union forces. This

acquisition was of vast importance to

tin- army, for during the whole war it

was made the principal hospital for

thai entire section. For several nights

after the surrender the whole beai ens

along tin- islands and inland were

lighted up on a magnificent scale.

Tin- Confederates in concert wore

burning all the cotton stored on the

islands and on the plantations.

The i lonfederates made an efforl to

recover West Virginia, and Henxj A.

Wise, a former Governor of the State,

and < feneral FI03 d, whom we bave lato-

rj as Mr. Buchanan's Secretarj of

War. appeared with a force at Carnifei

Ferry, on the Gaulej River.

Eere General Roeecrans defeat-

ed them, and at the end of tin-year \\ est

Virginia was free from her enem

Sept 10.

*".

Am. hi M "iiiCtin
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chap. Lxn. The Armv of the Potomac at Washington and in the ricin-
oct.2i,i86i.

itv num ix. lvcl L50,000 men. A force of 1,900 men was

thrown across the Potomac at a point known as Hall's Hluff. These

were lecl into a disadvantageous position, were attacked by a much larger

Eorce under General Evans, and after gallantly fighting, were defeated

with heavy loss—the saddest of the war for the unwarrantable loss of

life. Colonel Baker, in command, was warned by General Stone to be

on his guard, as it was ascertained the enemj were in force. The former

received the order just as he was going into battle] he asked the mes-

senger the purporl of the order, who answered it was "all right, go

ahead." Colonel Baker did no! read the order, bui went direct into the

position of which it warned him. At the

end of the battle the paper "as found in the

colonel's hat stained with his own blood.

This disaster, from the peculiar circum-

stances, had a depressing effect upon the

people of the loyal States. They were par-

tially reassured bj a Union victory

gained at Drainsville, Virginia.

We have -ecu thai Kentucky endeavored

to take the position of a neutral : this neu-

trality the Onion forces respected, hut the

Confederates only so long as thej deemed it

to their advantage; thej were the firsl to

disregard it by sending a force under Gene-

ral Leonidas 1'olk who had laid aside the

bishop's crook to take the sword—to occupy

Columbus in that State, a strategic point on

the Mississippi River. Tiny fortified this

place, anil also stationed a force at Belmont, directly aero-- the river, in

the State of Missouri. Front the latter, annoying expeditions were sent

into the Stan or up and down the river.

General Dlysses S. Grant, who was in command at Cairo. Illinois, the

confluence of the Ohio and the Mississippi, determined to break up the

camp at Belmont. Arrangements being made, he landed

about 3,000 men nearly four miles above that place. The]

marched at once, but were much retarded because of the woods and

roughness of the way. A detachment took a circuitous route and came

in on the west side of the encampment, while those in front were engaged

with the Confederates sent to retard their march. The latter were forced

gradually hack, when suddenly appeared the Dlinoisians on the west

side : a combined movement drove the enemy out of their encampment

to the river side. The object was attained tin- encampment was broken

up and its munitions destroyed. .Meantime. 1'olk was Bending a large

Kentucky Rifleman

Nov. 7.
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Ulysses s. i

force to attack the Federals on their return. The latter chap. Lxn.

fell back to their boats, bul not withoul damage, having
1861

losl 84 killed and nearlj 300 wounded.

The Confederates were exceedingly anxious to secure an alliance with

the nations of Europe, especially with Falkland and France. Thej bad

assumed that the former power

would be in such >i raii> for cotton

for herfactories, thai she would give

them materia] aid ; bul while the

governing classes were in sympathy

with the cause, they had do inten-

tion of coming into collision with

die United Stales Government for

the sake of obtaining cotton. Two
special envoys were sent to obtain

these desirahle ends — these were

James M. Mason and John Slidell. I

Thev had reached Havana, and

went aboard the Trent, an English

mail steamer! When one day out,

their vessel was overhauled by Cap-

tain Charles Wilkes, of the steam sloop-of-war San Jacinto, and the special

envoys were transferred to his own ship and brought to the United

States, and lodged Bafelj in For) Warren, in Boston harbor.

Captain Wilkes had acted withoul order.-, but in accordance

with British precedents in seizing articles contraband of war mi neutral

vessels, as he deemed the envoys contraband. The event caused

excitement in the United States, and the conduct of Captain Wilkes was

highly commended bj the people, bui the President and his Cabinei

immediately took measures to return tl uvoys. Such seizures had

always been contrary to the practice of the United States Government,

and even in the war with Great Britain in 1812, one of the prominent

grievance a was the arbitrary arrests and searching of American vessels by

British cruisers. The Secretary of Slate. Mr. Seward, and Lord Lyons,

the British Minister, had a conference immediatelj after the news of the

seizure came, and the matter was virtually arranged even before the

demand, which was couched in courteous terms, came for the envoys'

return. Meanwhile the news reached England, and created a furor of ex-

eiiein . ially by the sympathizers with the rebellion—that

seems almosl incredible. This manifested itself in preparations for war,

and in sem ops to Cat ire it was known what would be

the action of the United Si i
rnmenl on the subject. The disap-

pointment of i lie ( Ionfederate authorities was ver] greai when the difficult}

was amieahly arranired. and no collision occurred between the two Gov-
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New York Stat*- Militia.

chap. ixii. emments, and still more thai their envoys were imi received
1861 with the warmth of friendship which they had fondly hoped.

The disaster at Bull Run seemed to nerve the loyal men of the free

States. Regiment- sprang into existence as if bj magic. So great was

the enthusiasm that the sympathizers, indi-

rectly, with tlic disunion cause, shrunk for

a time at least from disparaging everj Onion

victory and exaggerating everj Confederate

success. Congress passed laws designed to

promote the cause : thej confiscated all

slaves found employed on fortifications, bul

all runaway slaves were given employmeni

on works within the Federal lines ami paid

wages.

The zeal with which loyal men furnished

the sinews of war—men ami money -was

marvelous. Within live months from the

time the President's call for troops was

made, more than 500,000 volunteers had

presented themselves : 375,000 were actually

in the field, of the Union army, strictly

speaking, there was not a Bingle mercenary ;

that is, hired to fight, in the ordinary sense of the term. It is true there

were thousands of men ami soldiers of foreign birth, hut these .all hail an

interest in the country, cither as adopted

citizens or those who intended in time to

become naturalized.

The Government needed money, ami the

hanks of the country came forward and

proffered a loan of 50,000,000 dollars; that

was ere Ion-' exhausted, and more funds

were needed to defray tile enormous e\- .•

penses. Now the Government asked a loan

of the people at large. Congress authorized

the issuing of bonds paying interest at the

rate of seven and three-tenths percent., or

iwo cents a daj for 101) dollars

—

these were

i he famous seven-tli irty bonds. To raise

still more money. Congress imposed a heavj

tariff on almost every class of manufactured

articles imported from abroad This mea-

sure had a wonderful effect in developing

the manufactures of our own country, ami giving to the laboring man or

mechanic an opportunity of work til lair wages. The services of Salmon

Burnslde Kill, man
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P. Chase, Secretarj of the Treasury, were mosi important to chap lxii

the country in the management of its finances. To bis

versatility and skill m.i \ be attributed the National Banking System of

the United States, which lias elicited the ail mi nil ion of the world. From

the first ii was the policj of the Governmeni to depend for men and

monej upon the loyal people themselves; and noblj iliil they show thai

the confidence had nol been misplaced.

Jefferson Davis also sen! a message to the Confederate Congress. This

document was a little peculiar: it said nothing concerning
Nnv 1ft

the capture of the forts at Eatteras Inlet or Eilton Eead,

niii- was the success of the Federal cause in the Stairs of Missouri, Ken-

tucky, and Wesl Virginia even alluded to. From this document ii might

be inferred I here had been a series of

\ ictories rather than disasters in the

Confederacy. The English cotton-

spinners were also reminded i hal the

blockade might seriously lessen I heir

supply i'f lhal article : it was also

stated the financial system of the new

government was working well. We
can conjecture for whom the message

was really designed, as it was only

about twenty days before the envoys

had Bel "lit for E n ro pe, and. of

course, they wished in present a fa-

vorable account of the prosperity of

the Confederacy.

Questions in respeel u> tin' slave began in assume new forms. He was

as active in his sphere of labor in aid of the rebellion as the soldier in the

held, lie worked as a laborer "ii the fortifications; he worked on the

plantations in raising cotton and grain. Ee supported and faithfullj

guarded the families of the soldiers in the army, and was upon the whole

an important element in aiding the cause of the Confederacy. Was it

strange that loyal men wished in utilize this element of strength for the

Union 'i

Jefferson Davis,



CHAPTEE LXIII.

Lincoln's administration — oohtim r E d.

The Army—Secretary Stanton—Cumberland Gap— Battle of Mill Spring—The Flo-

tilla—-Captures of Forts Henry and Donelsou—Capture of Roanoke [aland and
Newbern—Battle of Pea Ridge— Ben. MrCullogh The Monitor—The Merrimac

—The Duel; its influence— Island No. 10 ; New .Madrid ; their capture Corinth;

its strength— Battle of Pittsburg Landing—Halleck's Parallels—Evacuation of

Corinth—Captures along the Mississippi Death of Foote— Novel Naval Battle

—

Capture of Memphis.

N the commencement of the year the Secretary of War, in

his report, stated thai the whole number of troops in the

Union armies amounted to ahoni 600,000 of all grades;

the Confederates bad aboul 350,000 men, bul as they

had the inner line, they could concentrate them more

easily. Around Washington was an army of 200,000

men. who bad been drilling and drilling during the

summer and autumn and the fore pari of the winter.

The whole countrj became impatienl al this inactivity,

and it passed into a proverb :
" All is quiel on the Poto-

mac." The Southern newspapers sneered al this lack of energy. The
Confederates went into winter quarters within less than a day's march

from the Capital.

Edwin M. Stanton assumed the office of Secretary of War. Be was

a man of most untiring energy ; devoted and imcompromis-
Jan. 18.1862. . , . , . TT

"-.
, ,nig in his loyalty to the Union, brusque in manner and

s climes severe in action, but never swerving from what be deemed

his duty.

The important pass known as Cumberland Gap had been seized and

occupied by the Confederates in order to prevent the National Govern-

menl aiding the Union men of East Tennessee, who, through much trial

and suffering, still adhered to the Ghovernmen! of their fathers. The

Onion forces had been withdrawn from the eastern portion of the State

of Kentucky by General Buel in order to repel an invasion \>\ the enemy

960
'
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Edwin H. Stanton.

Jan. 17

in ilic southwestern pari of the State. They were said to chap. lxiu.

be concentrating in the vicinity of Bowling Green. These
1862

statements were gross exaggerations, and it semis strange thai the Union
commanders were so much deceived by them. The loyal men of Ken-
tucky turned oul noblj to repel t he

invaders,

General Zollicoffer, a Tennes-

seean, advanced from Cumberland

Gap, while the force at Bowling

Green, under General Buckner, a

native Kentuckian, was said to have

in view the capture of Louisville.

Colonel Garfield, of the Union

army, was the firs! to art. in driv-

ing Humphrey .Marshall with his

invading force oul of the eastern

portion of the State.

General George II. Thomas came
into conflict with the forces under

Generals Crittenden and Zollicoffer in the battle known as that of Mill

Spring, the two armies meeting between their respective

camps, each having set out to attack the other. The Con-

federates were totally defeated, Zollicoffer was killed, and they pursued

to their camp : the federals came

up at dark and tired upon it. Dur-

ing the night Thomas made pre-

parations to assaull the camp in

the morning : hut meantime the

( lonfederates were not inaci i\e. and

at dawn, when the Onion foi

moved to the assault, not a man

was to be seen : the whole force

had abandoned their camp, cros

the river, and taken all the boats

to the other side. The) left their

munitions intact, not daring to

desl roj t hem lesl the noise should

give information to the Federals,

[nstead of occupy ing Cumberland

Gap, General Thomas was ordered to move toward Bowling Green, and

the golden opportunity of securing thai famous and importanl pass was

lost.

There were now to be more stirring Bcenes in the western portion of

the Mate. The plan was devised to open the Mississippi from Cairo to

61

G 11 Thomas.
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chap, lxiii New Orleans, ami daring the time the events we nave men-

tioned were occurring, a flotilla of armed vessels were in

preparal ion up the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. Some of these were par-

tially ironclad, Imi bo thin was the armor of many, that they were in

derision termed "tinclads." When the time for action drew near, this

flotilla assembled al Cairo. The command of the river fleet and trans-

ports wan given to Captain A. II. Foote, of the regular navy. General

Grant had al his command at ( aim.

Bird's Point, I Paducah, an army

of 30,000 men of all grades. It was

evident that to open the Mississippi

effectually, the adjacenl country

musl be freed from the < Confederates.

A glance at a map would show the

relation to the Mississippi of the I wo

rivers Tennessee and I Cumberland,

On these rivers were i wo important

forts held by the Confederates

—

Fori Henry <>n the foi mer and Fort

i I (one)son on i lie latter.

The i roops under < reneral Mc( ller-

iiaml. wit h their art illery and caval-

ry, went (in board the transports, and

Captain Foote accompanied them with the gunboats, steamed up the

Ohio from Cairo, and thru up the Tennessee toward Fort Henry, four

miles below which the army landed, and took up their line of march to

put themselves between Fort Henry and Fori Donelson, distant some
twehe miles. Captain Foote believed in the power of his gunboats, and

he advised that the attack should be delayed a day in order that the fori

might lie invested and the prisoners secured. The suggestion was not

followed, as the military officers had not as much faith in the gunboats

as the captain. As soon as the troops began their march. Captain Foote

-teamed up the river with his gunboats, and owing to the high water,

passed over the obstructions placed in a side channel. Coming out near

the fort, he promptly, at 11 \.\t..as agreed, assailed the

fort with a shower of shot and died. In an liour and fifteen

minutes nearly half the gnns of the furl were dismounted, the Confede-

rate Hair was hauled down, and the garrison in full flight ; only 130

prisoners were taken. The I'n ion troops had not time to gel into posi-

tion, and the main portion of the garrison escaped. The boiler of the

gunboat Essex was penei rated by a cannon shot
; by this mishap four men

were slain and twenty-four badly scalded ; with this exception scarcely

were the gunboats injured. The next da\ other transports arrived with

i roops on hoard and General Grant himself. A> soon as possible Captain

Andrew II, F.pnt.
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Feb. 12.

Feb. 14.

Foote M'lit gunboats up the Tennessee in pursuit <>i' bhe flee- chap, lxiii.

• 1862mg steamers; these the] overtook and destroyed, besides a

great amouni of war material. The gunboats ascended to Florence,

Alabama, and were received at almosl ever] point with friendly demon-

strations by i he people.

Genera] Granl moved from Fort Henry, and in the afternoon of the

same day invested Fort Donelson. The da] following com-

menced a series of battles in which the artillery performed

the greater part. Sorties were made tv.un the fort, but were repulsed.

The fori was encircled b] woods, while the roughness of the ground

rendered movements of large bodies of troops verj difficult. The sharp-

shooters of both armies were among the trees doing much damage. The

following daj Captain Foote came up with his flee) of gun-

boats, and commenced the 1 ibardmenl in the alien

placing bis boats within 350 yards of the enemy's battery, which was

near the water's edge. The Confederates bad still another batter] on

higher ground farther back from the river.

The tiller chain of the 1 Louisville gunboal was

cut by a cannon shot, which accident left her

unmanageable, and -he was carried down the

stream. The tire of the Confederates u;i-

uow concentrated on the St. Louis, the flag-

boat, and one of her side wheels was shivered,

and after having been struck 'e than lift)

times, she too was disabled and floated out of

ran Lie.

The plan was to assault the works when the

gunboats had silenced the enemy's guns, but

as that had uo1 been done the assault was de-

ferred. Genera] Grant and Captain Foote

held a consultation in the evening, and it was*1
'!

thought besi for Foote to return to Cairo in

order to repair. In all probability, if Foote

had been permitted to brine bis mortar floats

into action, he would have disabled Fort Donelson as he had Fort Henry,

though it was better manned and fortified than the latter. He begged

permission to delay a day or two at Cairo till the mortars were fully pre-

pared, before using them in battle, but General Halleck, in command of

the department, ami who had his headquarters at St. Louis, peremptoril]

ordered Foote to nun < on Fort Donelson.

The effect, however, of Foote's bombardment was to alarm the Con-

federate officers in charge of the fort, for they well Knew that the ener-

getic captain, as -non as his gunboats were repaired, would he back, and

that the] were hemmed in b] Grant's army. The generals in command.

Eleventh Indl ii R
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Feb. 16.

chap, lxiii. Gideon Pillow, John B. Floyd, late Secretary of War, and

Buckner, held a council and resolved to cnl theirwaj out

if possible. The attempt was made by making a feint on one side of the

investing army, and the real attack on the other, and thus intending to

work their waj oui up the river's edge. Bui after the most heroic efforts

the Confederates were driven back into their own intrenchments bj the

determined resistance of the besiegers, who, indeed, captured and held

an outer line of their works. The next nighl another council of war was

held by the Confederate officers, al which Floyd said it would not be

convenient for him to be taken prisoner bj the Federals, as his relations

to the National Government were somewhat peculiar, and General Pillow

also wished to be excused. It was finally decided that these two gentle-

men, with their immediate followers, should slip off up the rivet- in a

boal during the night, and thai Buckner should enter into negotiations

the following morning, preparatory to surrendering. Be accordingly

Ben! a message to General Grant, asking an armistice till 12 o'clock m..

in order to negotiate the terms of surrender, lie received in reply a

demand for " unconditional surrender," and the announcement thai Ids

works would be at mice attacked. The result was that

Buckner surrendered his men and all his munitions of war.

The prisoners were more than 10,000 : their killed and wounded amounted

to L,300. Meanwhile, with as little delay as possible, the gunboats passed

up the Cumberland. <»n the reception of the news of these captures,

the Confederates abandoned Bowling Green, marched to Nashville, pass-

ing through which place they moved

southwest ward, but left t heir mark in

the wanton destruction of the noble

bridges over the Cumberland, one a

remarkably fine railway bridge. The

Legislature and the I rovernor

left . and two days later the

Union armj entered the beautiful city

and restored order.

While these events were transpiring

in the West, anothercombined land and

naval expedition was fitted out partly

at Annapolis and at Fortress Monroe.

The naval force was under Commo-

dore Gainsborough and the land under

Genera] Ambrose E. Burnside. The expedition left Fortress Monroe,

jm. 12 and after weathering a severe storm, entered through llat-

feb. 8. teras Inlet and captured Roanoke Island. This island was

the scene of Sir Walter Raleigh's attempt to found a colony. The num-
ber of prisoners taken was 15,000 ; tin- was not accomplished without a

Feb. 23.

Vmhrogc E. Bumside
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struggle. The Union soldiers landed on the island in the chap lxiii

night, and made their way through n swampy district
; sud-

denly coming up.ni a battery thai completely swept the road, they made
demonstrations in fronl

; meantime a detachment Hanked the position,

and ilic Confederates, after a shorl fight, abandoning everything, Bed.

Prom Roanoke, as a base of operations, were senl out expeditions captur-

ing man} places, and effectually shutting out the English blockade

runners.

The most important capture was that of Newbern. This was the

second city in size and importance in the State. The gun-

boats moved up the Neuse River, and the army marched

along the bank, having landed seventeen miles below. A battle was

fought lasting tour hours, when the Confederates gave way, but the} held

their ground bravely till a Rhode Island regiment, with a shout, furiously

charged bayonet. The center was broken,

the other Union troops rushed on, and tin

rout became complete. The retreating Con-

federates set on fire a bridge over which the}

had passed, and then wantonly fired the

town. The Union marines from the gun-

boats with aid id' citizens put out the flames,

hut not before some of the finest build-

ings were consumed. For) Ma-
rr . , Q April 25.

con. once a strong l lilted Stales

fortification, was reduced, and Beaufort, on

Pamlico Sound, captun d.

General Halleck, in command at St. Louis,

directed General S. R. Curtis to free South-

ern Missouri of Confederates, who. under

Sterling Price and Gcneiai Rains, had been

raiding in the vicinity of Springfield for

some length of time. On the approach of

Curtis thej retreated into Arkansas ; here the} were joined by Generals

Van Dorn, Mcintosh, and Ben. McCullough, their army amounting to

34,000 men. 1.3,000 of whom were the special command of McCullough.

They were much more numerous than the Federals, whom they har-

assed much on their march b} means of their numerous cavalry, hut

finally thej concentrated in the rough mountain of hills of Pea Ridge, in

Arkansas.

The battle began in a desultory manner, as. owinu to the roughness of

the ground, bodies of men could not he handled easily. The

first onslaught was made by McCullough on a portion of

Sigel's division; the contest was Bevere, but Curtis sent aid, and t ho

Confederate- were' driven from the field, upon which they left dead (h-ne-

X t
Rhode [aland Marine Artillery.

Mtrch 7
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chap, lxhi rals Mcintosh and Ben. McCullough—the latter the animat-

ing spirit of tin- army. Thus closed the firsl day's contesl ;

both armies slept on their arms the first rest and Bleep the Union sol-

diers had had for two days and nights of incessant inarching and repel-

ling skirmishing parties of the enemy. At sunrise the second day's

battle was renewed. The Union army had shifted its position during

the night, and soon along the whole line the battle raged. Eeroic efforts

were made for two hours to break the Union line bj overwhelming num-
bers, and M wavered several times, but in the main the attempts tailed.

The artillery, that especially under the control of Sigel, was handled

with greal rapidity and execution. The Confederates wavered, and Sigel

seeing it. began to advance his line. They fell back in order to a w 1.

but the Union Boldiers followed up with the bayonet, finallj poshing

l lie in on I into an open spaee. where t hey sett tiered in all direct ions. The
result of these two days' fighting was disastrous to the Confederate cause

in thai region.

This battle was in the far west oi the ground of conflict : on the same

day was another contesl in the extreme east, 1,120 miles distant . When
the navy-yard at Norfolk fell Into the hands of the Confederates, they

found the powerful steam frigate Merrimac partially burned and sunk.

This vessel they raised, and afterward with much labor fitted up as an

iron-clad, with ram attached, [ntimations were thrown out again and

again by the Southern newspapers of what was expected of this vessel

u hen completed ;
it was to be equal to till the vessels of the United States

navy combined : could

enter any harbor in

defiance of the fort-.

and lay all the coast

cities under contribu-

tion. So tnueli was

said to this effect, that

the Navy Department

became very anxious

lest a port icm of t bese

rumors might prove

t rue.

Mranu bile Captain

John Ericsson was

building at New York

an iron-clad of unique form, having a turret that could be revolved by

steam, so that the two heavy guns within it could he turned in an\ direc-

tion. These guns were loaded by machinery driven 1>\ steam also, and

attached was a steering apparatus moved in the same manner, and so

arranged that the vessel could turn as if on a pivot, at the command of

[nterioi <»f tin 1 Monitor's turret.
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the engineer or pilot. The turret was made of inch iron chap, lxih

plates, riveted together to the thickness of eleven inches.

and baving two sheltered port-holes, while the deck was only aboul three

Eeel above the water, and clear of everything except the turret. The
machinery was in the hold, out of the way of the enemy's halls; the

guns threw an elongated shot weighing aboul L70 pounds.

A.s dairj expected for some time, it was at last announced bj the look-

oul in Hampton Roads thai the Merrimac— now called the
tt" i xi a <i

March 8.

Virginia— was coming to attack the fleet, one was accom-

panied by two tenders, the Patrick Henry and the Jamestown. The
sloop of war Cumberland and the frigate Congress were the special

objects of attack. After a mosl gallant defense the two vessels were

destroyed. The brave men on board the Cumberland continued to pour

in their shot from ami 10-inch guns, bul the shot seemed to glance off

harmlessly from the sloping roof of the Merrimac, while the tatter's shot

TT-jl-i
-'

^T
Monitor and Mcniinac.

tore through the wooden .-ides of the Cumberland. At length the Mer-

rimac made a dasli with her ram and crushed in the side of the Cumber-

land below the water-line. The water rushed in. and the sloop began to

settle, vet the men fought on and never wavered, and when she was

aboul to go down they tired a salute in honor of their flag, and went

down witli her. their color.- flying at the mast-head. Out of a crew of

i:,n more than 300 perished. The Congress was then attacked and

destroyed, and 150 of 1mm- mm were slain. It was now evening, and the

Merrimac retired to her own port. The telegraph carried the news of

these disasters everywhere, and the whole countrj was thrown into gloom.

That night the unique iron-clad just mentioned—the Monitor- -thus

named by the inventor, appeared in Hampton Roads and reported for

duty, Lieutenant Worden commanding. Tin- nondescript craft attracted

attention, hut not much expectation of its being able to cope with flic

monster that had done so much damage. Barlj the following morning
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chap. Lxm. the Merrimac appeared again; her intention was now to

finish tlic work remaining from the da} before, and she

moved to attack the steam frigate Minnesota, which unfortunately ran

aground the day before and still remained East. The little Monitor put

herself in fronl of the Minnesota ; the Merrimac seemed to disregard the

licilil adventurer until the latter gave lier a shot. This complimenl

showed thai this new enemj was no! to be despised. The Merrimac

returned man} shots, which glanced harmlessly off the turrel ; mean-

while the Monitor's solid and pointed shot told on the armor of her

antagonist. The former attempted several times to run down the little

craft, hut every time failed, because the latter was so easily managed thai

she dodged her great antagonist, and as she slipped out of the way. inva-

riably put in her shot at short range. Finallj the Merrimac, after the

duel had lasted aboul five hour-, turned to retire : the Monitor pursued,

still firing; finally the former, as if irritated beyond endurance, turned

and at full speed attempted to run the Monitor down, hut with the usual

result. The Merrimac retired the second time from the contesi : the

Monitor pursued to a certain point, as Lieutenant Worden had orders to

fighi only on the defensive

Near the (dose of the fight Worden was in the turrel and looking

through the eye-crevice, when a shot from the .Merrimac struck near the

place he was looking through. The concussion stunned him, and he

remained unconscious for a time; when he recovered his lirsl question

was. '-Have I saved the frigate?" "Aye, aye," said a marine, "and
whipped t he .Merrimac loo."

'The .Merrimac was so much injured that she never ventured out again,

hut in about two months she was blown up and sunk. This

was a remarkable fight in its influence, as a consequence the

naval warfare of the world was changed. The United Stales huill a

great number of iron-clads, some of great size, after the Monitor model :

these did g I service during the war. The influence extended, and all

the maritime nations have since been building iron-clads after different

models.

Meanwhile the Union army and river navy were not idle in the West,

as lie (iovernment never lost Bight id' the importance id' securing the

entire Mississippi from Cairo to its mouth. As soon as the Confederates,

as we have seen, abandoned Kentucky and marched from Nashville

toward the southwest. Admiral Foote prepared, with aid of an army

cooperating on its banks, to work his way down the great river. The

islands in the Mississippi, downward from the mouth of the Ohio, are

known by numbers, and Island No. 10 was occupied and thoroughly

fortified bj the Confederates. Opposite to it, on the land side in Mis-

souri, they had fortified New Madrid, and near by, on the Kentucky

side. Tiptunv die. General John Tope was in command of the army ; he

May 11.
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firs! directed his attention to \ru- Madrid. This town was chap lxiii

also defended bj Confederate gunboats, and owing to the
1882

high water mi thai time in the river, their guns could Bweep the border-

ing country. Bui Pope planted in the rear of the town Biege guns—

-

24-pounders—with these he suddenly opened one morning upon the gar-

rison, much to their surprise, as the] were no! al all aware thai these

guns were in position. These heavj cannon booh dismounted the guns
in the main fortification, and in a Bhorl time compelled the

gunboats to retire. On the morning of the second daj a

white nag, displayed on the works, indicated thai the town wished to

surrender. The Confederates had evacuated tin- place during the night,

and had retired to Island No. n> and to the fortifications on the east Bide

iif i lie river.

One incident deserves mention, as it shows the material of which the

Union armies were composed men accustomed to mechanical work.

After the surrender of New .Madrid. General Pope wished to transfer his

arm; to the east side of the river, in order to cul off the retreat of the

garrison when it should evacuate No. LO. The waters were very high,

and covered the country in the rear of the town from the river above to

the river below. It was det em lined, at the suggestion of General Schuyler

Hamilton, to cn( a canal through the flooded foresl and pass through

transports which could carrj over the armj to the easl side of the river.

This was accomplished by an apparatus, invented for the occasion, bj

mean- of which the trees were sawed off nearly five feel below the surface

of the water. This depth would admii the transports to pass through
;

the canal was 12 miles Inn::', one-half of which was through a forest It

was necessary thai the transports should be protected from the Confed-

erate batteries on the river below New Madrid
; for this purpose a gun-

boal or two must run the batteries on Island No. 10. On the nighl after

the canal was finished there happened a tremendous thunderstorm, in

the midsl iif which the Union gunboal Carondelel ran pasl the batteries

:

two nights afterward the gunboal Pittsburg did the same thing. These

boats began to silence the Confederate batteries below, and were in readi-

ness in protect the transports in crossing to the easl side of the river.

Vimiral Foote, while these preparations were going on, continued ii>

bombard No. LO with solid shol and shells from his mortar floats; this

incessani pounding lasted for twenty-two days. When the garrison

learned of the passage of the gunboats, il was determined to evacuate

Island No. 10, and during the nighl pass to the east side of the river and

escape; meanwhile Pope's army had passed through the canal and were

ed over to the easl side. We maj judge the surprise of the retreat-

ing I onfi di rati - to find their escape thus unexpectedly onl

off. Pope, near Tiptonville, captured the fleeing garrison,

between 6,000 and 7,000 ; and Admiral Foote reported he had "captured
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chap Lxm. 400 prisoners, 70 heavy cannon ranging from ::•.' to LOO

pounds, the latter rifled, I steamers, and a floating battery."

We left the Confederates on their retreat fr.nn Nashville toward the

southwest
;

thej halted al an important strategic point—Corinth, in

northern Mississippi. It was on the Memphis and Charleston Railway,

at its junction with the Mobile and Ohio Railroad. This "a- truly

deemed a stronghold, as for some months pasl slaves had Ken laboring

on it- fortifications. Bere was concentrated a large force of turn, un-

doubtedly al that time the besl fighting material of the entire Confede-

racy. Troops from Pea Ridge, under Van Dorn : well-drilled soldiers

from Mobile, tinder Braxton Bragg; the Boldiers that once occupied

Columhus, under General Leonidas Polk, ami large detachments from

the army of Virginia, as it was still "quiet on the Potomac." General

Albert Sidney Johnston was in supreme command, aided by Beaun

cond.

Meanwhile General Grant's army commenced its march in pursuit, and

in due time arrived at Pittsburg Landing, a small place on

tin Tennessee River, nearly 250 miles from its month. This

advance of the Union army amounted toahont :;s,i men. The Con-

federates marched out of Corinth •!.">. (too strong, intending to crush this

advance before the other portions of the Union army could come to its

assistance. The country west of the river and in its vicinitj has occa-

sionally an open Held or space, hut in the main is rough, and covered

with a thick forest id' black-jack and scrub-oak The advance regiments

passed oxer the river and encamped carelessly in a semi-circle, the center

on the road leading to Corinth, and the wines extending Tor
April 4

four miles along the river, and there awaited the remainder

of the army under General Buel and others to come up. It was the

Confederates' opportunity, and early Sunday morning the]

made a furious attack on the advanced position of the army,
which was about two and a half miles from the river, in the vicinitj of

Shiloh Church : without the formality of throwing forward skirmishers,

they rushed on. being well aware of the ground and the position of the

Union forces. The latter Hew to arms and checked the foe for awhile.

hut they concentrating their forces upon the Union left, pressed on as if

i" drive it into the river. Here an entire regiment or more was cap-

tured with three field-pieces. The Confederates, in thus pressing on,

left Shiloh Church in the rear, and a portion of the Onion army, under

General Sherman, who now fell hack to a new position. The advancing

enemj were checked and held ai bay for four hours by the indomitable

energy and bravery of the troops under General McClernand. It was

evident!] the intention of the Confederate commanders to attack only

in superior numbers, and drive one portion of the Union arinv. even at

the risk of being taken themselves in the Hank or attacked in the rear, and
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to annihilate this army hefore the reinforcements, on the way chap lxiii.

under Generals Buel, Thomas, and Nelson, could bring aid.
186E '

About •"> p.m. was a cessation of fighting. Tin- Confederates were

arranging for a grand, and, as they hoped, final assault. Thej came on

with so much fierceness and energy that the Union army was forced

back] just at thai crisis I In- gunboats Tyler and Lexington arrived;

they were directed by a messenger from Grant where to fire, and their

shells came crashing through and

bursting among the scrub-oak and

amid their ranks. The thick woods

had served till now for quite a pro-

tection to the Confederates. The
shells senl terror into the enemy, and

in less than thirty minutes their guns

became for the most pari silent. Si-

multaneously with the arrival of the

gunboats appeared Buel with a por-

tion of his army, cheer after cheer.

well (lining them, anise above the din.

The\ came in on the Union right.

and bravely and coolly repulsed the

las! assault of the enemy in that di-

rect inn. The Confederates withdrew

beyond the range of the shells; they had lost heavily, as well as their

adversaries, hut their greal loss was in the death of their chief comman-
der, Genera] A. s. Johnston. Beauregard did all that was possible to

prevent the Confederate soldiers learning the fact thai he had been killed

in the battle.

During the night t he expected reinforcements arrived: the remainder

of Buel's army. Crittenden and Nelson's divisions ; some of these came
u] i the river on si (Miners, others on foot. General Met 'nek's division, by

forced marches, came in the next morning, and also two batteries of the

regular army.

General Grant issued orders for an advance along the "hole line at ~>

o'clock the following morning. The battle Boon became

general ;
at in \.\i. the whole Union line began to move in

earnest, forcing the Confederates from point to poinl with remarkable

regularity. For seven hour- the mosl indomitable courage was mani-

fested by the enemy, hut the endurance of the Union soldiers prevailed.

and the entire Confederate force, in spite of the efforts of their officers,

fell back rapidly to their entrenchments at Corinth. The pursuit did

not continue long, on account of the roughness of the countrj and the

intervening w Is.

Beauregard issued a manifesto to the public, in which he proclaimed

Albert Sidney Johnston.
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May 30.

chap Lxra. a great Confederate victory, but General <». M. Mitchell,

who meantime led an expedition aa Ear as Huntsville, Ala-

bama, ;iik1 cui and destroyed a portion of the Memphis and Charleston

Railway, happened to intercepl a private despatch of Beauregard's to

Jefferson Davis, in which he said :
" If defeated here we lose the Missis-

sippi Valk'\ and prohahlyour cause." The Onion army lost 1,785 killed.

and 7,883 wounded ; the Confederates, 1,728 killed, and 8,012 wounded.

General Bailed; came on from St. Louis and assumed command ; he

moved toward Corinth and began to dig parallels, in which business he

continued for six weeks. "Each successive camp on the road was forti-

fied at an immense expenditure of labor. Seven of these lines of fortifi-

cations—oneof them twelve miles in length— were erected between Pitts-

burg Landing and Corinth." Meanwhile the Confederates were quietly

removing their military stores, and when Hal leek was ready to open with

his siege guns, the] evacuated the place, and onlj 2,000

prisoners were taken : 100,000 men had been held hack until

the enemy were well oul of danger.

Immediately on the capture of Island No. 10, Admiral Poote and

General Pope continued capturing forts one alter another down the Mis-

sissippi, until Pope was

ordered to I lorinl h to

aid llalleek. Admiral

Poote, who had been

wounded in t be al tack

cm Fun Donelson, was

now compelled to ret ire

from the sen ice he-

cause of his injuries,

yet he would have still

remained at his post,

had not his physician

peremptorily ordered him to lake rest. Within a few weeks, worn out by

his labors and bodily sufferings, he died, universally la-
April 12. .

mented.

Captain J. !•'. l>a\is was appointed to succeed Poote. A W-w days

after his appointment he defeated a ('on federate river fleet under Captain

Montgomery in about thirty minutes. This opened the waydown toward

Memphis, as the Confederates abandoned Ports Pillow and
June I. ... .

\\ right.

Captain Kllet had constructed two gunboats of rerj strong tugs, to

these he had added hoilers and a peculiar hose that could he used in

throwing hoi water. When he joined Davis the whole Heel moved down

in [gland No. 45, two miles above Memphis, there to find a Confederate

fleet, gome vessels of which were iron-clad, ready to n ivc them. At

Mil Il- eal r> ing wounded men.
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daylight Davie steamed down and tin- battle commenced, chap, lxui

lnii Ellet, mi his own responsibility, dashed through the °°
e8

'

Onion llcci into the midsl of the Confederates, firing broadsides righl

ami left, and applying hoi water in abundance. The result of this battle

was that mih one "f the enemy's gunboats escaped; (lie others were

either sunk of hi own up. Memphis ai once surrendered unconditionally.

The way down the river to Vicksburg had yei to he opened by silencing

fortified places on the shore, as the enemy's Heel, under the circum

stances, was not likelj to make much resistance.

The management of the Confederate Beets in this war evidently lacked

skill, hence the] were uniformly unsuccessful in their attacks. Though

we find ilirin using the besi guns thai England could Furnish, and like-

wise the besi they had taken from the United States arsenals, yei thej

failed in action. Even their iron-clads were not proof againsl the

maneuvring and the armament of the Union wooden ships. The ex-

planation may he found in the fact thai Southern men were much less

habituated to the sea than the men of the North. The former were

ccrtainU not deficient in braveiy, hut their commanders certainly were

wanting in skill. We see this verified again and again in the course of

this history— that the naval conflicts were no drawn hat ties, hut (lie utter

annihilation of the Confederate fleets.



CHAPTEK LXIV.

Lincoln's administration— continued.

Operations on the Atlantic Coast—Capture of New Orleans—Butler in that City

—

The Army of the Potomac—The Movement—Washington Threatened— Delay at

Yorktown—The Correspondence Battle of Williamsburg—The Chickahominy
—The Commissions—Battle of Fair Oaks—The Malaria—Change of Bum—The
Seven Days' Battles—Conferences and Orders—General Pope—Battle of Cedai

Mountain.

jr\/ VEN in the winter and spring the Federal forces along

LiLfl the Atlantic were not idle, bat were so extending

their lines that they obtained complete control of

the coasl of the Carolinas, and likewise captured Fori

Pulaski, 18 miles below Savannah ; this
,. , i , , , . ,. AP«1 11. 1882-
fort was once designed tor a defense of

the city. English blockade runners were now effectually excluded from

these ports. These objects being secured, another combined expedition

was prepared against the great commercial metropolis of the Smith, New
Orleans, so important to the Confederacy.

The men for this enterprise were mostly from New England, and

enlisted chiefly through the influence of General B. P. Butler, who was

to command the land forces and be Military Governor when the city was

captured ; Admiral T). S. Farragut was to command all the naval forces,

under whom Commodore D. D. Porter commanded the mortar boats.

After months of preparations a portion of the expedition

sailed, and landed on Ship Island, in the Gulf, alioitt mid-

way between Mobile and New Orleans: another portion landed on the

island a Eew weeks later. These forces seemed to threaten both places,

and for a time the Confederates were in doubt which place would be

attacked. There arc two approaches to New Orleans: one hj the inner

route through Lakes Pontchartrain and Borgne, the other by the .Missis-

sippi ; the former was discovered to be inaccessible, the water being too
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shallow to admit the war vessels. The second had its dif- chap. lxiv.

ficulties in the bar at t he southwest mouth of the river; ii

fcooi three weeks to gel all the vessels over this obstruction. Twenty-five

miles above the mouth of the river and seventy-five below the city were

the two United states forts Si.

Philip :i i m1 Jackson, on oppos ite

sides of the channel, each ha\ ing
• _

18-inch Mortar.

aboui L20 heavy nuns, some of

which had been sent from Rich-

mond.

'The Union flee! consisted of

:io armed steamers and 21 mor-

tar-boats. 'The latter were fitted

mil ai i he Brooklj Navy Yard,

under the superintendence of

Commodore Porter. To meei

i he i lonfederates had a Heel

of 18 steamers, some of which were armed with an iron prow as a ram.

and were more or less iron-clad. These vessels were protected i>\ bales of

cotton as bulkheads to ward off shot. In addition, thej had a ram of

greal power, the Manassas; this vessel carried English rilled gun

broughi in bj blockade runners, and a tremendous Boating battery, th<

Louisiana. A verj strong chain,

resl ing on Boats, extended across the

river between the forts, whose guns

commanded the chain, so thai a ship

stopped bj it would, for a time, be

at their mercy.

The Union fleei having crossed the

bar, lay in a safe station

22 mile- below i he forts.

They were noi idle, however ; scout-

ing gunboats of gOOd speed wen

continual!) passing up and down the

river reconnoitering. The Confede-

rates had batteries ai different points

along the river for three miles below

the forts. These scouting vessels also explored Lake I'oniehartrain. and

found numerous swamp passages of water where niortar-lio.its could

float These scouts had their masts and rigging ureal bed with green

bushes, willows, and reeds
; by means of these and the abundant natural

foliage surrounding them, thej were able somewhat to deceive the enemy.
The bombardment opened, both from the gunboats and

mortar-: during the first day Bome of the guns of Fori

Dnvid (;. Parragnt
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Louisiana Zouave.

chap, Lxrv Jackson were Bilenced, and the fori itself sot on fire as well

as Borne of the guns in the embrasures of Fori St Philip

were dismounted. Meanwhile Captain Eollins, the Confederate naval

commander, was Bending down Bre-rafts ; these were old bargee covered

with pitch pine split fine, and over all

was poured melted pitch. These wen'

either sunk bj shots or seized by grap-

pling-irons invented for the purpose,

and turned aside and allowed to float

by and burn. They failed to injure

the vessels of the Union Beet, but thej

Bel on fire and burned the wharf of

Fort Jackson. The bombardment last-

ed six days, when a deserter brought

information in respect to the condition

of the forts, and Farragut resolved to

run past them.

The following nighl a boa! with

muffled oars passed above the forts,

and unobserved by the sentries, took soundings ; also two boats came up

in the darkness and loosened the floating chain, Lieutenant Cauldwell

boarded one of the hulks and slipped it. The preparations being made,

at 'i a.m. the signal was given, and the fleet moved up the

river, lmt just as the 1'orenmst vessel, the flag-ship, the Hart-

ford, broke the chain, the alarm was made and the forts opened at

once. This was the signal for Porter, who had the range and his mortars

in readiness, to throw shells into the forts: these, by their bursting:,

seriously interfered

with the gunners.

Before daylight

(he Onion flee! had

passed the foil-, re-

ceiving much less

damage than was ex-

pected. Now they

nici the Confederate

rive i' fleet, and a

struggle of an un-

usual character oc-

curred. The rams

were running round, butting in all directions : one Union vessel was lost,

hut- not until she hail destroyed one or two of her adversaries. The ram

Manassas attacked the Brooklyn, hut the latter's heavy balls penetrated

her armor, and she was Compelled to run ashore, where, taking fire, she was

April 24

Kiim Miinu-Ni- ilMuckitlK Iln Ilnioklvn
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abandoned, and presently blew up with a tremendous crash, chap. lxiv.

The battery Louisiana became disabled, and Boated down
tlic river in the protection of the forts. Tims ended this remarkable

contest, in which the Confederate flotilla was virtually annihilated.

The Union fleet, with as little delay as possible, pushed on np the river

inward New Orleans
; on the way thej silenced the batteries

at clialineiie. The booming of these guns gave information
p"

to the authorities of i he approach of the \ ictoriona fleet, which, al l p.m.,

anchored opposite the city, and Farragut demanded its surrender. After

a little delay i hi- was complied with

li\ the Mayor, the ( 'on federates.

under General Lovell, having eva-

cuated the place. In a short lime

the Union flag was floating from

all the public DUJldillgS. General

B. I''. Butler, as commandant, had

lauded with troops and marched in

his headquarters to the tune of

•• Yankee Hoodie."

( ieneral Lovell, as was customary

with these gentlemen, had ordered

all the cotton stored tor miles along

the levees, and the steamboats and
ships to he burned, and when the

Union fleel arrived the whole hea-

vens were darkened h\ the intense

smoke arising from this terrible

and wanton conflagration.

General Butler prepared his pro-

clamation and sent it to the news-

papers to he published ; everj one

refused. I te at once took posses-

sion Of the offices, and called for

volunteers from the ranks in set up
tin i \ pe. A sufficient number pre-

sented l hein-eh es : t he proelama-

tioii was printed, and in a shorl

time distributed. This incident, among other-, -hows the character of

the men in the Union rank.-. On one occasion, ai the beginning of

tlic war. when Butler was iii command at Annapolis, he round iii the

depot a locomotive or two, which the insurgents could not gel away,

hut had taken them apart and scattered the pieces around. He called

for volunteers in put them together : tiny presented themselves, aid

of the men. noticing the mark-, presently exclaimed :
•• This was made

62

fecial i»l llonoi
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chap. lxiv. in our shop." The engines were soon put together and
1862

' engaged in active duty.

When news came of the surrender of the city, the forts capitulated,

Butler soon restored order in New Orleans, and with a

vigorous hand preserved it Admiral Farragul senl vessels

up the river to Baton Rouge and Natchez, both of which places sur-

rendered; then to Vicksburg. The latter refused to submit, as it was

even then well fortified.

While this progress was going on in the Wesl and Southwest, the Army
of the Potomac was passing the time in (Trilling around Washington.

The armies of the West had ex-

perienced hard fighting, and had

in en occasionally worsted, imt in

the end their pluck and indomitable

courage and perseverance prevailed,

and the process of regaining the

Union wenl bravelyon. Much dis-

cussion had been elicited as to the

better plan of moving on Rich-

mond. < General MeClellan favored

the route bj I lie < Ihesapeake and

| up the Rappahannock River to a

certain point . Urbana, and t hence

i |i orge B. McClellan.
to Richmond, but the President

ami Secretary of War fa\ ored I he

more direct route across the country, in order that the advancing army
would at the same time be a protection to the National Capital, more

than it could be by the more distant one. The former route left the

entire front and right of Washington exposed to a sudden attack, thai

could not be met by an army 100 miles a\va\ on the left of the Capital.

The result proved that the apprehensions of the President and hisadviserfi

w ere well founded.

President Lincoln had issued anorderfor the Union armies to advance

on February 22d; mi the same day Jefferson Davis was inaugurated at

Richmond President, ami Alexander II. Stephens Vice-President of the

( lonfederacy for six years.

The Army of the Potomac, on February 1. L862, had 322,196 names

Upon its rolls, of this number 193,142 were reported fit for duly. Pre-

parations were completed for transporting it to its destination: in this

work wen- nsed L85 schooners, 85 tug-boats, and 113 steamers. The

army went on hoard and were taken to Fortress Monroe, where, after

landing, they commenced their march. The plan was to

arrive in the vicinity of Richmond before the Confederates,

who were at Manassas Junction, could concentrate their forces for tho

April 4.
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defense of their capital. This was a singular calculation, aa chap. lxiv.

they had railway facilities on the whole route, ami a shorter

distance in make, while the Union army, in moving from Portress Mon-

roe, would have to cms- three or four rivers, which at this season of the

year have their banks overflowed, anil through a country thai was mure

nr less w led ami without good mails. From s|>irs in Washington, of

whom there were numbers, both male ami female, the Confederates had

learned of the intended movement by Fortress Monroe, ami thej had

leisurely ami without molestation evacuated Manassas J ition and

transferred their war material to Richmond.

The corps commanders had decided in consultation thai -Ti.ooo mm
would he needed to defend Washington, ami the] well appointed.

The departure of the army had lefi the Capital exposed to an attack,

for it was well known thai the Confederates, by a sudden dash, could

make a serious assault upon n before i In- Army of the Potomac could ho

in hand for its defense. We may judge of the surprise of the President

when he learned, after the army was far

on its way. that "less than '.'0,0(10 tin-

organized men. withoul a single field

battery, were all you (General McClellan)

designed to he lefi for the defense of

Washington and Manassas Junction, and

part of this even was to go to General

I Cooker's old posit ion." * Anol her autho-

rity stair- : ••In tail. Met lellan had not

hit more than L5,000 men in the city."

In this emergency the Presidenl retained

General McDowell's corps of :]o.ooo men •.

this force was to march across the coun-

try toward Fredericksburg, making the

righl wing of the Army of the Potomac.

The Presidenl acted judiciously under the circumstances, as about the

-ame time " Stonewall " Jackson suddenly appeared in force, and made

an attack on Winchester, in the \alle\ of the Shenandoah. Though

unsuccessful in thi' assault on that place, yel il showed thai

a large force could almost withoul warning he Benl against

Washington as soon as the Arm3 of the Potomac was well under way. and

he hack in ample time to defend Richmond. The Confederate authori-

ties evidently had learned from their spies thai the National < apital would

he thus exposed. The resnll justified the President's action, as McClel-

lan lingered an entire month before some field-works near Xorktown.

Jackson had failed, and was compelled to retreat because of the energetic

- .1 Jackson

March 23.

President Lincoln's letter to McClellan.
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M»y 25

chap lxiv movements of General Banks, and General Shields, who was
at Winchester, and General Fremont, who was about to

come in on his rear from West Virginia. Two months later, Jackson,

having been reinforced from Richmond, appeared again in force, and

drove Banks, who bad been weakened by a portion of bis

troops being sent elsewhere, down the rallej and across the

Potomac; Jackson's force was lo.ooo. and Banks' one-third that number.
The President, on this occasion, called for volunteers to defend Maryland
and Pennsylvania from this force; in a few days 60 regiments offered

themselves.

The Confederates never intended to make a stand at Yorktown. Gene-
ral Magmder had only 11,000 men, detached and placed at several point.-:

"having a from from Yorktown to Millberrj

Point, thirteen miles and a half." as General Ma-

grader states in his report The latter, as his rear

was open, was in readiness to fall hack. hut was

astonished to Snd be was not attacked, and still

more when, as he states in his report, after a dela\

of ten days or more, he saw a scries of parallels

appearing in the w Is and fields. The fire! pa-

rallel was a mile distant from his own batteries.

As these approaches were made very slowly, be de-

termined to maintain his position, and thus wail

further development.-. Childe. in his Life of Lee,

Mates thai Magruder delayed onlj till Richmond
could be more,perfectly fortified. Meanwhile the

Confederate army arrived at their capital from

Manassas, and a detachment of 53,000 men was

sent to cooperate with Magruder's forces.

Met ilellan had announced as his belief i be enemy
in his fronl numbered 100,000 men or more, and

he asked the Government for siege guns and mor-

tars; these were sent, but as soon as ihe\ were

placed in position. Magruder, who knew what was

going on, evacuated his works the night before they were

to open.

The general-in-chief, when he sent requisitions for 9iege guns and

mortars, intimated thai the great battle of the rebellion was to be tough!

at Yorktown, ami asked for more men. The President wrote in reply a

letter kindly reminding him he bad S.i.lMM) ell'ectivc men on hand, and
-.':>. 00(1 to join him in a few days : and lie also intimated that, the general

was permitting the enemy to gain much more by their opportunity of

fortifying 'than he himself was gaining by wailing for reinforcements.

Then, in connection with some kind remarks, he says : " You musl

Private of Trh l.v-t. \ Y

May 4
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act . . . the people will not fail to note thai the present chap. lxiv.

hesitation to move upon an intrenched enemy ia bui the
1862

story of Manassas repeated." It musl be remembered thai McClellan
••hail nearly 90,000 infantry, 10,000 cavalrj ; 55 batteries <>t' artillery,

making a total of XiO field-pieces ami a large Biege train."

When it was ascertained thai the Confederates had evacuated their

fieldworks, it was also discovered they were far on their wa\ toward
Richmond. Union troops on hoard transports were sent np York River
to West Point. 85 miles above Yorktown ; these were General Franklin's
division, and their object was to follow up the, retreating foe. Ai first,

when the news spread over the country thai Yorktown had fallen, enthu-
siastic persons thought the war
would soon be ended

;
they had as-

sociated Yorktown with the surren-

der of Cornwallis, SI years before,

when the fighting in the Revolution

was virtually (dosed.

Owing to a pouring rain, which
lasted 36 hours, the roads were in

a heavy condition, and the Con-

federates moved very slowly; iIm\

finally halted to make preparations

for retarding the pursuit, which
was pressed vigorously, theadvanee

being under the command of Gene-

rals Eeintzelman and Hdoker. The
place chosen was Williamsburg, where a great number of slaves had

been engaged for some time in throwing np earthworks.

The Union cavalry nnder Stoneman first came up. hut only made a

reconnaissance in force. Heintzelman arrived the following morning
\er\ early, then Hooker's and Smith's divisions; Hooker dashed ill at

;a \.m. The Confederates fought bravelj ; indeed, throughout the whole
war. no American need blush because of the lack of braverj on either

side. The battle raged for six hours: the mire was such thai the i
-

cussion of firing almost swamped the gun carriages. Neither party

yielded ; the Confederates made a determined effort to turn the left of

the Union army, hut was unsuccessful. There was not as much i Dera-

tion a- there should have been on the Federal side, there being no one in

supreme command. McClellan arrived on the ground near

the idosc of the battle.

I luring the night the < lonfederates abandoned i heir work- and retreated

toward Richmond, leaving about l.onti men killed and wounded on the

field. The Union cavalry, under Colonel Arerill, pursued and captured

a large Dumber of prisoners. General •'. E. Johnston led his array ai
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chap lxiv to the south side of the Chickahominy, a branch <>f the

James. General Hnger, the Confederate commander at

Norfolk, destroyed all the military Btores, valued at ten million dollars,

and evacuated the place; at the same time the Merrimac was blown to

piece-. This ironclad out of the way, the Union gunboats

ascended .lames River, shelling both sides, until they reached

Drttry's Bluff, eiirhi miles below Richmond. Here was Fori Darling, so

high mi tho hlutr that the -hot from the boats for the must pari passed

over it. while the guns of the fori were so arranged as to make

plunging shots, ami in consequence the boats withdrew.

Tin' consternation thai prevailed at Richmond was very great at this

near approach of the gunboats. Arrangements were made to remove the

Dnryee'fl ZoaoveB.

public archives to Columbia. South Carolina, and the Confederate Con-

gress adjourned and went to their homes. They supposed the Union

army would follow up its successes, and change its base to the James

River and make thai the line of approach : the alarm subsided when it

was known thai instead it had been led across the ( 'hieka-

hominv. This stream lias low. marshy banks, extending

back 400 yards on each side : these are heavily timbered, and liable to he

overflowed at an ordinary freshet thai would raise the water a foot or two

May 21.
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above the summer level. General Barnard, the chief engi- chap, lxiv

ncer of the Arm\ of the Potomac, Says : "At the season we

struck it. it was one of the most formidable obstacles that could be

opposed to the march of an army." The main portion of the arm] was

led over, and two corps were left on the north side ; the latter, in case of

a storm or rise of the river, would be without support.

It is pleasing to note the efforts thai were made to relieve the wants of

the wounded and sick soldiers. To accomplish this purpose was formed

an association known as ••The United Slates Sanitary (' mis-ion."

This institution was the outgrowth oi the benevolent and humane, and

its influence was for good, and good only. Immediately after the battle

<d' Williamsburg the "Commission" was. for the first time, brought

fully into requisition. Physicians volunteered in great numbers, and

hastened to the front lo aid the arm\ surgeons in their oneron 8 duties ;

and multitudes of ladies id' culture and refinement came of their own

accord to nurse the wounded and sick soldiers. Means, in the form of

necessaries of life of everj kind in food and luxuries for the sick, were

afforded in abundance, provided b] monej Ereelj given bj the people of

the loyal States. The influence of this benevolent " Commission " has

been felt throughout the civilized world, and in the wars that have since

arisen in Europe, "Sanitarj Commissions" have been introduced and

modeled after the one thus brought into existence.

The two corps stationed north of the treacherous Chickahominy still

remained in their exposed position. The pontoons were ready, and thej

could have passed to the south side, lull the order was not
1 May 24.

given h\ McClellan. The corps commanders hecame uneas]

at the delay, and General lleinizelman remonstrated because of the

exposure. General Sumner, on his own responsibility, threw two tem-

porary bridges across the river to he in readiness. The Confederate

commander was waiting anxiously for a storm to Hood the banks of the

Chickahominy. It came after the two corps had lain as a tempting had

for ten days. Genera] Johnston lost no time in availing himself of the

storm, and with four divisions under Longstreet, Smith. D. II. 1
1
ill.

and Suger, sel out to make a detour and attack the two isolated corps.

But owing to the heaviness of the road- the several divisions were unable

to cooperate perfectly. General Longstreel was reluctant to wail till the

other Confederate divisions could come up, leal the two corpB mighl he

reinforced front the south Bide of the river. Ai 2 P.M. he
3i

fell with overwhelming numbers ami great force upon Gene

ral Casey's corps, which was compelled to fall hack and to lose its hospi-

tal stores, baggage wagons, and camp. Casej lost no time in Bending

word of his danger, and the prompt Sumnet no answered the call,

and hastened as fast as possible across his bridges, arriving at nightfall,

as the battle closed. The Federals had been forced hack two miles, had
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June 1.

chap, lxiv lost nine guns, and a great amonnl of military and medical
1862.

.-ton-.

During the night linker's division came up, and also large bodies of

Union troops crossed the river, and at daylight the Confederates were

astonished to find themselves vigorously attacked. It was

tlu-if turn to be forced back. They >i 1 manfully for five

hours, and then as if by our impulse they were driven along the whole

line, and the Union army regained it- former ground. This was the

battle of Fair Oaks, or Seven Pines.

Cooperation was imperfeel among the Union commanders; McClellan

was BCVen miles away, and did not learn of the disaster of the first day

till 9 o'clock that evening, lie arrived on the scene of the second day

toward the close of the liattle. The

Confederates retreated from the field,

and were not pursued to any greal

extent ; they had lost about 8,000,

and the Federals about 5,000. Their

commander, Joseph E. Johnston, was

so severely wounded that he had to

retire, and General Robert E. Lee

was appointed to take his place.

A -till greater enemy than that in

bhe held now attacked the Union

army. The broiling sun and the

malaria arising from the swamps

along the Chickahorainy, ami the

diseases incident to imperfect drain-

age, had prostrated a large portion

of the arm 3 : hut here the] were kept in till about 40 days on the

north side of the river, to he attacked the second time in the same

manner.

McClellan telegraphed to the President that the enemy had 200,000

men. Childe, in his Life of Lee, says the army of Northern Virginia on

the 201 1 1 of June numbered 70,000 fighting men: another authority

slates there were, in addition. 3(1.1)00 in the forts in and around Rich-

mond. General Lee Bent General J. E. B. Stuart to make a raid and

ascertain the position of that portion of the Union army that still re-

mained after the battle north of the Chickahominy. He performed the

first duty effectual] 3 bj destroying munitions of war and breaking rail-

ways, and the second in bringing an account id' the exposed condition of

the two corps north of the river. Upon receiving this information. Lee

resolved to attack them in mnch the -aim- manner that Johnston had

iiiiore assaulted them, lie took measures, meantime, to deceive Merid-

ian by making demonstrations in his front, which was on the south Bide

Hubert E Lei
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of tlir river, while he sent a large force to make a long de- chap lxiv.

tour in order to fall upon the extreme righi of the Federals.
im

A deserter came into the Onion lines and gave information thai the
enem\ were about to attack this portion of the arm] on their

extreme righi
; McClellau, in consequence, Benl two trustj

June 24

negroes to reconnoiter ; they soon returned and reported thai they saw
the pickets of the Confederates al Elanover Court House, aboul ten or

twelve miles distant. There was mysterj concerning the \\ bereabonts of

the mysterious "Stonewall." lie had retreated onl of the Shenandoah
Valley, yet it was known he had a

large force under his command : it

was now rumored he was on the

move.

McClellau, it seems, had finally

resolved to change his base to the

.lame- River, some twentj miles dis-

tant, where he could receive sup-

plies by water. Of this determina-

tion he had not informed the corps

commanders, nor had he held a

council of war. This change was

to commence on the 261 h. The daj

previous, the attack was

made: General D. II. Hill.
June 25 '

with 14,000 men. assaulting the Fe-

derals at Oak Grove, on their right

;

he became wearied of waiting for Jackson to come up. This commenced
the famous seven days' l>aitlc< so remarkable in our history. The attack

began at :! p.m. and ended at 9 p.m. General Porter fell back to ]:,

Dam Creek, hut when the Confederates attempted to earn that point

ile \ were repulsed bj the fierce tire from the Union breastworks, though
upon the whole the results were not decided for cither party. Lee, how-

ever, had failed to cut off, a- he hoped, this division of the Onion

army.

The following nigh I commenced the change of base, an exceeding!}

difficult thing to do in the fat f the persistenl attacks of

the enemy. McClellan had Benl order- to General Ingalls,

who was al the White Bouse, on York River, to destroy all the provisions

and ammunition that could not lie removed, ami to transport the re-

mainder to the James. Orders were now given to commence the move
toward the James. General McCall, on the right, was to fall hack across

the Chickahominy, and in connection with General Porter's corps make
a -tand to give time fur tl thcr portions "f the army to move toward

llle .lallles, ;m ,| in |he cVellill;.' I lll\ W efe to dl'-lfoV tile hri.l.

Hawkins1 Zouaves

June 26
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chap, lxiv iii the morning, D. II. Hill renewed the attack, and Lee
jun«27, 1862.

,,,.,),,,.,.,] ., ,_,,..,, „) assault, the brunt of which fell 00 Kit/,

John Porter's corps. The Federals stood firm, and their assailants were

compelled to retire in disorder : being reinforced, the assault was renewed.

but with do better success. Finally the Confederates, inward nightfall,

being heavily reinforced, fell with great fury on I lie Union left ; the

latter had been fighting all day, and were exhausted, and fell hack in

confusion, while the disorder extended to the center; hut here they were

mi'l by fresh brigades who opened their lines and lei their comrades paSE

through, and then received the advancing enemy with such effective

volleys that the latter were checked in their progress.

During the following night a train of .">. <>!)() wagons laden with material,

and a siege train drawn by 2,500 oxen left for the James. Saving de-

stroyed the bridges over the fated Chickahominy, General Key.-, with his

corps, k possession of the road across White Oak Swamp, and of other

passages by which the Union army might be impeded on its march,

the Federal wounded having been left under a flag of truce.

General Lee was delayed about a day in burying his dead and in build-

ing bridges over the river.

Generals Sumner and Franklin were lefi with their respective divisions

at Fair Oaks, to protect the baggage and the supply trains, and check

the enemy when they came up. McClellan bad g • forward with the

advance. It is remarkable that the Federals were, on their march, nearer

Richmond than the Confederate army, the main portion of which was

north of the Chickahominy. but there were good reasons why it would

have been imprudent then to attack the works on the north side of Rich-

mond, with the Confederate army in the rear, as the works could not

have been carried without a protracted struggle.

When the two corps left at Fair Oaks were leaving, they were attacked

by the Confederates ; this was about two in the afternoon,

but the latter, being repulsed with loss, retired at evening.

The Federals, daring the night, continued then route. The following

day thej were assailed as they guarded the narrow passage through White

Oak Swamp, by the left wing of the Con federates under Jackson, but the

Unionists held their ground. On the afternoon of that day an assault

was made upon General lleint/.ehnan's division at Charles City Cross

Roads, by the main body of the enemy under Longstreei and A. P. Hill.

This was one of the most desperate lights of the series ; the ( 'on fi derates

again and again charged furiously, but were as often driven back. Most of

i in- was a hand-to-hand straggle. On the aftern i of the same day the

baggage I rains reached Malvern Bill, not far from the James River. Dur-

ing the night the several Union divisions came up, having with them nearly

all their artillery, but still followed by the Confederates. Much confusion

was created among the Federals owing to the fact there was no res| sible
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bead, McClellan baring gone on board a gunboat to conn- chap. lxiv.

sel with Commodore Rodgers in respect fco the supply vessels.
1862

Malvern Hill is an elevated plateau (16 miles below Richmond) ; at the

base wire depressions or ravines and woods, though the top Was clear of

timber. Several roads converging toward one point crossed this hill;

on the northwest side a deep gorge extended to the river, while the gun-

boats could protect the Hanks of the Union position. It was evident

that the attack would he made in front, in order to avoid the shells from

the gunboats. During the forenoon skirmishing was rains
Jnlvl

on. the Confederates meanwhile making preparations for a

general attack, which began about 3 p.m., on the right of the Onion

line. The Confederate infantry made an attempt to charge, hut were

repulsed b\ well-directed discharges of artillery. Thej fell back to the

protection of the ravines and woods. This same form of attack was made

several times with the greatest bravery, hut with the same result. Late

in the afternoon, Jackson arrived with his division from White Oak

Swamp, where, after Heintzelman moved forward. Franklin had held

him in check until he himself was also able to move forward. With

Jackson came the forces of Magruder. It was found iisele.-< to assail the

Federal position after the severe losses sustained during the day, and the

following night the entire Confederate army withdrew toward Richmond.

The Union losses were about 15,000; the Confederates never published

a statement of theirs, hut in general terms
; they must have been greater,

as they were thi' attacking party, and were more exposed. Some authori-

ties estimate their loss at about 20,000. During this whole campaign it

was remarked that the Union army was never led to an attack but in one in-

stance at Williamsburg, where Hooker and Heintzelman were in command.

During these seven terrible days, when communication with the army

Was severed, the anxiety in Washington was \er\ great, but the hopeful

President, when he learned of the safe arrival of the army at Harrison's

Landing, on the James, telegraphed to McClellan: "If you can hold

your position, we shall have the enemy yet." The effect of these failures

to obtain a tangible result after so many sacrifices, was, for the moment,
to discourage the people of the loyal State-; but when, on the very day

on which was fought the battle of Malvern Hill, the President called for

300,0(in more men. they responded promptly.

The army was very much weakened by the climate ami disease incident

to their position, hut it never faltered in its duty, and amid many dis-

couragements ever evinced as much bravery as any of the Union annus.

while its endurance was marvelous. None of the armies during the war

were exposed to such deleterious influences of climate and position ae

they. McClellan called lor more troops, and sufficient W6W -cut to Har-

rison's Landing to raise his numbers to 101,691 effective men b\ the '.'oth

of July.
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chap lxiv. The change of base of the Armj of the Potomac had left

the National Capital liable to a sudden attack from the

enemy. It was thought better to consolidate the three -mall armies of

Fremont, Hanks, and McDowell, and place it in a position to repel such

an invasion. This was named the Army of Virginia, and General John

Pope, whom we have seen cooperating with Admiral Foote, was placed

In command.

General Salleck, at the suggestion of General Scott, was appointed
• to the command of the whole land forces of the United States as com-

mander-in-chief." McClellan Was BO

far awa\ from where rumor said would

be the scene of active operations, thai

it appeared necessary for the President

to act promptly, and not stand on mili-

tary etiquette. General Ealleclt was

sent to Harrison's Landing by the Pre-

,-iilent to confer with McClellan. The
main object was to ascertain if it were

possible to make a BUOCeSsfu] advance

on Richmond, and if not. to withdraw

the army and unite it with the Army
of Virginia, under Pope. McClellan

said he would need 50,000 additional

men : Ilalleck replied that so large a

number could not he spared from the defense of Washington and Haiti-

more, but that he was authorized to promise 20,000. This number
McClellan agreed to accept

; Ealleck returned to Washington to find a

telegram from the General asking for :>">. ooti men. It was now resolved

by the President to withdraw, for the present, the Army of the Potomac

to some point where it could be united with the other army ;
the junction

was to he on the line of the Rappahannock, and orders were

sent for McClellan to bring his forces to Acquis Creek, about

sixty miles below Washington, on the Potomac River. To facilitate the

movement, all the vessels of every class on the Chesapeake and James

River were to he put in requisition; previously the wounded and sick

soldiers had. by order of the President, been rapidly transferred to North-

ern hospitals. Instead of at once obeying the orders. McClellan wrote a

long letter to show that it would he hetter for his army to remain where

it was.

Meantime Pope's army had taken the field : it consisted id' ahout 12,000

men. 5,000 of whom were cavalry, hut p ly equipped:

IfeeonnoiterinLr parties hail reported the Confederates in

force mi the Rapidan, the south branch of the Rappahannock, as well as

at Madison Court House. Pope put his army in position to intercept

Henry Wager II Ualleck.

Aug 3

July 29
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their advance toward the National Capital : at a hill known chap, lxiv

as Cedar Mountain thej were met in force under Jackson Au« ' 18M

ami Ewell. The battle commenced in the afternoon, ami was continued

for some hours, (ieneral Pope came on the field al 6 p.m.. ami assumed

command. Be made some changes which the Confederates mistook for

a retreat, ami they rushed on as if in pursuit, ami in their haste came
nun an open field commanded bytheTJnion

artillery, which made sail havoe in their

ranks: they were compelled to retire. The

Following da] the Confederates made no move-

ment, lmt the next night Jackson fell back

beyond the Rapidan, leaving, under a Hap of

truce, his badly wounded. In a skirmish oc-

curring a few days later. J. E. H. Stuart's

adjutant was captured, and on him were found

papers showing that the whole Confederate

army was aboul to march upon Washington :

Jackson ami Ewell's force was only the ad-

vance guard. When this discovery was made, the information was tele-

graphed io headquarters at Washington : and McClellan was ordered to

bring his army immediately to the defense of the Capital. The latter

Wished the order to he withdrawn and he permitted to make an advance

mi Richmond by way of Petersburg; the order was insisted upon ami

n a- tardily obeyed'.

After the failure of the at tack on Richmond was known, the Governors

of the loyal States met l>_\ agreement to deliberate on public affairs, and

concert measure- in upholding the Union. Thej recommended the Pre-

sident to call for 300,000 additional men. The people of these States

were greatly disappointed because of the Union reverses in Virginia, hut

their zeal did not flag, nor their determination to put down the rebellion

and maintain the integrity of the Union, cost what it might.

The call fur 300,000 troops was made.

S.'ill ,,f Will Olli,

Aug. 4.
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Tin' Movement on Washington- Second Battle of Hull Hun— Invasion of Maryland

Capture of Harper's Ferry—Battle of Antietam—The Conscription Acta

McClellan Removed— English Cruisers and Sympathies— Affairs in the West -

Invasion of Kenturky— Battle d1 IVrryvilh

—

Battle of luka— Attack "ii < 'urinth

—Tin Preliminary Proclamation— Battle of Fredericksburg— Battle of Mur
freesboro,

HEN Jackson fell back from Cedar Mountain he

was joined by other of the Confederates, and now

the movement was made bj Lee to seize Washing-

ton before relief could come from either the troops

called out. or from the Army of the Potomac, and

to crash Pope's army, which he outnumbered.

Pope, learning of the numbers in his

front, retired from the Rapidan to the Rappahannock, and

guarded the fords so well that the enemy was cheeked in that direction.

Suddenly the large force in his front seemed to be diminished, and Gene-

ral Pope sent scouts to ascertain where this force had gone, hut no trust-

worthy information could be obtained. But he surmised the secret

movement was to make a long detour to their left, and to come in on

his Hank or rear : this suspicion he communicated to General McDowell,

who was in the vicinity of Fredericksburg.

Meanwhile Jackson was on the march, and by forced marches across

the country, passed in the evening without opposition from Shenandoah

Valley through Thoroughfare Gap in the Blue Ridge, north-
. oft * ~ ~

west of Manassas Junction. The Gap had been carelessly left

unguarded. The next day he captured the Junction and an immense

amount of stores, and burned the remainder; then he passed round and

was for a time between the Union army and the Capital. The telegraph

wires were cut and railways torn up, SO that, for want of correct informa-

tion, the divisions of the Union army were separated and crippled in

their movements.

990
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Aug. 29.

Confederate Flag

Meantime another division of Confederates, under Lone- chap lxv.

Btreetj had passed round according to their plan to unite

with Jackson, who fell bach from the Junction, and these two armies,

when united, amounted to 70,000 effective men (according to Childe),

while Pope's was aboul 54,000, <>f which his cavalry was

\ri-\ defective. Lee himself came up with Longstreel

and assumed command.

Pope's arm} had been incessantly marching back and

forward for some days in order to find the enemy, and

were worn out with fatigue. Now. at 1<) A.M.

commenced what lias been called the Second

Battle of Hull Run, by General Sigel attacking the Con-

federates, who were drawn up in a good position behind

the embankment of a railroad. There was want of con-

cert on the part of the Union divisions. The contest

was \'i-\ Bevere during the day: nothing valuable was gained bj the

Federals, though they drove the Confederates from their position and

occupied it themselves. The following day the main battle was fought :

the line extended five miles, at one i ime the battle raging along its entire

length. The slaughter was terrible on both sides. The Confederates,

under I.e. were concentrated, and dashed upon the Federal left, which

was finally forced hack some dis-

tance, but at dark they made a stand.

The hist conflict was at Chantilly,

where fell two excellent Union of-

ficers, (lenerals Stevens and Kear-

ny. Pope retired to the intrench-

ments at Centreville, and in a day

or two withdrew to the fortifications

around Washington. The Union loss

was estimated at l.'i.OOO, and the

( lonfederates at about L0,000. Had

the Army of the Potomac arrived at

ACQUIS Creek at the time ordered.

and for which mean- of

t ransportation was sup-

plied, the Sc I Battle of Hull Bun

would, no doubt, have resulted differently. General Pope, at his own

request, was relieved of command in this department ; he was sent at

once to take charge of the war against the Indians in Minnesota.

A strong party in the Confederacy were urging an advance into the

loyal States ;
this had been attempted, hut without success, in the West,

and now seemed a favorable opportunity to take the offensive in the

Bast

~Z/
•

Ip \^
Aug 20

Phil Iv ;irn\
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chap lxv General Lee determined to invade Maryland, as the people

were represented aa hostile to the Union ; but in this respect

be had been grossly deceived by disloyal persons from thai State. This

he discovered when be issued his proclamation informing the people he

had ciinic in free them f ri >in the oppressions of the National Government,
They unheeded the friendly call, and did not enlist in bis army, bnl

proved themselves hostile. The advance crossed the Poto-

mac, and three days later was at Frederick, .Maryland, and

by the loth arrived at Hagerstown.

During this time the Union army was concentrating around Washing-
ion, ami when McClellan arrived he was directed to take the control.

and to defend Washington, protect Baltimore, and

drive the invaders from .Maryland. Notwithstand-

ing the disorganization thai reigned, the army was

sooner than expected reorganized and ready to

follow the enemy. As soon as it was known thai

Lee's army had crossed into Maryland, the Tnion

army was put in motion, following a line to protect

Washington and ward them off from Baltimore.

General Franklin led the right, General Sumner
ihe center, and Burnside the left.

While these matters were in progress, Lee de-

tached Jackson to invest and capture Harper's

Ferry. This place was under the command of

Colonel Miles, who had 11,500 men, and expected

aid to he sent him to hold the position. The rc-

inforcements failed to come, and Miles was com-

pelled in surrender, as he had not sufficient men
to nceiipy ami hold the heights which commanded

his own position. These heights Jackson seized, and after a gallant

defense, Colonel Miles surrendered: the expected aid was
Sept. 15. ,,._,,,, .

'

thirty hours behind time.

General Lee, when he learned of the movements of the Union army,
left the line of Monocacy Creek, and marched up the north hank of the

Potomac till he struck the valley of Anlictain Creek, thus pulling South
Mountain between himself and the approaching army. When General

Burnside reached Frederick, a Union soldier picked up a

paper which had been left in the reeenl headquarters of D.

11. Hill : it was found to be an order from Lee to Hill, dated three days

before. This paper revealed to McClellan the plan of the invasion.

Hill had been ordered to guard the passes in the South Mountain the

local name of the Blue Ridge north of the Potomac): of these there

were two within five milesof each oilier—Orumpton and Turner. These

McClellan ordered to be seized, and General Franklin approached

Kearny's Decoration.

Sept. 12
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the former to find it guarded by the enemy; these he die- chap lxv.

lodged, but mi passing through found the enemy in force in
1862 '

Pleasant Valley. Bumside found Turner Gap held by D. H. Hill, whose
Line occupied the Gap and for a mile along the cresi of the ridge. The
battle commenced and lasted all day. The following oighi

Hill withdrew, after Losing 2,500 men, to join Lee, who
Se»l - "

with his main force had token a strong position on the west side of

Antietam Creek, with the Tillage of Sharpsburg in bis rear, through

which his waj

was open to the

Potomac. Evi-

. in |y the cold recep-

tion he had received

from the people of

M a rv 1 a 11 d deterred

liim from advancing

further north, a- he

was now in the Cum-
berland Valley, the

richest in Eastern
Pennsylvania, ami had the inducement to capture rich villages, ami
even the capital df the State.

Over Antietam Creek are four bridges: these Lee oarefull] guarded
with artillery, as the lower portion of the creek protected bis right bj

its depth nf water. (>n the east dde .MeClellan gradually drew up his

forces, giving Lee ample time to recall the captors of Harper's Perry.

63

Hop drawing Del if Wu
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chap. lxv. The tir-t day the battle commenced on the left "f i h<- Con-
s«pt. 16, 1862.

f( ,,i,
.,;,(,, s- i, v (;,.,,,. r; ,| Hooker's division, which bad crossed

the creek higher up without opposition. The battle was Bevere, and in

the end the Confederates, commanded by Hood, were driven l>;ick. but

imi lill more than half the brigades which formed the fire! lines were

either slain or disabled. The Federals pressed forward and drove them

some distance; nighl coming on, both armies rested in the woods till

morning. The Confederates wen reinforced in the night, and Honker's

division by that of Sumner. The battle was renewed in the morning by

Pennsylvania troops under General Meade. The assault was so severe

that the Confederates were driven across a field into another piece of

wood, where, 1 >ci hl;' reinforced, they rallied, and in their turn Forced the

Federals hack to almost their original position. Now the battle ceased

as if by mutual consent, both parties being exhausted from their exertions

and weakened by their losses. During all this time the Union center

and left wing did comparatively nothing, and Lee was enabled, as well

as MeClellan. to semi reinforcements to those engaged in
Sept. 17.

battle.

The lower bridge, opposite which Bnrnside was stationed, was so com-

pletely commanded by artillery, that it was 1 p.m. before it was carried,

though the intention had been to make the attack at s \.m. Two hours

afterward Burnside's division drove back the Confederates and occupied

the heights beyond the bridge] these he held tor a while, when he ua-

ordered back to the bridge. Thus ended the battle of Antietam : both

armies rested the next day: meanwhile MeClellan was reinforced by two

divisions.

During the following night I' 1
'

1 ' retreated, and on the next day crossed

the Potomac and established bis headquarters at Martins-

burg. The losses, altogether, of this campaign, cost the

Confederates about 30.000 men: nothing had been gained, and it was

demonstrated that they had hill few sympathizers in Maryland. The

disappointment of the Confederate authorities and their people was verj

great. Some months previous to this, their Congress passed

a conscription act of the most severe character. "This act

made all men under the age of :!."i years and over IS, soldiers for the war.

or until they attained the age of 35." All within these ages were no

longer citizens 1 mt soldiers, ami could he forced into the army by any

officer who happened to catch them. In addition: "'All previous con-

tracts with volunteers were annulled." This terrible conscription act

was in contrast with that adopted by the loyal Stales, when it was deemed

necessary to pass one. With them the person drafted could hire a substi-

tute, and tile people took in hand themselves to aid those drafted : anil

when they had families or persons depending upon them, often furnish-

ing the support of these while the father was in the field. This act ot

Sept 19.

April 16.
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conscription was denounced by many in the Confederacy as chap lxv.

an invasion of the favorite doctrine of State Sights, the
1862

extreme views on which had been bo much taught of late, especially by

the leaders in this effort to dissolve the Union. Governor Brown, of

Georgia, was bo strong in his opposition to this act, thai Jefferson Davis

found it expedient to publicly address the governor of thai Stan in

vindication of the policy.

To return to the armies. McClellan did not pi-ess his advantage of

having fresh troops and abundant BUpplies; lie hesitated to act, when
the whole country was urgent thai he should follow up the retreating

enemy, which was quietly lying in Virginia, knowing with whom thej

had to deal. President Lincoln and the Secretary of War urged him to

move, hut one excuse was given after another, anil no movement made.

The President himself visited the army, and intimated to

McClellan that his army could move as well as Lee's; ret

nothing was done, though the Union army had been reinforced so that

it numbered nearly 130,000 men. The Secretary of War. bj direction of

the President, sent on October tith a peremptory order for him to attack

the Confederates. This command was disregarded, and the President

wrote a note (October 16th) to McClellan, in which he says :
" Are yon

not over cautious when you cannot do what the enemy is doing con-

tinually ? Should you not claim to he at least his equal in prowess, and

act upon the claim?" A slow movement was begun, hut after waiting

ten days, the President found it his duty Jo remove .McClel-

lan from the command of the army, and order him to report

at his home in Trenton. New Jersey. General Ambrose E. Burnside was

appointed to succeed him.
'

A- indicated by Jefferson Davis in his address, when he assumed the

office of Provisional President, the Confederate authorities endeavored to

create a navy of privateers. In aid .of this project English shipowners

and builders entered with zeal, in order to ruin the commerce of the

United States. In this thej succeeded hut too well, both in violations

of treaty stipulations as neutrals, and national courtesy. One of these

reesels, the OretO, afterward the Florida, was lilted out ill spile of the

protest of Mr. Adams. American Minister to the English Government,

who promised to look into the matter, bn1 was careful, it would Mini,

not to issue orders for her detention until a few hours after -lie had

sailed. This vessel reached Mobile with her freight, and thence issued

as a Confederate cruiser. There were altogether sent out from English

port-, including tenders, eighteen vessels to cruise over the ocean and

prey on the commerce of the United States.

The most important of all these was the privateer built express!) for

the purpose by the Lairds—known on their "stocks" a- "890," but in

history the "Alabama.'' These mysterious figures indicated that she
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chap lxv. was built by means furnished as subscriptions by ••••290"

British merchants and shipowners. Her commander was

Raphael Semmes, who had nol even the excuse thai his State had seceded :

lie beings native of Maryland. When al sea In- read bis orders (which

till then had been Bealed) in his motley crew, nearly all of whom were

Englishmen. These orders were from Jefferson Davis to Semmes, and

in effect authorized him "to sink, burn, and destroy everything which

lieu the ensign of the so-called United States of America."* This order

Semmes carried out as his career of glory in attacking and plundering

defenseless merchantmen, and generally burning their vessels at -ea.

Sometime- he pul their crews in irons until he could dispose of them,

and sometimes the Captured vessel was released, the captain giving a ran-

som bond. The destruction of property was enormous, hut its value was

estimated, and in due time paid in gold by the British Government
The injur] done incidentally to the commercial marine of the Union.

though still greater, could not he paid for. as the damage in that respect

was not allowed. It is a pleasure to record that the working classes of

England, when tbej understood the matter, sympathized with those who
were fighting to preserve the Union, while, for the mosl part, the upper

or ruling classes favored those who wished to break up the Union.

Louis Napoleon, as far as he though! prudent, sympathized with the

rebellion : he wished to act as mediator, whether to -lop the strife or to

enhance his own vanity, is unknown. One thing is certain, no French-

man, as far as known, made a eeiil b\ running the blockade or in supply-

ing tin' enemies of the Union with arms.

We will now notice affairs in the West. <»n the same day the Union

armj occupied Corinth, General Halleck senl General Carlos

Buel to move along the railway toward Chattanooga, in East

Tennessee, i wo hundred miles east of Corinth. This important point

was to he occupied, while General Grant was directed to lake care of

West Tennessee and capture Vicssburg, the oul\ obstacle in the way of

opening tin- Mississippi except Port Hudson—between these two places

the Confederates had control. General 0. M. Mitehel had advanced

into Alabama and taken possession of several important points, ami

General G. W. Morgan seized the gate of East Tennessee—Cumberland

Gap. All these commands combined amounted to ahoui 4<>.ooi> men :

a small number to garrison places and protect the region they nominally

occupied. The truth is, to reinforce the Arm\ of the Potomac these

armies had been laid under hea\\ contribution. As was to he expected,

the Confederate commanders saw this deficiency of men in the Union

armies, and they devised plans to make all these forces retire north. In

three divisions they passed to the rear of the Union armies and into the

State of Kentucky: General Braxton Bragg into thevicinitj of Glasgow,

and Genera] Kirhy Smith from the direction of Cumberland Gap; their
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force amounted to :so.noo men, while Forrest and John chap lxv

Morgan, each with about L,500 horsemen, were riding in

every direction through the south middle portion of the State. The
latter were attacking isolated places, and driving off cattle and impress-

ing negroes to drive the wagons they had seized and laden with plunder

—they called it foraging.

It was rumored that Louisville and Cincinnati were the objective points

of this expedition. General Buel was ordered to pursue and prevent

their seizing these cities, and to drive the invader- mil of the State.

General Nelson, in command at Louisville, moved to check

the advance of Bragg, while General Lewis Wallace made
great exertions to protect Cincinnati: these both succeeded in holding

the enemy at hay till Buel came up in their rear. The Confederates saw

the danger, and began to fall hack in order to save the immense train of

laden wagons they were driving south. The Federals overtook them at

Perryville, and a battle commenced : the < lonfederates, rush-

ing on in great fury, gained some advantage at first, which

changed much toward evening in favor of the Union army. The latter

made arrangements to attack the foe in the morning, hut when thai

came it was found that the Confederates had abandoned their position,

and continued to retreat until thej left the State. This failure caused

LTeat disappointment throughout the Confederacy ; the plans for invad-

ing Kentucky hail resulted in the loss .if a great number of men. and the

onlj gain Was Some thousand wagons loaded with provision-.

In the western portion of Ten ne—ee the Confederates hoped to recover

what they had lost, and even expressed the intention of re-occupying

Fori Donelson. General Sterling Price, the Missouri ex-governor, made

an effort to carry out In- part of the programme, hut Gen
1 '

Sept 20

ial Rosecrans defeated him at [uka, Mississippi, drove him

from the field, and captured 1,000 of his men. Aft. i ward Rosecrans

himself was attacked in hi- intrenchments at Corinth by an army of

38.000 men under Generals Van Dorn, Price. Lovell, and

Iv'u-t : the latter were defeated. Leaving around the intrench-

ments aboui 7,000 killed and wounded, and more than 2.000 prisoners.

These generals had been reckless in exposing their men. Tie Union

army lost only 315 killed ami nearly 1,900 wounded. Jefferson Davie

immediately removed Van h, >ni. and appointed General John C. Pem-

berton to Bucceed him.

President Lincoln took an important step just after the battle of

Antietam. in issuing a preliminary Proclamation of Eman-

cipation of the slaves of tie. ed in rebellion against

the National Government. This was t" go into effect on the first of the

following January, unless these States should lay down their arms and

come hack to the Union by a popular voie. This offer was treated with
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chap. lxv. contempt and ridicule by the leaden of the rebellion, and

the measure or proposition was so misrepresented by the

Confederate press, thai the great body of the Southern people never

understood the full import of this preliminary proclamation. This docu-

ment was a legitimate war measure, for the slave, in his sphere as a raiser

lit' cotton and corn, as a protector and supporter of the families of those

in the Confederate armies, and as a laborer on fortifications, was as useful

as the soldier himself in the army.

We left the Army of the Potomac under General Burnside. Bis plan

of campaign was to move direct!] across the country to the Rappahan-

nock, pass over that river, and, if necessary, go into winter quarters, and

then from that point move on Richmond. This plan was consented to

by (ieneral llalleek. who visited the army. The pontoons needed in

order to cross tile river were promised to be at Kredericksbuig by the

time the army should arrive opposite that town -l hey were to be -cut hv

water. The Union arm} moved promptly
; meantime Lee was made to

believe il was still in his front by the many demonstrations againsl him.

The army arrived opposite Fredericksburg to find that the pontoons bad

not come; they had been delayed by some unpardonable blundering at

the War Department. The river had risen very high in consequence of

1 1

1

•; i \ \ rains, and before the pontoons came, and while the Union arinv

was waiting, Longstreet's division arrived on the opposite side of the

river and fortified the heights.

At length the long-looked-for pontoons came, and were laid amid the

balls of cannon and of sharpshoot-

ers, the latter sheltered by the

houses of the town. The follow-

ing morning at three points cross-

ings were accomplished

in a very heroic manner.

Then an assault was made along

a line of inlrenchincnls five miles

in extent, but after the bravest

exertions the attempt was given

ii]i— in fact, no such rash assault

was made during the whole war.

There were many deeds of heroic

bravery : the remnants of the

Irish regiments, under (ieneral

Meagher. 1,200 strong, came out.

after repeated struggles, with only "2S0 unwouiided. Tin' enemy's in-

trenchments were crowned with artillery, and in addition rifle-pits were

at every available point. The result was the loss .if 10,283 of the

Union army, and t.ioi of the Confederate. <>n the third night after the

Dec 12.

riionimi French* Meagher.
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battle—meantime the Union heavj guns, placed on Stafford chap lxv

Heights across the river, battered incessantlj the Confede-

rate intrenchments—came on ;i fearful Btorm of rain and wind, during

which flic Union army was skillfull} withdrawn over the
i . • '» j ,i Dec. 16.

river, where it remainedinactive some months.

We have seen Generals Bragg and Kirby Smith retreating from South-

Bragg passed through

lmi it was rumored he

eastern Kentucky after the battle of I'erryville

Cumberland Gap, and disappeared for a whih

was on his way to invade Middle

Tennessee— Nashville being the ob-

jective point. General Rosecranswas

in command of that Department ; at

first his troops were much scattered,

but he managed to pui thai city in a

state of defense. Bragg concentrated

his forces in the vicinity of Mur-

freesboro, on the west side of Stone

River. When he thought

himself prepared, Bosecrans

marched oui of Nashville to try the i

enemy, and after reconnoitering. de- '

termined to fall upon their right.

and to crush and drive it back upon „
' Braxton Bra

the center. Ii was reported to Rose-

crans that the enemy were changing their main position t" their own

left, with the intention of falling upon the Union right : this report

could not be verified, though the result proved its truth.

When Rosecrans moved to attack the Confederates' right, he was soon

astonished to hear heavy cannonading on his own right, and

word came presently from General McCook, who was in

command, that he was pressed bj overwhelming numbers
;
word was Bent

in replj to dispute every inch of ground, and assistance would be brought

as booh as possible. This was a remarkably contested field, both parties

fighting with the greatest bravery. It was upon this occasion that Gene-

ral Sheridan displayed his gnat versatility in handling troops in the face

of the enemy. Both armies, at the close of this dreadful day, rested on

their arms. There was some gkirmishing on the following day, and on

the third, during the night, Bragg fell back toward the

south, t ; i k i 1

1

l: position some forty miles distant, behind a

stream known as Duck River. While these events were in progress, a

number of desultory raid- were going on under the leaders Forrest and

John Morgan, to break the communications of the 1'nion army; tie-,

were Inn partially successful. The bootless result of these expedition-

was a great disappointment to the leader- of the rebellion.

Dec 31

Jin 2. 1863



CHAPTER LXYI.

Lincoln's A. D M I N i s t k a T 1 o n — CONTINB K D.

Finances and Benevolences—Tariff ; its Effect— Finances of the < lonfederacy —Eman-
cipation— National Hanks -Hooker in Command —-Battle of Cbancellorsville -

Efforts in open the Mississippi -Capture of Arkansas Post Losses at Galveston

— Lee's Invasion ol' Pennsylvania— Three Days' Fight, or Battle of Gettysburg

—

Movements on Vicksburg Its Capture—Port Hudson Surrenders— Losses of

the Confederacy -The Two Hauls.

E, at the commencement of the war. hare Been the

people nf the loyal States coming forward and

giving muiii'N of their own accord. To this there

was a limit : yet, according to their means, the

peoples' benevolence went on, but in a different

form, as was shown in what was done bj free gifts

in the families of the soldiers in the armies, in the

care of the sick and wounded, and in furnishing refreshments and com-

forts to the soldiers on their way to join the armies in (lie field, or on

their way home when discharged from the service. The loyal portion of

the people never ceased their efforts in this respect ; these benevolences

amounted to millions in value. The Christian Commission performed

its dutj in aiding the soldiers of every denomination in baving their own

spiritual advisers. Funds to defray the expenses in supplying the sol-

diers with Suitable hooks anil papers were the free gifts of the people

themselves.

The time came when the Government took measures to provide itseli

with the means of carrying on the war, which was averaging more than

$1,000,000 a day. A loan of $250,000,000 was authorized by Congress

in the first year of the war, and also a tax was imposed on incomes, and

the duties on coffee, tea, and other articles were increased. The finances

of the country became more and more deranged. By the Lst of January,

1862, all the banksof the country had suspended specie payments. Con-
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gress gave authority to the Secretar] of the Treasury to issue chap. lxvi

$150,000,000 in United states notes " Greenbacks," thus
18M

named by the people from the color of the paper on which their backs
were printed. The Secretar] was also authorized (February, 1862) to

issue bonds bearing interest at six per cent., and to the amounl of

$500,000,000. These bonds were offered in comparative^ Bmall amounts,
and were taken by the people with alacrity and zeal. Nn one supposed

there was lying idle so much money in the country as was brought for-

ward from hiding-places to purchase these bonds and thus aid the cause.

The duties on imports were paid in gold, and the interest on these bonds
was also paid in the same precious metal.

In addition, the tariff necessarily imposed to raise revenue for defray-

ing these enormous expenses, had the ellect of stimulating the vari-

ous mechanical interests of the country, and manufacturing industries

bounded forward at a rate never witnessed before in the land. Without

knowing the fact, no one passing through the loyal Stales at that time

would have suspected the nation was engaged in a war of such magnitude.

One beneficial effect was the employment given to great multitudes in

these taetot'ies. thus affording opportunities for earning a livelihood.

Nor did the good influence end here; the impulse given to manufactur-

ing industries is a boon to the nation, as is also the skill thus acquired.

This has been striking!] shown, especially in our articles of a practical

or useful kind, when compared with those of other nations. Our manu-
factured articles in almost e\er\ form are now sent abroad in ".'real quan-

tities, when, before this impulse was given, the exports of our mechanical

labor amounted to very little. Congress found it necessary to impose

taxes on domestic industry, hut these have been paid hack indirectly to

the people by this skill thus acquired. The taxes imposed on deeds,

mortgages, bonds, and man] commercial transactions, were in the form

of stamps. I'lusr were lightened bj degrees, and taken oil' as soon as

the Government could afford it. The premium on gold continued to

rise, and fluctuated bo much a- greatl] to derange prices: the highest

premium •.".is was reached Jul] 9, 1864.

The Confederacy was in a sad condition as to finances; its debt was

nl ready $i!00,()0(i,0(Ki In scrip, which the people had to take or receive

nothing for what the Confederacy needed in its desperate venture. This

debt was payable on the acknowledgment of their independence by the

Tinted Stale- and on the conclusion of peace. A- that result seemed

re and more doubtful, the future was not verj assuring. Their

authorities laid heavj lav-, while almost ever] effort to obtain a foreign

loan failed ; at first a little was realized on cotton exported b] mean- of

English blockade runner-, but now that hud also failed, a- neither their

cotton nor tobacco could be sent abroad, nor could blockade runners

enter their ports, which were virtually closed. The latter worthies had
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chap, lxvi lost mi many sh%>8 and cargoes they were fain to give up

blockade running.

On January 1, 1803. in accordance with the preliminary proclamation

issued one hundred day- before, President Lincoln issued his final decree

of Emancipation. Inclosing, lie said : " Upon this act, sincerely believed

to be an act of jusl ice, warranted

by the ' lonstitution upon grounds

of military necessity, 1 invite the

considerate judgment of man-

kind, and the gracious Savor of

Sod." The immediate effeel of

this important document was not

striking, but it was really the

death blow to the system of slave-

ry. It became an occasion for

persons to show their loyaltj or

otherwise. In the loyal States

it was hailed with joy by those

who desired to preserve the in-

tegrity of the Nation. Prom
this time forward views began to

change in respect to the negro's relation to the Government : instead of

being employed by the Confederates to destroy the Union, his aid was

invoked in saving it. Within a year 50.000 colored men were in the

army, or engaged in the active service of the country.

The proclamation received the most hitter denunciations from the

Confederate authorities and press. Jefferson Davis, in his message to

their Congress, denounced the measure in severe terms, pre-

dicting untold miseries that would come from the fact that

"several millions of human beings of an inferior nice— peaceful and

Banner "f M I', s. Colored Tr

contented laborers in their sphen—would

he doomed to extermination." President

Lincoln had urged in his proclamation the

emancipated slaves "to abstain from vio-

lence, unless in necessary self-defense."

This admonition, Mr. Davis declared, was

designed to encourage them to assassinate

their masters.

At the instance of the Secretary of the

Treasury. Congress passed a bill establish-

ing a hanking system for the whole coun-

try. The OUtffTOWth of this was the or-

®®h

Scut of the Treasury Departmenl

Feb. 25.

ganization of National Hanks, which have proved an effec-

tive agency in securing a uniform currency, and cheap
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Jan 26.

exchange in mercantile transactions between the difterenl chap lxvi.

portions of the Union. These banks are required to invesl

their entire capital in United States interest-paying bonds; this interest

is paid in gold to the banks themselves. Ten per cent, of their capita]

is retained bj the Government i<> meel contingencies, while ninety per

cent, of the same is furnished to the banks in the form of circulating

notes. The plates of these notes are engraved, and are printed and

registered by the Government alone, in order to control their issue and

prevent the circulation of the bunks getting beyond the legal amount.

Should one of these hanks fail, i lie bolder of its hills ca t Buffer I"--.

as they would be redeemed by the United mh - Treasury. Their notes

are at par throughout the Union, ami a- such are received for all dues

"except duties mi i mpi n-t > and interest on the public deht." This finan-

cial measure greatly facilitates commercial intercourse between the peopli

of the several portions of the land, and aids in stn agthening the harmony

of the Nation.

General Burnside desired to he relieved of bis command of the Army
of the Potomac, which office he had very reluctantly accepted.

Genera] Hunker was appointed to succeed him. He was one

of those generals willing to attack the enemy wherever found, hi ace the

soldiers characterized 1dm as "Fighting Joe;" it remained for him to

develop the other

qualities of a g 1 £&&£>
commander. The

army, all told.

numbered about
r.'li.ono nun : the

cavalry 12,000, this

arm of the service

was better drilled

than usual. The

army was still op-

posite Fredericks-

burg, while the

Confederates held

guard for twenty-

five lode- along the

SOUth hank "f the

Bappahan nock.

T h e \ numbered

4;. <>"ii men behind intrenchments, which made them equal to three or

four times that number. Longstreel had 24,000 men guarding the way

to Richmond by the .lame- River.

General Hooker determined to make a rapid movement up the river

Picket* on Dutj
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chap, lxvi beyond the lines of Lee's army, and there cross and make a

rapid march to a poinl known as Chancellor's, a country

tavern about eleven miles sonthwesi of Frederioksbarg, where a number
of country roads met. On the second day, after marching twenty-a

miles, the army passed over the Rappahannock on pontoon- brought and

laid for the purpose. They soon after reached the Rapidan, a smaller

stream, the water being about four feet deep; each division stripped,

plunged in. carrying aloft their arms, clothes, ami provi-

sions. This crossing took up all the night long; they

pressed on m the morning, ami arrived at their destination in the after-

noon, having surprised the forces stationed there, and drove them toward

I.e.'- main army. The Union arms was now in position among scrub

oak and pims—known as the Wilder-

ness \\ hieli were bo dense with under-

brush that troops could not he han-

dled to advantage, and the superior

numbers of the Union army were thus

unavailable.

Hooker had detached General

Sedgewick to pa-- tin- Rappahannock

below Fredericksburg, to make a

feigned attack on the extreme right

of Lee's army. 'This movement the

latter soon discovered to he a feint,

and acted accordingly, by throwing

all his available force upon the main Union arms at Chancellor's. Two
days passed with sharp skirmishing, but nothing of importance was

accomplished on cither side. The nature of the ground precluded definite

information being obtained. The demonstrations made by Lee were

with a purpose, and Hooker was Btrangelj deceived by them. The
latter's scouts had reported that the day before a large detachment of the

Confederates were falling back toward Richmond, when, in truth, they

had caught a glimpse of 22,000 men. led by " Stonewall " Jackson, to

make a lout: detour of more than twenty mile-, in order to come in

unexpectedly on the rear of Booker's army. This movement was made
at the suggestion of Jackson himself, who was famous for making ma-

neuvers of that kind, and it is a marvel, if no' inexcusable, thai Hooker

ami his corps commanders were deceived by the information brought by

the scouts.

It look nearly two days to accomplish this detour, ami suddenly, on

the evening of the second day. about 8 o'clock, Jackson fell

upon the Eleventh Corps, commanded by SiL'el : he drove this

pell-mell upon the Twelfth Corps, throwing it into confusion. Darkness

Coming on. and some hasty hi-east works being thrown up. together with

V
Whitworth Cannon.
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the rapid Bhelling of the w Is, the Confederates were cbap lxvi.

checked, [n order to obtain accurate information before
1883

making a nighl attack, Jackson wenl forward himself ti ith a few followers

i" reconnoiter. On his waj back his partj was fired upon bj hie own
men, who mistook the company for Federal scouts. Jackson was wounded
ami fell from his horse. His companions carried him off the field, bul

when on the way a large reconnoitering party of Federals came up, and

the Confederates, in firing al them, wounded Jackson again, as bis partj

was between the two firings ; one of the aids carrying Jackson was killed.

II. died within a tew days, and General James E. I'., smart, the famous

raider, was appointed to iiis command.

Rnilw

The following day the fighting was continued in a desultory manner;

the I'liinii army, for the greater part, was not brought into action in

time Through the scrub oak were cut country roads, and these the

Confederates, knowing them well, had carefully commanded by artillery :

the fighl was therefore carried (in by the Union soldiers probing through

the thick underbrush, which happened t<> he very dry. and at length

took fire, which spread through the w I, causing intense Buffering (•>

the wounded of both armies.

Fur three hours, at one time, the Union army had no responsible head,

Hooker having been stunned by a blow : he was standing on the piazza

of his headquarters when a cannon hall knocked down a post which

struck him.

General Sedgewick gained some advantages, bul Lee, favored by cir-

cumstances, took a large detachment from before Hooker, ami fell upon

him and forced him to rccross the river. That nighl a council of war

was held tit Hooker's headquarters. Three of the generals presenl wished

to remain and fighl il out. and two thought it better to fall hack behind

the Rappahannock. Hooker decided to withdraw ; a storm of wind ami

ntin came on in the night, and the army withdrew safely

from its entanglements. This was a campaign more than

usually characterized by blunders. The Union army losl about 11.000

killed ami wounded, and the Confederates aboul 10,000. When Hooker

M»T 4
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chap. lxvi. wa> about to move, iii order to prevent the enemy from
reaching Richmond without great difficulty, he Bent a large

force of cavalry, under General Stoneman, to pass round between the

Confederate army and their capital, to destroy the railways and bridges.

This order was fully carried out, one portion, under Kilpatrick, passing

entirely around Richmond, and doing an immense amount of injurj to

the communications of the city, and finally came to the James at Glou-

cester, crossed over, and rejoined Booker's army.

General Grant had his headquarters at Memphis, and bis main duty-

was to open the Mississippi by capturing Vicksburg, while General Banks

was to capture Port Hudson. His first efforts

were to come in on the rear of Vicksburg by

the way of Jackson, the capital of the State.

While he was to lead an army by land. General

Sherman was to carry his forces by means of

transports and Bteamers, guarded by Porter's

gunboats, down from Memphis and np i lir

Yazoo io a certain point, and thence to coope-

rate with Grant's army. 'The latter moved
rapidly to Holly Springs, which place the Con-

federates abandoned, and look position on the

south hank of the Tallahatchie River, a branch

of the YaZOO. Hi' moved round
Dec. 2, 1862.

toward their rear, and they tell

hack and made a second stand, hill were driven

still farther, and the Union army halted al

Orford until a sufficient supply of provisions

could he brought to Iloily Springs. Through
t lie inefficiency of the officer in command, the guard of these munitions

fras surprised by Van Dorn. and the supplies destroyed, and Grant was

compelled to turn hack and abandon that line of attack.

Meanwhile Sherman and his forces had passed up the Yazoo Id find

Hie entire force of the Confederates drawn up at Haynes' Bluff on that

river. He attacked them with great spirit, hut was forced

to withdraw with a loss of nearh 2,000 killed and disabled :

he moved down the river to its mouth. When he made the attack he

was not aware of the retreat of Grant. The latter in due t ime arrived

with his forces, and the whole army took position al Millikcn's Bend,

twelve miles above Vicksburg.

Before the arrival of Grant's army, General McClernand, who was in

temporary com ma ml, captured Arkansas Post,- fifty miles above the mouth
of that river. The troops embarked on hoard steamers, and accompanied

by Admiral Porter's gunboats and rams, they steamed to the mouth of

the Arkansas, up which they passed. Three miles below the PoSl the

Mississippi Rifleman.

Dec. 29, 1862.
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troops landed and commenced their march, and in a shorl chap, lxvi

time invested the place; Porter, al the same time, moved
Ja° " 1863

into close range. A fierce bombardment ensued, and ere long a wbiti

flag appeared. About 5,000 prisoners were captured, and all the muni-
tions in the place. When Grant arrived ai Milliken's Bend he assumed
command, and began to work bis waj down inward Vicksburg.

While these events were in progress, General Banks sen) an expedition

from New Orleans to recover Baton Rouge; the Confederate garrison

withdrew and passed up to Port Eudson, which they fortified carefully,

equal almost to Vicksburg itself, which was complacently styled the

"Gibraltar of the Confederacy. " Banks also senl an expedition to take

possession of Galveston, Texas. The land force was to hold the town bj

aid of the gunboats ; alter the place was occupied, the Confederates, who
seem to have heen better prepared than the Federal commanders sup-

posed, made a rigorous attack both by land and water, in

the latter with three powerful rams. The revenue cutter

Harriet Lane was captured, and her commander. Wainwright, slain in

the conflict. The llagship, the Westfield, ran aground and lay helpless,

when it was resolved to Mow her up. and arrangements were made: the

men were off, when her gallant commander, Reiishaw. the last person to

leave the ship, was killed liy the premature explosion.

Several reasons are assigned for the next movement of the ( lonfederates

toward Washington and the North: one to compel Hooker to leave the

Rappahannock, another to give the people of the loyal States a speci-

men of the horrors of war. and induce them to make peace, anil also to re-

plenish their stock of provisions. Lee li stencil to the
l

mi] mlar erv of "On
to the North." There were many rumors afloat in the ConfederaC] thai

induced their authorities to hope for success. Among these was one that

the Peace Party in the loyal States was willing to have peace at any

price; another, that the President's Emancipation Proclamation had

alienated a large number of the people. These were all gross exaggera-

tions. •• The victories of Fredericksburg and ( 'haneelloisv ille had tilled

the South with jo\ and confidence," and it was hoped thej could invade

the loyal States with more SUCCeSS than on the previous occasion.

Hooker was On the watch, and he soon noticed the lone of preparation

that seemed to pervade the force in his front : presently hi' perceived

that a large Dumber had been withdrawn. He divined the cause, and al

once telegraphed to \\ asliington thai the < lonfederates were e\ idently on

the march north by their favorite route, the Shenandoah Valley, which

is protected on its east Bide bj the Blue Ridge, tb rough which were a

number of breaks or gaps. Eooker proposed to harass them on their

march, bul this was refused by Balleclt al Washington. Then the

Union army moved in a parallel line, keeping between the invading foe

and the Nat mnal ( 'apital.
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Lee'a armj numbered about 70,000 effective men, and was

unquestionably the best disciplined army the Confederacy

ever bad : of this force nearlj 10,000 were cavalry. In a Bkirmish with

a portion of this body, General Pleasanton found papers

that had been accidental!} lefl at their headquarters ; these

revealed the plan of the invasion. The Confederates moved with greal

rapidity, driving before them the Federal force in the Valley tinder

General Milroy. Though this advance and its route were known I'm- tun

days at the headquarters at Washington, the information was no! tele-

graphed i" Milroy, hence the surprise. The invaders sunn arrived on

the south bank of the Potomac, and passed over; their arm] was divided

into three corps, nnder the able generals Longstreet, A. P. Hill, and

Ewell.

Portions of Confederate cavalry broke np the Baltimore and Ohio

Railway at several points, and had crossed Maryland into Pennsylvania

as far a- Chambersburg, foraging extensively in the way of

sending off wagons laden with provisions, and droves of

cattle and Bheep across the Potomac. The farmers were helpless, and

this raiding continued unmolested for almost two weeks. Meanwhile

Eooker was moving carefully, and keeping

his army in hand, and as the objective

poinl of the Confederates was the rich

Cumberland Valley, and perhaps tooccupj

Barrisburg, the capital of the State, thej

did not, therefore, come in conflict with

i hi' Union armj excepl when cavalry forces

occasionally met.

The President issued a proclamation for

volunteers to repel the invaders, and the

Governors of the States of Pennsylvania

Maryland, and Virginia also issued procla-

mations in the same effect

The advance of the Confederates crossed

i he Potomac at Shepardstown and \\ il-

liamsport, followed by the main army, the

whole moving in the direction of Cham-

bersburg. The Onion army crossed below,

at Edwards' Ford, and passed on to Frederick, Maryland. General Hooker

wished to send a force to aid the Federals at Maryland Heights, in order

in intercept the immense trains laden with spoils that were crossing into

Virginia This judicious measure Bailees would nol permit (he usually

disapproved of the suggestions of commanders in the held i ;
Honker had

been interfered with several limes l.\ the same authority : irritated beyond

bis limited patience, he immediately resigned The President appointed

Virginia Volunteer Infantry.
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General George G. Meade in his place. By this change of chap. lxvi.

commanders the movement of the Union arm: was n< ii

June28 - ,8H

delayed more than twenty-four hours, so complete was it order.

Meade issued a short and spirited :i<l<l r.ss to the army, saying, among
other things : "II is with just diffidence thai I relieve in the command
of this arniv an eminent and ac-

complished soldier. . . The
eounin looks to this armj to re

lieve ii from i he de\ a-tat ion and

disgrace of .1 hostile invasion. Lei

each man determine to <lo his duty,

leaving to an all-controlling Provi-

dence the decision of the contest."

This address had a good effect upon

the soldiers
; there was not a boast-

ful sentiment in it. but a quiel ami

unswerving determination to fulfill

the duties of the hour.

In accordance with the views

from Washington, the troops were

withdrawn from Marx land Heights;

bul when Lee heard of the proposal to cut off his communications at

that point, he recalled the troop- in advance near Carlisle, ami fell back

himself from his march on Harrisburg.

The main Union army marched np the M loaej Valley, with Kil-

patrick's cavaln in ad-
. \

,
Jnnt 29

vance, toward Gettys-

burg—a village ever after famous.

Lee had given directions lor his

various dii isions to concentrate at

that place : tints both armies " ere

tuo\ ing toward the same point with-

out cither knowing the movements
of thi' other.

A division of Union cavalry, un-

der General Buford, was the first

to arrive at tin village, and he

there learned of the approach of

the invading army. This informa-

tion was at once transmitted to

Meade, who was at Taneytown,

thirteen mile- distant, beyond which place a number of corps were on

the march. General Reynolds with two corps the First ami Eleventh

—

was distant font- miles: he was ordered I tcupy the village the next

64

HuL'li Jodson Kilpatrlck.
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chap, lxvi morning. Genera] Buford, when he heard the encim was

approaching, passed through Gettysburg and tools position

Qeai*Cashtown, two miles northwest of the town, and beyond Seminary
Hill, having in his rear Willoughby Hun. behind which he could retire,

as his force was comparatively small. General Reynolds entered Gettys-

burg the following morning ; he immediately passed through

to cooperate with Buford. General A. P. Hill learned thai

evening of this movement of Buford, and he resolved to drive his small

force back and take possession of the town itself. Bui Buford bravelj

held his position till Reynolds arrived al 10 \.m. with the Pirsl Corps.

The Confederates came pressing on, for thej had heard of the smallness

of the force opposed to them. Reynolds took position on Seminar] Hill,

and sen! orders for the Third and Eleventh Corps to come up as speedily

as possible. The stand in front of the town was taken so as not to tiring

it between the two fires, for its inhabitants, for the most part, were in

l heir homes.

While superintending his troops, General Reynolds was slain by a rifle

ball. The command devolved for the time upon General Doubleday, of

the artillery, whom we have seen as a captain defending Fort Sumter.

There was. during these hours, some sharp fighting; a Confederate bri-

gade rushed forward, crossed Hie run. and drove Buford hack, lmt falling

into a difficult place to hold, were all captured. Another instance of

these changes of fortune : a Mississippi brigade came near capturing a

Federal battery, but were suddenly confronted bj the Federals changing

front and rushing on with the bayonet, and the former took refuge

behind the embankment of an unfinished railway.

Hill brought into this battle more than 14,000 men. The Onion

army held its own. and at noon had the advantage, but Kwell. who was

ten miles distant, coming from toward York, caught the sound of the

conflict, and he urged on his men. so that they came upon the field at

1 p.m. The Third and Eleventh Corps of the Union army had come np
an hour before, and General Howard assumed command. Kwell came
in on the Union right flank, and Hill attacked again in front ; still the

Union army did not waver, lmt suddenly Early, who had hastened from

toward Carlisle, attacked the left Hank. The Confederate- had now the

superiority of numbers. The Eleventh Corps received the brunt of this

attack of Early's and lleth's divisions. The Union forces were so much
extended, their lines were weakened and compelled to fall hack through

the v illage—this ended the battle of July 1st.

General Howard, in coming up, look in the situation, and stationed

one of his divisions on Cemetery Ridge, just south of the village ahoiit

one mile and a half. This ridge extends southward, and includes Round
Top at the extreme of the ridge, and Little Round Top between; the

north end of the ridge turns toward the southeast, and juts on a creek.
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N i sl of this ridge is another parallel with it, known as Semi-
nary Ridge; they are abonl ,300 yards apart The Union
hosts took position on Cemetery Ridge as they came up, occupying its

entire length. The Confederates moved along southward, and took posi-

tion during the nighl on the opposite elevation—Seminar] Ridge. This
time Lee had to 6ghl his adversary on ground of the latter's choosing.

General Lee did not arrive till after the close of this battle ; he found
the Confederates recalled, though he had sent orders to Hill to press on

to the utmost, supposing his army had gained quite an advantage.

Generals Hill and Ewell though! it nol prudent to assaull Cemeterj Hill

at that hour—5 p.m. Neither one of the armies made demonstrations
the following morning, except light skirmishing in the waj of cannon
sin ii. The Union army extended along

the ridge and in protected places on

ii- western slope'; the Confederates

were also on the opposite ridge and
also down its eastern slope. The sur-

face of those slopes was covered more

or less by grain fields, with here and

there orchards and woods or timber.

It was not till % p.m. thai General

Lee had his army arranged to his

satisfaction. Directly opposite Little

Round Top was a moderate elevation,

about 1 . loo yards in advance of I
lie

main line
; mi i iiis point < leneral

Sickles, for some unexplained reason,

had arranged his corps, when General

Meade came on the ground about I P.M.; he noticed this exposed situa-

tion, anil was about to order the corps to fall hack In the main line, lesl

the enemy should lake advantage of the mistake. But at that moment
i I. i.'. p.m.) the Confederates opened along the line ; under cover of this

lire Longstreel rushed upon Sickles' corps, ami Ewell moved rapidly for-

ward to attack the forces on the Union right. General Lei took position

directly opposite Little Round Top, while Meade'- headquarters were at

the north end of the ridge. The attack of Longstreel in full force was

tremendous mi the corps of Sickles; the object was by overwhelming

numbers to overlap Sickles and seize Little Round '1'"!'. the key of the

position. It was at this opportune moment thai General Sykes' corps,

which was sent to occupj this point, arrived, and had just funned their

line upon the crest, when a portion of the Confederates, who had moved

)n-l Sickle-' hit. came u|> the slope in a run: in this , -011111111111 they

were met and driven hack with great loss, The other portion of Long-

street'.- division succeeded in forcing Sickles' troops hack their advanced

ltllllifl s
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chap lxvi. position bad put them at the mercy of their assailants.

Sickle- was Beverelj wounded and carried from the field.

Mud General Birney took Ins place in command. A large number of

Confederates was brought up in carry tins position, bul Meade, seeing

thai the real attack was lo be made here, sent the Fifth Corps—General
Slocum'e—to Little Bound Top. Here was the conflict of the day,

fought directly under the eye of Lee.

Here fell I >a rkoda le. id' .Mississippi ;

Hood was wounded and carried from

the field, ami General Robertson, who
took command, soon fell wounded.

Other Confederate brigades came up

and made heroic efforts to carry i lie

ridge, but reinforcements of Union

i roups kept also arriving; after a

great loss of men and officers the

Confederates were compelled lo fall

back.

Ai the north end of the ridgt

—

Cemetery Hill proper—was also a

desperate battle. Though lie had

made feints during the afternoon,

General Ewell, about 6 p.m., moved forward with great spirit, to he met

witli equal courage; here Early's division endeavored lo storm the hill,

with General Rhodes to support him. They took the first line of breast-

works, io hi el themselves exposed to such a destruct ive fire from Generals

Newton, Howard, and Hancock's men. that, unable to resist the storm

of hul lets, i he Con fed era ics gave up the attempt and retired, except from

one breastwork, which they held.

At one time, during the battle, a large space north of Round Top

became hare of troops, they having been detached to aid points that wen

pressed at either end of the ridge. This vacant -pace was noticed bj

the enemy, and they made an effort to secure it. A few minutes before

they came within reach of the desired point, two corps—the Fifth and

Sixth—appeared on I he cresl : I he la I ter had just reached the field, having

marched thirty-sis miles without a slop. It was now night : the Con-

federates, seeing the once open space now occupied, fell hack, making

only a demonstration, and bivouacked in a wheat field. Thus ended the

battle of July 2d ; both armies lay on their arms for the night. Accord-

ing to Fletcher, in his Historj of the War, the Confederate generals

attributed their failure in success to want of concert among their own
force-; and measures were taken to secure harmonious action on the

morrow.

The conflict of that day began just before dawn, when General Slocum
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drove the Confederates oul of the breastworks thej liad re- chap lxvi

tained the evening before, though they had been reinforced
Jul =r318*3 -

ii\ Beveral brigades. When daylighl came it was clear to each armj thai

the oilier had made no material change in its general position. The
Confederates had been reinforced dur-

ing the night by 4,000 picked men,

Virginians, under General Picket.

The day wore along, and ii became
e\ idenl lo Meade, who knew from I In

first, and acted upon the knowledge,

thai Lee, being so far from his base,

must fight or retreat, and that lie him-

self could afford to wait longer than

tlie invader. Ere long he and In- of-

ficers divined that a final assault was to

he made on the center of Cemetery

Ridge. This was inferred by the con

ceutrating of 11"> cannon bearing on

It W - IN
that point. Lee's preparations wen'

completed : his artillery in readiness,

and the chosen men in their places "ho were to storm the Federal lines

after their cannon had been dismounted. <>n the other hand. Meade

made counter arrangements; he broughl forward 80 guns ami placed

them ill position, as there was not room for more, hut he had 120 in

reserve, should any he dismounted. The corps of both Longstreel ami

Hill extended along Seminary Ridge, ami in then- front were arranged

the guns, while a little down the slope, under cover as much as possible,

were the storming parties, aboul 13,000 strong. Of these, Picket with

his 4.000 held the center, as the most important point : on his right

were the troops of Hood and McLaws, on his left were the divisions of

Anderson. I'emler. ami Beth; likewise several brigades were in the rear

of Picket's men as supports, under Armistead and Garnett, as these men

were designed to pent trate the center of tin- Union army.

Lee's guns opened along the whole line at 2 p.m., and the Union bat-

teries replied; and across this valley the resull was one of the most

terrific cannonades of field-pieces ever known. This continued for over

two hours: the Confederate guns did not accomplish as much as was

expected, though Lee was aoi aware of the tact The Union Boldiers

were quite under cover, and their firing was slow ami deliberate, ami h\

that mean- the\ dismounted man} guns of the Confederates. General

Hunt, superintendent of the Union artillery, gave directions in this

respect, lesi the ammunition should run low. At the end of the time

mentioned, Hunt designedly slackened the firing, which Lee mistook for

weakness, because of the disabling of guns, hut. on the contrary, even
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chap. lxvi. one injured was a1 once removed and a Bound one put in
1863 -ii

II- place.

Lee gai "dera for the Btorming parties to move, and the advance

began. In its magnificenl display of cool and persistent courage, this

column was perhaps unequaled ; to move down one slope across an un-

dulating plain, with eighty cannon deliberately pouring shol and Bhell

upon them; yet they steadily ved-on. The supports right and left

wavered, Garnetl was slain and Armistead mortally wounded, vet Picket

was unhurt, and he led on his men. Presently they came within range

of the rifles and musketry of the Union troops, under cover more or less,

on the west slope of tin- ridge, while over their heads the artillery

from the crest behind them played incessantly on the advancing columns.

Now the supports right and left of the main column melted away, still

it moved steadily on. • its Banks exposed to an ohlique tire from right to

left, and the head torn by bombshells ami grape-hot ; hut nothing could

arresi it." Now thej obtained possession of a stone fence on the slope,

the Federals falling back behind a second on<—on this wall they ra

the blue flag of Virginia ; hut only for a moment. The advance became
the center for guns and rifles and musketry on three sides ; they threw

down their arms and fell on their faces to avoid the storm of shot and

bullets—here more than 2,000 were made prisoners. A portion of the

same column, almost destitute of officers, made their way hack as best

they could. 'The havoc in Picket's ranks had been appalling :
• Every

brigadier of the division was killed or wounded : of twenty-four regi-

mental officers only two escaped unhurt. The Ninth Virginia went in

with 250 strong, and came out with only 38 men." (Pollard.) "The
Confederate soldiers returned in a mob, pursued by the growling of

hostile cannon, which swept all the valley and the Blopes of Seminary

Ridge with balls and shells." (Childc's Life of Lee.) There was after-

ward heavy skirmishing, hut this decided repulse virtually ended the

battle of July 3d. The following day both armies remained in their

respective positions. General .Meade, cautious in his nature, did not

wish to run risks, especially as Ins ammunition was running low. Never

before had General Lee been so imprudent in exposing his men to

slaughter as on this occasion. Under the circumstances the attack was

as rash as the Federal assault on the fortifications at Fredericksburg.

Colonel Fletcher, in his History, gives his opinion as follows: "The
more brilliant talent, the more rapid movements, and the fiercer enter-

prise still remained with the South; but they were met by a stubborn-

ness of will, by a determination which no disaster could daunt, ami by

an elasticity that seemed to render the Northern nation insensihle to

defeat."

On the night of the 4th began a storm of rain, during which Lee com-

menced his retreat, still keeping up the appearance of defiance; and after
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a laborious march over roads almost impassable, the ('mi- chap lxvi

federates arrived al Hagerstown, in the Vallej of Antietam Ju ' !r 6 7 ' 18H

Creek. Meanwhile the Potomac became impassable because of the rains

and the bridges had been broken down l>\ detachments of Federal sol

diers, so thai the Confederate armj was delayed some days', but finalrj

passed over on pontoons near Williamsport General Meade eemed
over cautious, .-is he morelj pursued and picked up stragglers. The
Confederates losl on this battle-field 4,500 killed, which the Federals

buried, besides they buried great numbers of their own dead; S6,500

wounded, cruelly left by the roadside to lighten the wagons, fell into

the hands of the Union army. The Federals losl in Killed outright,

3,864 ; in wounded. L3,790. The Confederates i laimed thai on the firsi

day of the battle they captured several thousand prisoners.

We return to the West. General Cram became convinced that he

could imt capture"Vicksburg from his presenl position, and he resolved

to Mini a large portion of his army from Milliken's Bend bj a circuitous

route on the west side of the river to a point below—then to send the

gunboats and transports past the Vicksburg batteries to thai point, and
ferry the ariu\ to the easl side of the river, and by rapid movements
defeat the Confederates in the outlying place-, capture Jackson, the

capital of the State, and lake V icksburg in the rear.

To carry out this plan, the arm) coi raced a march across the

country more or less swampy and inundated bj the spring

rains. The whole tinny was often under the necessity of

halting to build corduroj roads, hut at length it reached Bruinsburg,

seven miles below Grand Gulf, and thirty-five mile- below Milliken's

Bend, ready to cross to the easl side of the rn

Admiral Porter, with eight gunboats, three transports, and a number
of barges laden with supplies, in a clear starlight nigh I set

April 16
out from the mouth id' the Ya/oo to run past tin- batteries

at Vicksburg. These vessels, whose boilers were protected as much as

possible b) bales of haj and cotton, glided silentlj down the rapid stream,

hugging the easl shore as much as possible. All went well till the flee!

came near Vicksburg, when the sentinels fired their guns, and soon the

cannon were blazing forth their shot and shell. Suddenly a bright lighl

on the bluff threw its glare upon the passing boats, which did not hesi-

tate to reply vigorously, lor the same light enabled the gunners to take

aim. ()iil\ one barge was lost. Thus encouraged, General Grant, sis

days later, called for volunteers to run another fleet past Vicksburg.

'I' hey at once presented thema Ivi - for the perilous attempt, and a second

licit, the boilers protected as the former were, with twelve barges in tow.

d by, hut not without the loss of sis barges. General Grant, in his

report of this, used the following word- :
" It is a Btriking feature of the

Volunteer Army of the United State-, that there is nothing which men

March 29
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April 30

chap. lxvi. arc called upon to do, mechanical or professional, that ac-

complished adepts cannot be found for the duty required
in almost ever] regiment."

The troops, as they passed over, commenced their march toward Porl

Gibson, five miles below Grand Gulf, and occupied certain

high ground, till the whole army was over. Grand Guli
was evacuated, and the garrison transferred to Vicksburg. General J.

0. Pemberton, who was in command at the latter, sent urgenl appeals

to General Joseph K. Johnston, who
was in chief command of the de-

partment, tosend him aid. inform-

ing him of the expected movement
lot he east side of the river. John-

ston was at Tiillalioina. Tennessee,

with General Bragg: he sent word

thai reinforcements could not be

spared, bul added : "If Grant

crosses, unite all your troops and

heat him hack ; success will ffive

you hack what was abandoned to

win it."

Grant had arranged for Sherman
to make a demonstration from the

Ya/.oo on the north of Vicksburg,

and now he lingered the days to hear from him and obtain supplies.

Then commenced a Beries of rapid movements, each soldier carrying

provisions for five days. lie firsl moved toward Jackson,

the capital of the State, at the same time, by demonstrations,

puzzling Pemberton as to his object id' attack. At Raymond, eighteen

miles from the capital, the Confederates were posted in the woods; in

three hours they were driven out, and the Union army marched on.

.Meanwhile Johnston himself arrived at Jackson with a force of 0,000

men. and Grant directed Sherman, who had joined him, and General

McPherson, to move direct as possible on that place. Johnston withdrew

his forces, and ordered the stores there accumulated to he

destroyed: meantime a portion of the Confederate troops

delayed as much as they could the advance of the Federals.

From intercepted dispatches, and also from deserters and prisoners,

Grant learned of the preparations making to attack him, and he made

his arrangements accordingly. Three miles from Jackson, Johnston

made a stand, hut being outflanked by McPherson and vigorously attacked

in front by Sherman, after a short but decisive engagement he retired.

Now Grant moved on Pemberton, who was said to have 25,000 men. and

he gave directions to Sherman and .McPherson to join him at Edwards9

James H. McPherson,

May 8.

May 14
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Station, on the railway from Vicksburg, which here crosses chap. lxvi.

Baker's Creek : near by werefi Is known as Champion Bills.
1863

Genera] Graul wished to delay the battle till McClernand's corps could
come np, bul the enemy, perhaps aware of this, commenced the battle

at ll a.m. It was fought severely, bui Snail] the Confede-

rates were driven from the field, having lost a greal number,
M'^ 16

both killed and wounded. Thej were vigorously pursued, making a

stand for only a short time at Black liner, where, suddenly attacked bj

a Hank movement, they were again routed, and in greal dis-

order continued their flighl to Vicksburg, into which place

of safety they crowded during the night, to be captured ai a future time.

• rant supposed, from the demoralization of the Confederates, he could

carry the place by assault, which was made
; bul it was too well fortified

to be thus captured, and he was compelled to invesl it, which was effec-

tually done the next day. The siege began with the usual results—

making approaches and engineering

mines : one of the latter was exploded

with terrific effect, blowings fori one

hundred feel into the air. Finally the

garrison, worn out with watching and

fighting, and with the prospecl of

starvation, as almost the last mule had

been eaten, resolved to surrender.

Accordingly, preliminary negol ial ions

were entered upon, and the surrender

was made. The whole garri-
iii i •

^u'y *
-on laid down their arms

—

there were in all about 34,000 men
;

these were paroled. During this cam- '

paign in all were captured 37,000 pri-

soners.

I'ort Hudson, below Vicksburg, and twenty-two miles above Baton

Rouge, was the other fortification mainly depended upon to command
the navigation of the .Mississippi : this was invested by Gene-

ral Ranks. The attention of the garrison was attracted by

shout- of rejoicing in Banks' armj : they inquired the cause, and were

told that Vicksburg hail surrendered. General Gardner, the comi i-

der. at once entered into negotiations with General Banks,

and the following da\ Porl Eudson was surrendered with

all its munitions of war and more than G,000 prisoners. The greal river

was now open its entire length, and thi ' lonfederacj was cut in two, an

even! verj decisive in its influence. In Vicksburg, unfortunately, were

great numbers of women and children. The people, because of the

representations of engineers, wen bo Banguine in respect to it- fort died

*fc

Nathaniel P. Banks.

Miy 25
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chap lxvi strength, thai a greal many families of the neighboring

planters Bough I refuge there; in Porl Hudson there were

scarcely any persons besides the garrison.

The losses of the Confederacy, from the 1st of July to the 10th, were

bremendoii8—no less than 80,000 men, and war material in proportion.

The Confederate authorities, as politicians, had their reasons fi>r no! suc-

cumbing to the inevitable, and thus saving the loss of life, bui they held

nit for nearly two years.

At Port Hudson a portion of the Union troops were colored men:
some were freedmen, emancipated by Mr. Lincoln's proclamation, and

some were from the Northern States. During this year about 50,000

enlisted in the Union army, and the following year twice as many.

General Hanks spoke in high terms of their courage when under his

command.
While these sieges were in progress, two raids were made that were

quite famous. Colonel B. II. Grierson left La Grange, Tennessee, with

a force of 1,700 ca-

valry, lie made a

detour toward the

Bouth, and expand-

ing his wingB, swept

round in a semicircle

over a greal expanse

id' c o u n t r v. and

came round to Baton

Rouge. He de-

stroyed an immense
amount of contra-

band property, and

ascertained that there was scarcely a white man in the whole region

—

they were in the Confederate army, while the Blaves were cultivating

their plantations and keeping watch and ward of their families. The

other expedition was conducted by General John Morgan, who first

raided across Kentucky to the Ohio River, over which he

passed at Bradensburg, below Louisville, having seized two

steamboats for the purpose. He had a force of -.'.son cavalry, and in-

tended In make a destructive raid through the States of Indiana and

Ohio, then pass over into West Virginia, and join Lee in his invasion of

Pennsylvania. The telegraph alarmed the whole country. Contrary to

his expectations, the home guards and State militia turned out numer-

ously, and pressed him closely, while the gunboats in the river guarded

even place where he could cross to the south side and escape. In direct

fight he would have the advantage, but he was waylaid at every available

place, and pursued without intermission night or day. lie managed

Fori Lafayetti

July 8
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July 26

to break down bridges and tear up railways, bul nol to chap. lxvi.

much extent, as he was sure to be interrupted bj cavalry

or riflemen. Aiter being i li us pursued tor eighteen days, and final]

hemmed in, he surrendered his remaining Force aear V >•

Lisbon, Ohio. Nol more than .">()<) of In- men escaped by

Bwimming the Ohio, for the mosl part in the night-time.

The National Government sometimes was under the necessity of arrest-

ing men in the loyal States because of their ,",i\in;.r "aid and comforl

to those in rebellion. These disloyal persons were frequently confined

tor a season in Fort Lafayette, in New York harbor.
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CHAPTER LXA'II.

LINCOLN s A ]> M IMS T 1! A T I N— CONTINUE D.

Difficulties in the Confederacy— English and French Sympathies—Riol ill -New York
— Enlistment of Colored Men— Brents in Missouri and Arkansas—Events in

North Carolina—Siege of Charleston—The Atlanta Captured—Movements of

Rosecrans and Bragg— Battle of Chickamauga—Reinforcements sent to Chatta-

nooga—Burnside at Knoxville— Events around Chattanooga—Defeat of Bragg—
Sherman at Knoxville ; Retreat of Longstreet—Minor Expeditions—Massacre at

Fort Pillow—Expedition up the Bed River.

KAYY reverses, as mentioned in the last chapter,

caused Jefferson Davis to issue a proclamation,

calling for the enforcement of the "Conscription

Act" recently passed by the Confederate Congress.

He ordered into the army every white man hot ween

the ages of eighteen and forty-five. According to

this law. an officer could force into the ranks any

man between these ages; the latter having no

redress. If they did not report themselves, they were to be treated as

deserters, that is, according to military law, liable to be Bhot, The
finances of the Confederacy, by this time, were in a deplorable condition :

all hope ft' recognition by foreign powers was gone, and even the friendly

aid of proffered mediation was more than doubtful. In England the

sympathizers with the rebellion were restrained somewhat by the influence

id' the laboring classes, who, for the most part, were decidedly in favor of

the free State-. Among the intelligent classes of France this sympathy
for the free States, in their struggle, was still stronger.

The National Congress passed a law authorizing the Pre-

sident, when he deemed it necessary, to recruit the army by

a draft of able-bodied men between the ages of twenty and forty-five.

Arrangements were made for having this draft in July throughout the

country. The call was for 300,000 men. The names of those men liable

to be drafted were put in a wheel, which, being turned a number of

times, a person blindfolded drew out a name. This process continued

102U

March 3. 1663.
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until the requisite number of names were drawn, [n conse- chap, lxvii

quencea riut. the most terrible in our annals, commenced ,^ 13''tm3

in the city of New York. It lasted for three days, and raged in a hor-

rible manner, burning the places where the provosl marshals were taking

the names ,,r those drafted. These Hits extended, and whole blocks
were consumed, ami

hundreds of houses
were plundered. A be-

oevolenl institution Eor

orphaned colored chil-

dren was pillaged ami

burned. This wanton

OUtrageshowed the ani-

mus of the rioters. It

i- estimated that uearly

200 persons lost their

lives within these three

dreadful davs, and pro-

perty amounting to mil-

lions iii value was destroyed. The city militia, or National Guard, had

left at the call of the President to repel Lee and his Confederates from

Pennsylvania. The police, with the aid of citizens, who armed them-
selves for the occasion, ami of the regular soldiers from the forts in the

harbor, were aide to quell the riot and arrest many of the rioters. Greai

numbers of these men. misguided by others more intelligent, were after-

ward arrested, were found guilty, and expiated their crime- h\ years in

State prisons.

The enlistment of colored men in the Union armies elicited threats

from Jefferson Davis; in consequence the Confederate officers and men

proclaimed that no quarter was to he given to those colored soldiers, or

the while officers who commanded them, and many outrages were inflicted

upon them when taken prisoners of war. These atrocities were broughl

to ;iu end h\ ['resident Lincoln proclaiming that forc\er\ colored soldier

who should he captured from the Union army and sold into slavery or

maltreated, a Confederate soldier, who was a prisoner, should he put to

work Upon the public works, and there remain until the colored Union

soldier should he treated a- a prisoner according to the rules of civilized

warfare.

During this time. Confederates in an irregular way had 1 n endeavor-

ing to keep possession of Southern Missouri and Arkansas, hut without

much BUCCCSS. S,.ine of these raid- extended Dp to ihe northern portion

of the former State, and into Kansas. In the latter an
Aug 17

attach was made upon the village of Lawrence, which was

ally haled, by a hand of marauder- under one Qnantrell, an assumed
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Sept. 10.

March and April.

April 7.

chap. Lxm name, it is said. The surprise was made at half-past four

o'clock in the morning : vwry man found in the village was

murdered outright, and more than 200 children made orphans.

After the fall of Vicksbnrg, General Steele was sent into Arkansas to

aid the loyal portion of the people in reestablishing the government of

the Union. He first went to Helena, then to Clarendon, on White

River ; he drove the enemy before him to Little Bock, the capital, which

he captured, and established a provisional government. The
rebellion's power was completely shattered in the State, and

its forces scattered and separated into numerous raiders and marauders,

who had little respect for friend or foe in their plundering. The Con-

federates made also an effort to recover what they had lost in North

Carolina ; they attacked Xewhern and the town of Washing-

ton, on Tar River. In both instances they failed.

It was thought the ironclads could successfully attack the forts in

Charleston harbor, and accordingly, a naval expedition was titled out for

that purpose under the command of Admiral Dupont. The
fleet, on a clear, bright morning, steamed into the harbor

to try the experiment ; the guns of the forts Moultrie and Sumter had

been trained on a certain point in the channel where the Union fleet

must pass—when it reached that point, at a given signal, the guns from

all the forts and batteries opened upon them with a tremendous storm of

balls and shell and elongated shot. After a most gallant attack by the

fleet, it was withdrawn
;
the experiment proved that to capture these

strong forts a land force must cooperate. One of the ironclads, the

Keokuk, was so injured that she was sunk.

A change was made in the commanders : Admiral Dahlgren superseding

Dupont, and General Q. A. Gilmore General Hunter in the

land force. Now began a regular siege. Gilmore displayed

great skill and energy in conducting these operations. The Government
supplied him with siege guns of such large caliber, that with the aid of

the -ironclads. Sumter was made a mass of crumbled stones. Gilmore

moved Forward and took position four miles distant from Charleston

itself ; into the city he threw shells which burst with great effect, so that

the majority of the inhabitants abandoned the place. One of the guns,

known as the "Swamp Angel" by the soldiers, Ben! these terrible mis-

siles with unerring certainly. Yet the city held out a long time, because

it was inaccessible by the small Union force that could be spared at

the time
, this, however, made little difference, as the English blockade

runners were effectually excluded.

While Dupont was in command, a rumor reached him that in Savan-

nah River was preparing an ironclad after the model of the late Merri-

mae, but far superior in strength, and, moreover, there was no ironclad

in the Union navy that could withstand her prowess. It appeared that

July 6.
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a strongly built Eiiurlisli blockade runner—the Fingal— had chap, lxvii

In. mi prevented Leaving Savannah, and the Confederates bad

fitted her out as described, calling her the Atlanta. Ii was stated thai

she «as .<oon to leave, in order to spread desolation in the harbors along

the coast. Duponl deputed Captain Rodgers to capture tin- new mon-

ster, giving hi in two monitors, tin 1 Weehawken and the Nahant, to accom-

plish the object. With these Rodgers arrived in Warsaw Sound, at the

mouth of the Savannah River, and senl a small steamer up the river to

reconnoiter. fine morning bhe steamer reported that the

Atlanta was coming down the river. The men were called

to quarters, and Rodgers fell down into the Sound where the water was

deeper, and where be could maneuver the Weehawken to better advan-

tage. The Atlanta came on. apparently confident of victory, and it is

said t'ne officers thought Captain Rodgers was trying to avoid his formi-

dable enemy. He. however, slackened hi- speed and let the Atlanta come

nearer: when the latter was in the right position, be himself sighted one

of the Weehawken's 15-inch guns, and the shot crushed in the pilot-

house of the Atlanta and wounded both the pilots; a second 1.5-inch

shell penetrated her gunwale, and lore through her iron and wood work.

disabling thirteen men. Three more shots were tired, two of which took

effect, and the Atlanta ran up a white flag; The duel lasted fifteen

minutes. This action proved that thus far no ironclad had been con-

structed that could withstand a monitor of the larger class.

We left Genera] Rosecrans in his camp at Murfreesboro, and General

Bragg on the south side of the crooked and deep Duck River. The

former was busy recruiting his army, and making it more efficient, espe-

cially in respect to cavalry. The latter carefully fortified his camp, and

extended his lines along the river. When Rosecrans was
Jane 26.

ready, instead of attacking his adversary in front, he b]

Hank movements compelled him to abandon the fort iticat ions upon which

so much labor had been expended, and to fall back into Alabama. Bragg

directed his march toward the east, to Chattanooga, a town on the banks

of the upper Tennessee, and surrounded bj mountains. This i- a rerj

important railway center ; here meet railroads from Nashville, Memphis,

Knowille. and the Southern cities on the Atlantic and the Gulf, and

here were immense workshops belonging to these road-.

On his march thither. Bra-- lost great Qumbers of hi- soldiers by

desertions; these men deemed "loyalty to the State of more importance

than that to the Confederacy." (Colonel Fletcher, vol. ii., p. 385.) This

application of the extreme State-' Rights doctrine came in again and

again to cripple the measures of the Confederacy. Means were at once

taken to fortifj this important strategic point, which wa- surrounded bj

mountain- : of these the most prominent is Lookout, which rises abruptly

2,400 feel above the sea : on the one side, to the northeast, is the Chat-
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chap. Lxvn. tanooga Creek, beyond the latter comes the parallel moun-

tain Mission Ridge, beyond which is the valley of Chicka-

mauga Creek. At the north end of .Mission Ridge was a serie> of Con-

federate breastworks or forts.

When Rosecrans at length came up—for he was delayed by bridges

broken down and railroads to he repaired, and streams swollen by inces-

sant rains—on his approach Bragg abandoned Chat tanooga,

which Rosecrans occupied, sending Crittenden's division to

hold a part of Lookout Mountain, and (Jeneral Thomas to seize the west

portion of the valley of Chickamauga Creek. Bragg still held important

points in the vicinity, such as portions of Lookout Mountain and Mission

Ridge, and strong points toward the south, to keep his communications

with Koine and Atlanta, whence came his supplies. For about a month

the armies lay within this short distance of each other. General Bragg,

meantime, was receiving reinforcements : Longtreet's division from Lee's

army at Richmond, from Johnston's Eorce in Mississippi, and soldiers

who had surrendered at Vickshurg, hut had violated their parole. (iene-

ral Bragg thonghl himself prepared to attack the Federal left Wing, which

was posted in the western portion of the valley of the Chickamauga

Creek : the object was to cut off this part of the Union army, and thus

crush it. The assault, made about li A.M.. was very heavy;

the struggle continued for some hours, and the Federals

were forced, hut receiving reinforcements, the Confederates were cheeked

and a portion of the ground recovered. Then an attack was made upon

the Union center, and after an obstinate resistance the enemy was re-

pulsed to return with a still greater force ; this time the center gave way.

luit meantime Union reinforcements were arriving. About sunset Sheri-

dan's division came on the field, and after a spirited charge by it the

Confederates were driven so far hack that the whole ground of the morn-

ing was recovered. Hut the Confederates, as if in desperation, after dark

made another assault with great vigor, hut being met with equal deter-

mination, were severely repulsed. This last onset ended the firsi day's

battle.

Both armies expected the fight to be renewed in the morning. Bragg

received reinforcements, and Rosecrans made dispositions to meet what

he supposed would he the mode of the assault the ne\i day. The Con-

federates began the hattle by again attacking the Union left.

This, after a stout resistance, the] drove back some distance,

\el the Union soldiers maintained order, and being reinforced, they

checked their adversaries. Now the Confederates fell back and collected

their forces, and two hours later made a vigorous assaull upon the center

of the Union army, where (Jeneral Thomas was in command. His men,

during the previous night, had made breastworks of logs and other

material : behind this they coolly awaited the assault. They were under
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protection to some extent, and with their rifles could take chap lxvii

aim, while up the Blope of the mountain was placed the
1863

artillery, whose balls, in their mission of death, passed over their heads.

The Confederates came on with heroic courage ami terrific yells, to be

mercilessly slaughtered
; again and again did they make the attempt,

urged on by Longstreel and the bishop-general Polk, in a mosi reckless

manner, in the face of cool and well-directed -hots both from artillery and
musketry. They then tried a Hank movement, bu1 were intercepted bj

the Union cavalry. Another portion of the Federal arms was driven in

confusion from the field, and the torrent earned Etosecrans with it : had

it not been for the lion-like determination of Thomas and his division,

it might have been a disastrous day for the Onion army. At t cm.
Thomas retired to Chattanooga in <r

| ,,rder.

Colonel Fletcher says that Longstreel gave orders that nighl for his

division and others to pick up the Btragglers and to I..- m readme-- to

attack the Union army in four hours. This nighl attack was counter-

manded by Hrajrj: on the plea that he hail not \et received the reports of

the day's battle from all his divisions.

The Confederates losl terribly in these battles, as they were led reck-

lessly against breastworks, The Onion solders, with the aptnee

practical men. were accustomed, under such circumstances, to throw op
breastworks; and it became a matter of astonishment with what rapidity

they made these defenses. Bragg acknowledged a loss of is. into
: the

federal loss was 1,644 slain and 9,262 wounded.

The "Army of the Cumberland," after this battle, remained in Chat-

tanooga; but it was apprehended its provisions would soon be deficient,

as the numerous cavalry of the Confederates began to (an their communi-

cations, rendering it necessarj to reinforce it. General Sherman was -cut

with a portion of the army at Vicksburg. General Hooker was detached

from the Army of the Potomac with two corps -Eleventh, Howard, ami

Twelfth. Geary— in all •v'o.OOO men. The distance was 1,192 miles, and

the transfer consumed seven day-. The railways on the route were laid

under contribution, and these corps, with their artillery ami train-, bag-

gage and animals, were carried at the rate of li" mile- a day. Just

the hattle of Chickamauga Etosecrans was relieved, and General Thomas

Was appointed to the command.

Genera] Burnside, who had been ap] ted to the command of the

Department of the Ohio," marched through Southeastern Kentucky to

Kingston, on the upper Tennessee, and then to Knoxville,

where the hemic Onion inhabitants welcomed him with joy.

He also occupied Cumberland Gap, and thus broke the communication

between Middle Ti md Richmond. About the same time Gene-

ral Bragg -em Exmgstreet, though againsl the protest of the latter, who

thought it imprudent to weaken the Confederate armj at that time, to
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chap, lxvii. drive Burnside out of Knoxville and Easl Tennessee. Lone-
p

' ' ' street arrived a I Knoxville to find Burnside well intrenched

and prepared to defend himself. His position was assaulted, but the

Confederates were repulsed with* heavy loss. Then Longstreet entered

upon a regular siege, which be prosecuted till after the defeal of Bragg

(yet In be related), when Genera] Sherman came to the

rescue of Burnside, and Longstreet retreated first into W esl

Virginia, and finally joined Lee at Richmond.

While the Union army was receiving these reinforcements, the Con-

federate, under Bragg, was also, but not to so great an extent. Il was

now evident a mistake was made in sending Longstreet to Knoxville.

The authorities at Washington saw the necessity of having more con-

centration in the command of the Western armies. In consequence the

three armies—the Tennessee, the Cumberland?, and i be I >hio—were united

under one command, and to thai General Grant was appointed. He at

once entered upon his duties, and appointed three subor-

dinates—General Sherman to the first-named army, General

Thomas to i he second, and General Burnside to the third.

General Hooker surprised the Confederates in Lookout Valley, and

compelled them to retire round the mountain to .Mission

Ridge. Sherman arrived, and now Grant commenced a

series of demonstrations to deceive his opponent and to ascertain his posi-

tions. By various reconnoissances he learned the latter, and at the same

time he bewildered Bragg— on one occasion sending a large force to

take position in sight of the enemy, and during the next night with-

drawing them in order to divert the enemy's attention while he was

making important changes in arranging his other forces. He sent Tho-

mas, who made a sudden attack, and drove the Confederates

out of their own position and secured it by fortifying himself.

Owing to the mountains and intervening valleys, the armies could not

he maneuvered in the mass, nor could the separate divisions aid each

other without a great deal of toil. Thus passed three weeks, when the

time came to make a determined attack. In order to cover the advance

of Sherman to a position on the right of the Confederate army, Hooker

was to make a demonstration on Lookout Mountain. It was a misty

morning on the mountain ; this concealed the movement, and the Union

soldiers began picking their way up its sides, taking rifle-pits one after

another, until General Geary's soldiers came out on the top. They had

orders merely to retain positions obtained, but when they saw the Con-

federates were taken by surprise, they rushed on with cheers, and the

enemy, after a sharp skirmish, abandoned their works ami

rushed pell-mell down the opposite side of the mountain.

This was about noon ; at 2 p.m. the clouds or mist rolled down, leav-

ing the top of the mountain clear, and revealed the stars and stripes
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Nov, 25.

to thousands of Union soldiers in the valleys below; cheer chap, lxvii.

after cheer saluted the emblem of their uationality. Mean-
18a3 '

time Sherman had obtained a position for attack, and was waiting for

the signal, which was to be given the following morning.

In the midst of these mountains and valleys ie a high, cone-shaped

hill, named Orchard Knob, which overlooks whal was expected to be the

battle-field ; here General Granl took his place with his staff. Sherman
moved to the attack about H> \.\i. Be fell upon the Con-

federate right, bul found .'i stubborn resistance, so thai he

could urn turn their righl
; ere long other portions of the Onion for© -

moved forward, excepl the center, which was kepi back for a purpose.

Bragg was compelled to send detachments from his renter t<> sustain his

right, which was pressed i>\ Sher-

man. Thiswas expected and watched

for; presently Grant gave the signal,

and four di\ isions of Thomas's armj

started from the crest where they

were posted, and dashed down the

slope, across the valley, and up the

opposite side, literally, in their en-

thusiasm, running over the rifle-pits.

Their very rapidity saved them many
lives, and so confounded the Con-

federates thai they did not receive

them with the resistance they might

have done; most of their shots passed

over the heads of their assailants, as

they rushed up the hill and drovi

their adversaries from their position with comparatively little loss to

themselves. The panic extended, and a complete roul of the whole

wing ensued. Pollard Bays: "The whole lefl wing of the Confederates

became involved, gave way, and scattered in unmitigated rout."

At sunset the entire Ridge was in Onion hands, and the Confederates

were in disastrous retreat, while cheers of Onion soldiers arose .don- the

lines for sis milesas the news was given "
I believe 1 am noi premature

in announcing a complete victory over Bragg; Lookout Mountain top,

all the rifle-pits in Chattai ga Vallej and Missionary Etidgi are held by

us." Such was the modesl tele-ram sent thai nigh! to the President bj

General Grant.

The following morning the pursuil began, bul wasnol pushed to much

extent. Immediately Sherman was Ben1 to relieve Burnside at Knox-

ville. Bragg was found fault with by his superiors at Rich] id because

he did not hold his position, which they deemed impregnable. Perhaps

his greatest mistake was in Bending Longstreet with his division to

.luiiii w
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chap lxvii. Knoxville, and thai was done ;ii tin- suggestion or virtual

command of Jefferson Davis. General Joseph E. Johnston

was sent to supersede Bragg.

Grant now issued stringenl orders forbidding the soldiers, under severe

penalties, to maraud on the private property of the citizens of the Con-

federacy. Jlis desire and thai of Ins officers was to protect as much as

(.nun Meda]

1864.

Feb. 16.

was consistent with military necessity the property and families of these

poo* people, whose natural protectors had been driven into the Confede-

rate army by the stern enforcement of the terrible conscription act.

At the beginning of this year several minor expeditions

were undertaken by both parties. One under General Sher-

man, who was sen! from Chattai ga, was from Vicksburg; the inten-

tion to pass through Alabama, and. if need he. aid in the capture of

Mobile. After reaching Meriden, Sherman waited for (he

Cavalry which was to come from Memphis, hut this finer

was unable to reach Meriden on account of its being roughly handled bj

the Confederate cavalry. After destroying the railways connecting at

Meriden, Sherman fell back to Vicksburg. accompanied by about 6,000

slaves, who took this opportunity to obtain their freedom.

The Confederate cavalry, under General Forrest, raided through West-

ern Kentucky and Tennessee, and reached almost to the Ohio River,

capturing Union City with 450 prisoners, but failed in

making an attack on Fort Anderson, near I'aducah. Then

Port Pillow, on the 'Mississippi, about seventy miles above Memphis, was

assaulted and captured. The garrison consisted of 300 men.

most of whom were colored: the latter were in hundreds

murdered after they had surrendered.

About this time the Confederates captured Plymouth. Xorth Carolina,

April 12.
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taking 1,600 prisoners. The; accomplished this by means chap, lxvh

of an ironclad ram—the Albemarh—which they had con-
A 'ril 18 18M

struoted. In connection with this we maj anticipate and tell of tlic

(hiring exploit by which this formidable ram was destroyed. This iron-

clad was guarding the mouth of the Roanoke, hut did not Beem willing

to try her strength with any of the monitors. Lieutenant Cashing, of

the United States Navy, conceived the idea of blowing up the ram at her
moorings hy means of a torpedo. He obtained permission to make the

attempt, and he soon*completed his preparations. Saving chosen a

picked crew for his torpedo-boat, in the night lie passed up the river

Beveral miles without being discovered by the sentinels, but when within

m\1\ feel of the rani, which was moored to the wharf, he was hailed.

His boat was revealed to the guard as it came into the full glare <>f light

from a tire kept burning on the shore, lie did not answer the hail, bnl

went straight for the Albemarle, which he struck ; the torpedo exploded

to perfection, ami the ram settled down in a few minutes.

Before she >unk. however, her crew tired a broadside into

Cushing's little Steamboat, SO thai she also sunk. Hi- crew, with the

exception of one, were either killed or made prisoners ; dishing himself,

though wounded in the wrist, leaped into the river, ami floating down
some distance, swam to the opposite shore. There lie lav conceal'

the woods, meanwhile attracting the attention of a negro, whom he

induced to find out- if he had been successful in his enterprise: this

ascertained, he found a small boat in which he paddled oul to sea and

reached the licet. Pour days afterward the licet -teamed up and recap-

tured Plymouth.

It was determined to tree Red River of Confederates, and capture

Shrevesport

—

their capital of the State—an important place on the river,

about 450 miles from its mouth. General Banks led the land force, and

Admiral Porter had fifteen gunboats besides a large Hot ilia of steamers.

On the way thev captured Alexandria, 14t> miles from the month of the

river. The Confederates, scattering from this place, roved over the

country, burning all the cotton the] could find. The gunboats went

ahead, freeing the hanks of tin 1 river of enemies, and the steamers fol-

lowed. The expedition came at length to a point where it was necessarj

for the arm] to leave the river, which here made a long detour, and

march BCrOSS the country Tic army was \er\ injudicious^ encumbered

with a large amount of baggage and a wagon tram in proportion. Thus

lengthened, the advance carele--l\ fell into an amhii-cadc
April 8

near the town of Mansfield. The attack was so sudden and

unexpected, that the Federal- were thrown into confusion, ami were

compelled to fall hack : this brought them in collision with those follow-

ing. They abandoned their train, and retreated till thev met the main

army. There thej rallied, an. I the next daj the Confederate-, much
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chap. lxvii. elated, made on them
were severely repulsed.

unusually early falling of the water

abandon the enterprise.

In descending the river, when the]

was found i he stage of water would

Rodman Colambiad.

and the flotilla. The dam was built

floated over the rapids safely. This

in imprudenl attack, in which they

Owing to this mishap, and the

in the river, it was thought best to

reached the rapids at Alexandria, it

not admit the passage of the entire

fleet. Colonel Bailey, of Wis-

consin, came to the rescue by

proposing to construct a dam
of timbers in such a manner
that the logs compo-in- it

could lie loosened at one lime.

and the water tints accumu-

lated would be of sufficient

depth to float the gunboats

; then loosened, and the entire fleet

ended the unfortunate expedition.
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Oram Lieutenant General—The Situation of the r.'S| tive Forces—The Battles in

the Wilderness—The Conflicts—Sheridan's Raid Lee Blanked Change to the

James—Battles in Shenandoah Valley Early's invasion of Maryland—Chain

bersburg Burned- Sheridan in the Valley— Defeat of Early— Sheridan's Side

and Victory—Capture of Mobile The Plankings and Conflicts from Chattanooga

toward Atlanta—Hood in Command Atlanta Captured—Hood's Labors—General

Thomas --Tin' March to th.' Sim Missouri freed from Confederates Wilmington

Captured—Bald on St. Albans— Attempts to Hum New York City— Presidential

Canvas;; — The respective Platforms — Thomas Defeats Hood — Influence of

extreme States' Bights.

|j=\7 YKNTS had taught Presidenl Lincoln and hie Secre-

tary of War. Mr. Stanton, that there ought to be

more concentration of authority in the command of

the armies of the Union. Tin' successes of General

Grain lia.l directed to him the attention of the people

and of Congress. The latter revived the grade of

Lieutenant General : this title became extinct on the retirement of Gene-

ral Winfield Scott. This title was conferred on General Grant, who was

at once summoned to Washington l>> telegram; he was less personally

known at the Capital than any of the Department commanders. He

reported at the War Department, and then to the White House, where

the President gave him his commission of Lieutenant Gene-
Mircb i, IBM.

ral. adding a few words of sympathy, and ended bj Baying :

"As the country here trusts you, bo, under God, it will sustain you."

General Grant replied in a few words, in which he paid a high compli-

ment to the armies of the Union, and closed bj Baying :
" I know if the

responsibilities 1 have assumed are met, it will be <hu- to those armies,

and above all to the favor of that Providence, which leads both oat

and men." The President's Cabinet and General Halleclt were pn

at the ceremony.
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chap. Lxvm. Before leaving Chattanooga, General Grant had handed

over his command to General Sherman
; and now, without

a moment's unnecessary delay, he visited General Meade's headquarters

to confer with him ; the next day he left, for the West to confer with

Sherman, whom, by appointment, Kernel at Nashville, (irant made no

special changes in his subordinate commanders, Inning no more officers

upon his staff than were absolutely accessary. His firm belief had been

From tlic beginning of the war, that

its leaders would never lie in favor

of peace nil i he militan power of

the Confederacy was crushed, and

with this single purpose he had

always acted, even when a subordi-

nate. Now his energies were to he

devoted in a more comprehensive

manner.

Before entering upon the narra-

tive (if the last struggle in this war,

it would he well to give a summary
of the condition of the opposing

w- forces. In respect to the West,

W '

,
Union gunboats patrolled the Mis-

,,..... ,„ _, sissippi from St. Louis to New Or-w lllmm I . Sherman. l l

leans
; and the Federals held all

west of the great river above the mouth of the Arkansas, and also the

line of that river, and a portion of Texas and Southwestern Louisiana

near the coast: the opposition in the West hy the Confederates was

desultory, except Johnston's army confronting Sherman at Chattanooga,

and guarding with great diligence the way to Atlanta, in Northwest

Georgia, a railway center and invaluahle strategic point.

Along the Atlantic coast the harbors were held by the blockading ships

and many important places, while, on the Gulf, Pensacola was occupied,

and the coast guarded against English blockade runners. The Anuv of

the Potomac was on the Ifapidan. while a strong force was under General

Butler, designed to follow- up the .lames toward Richmond, and General

Sigel kept watch in the Shenandoah Valley. Lee's army lay south of

the h'apidan, and as good as intrenched, in the " Wilderness," a barren

region overgrown with tufted trees and scruh oak. a position in which

one thousand could keep four thousand at hay.

Hitherto the Union armies, as we have seen, did not act in concert :

now that defect was to he remedied, and the two main Union armies

were to move, if possible, ai the same time. The Federal

army crossed the Rapidan at Germania Lord and Ely's, a

little below, meeting with no special opposition. Childe, in his Life of

May 4.
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May 6

Lee, says this was designed in order to have the battle in chap, lxviii.

the •Wilderness." 18M -

This barren region was traversed bj r Is leading to strategic points

in almost every direction, some of which had been cut bj the orders of

Lee, to wliom even portion of this almost interminable jungle was well

known. In this place it was impossible to depioj an army or to use

cannon effectively : the Union aiinv passed the nighi a portion in the

edge of the wilderness, and near Chancellor's the line extending about
six miles.

On the following day, at 11 a.m.. the advance was met at two points

by the Confederates, who had come up by parallel roads. This was at

tiist supposed to he a feint, hut the\ were found to he in force. The
battles fought here were peculiar in their character : the ground was bo

covered with underbrush that the soldiers probed for each other through

the thickets, without much success on either side. The day ended by

both armies lying on their arms. The next morning, at

early dawn, the battle was renewed ; Hancock's division with

Wadsworth's, falling upon the Confederate center, drove it a mile and a

half, when the latter were reinforced, and now great lv outnumbering the

Federals, drove them back o\cr a

portion of the same ground: then

making a stand, Hancock main-

tained his ground- this was about

11 A.M. During tins conflict the

Confederates lost three valuable

generals. Jones, Jenkins, and Staf-

ford : and the Unionists < leneral

Wadsworth, a gentleman ill' .New

York State, of high social position

and wealth. At 4 e. m. the Con-

federates made a vigorous assault

on Hancock's posil ion, ami partially

drove him hack, hut lieiie_r rein-

forced, the assailants were severely

repulsed. In this battle Longstreei

was wounded and carried from the

command

.

Tin 1 iic\l morning, when the Union army advanced, the Confederates

were found to have retired during the nighi to a second position, which

was intrenched. From this nine forward Fee never fought in the open

held if he could avoid it. but from behind breastworks, which hail been

accumulating from point t" point in the viciniu of Richmond -nice the

war commenced.
A portion of the Union army advanced toward Spottsylvania Court

John Sedgewlck.

field, Lee himself taking immediate
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May 12.

chap. Lxviii. House, and Lee was forced to hill 'back leal he should be
May9, 1864.

j.,^,,, j„ tilt- rear. For two days it 861168 of COIlilicts 00-

curred, in one of which Genera] Sedgewick waa killed—a greal loss bo

the Federal army. Nothing decisive was accomplished during these

ilitys, except that the Union army kepi moving gradually forward. It

waa :it this time thai Grant telegraphed to Washington thai " The result

to this time is much in our favor. I propose in light it out on this line

if it titkes all summer."

One morning a dense fog cove ret 1 both armies, and at 4 a.m. Hancock

wits ordered to move in silence upon a certain advanced posi-

tion of the enemy's line; this he did promptly, rushing over

the breastwork, and captured 4,000 men and 30 guns, with two I 'onfede-

rate generals—Johnson and Stewart. Hancock, emboldened In this suc-

cess, pressed on and captured a second line of rifle-pits. By this time rein-

forcements were sent by Lee. and a general baltlc was brought on, which

lasted all day ; late in the afternoon a violent rain-storm began. The
following day Lee fell back a

slioi-i distance, still having Spott-

sylvania Court House within his

lines.

The Union army was now de-

laved several days in taking care

of the killed, and sending the

wounded to hospitals in the rear.

Great numbers of surgeons came

from the loyal States as volun-

teers to aid in taking care of the

wounded, while both the Sani-

tary and Christian Commissions

did all they could to relieve the

Buffering.

General Sheridan set out with

three divisions of cavalry to

make a raid and reconnoissance around Lee's army. Leaving the rear of

the Union army in the direction of Fredericksburg to deceive, then turn-

ing to the south, he crossed the North and South Anna Rivers, branches of

the Pamunky. Falling apon the railroad he tore up ten miles of it, and

burned several depots, destroyed an immense amount of provisions, a

number of locomotives and cars, and released 400 Union soldiers who

were prisoners. This Wits not accomplished without lighting by the way.

\et Sheridan managed to keep his men in hand. General Jamea E. B.

Stuart, the famous cavalry officer, was sent in pursuit :
when he came

up a severe cavalry fight took place, in which the Confederates were

driven from the held, on which they left Stuart mortally wounded. He

IMiil. II. Sheridan.
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was lakcn to Richmond, where he lingered a ten days, chap lxviii

Thongh only thirty years of age, he had established a great

reputation as a cavalry officer. Sheridan, afterthis successful conflict,

pushed on even into the outer works of Richmond; these he captured,

1 m t the Becond line was Loo strong; then turning cast, he

crossed the Chickahominy and returned to the army. These
live days of cavalry raiding and fighting were mosl important in their

effects.

Two days after the Union army crossed the Rapidan, General Butler

|iui his forces in transports at Fortress Monroe and Glou-

cester, and. convoyed bj gunboats, passed op the .lames to a

neck known as Bermuda Hundreds, and there threw up intrenchmenta

to protect his position. Some days after his plans were completed he

-mi a force to destroy the railroad

north of Petersburg toward Richmond.

This was accomplished to some extent,

and he Captured also the Confederate

soldiers who were guarding the road.

General Beauregard was in command
at Petersburg, and under cover of a

dense fog he made an attack on this

ad\ anee. which forced t hem to retire to

Bermuda Hundreds. Butler was con-

fined bj a neat maneuver of B< aure-

gard'e, by which the latter threw up

intrenchmentfi parallel to Butler's

work-.

When Cram's army moved again, it was on the left Hank of the Con-

federates to the left hank of the North Anna River, upon

the opposite hank of which was Lee's army behind intrench-

meuts. After making demonstrations during three days to ascertain the

position of his adversary, Grant, in the night, commenced a Banking

movement which compelled Lee to abandon his well-chosen position.

The entire Federal army crossed the Pamunky ami advanced three i

toward Richmond. At these point- the < onfederatee made an attack

with great force, but "ere aeverelj repulsed. An assault
^

was also made upon the enemy's works, but the\ were found

to be stronger than supposed, though the Confederates were driven out

of their Brat line of breastworks, but the second were too strong to be

assaulted. The Confederates made a number of desperate attacks upon

the Federal lilies. I ml were driven hack with ureal loss of jmj
lit,.. For tlir. rive nights assaults were made upon

the Union lines, all of which were repulsed, neither were the Federal

soldiers once surprised.

Miy 16
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chap. Lxvni. General Grani found thai the fortifications in this direc-

tion toward Richmond were ray formidable ; these defenses

had been thus made strong in consequence of the advance now for the

third time made mi Richmond by this route.

Childe says: "General Lee himself con-

sidered Richmond weaker on the south Bide

than on the north."

General Grant now resolved to more on

Richmond by way of Petersburg, which is

twenty-two miles south of the capital, firsl

uniting with Butler on the James. Orders

were issued for the movement, which «j-

accomplished with so much secrecy and ce-

lerity, that it was virtually completed he-

fore Lee was fully aware that the Union
army hail lefi its

ines. Part of the

I roups were eon-

vexed on trans-

ports, which had

urn broughi up

secret ly ; tin \

[>assed down the

York and iiji I he

James, while the

other po r tion

Butler Medal.
moved by land.

and across the

dailies on pontoons. The Confederates, meanwhile, had their attention

somewhat diverted by an extensive raid of cavalry under Generals Wilson

and Kautz on the south side id' Richmond. They destroyed

a portion of the Weldon Railway, the Soulhside and l>an-

ville, ahoiit seventy miles in all. with a vast amount of rolling stock, and

all the depots they could reach. This they did not accomplish- without

severe lighting : hut only losing their light artillery, they safely rejoined

(he army, having spent several days in the expedition.

During these weeks other expeditions were undertaken by order of

General Grant, in accordance with his design of keeping the Confederate

armies all employed at the same time. (Ieneral Sigel commanded in the

valley of the Shenandoah with a small army of only 8,000 men. Gene-

ral Averill was sent with a cavalry force to capture Lynchburg, and

General Crook with another force of cavalry to cut the Virginia and

Tennessee Railway and then join Averill. But Averill met
May 10 and 15. .

with a repulse, and Sigel was defeated by Breckenridge near

June 28.
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New Market. A renewed attempl was made on Lynchburg chap lxviii

by General Hunter, who had succeeded Sigel in the com- J " 5186 *

maud in West Virginia. Hunter advanced, and though rigorous!)

opposed, he routed his assailants and captured 1,500 prisoners, losing

himself only 50 men; three <la; later lie entered Staunton, and Hun
advanced within a mile or two of Lynchburg, when lie ascertained thai

reinforcements had arrived al thai place l>\ rail from Richmond. Hunter
retreated, giving as a reason that lie was running shorl of ammunition

;

Imt instead of falling back toward Grant's army, as he was expected,

and Erom which Sheridan had been sent with a large force ,d' cavalrj to

meet him, hi' turned into West Virginia, thus leaving the valley of the

Shenandoah unguarded and open.

When this became known, the Confederate (icneral Early seized the op

portnnity to move down the valley for another invasion of Maryland.

With 20,000 men he crossed the Potomac and took possession

of Hagerstown, and demanded 20,000 dollars, which, if not

paid, he threatened to burn the town. The money was paid and t he town

was saved ; meanwhile his men were raiding through the countrj and

driving off cattle and sheep, and in many instances deliberately burning

farm houses, (icneral Lewis Wallace was in command in the vicinity,

and with BOme raw recruits he managed to retard Early's advance up
the Monocacy valley. General Granl sent troop- on steamers from the

.lames to aid in repelling the invaders. A bodj of their cavalry came
within six miles of Baltimore, and Early himself appeared before Port

Stevens, one of the outlying fortifications around Washington. Federal

troops had arrived by this time, ami under the command of General

Anger, they, by rigorous attacks, forced Karh to recross the Potomac

and retreat up the valley.

They wen- pursued by A.verill, who. attacking then- rear division at

Winchester, defeated them and captured 500 prisoners. The

Confederate- rallied, and four days afterward drove hack the

Union force, and Earl} sent aero-- the Potomac a detachment under

Gilmore—a Marylander—which reached Ohambersburg, Pennsylvania.

He demanded a ransom of 200,000 dollars in gold, which the citizens

were unable to raise; he ordered the village to he Bet on lire, and lis

residences were burned two-third- of the town. (Fletcher, p. 284,

vol. Hi.

)

The affairs in the Shenandoah vallej disturbed the President and

G Bral Grant The latter was determined that the device which had

twice caused the Arm\ of the Potomac to withdraw from before Rich-

t nl to defend Washington, should no! succeed : he sent on!) a.- few

troop- as were necessary to repel the invader-. To : i-

him-elf. he vi.-ited the vallev and had an interview with

General Hunter, who was in command. He directed the latter to attack
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chap, lxvui. the enemy and ••keep him in sigh) " till he was driven oul

of the valley. Hunter intimated thai lie unshed to resign ;

bis resignation was accepted, anil Grant appointed Sheridan t" sucoeed

him. Ik' then consolidated the armies operating in the valley, ami

created the "Military Department of Wesl Virginia, Washington, and
Shenandoah Valley."

Sheridan threw all his energy into his new dui ies : ami being reinforced

bj both infantry ami cavalry, in six weeks he had a well-constituted

army nl' 45,000 men. Foreign writers mi this war have frequently ex-

pressed their admiral inn at how Boon American soldiers- -both Confede-

rate and Union—recover their morale after a repulse or defeat, and how
soon they become good and efficient soldiers. We have had occasion to

speak of the remarkable versatility the Union soldiers displayed in emer-

gencies. These men fully appreciated the cause I'm- which they fought,

and its importance—they had kept up with the times, and the discus-

sions that preceded the war they had read and understood.

Grant again visited Sheridan's army. While he had confidence in the

native qualities of the new general, he had misgivings, and hi' came to

confer with him before the campaign began. He found the army in

order, and that Sheridan understood himself and the enemy witli whom
he had to deal. The only order he gave was the expressive one : "Go in."

Within two days Sheridan fell upon the Confederates, under Early.

The fight began in the morning, and ere night the entire

position of the enemy was carried, and they driven through

Winchester, with the loss of 3,500 killed and wounded and 5, 000 prisoners.

Early did not halt till he reached a strong position at Fisher's Hill,

thirty miles distant. Sheridan pursued, and attacking him

with great vigor, drove his army through Harrisonburg ami

Staunton ; it only found safety in escaping through the gaps of the Blue

Ridge. After sending forward a detachment to destroy the Virginia

Central Railway for a distance, he fell hack to Cedar Creek.

Sheridan had orders to destroy such provisions as the Confederates

could use on their raids, hut not to injure private houses. They, in their

marching hack and forward through this rich valley, had lived upon the

provisions and grain laid up. and upon the herds of cattle. This devas-

tation was entered upon only to prevent future raids. The destruction

of property was immense, some 2,000 barns with their contents, and 70

mills were burned, while nearly all the stock was driven off.

The indefatigable Early began to collect his disorganized forces, and

being heavily reinforced, in about a month he suddenly, at an early hour

in the morning, fell upon the Union army at Cedar Creek,

following the startled pickets into the camp. It was a com-

plete sin prise. General Wright, who was in temporary command, after

a time rallied h is sold iers. and they fell back, lighting their pursuers from

Sept. 17.

Sept. 22

Oct. 19.
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jioint to point. Sheridan had gone Borne daya before to chap, lxviii.

Washington on official business, and was on his return al
1884 '

Winchester, twenty miles distant, when in the morning he heard the

booming of cannon. He mounted his horse and rode with .-ill speed,

and soon began meeting Btragglers, who told him the story of the sur-

prise in exaggerated terms; presently he mei the main body aboal four
null's from their camp. They cheered him.

•'Turn back, boys, turn back," he answered

in return :
•• we are going the other way."

Hi- voice and manner inspired them; the)

faced about, fell into line, and checked the

enemy. As soon as he could make some

disposition of his forces he fell upon the

Confederates in ;i most vigorous manner.

They had been inattentive to discipline and

tin' argent commands of their officers, hut

were engaged more or less in pillaging the

Union camp, of which they had possession.

The Union cavalry had rapidly moved round

on their flank, and as the infantry assaulted

them in front they suddenly charged them

in the flank. In a very short time the whole

Confederate army was in utter confusion.

and flying from the field ;
nor did thej stop

till they reached Staunton. This was the la.-t attempt to raid in the

valley, or to invade the loyal States. About three weeks later General

McClellan resigned his major-generalship, and Sheridan w

appointed to fill the vacancy.

The partial investment of Petersburg and Richmond continued, but

the fortifications were so strong thai to storm them would cosl a great

loss of life, and might not be successful. The besieging armies were not

inactive during these months, and movements were made from time to

time. <>t spedition of Onion soldiers Beized the Weldon

Railroad, and persistently held it. These attempts to deal roj

the communications around Richmond were continued ; some produced

permanent results, and some did not.

Mobile was still held by the Confederates, and was also the tavo

port for English blockade runners. Admiral Farragul was deputed, in

connection with a land force under General Canby, to capture it. The

expedition consisted of four monitors : the wooden ships ho

lashed together, and steamed over the bar, and ran pasl the

forts Gaines and Morgan. The admiral was lashed in the maintop oi

the Hartford, the flagship, that he might Bee to greater advantage.

Mobile Bav is thirtv mile- lone l>\ about twelve wide; within it the

U'il-..n'- ZOU

Not

Aug. 18

Aug 6
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Torpedo.

chap, lxtiii. Confederates bad a formidable flee! of three gunboats and an
1864 immense ram—the Tennessee—ami a number of torpedoes,

all uniler I lie command of Rear-Admiral Buchanan. The match designed

for Hie Tennessee was the monitor Teeumseh. but the latter, just after

entering the harbor, ran foul of a torpedo

and was sunk with all on board. Now the

first object was to capture the ram, and

the vessels commenced hutting her and

pouring in broadsides ; meanwhile the forts

were also firing upon the Union vessels,

some of which replied to them. The ram

was so shaken by these concussions that

the men could scarcely stand : at length

the Hartford at full speed ran against her,

and then gave her a broadside of nine-inch

solid shot. This settled the matter, and

the ram hauled down her flag. Of the gun-

boats one was disabled, another captured,

while the third escaped up the bay. The

land force was brought into requisition,

and the combined attack of the fleet and army compelled the surrender,

at length, of both the forts. As Mobile itself was strongly fortified, it

was not deemed worth the sacrifice of time and life to invest it. since the

blockade runners were now excluded.

We now return bo General Sherman at Chattanooga, who mowd ti\e

days after the Army of the Potomac began its march. Gene-

ral Johnston was holding his army— (it). (too strong— in in-

trenchments at Dalton, about thirty miles southeast of Chattanooga, on

the route to Atlanta, evidently the objective point of Sherman's intended

expedition. The first intimation the former had of the movement of the

Union army was a large division of it had passed through passes in the

mountains, and was already oil his left (lank and moving on the railway

in his rear; then came word that another division was on his right, while

a large force made its appearance in his front. There was no alternative

but to fall back—which Johnston did. to Resaca, eighteen

miles distant, taking up a strong and fortified position on
steep hills behind Gamp Creek. Here Johnston made a vigorous attack

m what he deemed a weak portion of the Union lines, and Lighted upon

Hooker's corps, the Twentieth: the Confederates were repulsed from

several points. Thru Johnston, at ] P. M., assaulted the left of the Union

army in overwhelming force, and breaking the line, drove it back, hut

Hooker's division came suddenly to the rescue, and with loud cheers

charged the pursuing Confederates, first checking and then

driving them more than a mile.

May 9

May 13

May 16.
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M»y 28

Johnston, just after midnight, began bo evaoaate Resaca, chap lxviii

and passed over the Oosteaula River, breaking down tbe
18M

bridge behind him, and did no! hall mud he had passed over the Etowah
River—forty miles distant, and ninety-six from Chattanooga—and look

a strong position on the mountains in the vicinity of Allatoona, Here

were batteries arranged to sweep the ranks of an approaching foe ; in

this position the Confederate general was prepared to fighl a decisive

battle. Sherman rested his army in the vicinity of Kingston and Cass-

ville ; after reconnoitering, he decided not to sacrifice life unnecessarily,

and lie flanked his adversary again bj crossing the Etowah in two places,

one near Kingston and the other near its month, and compelled Johnston

to evacuate this eliosen position and retire toward Dallas. On the route

a skirmish brought on a severe battle. Hooker's division

came upon a body of Confederates, under General Hood.

intrenched across the road about four miles north of Dallas. Hooker at

once attacked, and reinforcements coming up from both armies, a battle

was severely contested
;

at length the Confederates gave way and fell

back to another position, where was the junction of three roads. The

Union soldiers came up and making no attack, but as their custom was,

hastily threw up breastworks. These the Confederates assaulted, but

were repulsed : then then-

own works were attacked

by the Federals, and they,

too. were unsuccessful. No
movement was made by

cither army for two day-.

During this time was

completed the repair of the

railroad to Chattanooga,

and supplies having come up, Sherman flanked his adversary, who was

compelled to retire to another point
; this was near- Kinnesaw .Mountain.

Johnston's lines extended nearl\ ten miles: Pini Bill, an isolated knob

in the center of the line, was much advanced. This was used as a look-

out by the Confederate officers. One da\ a group of officers

were reconnoitering, when a rilled field-piece was sighted and

tired at them from the Union lines; thai Bhol killed General Polk.

This event was Boon known to both armies, as the Union sign-corps bad

discovered th< sign-codeof the Confederates some days before, so thai

after tin-: the information thej scut fr point to point in their arm

j

was frequently revealed, and at once announce. 1 to Sherman.

General Sherman made an artillery attack on Pine Bill, and Johnston

the next night withdrew his men from it : the Union arroj

d on. and the Confederate- fell back to Kmne-aw

Mountain. The Federal- came up and established their lines. Now

66

Ann-tn.

June 14

June 17
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June 22.

chap, lxviii followed a storm of wind and rain for several days : no more
1864

movements were made by either army during thai time.

General Hood was ordered by Johnston to surprise and make an as-

sault upon Hooker's advanced lines; at daylight the bitter's pickets were

driven in, and the Confederates, rushing on. present h found themselves

confronted by the whole division behind breastworks : after

fighting most bravelj they were repulsed and forced to re-

tire, leaving their dead and wounded on the field. Sherman now as-

saulted Johnston's position; this was done with great gallantry, and

some points were carried and held, but in the main the Federal loss was

heavy, and the benefits obtained wen' dearly bought. The Union army,

however, held its advanced position, and Johnston found i: expedient to

fall back toward the Chattahoochee River, to a new line of

fortifications. On these for more than a month a thousand

slaves had been busily employed. This class of persons had been engaged

for a long time in preparing similar defenses all the way on the route

from Chattanooga to Atlanta.

General Sherman followed ami came near Johnston's front, and sent

detachments right and left ; these held the river for twenty-eight miles,

and extemporized bridges in order to cross as soon as the order was given.

Johnston was thus compelled to fall hack ami cross the river
July 9.

during the night : he destroyed (he bridges behind

July 17.

and moved toward Atlanta, some six miles distant. Sherman made
his arrangements; in a few days rebuilding the bridges destroyed, and

strengthening important points in his front and repairing the railway in

bis rear: then crossing the river, he marched toward Atlanta. lie

extended his line along Peach Creek—a branch of the Chattahoochee

—

to Decatur, and around to the west of the doomed city. The place of

crossing the river near Vining's Station was thoroughly fortified.

The authorities at Richmond censured Johnston for retreating so

much; he was displaced, and General John P.. Hood appointed to till

his place. The Contrast between these two commanders was

striking: Johnston was caul ions, II 1 was rash : the firsl a

strategist, the latter a mere fighter. Sherman, when he heard of Hood's

appointment, remarked: "Thai means fight."

Three days after his appointment, when the Union soldiers about d

were resting. Hood fell with great force upon a portion of Howard's

corps and Hooker's. The eonllicl was very severe, but the
July 20. .

Union soldiers quickly made a temporary breastwork of rails

and timbers, and made the Confederates, after gaining no advantage, retire

with a loss of 4,000 men killed and disabled. This sudden attack caused

the Federal soldiers to he more on their guard than formerly. Two days

after this attack, scouts reported that the Confederate army was in mo-
tion toward the Union left. Preparations were hastily made; <m came
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the enemy withoui a note of warning, expecting to take the chap, lxviii

Federals by surprise. Then followed a mosi desperate battle :

Joly22, 18M

seven separate assaults were made, ever] one of which was repulsed.

This wanton disregard of life exhibited here bj Hood and bis officers is

withonl a parallel in this war. The Confederates were crowded together

and hurled into the concentrated fire of cannon and mnsketrj fr

behind breastworks; yet these brave men pressed on, regardless of the

danger. It was here thai General McPherson, the commander of the

Army of Tennessee, and one of the mosi promising young officers of the

Union army, was killed. General Logan took command temporarily,

and then General 0. 0. Howard was appointed to succeed McPherson.

It was found impossible, with his limited number of soldiers, Cor Sher-

man to invest Atlanta in the ordi-

nary sense, and he resolved to ac-

complish the same end bj cutting

the railways leading into the city,

and thus cut off its supplies. He

was continually sending detach-

ments of cavalry to accomplish that

purpose : some of i hese were suc-

cessful and some were not : only

one road now remained intact—the

Atlanta and Macon. These at-

tempts had to be made in Eorci .

and General Howard's corps was

sent oi e of these expeditions to

the righl of the city to de-troy a

railroad. H 1. learning of the

movement, prepared to frustrate the attempt, and to crush the corps

before it could obtain assistance. In his usual reckless manner the attack

was made, hut the soldiers of the corps were cool and deliberate, and in

tin astonishingly short time extemporized a breastwork of fence-rails

and logs and stones : behind these they < lly (ait down line after line of

their assailants. 'The Confederates were exposed to such an

extent, that the deadly halls scarcely faded of their effect,

and the number of the killed was much greater than usual in proportion

to the wounded than that of the Union force engag

The two side railways had been more or less crippled, and Sherman

resolved to take in hand the middle oni

—

the Atlanta and Macon. Hi

withdrew during two successive aights a large portion of his army, and

by a long detour came npon that road and effectually destroyed it for

many miles, burning the ties and heating the rail- red hot. and then

bending them around tree- or telegraph poles; meantime

thorough!] defeating General Hardee, who was defending the

John A- Logan.

July 26

Auj 28.
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chap. Lxvin. load. Hood was much puzzled to know what had become
of mi many of Sherman's army, ami tin- rumor was spread

abroad that the latter was in retreal
;

this story the citizens believed,

and were congratulating Hood on the subject, when a messenger arrived

with the aews that their only remaining railway was in the hands of the

Federals. That night Hood gave orders b have all the munitions of

war destroyed: tin- explosions of the magazines were heard for many
miles around. Then lie withdrew with all his army, and the following

morning the Federals from their camp noticed the absence of the Con-
federate pickets. A division of the army approached the city; it was

met by the mayor, who surrendered ir into the hands of the officer in

command. That evening Sherman telegraphed to the Pre-
DCj)L &, m

Slttent, •' Atlanta is ours and fairly won."

General Uood labored for some time to collect his scattered forces, and
with these he more or less annoyed the Federals by making attempts to

break railways in their rear anil in attacking isolated points. Sherman
sent General Thomas with his corps and other troops to .Middle Ten-
nessee, lest Hood should invade that portion of the Stale. Thomas was to

make Nashville his headquarters : Hood immediately began to follow him.

Now was arranged the " .March to the Sea." as it has been called. The
thought perhaps arose from the circumstances; for Sherman suggested

to leave Thomas In take care of Tennessee, and then to march across

from Atlanta to Savannah or Charleston, destroying railways mi the

route, and come in. if need he, in the rear of Richmond. For the sake

of connection we give an account of this expedition here.

The public buildings in Atlanta that had been used by t he Confede-

racy, and might be again under certain circumstances were destroyed,

and Sherman set out with his army, cutting himself loose from his base

of supplies, to depend upon the country through which he

passed for sustenance. The army marched in two columns,

with extended wings, and always in communication with each other.

The sweep through the country was from twenty to sixty miles wide,

swaying now on this side and now on that by sending out detachments

toward certain prominent points, so as to completely bewilder the Con-

federates, on the line of the march, as to what particular place was to be

attacked. They met with no opposition worth naming, and after a

march of twenty-live days came within a few miles of Savan-

nah. A Union licet had been sent to meei the expedition on

the coast: with this communication was speedil] opened. Three days

later Fori Me.Mister, the protector of Savannah, after a short bombard-

ment surrendered, and in consequence General Hardee evacuated that

city. The Union forces at once occupied it. The following

dispatch was sent to President Lincoln by Sherman: ''I

beg leave to present, as a Christmas gift, the city of Savannah, with

Nov. 16.

Dec. 10.

Dec. 20,
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Oct. 22.

Alfrid Pleasanton,

150 heavy guns and plenty of ammunition, and also 25,000 chap lxviii

bales of cotton."
18M'

Early in the year General Etosecrans was sent to lake Jtn.20.

command in Missouri, making his headquarters in Si. Louis. So man]

Union soldiers had been seni i<> reinforce the arm] in Georgia, thai the

disloyal, who had formed secrel so-

cieties throughout the State, thought

this a favorable opportunity to in-

vito an invasion from Arkansas ami

Texas. As a result of this imitation

Sterling Price appeared in the field

again ; but General I'leasanhni. one

of the best of the Union cavalry of-

ficers, started to meet the ex-gover-

nor. The latter, when he learned of

the approach of Pleasanton, fell hack.

Inn the energetic Pleasanton was not

to he foiled ; he went in pursuit ;

overtaking Price, he defeated

him at the P>iLr Blue. Price,

with the remnant of his forces, still

retreated, scarcely expecting to he pursued ; hut Pleasanton was on his

track, and after riding more than one hundred miles in thirty-six hours.

pounced upon him. took 1,000 prisoners, and BCattered the remainder in

overv direction. This ended Confederate invasions of Mi—
Oct 28

Bonn.

Wilmington, North Carolina, was a favorite port for English blockade

runners : the entrance from the ocean to this place was exceedingly dif-

ficult to guard, hut the Government determined to make a strong efforl

to break up this contraband trade. Fori Fisher was the Confederate de-

fense of the harbor. To capture this the tirst expedition failed, hut the

second succeeded; two days later Fori Caldwell was blown

up b] theenemj themselves; and Wilmington was captured,

and the Union navy held henceforth complete control of the harbor.

(ireal numhers of Confederate emissaries were in Canada plotting to

make raids into the neighboring loyal States. One attempt was made on

St. Albans, a village of Vermont, about fifteen miles from the Canada

line. They succeeded in robbing the banks, and tired on persons, several

of whom were killed and wounded. The] also seized and burned two

steamer-.

Hut the design to Sei on tire the cit] of New York Was attempted to

he carried out in the uight-time. Fires were kindled in

ral of the large hotels, more or less occupied by women

and children. These 6reswere happily extinguished. These incendiaries

Feb. 22

Nov 25
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chap, lxviii. escaped to Canada, with the exception of one named Ken-
March 25, MM. ]1(l(

; v _ w | |(| wag caagQt< \[ v \ IM \ ;1 trial. Was found guilty.

and banged by bhe United States authority.

During this summer a Presidential canvass was going on. The politi-

cal parlies both put forth their sentiments in their declarations of prin-

ciples or platforms. The Republicans commended the Government for

its endeavor to put down the attempt to destroy the Nation's life; ami

ihai peace should only be based upon the "unconditional surrender of

those in arms and return to their allegiance to the Constitution and laws

of the United States." The\ expressed themselves in favor of an amend-

ment i" the Constitution by which slavery should he prohibited forever

in the Union, "as slavery was the cause of the rebellion
;
" and "Thai

the national faith pledged for the redemption of the public debt, must

he kept inviolate."

The Democrats were silent in relation to the national. debt, and said

nothing in regard to slavery. They announced their sentiments by re-

solving : "That this Convention does explicitly declare that after four

years of failure to restore the Union by the experiment of war. thai im-

mediate efforts be made for a cessation of hostilities, with a view to a

Convent inn of all the States, or other peaceable means, to the end (hat

at the earliest practicable moment peace may he restored on the basis of

the Federal Union of the Stales." The Republicans nominated Mr.

Lincoln for President, and Andrew Johnson, of Tennessee, for Vice-

President; the Democrats nominated General McClellan. Mr. Lincoln

was elected, McClellan receiving only the votes of three
Nov. 8

6
Slates.

When Sherman entered upon his march to the sea. General Thomas
was on his way to Nashville with his army, and General Hood had set

out with the expectation of defeating Thomas while thus isolated, and

by thai means compel Sherman to send a large portion of his army to

protect Middle Tennessee and Southern Kentucky. It never occurred to

the Confederate authorities that Sherman would cut loose from his base

of supplies, and inarch several hundred miles to the seaboard. Hood bad

an army of 35,0.00 veterans under his command. As he advanced, por-

tions of Thomas's cavalry maneuvered before him, and retarded his

march considerably. These Union forces were under General Scholield.

who. with his division, made stand after stand to give Thomas time to

fortify Nashville. Scholield made a stand at Franklin and threw up

breastworks; these Hood assaulted, but was repulsed with heavy loss.

there being 1,750 of his men killed, and 3,800 wounded
;

Scholield lost only 189 killed and 1,033 wounded. These

numbers of killed and wounded indicate the rashness of the attack-

ing general. Scholield. in accordance with orders, fell back to Nash-

ville.
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In two or three days Hood came ap, hut was arrested in chap lxviii.

bis approach bj fortifications on the bills three miles south

of the city. General Thomas was no less cautions in being prepared

than he was pronipi and energetic when the time came bo act. One
morningj availing himself of a dense fog to conceal his

movements, he led his army oul of his intrenchments. lie

sent General Stedman to make a heavy dei istration on the enemy's

right; Hood was deceived. Tor he sent thither reinforcements from his

center and left
;
when this poinl became weakened, Tl ias threw a tre-

mendous force upon it. the Union soldiers carrying everything I"

them. Then immediately an attack was made upon Montgomerj Hill.

Hood's mosl advanced position : this was carried, ami a large number of

prisoners captured. Hood was forced hack to the hill- of Harpeth Eiver,

where he made a stand after, besides his slain, having lost 1,200 prisoners

and sixteen pieces of artillery. The Union loss was comparatively light.

The Union arm\ passed the niehl on the battle-ground, ami
• '

. Dec 16

in the morning renewed the conflict. A hill, known as

Overton's, the Confederates had fortified during the night. Thomas

arranged his men. and tested the enemy's line at various points, and at

:; p.m. ordered an assault on the hill. The attack was not successful at

first, because of reinforcements being senl bj Hood from his center and

right, a mi-take similar to the one the day before. This Thomas ex-

pected, and he directed Generals Sm it It and Schofield to lead their divi-

sions, with as much speed as possible, upon these weakened positions.

They accordingly attacked with greal impetuosity, literally rushing over

the impediments in their way. The assaulting Column Hud had linn

repulsed at (h-erton's Hill reformed, and now charged for the second

time, ami carried the breastworks at tie point of the bayonet; the

e..l,, red troops in this assault behaved bravely. The panic spread along

tlte whole line, and the Confederates were disastrouslj defeated. They

had lost, since they entered Middle Tennessee, aboul 24,1 men ami 53

pieces of artillery, and marl\ all their wagons and war material. Thou-

sands deserted ;
for these Boldiers were now believers in the extreme views

of Mate Rights, which, within constitutional limits, are beneficial to the

whole nation: their wits, however, were sharpened, and whenever the

Confederate army was withdrawn from their own Stale, they claimed

that their allegiance was due firsl to that, and second to the Confederacy.

Thej had high authority for tin- Mew of the Bnbject, ns Governor Brown,

of Georgia, had withdrawn the militia of thai State from the Confede-

rate army after the capture of Atlanta, claiming that they had been

called oul onlj to defend a citj of their own State; and when this army

sel out northwest for Tennessee, desertions began. n Davis,

indeed, found it necessarj to write tie- Governor a letter explaining the

doctrine more fully, bul without convincing the Governor. General
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chap, lxvih. Hood was ai once removed, and General Richard Taylor,
186*

who was in command west of the Mississippi, wa> appointed

in his place.

Genera] Breckenridge, meantime, was driven out of East Tennessee In

General Stonenian, thus virtually ending the rebelliou in

Tennessee and Kentucky.
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The Disposition of Forces Sheridan and Early Capture ot Colombia—Of Cha
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HE telling victory of Thomas, just related, was onlj sis

days after the arrival of Sherman al Savannah. For a

month or six weeks after this time there was no mi

men! of importance made by cither of the armies. Hut

meanwhile dispositions were made of the Union forces in

siirli manner thai when they would move simultaneously

in the spring, the Confederacy would be crushed.

General Oanby was to move from Mobile on Selma,

Montgomery, and Tuscaloosa ; he had an arm] of infantry

andcavalrj numbering aboul 38,000 men
;

a cavalrj force

of nearly 8,000 was to start 1'r Vicksburg, and move

through Northern Mississippi; and another from East-

port, Mississippi, to move parallel with the latter. Gi

ral Stoneman was to move from Easl Tennessee with 5,

cavalry ; while Sheridan, in the Shenandoah Valley, was to march toward

Lynchburg and destroy the railways and Jam.- River Canal. The

ctive poinl of all these forces was the heart of the rebellion and Con-

ic\ at Richmond.

On the 4th of .March. 1865, Mr. Lincoln was inaugurated the Becond

time, [n his brief address he says : "Fondlj do we hope, personally do

we pray that the Bconrge of war maj pass away." Then he adds, in

expressing his own determination to do his dun :
•• With malice toward

none, with charity for all. with firmness in the righl as God gives us to

Bee i he right."

When the preparations were made. Sheridan was the lirst to move in
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chap, lxix this closing campaign of the Great Rebellion. With two
1865

divisions of cavalry, each 5,000 strong, he passed up the

Shenandoah Valley to Staunton. General Early retreated to an in-

trenched position at Waynesboro; there Sheridan assaulted him at once,

nut even taking time to reconnoiter, carried the work, and captured

1,500 prisoners anil eleven field-pieces. Sheridan then passed

on as far as Charlotte, destroying railways and bridges, then

along the James River, cutting the canal and draining off the water; he

then passed around Richmond and joined the army besieging Petersburg.

This was deemed the most effective raid of the war.

Meanwhile Sherman had rested his army, and made preparations to

move northward, taking possession of the towns in the line of march for

a hundred or more miles from the coast. The Confederate army, under

Hardee, made resistance ai certain points, hut with little effecl : a larger

army was collecting as fast as possible.

Columbia, the capital of South Carolina, was occupied, as it was

abandoned by Wade Hampton with the troops under his com-

mand. There were large quantities of cotton collected here

in warehouses and also piled in the middle of the wide streets. As was

their custom on the approach of a Union army, the Confederates -n this

cotton on fire ; the warehouses were burned in which it was stored, and

the cotton hunting in the street communicated the lire to a number of

private dwellings. In the afternoon the Union soldiers, under the direc-

tion of the provost-marshal, put out the fire, as they thought, but during

the nighf a high wind arose and fanned some smoldering cotton in the

street, and presently all was on lire. It spread, and large numbers of

private buildings were burned, and the beautiful city was almost ruined.

(Sherman's .Memoirs.)

When Hardee evacuated Savannah, he marched to Charleston and

assumed command. General Gilmore was still hammering at the doomed

city ; his guns were now only two miles distant, and Sherman being in

the rear at Columbia, Harder also evacuated Charleston;

and the ( lonfederates caused it to be Bet on fire in accordance

with that unreasonable passion for burning their own towns or property,

such as cotton or depots, regardless of consequences if the lire should

extend and consume the private houses of their own citizens and friend S ;

Says Sherman in his Memoirs : "The rebel garrison, when leaving, fired

the railroad depots, which fire had spread, and was only subdued by our

troops alter they had reached the city," the heart of which was con-

sumed. It may he mentioned here in t his connect ion, that
pl

about a month later the fourth anniversary of the surrender

of Fori Sumter—"The veritable flag, tattered and torn, which floated

over thai fort during the rebel assault," was. with imposing ceremonies,

replaced by Major—now Major-General Anderson.
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It was at this last momenl when the Confederate Congress chap lxis.

saw the end surclv approaching, thai they passed a l.ill
Mwch 7 188S

authorizing the arming of slaves. bu( even then under conditions that

the measure could lie of no avail i" either master or slave.

General Joseph E. Johnston, at the suggestion of Genera] Lee, was

appointed to the command of I lie ( lonfederate armj . now reinforced from

different places, which was to oppose Sherman. The Union army moved
from Columbia to Payetteville, ami thence northward

; the Confederates

making resistance at several points, the most important at

Bentonville; here thej made two severe attack-, hut were

repulsed in both instances. They were not pursued, because Sherman's

object was to move nearer Richmond, and unite with the Union forces

from Newbern and Wilmington, the former under General Schofield, ami

the latter under General Terry. Sherman occupied Golds-
Mareh 21

boro ; here he was joined by tin' forces mentioned. Johnston

now fell hack toward the Northwest, and Sherman occupied Apn , 13

Raleigh.

Sherman was now m a position to cooperate with Grant tit Richmond,

around which stirring events had been occurring tor some weeks, the

narrative of which «e now resume. Lee had devised plans to evacuate

both Richmond and Petersburg, and unite with .Johnston's army. 'The

latter, with this in view. kc|>t falling hack as Sherman advanced. This

plan was frustrated by the movements of Grant's army. As a preliminary

movement to accomplish this union of the Confederate armies, I
i

suddenly madea rigorous attack on Cram, intending, when the tatter's

army was in confusion, to move out of Richmond and join Johnston's
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March 25.

March 28.

chap. lxix. arm) in the vicinity of Danville, where was to be the place

of meeting. The assault was made at daylighl by General

Gordon on Fori Stedman, a point in the Union lines. The suddenness

of the attack took the garrison by surprise, ami fm- a while the soldiers

were overwhelmed. Soon, however, other Federal troops,

under General Ilartranft, joined in, and Gordon himself and
.'.iioo Confederates were captured. 'Phis attack was the occasion of < rene-

ral Meade sending forward two corps, who seized the Confederate picket

line .niil captured a large number of prisoners. A movement was also

made on the extreme Union left, and the enemy's picket line was also

secured there. About 2 P.M. Lee made a tremendous effori to regain

what hail been lost, hut in vain, his forces being repulsed at every point.

The plan of uniting with Johnston was thus completely frustrated.

The intention of Lee to retreat toward Danville either became known
or was surmised

;
as General Grant sent a large oVlaehnietit to his left to

cut off a retreat in that direction, and also ordered Sheridan

to take position with his cavalry in the vicinity of Din-

widdle Court House. To meet these threatening demonstrations, Lei'

sent 17,000 picked men, hut a severe storm of rain came on and lasted

for two days, during which no movements of importance were made by

either army.

A severe battle was fought at While Oak Road, in which the Confede-

rates had the advantage at first, hut Sheridan finally drove
March 11

them from their earthworks, and the next day. at Five

Forks, or Dinwiddie Court House, where five roads met—an important

strategic point—he defeated them, capturing 6,000 prisoners,

and seized anil held the Southside Railway. This was not

done without a struggle, hut Sheridan, with that versatility with which

he is remarkahle, at one lime dismounted a large body of troopers,

manned breastworks that were deserted by the enemy, while two brigades

of horsemen charged the Confederates in flank, forced them to suspend

the attack ; darkness coming on, Lee's forces withdrew.

When this success was known at headquarters, General Grant ordered

preparations to he made during the night for a general attack in the

morning upon the lines of Petersburg; to this service were detailed three

fresh corps. At dawn on that Sabbath mom. after a night

of bombardment along the whole line, tin' assault was made

mi Petersburg. Only 150 yards intervened between the lines of the

opposing forces. The Federals, at the signal, ran across this narrow

belt and swept the guarded intrenchments, driving the Confederates

within the inner lines; all along the line was seen the same result.

On the afternoon of that day. when in church, a telegram from Lee was

brought to Jefferson Davis, informing him that the entire Confederate

lines had been forced, and only for a few hours could his i Lee's) army

April 1.

April 2
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withstand the converging hos( thai were pressing upon it; chap, lxix

and closed by announcing that both Petersburg and Rich-

mond must be evacuated. Davis immediatelj lefl Richmond, esca]

be1 ween the lines.

Thai Sabbath was one of terror in Richmond; the citizens, Eor the

most part, seemed uol to realize thai in the end their citj must fall into

the hands of the Union army. I had left, and was moving his arm]

toward the Danville road, in the vain hope of uniting his forces with

those of Johnston. General Grant, meanwhile, was p m, know-

ing the importance of preventing the union, and also of compelling the

surrender of both these armies, and conquering a peace. He Benl a note

to Lee. under a flag of truce, saying: "1 regard h as mj
duty In shift fro

i

yself the responsibility of anj further

effusion of blood, by asking the surrender of the armj under your com-

mand." .More communications were interchanged, when linalh (Irani

wrote upon what conditions the surrender must lie made. " The Con-

federates laid down their arms and were paroled as prisoners of war, and

permitted to return to their homes." The utmost kindness was shown

by General (Irani and his officers

to their prisoners. The Union

soldiers shared with the hungry

prisoners their provisions ; both

armies bivouacked side by side. We
have the testimony of friend and

foe to the forgiving spirit, and the

mutual honor and respect shown

by these brave men toward each

other.

Sad was the fate of Richmond :

when the Union soldiers entered

this once beautiful city on Monday

.

April 4th. it was in flames in mam
place- ; the warehouses, the flour-

ing mills had heen set on tire b)

the retiring Confederate-. General Ewell professed to l» obeying orders

when he committed this wanton act againsl the protests of the Mayor

and the leading citizens. It was a strange feature of this war that there

was scarcely an instance iii its four years' continuance, in which the Con-

federates, w hen evacuating wn or city, did not burn a portion ol

from the village of Hampton to the Citj •>( Richmond. Even if by.

burning cotton thej prevented its falling into the bands of the Union

army, -till the destruction of the private property of their own citizens,

in consequence of fires thus kindled and permitted to run riot, was far

more valuable than the cotton thej thus kepi from falling into Federal

|

I s. Bw<
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April 14

chap. lxix bands. Still more useless and unpardonable was the bnrn-
18 6

' Log depots ami railway material.

Johnston was still pressed by Sherman ; the latter, when be heard of

the surrender of Lee, moved to Raleigh, the capital of North Carolina.

Johnston heard the same news, ami .sent a Bag of truce to Sherman,

asking for an armistice and interview; both were granted. The result

was, Johnston surrendered his army. The conditions were afterward

modified to accord with those under which Lee had capitulated. This

virtually closed the Oreat Rebellion. The other armies of the Confede-

racy, when they learned of these surrenders, laid down their arms, no

doubt heartily disgusted with the war : Kirby Smith, in Texas, being

the last.

In the midst of the rejoicings in the whole land at the surrender of

Lee and the prospect of a speedy end of the war. the nation was shocked

by the news thai the President had been assassinated, lie

was Bitting with Mrs. Lincoln in a private box in a theater.

when he was shot by John Wilkes Booth, and died the following morning

at twenty-two minutes past seven. Mr. Lincoln had endeared himself

to the people, and commanded the respect of even those who differed

from him in regard to political measures. His kindness and honesty

were patent to all, while in trying emergencies lie seemed to have a re-

served power of common sense to meet the occasion, amounting to almost

an intuition. The thinking minds among the Southern people deemed

his death, under the circumstances, a great loss to them. His remains

were taken from Washington to Springfield, Illinois, his

former residence, where they were entombed in Oak Hill

Cemetery. The long funeral procession lasted thirteen days: all along

the route the people in vast multitudes did reverence to his memory.

The conspirators attempted to murder Mr. Seward, the Secretary of

State, on the same evening. The assassin did not succeed, though he

wounded the Secretary and his son, Frederick W., and two others. It

was evident that a plot had been formed to assassinate the President ami

heads of department of the Government,

Booth leaped from the box to the stage and escaped, but he was quickly

pursued, and with an accomplice named Harold, was traced to a barn in

lower Maryland, where he had concealed himself. .Harold gave himself

up, but Booth refusing, and when about to fire upon the officers, was

shot dead. Others implicated in the plot were arrested and tried by a

court-martial ; four were found guilty and hanged, three were sentenced

to imprisonment for life, and one to hard labor for six years.
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1 \" accordance wil li t he pro-

\ isions of the Constitu-

tion, Andrew Johnson,

the Vice-President, be-

came President. John-

son was born in Raleigh,

North Carolina, in humble circumstances ; h is

education was so neglected thai ai the ageoi

seventeen he could scarcely read and write, but

by his energy and indomitable will he educated

himself. He removed to Greenville, Tennessee,

in his twentieth year: while employed at his

trade of tailor, he siill continued to acquire

cnowledge, and to make his influence felt. He
rose through every grade of office in the gift of

his immediate fellow-citizens ; Member of Con-

gress, Governor of the State, and United States

Senator. No fiercer opponenl to secession and

its abettors than Andrew Johnson was found

in thai body. He had been appointed Military Governor of Tennessee by

Mr. Lincoln, where he displayed greal energy united with prudence.
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chap lxx. Jefferson Davis, on leaving Richmond, hurried on to Dan-
ville, Virginia; there he issued a flaming proclamation

iguinst the Union army as "infamous invaders." A few days after he

was captured bj Federal cav-

alry, under General \\ ilson,

and sent tn Fortress Monroe. He
was indicted for treason, Inn the

feeling of reconciliation and kind-

ness, in the loyal States especially,

toward the people themselves, who
had hern made participators in this

efforl tn Bever the Nation, led to the

postponement of his trial. He was

tinalh 1 1861 i released on bail, promi-

uenl men in the loyal Stales going

on his bond—an indication of the

conciliating spiril of the majority of

those who labored to preserve the in-

tegrity of the Nation.

The following Bummaryof the losses in this war, on the Union side,

was copied from the records in the War Office at Washington :

I r
Andrew JohllHQll.

Killed on the battle-field,

Died of wounds,

Wounded,

35,408

19,205

100.935

March 28

The correct number of the Confederates killed and wounded cannol

he ascertained, as their authorities seem nol ti> have kept full records,

luit their losses musi have been very nearly the same.

Within an hour or two after Lee's surrender, General Grant was taking

measures for the disbandment of the Union army, in order to gel the

men back to civil life. He did nol even visil Richmond, bul hastened

to Washington to forward this important measure. Sherman states, in

his Memoirs, that in an interview which he himself ami

General Grant had with President Lincoln on board a stea-

mer at city Point, Virginia, the latter desired their opinion a- to the

prospect of peace, ami u hether the effusion of blood could not he stopped.

The answer given by the generals was: '-That depends on Jefferson

Davis ami General Lee." Mr. Lincoln expressed with great emotion his

desire that no t v lives Bhould he lost, ami an earnest wish to have the

armies on both Bides disbanded ami Bent to their In s, to their farms

ami their shops, a- well as to their duties as citizens.

'I'll.- mustering out began as booh a- possible. The armies, being for

the most pan no\i mi the Atlantic Blope, passed through Washington in

returning to their bomi reviews were held ;
these were \<-v\
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chap lxx imposing; certainly armiea .so large, and composed of citi-

1866
zens so intelligent, were never seen before. Thej were trans-

ported at the expense of the Governmeni to the place of their enlistment,

and there finally dismissed to their homes. Bui how unusual the Bcene

—both sad and joyful— in very many instances the names were railed.

bul no answer was given : in others the soldier, unharmed, was returned

to his loved ones.

Without unnecessary delay the Governmeni raised the blockade of the

Smil hem ports. The surplus ships, of which there was an immense

numher, were dismantled and sold to the highesl bidder, and also all

material no longer needed
; the proceeds were devoted to paying the

debt. The seamen and marines outside the regular navy were disbanded

in the same manner as the soldiers, and sen! to their homes.

An immense deb! was inenrred, amounting to nearly three thousand

million dollars; this, added to what was expended during the war and

obtained by taxation and Tree gifts, must have amounted tofour hundred

million more. The Nation has been paying off this debt every month

since, more or less, so that it amounts now (1879) to about two thousand

million dollars.

Though out of the regular order of the narrative, we will briefly notice

the cruisers—eighteen in all, including tenders Ben! out from English

ports. These cruisers wvw under the Confederate flag, ami roamed the

seas destroying American shipping. The principal one— the Alabama

—

was built for the purpose, as has been said, by the contributions of 290

British merchants. There were I wo others that did much damage—the

Florida and the Georgia—but the Alabama had more complete facilities.

as she was met. at designated points, fi i time to time. b\ tenders -cut out

from Liverpool or London ; these furnished her. during her two years
1

cruise, with stores and war material. This vessel, after leaving Liverpool,

went to the Azores, where she was met by a vessel or tender from London,

and thus received her armament of guns and military stores (August 24,

L862). Her crew consisted of 2i; olliccrs and 85 men ; nearly all the latter

were British seamen, as were the crews of the other vessels. Raphael

Semnies, a native of Maryland, commanded the Alabama. These vessels,

whenever they entered a port in the British dominions, were more or less

welcomed, furnished with supplies, and were permitted to make repairs

ami even to enlist men if needed. The English < rovernmenl . after a t ime,

issued a proclamation against these manifestations of sympathy, but it

took no efficienl measures to enforce the law. During these two years

of roving the Alabama alone destroyed about ;<> American ships.

At length the Alabama came into Cherbourg, the great naval station

of France ( April 1(1, 1864), and wished to make repairs, but the American

Minister, Mr. Dayton, protested, and the French authorities permitted

Inr oid\ lo receive the necessary coal and provisions, and required her to
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leave after a certain number of days. Meanwhile a telegram chap lxx

informed Captain John A. Winslow, commander of the

United States gunboai Kearsarge, who was in a pori in Holland, thai the

Earned cruiser was at Cherbourg. He appeared off Cherbourg as the

cruiser was aboul to leave. Ii was well known the Kearsarge was swifter

than the Alabama, and her escape was impossible.

Having taken on board five English trained gunners in addition to hie

crew. Semmes announced he was going to fighl his adversary. \\ hen he

was coming oul of the harbor, Wmslow steamed ahead oul i<> sea. II

did not wish to risk a fighl with his enemy in a position thai he could

slip within the limits of French jurisdiction thai is, within three miles

of the shore. Winslow continued on till he had gone oul seven miles,

then turning he made for the enenrj (June 19, L864), firing very slowl)

but deliberately ; soon he came within close range. Thi Kearsarge fired

11-inch shells with five-second fuses
;
these crashed through the Bides of

the Alabama, and exploded with terrible effecl between decks. 'The

Alabama began to sink in an hour and ten minutes : Semmes hauled

down his flag, and his ship suddenlj giving a lurch, disappeared from

Bight. The survivors leaped into the water ; an English yachl was near,

and Captain Winslow requested its owner to aid in saving the drowning

men. Semmes was taken on board this yacht, which, without ham

over the prisoners, slyly sailed into Southampton.

Precisely two months before the Alabama came into Cherbourg, Lord

John Russell, in a communication to Jefferson Davis as Presideni of the

"so-called Confederacy," protested against hissending i England

in secure "Vessels for war purposes againsl theUnited States" (April 10,

L864). It had become known thai the latter Governmenl was keeping

an authenticated record of the vessels destroyed bj English-buill cruisers,

and an estimate of their value. This meant thai in due time a bill for

damages would be presented. Had Lord Russell taken this ground al

first, the cruisers would never have had an existence, bul al this late daj

it came with a poor grace, when all the damage was done.

The Governmenl manifested its desire for reconciliation, as the greal

mass of the Southern people appeared to yield to the new order of things,

and three days after the last Confederate army had laid down its arms,

Presideni Johnson issued a proclamation offering pardon to ^ ^
all wlni ha<l taken part in the rebellion, excepl those who

had held offices under the so-called Confederacy, on their taking an oath

of allogiance to the United States. Afterward this offer was extended,

mi application, in numerous individuals belonging i" the classes that had

been excepted. This good will continued, ami the President, mi the 4th

(if July, 1868, grant) <1 full pardon ami amnesty unconditionally to all who

weiv not ai that date under imlietmeni for treason, and on Christmas, of

the same year, this pardon was extended -till further.
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Congress, according to the provisions of the Constitution

for amending itself, proposed an amendment (Article XIII.)

in thai instrument, h\ which Blavery was to be forever abolished in the

CHAP. LXX
1865

Dec. 18.
land. Three-fourths of the States having ratified the Arti-

Dec. 6.

June.

cle, it became a part of the organic law of the Union.

The enormous debt caused uneasiness in the minds of the people, and

Congress passed a resolution pledging the Eaith of the Nation

to the paymenl of the public debt, " principal and interest,"

the latter, for the mosl part. In be paid in gold : to meet this payment,

all import duties were required to lie paid in gold. Taxes were imposed

upon manufactured articles and incomes. These were, in time, removed,

as the necessity for them passed away.

Congress passed what is known as the Civil Rights Hill: this was

designed to protect the freedmen in their newly-acquired rights. Pre-

sident Johnson vetoed this hill, and Congress passed it over
April 9. 1866. , .

'

his veto.

An attempt was made by the members of a society calling themselves

Fenians to invade Canada, thinking in some way to benefit Ireland.

This proceeding was a violation of national rights, ami the Government

sent General Meade to the frontier to prevent a further

movement. At the same time the President issued a procla-

mation, which had the desired effect of ending the enterprise.

The telegraph was invented l>\ Professor Samuel I'. I'.. .Morse, in the

city of Xew York. He was then a professor in the New York Uni-

versity, and within its walls were made the experiments and the first

messages sent (1*44). The telegraph was soon extended throughout the

Onion, and an attempt was made to unite Europe and America 1 1 s.*. ; i ;

though the cable was laid, in a few hours it ceased to act. Another

effort was made (1866) and was successful ; other lines have since been

laid between the same countries, and also uniting the United states with

the countries south of them.

The great question that now arose, and which agitated the country for

two years, was that of the restoration or reconstruction of the Union:

these words did not convey the same idea by any means. The first meant

the Union restored by simply the States that had been in rebellion com-

ing hack without any Constitutional guarantees in respect to those who

had Keen slaves; the Second meant that the results id' the war should hi'

secured, especially that the evil effects of Blavery, which had accumu-

lated lor ages, should be remedied, as far as possible, by giving the

Freedmen a chance, as citizens, to elevate themselves ami their descend-

ants. This was deemed the only statesmanlike view of the Bubject,

It was argued that as this inferior race had been admitted to the rights

of citizenship, il was madness n,,t i,, prepare I hem to exercise these rights

intelligently by educating their young, though it might take a genera-
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tion or more ; otherwise the] would be an element greatly chap, lxx

impeding progress.
18M

President Johnson held theirs/ \ iew of the Reconstruction of the

Union, and in the loyal States were man] who coincided with him

—

mostly those who had do! been specially zealous in aiding to pul down
the rebellion. Moreover the majority in Congress and of the people of

the loyal States, held that dictating upon what conditions the Union

should he reconstructed, belonged to the legislative branch of the Govern-

ment, and not to the executive, as had always been dune n the admis-

sion of Territories. This argument was replied to bj the assertion thai

these States had hern only in insurrection, and had ne\er been OUl of

the Union : and. therefore, if the] only repealed the several ordinances

of Secession, they would be in the Union as the] were before these were

passed.

When the Thirty-ninth Congress was ntol in session, the Presideni

assumed the responsibility of appointing provisional Governors for seven

of the Slates lately in rebellion, and gave them power to authorize the

people of these States to hold conventions and form new constitutions,

and prepare themselves to be represented in Congress. This was in

accordance with the President's "policy"or theor] of Reconstruction.

With these suggestions these States hastened to comply. The] adopted

theXlIlth Amendment (see Constitution) in respeci to the prohibition

of slavery, repealed their ordinances of Secession, and repudiated the

Confederate debt. Then they elected members of Congress and United

States Senators, and were recognized bj the Presideni as being in the

Union. These proceedings caused a strong feeling in the minds of a

majority of Congress, a- well as among the
| pie of the loyal States.

Had the Presideni called an extra session of Congress, measures of a

conciliatory character mighl have been adopted conjointlj ; bul as it

was the irritation was greal on account of what was thoughl by the ma-

jority in Congress an unwarranted assumption on the part of the Pre-

sident. When Congress met in regular -'-.-ion in December, it took

measures to undo what the President had done in this irregular manner.

The elected Congressmen and Senators were denied admission to their

seats in thai body, which insisted that the Union should not he •• re-

stored'* on the old basis without guarantees, ami thai it Bhould be

"reconstructed" npon a basis in which certain constitutional guarantees

shonld hi' given.

In addition to the XHIth Amendment, which secured freedom to the

former dave and hi- posterity, Congress now proposed to the State- the

XIYth Amendment (sec Constitution), which made him a citizen, and

al-o made it the intciv-t for the Stale- ma to deprive an\ da- of their

citizens of their righl to vote. This amendment was ratified b] the

requisite number of S ' ongress al-o passed
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chap. lxx. the bill establishing the "Freedman's Bureau." This Bu-
reau was designed t<> aid the Freedmen as well as the desti-

tute whites of the States lately in insurrection. This Bureau was of

ureat advantage to both these parties, ami when the necessity for aid was

past, it was repealed. This bill was passed over the President's veto.

These amendments the Southern States, with the exception of Ten-

nessee, rejected at first, but after a bitter contest of two years' duration

between Congress and the President, these States finally adopted the

amendments, and were admitted to the Union : some of these had not

bei represented in Congress for seven years. (Tear the close of Johnson's

term. Congress proposed to the States, fortheir ratification, the XVth
Amendment to the Constitution (see Constitution) ; this secured to the

Freedmen, and also the colored men of the North, the right of voting.

This was approved by the requisite number of States, and was declared

adopted in March, 1870.

Nebraska was received into the Union, making the thirty-

seventh State. This same year Alaska, known as Russian

America, was purchased for *; .'.'on. in hi in gold. This region contains

about 500. 000 square miles, and is noted for its fur-bearing seals, fine

fisheries, and immense and valuable forests extending along its southern

and southeastern coast.

Congress passed a law known as Cue Tenure-of-Office Act. By this

enactment it was made necessary, in order to remove an officer whose

nomination required the confirmation of the Senate, thai the consent of

the latter bodj be given. During the recess of Congress the President,

in violation of this law, removed from office the Secretary of War, Edwin
M. Stanton, who was endeared to the loyal people of the Union, because

of his efficiency in his office during the Civil War. The Senate refused

its assent to the removal, and the Secretary was restored to li is office ;

but five months later the President removed the Secretary again. This

led to the impeachment of the President by the House of Representa-

t ives, and a long and hitter trial before the Senate, Chief Justice Salmon

P. Chase presiding. The trial ended in the President's acquittal : it

required a two-thirds vote to convict, and the Senate lacked
May 26, 1868. '.

one ot that number.

A treaty was made with the Chinese Empire, through the agency of

Anson Burlingame, formerly American Minister to that Empire. By
this treaty liberty of conscience was permitted Americans residing in

China, and the same right was allowed to the Chinese living in the

t'nited States ; and mutual protection to property and commercial advan-

tages were secured by this treaty.

During Johnson's Administration Lieutenant-Ccneral "Wintield Scott

died at the age of eighty years
|
Ma\ 29, 1866). For more than half a

century he had been, as a military commander, identified with the
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public interests, and was universally respected and honored, chap lxx.

Two years later, ex-Presideni James Buchanan passed awaj
Jni" 1 - 1

at the age of BeveDty-eighi years. He died at his borne, Wheatland,

near Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

The nominations of candidates were made for the office of President

and Vice-President. The Republicans nominated General Ulysses s
-

Grant, of Illinois, and Schuyler Colfax, of Indiana. The Democi

Horatio Seymour, of New York, and General Francis 1*. Blair, dr., of

Missouri. The former were elected.
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General Grant — Pacific Railroad The Will Amendment -The- Ninth Censoa

—

Robert E. Lee's Death Ratio in Congress—Troubles in South Carolina—The
Alabama Claims Si-t tli-mciit "I other tjiu stions - Fires in Chicago and Huston

—

Presidential Election— Death of Horace Greeley—The Financial Panic—War
with the Modocs—Time for Electing United Stales Officers—Colorado a Stati

—

The Record of Deaths— Signal Office Bureau The Centennial — Presidential

< lanvass— Electoral Commission.

II K.\ Ulysses S.

Gran! was inaugu-

rated mi March 4.

L869, bhe tJnion had

been restored. He was

horn at .Mount P I ea 9a n t.

Ohio, in L822, and was ap-

pointed eadei to Wesl Point a<

the age of seventeen, where he

graduated in 1S4.'>. and at once entered

the army. Two years later he was in

General Scott's army in .Mexico-, there

he distinguished himself, and was pro-

moted to the rank of captain, bui after thai

war closed, he resigned his commission and en-

tered upon commercial pursuits. Winn the Civil War
began, he immediately offered his services, and was

appointed Colonel of Volunteers by Governor fates, of Illinois.

The President appointed Elihu I'.. Washburne, Secretary

if Stale. Imt soon after the latter was commissioned American

Kiel
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chap lxxi Minister to France, and ex-Governor Hamilton Fish, of New
18«9. York, succeeded hitn in the office.

During the first year of this administration the Pacific Railroad was

finished ; it extended from Omaha, Nebraska, to San Francisco, the whole

length being 1,914 miles, and coating about Slot), 000, 000. The eastern

division is known as the Union Pacific Railway, the western portion is

known as the Central Pacific : the point of union ia at Ogden, in Utah.

This was a magnificent work, and though the Civil War was in progress

when it was commenced, it was urged on with untiring zeal. The
National Government aided its construction by making liberal grants of

public lands, and guaranteed the payment of a large amount of bonds.

The direct aid was given by granting the alternate sections (or miles

square) of the public lands for ten or twenty miles mi each side of the

line, reserving the firei and thirty-sixth square mile for a school fund.

Similar grants of public lands have been given to the Northern Pacific

Road, which commences at Duluth, on Lake Superior, and is to termi-

nate on Pugei Sound. Washington Territory.

The XVth Amendment (seeConatifcution), as has been said, was ratified

by the Statcv-. and declared by President Grant the law of the land.

These three amendments (13th, 14th. and 15th) were deemed sufficient

to stimulate the colored people to exertion in elevating themselves and

their children. Their previous condition of slavery and enforced ignorance

incapacitated them to he self-respecting to much extent. These defects

time alone, With education, industry, and correct moral training, will

remove. The interest they take in the education of themselves and their

children is very commendable : and the crops of cotton they have raised

from year to year since they have obtained their freedom, show that they

have been, under the circumstances, remarkably industrious.

The Ninth Census was taken in 1870; it showed the population of the

Union to be .'iS.55S,371—-an increase of about 6,000,000 in ten years.

This exhibited a marvelous growth and progress, when we consider that

during nearly one-half that period the Nation was convulsed with civil

war, in which war more than a million and a half of able-bodied men.

including the whole country, were withdrawn from their industries and

civil duties, yet the manufactured products of the Nation had nearly

doubled since the last census was taken. This can be accounted for only

because of the encouragement given to native mechanical industries by

the duties imposed upon the imports of foreign manufactured products.

The South seemed to bis last recuperating from her terrible exhaustion;

her industries were gradually adjusting themselves to the basis of free

and paiil labor.

After the close of the rebellion, General Robert E. Lee accepted the

situation and took no part in the ordinary polities of the day. but only

to advise moderation and the laying aside of sectional animosities. He
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wished the Nation to become harmonious, and bo enter upon chap, lxxi

a course of material prosperity, and rise to a higher plane of
1870

mural greatness. Be was elected presideni of Washington College in his
native State, and there he exerted a high-toned Christian influence over
the young men entrusted to Ins care. Bis instruction to them was thai
they should become true and loyal citizens of the whole Nation. Ob
one occasion a mother brought her two sons to enter them in the college

;

in his presence this lad} expressed hatred of the North. The President,
in his kind and dignified manner, relinked the sentiment bj saying:
• Madam. don't bring up your sons to detest the United States Govern-
ment. Recoiled that we form but one countrj »<»«•.• abandon all these

local animosities, and make your -en- Americans." General Lee was
opposed to secession, and had hut little respect fur the political leaders

of the time : he was drawn into the movement, like BO inanv others, bj

his State seceding. General Lee died October 12, 1870.

When the Census of 1870 made known the population, Congi

according to law, determined the nnmber of members, for the next ten

years, of the House of Representatives t" be 292, ami this gave the rath,

of one representative to ever} l 35, 239 of the inhabitants of the United
States.

Tfouhles and outrages bj no means ceased in some of the States re-

admitted to the Union. Certain classes of lawless \> '- men resented

the admission of the Ereedmen to the rights of citizenship. Tin- led to

much Buffering on the pari of the latter el, i

I as these outi

were neither prevented, nor their authors punished by the State courts,

Congress found it necessary to pass stringent laws to prevent these crimes.

The measure was known as tie- •• Enforcement Act." or commonlj the

'Ku-Klux Hill." from the uncouth name assumed by these bands, who.

in disguise, roved over the country committing these outrages. The
Presideni issued a proclamation suspending the Habeas Corpus in nine

counties in South Carolina This was necessarj in order to enforce the

law. and prevent the State courts interfering with the Federal officers ni

the discharge of their duty. These evils required decided measures.

A more kindly feeling had been growing between tie- American people

and those of the motherland. At the outbreak of the rebellion, the posi-

tion taken by the majority of the ruling classes of England against the

loyal or free State-, excited a deep-toned emotion of indignation and

sorrow in the minds of all those in these States who were really in favor

of maintaining the integrity of the Nation. As ha- been -aid. an accu-

rate record \\:i- kept of the damages done to American ships bj orn

built in England; tie -. though commanded bj Confederate

officers, "ere. for the t part, manned bj British seamen.

A treaty had been concluded during the last administration : hut tin-,

for obvious reasons, tin Sen;,: Soon after General Grant
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chap. lxxi. became President he recommended Congress to appoint a
,y

'

7
committee to audit the claims for the damages which Ameri-

can citizens had sustained by these cruisers. This led koa Bigh Com-
mission of five members from each nation, to meet in Washington, and
devise measures by which these claims could be adjusted and liquidated.

After much discussion, it was arranged by the Commission that each

Government should submit its claims against the other to a Board of

Arbitration. This Hoard was to be composed of five members, to be

named by the rulers of three friendly nations. The Queen appointed

one arbitrator and the President one. The King of Italy, the Emperor
of Brazil, and the President of the Swiss Confederation were each requested

to name an arbitrator; they named each an arbitrator of eminent learning

and ability. The Queen appointed Sir Alexander Cockbura arbitrator,

and the President. Charles Francis Adams. As counsel for the United

States, the President employed William M. Bvarte, Caleb Cashing, and

Morrison R. Waite, the present Chief Justice.

In all, there were five questions that needed adjustment : the first and

most important, the Alabama claims BO called : second, in relation to the

coast fisheries of the United States and the British Provinces; third, the

free navigation of the St. Lawrence and certain canals of the Dominion,

and for the free navigation of Lake Michigan ; fourth, free and reciprocal

transit across the territory of the Dominion of Canada and the United

States : and fifth, the true boundary between British Columbia and Wash-

ington Territory.

The first claim on the Alabama cruisers was awarded to the United

States— ••*lo.:iOO,000 in irold, as the indemnity to lie paid
^*nt 14 1 87^

by Great Britain to the United States for the satisfaction of

all claims referred to the consideration of the Tribunal." This money
has been paid, the claims adjusted, and there remains a surplus. The
second and third have been arranged as stated : the former by the United

States paying for the privilege of fishing within the bays of the British

Provinces; the fourth as stated, ami the fifth in favor of the United

States. It was agreed that the navigation of the St. Lawrence should be

Forever free for commercial purposes to the people of the United States,

and the rivers of Yukon, Porcupine, and Stikinc. in Alaska, should be

free to British subjects.

One of the most terrible tires of the age occurred in Chicago on the 8th

and 9th of October, 1871. The tire was accidental ; but at the time was

a wind storm of great violence, this fanned the conflagration, so that it

became the greatest since the great fire of London. This wind for two

days carried the flames until they had consumed 17.450 houses, and

burned over an area of 2,100 acres, rendering 08.000 persons homeless,

and never ceased until slopped by Lake Michigan. This tire destroyed

property to the value of 200.000,000 dollars. This caused great distress,
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CHAP LXX1
1872

and relief poured in from the benevolent of all sections of the

country. Bui must remarkable was the indomitable energj

displayed bj the citizens themselves in rebuilding their city, which is

now more magnificent than ever.

The following year (Maj 9, is;-.m a Are occurred of unusual size in

Boston, burning for nearly two days. This was in the center of the

business of the city. Sixty-five acres were burned over, and property to

the value of 80,000,000 dollars.

The time for the election of Presidenl and Vice-Presidenl drew near;

the Republicans nominated General Grant, and Henry Wilson. of Mas-

sachusetts. Differences of opinion arose within the Republican parti in

respect to certain measures, one portion calling themselves Liberal Repub-

licans. The latter nominated Horace Greeley, of New Fork, and B. Gratz

Brown, of Missouri
;

tliis ticket the Democratic partj also endorsed.

Tlic flection resulted in the choice of the Republican candidates bj a

verv large majority.

Before the (lose of the month, Horace Greeley died. One
of the most remarkable men of the time, of clear intellect

;

he wrote with such clearness, that his thoughts became the property of

his reader almosl without the latter's exertion. His influence was fell

more than any of his cotemporaries in promoting the industries of the

country.

On Septemher l?th, is;;;. Ih^ithii one of the most Bevere panics or com-

mercial failures this country has ever sustained. It has been termed the

"Railroad Panic" bj Borne, and by others the "Monej Panic." A

large banking-house in Philadelphia was the first to stop paymeni ; other

failure- followed in quick succession, and. in consequence, large numbers

of banks and other commercial or moneyed institutions suspended al least

temporarily. The industries of the country were paralyzed, thai of build-

ing railroads almosl ceased. Wbrkingmen all over the land were thrown

out of employment ;
the unusually high wages received for a number of

years had tempted greai numbers of this class to become improvident.

while the well-to-do classes had learned to be extravagant in their In

and the distress Beemed to Call equally upon all the community. If this

trial continues to teach the people economj and industry, as il Beems to

have done, the experience thus taught will be cheap indeed. Two years

after these financial troubles began, Congress, in order to bring the busi-

ness of the country to a solid financial basis, enacted a law making pro-

\i.-ion for resumption of Bpecie payment by the Government, to take

effect on Januar] 1. 1879. Fr the passage of thai law the premium

on gold began going steadily down, till it reached nothing upon the day

the law went into effect.

An effort was made to remove an insignificant tribe of Indiana—the

Modo,-. living around Lake Klamath— to a reservation, according to a
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chap, lxxi treaty made with them some time before. This led to a

war. and the Indians took refuge in what is known as the

"lava-beds." An efforl was made bj General Canbj and a member of

the Peace Commission to persuade them to go peaceably, but they

treacherously murdered these, their Friends, at a conference. They were

now attacked, and defeated and captured. Captain Jack, their principal

chief, and two other minor chiefs were hanged for this assas-
June 1.

. .
°

filiation, and the tribe Beni to other reservations.

The public tranquility was much disturbed in Louisiana ; this origi-

nated in the nval claims of two governors, each of whom was declared

by Returning Boards of die rival parties. On the same ground were two

legislatures in session at the same time; confusion thuB reigned. The
President issued a proclamation calling upon the people to restrain them-

selves from acts of violence, and at the same time he sus-

tained the claims of Kellogg, the Republican. There had

been a greal deal of intimidation practiced againsi colored voters in this

State, and the votes of certain districts were rejected by one party ami

collided in by (he other. The ill-feeling lasted more than a vear ; then

.1 conflict occurred in the streets of New Orleans, and a number of per-

sons lost their lives, and Governor Kellogg was compelled

to seek refuge in the Custom House. The President now
interfered and reinstated the governor in his position. Three months
afterward these troubles Were renewed ; this time Congress sent a com-

mittee to New Orleans, who succeeded in adjusting the difficulties.

Congress passed a law (1874) in respect to the time when all officers

of the National Government should he elected ; this was to be on '-The

Tuesday next after the firs! Monday in November—to take effeel in 1876."

Congress authorized the Territory of Colorado lo form a
1875.

constitution preparatory to admission to the Union as a

Suite. Its rich deposits of the precious nietal>. as well as its tine climate

and adaptation for stock raising, induced a large immigration to the

Territory. The following year it was admitted as the thirty-eighth

Stale.

Within a few years after the close of the war, a number of men. pro-

minent in public affairs and science, passed away. Among these were

Kdwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War under President Lincoln, a most

efficient officer, and afterward one of the Judges of the Supreme Court

.if lie- t'nileil Slate-. William IT. Seward (ls;--2). Secretary of State

under Presidents Lincoln and Johnson
; a man of great learning as a

statesman, and who exhibited remarkable skill in managing our foreign

relations during the war. Professor 8. V. 15. Morse (1874), the inventor

of the telegraph; for him, when still living, (lie gratitude of the

people erected a bronze statue in Central Park. New Fork City. Louis

Agassi/., one of the world's great teachers of science, and Joseph Henry,
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for many years Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution chap, lxxi

at Washington, and a scientist of world-wide reputation.
18r5

Salmon P. Chase, Secretarj of the Treasury under President Lincoln,

and afterward Chief Justice of the United States ; the National Banking
System of the Union is due to his financial management. Charles Sum-
ner, of Massachusetts, died (March t. 1874) al Washington while in the

discharge of his duties. He wen! direct from the people to the seal of

Daniel Wehster in the Senate, and Berved for twenty-four yeai

nonsly. No one in the public councils was his Buperioror equal in the

es of scholarship, both as to literature or as to the knowledge per-

taining to his duties as a legislator. He was a leader from his innate

power of mind and of influence from his incorruptibility of character.

General George G. Meade, who commanded at Gettysburg; Henry Wil-

son i L875), while in the office of Vice-Presidenl ;
and Andrew Johnson,

nol long after his term of office expired.

Congress, in L870, established the Signal Service Bureau—the firsl in

t lie world. The design is to make observations upon the atmosphere ai

the same moment all over the Union ; in respeci to its temperature and

moisture, and also of the direction and velocitj of the wind, the rise and

fall of rivers. These observations are published dailj 03 the Bureau,

and sent 1>\ mail to every post-office in the Onion for the benefil of the

public, in addition they are published in the daily papers. Storms are

predicted hours and sometimes days beforehand, and warning given,

especially to ships aboul to go to sea; these benefits extend also to agri-

culture and the commerce upon the great lakes. Then' are in t be United

States about 150 stations, and the time appointed to take observations

corresponds to 7.35 a.m. at Washington. It is estimated thai ninety

percent, of these predictions are verified. Great benefits have thus far

been conferred upon the country, and in the future, as the operation- of

nature become better known, they will still he greater.
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1876.

The youthful nation, as it drew near its hundredth year,

the people wished to have it celebrated, and Congress | March

3, 181 1 ) properly selected Philadelphia as the place to hold the Nation's

Centennial, as in thai city the Nation had its birth, July 4th. 1776. The
words of Congress are : "The Act provides for celebrating, in a becoming

manner, the one hundredth anniversary of American Independence, by

holding an International Exhibition of Arts, Manufactures, and Products

of the Mines at Philadelphia in 1876." Congress appropriated $1,500,000

to tin' Exhibition, and authorized the Governor of each State and Terri-

tory to appoint one delegate to a Commission, whose duty it was to make

arrangements for the Exhibition and to have its general supervision to

the end; and also a second corporation, known as ''The Centennial

PHILADELPHIA D. S. AMERICA

- —- - ,i;!i3gigiiEaafl'a
,3i<3irj&L 'E^mj.aiiii'jflJi _---

.

— : --
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Board of Finance." The latter was composed of prominenl chap lxxi

citizens from each Stale and Territory, and was required to
1871

hold ii> meetings in Philadelphia. The Presidenl was authorized to

invite foreign nations to participate in the celebration. The circum-
stances were peculiar, and to the President's invitation aearlj fortj

Philadelphia us AmemcA M»rio™TO tovcniBcit in 1876

M^eMiEcsss' Jllxti. * C-C-<-<-.~--

nations responded. Hitherto there had never been an international

exhibition in which nations from all portions of the globe participated.

For the accommodal ion of so many exhibitors, and i he immense amount

of their articles of manufacture and the native products of their i\

tire countries, large buildings "ere required. These structures were in

Fairmonnt Park, and combined thej occupied an area nearly the Bame

as that of both the greai exhibitions of London and Paris f 1862 5 1, and
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chap. lxxi. ten acres more than that of Vienna (1873). The Main

Building alone covered twentj acres. 'The immense build-

ings designed especially for the Exhibition ^\ « rv. tor the most nan. con-

structed of iron and glass. In addition to these structures just men-

tioned, almost ever] State and Territory had a separate bouse, built in

graceful Btyle, and some quite expensive. A number of foreign nations

had such houses. The portion of the park assigned for occupation by

the Centennial was 450 acres, every portion of which enclosure could lie

easily reached in a few minutes by a narrow-gauge railway of peculiar

construction. The world had never seen so rich an exhibition of man's

progress in a mechanical point of view.

It was verj gratifying to the American people to realize the interest

taken in their country by other nations ; it was looked upon as a harbinger

of more intercourse among the peoples of the earth, and the beginning

of an exercise of greater sympathy and good feeling.

While the Centennial Exhibition was in progress, a presidential can-

vass was going on. The candidates of the Republican party were Gover-

nor Rutherford B. Eayes, of ohio. for President, and William A.

Wheeler, of New York, for Vice-President : and of the De tratic party,

ex-Governor Samuel -I. Tilden, of New York, and Governor Thomas A.

Hendricks, of Indiana. The contest was exceedingly close ; Only one

electoral vote could decide it either wax. The excitement was very

great ; fraud was charged m one side and intimidation on the other.

The hitter charge was applied to the manner the election had been

conducted, especially in three Stab Louisiana. Florida, and South

Carolina.

Congress passed a law authorizing what was termed tin Electoral Com-
mission, and till parties agreed to Bubmil to its decision, unless both

Houses of Congress concurred in rejecting it. This Commission con-

sisted of five Judges of the Supreme Court of the United States, five

Senators, and Representatives of tin' Lower House. After carefully

canvassing the votes, it was found by the Commission that the Repub-

lican nominees, Ila\es and Wheeler, hail 1 85 electoral Votes, and the

Democratic. Tilden and Hendricks. 184. This decision was made on

March •-'. is;; ; the Ith came on Sunday, and .Mr. Hayes merely took

the oath of oilice on that day. in tin- presence of a feu persons, and was,

according to precedent under BUCh circumstances, inaugurated the fol-

lowing. A very large concourse of people assembled to witness the rn-r-

monv. He delivered his inaugural address, and publicly took the oath

of office; Chief Justice Waite administering it.
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Ski tcli of Mr. Hayes—His Policy—The Hints— Silver Coined—Resumption of Specie

Payment—Material Progress— Inventions The Homestead Benefits—Common
Schools— The Intelligent Voter— Advance of Literatim— Benevolences— The
Nation from the same Stock—Stability of Institutions.

UK uew President was a native of Ohio, born October 4tli,

L822, and graduated ai Kenyon College
;
studied hie pro-

Cession in Harvard University Law School, and began

practice in Cincinnati, in bis native State. At the time

the rebellion commenced be was city solicitor. Tie volun-

teered, and was appointed major in a regiment, and rose

in thf same to be colonel : at the battle of South Moun-

tain (Antietam) he was severely wounded. lit* was pro-

moted to tlic rank of brigadier-genera] of volunteers "for

gallani and meritorious services in the battles of Win-

chester, Ki-her's Bill, and Cedar ( 'reek." and was at'ler-

ward breveted major-general. He was then in command
of a division, and as such served to the end of the war.

during which he was wounded four times, and had five

horses shol under him in battle. Afterward he was elected for two

terms to Congress, bui before his second term expired he was elected

Governor of Ohio, and then the second time, at the expiration of his

term, he was again elected to Congress, bul before the close of his term

lie was nominated and elected for the third time Governor ; this office he

ned to be inaugurated President of the United States.

Mr. Haves appointed William M. Evarts, of New Fork, Secretary of

Slate: John Sherman, of Ohio, Secretary of the Treasury; David M.

Key, of Tennessee, Postmaster-General'; and Carl Schurz, of Missouri,

Secretary of t he Interior.

1076
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In his inaugural Hie President outlined bis intention of chap, lxxii

reforming the civil Service, and also to remove the troubles
M'"h 6i 187T

existing in the South. .Measure- were entered upon in reform the Civil

Service; the President made but few changes of officers, ami in these

he appeared to consult the public interest alone. Then was presented

the difficulty of retaining the United States broope in the States of

Louisiana and South Carolina, where the] hail Keen stationed to keep

order. He was assured by leading men thai there Bbould he no dis-

turbance if he would remove the soldiers, which was done accordingly.

A scries of riots, it would serm concerted, began alone
j i

the main railways of the country, especially on the Baltic

and Ohio, and Pennsylvania Central. Armed rioters took possession of

the trains, seized the property of the mads, and prevented the trains

running. At Pittsburg they destroyed a hundred locomotives, and

burned depots and miles of freight cars laden with merchandise; the

latter was also plundered. Business was suspended aero-- the continent,

even to California. Many lives were lost, and United Slates soldiers had

to be called out to aid the State authorities in quelling the rioters and In

restoring order. A vast amount of property was destroyed.

Congress passed a bill to make silver a legal tender, or to ivmouel i/i-

it. Silver had not been coined to much extent -im e L873, and ua-a

legal tender in sums of only live dollars for debts public or private. The

mints began to coin silver dollars rapidly, as the] were authorized and

instructed: hut the people arc not disposed -< ,-ih< r. because of its

inconvenient weight and hulk. The question is by i leans satisfactorily

settled.

Financial measures have been much discussed in Congress since Mr.

Hayes's assumption t<\' office, lint a brighter day has dawned a] the

financial future of the country, since, on the 1st of Jannary, 1879, the

Government promptly resumed specie paj ment, and the premium on gold

vanished. The Government has inspired ao much confidence in its power

to meet its Liabilities, that the Secretary of the Treasurj has been enabled

to lift the United Stales l.onds as they became due, and change them for

a longer time and a lower rate of interest, so as to save In interest alone

more than 113,000,000 \ early. This confidence is by no means limited

to our ou n country, but has extended to foreign land-. H here our bonds

arc in demand.

The material progress of the United state- has been a marvel in his-

tory; vet it is the natural result of a Government founded on the civil

ami religious right- of man : it has been an experiment, the people ha\ tug

within themselves the elements of success.

Our population ha- increased, from the census taken in 1790 to tl lie

m 1870, nearly ten-fold :i. '.'•.".'..•
l l to 38,555,983). Prom a comparatively

narrow strip along the Atlantic at the olose of the Revolution, our
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chap, lxxii. territory has extended to the Pacific, having an area <>f more
1878

than three millions of square miles. This is penetrated by

na\ igahle rivers, and crossed by railways, which number more than so.ono

miles in extent.

There has heen continuous progress in cultivating the fertile soil of

our domain, which is deemed the finest in the world, having in pro-

portion to its area more that can he Cultivated than any other land,

while sunshine and a copious rainfall secure abundant crops. Indian

corn stands first in value, wheat second, hay third, and cotton fourth.

The minor grains are also abundant for our own needs.*

The inventive genius of the American has become proverbial: his

printing presses, sewing machines, telegraph, agricultural implements,

watches, and power looms, are known the world over. This has enabled

the American to supply hie manufactured product- to foreign markets

with so much BUCCesS. Fifteen thousand patents have heen taken out at

the office in Washington in a single year.

The beneficent Homestead Law went into effect January 1, L863, and

its results have been most striking in conferring blessings upon the people

of limited means. In fifteen years, as reported h\ the Secretaries of the

Interior, the area thus taken up of the public lands of the United States,

has amounted to as much as the area of all (lie New England States ami

New Jersey and .Maryland combined, while the number of inhabitants

thus settled in comfortable homes amounts to as many as the entire

population of the cities of .New York and Brooklyn by the census of

1870. And the generous Government offers to-day L60 acres of the

unoccupied lands to the head of a family, male or female, for the trifling

expense of about ten dollars: ami. if the occupant lives upon the land

for five years, anil cultivates it in good faith, the Government deeds him
the farm.

Common schools have heen established in all the States
; a libera]

pori ion of the public lands has been set aside in all the new States and

Territories for the benefit of these schools, while the older States cheer-

fully tax themselves to sustain them. All the youth of the land can

obtain an English education to lit him for the ordinary pursuits of life.

With these facilities, no native youth who has not learned to read and
write on his arriving at twenty-one years of age, should be permitted to

vote. Tf such a law was enacted in all the States and enforced, in twenty-

five years we would become a nation of intelligent voters.

During the time of the fievolution only •'!."> newspaperswere published,

and they, compared with the papers of this day. of very limited circula-

tion. Now there are more than 7, 0(1(1 periodicals and papers. The

population has increased about ten-fold, and the papers two hundred-fold.

* See Primer on the Natural Resource!! of the United States, by J. Harris l'attoa
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Some of the best minds of the Nati afluence public chap, lxxii.

opinion through the medium of the press newspapers and
1879

periodicals—and if the people will patronize g 1 literature and uol evil,

thej can compel the press to be i allj pure in its t >,. As a con-
sequence of public schools, the mass of the people have become readers,

and libraries have become a necessity. There are aboui 1 1,000 libra

great and small, in the [Jnion ; these contain more than 8,000, >

volumes. Large circulating libraries arc found in our cities, and smaller
niic- in our towns and villages.

One of the remarkable features of our times, and evidence of the prog-

ress of the Nation, are the numerous instances in which men of wealth

use their property to forward the cause of morals and education. Mil-

lions ,,n millions have been given to endow institutions of learnin

every kind, especially those of the higher grades of literature, and also

for teaching the" useful and needed mechanic arts. This is an efforl to

secure the youth to virtue and industry, and if these are - 1( ured. the

blessed influence will continue to all coming time.

Medal given at th<- Centennial Exhibition.

Our Nation has within it many elements thai have been wanting in

others occupying very large area-. We are homogeneous ; nearly all de-

scended from the same >toek of ancestors, near and remote. We have

the Bame language, which will be kepi in its purity throughout the land

by our sy-lein of BCl Is. and by the new -paper and the periodical, and

the public speaker. We, as a Nat ion, arc easily brought into communica-

tion with the Beveral portions bj mean- of railways, and the people are

brought into sympathy bj means of the telegraph ; these aid in binding

u< together as a Nation.

The stability of our institutions will, under Divine Pro\ idence, depend

upon our being influenced as a Government, and as individuals of a

Nation, by the great principles of honesty of life and pureness of morals.

E \ l>.





APPENDIX.

THE DECLARATION OF I N 1 1 E P EN DEN C

E

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Signed on the 4(A of July, 177G, hy a congreu of delegate*, assembled at Philadelphia,

frtm the Slates of New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, i\ev

York, Sew Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Oaroli:.~,

South Carolina, tjeort*ia.

When, in the course of human events, it. becomes necessary for one |«ople to dissolve

the political bonds which have connected them with another, and to assume amone the

powers of the earth, the se|>arate and equal station to which the laws of nature und of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind, requires that they

should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident — that all men were created equal ; that the]

are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that anion;; these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these rights, governments are

instituted among men. deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that

whenever any form of government becomes destructive to these ends, it is the right of the

people to alter or abolish it, and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on

such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely

to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate, that governments

long established, should not be changed for light and transient causes ; and, accordingly,

all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to Buffer, while evils are

sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the tonus- to which they are accustoi I

But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object,

evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty.

to throw off such government) and to provide new guards tor their future security. Such

has been the patient sufferance of these colonies; and such is now the necessity which

constrains them to alter their former systems of government. The history of the present

king of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurp it ions, all having in ih reel

object the establishment of an absolute u rannj over these -' ites. To prove this, let facts

be submitted to a candid world.

He has refused lus assent to laws the mast wholesome and necessary for the public good.

He has forbidden his governors to pass laws of lediate and prosing importance,

unless suspended in their operations til his assent should be obtained; and, when so

suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend tj them.

He has refused I thet laws, tor the accommodation of large districts of |m

unless thus? people would relinquish the right ot represent..!. „n in tno legislature—a right

inestimable to them, and formidable to tyrants only.
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He lias called together legislative bodies, at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant

from the depository of their public records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into

compliance wilh his measures.

1 1, has dissolved representative houses repeatedly, for opposing with manly firmness his

invasions on the rights of the peo;>'<\

He has refused, for a long time after such dissolutions, to cause others to be elected
;

thereby the legislative powers, incapable of annihilation, have returned to the people at

iarge for their exercise; the state remaining in the meantime ox|>osed to all the danger

j|' invasion from without, and convulsions within.

lie has endeavored to prevent the population of these states ; for thai purpose obstructing

the laws for naturalization of foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage their

migration hither, and raising the conditions of new appropriations cf lands.

He has obstructed the administration of justice, by refusing his assent to laws for

establishing judiciary powers.

He has made judges dependent on his will alone lor the tenure of their offices, and the

amount and payment of their salaries.

He has erected a multitude of new offices, and sent hither swarms of officers, to haraso

our people, and eat out their substance.

lie has kept among us, in times of peace, standing armies, without the consent of our

legislature.

He has affected to render the military independent of, and superior to, the civil power.

I re lias combined with others, to subject us to a jurisdiction, foreign to our constitution,

and unacknowledged by our laws; giving his assent to their acts of pretended legislation,

For quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:

Fur protecting them, by a mock-trial, from punishment tor any murders which they

should commit on the inhabitants of these states:

For cutting off' our trade with all parts of the world :

Fur imposing taxes on us without our consent:

For depriving us, in many cases, of the benefits of trial by jury :

For transporting us beyond seas, to be tried for pretended offences:

Fur abolishing the free system of English laws in a neighboring province, establishinj

therein an arbitrary government, and enlarging its boundaries, so as to render it at once

an example and fit instrument, for introducing the same absolute rule into these colonies:

For taking away our charters, abolishing our most valuable laws, and altering funda-

mentally the forms of our governments:

For suspending our own legislatures, and declaring themselves invested with power to

legislate for ns in all cases whatsoever.

Me has abdicated government here, by declaring us out of his protection, and waging

war against us.

I le has plundered our seas, ravaged our coasts, burnt our towns, and destroyed the lives

of our people.

He is, at this time, transporting large armies of foreign mercenaries to complete the

aorks of death, desolation, and tyranny, already begun, with circumstances of cruelty and

oerfidy, scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally unworthy the head

ot a civilized nation.

He has constrained our fellow citizens, taken captive on the high seas, to bear arms

against their country, to become the executioners of their friends and brethren, or to full

themselves by their hands.

He has excited domestic insurrections amongst us, and has endeavored to bring on the
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inhabitants of our frontiers the merciless Indian savages, whose known rule r>f irarfare ii

an undistinguished destruction of all ages, sex aod poi litione

In every slage of these oppressions we have petitioned for redress in the most humble

terms; our repeated petitions have been answered only hv tijury. ,\ prince

whose character is thus marked by every act which may define a tyrant, is unlit ti

ruler of a free people.

Nor have we been wanting in attention to our British brethren. We hue warned them

from lime to time, of attempts made by their legislature to extend an unwarrantable

jurisdiction over us. We have reminded them of the circumstances of our emigration

nnd settlement here. We have appealed to their native justice and magnanimity, and

we have conjured them by the ties id* our common kindred to disavow these usurpal

which would inevitably interrupt our connections and correspondence. They, too, have

been deaf to the voice of justice and consanguinity. We must, therefore, acquiesce in

the necessity which denounces our separation, and hold them, as we hold the ro-t of

mankind — enemies in war— in peace, friends.

We, therefore, the representatives of the United States of America, in congress

assembled, appealing tothe Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our intern

do, ui the name and by the authority of the good people of these colonic'.-, solemnly

declare, that these United Colonies are, and of right ought to he, free and independent

States. — That they are absolved from all allegiance to the British crown, and that all

political connection between them and the state of Great Britain is, and ought to be,

totally dissolved ; and that as free and mdependeni states, they have full power to levy

war, conclude peace, contract alliances establish Commerce; and to do all other act- ami

things which independent states may of right do. And Ibr the support of this Declaration,

with a tirm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each

Other our lives, our fortunes, and OUT sacred honor.

The members of the congress of 1770, who signed this declaration, were as follows:

—

New Hampshire. — Josiah Bartlett, William Whipple, Matthew Thornton.

Massachusetts Bay.— John Hancock, Samuel Adams, John Adams, Robert Treat

Paine, Rlbridge (ierry.

Rhode [bund. — Stephen Hopkins, William Cilery.

Connecticut — Roger Sherman, Samuel Huntington, William Williams, Oliver

Wolcott.

Nuv York — William Floyd, Philip Livingston, Pi incia Lewis, Lewis Morris

N«W JERSEY. — Richard Stockton, John Wilherspoon, Francis MopkuiSOO, John Hart,

Abrain Clark

PENNSYLVANIA.— Robert Morris, Benjamin Rush, Benjamin Franklin, J"hn Morion,

George Clymer, James Smith, George Taylor, Janus v. Itoss.

Hii.vwvKK — Ctesar Rodney, George Read, Thomas M Sean,

Maryland.— Samuel Chase, William Paca, Thomas Stone, Charles Carroll, ofCarroltoa

Virginia.—George Wythe, Richard Henry Lee, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Harrison,

Thomas Nelson, jun., Francis Lightfoot 1 , Carter Bruxton,

North Carolina — William Hooper, Joseph Hughes, J"'ui P

Sooth Carolina. — Edward Rutledge, Thomas Heyward, jun., Tfejaaa Lynch, jun

*,rtlmr Middleton.

Georgia.— Button Gwinnett, Lyman Hall. Ge wge Walton.
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I'M CONSTITUTION OF

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES

v\'e, the People of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union, c^uioi iso

justice, niMire domestic tranquillity, provide lor the common defence, promote th

genera] welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do

ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America.

ARTICLE I.

Sec. 1.—All legislative powers herein granted shall he vested in a Congress of the

United Slates, which shall consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.

Sec. II.— 1. The House of Representatives Bhall be composed of members chosen every

Becond year, by the people ot'the several states: and the electors in each slate shall have

the qualifications requisite for electors of the most numerous branch of the state legislature.

2. No person shall he a representative who shall not have attained the age of twenty-

five years, and been seven years a citizen of the United States, and who shall not, when
elected, be an inhabitant of the state in which he shall be chosen.

'.i. Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned among the several slates which

may be included within this union, according to their respective numbers, which Bhall be

determined by adding to the whole number of free persons, including those bound l<>

service for a term of years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all other

persons. The actual enumeration shall be made within three years after the lirsl meeting

of Ihe Congress of the United States, and within every subsequent term of ten year*, in

such manner as they shall by law direct. The number of Representatives shall not

exceed one liir every thirty thousand, hut each state shall have at least one representative:

and until such enumeration shall lie made, the state of .Yew Hampshire shall be entitled

to choose three; Massachusetts, eight; Rhode Island and Providence Plantation!, one

;

Connecticut, five; .\vw York, six; New Jersey, four; Pennsylvania, eivhl; Delaware,

one; Maryland, six ; Virginia, ten ; North Carolina, five ; South Carolina, five ; Georgia,

three

4. When vacancies happen in the representation from any state, the executive authority

thereof shall issue writs of election to fill such vacancies.

5. The House of Representatives shall choose' their speaker and other officers, and

shall have the sole power of impeachment.

Sec. III.— 1. The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two sennturs from

each state, chosen by the legislature thereof, for six years; and each senator shall have

one vote.

2. Immediately after they shall be assembled in consequence of the first election, they

shall be divided, as equally as may be, into three classes. The seats of the senators of

the first class shall be vacated at the expiration of the second year, of the second class at

the expiration of the fourth year, and the third class at the expiration of the sixth year,

so that one-third may be chosen every second year; and if vacancies happen by resigna-

tion or otherwise, during the recess of the legislature of any state, the executive thereof

may make temporary appointments until the next meeting of the legislature, which shal'

then fill such vacancies.

3. No person shall be a senator who shall not have attained the age of thirty years, ana
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been nine years a citizen of tlie United States, and who shall not, when elected, be an

inhabitant of that state for which he shall be elm

4. The Vice-President of the United States shall be President of the Senate, bul

have no vole, unless they be equally divided.

>. The Senate shall choose their other officers, and also a president pro tempore in the

lOsence of the Vice-President, or when he shall exercise the office of President of the

United States.

6. The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. When sitting for that

purpose, they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the President of the United Stales

is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside; and no person shall be convicted without the

concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.

7. Judgment in cases of impeachment, shall not extend further than to removal from

office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the

United States; but the paity convicted shall, nevertheless, be liable and subject to indict-

ment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to law,

Skc. IV'.— 1. The times, places, and manner of holding elections lor senators and

representatives shall he prescribed in each state, by the legislature thereof; but the Con
gros- may, nt any time, by law. make or alter such regulations, except as to the places

of choosing senators.

•J. The Congress shall assemble at least once in every year; and Buch meeting shall

be on the first Monday in December, unless they shall by law appoint a different day.

Sec. V.— 1. Each house shall be judge of the elections, returns and qualifications of it«

own members; and a majority of each shall constitute a quorum to do business; but a

smaller number may adjourn from day to day, and may be authorized to compel the

attendance of absent members, in such manner, and under such penalties, as each

may provide.

2. Each house may determine the rules ol its proceedings, punish its members for dis

orderly behavior, and with the concurrence of two-thirds, expel a member.

3. Each house shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and from time to lime publish

the same, excepting such parts as may, in their judgment, require secresy; and the

and nays of the members of either house on any question shall, at ihe desire of one-fifth

of those present, be entered on the journal.

4. Neither house, during the session of Congress, shall, without the consent of Uie

other, adjourn for more than three days, nor to any other place than that in which the twe

houses shall be -itting.

Sec. VI.— 1, The senators and representatives -hall receive a compensation tor then

services, to be ascertained by law, and paid out of the treasury of the United S

They shall, in all cases, except treason, felony, ami breach of peace, be privileged from

arrest, during their attend, nice at the session of their respective houses, and in going to

and returning from the same; and for any speech or debate in either house, the]

not be questioned in any other place.

2. No senator or representative shall, during the time for which he was elected, Im-

ap|ximled to any civil office under the authority of the United States, which shall have

been created, or the emoluments whereof shall have been increased, during such tune;

and no person holding any office under the United States, shall be a member of either

noose, during his continuance in office.

Sic VII.— 1. Ml bills for raisin shall originate in the House of Represnuta,

lives; bul the Senate may propose or concur with amendments as on other bills.

2. Every bill whick -hill have pawed the House of Repn 9 nate.
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shall, before it become a law, be presented to the President of the United States; if he

approve, he shall sign it; but if not, he shall return it with his objections, to that house

in which it shall have originated, who shall enter the objections at large >n their journal,

aim proceed to reconsider it II, after such reconsideration, two-thirds ol that house shuil

agree to pass the bill, il shall be sent, together with the objections, to the other house, and

if approved by two-thirds of that house, it shall become a law. But in all such cases, the

votes of both houses shall be determined by yeas and nays; and the names of the persons

voting tor and against the bill, shall be entered on the journals of each house respectively.

If any bill shall not be returned by the President within ten days (Sundays excepted)

after it shall have been presented to him, the same shall be a law, in like manner as if

he had signed it, unless Congress by their adjournment prevent its return ; in which case,

it shall not be a law.

3. Every order, resolution, or vote, to which the concurrence of the Senate and House

of Representatives may be necessary (except on a question of adjournment) shall be pre-

sented to the President of the United States; and before the same shall take effect, shall

be approved by him, or being disapproved by him, shall be repassed by two-thirds of the

Senate and [louse of Representatives, according to the rules and limitations prescribed

in the case of a bill.

Sbo. VIII.—The Congress shall have power

—

1. To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises ; to pay the debts and provide

for the common defence and general welfare of the United States; but all duties, imposts,

and excises shall be uniform throughout the United States:

2. To borrow money on the credit of the United States:

3. To regulate commerce with foreign nations anil among the several states, and with

the Indian tribes:

4. To establish a uniform rule ot naturalization, and uniform laws on the subject of

bankruptcies, throughout the United States:

5 To coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and fix the standard

of weights and measures:

To provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the securities and current coin of

the United States:

7. To establish post-offices and post roads:

H. To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing tor limited times, U

authors and inventors, the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries:

9. To constitute tribunals inferior to the supreme court:

10. To define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the high seas, and offences

against the law of nations:

11. To declare war, grant letters of marque and reprisal, and make rules concerning

captures on land and water :

12. To raise and support armies; but no appropriation of money to that use shall be

tiir a longer term than two years:

13. To provide and maintain a navy:

14. To make rules for the government and regulation of the land and naval forces:

15. To provide liir calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the union, suppress

insurrections, and repel invasions:

lf> To provide for organizing, arming and disciplining the militia, and lor governing

xuch pari of them as may he employed in the service of the United States, reserving to

the states respectively the appointment of the officers, and the authority of training the

militia, according to the discipline prescribed by Congress:
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17. To exercise exclusive legislation, in .ill cases whatsoever, over sun district (no 1

axe libg ten miles square) as may, by cession of |>irticul:ir stairs, ami 'lie acceptance

>f Congress, become the seatofgover ml of the United States, and to exercise like

authority over all places purchased by the consent of the legislature of the stale in which

the same >h:ill be, for the erection of tori>. magazines, arsenals, dock-yards, and other

needful buildings I And,

IS. To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper tiir carrying into execution

the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by this constitution in the government

of the United States, or 111 any department or officer thereof!

Sec. IX.— 1. The migration or importation of such persons as any of the states, now

existing, shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the

year one thousand eierht hundred and eight: but a tax or duty may be imposed on such

importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each person.

2. The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended, unless, when, in

cases of rebellion or invasion, the public safety may require it.

3. No bill of attainder, or ex post tiicto law, shall be passed.

4. No capitation or other direct tax shall be laid, unless in proportion to the census

or enumeration herein before directed to be taken.

5. No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any stale. No preference

shall be given, by any regulation of commerce or revenue, to the ports of one state over

those of another; nor shall vessels bound to or from one state be obliged to enter, clear,

or pay duties in another.

6. No money shall be drawn from the treasury, but in consequence of appropriations

made by law; and a regular statement and account of the receipts and expenditures of

all public money shall be published from time to tune

7. No title of nobility shall be granted by the United Stales; and no person holding

any office of profit or trust under them shall, without the consent of the Congress, accept

of any present, emolument, office or title of any kind whatever, from any king, prince, or

foreign stale.

Sec. X.— 1. No state shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or confederation; grant

letters of marque and reprisal; coin money; emit bills of credit; make any thing hut

gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts; pass any bill of attainder, ex post facto

law, or law impairing the obligation of contracts; or grant any title ol nobility.

2. No state shall, without the consent of the Congress, lay imposts or dutie3 on imports

or exports, except what may be absolutely necessary lor executing its inspection laws;

and the net produce of all duties and imports laid by any state on im|>orts or exports,

shall be lor the use of the treasury of the United Slates; and all such laws shall be

subject to the revision and control of the Congress, No state shall, without the consent

of Congress, lay any duty on tonnage, keep troops or ships of war in tune of peace, enter

into any agreement or compact with another state or with a foreign power, or , n.

war, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent danger as will not admit of delay.

ARTICLE II.

Sec. I.—The executive power shall he vested in a President of the United Stales of

America. He shall hold his office during the term of lour years, and, together with Ihe

Vice-President, chosen tor the same term, be elected as follows:

1. Each slate shall appoint in 6uch manner as the legislature thereof may direct, a

number of electors, equal to the whole number of senators and representatives to which
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the state may be entitled in the Congress; but no senator or representative, or person

holding an office of trust or profit under the United Stales shall be appointed an elector.

3. [Annulled. See Amendments, art. 12.]

4. The Congress may determine the time of choosing the electors, and the day on

which they ?hall give their votes; which day shall be the same throughout the United

States.

5. No person except a natural born citizen, or a citizen of the United Slates at the

time of the adoption of this constitution, shall be eligible to the office of President;

neither shall any person be eligible to that office, who shall not have attained the age of

thirty-live years, and been fourteen years a resident within the United States.

(j. In case of the removal of the President from office, or of his death, re>ignalion or

inability to discharge the powers and duties of said office, the same shall devolve on the

Vice-President; and the Congress may by law provide for the case of removal, death,

resignation, or inability, both of the President and Vice-President, declaring what officer

shall then act as President, and such officer shall act accordingly, until tin' disability be

removed, or ;i President shall be elected.

7. The President shall, at stated tunes, receive tor his services a compensation which

shall neither be increased nor diminished during the period lor which he shall have been

elected; and he shall not receive, within that period, any other emolument from the

United States, or any of them.

8. Before he enter on the execution of his office, he shall take ihe following oath or

affirmation :—

"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute the office of President

of the United States, and will, to the best of my ability, preserve, protect, and defend the

constitution of the United States."

Sec. II.—1. The President shall be commander-in-chief of the army and navy of the

United States, and of the militia of the several states, when called into the actual service

of the United States: he may require the opinion, in writing, of the principal officer in

each of the executive departments, upon any subject relating to the duties of their re-

spective offices ; and he shall have power to grant reprieves and pardons for r.llencen

against the United States, except in cases of impeachment.

2. He shall have power, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to make

treaties, provided two-thirds of the senators present concur ; and he shall nominate, and

Dy and with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint ambassadors, other public

ministers and consuls, judges of the supreme court, and all other officers of the United

States, whose appointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall he

established by law. But the Congress may, by law, vest the appointment of such inferior

offices as they think proper, in the President alone, in the courts of law, or in the heads

of departments.

3. The President shall have power to fill all vacancies that may happen during the

recess of the Senate, by granting commissions which shall expire at the end of their next

session.

Sec. III.— 1. He shall, from time to time, give to the Congress information of the state

of the union, and recommend to their consideration such measures as he shall judge

necessary and expedient; he may, on extraordinary occasions, convene both houses, or

either of them, and in case of disagreement between them, with respect to the lime of

adjournment, he may adjourn them to such time as he may think proper; he shall receive

embassadors, and other public ministers; he shall take care that the laws be faithfully

executed ; and shall commission all the officers of the United States.
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Six. IV.— 1. The President, Vice-President, and all civil officers ot the United State*,

shall be removed from office on impeachment lor, and conviction of, treason, bribery, n
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

ARTICLE III.

Sec. I.— 1. The judicial power of the United Slates shall be vested in one niprome
jourt, and in such inferior courts as the Congress may, from tune to tune, ordain and

establish. Tin- judges, both of the supreme and inferior courts, shall hold their offices

during good behavior, and shall at stated times, receive lor their services a corj|| SBtion

which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office.

Sec. II.— 1. The judicial power shall extend to ail cases in law and equity arising

under this constitution, the laws of the United .States, and treaties made, or which shall

be made, under their authority ; to all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers

and consuls; to all cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction ; to controversies to

which the United States shall be a party ; to controversies between two or more states;

between a state and citizens of another state; between citizens of different states; be-

tween citizens of the same state, claiming lands under grants of different state*, and

between a stale, of the citizens thereof, and foreign states, citizen or subji

'J. In all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls, and those in

which a state shall be a party, the supreme court shall have original jurisdiction. In all

other cases before mentioned, the supreme court shall have appellate jurisdiction, both as

to law and fact, with sucli exceptions, and under such regulations as the Congress shall

make.

i. The trial of all crimes, except in cases of impeachment, shall be by jury ; and inch

trial shall be held in the state where the said crimes shall have been Committed; hut

when not committed within any state, the trial shall be at such place or places as i In-

Congress may by law have directed.

Sec. III.—1 Treason against lie 1 United States shall consist only in levying war

against them, or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort. No person

shall be convicted of treason, unless on the testimony of two witnesses lo the same overt

act, or confessions in open court.

2. The Congress shall have power to declare the punishment of treason ; but no

attainder of treason shall work corruption of blood, or forfeiture, except during the lile

of the person attainted.

ARTIC I.E 1 V.

Sec. I.—1. Full faith and credit shall be given in each state to the public acts, records,

and judicial proceedings of every other slate. And the Congress may, by genersl

prescribe the manner in which such acts, records, and proceedings shall be proved, and

th" effect thereof.

Sec. II—1. The citizens of each state shall be entitled loall privileges and immunities

of citizens in the several Btal

2. A person charged in any slate with treason, felony, or other crime, who shall flee

from justice, and be found in another state, shall, on d and of the executive authority

of the state from which he fled, be delivered up to be removed t.> the si ite having juris

diction of the crime.

A Mo person held to service or labor in one state, under the laws thereof, escaping into
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another, shall, in consequence of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from such

service or labor, but shall be delivered up on claim of the party to whom such service or

labor may be due,

Sec. III.— 1. New states may be admitted by the Congress into this union ; but no now

state shall be liirmed or erected within the jurisdiction of any other state ; nor any Bl ite

be formed by the junction of two or more states or parts of states, without the consent

of the legislature of the states concerned, as well as of the Congress,

2. The Congiess shall have power to dispose of and make all needful laws and regula-

tions respecting the territory or other property belonging to the United States; and nothing

in this constitution shall be so construed as to prejudice any claims of the United Suites,

or of any particular state.

Sec. IV.— 1. The United States shall guarantee to every state in this union, a republican

form of government, and shall protect each of them against invasion: and, on application

of the legislature, or of the executive, (when the legislature cannot be convened) against

domestic violence.

ARTICLE V.

1. The Congress, whenever two-thirds of both houses shall deem it necessary, shall

propose amendments to this constitution, or on the application of the legislatures of two-

thirds of the several states, shall call a convention lor proposing Amendments, which, in

either case, shall be valid to all intents and purposes, as part of this constitution, when

ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several states, or by conventions in

three-fourths thereof, as the one or the other mode of ratification may be proposed by the

Congress; provided that no amendment which may be made prior to the year one thou-

sand eight hundred and eight, shall in any manner affect the first and fourth clauses in

the ninth section of the first article; and that no state, without its consent, shall be

deprived of its equal suffrage in the Senate.

ARTICLE VI.

1. All debts contracted, and engagements entered into, before the adoption of this con-

stitution, shall be as valid against the United States under this constitution, as under the

confederation.

2. This constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall he made in pursu-

ance thereof, and all treaties made, or which shall be made under the authority of the

United States, shall he the supreme law of the land; and the judges in every state shall

be bouml thereby; any thing in the constitution or laws of any state to the contrary not-

withstanding.

3. The senators and representatives before mentioned, and the members of the several

state legislatures, anil all executive and judicial officers, both of the United Slates and

of the several states, shall be bound by oath or affirmation to support this constitution;

but no religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or public trust

under the United States.

ARTICLE VII.

1. The ratification of the conventions of nine states shall be sufficient liir the establish-

ment of this constitution between the states so ratifying the same.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION

.\rt. I.— Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or pr. •

hibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press;

or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government lorn

redress of grievances.

Art. II.—A well-regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free state, the

right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.

Art. III.— No soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any house without the

consent of the owner; nor in time of war, but in a manner to he prescribed by law.

Art IV.— The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and

effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated; and no war-

rants shall issue but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particu-

larly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

Art. V.—No person shall be held to answer lor a capital, or otherwise infamous crime,

unless on a presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land

or naval forces, or in the militia when in actual service, in time of war or public danger;

nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of lite or

limb; nor shall be compelled, in any criminal case, to be witness against himself, nor be

deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law ; nor shall private pro-

perly be taken for public use without just compensation.

Art. VI.— In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy

and public trial, by an impartial jury of the state and district wherein the crime shall

have been committed, which district shall have been pieviously ascertained by law, and

to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the

witnesses lgamst him; to have compulsory process lor obtaining witnesses in his favor;

and to have the assistance of counsel for his defence.

Art. VII.— In suits of common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed

twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved; and no fact, tried by a

jury, shall be otherwise re-examined in any court of the United Slates, than according to

the rules of the common law.

Art. VIII.— Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fiiies imposed, nor cruel

and unusual punishments inflicted.

Art. IX.— The enumeration, in the constitution, of certain rights, shall not he con

stnird to deny or disparage others retained by the people.

Art. X.— The powers not delegated to the United States by the constitution, nor

prohibited to it by the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people.

Art. XI.— The judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend

tc any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States

by citizens of another state, or by citizens or subjects of any foreign state.

Art. XII.— 1. The electors shall meet in their respective states, and vole by ballot for

President and Vice-President, one of whom, at least, shall not be an inhabitant of the
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me -state with themselves; they shall name in their ballots the persons voted lira.-.

President, and ill distinct ballots the persons voted for as Vice-President ; and the) shall

make distinct lists of all persons voted lor as ('resident, and of all persons voted torus

Vice-President, and of the number nt voles tor each; which lists the; shall sil'ii and
certify, and transmit sealed to the seat of government of the United States, directed to

the President of the Senate. The President of the Senate shall, in the presence of the

Senate and House of Representatives, open all the certificates, and the votes shall then

be counted; the per.-on having the greatest number of votes f< >r President, shall be Presi-

dent, if such number be a majority of the whole number of electors appointed; and if no
person have such majority, then from the persons having the highest number, not exceed-

ing three, on the list of those voted lor as President, the House of Representatives shall

choose immediately, by ballot, the President.—But, in choosing the President, the

shall be taken by states, the representation from each state having one vole; a quorum
for this purpose shall consist of a member or members from two-thirds of the States, and

a majority of all the state6 shall be necessary to a choice. And if the House of Repre-

sentatives shall not choose a President, whenever the right of choice shall devolve upon

them, belore the fourth day of March next following, then the Vice President shall act

as President, as in the case of the death or oilier constitutions I disability of the

President.

J. The person having the greatest number of votes as Vice-President, shall he the

Vice-President, it such number be a majority of the whole number of electors appointed
;

and if no person have a majority, then, from the two highest numbers on the list, the

Semite shall choose the Vice-President ; a quorum for the purpose shall coiisi-t of two-

thirds of the whole number of Senators, and a majority of the whole number shall be

necessary to a choice

3. But no person constitutionally ineligible to the office ol President, shall be eligible

to that nf Vice-President of the United States.

Art. XIII ilSiM.t— I. Neither Blavery nor involuntary servitude, except us a pun-

ishment for crime, whereof the party shall have been duly convicted,

within the United Slates, or any place sulijecl to their jurisdiction.

2 i 'ongress shall lour power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.

Am. ilv. (1868.)

—

Sec. 1 All persons horn or naturalized in the United St

and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of tin-

State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall

abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United State-, nor slmll any

State deprive any person ol life, liberty, or property, without dm il law, nor

den) to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Ski 8. Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States according

to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each S

excluding Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for the

choice of electors for President and Vice-President of the United State-, represi

tives in Congress, the executive and judicial officers ol a State or the memb
the legislature thereof, is denied I y of the male inhabitants of such State, being

twenty one years of age, and citizens of the United 81 in an) wa) abrid

except for participation in rebellion or other crime, the basis of representation

therein shall be reduced in the proportion which the number of snch male ell

shall hear to the whole number of male citizens twenty one year- of age In such

State
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Sec. 3. No person shall be a senator or representative in Congress, or elector of

President or Vice-President, or hold any office, civil or military, under the United

States, or under any State, who having previously taken an oath as a member of

Congress, or as an officer of the United States, iir as member of any State legisla-

ture, or as an executive or judicial officer of any State, to support the Constitution

of the United States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the

same, en- given aid or comfort to the enemies thereof ; but Congress may, by a vote

of two-thirds of each boose, remove- such disability.

Sec. 4. The validity of the public debt of the United States, recognized by law,

including debts incurred tor payment of pensions and bounties for services in sup-

pressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not be questioned. But neither the United

States nor any State shall assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of

insurrection or rebellion against the United States, or any claim for the loss or

emancipation of any slave ; but all sucli debts, obligations, and claims shall be held

illegal and void.

Sec. 5. The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the

provisions of this article.

Art. XV. (1870.)—Sec. 1. The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall

not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of race,

color, or previous condition of servitude.

Sec. 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate

legislation.
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WASHINGTON'S FAREWELL ADDRESS,

Sei'temrer 17, 1796.

Frieittls and Felloio-ri/izfn.t:—
Thk period for n new election of a citizen to administer the executive governmmi

of the United States being not far distant, an. I the time actually arrived when your tiiougnu
must be. employed in designating the person who is to be clothed with that imp.
trust, it appears to me proper, especially ns it may conduce to a more distinct expression
of the public voice, that 1 should now apprise you of the resolution I have formed, to

decline being considered among the number out of whom the choice is to be made.
I beg you at the same time to do me the justice to be assured, that this resolution hat

nm been taken without a strict regard to all d onsiderations appertaining to the t.

which hinds a dutiful citizen to his country; and that in withdrawing the tender of service,

which silence in my situation might imply, I am influenced by no diminution of zeal for

your future interest; no deficiency of grateful respect foi jroui past kindness; but bid sup-
ported by a full conviction that the step is compatible with both.

The acceptance of, and continuance hitherto in, the office to which your suffrages have
twice called me, have been a uniform sacrifice of inclination to the opinion of duty, and to

a deference to what appeared to be your desire, 1 constantly hoped that it would have
been much earlier ill my power, consistently with motives which I was not at liberty to

disregard, to return to that retirement from which I hat uctantly drawn. The
strength ..I my inclination to do this, previous to the last election, had even led to the pre-

paration of an address to declare it to you ; but mature reflection on the then perplexed
and critical posture of affairs with foreign nations, and the unanimous advice of pi

entitled to my confidence, impelled me to abandon the idea. I r.joice thai the state of
your concerns, external as well as internal, no longei renders the pursuit of inclination

incompatible with the sentiment of duty or propriety
; and am persuaded, whatever par-

tiality may be retained for my services, that in the present circumstances of our country
y.ni will not disapprove of my determination to retire

The impressions with which I first undertook the arduous task were explained on the

proper occasion. In the discbarge of this trust, I will only say that I have, with good

intentions, contributed towards the organization and administration of the government the

best exertions of which a very fallible judgment w-as capable. Mot m in the

outset, of the inferiority of my qualifications, experience, in my own eyes, perhaps still

more in the eyes of others, lias strengthened the motives to diffidence of myself; and every

day the increasing weight of years admonishes me more and more that the shade of retire*

ment is as necessary to me as it will be welcome. Satisfied that if any cirr

have given peculiar value to my services they were temporary, I have the consolation to

believe, that while choice and prudence invite me to quit the political scene, patriotism

does not forbid it.

In looking forward to the moment which is to terminate the career of my political life,

my feelings do not permit me to suspend the <lc.-p acknowledgment of that debt of grati-

tude which I owe to my beloved country for the many honors it has conferred upon me;
still more for the steadfast confidence with which it has supported me. ; and for ibe oppor-

tunities I have thence enjoyed of manifesting my inviolable attachment, by service-* faithful

and persevering, though in useful B ,..al In my zeal. If benefits have resulted to

cur country from these services, let it a, ways be remem I..
I praise, and as instruc

tive example in our annals, that under circumstances in which dn agitated in

every direction, were liable to mislead — amidst appeal
i

dubious — \ i. i-

situdes of fortunes often discouraging — in situations in which not uofroqnentiy want ..|

- has countenanced the spirit of criticism — the i four support wn> the

essential prop of the efforts, and a guarantee of the plans by which they wire sflrrled.

Profoundly penetrated with ibis idea, I -hall carry it with me to my urave, lis n st,,, n g

incitement lo unceasing wishes, that Heaven may continue lo you thi
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beneficence — that your union and brotherly affection maybe perpetual — that the free

constitution which is the work of your bands may he sacredly maintained — that its admi-
nistration in every department may be stamped with wisdom and virtue — that, in fine,

the happiness of the people of these States, under the auspices of liberty, may be made
complete, by so careful a preservation and so prudent a use of this blessing as will acquire

to them the glory of recommending it 10 the applause, the affection, and adoption of every

nation which is yet a stranger to it.

Here, perhaps, I ought to stop. But a solicitude for your welfare, which cannot end but

with my life, and the apprehension of danger, natural to that solicitude, urge me, on an
occasion like the present, to offer to your solemn contemplation, and to recommend to your

frequent review, some sentiments, which are the result of much reflection, of no inconsi-

derable observation, and which appear to me all-important to the permanency of your

felicity as a people. These will be offered to you with the more freedom, as you can only

see in them the disinterested warnings of a parting friend, who can possibly have no per-

sonal motive to bias his counsel. Nor can 1 forget, as an encouragement to it, your indul-

gent reception of my sentiments on a former and not dissimilar occasion.

Interwoven as is the love of liberty with every ligament of our hearts, no recommenda-
tion of mine is necessary to fortify or confirm the attachment.

The unity of government, which constitutes you one people, is also now dear to you.

It is justly so ; for it is a main pillar in the edifice of your real independence ; the support

of your tranquillity at home; your peace abroad; of your safety; of your prosperity; of

that very liberty which yon so highly prize. But as it is easy to foresee, that from different

causes, and from different quarters, much pains will be taken, many artifices employed, to

weaken in your minds the conviction of this truth — as this is the point in your political

fortress against which the batteries of internal and external enemies will be most con-

stantly and actively (though often covertly and insidiously) directed, — it is of infinite

moment, that you should properly estimate the immense value of your national union to

your collective and individual happiness; that you should cherish a cordial, habitual, and
immoveable attachment to it: accustoming yourselves to think and to speak of it as a pal-

Indium of your political safety and prosperity; watching for its preservation with jealous

anxiety ; discountenancing whatever may suggest even a suspicion that it can in any event

be abandoned; and indignantly frowning upon the first dawning of every attempt to

alienate any portion of our country from the rest, or to enfeeble the sacred ties which now
link together the various parts.

For this you have every inducement of sympathy and interest. Citizens by birth or

choice of a common country, that country has a right to concentrate your affections. The
name of Amkhican, which belongs to you in your national capacity, must always exalt the

just pride of patriotism more than any appellation derived from local discriminations.

With slight shades of difference, you have the same religion, manners, habits, and political

principle. You have, in a common cause, fought and triumphed together; the independ-

ence and liberty you possess, are the work of joint councils and joint efforts— of common
dangers, sufferings anil success.

But these considerations, however powerfully they address themselves to your sensi-

bility, are greatly outweighed by those which apply more immediately to your interest.

Here every portion of our country finds the most commanding motives for carefully guard-

ing and preserving the union of the whole.

The north, in an unrestrained intercourse with the south, protected by the equal laws of

a common government, finds in the productions of the latter great additional resources of

maritime and commercial enterprise, and precious materials of manufacturing industry.

The south, in the same intercourse, benefiting by the same agency of the north, sees its

agriculture grow and its commerce expand : turning partly into its own channels the sea

men of the north, it finds its particular navigation .invigorated ; and, while it contributes

in different ways to nourish and increase the eeneral mass of the national navigation, it

looks forward to the protection of a maritime strength, to which itself \< unequally adapted

The cast, in like intercourse with the ivesl, already finds, in the progressive improvement
of interior communications by land and water, and will more and more find, a valuable

vent for the commodities which it brings from abroad or manufactures at home. The west

derives from the east supplies requisite to its growth and comfort; and, what is perhaps

of still greater consequence, it must of necessity owe the secure enjoyment of indispensable

outlets for its own productions to the weight, influence, and the. future maritime strength

of the Atlantic side of the Union, dire. -ted by an indissoluble community of interest as one
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nation. Any oilier tenure by which the wtit cnn hold iliis essential advantage, whetbei
derived from its own separate strength, or from an apostate ami unnatnral connection with
^ny foreign power, must be intrinsically precarious.

While, then, every part of our country thus feels an immediate and particular interest in

union, all the parts combined cannot fail to find in the, uniieil muss of means and efforts

greater strength, greater resource, proportionally greater security from external danger, a
less frequent interruption of their peace l>y foreign nations; and, what is of inestimable
value, they must derive from union an exemption from those broils and wars between
themselves, which so frequently afflict neighboring countries not lied together by the
government, which their own rivalsliips alone would be sufficient to produce, but which
opposite foreign alliances, attachments, and intrigues would stimulate and embitter. Hence,
likewise, they will avoid the necessity of those overgrown military establishments, wbii h
under any form of government are inauspicious to liberty, and which arc 10 be regar.

particularly hostile to republican liberty. In this Bense it is, that your union ought to be

considered as a main prop of your liberty, and that the love of the one ought lo endear to

you the preservation of the other.

These considerations speak a persuasive language to every reflecting anil virtuous mind,
and exhibit the continuance of the Union as a primary object of patriotic desire. Is there

a doubt whether a common government can embrace so large a sphere ? Let experience

solve it. To listen to mere speculation in such a case were criminal. We are audi

to hope that a proper organization of the whole, with the auxiliary agency of governments
for the respective subdivisions, will afford a happy issue of the experiment. It is well

worth a fair and full experiment. With such powerful and obvious motives to union,

affecting all parts of our country, while experience shall not have demonstrated its imprac-

ticability, there will always be reason to tl i~trust the patriotism of those who in any quarter

may endeavor to weaken its bands.

In contemplating the causes which may disturb our Union, it occurs as matter of serious

concern, that any ground should have been furnished for characterizing parties by geogra-

phical discriminations — Northern and Southern, Atlantic and Western— wl Igning

men may endeavor to excite a belief that there is a real difference of local interest- and

views. One of the expedients of party lo acquire influence within particular di>tri
I

misrepresent the opinions and aims of other districts. You cannot shield yourselves loo

much against the jealousies and heart-burnings which spring from these misrepresenta-

tions: they tend to render alien to each other those who ought to be bound together by

fraternal affection. The inhabitants of our western country have lately had a useful

on this head. They have seen in the negotiation by the executive, and in the unanimous

ratification by the Senate, ol" the treaty with Spam, and in the universal satisfaction at thai

event throughout ihe United States, a decisive proof how unfounded were the suspicions

propagated among them of a policy in the general government, and in the Atlantic Stales,

unfriendly to their interests in regard to the Mississippi. They have '

the formation of two treaties — that with fJreal Britain and that with Spain— which

secure to them every thing they could desire, in respect to our foreign relations, toward

confirming their prosperity. Will it not be their wisdom to rely for the preservation of

these advantages on the Union by which they were procured ' Will they not henceforth

be deaf to those adviser-, if such there are. who would sever them from their brethren, and

connect them with aliens?

To the efficacy and permanency of your Union, a government lor the whole is indis-

pensable. No alliances, however strict, between the pan-, can be an adequate

(hey innsi inevitably experience the infractions and interruptions which alliances in all

times have experienced. Sensible of ibis momentous truth, you have improved upoi

lirst essay by the adoption ofa constitution "i government bettet < than your former

for an intimate union, and for the efficacious management of your common This

government, the offspring of your own choice, uninfluen led and unawed — adopted upon

full investigation and mature deliberation — completely free in its principles — in till

tribntion of its powers uniting security with energy, ami containing within itself proi

lor iis own amendment.— has a just claim to youi upport. Re

authority, compliance with its laws, acn.

by the fundamental maxims of true liberty. The
of the people to make tnd to alter their constitutioi rnment But the constitution

which at any time exists, mini changed by i splieil and aulhi

people, is sacredly obligatory upoi i

I er and the right of the
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people ,n establish government presupposes the duty of every individual to obey the esta

blished government
All obstructions to the execution of the laws, all combinations and associations, under

whatever plausible character, with the real design to direct, control, counteract, or awe the

regular deliberations and action of the constituted authorities, are destructive of (his funda-

mental principle and of fatal tendency. They serve to organize faction ; to give it an arti-

ficial and extraordinary force; to put in the place of the delegated will of the nation the

will of parly, often a small, but artful and enterprising minority of the community ; and,

according to the alternate triumphs of different parties, to make the public administration

the mirror of the ill-concerted and incongruous projects of faction, rather than the organ of

consistent and wholesome plans, digested by common counsels, and modified by mutual
interests.

However combinations or associations of the above description may now and then

answer popular ends, they are likely, in the course of time and things, to become potent

engines by which cunning, ambitions, and unprincipled men will be enabled to subvert
the power of the people, and to usurp for themselves the reins of government, destroying

afterwards the very engines which have lifted them to unjust dominion.
Towards the preservation of your government, and the permanency of your present

happy state, it is requisite not only that you steadily discountenance irregular opposition to

its acknowledged authority, but also that you resist with care the spirit of innovation upon
its principles, however specions the pretext. One method of assault may be to effect in

the forms of the constitution alterations which will impair the energy of the system, and
thus to undermine what cannot be directly overthrown. In all the changes to which you
may be invited, remember that time and habit are at least as necessary 10 fix the true cha-

racter of governments as of other human institutions ; that experience is the surest standard

by which to test the real tendency of the existing constitutions of a country; that facility

in changes, upon the credit of mere hypothesis and opinion, exposes to perpetual change,

from the endless variety of hypothesis and opinion; and remember, especially, that from
the efficient management of your common interests, in a country so extensive as ours, a

government of as much vigor as is consistent with the perfect security of liberty is India

pensable. Liberty itself will find in such a government, with powers properly distribute!

ami adjusted, its surest guardian. It is, indeed, little else man a name, where the govern

ment is too feeble to withstand the enterprises of faction, to confine each member of societj

within the limits prescribed by the laws, and to maintain all in the secure and tranquil

enjoyment of the rights of person and properly.

1 have already intimated to yon the danger of parties in the state, with particular r--ler

ence to the founding of them upon geographical discriminations. Let me now take e

more comprehensive view, and warn you, in the most solemn manner, against the banefu
effects of the spirit of party generally.

This spirit, unfortunately, is inseparable from our nature, having its root in the stronges"

passions of the human mind. It exists under different shapes in all governments, more 01

less stilted, controlled, or repressed; but in those of the popular form it is seen in its

greatest rankness, and is truly their worst enemy.
The alternate domination of one faction over another, sharpened by the spirit of revenge

natural to party dissension, which in different ages and countries has perpetrated the most
horrid enormities, \* itself a frightful despotism. Bui this leads at length to a more forma
and permanent despotism. The disorders and miseries which result gradually incline the

minds of men to seek security and repose in the absolute power of an individual ; and
sooner or later, the chief of some prevailing faction, more able or more fortunate than his

competitors, turns this disposition to the purposes of his own elevation on the ruins of the

public liberty.

Without looking forward to an extremity of this kind, (which nevertheless ought not to

be entirely out of sight,) the common and continual mischiefs of the spirit of party are

sufficient to make it the interest ami duty of a wise people to discourage and restrain it.

It serves always to distract the public councils and enfeeble the public administration.

It agitates the community with ill-founded jealousies and false alarms; kindles the animosity
of one part against anothei ; foments occasional riot and insurrection. It opens the door

to foreign influence and corruption, which find a facilitated access to the government itself

through the channels of party passion. Thus the policy and will of one country are sub-

jected to the policy and will of another.

There is an opinion that parties in free countries ar* useful checks upon the administra
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ion of the government, and serve to keep alive the spirit of liberty. This, within certain
.'.mits, is probably true

;
and, in governments of a monarchical cast, patriotism may look

with indulgence, if not with favor, upon the spirit of party. But in those of popular cha-
raeter, in governments purely elective, it is a spirit not to be encouraged. From the natural
tendency, it is certain there will always be enough of that spirit for every salutary purpose;
and there being constant danger of excess, the effort ought to be, by force of public 0]
to mitigate and assuage i: A lire not to be quenched, it demands a uniform vigilance to
prevent its bursting into a flame, lest, instead of warming, it should consume

It is important, likewise, that the habits of thinking, in a free country, should inspir
caution in those intrusted with its administration, to confine themselves within their

ciive constitutional spheres; avoiding, in the exercise of the powers of one depart
ment, to encroach upon another. The spirit of encroachment tends to consolidate the
powers of all the departments in one, and thus to create, whatever the form of f)

ment, a real despotism A just estimate of that love of power, and proneness to al

which predominate in the human heart, is sufficient to satisfy us of the truth of this posi-
tion. The necessity of reciprocal checks in the exercise of political power, by di

and distributing it into different depositories, and constituting each the guardian
public weal against invasions of the other, has been evinced by experiments, ancient and
modern— some of them in our country, and under our own eyes. To preserve them must
be as necessary as to institute tlieni If, in the opinion of the people, the distribution or
modification of the constitutional powers be, in any particular, wrong, let it be corrected by
an amendment, in the way in which the constitution . But let there be no
change by usurpation ; for though this, in one instance, may be the instrument of good, it

is the customary weapon by which free governments are destroyed. The precedent mull
always greatly overbalance, in permanent evil, any partial or transient benefit which the

use can at any time yield.

Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political prosperity, religion and morality
are Indispensable supports. In vain would that man claim the tribute of patriotism! who
should labor to subvert these great pillars of human happiness— these firmest props of
the duties of men and citizens. The mere politician, equally with the pious man, ought
to respect and to cherish them. A volume could not trace all their connection with private

and public felicity. Let it simply be asked, where is the security for property, for reputa-

tion, for life, if the sense of religious obligation desert the oaths, wh instruments

of investigation in courts of justice ? And let us with caution indulge the tuppositiOD that

morality can be maintained without religion. Whatever may be conceded to the influence

of refined education on minds of peculiar structure, reason and experience both forbid us

to expect that national morality can prevail in exclusion of religious prim i]

It is substantially true, that virtue or morality is a necessary spring of popular govern-

ment. The rule, indeed, extends with more or less force to every species of free govern-

ment. Who that is a sincere friend to it, can look with indifference upon attempts to

shake the foundation of the fabric ?

Promote, then, as an object of primary importance, institutions for the general diffusiot

of knowledge. In proportion as the structure of a government gives force to public opinion,

it is essential that public opinion should be enlightened.

As a very important source of strength and security, cherish public credit. One method

of preserving it. is to use it as sparingly as p< iding occasions of expense by cul-

tivating peace, but remembering, also, that timely disbursement! to prepare for danger fre-

quently prevent much greater disbursements to repel it ; avoiding, likewise, the accumula-

tion of debt, not only by shunning occasions of expense, hut by vigorous exertions in times of

peace to discharge the debts which unavoidable wars have occasioned— not ungenerously

throwing upon posterity the burdens which we ourselves 0U| The execution

of these maxims belongs to your representatives; but it is necessary that public opinion

should co-operate. To facilitate to them the performance of their duty, it is essential thai

you should practically bear in mind, that towards the payment of debts then- mi
revenue, that to have revenue there must be taxes; that no taxes can be devi

are not more or less inconvenient and unpleasant: that the intrinsic cmbarrassn

parable from the selection of the proper objects (which is always a choice of difficulties),

ought to be a decisive motive for a candid construction of the conduct of the government

in making it, and for a spirit of acquiescence in the measures for obtaining revenue which

the public exigencies may at any time dictate
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Observe good faith and justice towards all nations; cultivate peace and harmony with

nil. Religion and morality enjoin this conduct; and can it be that good policy dues 101

equally enjoin it? It will be worthy of a free, enlightened, anil, at no distant period, ;i

great nation, to give to mankind the magnanimous and too novel example of a people

always guided by an exalted justice and benevolence. Who can doubt but that in the

course of time and things the fruits of such a plan would richly repay any temporary

advantages which might be lost by a steady adherence to it? Can it be that Providence

has connected the permanent felicity of a nation with its virtue ? The experiment, at

leaet, is recommended by every sentiment which ennobles human nature. Alas, it is ren-

dered impossible by its vices!

In the execution of such a plan, nothing is more essential than that permanent, invete-

rate antipathies against particular nations, and passionate attachment for others, should be

excluded ; ami that, in Che place of them, just and amicable feelings towards all should be

cultivated. The nation which indulges toward another an habitual hatred, or an habitual

fondness, is in some degree a slave. It is a slave to its animosity or to its affection,

either of which is sufficient to lead it astray from its duty and its interest. Antipathy in

one nation against another, disposes each more readily to offer insult and injury, to lay

held of slight causes of umbrage, and to be haughty and intractable when accidental or

trilling occasions of dispute occur.

Hence frequent collisions— obstinate, envenomed, and bloody contests. The nation,

prompted by ill will and resentment, sometimes impels to war the government, contrary

to the best calculations of policy. The government sometimes participates in the national

propensity, and adopts through passion what reason would reject; at other times it makes
the animosity of the nation subservient to the projects of hostility, instigated by pride, am-
bition, and other sinister and pernicious motives. The peace often — sometimes, perhaps,

the liberty— of nations has been the victim.

So, likewise, a passionate attachment of one nation for another produces a variety of

evils. Sympathy for the favorite nation, facilitating the illusion of an imaginary common
interest in cases where no real common interest exists, and infusing into one the enmities

of the other, betrays the former into a participation in the quarrels and wars of the latter,

without adequate inducements or justification. It leads, also, to concessions to the favorite

nation of privileges denied to others, which are apt doubly to injure the nation making the

concessions, by unnecessarily parting with what ought to have been retained, and by excit-

ing jealousy, ill will and a disposition to retaliate in the parties from whom equal privi-

leges are withheld ; and it gives to ambitious, corrupt, or deluded citizens (who devote

themselves to the favorite nation) facility to betray or sacrifice the interests of their own
country, without odium, sometimes even with popularity— gilding with the appearances

of a virtuous sense of obligation to a commendable deference for public opinion, or a laud*

able zeal for public good, the base or foolish compliances of ambition, corruption, or

infatuation.

As avenues to foreign influence, in innumerable ways, such attachments are particularly

alarming to the truly enlightened and independent patriot. How many opportunities do

they afford to tamper with domestic factions, to practise the art of seduction, to mislead

public opinion, to influence or awe the public councils? Such an attachment of a small or

weak, towards a great and powerful nation, dooms the former to be the satellite of the

.alter. Against the insidious wiles of foreign influence (I conjure you to believe me, fellow-

citizens) the jealousy of a free people ought to be constantly awake, since history and expe-

rience prove that foreign influence is one of the most baneful foes of republican govern-

ment. But that jealousy, to be useful, must be impartial, else it becomes the instiument

of the very influence to be avoided, instead of n defence against it. Excessive partiality

for one foreign nation, and excessive dislike lbr another, cause those whom they actuate

to see danger only on one side, and serve to veil and even second the arts of influence on

the other. Real patriots, who may resist the intrigues of the favorite, are liable to become
suspected and odious ; while its tools and dupes usurp the applause and confidence of the

people to surrender their interests.

The great rule of conduct for us, in regard to foreign nations, is, in extending our com-

mercial relations, to have with them as little political connection as possible. So far as

we have already formed engagements, let them be fulfilled with perfect good faith. Here

let us s'op.
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Euiope lias a set of primary interest?, which to us have none, or a very remote leiatioti.

Hence, she must be engaged in frequent controversies, the causes of which are essentially
<breign to our concerns. Hence, iberei ,

it must be unwise in as to implicate ontseWe*
by artificial ties, ID the ordinary vicissitude uf her politics, or the ordinary combination*
and collisions of her friendships or enmities,

Our detacbed anil distant Bituation invites and enables us to pursue a different ci

If we remain one people, under an efficient government, the period is not fur olf when we
may defy material injury from external annoyance— when we may take such an attitude

is will cause the neutrality wc may at nny time resolve upon to be scrupulously re
;— when belligerent nations will not lightly hazard the giving us provocation — when we

may choose peace or war, as our interest, guided by justice, shall counsel.

Why forego the advantages of so
i

uliar a situation ? Why quit our own to stan I

foreign ground? Why, by interweaving our destiny with thai of any part of I

entangle our peace and prosperity in the toils of European ambition, rivalship, interest

humor, or caprice?

It is our true policy to steer clear of permanent alliances with any portion of the foreign
world : so far, 1 mean, as we are now at liberty to do it ; for lei me not be understood as
capable of patronizing infidelity to existing engagements. I hold the maxim no less appli-

cable to public than to private affairs, that honesty is always the best policy. I repeal.

therefore, let those engagements be observed in their genuine sense. But, in my opinion,

it is unnecessary, and would be unwise, to extend them.

Taking care always to keep ourselves, by suitable establishments, on a respectable
defensive posture, w-e may safely trust to temporary alliances for extraordinary emer-
gencies.

Harmony, and a liberal intercourse with all nations, are recommended by policy,

humanity, and interest. But even our commercial policy should bold an equal and
impartial hand — neither seeking nor granting exclusive favors or preferences — consult-
ing the natural course of things— diffusing anil diversifying by gentle means the stream
of commerce, but forcing nothing— establishing with powers so disposed, in order to give
trade a stable course, to define the rights of our merchants, and to enable tbe government
to support them, conventional rules of intercourse, the best that present circumstances and
national opinion will permit, but temporary, and liable to be from time to lime abandoned
or varied, as experience and circumstances shall dictate; constantly keeping in view that

it is folly in one nation to look for disinterested favors from another— that it must pay with
a portion of its independence for whatever it may accept under that character— that by
such acceptance it may place itself in the condition of having given equivalents for nominal
favors, and yet of being reproached with ingratitude for not giving more. There can be

no greater error than to expect or calculate upon real favors from nation to nation. It is

an illusion which experience must cure — which just pride ought to discard.

In offering to you, my countrymen, these counsels of an old affectionate friend, I dare
not hope they will make the strotiu' and lasting impression I could wish — that they will

control the usual current of the passions, or prevent our nation from running the course

which has hitherto marked the destiny of nations. Bui, il I may even Hatter myself thai

they may he productive o( some partial benefit, some occasional good — that they may
now and then recur to moderate the fury of party spirit; to warn against the mischiefs of

foreign intrigue; to guard against the impostures of pretended patriotism — this hope will

be a full recompense for the solicitude for your welfare by which ihey have been

dictated.

How far, in the discharge of my official duties, I have been guided by the prin

which have been delineated, the public records and other evidences of my conduct musl
witness to you and to the world. To myself, the a f my own conscience is, thnl

1 have at least believed myself to be guided by them.

In relation to the still subsisting war in Europe, my proclamation of the 22d of April,

1793, is the index to my plan. Sanctioned by your approving voice, and by thai of your

representatives in both houses of Congress, the spirit of that measure has continually

governed me, uninfluenced by any attempts to deter or divert ma from it

After deliberate examination, with tbe aids of the best lights I could obtain, I was well

satisfied thai our country, under all the circumstances of the case, had a rigbl to take, and
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was bound in duty and interest to take, a neutral position. Having taken it, I deter

mined, as far as should depend upon me, to maintain it with moderation, perseverance,

and firmness.

The considerations which respect the right fo hold this conduct it is not necessary, on
this occasion, to detail. I will only observe, that, according to my understanding of the

matter, that right, so far from being denied by any of the belligerent powers, has been vir-

tually admitted by all.

The duty of holding a neutral conduct may be inferred, without any thing more, from

the obligation which justice and humanity impose on every nation, in cases in which it is

free to act, to maintain inviolate the relations of peace and amity toward all other

nations.

The inducements of interest for observing that conduct will best be referred to your

own reflections and experience. With me, a predominant motive has been to endeavoi
to gain time to our country, to settle and mature its yet recent institutions, and to progress,

without interruption, to that degree of strength and constancy which is necessary to give

it, humanly speaking, the command of its own fortune.

Though, in reviewing the incidents of my administration, I am unconscious of inten-

tional error, 1 am, nevertheless, too sensible of my defects, not to think it probable that I

ma)' have committed many errors. Whatever they may be, I fervently beseech the

Almighty to avert or mitigate the evils to which they may tend. I shall also carry with

ine the hope, that jiy country will never cease to view them with indulgence j and that,

after forty-five years of my life dedicated to its service, with an upright zeal, the faults of

incompetent abilities will be consigned to oblivion, as myself must soon be to the mansions

of rest.

Relying on its kindness, in this as in other things, and actuated by that fervent love

towards it which is so natural to a man who views in it the native soil of himself and his

progenitors for several generations, I anticipate, with pleasing expectation, that retreat in

which I promise myself to realize, without alloy, the sweet enjoyment of partaking, in the

midst of my fellow-citizens, the benign influence of good laws, under a free government,
the ever favorite object of my heart, and the happy reward, as I trust, of our mutual cares,

labors, and dangers.

J


















